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Group
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The Elephants and Mastodonts Arrive
By

—Among

America

henry FAIRFIELD OSBORN

President of the American

Foreword.

in

Museum

of

Natural History

the treasures of the American

Museum

is

the unrivaled collection

and skulls of fossil proboscideans from Africa, the home of the race, from Asia,
and from North and South America. Aided by the Morgan and Jesup funds, a large volume is
being prepared describing the whole history of the elephant and mastodont families as far as
of skeletons

today. The present article is a sketch of these remarkable animals as they migrated,
one race after another, into America, became naturalized and acclimated, enjoyed their lives
here, and finally became extinct, the last survivor being the great mastodon of the eastern
forests of North America.

known

are few joys
THERE
parable with that

life comwhich the
naturahst experiences when one
of his predictions or prophecies happens

characteristic

to be fulfilled.

as follows:

in

In 1900 I predicted
that Africa would prove to be the cradle
of

the

Proboscidea;

1903

in

this

prophecy was verified by British explorers in Egypt.
Naturally eager to
visit

the scene of this discovery at

once,
friends

I

refrained

had

lished this

gained

until

my

British

and puband other discoveries and

the

fully described

world-wide

reputation

which they were richly
entitled.
I
then asked President
Theodore Roosevelt for an introduction
to Lord Cromer, at the time Viceroy of
Egypt, and through the generositj^ of
President Jesup of the American Museum an expedition was fitted out,
therefor to

carrying as credentials a thoroughly

Roosevelt

to

fortunately, I

from President
Cromer.
Undid not keep a copy of
note

Lord

the note but, so far as I

recall, it

ran

January, 1907.

Dear Lord Cromer:
The bearer, Henry Fairfield Osborn, is a
friend of mine keenly interested in palaeontology who desires to enter the Fayiim
district of Egypt.
Any help which you may
be able to extend to him or to his party
be greatly appreciated by

Yours

will

sincerely,

Theodore Roosevelt.
This brief and simple diplomatic
message opened the doors of Egypt to
the American Museum party. On our
arrival at Shepheard's Hotel on the
morning of January 23, a card was
sent up announcing Captain H. G.
Lyons, then director of the Geological
Survey of Egypt, who thereupon as-

NATURAL HISTORY
me

sured

that

the resources of the

all

Surve}^ would be placed at our disposal,

—a

carrying water, and, best of all, the
guidance of a most intelligent and

member

delightful

of the

Survey

A

Hartlej^ T. Ferrar.

staff,

personal

caravan was also engaged.
Thus,
sixty camels strong, we wound our
way past the pyramids of the eastern
side

of the Nile, skirted

the

fertile

basin of the Faj^lim, and struck south-

west into the waterless desert until

we

reached the region that represented
the

ancient

cradle

We

famil}^

at

the

of

elephant

once set to work with a

very superior force of Egyptian excavators from Kuft, under the direc-

estmiated by some

time,

The Faylim Expedition took

camel caravan, a supply of

the absolutely essential fantasses for

Mr.

Oligocene

geologists as 3,000,000 j^ears ago.

seventeen years ago.

place

aroused in the
writer's mind the hvehest interest in
It

these relatively small and primitive

proboscideans, and a desire to compare

them

closely with the large proboscide-

France and South America,
which were first described in 1806 by
the famous Cuvier, also the wish to
compare them with the proboscideans
described and figured by the British
explorers Falconer and Cautley in
India between the years 1845 and 1847,
and finally the hope to trace all these
animals from their ancestral homes in
Africa and Eurasia through their mians of

grations to America.

Mr. Walter Granger and Mr.
George Olsen, two of the best fossil

tion of

hunters of America,

who stuck

to their

arduous post for nearly two months,
until driven out by sandstorms and

With their
we soon discovered the

excessive
aid,
sites

heat.

of three

of the

TRAVELING INSTINCTS OF THE
PROBOSCIDEANS
An insatiable Wanderlust has always

skilled

burial

early elephant

possessed the souls of elephants as

it

has those of the tribes and races of man.

Not only

to overcome the changes

chances of this mortal

life,

and

but also to

the Mceritherium, the
abundant Phiomia, and finally the

gratify their inteUigent curiosity ever

Pal^omastodon. The last-mentioned name is derived from the un-

fields, rivers,

dynasties;

rare

Greek

eorrupted
fxaaros,

and

ancient

nipple

applied

by the

ontologist,

oSovs,

words

able

''the

This name,

tooth."

Charles

TraXatos,

signifying

British

palae-

W. Andrews,

re-

cently deceased, has proved to be of
literal

significance,

because we

now

to

explore

afresh

forests,

pastures,

and streams, they have
gone to the very ends of the earth and
have far surpassed man in adapting
their clothing and teeth to all possible
conditions of life. Thus the romances
of elephant migration and conquest are
second onh^ to the romances of hmiian
Variety is
migration and conquest.
the spice of elephant

life,

as

it is

of

hrmian life, and the very longing for a
change of scene and of diet has been the

have reason to believe that Palseomastodoji may be the direct Hneal
ancestor
of
our
true
American
mastodon
{Mastodon
americanus)
Thus for the American Museum was

indirect

cause

parlance

we term

disinterred a superb collection of small

every kind

remote and
humble relatives of three branches of
the mastodont family all of Upper

habitat, in itself the cause of radiating

ancestral

mastodonts,

—

of

what

in

scientific

adaptive radiation

—

the reaching out in everj^ direction for
of

food,

or divergent evolution

every kind

of

and adaptation.

It is to this predisposition to local, conti-

THE ELEPHANTS AND MASTODONTS ARRIVE IN AMERICA
nental or insular, and world-wide wanderings that

we

attribute the

many

branches and sub-branches which have
been developed in this remarkable fami-

5

We may first enumerate all these
branches and then signalize those that
found their way to America and which
form the chief subject of this article.
ly.

PROBOSCIDEA
I-X of the Mastodont Family: Mastodontidse
The Mceritheres, named from Lake Mcsris of the Greeks. Small amphibious mastoRaces

I.

donts of the North African rivers and lakes. See figure p. 9.^
The Dinotheres, implying proboscideans of terrifying
II.

Existed in Europe and

size.

Asia in Miocene and early Pliocene times.

The True Mastodons, arising from Palseomastodon of the Egyptian OUgocene.
III.
Sparsely represented in the forest and lignitic deposits of Europe; first appearing in America
in Upper Miocene time, becoming the giant mastodons of the American forests at the close of
the Ice Age.
of

See figure

p. 12.

The Yoke-toothed Mastodonts, or Zygolophodonts.

IV.

Europe and leading into Borson's mastodon

of the

First

Upper Pliocene

known in the Miocene
forests of

Europe and

Asia, close to the true mastodons.

V. The Long-jawed Mastodonts, or Longirostrines, springing from the long-jawecl
Phiomia of the Egyptian Ohgocene and becoming the Trilophodon of Europe, migrating through
Europe and Asia in the Miocene and spreading over Nebraska, Kansas, South Dakota, and
Colorado in Phocene time. See figures pp. 10 and 11.
VI. The Tetralophodonts, the name referring to the four ridge crests on the anterior
molar teeth. First known from the Lower PUocene of Eppelsheim, Germany, and of Pikermi,
Greece; migrated across India, and entered America in late Pliocene time during the beginning
of the Ice Age.

VII.

The Serridentines, named

Europe; migrated to our southern
Pliocene time. See figure p. 13.

states,

on the outer and inner
Miocene forest deposits of

in allusion to the serrations

borders of the grinding teeth; medium-jawed.

First

known

in the

Texas and Florida, and survived to the very

close of

VIII. The Beak-jawed Mastodonts, or Rhynchorostrines, readily distinguished by
downward curvature of the tusks, similar to that in the Dinotheres. Of unknown European origin; first discovered in Colorado and Cahfornia, and traced down into Mexico.
IX. The Notorostrines, name signifying mastodonts of the south' because the animals

the

'

and South America. Short-jawed, hke the true mastodons.
X. Extremely Short-jawed Mastodonts, or Brevirostrines. First known species,
the straight-tusked mastodont of Auvergne, Phocene of France. The Brevirostrines migrated
to India, reached western Nebraska in Middle Pliocene time, and survived in our southern
are found chiefly in California

states into the beginning of the Ice Age.

Races

XI-XVI

of the

See figures,

p. 15.

Elephant Family: Elephantidse

XL The

Stegodonts, named because of the resemblance of the toothed ridges of the
grinding teeth to a series of roof-gables are more primitive than the true elephants. The Stegodonts have been traced from the Miocene of Europe into the forests of India and the East
Indies to China.

XII.

The African Elephants, or Loxodonts,

distinguished

by

their lozenge-shaped

Related forms attained gigantic size in southern
See upper figure p. 18.
Europe and in India, dwarfing into the diminutive species of the Mediterranean islands.
See lower figure p. 6.
XIII. The Southern Mammoths {Archidiskodon, signifying ancient crested). First
known in India, migrating westward into southern Europe, eastward by Bering Strait into
grinders.

America, where they arrived in early Glacial time, and gave
See figure p. 20.
^The

series of illustrations

piece and tailpiece.

throughout the article are

all

rise to

the imperial

mammoth.

to a uniform scale, with the exception of the head-
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XIV.

Parelephas, signifying a

perate zone. First
time,

and gave

XV.

known

rise to

Mammoths of the temwhere they arrived in mid-Glacial

collateral to the true Elephas.

in Europe, traced into America,

the great Jeffersonian mammoth. See frontispiece.
(the Elephas primigenius of Blumenbach).

The Woolly Mammoth
Germany and

ered in northern

in late Glacial time.

in England.

It crossed northern Asia',

First discov-

and arrived

in

America

See figure p. 21,

XVI. The True Elephants (the Elephas of Linnaeus), probably originating in northern
First known in India early in the Age of Man, and giving rise to the recent species of
India, Burma, and Ceylon. See lower figure p. 18.
Asia.

So strong was the migratory
impulse that

only six out of

these sixteen races of masto-

donts and elephants failed to

The Stegodonts
(Race XI), one of these six
groups of 'stay-at-homes,' were

reach America.

confined, according to the writer's theory, to

warm

the

south-

ern forests of India, to China,

Japan, and the East

when

Indies,

these islands were con-

nected with the mainland.

The

true African elephants, or Loxo-

donts (Race XII) never left the
,

African continent, although the

—

African home of the primitive mastodonts. The
word " Proboscidea " as printed in 1900 and supplemented in the present map by the black dot (•)
indicates the Faylim Desert of Egypt, where these

somewhat

pygmy

closely related

elephants of the Mediterranean
islands (see lower figure on this

page) and the giant straight-

animals were discovered in 1903

tusked elephants of India and
southern Europe were great

The

travelers.

Indian

true

XVI) never

elephant (Race

went beyond the confines of
Asia, and its Asiatic ancestors
await

still

discovery;

their

probable homeland was in the
great northern plateaus and

The

forests.

Moeritheres

a'mphjibious

(Race

I)

were

bound by their river
habitat to Africa and thus far
closely

have not been recognized elseThe Dinotheres (Race

where.
II)

Pygmy
r.

1

I,

^

elephants

Mediterranean

f

u
A
Malta
and
A/r

f

^u
the

of
of
islands, as restored iby Leith

^u
other

Adams

in 1870, namely 1, Loxodonta {Pilgrimia) mnaidrse)
L. {Filgnrma)
2, L. {Pilgrimia) melitensis; and 3
Ho natural size
falconeri, the smallest.
,

,

notwithstanding their long

^imhs and gigantic
,

size,

wan.

i

dered only east and west
^^h^ir

m
•

European and Asiatic
^

-u

j

homelands. Ihe yoke-toothed
,

'
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all of

Theoretic migration routes of the mastodont family from their center
the continents excepting Australia. The cradle of the elephant family

7

(•) in

Africa to

is still

unknown

Actual migration routes of the long-jawed mastodonts (Longirostrinse) and of the true
in north Africa as indicated by
of the Brevirostrines, Notoros-

mastodon (Mastodontinse) from their actual center of origin
their respective symbols. Note also the migration routes
trines, and Rhynchorostrines

The

mastodonts/ or Zygolophodonts (Race
IV), never reached America and are

and

not treated fully in this

as contrasted with the stay-at-homes

article.

successive times of departure

arrival of the ten

wandering races
'
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cannot be fixed exactly. En route from
Asia to North America, they were all

come by way of the northern
Bering Strait, then an isthmus. Some
races, like the 'beak-jawed mastodonts,' are very rare and are as yet
known only by a few specimens, which
forced to

fauna of their times, these clever
animals coming from the Old World
also sought out similar habitats in
America, whether of northern or southern forests, savannas, stream borders,
or more or less arid and desert zones.

are of highly characteristic and easily
distinguishable
habit.

form and associated

All the arrivals were naturally

subsequent to the early evolution of
the sixteen races of proboscideans in
the African and Eurasiatic contiIn some cases the migrations
appear to have been very gradual; for
example, the 'long-jawed mastodonts'
(Race V), as represented by Phiomia,
appear in the Ohgocene of Egypt;
they spread all over Europe in Miocene
nents.

and were fairly abundant in
Nebraska and Colorado in Phocene
time. At the other extreme are such
time,

with their choice of similar

sistent

isotherms conditioning the flora and

For example, we have proof of the
Race
(the Brevirostrines,
genus Stegomastodon) in the rapidly
desiccating areas o- western Texas and
western Arizona, where they competed

X

arrival of

for food with other desert-loving forms,
like the horses, the camels, and the
armored glyptodonts (Glyptotherium)
of South America. Superb adaptations
to these different degrees of temperature, different kinds of food, and more
or less moist or arid atmosphere appear
not only in the tusks and in the grind-

ing teeth (which are beautifully pre-

instances of rapid travehng as that

served in the

represented by the southern mammoth,

doubtless in the unique shaping of the

which appears in the Upper Pliocene of
Europe and in the advancing Ice Age
of North America. Next in point of

upper

interest

is

the

evidence

strong

of

would appear
that the south temperate and north
climatic preferences;

it

fossil condition)

lip into

proboscis,

the organ

known

their ordinal

name

Proboscidea.

RACE I, THE MGERITHERES, AND
RACE II, THE DINOTHERES
THE MCERITHERES (rACE

i).

are the oldest proboscideans

for their prevailing habitat, as do the

utive.

Germans, and the Scan-

dinavians in the

human

migrations of

Thus

present, the

three kinds of

mammoths

are

distributed on different isotherms, as

indicated in the table herewith.

Proboscideans

have

always

been

fastidious in their feeding habits.

Con-

ThcSO

known

at

most primitive and dimin-

Their remains occur in the

estuarine and fluviatile sands of the

primordial river Nile, which the Ger-

man

our day.

as the

which gives these animals

temperate races of elephants sought
corresponding and congenial life zones
Italians, the

but also

,

geologist,

'Ur-Nile.'

Blanckenhorn, named

The

pair

of

enlarged

upper and lower tusks abrade each
other as in the hippopotami; were it
not for the fact that these teeth are
comparable to the pair of incisors

CLIMATIC TABLE
Kinds op Mammoths
xv. woolly mammoth

Boreal

Eurasia
and circumpolar

habitat
xiv.

trogontheeian

MAMMOTH
XIII.

America
Boreal habitat and borders
of glacial ice sheet

Mid-temperate regions

Mid-temperate regions

South temperate

South temperate: imperial

(Parelephas)

SOUTHERN MAMMOTHS

mendionalis

:

Elephas

mammoth

(Elephas imperator)
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Copyrighted by the American Mn^i mn nt \iitiiinl History
Moeritherium on the borders of the primitive river Nile, now the Faj'um of Egypt.
After restoration (1907) by Osborn and Knight; }U natural size

enlarged into tusks in

all

other probo-

and that the grinding teeth
are also comparable to the grinders of
all the higher mastodonts, we might
scideans,

question

the

relationship

of

these

animals to the higher proboscideans,

because their amphibious habits separate them so markedly from the other
members of their order. They dis-

ported abundantly in the Ur-Nile but
are not

known

to have migrated into

Europe or to have

left

descendants.

THE DINOTHERES (rACE Ii).— Teeth,
jaw fragments, and an astragalus of
the Dinotheres had been found and
described between the years 1715 and
1758, but it was not until 1828 that
the famous lower jaw, named by Kaup
in 1829 Dinotherium giganteum, was
discovered at Eppelsheim, Germany.
The Dinotheres appear abundantly in
the Miocene of Europe and we are
inclined to believe that they sprang

from African ancestors, because one
of these ancestors has recently been
discovered.^ As they are distinguished
by sharply crested teeth and by a pair
of huge down-turned lower incisive
tusks, it was long supposed that, like
the Mceritheres, they too were amphibious in habit, but this hypothesis
has been weakened by the discovery
of a complete skeleton, which shows
that these proboscideans had very tall
'This is Dinotherium hobleyi from the east side of
Victoria Nyanza, described in 1911 by the late Charles
W. Andrews, of the British Museum, found in beds attributed to Lower or Middle Miocene age.

limbs,

high

with

body proportions

altogether different from those of the

Mceritheres and of the existing hip-

popotami;

in

fact,

mammals have

amphibious

all

either short limbs or

no limbs at all. Whatever their habits
and special habitat, the Dinotheres
attained

gigantic

size,

as

evidenced

by the Dinotherium gigantissimum of
Roumania. They reached India, but
is no evidence of their
having penetrated as far as China and
still less of their having approached

thus far there

the American continent.
III. THE LONG-JAWED
MASTODONTS AND THE TRUE
MASTODONS

RACES V AND
THE
(race

LONG-JAWED
v).

scientific

MASTODONTS

—These animals derive their
name

'

Longirostrines

'

from

their extremely long and slender jaws,

which far surpass

in length those of any

other land mammal thus far discovered.

At the extremity

of the lower

jaw

is

a

and
tusks
were
is
doubt
that
these
there
no
used, after the manner of a trowel or
spade, in the digging out and upThat this unique
rooting of plants.
function gave these animals very great
advantage over their rivals is demonstrated by the rapid spread of the Lonpair of shovel-shaped lower tusks,

girostrines eastward into India, thence

northward into China and America,
and all the while they were increasing
in size and power until as a culmination the massive animal known as Tri-
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lophodon giganteus, discovered by Mr.
Troxell in South Dakota, attains a

height nearly equahng that of our giant

American mastodon.

It is difficult to

from the
North African Longito which the name Phiomia

believe that this giant springs
relatively slender
rostrine,

has been given in reference to the prox-

imity of

its

former habitat to the

Faytim of Egypt, the Phiomia of the
Greeks yet when we examine minutely
the horizontally placed upper and lower
tusks of Phiomia, the long narrow
grinding teeth harmonic with the long
jaw, and the three crests of the intermediate grinding teeth, there can be
little doubt that Phiomia osborni is a
progenitor of the race that gave rise to
the Trilophodon angustidens of Europe,
;

to

the

Trilophodon

palseindicus

of

and to the numerous long-jawed
species recently discovered in South
Dakota, Nebraska, and Colorado by
India,

more complex than
Egyptian Phiomia, in
which the jaw measures two feet six
inches. To our mind, the Longirostrines
relied very largely upon their superior
and inferior tusks for the gathering in
of food, which was rapidly masticated
and readily swallowed because of its
condition, hardly

those of the

relatively succulent nature.

—

THE TRUE MASTODONS (rACE III).
true mastodons of our American

The

forests

appear to have arisen from

the diminutive Palseomastodon of the
primordial river Nile.
The reason
these animals have

left

no trace

of their

10,000-mile and 2,000,000-year journey

from the Nile region to the forests
bordering the Ohio and the Hudson
rivers is that fossilization of forest-

been rare. The

living fauna has always

ancestral Palseomastodon of the Nile

region

can

is itself

Museum

very rare

in the

;

Ameri-

there

collection

are

Copyrighted by the American Museum of Natural History
Long-jawed mastodont {Phiomia osborni) on the borders of the
primitive river Nile, now the Fayum of Egypt. After restoration by
Osborn and Knight; Mx) natural size

Prof.

Erwin H. Barbour

of the

Uni-

forty-eight

specimens

the

of

long-

versity of Nebraska,

by Mr. Harold
Cook of western Nebraska, and by Mr.

jawed Phiomia to seven specimens of
Palseomastodon; not even fossihzed

E. L. Troxell mentioned above.

teeth of this race were scattered in

In these American Longirostrines the
elongation of the lower jaw and tusks

reaches

the

six feet,

seven inches in the species

Trilophodon

incredible

lulli.

extreme

Jealous

of

of

her

endowments, nature kept the grinding
teeth of these animals in very simple

Europe to show the

route.

mammoth

Thus, while

an overwhelming number of fossilized remains
which were discovered in western
Europe from the end of the eighteenth
century onward, the true mastodon was
first found on the banks of the Hud-

the woolly

left

1
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Copyrighted by the American

Museum

of Natural History

Long-jawed mastodonts {Trilophodon giganteus) from the Lower Pliocene beds
Dakota. After restoration by Osborn and Knight; Vif> natural size

son (1705) and the Ohio (1739). The
Ohio fossils were fully characterized by
the great French naturalist Buff on as a

epoch
Buffon did
not give the animal a name. Johann
distinct species belonging to the
of the elephants although

Friedrich

the woolly

Blumenbach,

mammoth

who named

Elephas primi-

genius in 1799, in the same communication placed the

TUM beneath

name Ohio-Incogni-

the figure of the tooth of

the American mastodon.

1

of

South

These ani-

mals now rival the mammoth, as the
best-known of all the extinct proboscideans; thousands of teeth and jaws,
p,s well as more or less complete skeletons have been found,

chiefl}^ in

the

Fourth Glacial swamps and marshes of
our Middle and Eastern States.
In contrast with the long-jawed
mastodonts, the true mastodons are
Their lower tusks are
short-jawed.

NATURAL HISTORY
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Trae mastodon (Mastodon americanus) from the Pleistocene beds
toration by Osborn and Knight; Uo natiiral size

the upper tusks curve up-

variable:

wards and

inwards, like those of

elephants,

and served

the

for uprooting

plants and for defensive and offensive

purposes, while the proboscis was the

main 'food

getter' for the

huge bodily

frame.

RACES VI, VII, AND VIII. TETRALOPHODONTS, SERRIDENTINES,
AND BEAK-JAWED MASTODONTS
FOUR -CRESTED MASTODONTS
In 1832 Europe was greatly
stirred by the discovery in the Lower
Pliocene of Eppelsheim, Germany,
THE

(race vi)

of a

.

—

mastodont with four instead of
crests on its intermediate

three ridge

grinding teeth.

Hugh

upon

this

name

Tetralophodon

Falconer based

character the appropriate
(i.e.

four-crested

from Trilophodon, the designation of the masto-

teeth) as distinguished

donts

with

three

ridge

crests.

In

of

Museum of Natural History
New York. After res-

these animals with four-crested teeth
the jaws are not so extremely elongated
for shovel

and spade work as

in the

long-jawed mastodonts (Race V), but,
by way of compensation, the grinding
teeth

became much more complex be-

cause they had to do far more work.
While the back grinders of the long-

jawed mastodonts remain very simple
and never exceed four and a half
ridge crests, the back grinders of the
Tetralophodonts rise to seven and a
half ridge crests and become adapted
to their very long and arduous Kfe
work, culminating in the stage which
the writer has named Tetralophodon
(Morrillia) harhouri, after Dr. Erwin
H. Barbour, the geologist and explorer,
and the Honorable Charles H. Morrill,
patron and benefactor of the exploration of the extinct life of Nebraska.

The Tetralophodonts

are in

all

coun-

.
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tries

very

rare, yet

we can

trace their

long migration through eastern Europe
into India and China, until finally they
arrive in

The

Kansas and Nebraska.

jaws remain of medium length, the
lower tusk is not as yet known; the
upper tusk curves downwards and
outwards.

THE SERRIDENTINES (rACE

The

VIi).

—

Serridentines, or 'serrate-toothed

mastodonts,' have only recently, as a result of the investigations of the writer,

become distinguished from the longjawed mastodonts, on the basis of the
structure of the relatively few teeth
found in ancient forest or lignitic

13

one member of this race succumbed and
left his jaw to become a fossil on one
of the ancient rivers of Mongolia, and
here it was unearthed by the Third
Asiatic Expedition in 1922 and subsequently

christened

Serridentinus

thousand miles
eastward and southward of this spot,
which is in the desert of Gobi, the
Americanized descendants are found
in the marls near Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and in the ancient river sands
near Clarendon, Texas, in a formation
Eight

mongoliensis.

of

Lower Pliocene

restoration,

age.

made under

of the writer,

A

beautiful

the direction

from a nearly complete

Copyrighted by the American

Museum

of Natural History

Serrate-toothed mastodont {Serridentinus productus) tree-browsing; as found fossil near
Clarendon in northern Texas. After restoration by Osbom and Knight; %o natural size

and
Yet these few teeth afford

deposits of France, Switzerland,

skeleton of a Serridentine of northern

Austria.

Texas is reproduced above.
It
shows the animal reaching for foH-

indubitable proof that

these

Serri-

dentines are not to be confused either

with
(

the

long-jawed

= Trilophodon)

mastodonts

or with the

medium-

jawed mastodonts {= Tetralophodon)
They form a race of their own, to
which the generic name Serridentinus
has been given. En route to America

age with its proboscis, aided by a
lower jaw with tusks of mediimi length,
a jaw more elongate than in the true
mastodons but less elongate than in the
extremely long-jawed forms.

THE
(race

BEAK-JAWED
MASTODONTS
The 'beak-jawed mas-

viii).

—
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todonts/ technically

known

as

Rhyn-

chorostrines, are readily distinguished

from

all

other mastodonts

downward curvature

by the sharp

of the anterior

portion of the jaw into a beakUke
prolongation, in which are inserted

two

downwardly pointed tusks flattened on
the sides. It was due to this unique
adaptation of the jaw and tusks for
uprooting plants and roots that Falconer in 1856-68 apphed the name

the keen eye of Falconer

first

recog-

nized as a beak-jawed animal quite

from the 'long- jawed mastodont of western Europe.

distinct
'

RACE

THE SHORT-JAWED BREVIAND RACE IX, THE

X,

ROSTRINES,

NOTOROSTRINES
Races X and IX present
contrast to

all

a marked

the races preceding, in

the shortening of the lower jaw and the

disappearance of the lower tusks, which

Rhynchotherium to the animal under the

transfer to the upper tusks, the pro-

"At Genoa I
saw a cast of a large lower jaw of a
Mastodon from Mexico, with an enormous hec abruptly deflected downwards and containing one very large
lower incisor.
The beak is much

boscis,

following circumstances:

thicker

than

angustidens

in

and

M.
larger

(Trilophodon)

M.
You know

than in

(Tetralophodon) longirostris.

that every one (Laurillard, Gervais,
etc.)

has insisted on the absence of the

lower incisors from both of the South

American species. The outline of the
jaw resembles very much the figure in
Alcide D'Orbigny's Voyage, described

by

Laurillard as

M. Andium.

The

is unpubhshed material and
was therefore only allowed to examine it very cursorily. The Genoese palaeontologists had provisionally
named it Rhynchotherium, from the
enormous development of the beak,

and the upper and lower grinding

teeth the whole function of collecting

the food and of masticating

it

before

it

enters the long process of digestion and
assimilation

whereby the

feeble energy of plant

life

relatively
is

trans-

formed into the commanding energy
of these proboscideans.

The back grinders, or third upper
and lower molars, are, on the whole,
the most characteristic part of the
entire anatomy of these and other
proboscideans, even more distinctive
than the tusks. Many proboscideans
resemble each other in the general
shape of the superior tusks, which may

specimen

display substantially the

I

ture and shape in nine of the sixteen

approaching Dinotherium."
Very few remains of this 'beakjawed mastodont' have been discovered, and it has required long study to

work out the pecuKar adaptations of
the dentition, which consists of downturned upper and lower tusks and of
very broad and simple upper and lower
grinding teeth.

Traces of the 'beak-

same curva-

races which are here considered; this
tendency is due to the fact that in all
these races the upper tusks perform
the same functions of offense and
defense and are tools of great value in
the uprooting of plants and small trees.

that there are in the tusks

It is true

and
which become increasingly

distinct differences of curvature
of diameter

apparent as the animals attain old
age, but the tusks of the young of the
Indian elephants, of the woolly mammoth, of the Jeffersonian and of the

mammoths,

jawed mastodonts' occur in Oregon,
in Montana, in Colorado, and in Cah-

imperial

but thus far the best-preserved
jaws are those from Mexico, the region
from which came the specimen that

not readily distinguishable from the
upper tusks of the true mastodons nor
from the two tusks of the short-jawed

fornia,

elephants,

and

of the

of

the African

Stegodonts are
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Short-jawed mastodont of Auvergne, France, (Anancus arvernensis) highly characteristic
After restoration by
Upper Phocene of Italy, southern France, and Great Britain.
,

of the

Osborn and Knight;

by

Kso

natural size

Short-jawed mastodont of southern Arizona (Stegomastodon arteona? Gidley), as discovered
W. Gidley in the San Pedro beds. After restoration by Knight; Uo natural size

J.
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races

we

now

are

considering, namely,

the Brevirostrines, the European and
American genera of which are illustrated on p. 15, and the Notorostrines.
distinguish the

Clearly to

sixteen

races of proboscideans from one another

we must study the back

grinders with

extreme care, and observe that these
grinders are constantly changing their
form to compensate for the gains and
losses in the anterior grinders

and

in

Thus,
the upper and lower tusks.
while the external appearance of the
Brevirostrines and Notorostrines

is not
wholly dissimilar, the structure of the

These two

grinders are heightened.

new

devices in grinding-tooth construc-

tion were so successful that these ani-

mals increased in numbers in Eurasia
and achieved their long journey to
North America, where they first appear
in western Nebraska, subsequently
spreading southward into Texas and

The veteran palieontologist,
Joseph Leidy, was so impressed with
the complexity of these Brevirostrine
grinding teeth that he thought the
animal that bore them worthy of the
Arizona.

name Mastodon

mirificus,

signifying

in the

This complexity went on increasing by the addition and comphcation of the enamel

guish these grinders.

itable labyrinth of dental tissue, well

THE BREVIROSTRINES (rACE x).
Very early in their history the Brevirostrines began to lose their lower tusks

adapted to the hard grasses and tough
woody fiber of the plants then becom-

back grinders is radically at variance
two races, and a very tyro in
odontography could not fail to distin-

the 'wonderful mastodon.'

crown became a ver-

foldings until the

ing characteristic of the great American

by

this condition of the

with the rapid shortening of the lower

desert.

jaws; in recognition of these changes,

teeth,

one of the first of these fossils found in

complex, that we trace these animals

France was termed 'Mastodon

southward through the species Stegomastodon (Mastodon) mirificus of Ne-

rostris,'

mastodont.'

'short-jawed

or

hrevi-

It is

ever growing

more and more

other proboscideans, the two

braska into the S. texanus of Texas,

compensations were, first, a great increase in size of the upper tusks, which

thence into the S. arizonas of the ancient

straight

became excessively long and
in the mastodont of Auvergne, France,
and short and massive in the masto-

the giant S. aftonix of the First Inter-

(see figures, p. 15) and,

epoch of Iowa.
Thus, this long and eventful journey
from the Auvergne region of France

As

in

all

dont of Arizona

,

playa lakes of Arizona, and finally into
glacial

second, a novel and complex mechan-

and the Norfolk region

ism which developed in the back grind-

through

ers.

The

first

step in this

adaptation

grinding

is

Brevirostrine of Auvergne
arvernensis)

of

India

and

new

food-

seen in

the

{Anancus

in its distant cousin

(Pentalophodon

sivalensis),

namely, a twisting of the outer and
inner grinding-tooth cones so that they
alternate
the

teeth.

on

the inner and outer sides of
Meanwhile in the Indian

Pentalophodon

five

ridge

crests

are

added to the teeth in front of the back
grinders, and the crowns of the back

of

England,

American
desert, was rendered possible only by
the constant evolution and improvement of the grinding teeth until they
India,

into

the

attained the highest degree of perfection of their kind.

THE NOTOROSTRINES (rACE IX).
These animals take their name from the
Latinized Greek word Notus, signifying
the south wind, that blew upon them
as they left southern Cahfornia, where
their remains have recently been discovered by Mr. Childs Frick, and
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journeyed southward along the Andes
to the region now known as the Argen-

As discovered

tine.

in

Neogsea, or

South America, it was appropriate that
Cuvier should name one of these species
Mastodon humboldtii, in reference to
the travels of Alexander von Humboldt, and the other, Mastodon andium,

of

and the

Linnaeus,

17

elephants

ot

Africa belonging to the genus Loxo-

donta of Cuvier. We know nothing of
the direct ancestral history, or of the

immediate ancestors,

of either Elephas

or Loxodonta;

history

this

still

Lies

buried in the rocks of the great Eurasiatic continent north of India

and

in

commemorating the discovery of remains of this species on the slopes of

the vast unexplored strata of central

the Andes.

to the filling in of these missing chapters

In these Notoros-trines the lower
jaws are in process of abbreviation with
corresponding loss of the lower incisive
tusks, an abbreviation which does not

in proboscidean history.

go so fast or so far as in the extremely
short-jawed Brevirostrines just de-

true of the African elephant

The

scribed.

superior tusks contain a

Africa, but

we look forward

confidently

As our knowledge stands at present, the Indian elephant suddenly appears fully formed
during the Age of Man and the same is
.

African races either from Race XI (the

long ribbon of enamel on the outer side,

Stegodonts) or from Races

and as the tusk rotates on its own axis,
this enamel ribbon is carried around to

(the

test of the higher criticism

the inner side in a corkscrew spiral

ontologists.

form, a pecuHarity not observed in any

that

proboscidean.

other

This

powerful

tusk was so effective that, again
lowing

her

principle

of

fol-

economy,

nature kept the back grinders in a
relatively

simple

condition

in

the

now known

as Dihelodon (Masandium.
In its sister form,
Cuvieronius
(Mastodon)
humboldtii,
named in honor of both Cuvier and
von Humboldt, the upper tusks are
of simpler upturned form, without the
enamel ribbon, and the grinding teeth
at once become more complex by means
of the enamel foldings known as double
species
todon)

trefoils.

RACES XII AND XVI, THE LIVING
ELEPHANTS, AND RACE XI, THE
STEGODONTS
THE LIVING ELEPHANTS (rACES
AND xvi). We now turn to the

—

XII
his-

tory of the elephant family, Elephantidse,

the second great division of the

proboscideans, the two Living examples

which are the true elephants of
India belonging to the genus Elephas
of

Attempts

to estabHsh the descent of the Indian or

Mammoths)

all

Yet

will

it

XIII-XV

not stand the
of

palae-

appears certain

the elephants sprang from

ancestors like the Stegodonts.

—

THE STEGODONTS (race xi). From
Miocene to Pleistocene time, these very
primitive elephants

known

as

Stego-

donts were dwellers in the tropical
forests,

extending from India and the

Differing from the
mastodont family, the Stegodonts have

East Indies to Chi na

.

a new kind of grinding tooth with multiple ridge crests,

from which the grinding

teeth of all the higher elephant races may

have been derived, and it is not improbable that a certain branch of the Stegodont family wanderedintonorthern Asia
and was there transformed into some of
the primitive

members

of the elephant

family; such transformation certainly

did not occur in southern Asia, where

the Stegodonts have their

own

in-

dependent history that culminated in
the prodigious and widespread Stegodontines, which left their fossil remains
in the same deposits with the earHest
of the mammoths.
The best-known
among these giant Stegodonts is the

Living African elephant (Loxodonta africana) in the forests of central Africa.

photograph by Carl E. Akeley; Ho natural

After

size

Courtesy of

New

York Zoological Society

Living Indian elephant (Elephas indicus) and living dwarf Congo elephant (Loxodonta africana pumilio) in the New York Zoological Park. After photograph by Elwin
R. Sanborn; Vso natural size
IS

:
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species Stegodon ganesa, named after one
of the

legendary deities of India.

It is

contemporary with a giant true
phant related to the African.

ele-

THE THREE RACES OF MAMMOTHS
(XIII, XIV, XV) WHICH REACHED
AMERICA
The name Mammut, probably derived from the Tartar mama, signifying earth, in allusion to the discovery

bones buried in the earth,
properly belongs to the northern or
woolly mammoth, Elephas primigenius,
of fossilized

The term

the primordial elephant.

mammoth is used in the
in

a

much broader

present article

elephant family.

Two

of

IMPERIAL

MAMMOTH

(rACE
animal was discovered by Ferdinand Hayden, the
exploring geologist, in Nebraska, and
described by Joseph Leidy in 1858 as
Elephas imperator, signifying the 'imperial elephant in reference to the surxiii).

—This majestic

'

passing size of the grinding teeth and

the impressive height of the animal.

This designation has been more than
justified by subsequent discoveries of
remains of this gigantic animal in

Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Texas, Caliand Mexico, consisting of por-

fornia,

tions of teeth,

skulls,

and skeletons

to

sufficient to establish the fact that the

of the

full-grown animals attained a height of

significance

embrace three great branches

THE
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them

—the

imperial mammoth and the Jeffersonian

—

13X to 14

exceeding by 2^ feet

feet,

the tallest of the existing African ele-

mammoth, resemble the woolly mammoth in the architecture of the cranium

straight-tusked elephant of India and

and

western Europe

in the strong incurvature of the

superior tusks, as greatly as they differ

from
ture

this boreal elephant in the strucof

the

grinding

teeth.

The

cranium rises into a high acute peak
and the forehead is concave instead of
being plane and flattened as in the
African elephant, or prominent and
domelike as in the Indian elephant
(see upper and lower figures respectively, p. 18).
There are many other
features which unite the three races
of mammoths among themselves and
which separate them from the African and Indian elephants, but the
one of paramount interest to us is that
these animals were greater wanderers
than either the Indian or African elephants and successively entered the
American continent as follows
The imperial mammoth (Race XIII), late
Age of Mammals, early in the Age of
Man.
The Jeffersonian mammoth (Race XIV),
during the Age of Man.
The woolly mammoth (Race XV), late in
the Age of Man, during the period of the last

in the

great glaciation.

phants and rivaled only by the gigantic

known

as Loxodojita

antiqua.

The grinding teeth are readily distinby

guished by their surpassing size and

the relative paucity of the enamel ridge
plates, which never exceed twenty in
number; the ridge plates are very far
apart and the enamel bands are broad,

whereas in the woolly mammoth the
enamel of the ridge plates is excessively fine, the grinding teeth are rela-

and the number of ridge
amounts to twenty-seven. It is

tively small,

plates

in reference to this massive but primitive structure of the grinding teeth that

Prof.

PohHg has named these animals

Archidiskodon,
ridge plates.

primitive

signifying

The adaptation

of these

huge, coarse grinders was to tree-and

shrub-browsing and the crushing of
great masses of leaves and twigs; these

imperial

mammoths were

therefore

probably browsers, and with the reduction and disappearance of the
western forests, they diminished in

numbers and became
of a noble line

extinct

which traces

—the

its

last

lineage

I

SO
^

'^

t—

e
I

«
O

-^

p

S?;

2

t)

o w
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back to Arckidiskodon planifrons in the
Upper Pliocene of India and is related

respect to

to the giant Arckidiskodon meridionalis

Parelepkas jeffersonii (see frontispiece).
in honor of President Jefferson, to a final

and Lower Pleistocene
France, and Great
Britain.
In America Arckidiskodon
attained by far its greatest size, as
of the Pliocene

forests

of

Italy,

THE JEFFERSONIAN MAMMOTH (rACE

—

It has taken many years of
study to disentangle the Hneage of this
great immigrant from that of the im-

xiv).

mammoth

on the one hand and
that of the wooUy mammoth on the
perial

With the aid of Prof. Hans
Pohhg of Bonn and of Prof. Charles
Deperet of the University of Lyons this

other.

lineage has been traced back to Ger-

many, to southern France, and to
Great Britain, and it is now a well
estabhshed fact that the Jeffersonian

we have named

the third lower molar twenty-six.

Second only in

mammoth,

(p. 21).

grinding teeth, from an

stage in which the third upper molar
possessed as many as thirty plates and

majestically represented in our restor-

ation

its

earher stage which

succeeded
survived

size to the imperial

the Jeffersonian
its

the

severe

climate

Fourth Glaciation, at the
it

mammoth

imperial forerunner and
of

close of

the

which

became extinct.
THE
WOOLLY

MAMMOTH (rACE
xv)
Late in the Age of Man arrived
the woolly mammoth (p. 21), closely
related to the Elepkas primigenius of
the ancient steppes and tundras of
.

—

western Europe. The first to make
very close comparison between the
west

European

and

the

varieties of this boreal race

American
was Dr.

mammoth came from smaller and more

Hugh Falconer, who declared that while

primitive ancestors which wandered in
the forests and meadows of western

the same

Europe during the first half of the Age
of Man.
These European forebears

gions, namely^ twenty-four in the last

replaced the ancestors of the imperial

mammoth and were in turn replaced by
great herds of the woolly mammoth
that entered Europe in the closing
period of the Age of Man. These ani-

mals are so distinct from either the
imperial or the woolly

that

we

give

mammoth

them the separate

stock

generic

designation of Parelephas. in allusion
to their development parallel with the

number of enamel ridge plates
was present in the forms of both re-

molar of each jaw, the American animals were in general characterized by
still finer and more compressed ridge
plates than those of western Europe.
Thus we may distinguish one of our
own forms as Mammonteus primigenius
americanus, while in Indiana and in
Alaska we find a type of mammoth with
close-fitting enamel ridge plates to the
number of twenty-seven and of such
exceeding fineness that we have named

Mammonteus primigenius compressus.
This adaptation of the grinding teeth

Whereas the
European branch of Parelephas became extinct, the American branch

it

flourished exceedingly in the temperate

animal to feed upon the hard grasses
which covered the tundras and steppes
of the north
during the summer
season.
Thus the woolly mammoth
was chiefly a grazer, as proved by the
stomach contents of frozen carcasses
recovered from the ice in Siberia.

true elephants of India.

regions of the United States, and its

remains are far more numerous
than those of either the imperial or the
fossil

woolly

mammoth;

Parelepkas

also

endured for a long period of time and
underwent a considerable evolution in

for grazing habits

was to enable the
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TABLE OF COMPARATIVE HEIGHTS OF CERTAIN
ELEPHANTS AND MASTODONTS
Imperial

Common Name
Mammoth

Scientific

African Elephant
Jeffersonian

Mammoth

Indian Elephant

Name

Height

Archidiskodon imperator
Loxodonta africana

ISYi feet

Parelephas

10 feet 6 inches

11 feet 4 inches

_ieffersonii

Elephas indicus

10 feet

Mastodon americanus

9 feet 6 inches

WooUy Mammoth

Mammonteus primigenius

9 feet 3 inches

Giant Longirostrine
Small Mediterranean Elephant
Texas Serridentine
Small Elephant of Malta
Faylim Longirostrine
Young Congo Elephant
Smallest Elephant of Malta
Faylim Moerithere

Trilophodon giganteus

7 feet 9 inches

Loxodonta {Pilgrimia) mnaidrse

7 feet

Serridentinus produdtis

5 feet 8 inches

Loxodonta (Pilgrimia) melitensis

5 feet

Phiomia osborni

4 feet 5 inches
4 feet 5 inches

American Mastodon

,

The woolly mammoth
diminutive in

size,

not

Loxodonta africana pumilio
Loxodonta (Pilgrimia) falconeri
Moeritherium andrewsi

is

relatively

much

exceeding

nine feet and, despite the grazing adap-

shows its
and
the Jeffersonian mammoths in two
outstanding characters, namely, the
extreme acuteness of the apex of the
skull and the strong incurvature of the
tusks, which completely cross each
other in old age and no longer serve
either for purposes of combat or for
tation in

its

grinding teeth,

it

relationship both to the imperial

the gathering of food.

woolly

mammoth

Remains

of the

are relatively rare in

the United States but a few fine skulls

have been recovered from Indiana and
from Alaska, in which the acute apex,
the concave forehead, the extreme flattening and deepening of the cranium
and the tooth sockets may be observed.

We know

3 feet

2 feet 1 inch

Jeffersonian

the

external

mammoth, we beHeve; was

partly hairy, for

it is

characteristic of

the north temperate region both of

The
Age was
both hairy and woolly and was perEurope and the United

northern
fectly

mammoth

States.

of the Ice

adapted to the extremely severe

cUmate

of the Arctic Circle

and

of the

borders of the advancing ice sheets.

Both

in

their

immense geographic

range and in their extremes of adaptation to different climatic zones, these

three branches of the

mammoth family

rank as the facile princeps among the
mammals which ruled the Northern
Hemisphere during the Age of Man.

Copyrighted by the American

Stegomastodon arriving in Arizona.

of

little

appearance of the imperial mammoth;
it was probably nearly hairless like the
Indian and the African elephants. The

After restoration

Museum

of Natural History

by Osborn and Knight

Copyrighted by

W.

S. Taylor, 191S.

THE PRIZE OF THE WHALE HUNT
The Nootka of Vancouver Island, like the Qnileute of the Olympic Peninsula, on the
mainland to the south of them, are known as ardent hunters of the whale. Among both
peoples a piece of blubber from the back of the animal was awarded to the chief harpooner.
This was ornamented with feathers and suspended from a pole, as shown in this reproduction
from a mural painting by WiU S. Taylor that is one of the decorative features of the Northwest
Indian hall, American Museum
24

—

Whaling

of

Olympic Peninsula
Washington

the

By albert

Indians

of

REAGAN

B.

—

The author of this article has not visited the Quileute Indians for some years,
not improbable that the practices herein recorded are now a thing of the past. This
does not detract, however, from their interest and significance. Editor.
Note.

and

it is

THIRTY-SIX

miles

down

Pacific coast southeast of

Flattery
Quileute.

It

is

is

the

Cape

With

top in the huge stomach.

its

clamshell knives he cut at the inner
of Subbus.
From
moved the canoe and
The infuriated monster

the Indian village of

linings

situated on a point

side to side he

and muscles

of land flanked

by a giant forest on one
and the pounding ocean on the
other.
To the west of it is James

cut and cut.

side

plunged and pitched in his death agony
but he could not get rid of his enemy.

Island in the shape of a ^iant lobster's

At

claw reaching toward the setting sun.
Southeast of it the hissing, seething

lunge, but in vain.

surf beats against the world-foundation

stones of the Giant's Graveyard.

In this village from time immemorial
have Hved the Quileute Indians, a
coastal people that engage in whaUng.
The whale principally pursued is the

The aspiring whale hunter, especially
harpooner, must first obtain a

the

Then he

rose to the

and floated there, dead.
The huge lifeless bulk drifted to
shore. There the Indians found it and
started to cut it up. As they began to
remove the blubber, they heard somesurface

one talking inside the carcass:

"Be

me

California gray.

Subbus made one powerful

last

You

careful!

people will

wound

Don't hurt me!

with your knives.

Ouch! Lookout!"

A

knife penetrated the

body wall

knowledge of the sea folk-tales of the
tribe, which are many and varied.
These include the account how Kwatte,

into the

the creator god, the transformer and

through this gash and stepped out on

trickster, deliberately

paddled his big

dugout canoe toward the great whirlpool that was caused by Subbus, the
whale, as, lying on the bottom of the
sea, he drew the surface water down
through his mouth. To the very edge

Kwatte paddled the
prow went forward and

of the great funnel

canoe.

Its

projected over the great hollow space

above Subbus' mouth. For a moment
it remained suspended there.
Then it
went down edgewise, right down
through Subbus' mouth into his gigantic

stomach, with Kwatte lying snugly

in its bottom.

Then Kwatte

body

of the knife

Another thrust

cavity.

made a large hole in the
And Kwatte came up

great stomach.

the beach.

We may
another

turn at

myth.

It

this point to

tells

how

in a

match between the sea
animals and those of the land. Bear
threw Whale down and scratched him
wresthng

These scratches are
on the breast.
to be seen on the fore part of
the pectoral surface of the huge

still

monster.

The Thunder Bird is represented as
engaged in dreadful battles with whales.
Once this bird, after killing the powerful ocean monster, was nearly robbed
prey by a group of people who
came to the scene and cut up the whale.
But scarcely had they done so when it
of its

set to

work.

He

used

the big canoe as a ladder, climbing to

iPhotographs by the author, supplemented by illustrations of objects in the Northwest Indian
American Museum and by a photograph obtained from Mr. George Hunt.

hall of the
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The Thunder Bird bearing
watery medium,

is

represented as

in its talons the Whale, which,
still

spouting.

though removed from its
in the American

From a Nootka drumhead

Museum
began to

Thunder

rain,

snow, and

Bird, the flash of

The

hail.

whose eyes

the Hghtning and the flapping of
whose wings produces the mighty
winds, came flying up in anger. Soon
he caused great chunks of ice to fall.

is

The people were scared.
flee,

Some

tried to

others concealed themselves under

and rocks to escape the wrath of
god of the air. But all were stricken and turned to stone as was also the

logs
this

meat

of the whale.

Whoever

visits

the scene of their fatal gathering

may

view their remains, represented by the
great blocks that form a ridge from
one end of Beaver Prairie to the other.
One may even see the ribs of the whale's
carcass and its massive head.
When these myths and many others
of a similar nature have been learned
by the harpooner, he must undergo
curious and weird ordeals.

He must

bathe his body in the cold

salt

water of

the ocean two or three times each night
for several moons, beginning usually

month of December before the
whaling season opens. For the purpose
he selects some rock that juts out of
the water and around it he swims the
He pretends that the
hours away.
rock is a whale that has come to the

in the

surface to get air and that he

is

attack-

Then, in turn, he makes beheve
that he himself is a whale he tries in
every way to imitate a whale's motion,
diving, coming to the surface, spouting,
and the like. After a time he comes
ashore from his whale-kilhng play and
dries himself with a blanket or a bear
skin.
He then rubs himself with the
ing

it.

:

twigs of a tree that his family has held
sacred for generations.

In doing so he

must take care that the head of this
body brush is pointing to the region
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The bathing and

where the sun rises. His task completed, he must not throw the brush
away heedlessly, as that would bring

his

great misfortune in addition to shorten-

gain the good will of the deities.

dying struggles.

other rites they indulge in sc that the

may not

whale

detect

them and

also to

While he thus rubs himself

Thereupon a whaling canoe and the

he prays to Se-kah-til,the mother earth,
who especially aids whalers in their

prerequisites for the whaling trip are

ing his

life.

In addition to bathing, he also wanders about
graveyards and secluded places at
night.
Often he gathers a number of
human skulls and trails them behind
him on a rope made of whale sinew, or
quest for the king of the sea.

gruesome rites.
While he is thus engaged out of doors,

practises similar

other

members

of the respective

whal-

The harpoon and attached
few buoys, a sufficient supply of
paddles, and food enough for eight
men the complement of a canoe are
essentials in a venture on the deep that
secured.
gear, a

—

—

has for

its

object the killing of the

animal of the seas.
The harpoon head is a piece of whale
rib, or a flat piece of copper, iron, or
largest

steel,

according to the hunter's choice.

two barbs made

ing crews are going through various

Attached to

incantations indoors to invoke the aid

elk or deer horn, or of steel.

of

the gods in the coming whaling

season.

They shake whale

rattles

and

crawl and flounder around on the floor
in imitation of the

movements

of

a

whale, especially those of a whale in

fitted

it

are

of

These are
together veiy tightly and fas-

tened in place by cords.

The

harpoon, including the barbs,
covered with spruce

and to aid

gum

then

to protect

it

in holding the parts in place.

Courtesy of

The Nootka whale "house" is a more or less open
poles.
In it are many wooden figures of men and the

entire

is

Mr. George Hunt

structure, constructed of posts
skulls of whalers of the past;

and
and

here the chief harpooner was accustomed to engage in various rites that are a necessarypreliminary to a successful hunt
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When this gum is sufficiently hardened,
the harpoon
until

it is

is

scraped and ground

very sharp and will penetrate

flesh easily.

To the barbed head

of the

harpoon is

attached a lanyard from thirty to forty
feet in length. This lanyard is made of

whale sinew or cedar twigs or roots
twisted into a rope.

To make

stronger, twine of whale sinew

is

it still

wound

remain firmly fastened. The staff is
then removed from the harpoon and
put into the canoe. To the floating end
of the lanyard is attached a long rope

on which buoys have been fastened to
keep the whale from sinking. Often as
many as forty buoys are thus employed.

The more buoys, the more

difficult it is

monster to plunge
beneath the surface, and the easier for
the whalers to attack it with their
spears and lances. The rope to which
for the strugghng

the buoys are attached

is

usually

made

which have been spht
into fibers and then twisted into rope.
The paddle of yew wood has a broad
blade that tapers to a point; to the
other end is fitted transversely a headof spruce limbs,

piece that

is

sufficiently long to enable

the paddler to use

it

freely

and com-

fortably as a hand-hold piece. Further-

whole paddle is usually
fire and then poHshed
The
with a vegetable compound.
canoe is a dugout that, with the exception of its prow, which is fashioned to
represent the mythical river deer, is
made from a single log.
more,

Floats

made of sealskin or of a seal's stomach

were attached to a line fastened to the harpoon
and prevented the wounded animal from seeking escape in the watery depths

very tightly around

it

throughout

its

entire length.

The

staff is usually

pieces of

composed

yew wood, which

of

two

are spHced

together neatly and firmly with bark or
sinew.

It is

from eighteen to twenty

feet in length, being thickest in the

middle and tapering off toward each
end It is inserted in the harpoon head
and the end of the lanyard is fastened
.

to a buoy.

Each buoy

is a sealskin that has
whole with the hair left
inside, as in skinning small fur animals
for market.
The holes left by the removal of the head, flippers, and tail are
tied up perfectly tight; and then the
skin bag thus formed is inflated.
When the harpoon is driven into the
whale, the barbs to which the lanyard
is attached, penetrate the animal and

been taken

off

the

blackened in the

When the whahng season arrives and
all

the preparations are completed, the

weather being favorable, the whahng
canoes are dragged to the beach in the
gray of the early morning long before
the blazing orb of day looks down into
the valleys from the heights of the
There is wild
Oljonpic Mountains.
excitement as the Indians haul the
boats to the water's edge. The whale
dancers go through their antics, shout
and sing around their respective canoes
as they carry the weapons of whaling
In this ceremony the
out to them.
actors wear a black blanket, or one on
which a whale has been painted. They
also grease themselves with whale oil
and wash their faces in it. They dance
in imitation of a whale that is diving.
'

WHALING OF THE OLYMPIC PENINSULA INDIANS
swimming, and floundering

in his last

efforts before dying.

At last the boats, with the hunting
equipment and whale rattle, are
launched. In another moment each of
the crews

is off,

the

man who

has con-

vinced his fellows that he has ''bathed
good and that he can catch the whale
'

'

'

'

easy" being the harpooner.
When
they are out some distance from shore,
the spouting of a whale may be seen.
The crew in the boat nearest to it
paddles swiftly but cautiously to the
attack, while all chant in long-drawnout crescendo to induce the whale to
head toward the canoe or toward the

The harpoon with the lanyard attached is
shown in the picture on the left. The barbs,

made

of pieces of antler, are visible at the
base of the blade. Into the harpoon was inserted
a long shaft similar to that depicted on the
right, but this staff was withdrawn as soon as
the whale had been struck. Among the Quileute, as Mr. Reagan points out, the shaft
usually consists of two sections.
The one
here shown was obtained, as were the harpoon and lanyard, from the Nootka; these
implements are on exhibit in the American

Museum
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immem^

if0^

Phnfograph hy Albert B. Reagan

In a whale hunt of the Quileute many canoes may participate, each manned by eight
Indians.
The elongated neck and head of the mythical river deer is just visible on the prow
of one of the canoes

shore.

Usually, however,

before they can reach

When

it

submerges

as the huge head

makes its appearance,
With measured dip

the action begins.

it.

move

the canoe noiselessly

the whalers
shake their rattles for a moment as
they sing. Those in the foremost boat

the paddles

then cease singing and row their canoe
swiftly over the water to the spot where

ing on the surface of a quiet swell.

disappears,

it

the whale

is

surface again.

to come to the
Everyone now nerves

likely

up

to within a few feet of the huge

creature that

is

unsuspectingly spout-

every danger, bend their energies to

himself for the attack as one of the

prevent the rope from tangling.

hunters signals with uphfted paddle

deadly weapon

that the decisive

moment has

arrived.

This news is transmitted in like manner
to

other

shore.

canoes,

The

and

also

spectators

on

to

the

James

Island build huge bonfires on the southeast corner of the island

if

the whale

is

and on
happens to

seen southeast of the village;

the southwest corner

if it

be seen southwestward of it. This is
for the purpose of advising all the
whaHng canoes of the approximate
location of the whale to be attacked.

The whale comes
again,

to

the

surface

and the native navigator has not

the probable place of
emergence; he seldom does. As soon
miscalculated

The

hunter hurls his harpoon with all his
strength, while his men, ready for

is

The

driven deeply into

the whale's body, and as quick as an

eye-movement the harpooner draws
out the harpoon stalk.

The barbed

and instantly the
buoys and rope attached are thrown
points hold

fast,

into the sea.

The plunging

wounded beast

begins.

of the

Quickly the whale goes down, drawhim the lanyard rope of the

ing with

harpoon to which are attached the sealThese go skimming along
over the water hke so many tops, while
the canoes follow as rapidly as they
can. Again and again the whale comes
to the surface, and each time he is
harpooned with deadly effect. The
skin buoys.
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it

thick-bladed butcher knives and begin

be ended in a brief time. The
monster may smash a canoe in frenzied fury, and it may also break the
rope and escape. As a rule, however,

off the blubber in blocks
about two feet square. The saddle is
considered sacred and is always the
property of the hunter who first drove
his harpoon into the whale, provided
that the blow proved fatal. The other

fight

continue for hours, or

may

its

speed

finally

and the
and

slackens,

armed with

hunters,

their spears

lances, then finish their

work

at close

stripping

parts

are

and

divided

distributed

quarters.

according to an established rule, so

As soon as it is dead, the crew or
crews attach a huge cedar-root rope
cable to it and commence towing it

that each individual knows just

.

As they thus tow, they sing
day and night to keep the evil spirit,
Ko-kwo-til, from alighting on it or
ashore."

much whale blubber

how

meat he is to
receive. The cutting up of the whale
is a merry and joyous occasion, for
or

at such times the Indians invariably seem good-tempered. If some

mother earth, to aid them in bringing it

one gets more than he can use, the
surplus is given to some less-favored
friend, but it is assumed that there will
be a return gift either of cash or some-

ashore.

thing of equivalent value.

taking possession of
get

on

They

it,

it

it,

for "should

would make

it

it

lean."

also sing songs to Se-kah-til, the

The whale

is

landed as high up on

the beach as possible.
recedes,

all

who

When

the tide

are entitled to a share

swarm around the

carcass with long.

The more

unfortunate ones get a share of the

meat by helping themselves.
After

blubber

the
is

skin

is

removed,

cut into strips

the

and boiled

Photograph by Albert B. Reagan

A

group of Quileute Indians
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that the
iron

oil

purpose.

skimmed

may

now
The

pots

be extracted, large
used for the
oil is very carefully
being

with clamshells or thin
The blubber is then hung
saucers.
up in the smoke of the fish house to
off

Before being eaten,

dry.

it is

some-

and the whale's bladder and
been
and dried for the purpose.

or the seal

intestines, which. have previously

inflated

The surplus oil is sold to or traded with
other tribes, or

is

sold to logging

camps

or to traders for use as logging-skid

grease and in general lubrication,

The

skin of the whale

sidered very palatable

given to the children.

is

and

f-

also conis

usually

In fact, there is
the animal that

hardly any part ot
has not its uses for the coast natives.
The saddle is put on a pole sup-

end by a forked post,
on which are hung the harpoons and
poi'ted at each

fines

used in the capture of the whale.

customary to stick eagle
row along its crest and in a
bunch at each end of the pole. The
saddle is then covered or sprinkled over
It

also

is

feathers in a

with

down

neath

it

to

A

vessel is placed under-

catch the dripping

oil.

Thereupon a "potlatch" (give-away
feast dance) in honor of the whale's
saddle is held, with the compliments
harpooner who killed the whale.
always
relate the story of the whale hunt and
never fail to congratulate the host on
his ability. Some one makes a speech,
of the
Photograph by Albert B. Reagan

One

of the old- time Quileute whalers

times cooked for twenty minutes or

more, but

it is

not unusual to eat

it

cold with dried haUbut.

The extracted
potatoes,

camas,

dried

boiled or dried fish,
into

it.

used in eating
clams, and
which are dipped

oil is

As receptacles

for this oil the

Indians use the stomach of the sea hon

At

this feast the participants

teUing of the ancestral trait of the

family or clan of the harpooner, of his
past achievements, and the honor that

upon him. The cereby a ''vote of thanks,"

others will bestow

mony
after

is

closed

which the guests carry home with

them whatever

is left of

the saddle.

—

Kispiox, one of the Kitikshan villages of the Upper Skeena River of British
Columbia. An impressive feature of the communities of this region is the line
of carved poles in front of the houses

The Kitikshan and Their Totem
By LIEUT. GEORGE

THE

acknowledged cultural center
on the North
Pacific Coast was about Dixon
Entrance, where the Tsimshian of
British Columbia, the Haida of Queen
Charlotte's Islands, and the Tlingit
Although
of Alaska come together.
speaking different tongues, yet through
of primitive life

Poles'

EMMONS

T.

the Nishka of the Nass Valley, and the

Kitikshan of the Upper Skeena, above
the canon, and
tioned that

Their

it

is

of the last-men-

I write.

name

"Children of the
they claim to be the
parent stock from which the others
have come. Their earliest tradition goes
signifies

Skeena," and

back to the subsidence

of the flood,

tent wars, and extravagant peace cere-

when

on the north

monies, they formulated and recog-

shore of the river, several miles below

intermarriage^

nized a

intermit-

association,

common

code of laws that

regulated their intercourse with one
another.

Nevertheless,

while

they

borrowed freely from one another, both
customs and industries, they ever re-

the

their canoe landed

mouth

its level

of the Bulkley.

the story said that so

it

would

Tum-

and the old man who told me

village,

tained their racial characteristics un-

The Tsimshians,

it

laham, and around it many legends are
In time it became a great
woven.

in

impaired.

Because of

expanse they called

people,

and

so loud

msmy were

the

was the noise

of

seem, are the latest comers to establish

their voices, that geese passing in a

themselves in this region, and like the

flock overhead would become frightened and, folding their wings, would
Later the "Great
fall to the ground.
Cold" came; snow continued to fall
and the river was icebound far into the
spring, when the salmon should have
come to replenish the exhausted lar-

others, they are

made up

of different

waves of migration, that have coine
presumably from the interior and scattered coastwise.
They form three
geographic divisions: the Tsimshian

— dwellers

proper

on the seaboard,

'Photographs by the author.
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ders of the Indians. Driven to despera-

draw

and resentment against the ice
spirit, the chief soaked a dried sahnon
to make it appear as a fresh fish, and

the salmon that run in from the sea
each spring to seek the lakes for spawn-

standing in his doorway, holding the

way, although a wicked water that
takes its toll of life each season. It is
said that in early days canoe travel
was unknown and rafts alone were used

tion

fish

aloft,

"You

the

reviled

.

you have no

See the spring-run

power.

But

have taken."

saying:

cold,

are a weakling,

fish

that

I

this only incensed

the spirit and, as the cold increased,
starvation looked them in the face.

Then one day a

blue jay alighting over

the smoke hole of a house dropped a

from

fresh elderberry

that

its bill,

a sign

summer had come somewhere.

Thereupon the people left the village
and scattered in all directions in search
of food, which accounts for the other
two divisions of the Tsimshian.

The country

Kitikshan

the

of

is

practically included in the valleys of

the Upper Skeena and

its

few tribu-

It is a land restricted in area

taries.

and limited in

The

resources.

flora is

that of the semi-arid interior plateau,

their sustenance, represented

ing purposes.

by

It is also nature's high-

for crossing at favorable points.

The country was

practically

penetrated by the white

man

Omineca gold excitement in
the Hudson's

un-

until the

1867,

Bay Company

when

estab-

a post at Hazelton, and the
people were released from the trade
restrictions that had been put upon

lished

them by their neighbors of the lower
valley, who had never permitted them
to approach the coast nor to dispose of
their furs to others

than themselves.

They lived by a narrow margin and,
when abnormal conditions occurred,
they were forced to sell their children
to save them and themselves from
starvation.

and inconeven in midsummer.
jack pine, alder, and

Each community was an independent
band made up of two or more of the
four totemic clans, that had come

growth,

together through migration or inter-

Of animals
brown and black bear, mountain goat,
and lynx are of common occurrence, but
more important economically are the
marmot and rabbit because of their
abundance and the ease with which
they can be taken. Caribou were found
in the past but have almost disappeared since the introduction of

marriage for mutual protection and
social advantages.
There was no

subject to long dry spells

venient

frosts

Spruce, cedar,
birch,

but generally

represent the tree

firearms.

peculiar

of small
life.

the

isolated

power either in the
Each clan, or

tribe or in the band.

phratry, was a unit in

itself,

ing only the authority of

recogniz-

its local chief

but, in case of foreign aggression,

is

Their social organization was matriarchal and comprised the four exogamic

masses of hmited area that

rise

to

clans,

or phratries, in which

all

great heights above the surrounding

dividuality

country, grim survivors of the levehng

physically,

forces of earth shock, glacier, and pent-

responsible for the acts of every

up water that are
hand.

The

river

is

visible

on every

the artery of

of the country, and from

it

all

might band together and by common
consent elect aleader for theemergencj^

mountain

Topographically, the land
in

central governing

life

the people

ber.

in-

was merged, the clan being
morally, and politically

mem-

Naturally marriage within the

was impossible, and even a union
with one of another tribe having a like
clan

THE KITIKSHAN AND THEIR TOTEM POLES
Under such

was not permitted.

crest

certain family groups,
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the result of

a social system the children belonged

constant marriage with their Babine

absolutely to the mother's side, so the

neighbors. In manner they are dignified

succession must follow

and quiet

the

in

clan.

nephew was
taken by the uncle at an early age, and
trained by him for the succession, upon
assuming which he must take the aunt

More

often the maternal

to wife regardless of the disparity of

home and
which otherwise she would

;

they are absolutely honest,

hospitable and friendly

when known,

although suspicious and taciturn with
strangers. Pride, vanity, and oversensi-

tiveness are their principal faults,

when angry, they

years, for this assured her a

ditions of danger, yet,

position

are as unthinking as children.

have to forego, as neither the wife nor
children could inherit from the husband
or father. Such a marriage, however,
did not prevent the nephew from taking other wives of his choice.

The four

clans derive their

names

re-

spectively from their principal crests:

the frog, wolf, eagle, andfireweed; but

they claim, assume, and use
sidiary

many sub-

emblems that are displayed on

their houses, poles, ceremonial dress,

—

and household implements, in fact
Their
on everything they possess.
houses and personal names are clan
possessions, referring in most instances
to the crest.

This

is

generally repre-

sented by the animal life of the country,

but in addition are shown the strange
forms of mythical animals that, it is

and with
which their ancestors had some connection, as well as natural phenomena,
material objects, and tracing relationbelieved, lived in early days

—
intermarriage—the figures

of the

I

do

not believe that they differ from ourselves in natural intelligence, only they

have not had the opportunities to
develop: but under more favorable
conditions that have come to them in
the opening up of this coun ry by the
railroad, they are becoming a useful
and desirable population.
They live in permanent villages
situated on the Upper Skeena and its
tributaries.
The houses, ranged in a
single line, follow the trend of the shore

with their gable ends facing the water.

They

are large, rectangular, barn-like

structures, rather deeper than wide,
built of spruce timbers, the

smoke hole

Hght and ventilation,
and directly below it is the central

in the roof giving

fireplace.

Communal

these structures housed

in

character,

many

families,

each of which occupied a fixed place
around the walls, while the rear portion

was occupied by the house

The

ship to the coast through migration

and

and

while cool-headed under natural con-

line of

chief.

feature of these villages

is

the

wonderfully carved tree trunks

and

extending the length in front of the

other ocean dwellers, which seem very

houses and separated from them by a

killer

much

whale,

sea

lion,

halibut,

out of place stranded in this

semi-arid country.

The

organization,

Tsimshian in
and culture,

are necessarily hunters

and trailmen

people,

language,

while

broad roadway.
is

due to their inland home, and a certain physical difference from the
pure Tsimshian can be noticed in the
slighter build and sharper features of

While the totem pole

generally explained as a heraldic

much more.

column, yet

it

Its erection

was primarily a rehgious

stood for

observance honoring the dead, for the
only reKgion that entered into the life
of this people was ancestor worship,

with the death ceremonies and the
feasts that followed for the

honor and

NATURAL HISTORY
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The

erection of a totem pole is primarily a religious observance in honor of the dead.
the Tsimshian the curious custom prevails of placing on the pole a clothed wooden
figure representing the deceased. The head and features are carved with rare fidelity, as the
above example from the inland village of Kitwankool gives evidence. Rain and wind have
torn to shreds the garments that once covered the jointed limbs of this effigy, which is seated
on a chest containing the ashes of the man represented. The ceremonial neck ring of cedar
bark, though damaged by the elements, still encircles the figure

Among

spiritual

comfort

of

the

departed.

These Indians had a firm behef in a
future, and the food and articles cast
into the fire upon such occasions were
received in spiritual kind in a

way

that

it

is

The

difficult

pole

for

us to understand.

was erected by the successor

of the deceased with the assistance of

the household, and

it honored not only
the dead but also the living, and the

—
THE KITIKSHAN AND THEIR TOTEM POLES
descendants for

The family

time.

all

was shown at the top and sometimes also at the base and throughout
crest

the length of the pole, but generally the
intermediate figures illustrated a legend,
a hero tale of early Ufe, or

some im-

portant family happening.
The totem poles of the Kitikshan

37

weathered to a pale
brown, approximating the complexion

of carved cedar,

and the

of this people, is so hfehke,

pose of the clothed, seated figure, so
natural, that the

first

glance through

window gives one quite a shock.
The totem poles of the Kitikshan

the

differ in several respects

from those

They

are sHghter

of

never form the entrance to the house as
do some of those found on the coast,

the coast tribes.

nor are they mortuary columns containing the cremated remains of the

country and below Hazelton,
where the finest examples are found,
they are more elaborately and completely carved throughout their length.
From there, north, they are cruder and
plainer. The finest and most intricate
examples of carving are found at KitThe elewankool and Kitzegukla.
ments have obliterated most of the
colors with which they were originally painted, but, moss-covered and
weatherworn, they have lost nothing
in dignity as they stand out against a
background of dark-green spruces or

The
dead in recesses at the back.
Tsimshian place a portrait figure of
the dead on the pole or over the grave,
and among this people is found the
only remaining evidence of this custom.
The figure is a comparatively rude
manikin jointed at the shoulders, elbows, hips, and knees, and fully
clothed, so that little shows; in contrast to the other parts of the body,

the head and features are carefully

carved with great

skill

to represent as

nearly as possible those of the dead.

The most

example of

striking

custom occurs at the

old,

village of Kitwankool,

this

more inland

now

practically

on an old totem pole,
some ten feet above the ground, is
placed the figure of a young man seated
on a chest containing his cremated
deserted, where

remains.

The

The

figure has

elements have

face is very lifelike.
been clothed but the

only shreds of the

left

possibly from the smaller tree growth

—

of the

distant snow-clad mountains.

Every pole

tells

a story, even

the clan crest figure
acquisition of this

history

when the

as a social

and

is

is

shown,

if

only

for the

the beginning of

clan took its place

political

House

body.

or family crests illustrate important
happenings, generally individual in
character, and often connected with

the animal world, recalling a time when
animals by removing their coats could

real-

assume human forms and intermarriage
with them was not uncommon. The
Bear, Wolf, Beaver, Frog, Owl, and
Thunderbird are most in evidence on the

a

poles in all of the Kitikshan villages,

chair over his remains, within a small

and while somewhat conventionahzed
to accommodate their shape to the
restrictions imposed by the cyUndrical
tree trunk, they are very true to form

body

covering, the headdress,

and the

ceremonial neck ring of cedar bark.
Again, at the village of Kitzegukla,
is a most
man, seated

below Hazelton, there
istic

figure

of

a

in

grave house fitted with windows.

In

one hand he holds an old flintlock
musket, such as used to be sold by
the Hudson's Bay Company, and in the
other,

outstretched,

with which he was

are
killed.

the

bullets

The

face.

although

may

the

characteristic

features

be unduly accentuated.

The most

artistic

piece

of

work.

KITWANKOOL, FROM CENTER OF VILLAGE LOOKING NORTH
Kitwankool ("People among the Narrows," from its location at the entrance of a narrow
valley between steep hills) is the most primitive of Kitikshan villages, owing to its isolated inland position between the Skeena and the Nass rivers and the unfriendly attitude of the inhabitants toward strangers. The villagers have uniformly resented the attempts of whites to
settle in their midst and have refused to accept any reservation at the hands of the government. Today, with changed economic conditions, the scarcity of game and of fish and the
necessity to seek
winter,

when

work

in other fields, the village is practically deserted except

during the

the people return en masse to celebrate the death feast and the potlatch.

At

such times the old house walls resound with the beat of the drum and the weird chants that
tell of the glory of the past and the hero deeds of ancestors whose exploits are recorded on the

totem poles
38

KITWANKOOL FROM NORTH END OF VILLAGE, LOOKING SOUTH AND EAST
Kitwankool, which Hes to the west of Kitwangar and other river settlements of the
Kitikshan, consists of a long row of typical old communal houses, gray, somber, and weathered.
In front of these, standing at all angles, is a most wonderful forest of elaborately carved,
slender totem poles, some of which show traces of color while others are moss-covered. These

background of deep green spruces and distant snow-capped mounmaking a picture that few have seen and none, having seen, could forget.
Among the poles of this village is that on which is represented the figure of a man seated
on a chest containing his ashes. This curious effigy, of which a nearer view is presented on

poles stand out against a
tains,

page 36, is seen in its larger setting, in the above photograph. The height of the pole
be visualized by the fact that the effigy itself is some ten feet above the ground.

may
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THE MEDICINE MAN
While missions and schools have wrought great changes in the life and habits of the
Kitikshan, yet the superstitions of the past still hold in thrall some of the older people, and the
practice of the shaman has not entirely disappeared. The care of wounds and simple complaints was understood, and such minor afflictions were treated by older women with simple
remedies, but severe and continued sickness was attributed to evil spirits that entered the
body and stole the spirit the essence of life without which the body must die, or to the

—

—

who possessed witch power.
The shaman was relied upon to capture and

action of those

restore the escaped spirit, or to detect the

The dress of a shaman consisted of a
waist robe or apron, a small square of black-bear skin on the back, a crown of brown-bear
claws or rope of woven red-cedar bark, a neck charm of bone, and finally a globular rattle of
witch.

wood
40

Individuals of either sex might be shamans.

The ceremonial

KUN-LAK-GEHLT AND HER DAUGHTER
was much the same for both

dress of the Kitikshan

sexes,

and was that

Tsimshian and coast people. It is traditionally believed that the blanket woven of
the wool of the mountain goat originated with the Tsimshian, but as far back as 1880 no
evidence of its manufacture could be found among this people. The waist robe, originally of
deerskin, was later made of a blanket and ornamented with puffin bills and the dew-hoofs of
deer. The headdress, Amhaloid, with the small wooden mask in front generally representing
the family crest, was the insignia of the chief and was highly valued. The older woman in
ceremonial attire is a chief, the younger woman similarly clad is her daughter.
The primitive garb of the woman of the Northwest Coast north of Vancouver Island was a
blanket robe of sea otter, marmot, or other smaller fur-bearing animals, or of dressed caribou
or deerskin. With the advent of traders, wool blankets took the place of furs, and then followed
of the other

cotton dresses
41
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faithful to nature in every

detail, is

that representing a grouse and her

young

as

otherwise

if

suddenly startled, on an

crude pole at Kitzegukla.

The most natural figures are those comon top of the

pletely carved
all of
lief

poles, for

the others are more or less in re-

merged at the back of
rounded tree trunk or

as they are

the pole,

—a

one hollowed out to decrease the weight
A very interesting pole
at Old Kitzegukla, with four figures,
one above the other, tells four stories

in handling.

that

are

totemic or otherwise

con-

nected with the early history of the

Kish-hasht clan, when

all of

the Kitik-

shan lived together at Tumlaham.
Of the Great Horned Owl (Gweekgwu-nook), which is represented at the
base, there are

many

legends, relating

principally to the theft of children.

One

how

of these tells

season,

when the

in the winter

great barnlike com-

munal houses were untenable, and the
people had moved into low, log, mosschinked shelters, a Httle boy kept the
household awake with his crying until
the father said that the Great Owl
would get him if he did not stop, and
after a Httle the door was heard to
open and close, when quiet reigned. In
the morning the child was missing but
the crying voice was heard as if in the
distance. The father took his bow and
arrows and went in search and, as he
followed the

He was

At Kitzegukla, on a totem pole that in
other respects is not remarkable for its carvings, appears this exquisite figure of a grouse
and her young, one of the best examples of
Kitikshan art. Note the dog, with a pack
fastened on his back

—

trail,

a.

Grouse flew up.

about to shoot it when it said,
''Do not shoot and I will tell you of
your lost boy, but first paint red about
my eyes." This he did (which accounts for the color which ever since
has marked the Grouse) and the bird
''How nice I look! Now go
said:
right ahead to the Owl's nest in the big
spruce and you will find your boy."
The father did as he was told, but the
Owl had fed the little boy on snakes

,
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and frogs that in turn had eaten through
his stomach so that he shortly died. In
the

fall of

the year the Owl, appearing

an old woman, came to the crossing of the river and was recognized
through singing of the lost child.
The father told the children, who were
playing on the bridge, to remove some
boards and lay dead sticks in their
place.
Then they called to the Owl
to cross and, in attempting to do so,
she fell into the river and was drowned.
The figure immediately above the
Owl represents Pighish (the Property
as

Woman), a mythical being, part human
in a way associated with the Land

and

She

carries a crying child on
Only one without fault is
able to see her, and when the crying is
heard, he must follow as the sun goes
around four times, and coming to her,
must seize the child. Thereupon the
mother will plead for its return, agreeing to grant any wish, or with her
copper-armed nails she will scratch

Otter.

her back.

his face

:

the preservation of the healed

flesh brings great

wealth to the pos-

is known up and
down the coast and in early days a
member of the family obtained great

This legend

sessor.

from a meeting with this being.
Next in order is a small figure hold-

riches

ing a bucket within a circle represent-

ing the sun.

This

Kuke-shan, a

tells

child

the story of

of

the

sun,

a

moose hunter, who was ever

great

thirsty.

He

traveled always at great

speed for long distances, hunting moose

but he took only the paunch and the
blood that was boiled down to a thick
broth, and when he returned, his wife

had many baskets

full of

water that

he emptied immediately.

Once she

neglected to

fill

the baskets and, as he

returned, she heard

Mountain Goat

for

In her confusion she answered
water" and, grabbing the baskets.

water.

"No

him shouting

A totem pole at Old Kitzegukla, the carvings of which tell in ascending order the stories
of the Great Horned Owl, of the Property
Woman, of Kuke-shan, who, a child of the
sun, is shown within the great disk, and of the
But without water
he could not Uve on earth and was at
ran to the spring.
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once carried up to the sun, where he
stands with his bucket of blood, which
he spills on those who look at him,
causing fatal sickness.

The

last figure is that of

Goat and

the

Moun-

one of the
oldest of the family legends. Across
the river from Tumlaham is an isolated
precipitous mountain known as Steep
Sides, where in the fall after the salmon
tain

illustrates

broad expanse was a narrow rock shelf;
over the precipitous sides were platforms of broad planks and the whiteclad villagers were Mountain Goats.
After the feast the hosts began a
weird dance and sang: ''I am shaking

my hoofs over the mountain-side," and
the people saw the rocks open and close,

and were puzzled.

When

night came, they were given

Moun-

sleeping places on the outer portion of

The flesh was -eaten, the
heavy pelt served for bedding, the fine
wool was spun into a thread and woven
into blankets, the horns were fashioned
into spoons, and the heavy leaf fat
melted and run into cakes for winter
One fall a young hunter after
food.

the platforms while their hosts took

season the Indians hunted the
tain Goat.

kilHng

many

goats caught a kid and,

taking the red paint with which he

used to color his arrow for good luck,
painted the horns and face of the kid to

honor

The

Thereupon he set it free.
two strangers,

it.

following spring

dressed in white blankets, appeared in

the village and, as was the custom,

were entertained by the

when

feast,

chief.

At the

dried salmon, goat's meat,

and dried berries were placed before
them, they made no attempt to eat,
but after they had left, some children

them on
hands and knees eating grass hke

playing beyond the village saw
their

animals.

Their purpose in

coming was to

invite the people to visit

them but

the inner side,

who

all

except the hunter

the previous year had caught and

painted the kid.

man whose

To him came a young

was painted in red,
and asked him to share his sleeping
place with him, which was next to the
wall. During the night the Goat hosts
pushed all of their sleeping guests off
into space and they were killed. When
the young hunter arose, his friend took
off his own boots, which appeared as
hoofs, and told the hunter to put them
on, for then he would be able to
descend the steep shelves by jumping
from one to another without fear.
When the Indian youth reached the
plain below, he found the crushed remains of all of his friends, and in this
way the Goat people had avenged the
death of their people by the hunters.
face

The legend of a chief's daughter who
was carried away by the Frog lover is

common to
and

is

the whole Northwest Coast

told here as elsewhere.

Le-gam-

the

ksh, the daughter of the chief of the

which they offered to guide
them.
The following morning the
villagers assembled and, led by their
visitors, crossed the river.
Ascending
the mountain, they reached what
appeared to them to be a broad expanse, with large feast houses and

Kan-ha-da, at Kitwankool, was strictly
guarded, as was the custom among the
aristocracy, but it became known that
a strange young man had been seen

many

But

house. Later the daughter was missing,

They were
The

her footprints, leading to a near-by

without

giving

the

location

of

village to

this

people

was

under the

all

all

in white robes.

a delusion.

spell of the

mountain.

with her for several nights. No trace
of him could be found in the morning,
only a

little

frog

was noticed

in the

and the only trace discoverable was
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spring.

years later two
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little

Frogs appeared at the door of the
house, croaking very loudly. The chief

wanted to know what was their trouble,
but no one could tell until an old
woman who understood the Frog language was found. She said that their
mother had sent them to borrow an awl
for use in sewing moccasins. This was
given them, also some sinew thread,
and as they left, they were followed to
the very spring to which the lost
daughter's trail led so

many

years

So the chief knew that she was
still alive and sojourning with the Frog
people and he proposed to drain the
before.

A ditch was
was found, as the course of
the water was followed, that it led to a
spring to recover her.

dug but

it

The Indians kept on
when they reached the lake and
the water commenced to fall, the Frog
lake far beyond.

and,

people begged the
hair

and

they

all

float

woman to loosen her

down the

stream, and

clung to her and her flowing

hair, singing the

The totem

family death chant.

pole representing the figure

of a woman with Frogs on it and three
Frogs below illustrates and perpetuates
this happening in the early life of the

family.

At the northern end

of the village of

Lagh-Keboo clan, representing at the top the
Bald Eagle of the coast holding a
human figure by the head, and below
Kispiox

is

a

tall

pole of the

four other figures each grasping the
legs of the

one above.

the base of the pole
the Bear, the
is

is

Coming out

of

the forebod}^ of

emblem of the

clan.

This

purely a story pole illustrating the

adventures of Gwa-skeek, which is
hkewise the name of the pole. Gwaskeek was a gambler and in play lost
everything to an opponent. Then he

went into the woods and during his
wandering came to a salmon stream

This totem pole serves to recall a mj^th

common

to

the

entire

Northwest

namely, that of the elopement of a
daughter with her Frog lover

Coast,
chief's
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all his

But before he could
whole family of his opponent

belongings.

leave, the

turned against him.

made him

fast to a

plank with spruce gum, and pushed it
out in the water. He drifted about for
some time but finally grounded in front
of a strange village.

The

had him brought ashore
him from the plank
but to no avail until seal oil was used.
Then, free, he became the chief's guest.
Early every morning one of the household would rise, put on the skin of an
Eagle that was hanging on the wall,
and flying up through the smoke would
go out to sea and catch a seal, which
was shared by all of the villagers.
and

chief

tried to release

Then the

chief said to his guest

''
:

It is

your turn to provide a seal, but when
you fasten to it, do not try to rise, but
let it take you down under the water

Gwa-skeek was

at first."

successful.

After Gwa-skeek had practiced
ciently, the chief told

him

suffi-

to get into

the Eagle skin and to go to the village

who would have killed him,
but to act cautiously and to seek the
chief, the uncle of the one with whom
he had gambled, and, when he had
seized him by the head, to rise very
of those

slowly.

This Gwa-skeek did and, as

the chief was lifted from the ground,

Gwa-skeek, enveloped by the skin of the
Bald Eagle, is shown at the top of the pole
with wings spread in flight, bearing seaward the five victims of his revenge. Near the
base of the pole protrudes the body of the
Bear, an emblem of the Lagh-ke-boo clan

one of the nephews caught hold of his
and then in turn each of the other

feet

three nephews caught hold of the one

above
five

until the Eagle

when he took the

fish,

their

scales turned into the valuable coppers.

Throughout the three years he lived
there, he ate the bark of the deviPsclub to bring him luck, and then, doing
up the coppers in bundles, he returned
to his village and challenged his former
opponent to play again, finally winning

all

into the water, drowning them.

About the middle
and,

man rose with all

and, flying out to sea, dropped

Kispiox

is

of the village of

a house of the Lagh-ke-boo

clan, with a round hole over the doorway, and directly in front is a carved
pole showing a human figure at the
base, above it a round hole with four
small figures, then a standing figure of
a man, above which is a Wolf, and
finally another Wolf, the clan emblem,

;
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pole. The crude human
Weden-ba-bah (legs
named
are
The designation of the pole is

surmounts the
figures

apart)

.

This

Wil-na kak (through the hole).

man, Ye-a,
by a
camping
was
family
his
with
who
The
village.
the
above
valley
lake in the
him
and
drew
captured
people
Beaver
his
found
by
he
was
where
lake,
the
into
When
he
daughter.
his
and
sons
three
cry.
to
commenced
he
children,
his
saw
They pushed some small trees out to

pole illustrates the story of a

him, but instead of taking hold of them,
he would turn and dive and, as he went

down,

his fiat

beaver

would

tail

strike

the water with a great splash, and he

would come up farther out. He told
them that he could never come home
again but would always live with the
Beaver people. So the family took the
Beaver for emblem and entered their
house, just as the Beaver does, through
a round hole. When a potlatch was
given by this household some years
ago, the guests entered the house
through the round hole above the door
as

if

going into a beaver's hutch.

The

round hole on the pole represents the
entrance to the Beaver's house and the
four small figures the four children of

the lost father.

With the totem poles on the
roadway in front

side of the

farther
of the

houses crest figures are placed on platforms. At Kispiox, before the house
of the

Kish-hash

chief, is

a distinctive

house-crest pole representing a mythi-

Snake of great size that was taken
by a member of the family in early days
after it had killed many of the people
and on either side of it are two well
cal

This pole tells the story of a man who was
captured by the Beaver people and made one
of them. His descendants adopted the Beaver
as their emblem and some years ago, when the
family gave a potlatch, the guests crawled
into the dwelling through the round hole above
the doorway as though they were entering a
beaver hutch

carved and painted figures representing

The head and f orepaws

a Killer Whale and the mythical Bear

Bear; the high dorsal

under Water. A large painted figure of
this Bear resting on a raised platform,
appears in front of another house

Whale.
In the village

located about the middle of Kispiox.

of

are those of the

fin is

that of the

Kitwangach on a

a very remarkable
animal figure known as How-how, a

raised platform

is
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In the upper picture, taken at the village of Kispiox, are shown two crest figures
carved in wood, flanking a pole representing a mythical Snake. The figure on the left
represents the Killer Whale, that on the right the mythical Grizzly Bear under Water, a
marine monster. In front of another house in Kispiox is the figure shown in the lower
photograph. Its head and forepaws are those of the Grizzly Bear under Water but the
upthrust dorsal fin, perforated with a circular hole, is that of the Killer Whale

creature that after terrorizing a portion
of the river

member
hence

was

of a family of this

became

a

by a
village and

finally killed

family

crest.

It

known to this secby the tail, might be
that had wandered

resembles no animal
tion but, judging

a mountain lion

over the mountains to the coast.

The Night Chant
THE NEW NAVAJO GROUP AT
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM

AS REPRESENTED IN

By
Curator

THE

p. E.

third of the series of "habitat

groups " in the Southwest Indian
hall was opened with a recep-

on Wednesday afternoon, the
nineteenth of November. This group
tion

represents certain phases of the

life

Navajo, the largest tribe of

of the

GODDARD

Ethnology, American

of

full-blood Indians in the United States,

numbering 30,000 individuals.
There have been Catholic churches
and missionaries in the Southwest since
1610 and Protestant missionaries for
the past

fifty

years at least, but until

recently

the

Navajo remained un-

Museum

supernatural ones after

journeys

made

many and

to their abodes

long

by a

This information

traveler ages ago.

down from
disciples, who

is

the master or priest

passed

learn by receiving
and by assisting in the
ceremonies. Such a ceremony is held
for a sick or ailing individual, who pays
the priest and his assistants and feeds
to

oral instruction

all

those

who

help in the rites or attend

as spectators.

Viewed from another angle, however,
the ceremonies appear as art as well as
religion

.

The mythical narratives have

Even now the great majority
is untouched by direct Christianity.
For them the forces of nature are

they are by vivid descriptions and

powerful and endowed with personal-

prayers

affected.

ity.

The

sun, hghtning, mirage, rain-

clouds, rainbows,

and winds are the

subject of song and are addressed in
prayer.

In addition there are personal

names and
attributes. These gods and goddesses
in former days visited the Navajo
divinities

with

definite

whenever they could be of assistance to
them and came also to join in their
festivities.
Times have changed, and
now Navajo men wear masks to represent these gods, but they represent
them as a viceroy would a king.
For the time being the masked man has
some of the powers and personality of
the god himself.
Religious activities

among

the

Nav-

ajo are mostly systematized into definite

ceremonies

lasting

nine

days.

Each

of these has a long

myth

telling

how

the songs, prayers, and rites of

the ceremony were learned from the

high literary value, characterized as

much human

interest.

use

The songs and

repetition

produce

to

symmetry and balance, and they
abound in figures of speech and
imagery. The masked gods are actors

who present the dramas of the golden
age when gods and men mingled freely.
In the medicine lodge many elaborate
paintings are laid

on the

floor,

by

sprinkling powdered materials of the

required colors.

These pictures also

portray supernatural events of mythical times generally connected

with the

On

the final

origin of the ceremony.

night there

is

not only a drama in

which the gods appear, but there is
much rivalry in group dancing, clowns
divert the audience, and magic is
practised to entertain and impress the
spectators.

To

illustrate ceremonial life in the

newly installed Museum group, the
Night Chant was chosen. This is a
favorite observance among the Navajo
49
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and the necessary information was
available in a

Memoir

of the

Museum

written by Dr. Washington Matthews,

who

much

learned

the ceremony

of

and was recognized by the Navajo

A

priest of the rite.

as a

panel divides the

group into two sections: a medicine
its interior exposed is on

lodge with

the

and a scene outside

left,

lodge

of the

depicted on the right.

is

Two

ceremonial events are shown in this
Just outside of the

open-air scene.

medicine lodge stands the patient and
behind him one of the gods, Fringe

Mouth.

This

driving

a

of

diety,

away the

dressed

the

according to

painted

and

ritual,

is

disease with the aid

In the background a

rattle.

Until this
is being initiated.
time he is not supposed to know that
those appearing as gods are not the

youth

real supernatural beings.
b}^

a goddess and then

is

He is whipped
sprinkled with

corn meal by the Talking God, the
of the divinities, who is standing

dean

close by.

After

this,

one of the gods

unmasks that the novice may see that
he is only a Navajo acquaintance.
It is in the

medicine lodge that the

more important events take place.
Here the dry paintings are made on
several different days. Each painting
must be completed in one day and removed by sundown. The painting
shown in this group represents two
form of a cross whirling
sunwise on a bottomless lake. This
lake is supposed to be near the place
where the San Juan River joins the
logs in the

Colorado.

The

lake itself

is

repre-

sented by a bowl of water in the center.

From

this four corn stalks

the angles formed

bj^

grow out in
These

the logs.

corn plants are painted in the four

with the west, and black with the
north.
Sitting on the ends of each

arm

of

the cross are pairs of gods and bej^ond
the ends are other divinities, one for
each point of the compass. At the
east, near the blanketed exit of the
lodge, is the Talking God carrying a

skin

squirrel

as

his

Opposite, at the west,

medicine
is

bag.

the House

God, the constant companion

of the

At the other ends, north
and south, are Hunchback Gods,
associated particularly with mountain

former.

sheep.

Almost completely surround-

ing the picture

is

a

Rainbow Goddess,

on whose hand has been

set a vessel

containing a medicine.

There is a series of songs relating to
sand picture which must be sung
over it. While the occasion for holding the ceremony is always the indisposition of an individual, blessings
are sought for the entire community.
The most important of these blessings
are plentiful crops and sufficient pasturage, which are dependent on frequent rains. Hence rain is the thing
asked for in the songs. Health and
general prosperity are also sought by
the vocal songs and prayers, the
dry paintings, enacted dramas, and
pantomime.

this

When
patient

the picture

parts of

is

completed, the

seated on the painting and

is

it

are applied to

him

for his

Other individuals may help
themselves to what remains and the
residue is carried out and properly
heahng.

disposed

of.

While the ceremonies of the Night
Chant are of principal interest in the
group, other phases of Navajo Hfe are
included.

Their pastoral pursuits are

Navajo associate

suggested by the sheep that are being

with the world quarters: white with
the east, blue with the south, yellow

driven from the dance ground by a
The
young woman and her dog.

colors

which the

THE NIGHT CHANT
Navajo women own the sheep and;
with the help of the children of both

herd them. Goats usually run
with the sheep, partly as a protection
against coyotes, which they fight off,
sexes,

meat that does not
reduce the supply of wool. The horsemanship of the Navajo and the type
of their horses is shown at the extreme left beyond the range of the
and as a source

of

The costumes

illustration.

of
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the execution of such a
group requires the aid of many skilled
workers belonging to the Museum's

accessories,

forces: carpenters, plasterers, painters,

metal workers, and electricians. All
the work must be done in full cooperation with the artists, who also must
collaborate

in

order

produce a

to

the

figures, particularly those in the fore-

ground, with their colored velveteen

upper garments and their
ments,

illustrate

silver orna-

present-day

dress,

Navajo blanket appears
both in the indoor and outdoor scenes.
The setting chosen is Canon de
Chelly in the heart of the Navajo
while

the

country.

The

walls of this cafion reach

a height of eight hundred feet in places

and are

of red sandstone beautifully
shaded and here and there deeply
stained. White House, a noted cliff ruin,
is included in the painted background
but beyond the angle of the lens. It was
cliff house that many of the rites
Night Chant were imparted by
the gods to the Navajo who, it is believed, introduced the ceremony.

in this

HOL^^L OF (AXON
DE CHELLY

IlIL WHI'J'L

of the

Howard McCormick painted the
landscape, arranged the setting, and

had oversight

many

details

of the lighting
of

the

and the

construction.

Mahonri M. Young, from notes and
studies made in the Navajo country,
modeled the human figures, colored
them, and arranged their spacing and
grouping.

yellow twilight,
Of dark cloud the house

of preparation, in carry-

is

is

made and

made and

of

of

male

rain,

Of dark mist the house

is

made and

of

female

rain,

Of grasshoppers and fertile pollen;
Where dark mist watches the door

And

rainbow's

trail is

the road,

Where high stands the jagged lightning,
Where high stands the male rain.
picture

In addition to the expert work of the

department

Of white dawn the house

all

of the elements of which,

whether faithful rendering or artful
illusion, give

the spectator the feeling

ing out the larger features as well as in

of

making and placing the vegetation and

Navajo country.

witnessing

Navajo

life

in

the

A

Bird Trickster Outwitted

HOW THE YELLOW WARBLER CIRCUMVENTS THE COWBIRD
By CHARLES

ONE

of the

most widely known

facts of natural history is that

the

European

cuckoo

never

builds a nest of its own, but deposits its

eggs in the nests of other birds, there
to be hatched, the

young cuckoo throw-

MACNAMARA
with

coffee-brown

head,

breast, while the female

is

neck,

and

ashen brown,

darker on the back and lighter beOur cowbird doubtless accom-

neath.

panies the cattle for the sake of the

enjoy the whole of the food supplied

tramping of the animals
and for the flies
and other pests that always frequent a
herd.
In The Voyage of the Beagle

by the infatuated and unsuspecting

Darwin

ing

out the

legitimate

nestlings

perish on the ground so that

confined

to

one

by most,

practised

may

This parasitic habit

foster parents.

not

it

to

if

species;

not

all,

it

is
is

of the

cuckoo family of the Old World. But,
with the exception of a little-known
South American species, it does not
extend to the cuckoos of the New
World, and the two species that
reside in eastern

summer
albeit

North America

in

build nests for themselves

—and virtuously

very poor ones

rear their

own

j^oung.

our bird population
cheats.

is

Nevertheless,

not without

disturbs from the sod,

describes the same habit as
evidenced in another species, Molothrus

on the plains of Uruguay.
North American Cowbirds followed
the buffalo herds on the great plains,
and before the white man cleared the
forests and introduced cattle, they
niger,

were probably scarce in the eastern
woodlands, although a few of them
may have frequented swampy places,
where they are sometimes still to be
found associating with red-winged
blackbirds.

From

its

In this country the cowbirds,

cousins of the American blackbirds

insects that the

and

the fact that several females

are often seen flying around with one

reputable

it is supposed that cowbirds are
polygamous. As they build no nests,
but deposit their eggs in the nests of
others, there is no particular need for

anxieties of parenthood.

them to pair. It is curious to see a
female cowbird looking for a nest in

the starhngs, and totally unrelated to

the cuckoos, have hit on the same dis-

plan as the Old World
cuckoos for avoiding the cares and

Cowbu-ds are found in both North
and South America, and their habits
appear to be much the same on both
continents. The best-known species is
Molothrus ater,

common in summer time

male,

which to lay. One day last summer I
was sitting on the veranda of my home
in this httle Ontario town,^

caught a ghmpse

of

when

I

an unfamiliar

bird in the maple tree before the door.

was pretty well acquainted with

in the pastures of the Eastern States

I

and Canada. It usually feeds on the
ground in small flocks among the horses
and cattle, whence it derives its
popular name. It is a stoutly-built

the birds hving along our street robins,

thick-beaked bird about four-fifths the
size of a robin.

The male

is

glossy black

all

:

wrens,

vireos,

sparrows,

warblers,

phoebes, and others, but this
of

them.

A

was none

second better view showed

'Arnprior, regarding the bird

life of

namara contributed an article to the
ral History for May-June, 1923.

which Mr. Macissue of

Natu-

A BIRD TRICKSTER OUTWITTED
gray-brown female cowbird
way from her usual
beat. Her actions were amusing. As
she hopped from branch to branch,
craning her neck and turning her head,
no screen actress could have better
"registered" an anxious search. Most
it

to be a

that was a long

manifestly she was looking eagerly for
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cowbird follows a different
It monopolizes all the food,
and causes the death of the other
nest, the

practice.

nestlings
it

has

by

left

fend for

starvation,

and long

after

the nest and could easily

itself, it

continues to follow

around and

poor

dupes

them

for food.

A

its

importune

small neat chipping

Photograph by

Or.

C iyde Fisher

Before the white man's cattle took over the grazing lands of the bison, the cowbird
(Molothrus ater) was the buffalo bird, being found often in company with this animal.
The above picture, taken at Bronx Park, indicates that the ancient association is easily
reestablished

something,

the

something being, of

course, a bird's nest.

I lost sight of

sparrow

devotedly

feeding

gawky young cowbird

is

a

large

a pathetic

Apparently cowbirds never lay

her in the next tree, and although there

sight.

were many birds nesting in the vicinity,
apparently she found no suitable place
anywhere near to deposit her white egg
with the brown speckles, for I did not
subsequently see a young cowbird in
our neighborhood. And a young cowbird is always conspicuous: the difference in size and appearance between
it and its foster parents is usually vQry
striking.
While the cuckoo actually
throws the rightful young out of the

more than one egg in the same nest.
Instinct tells them that one of their
young is all that any pair of birds can
attend to at a time.

Cowbirds impose on many different
mostly those smaller than themselves, but it is said that even species as
large as towhees and kingbirds do not
Vireos and
escape the infliction.
chipping sparrows are perhaps the most
frequent victims. But although most
birds,
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Photoyrapli by Arthur A. Allen

A

yellow warbler (Dendroica

sestiva)

on

its

nest

species accept the changeling egg with-

that

out hesitation, there

perhaps four or

one bird that

is

often detects the fraud and has devised
an ingenious way of circumventing the
impostor. This is the yellow warbler,
Dendroica sestiva. With his greenish-

yellow

mate,

this

dapper

Httle

is

noticeably

measuring

taller,

five inches in height.

Investigation will show that the cup of
this nest is

no deeper than usual, and

that the additional height
of
If

is

made up

an extra thickness in the bottom.
you probe into this heavy base, you

bright-yellow bird usually builds in a

are almost sure to find a cowbird's

shrub a few feet from the ground. The
nest is well constructed of fine roots,
withered grass, horse and cow hair,

egg embedded in

returning some fine day and discover-

and shreds

httle

inevitable

of fibrous bark,

trimming

of

poplar or willow catkins.

with an

down from
The normal

about three inches high, but
once in a while you come across one

nest

is

it.

The

warblers,

ing a strange repulsive egg in their
rate

home, disposed

method

of it

by the

elabo-

bf building another story

and burying the unwanted
egg in the basement, sometimes even

to their nest,

immuring part

of their

own

clutch at

—
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the same time.

thus disposed

If after

a

first

another one

of,

in the nest, the operation

over as was the

first,

is

laid

may

The second egg

peated.

egg
is

is

be recovered

and the walls

that not one egg but two were buried in
its

base.

yellow warbler's nest found in a garden
at Arnprior, Ontario.
It was built of typical

—

was nearly twice as high as
the ordinary nest of this bird. Photograph
materials, but

about one-half natural

size.

Such a nest is shown in the accompanying photographs.
It was found
during the winter in a barberry bush by

Gormley

Liguori

of

Arnprior,

On-

a keen bird student, who, notic-

tario,

ing the unusual height of the nest

about

five

inches

— suspected

enclosed a cowbird's egg.

On

that

it

parting

the fibers in the bottom, he discovered
the upper egg, and kindly brought the
nest

to

intact as

me. After photographing
was collected, I sectioned

it

it
it

with a razor, and was surprised to find

shells are discolored

turned black, but the eggs are unmistakably those of a cowbird.
the warblers do not simply

Photograph by Charles Macnamara

Photograph by Charles Macnamara

A

The white

and the brown speckles on them have

Why

of the nest are again raised.
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A

vertical section of the yellow warbler's

shown intact in the photograph on the
The extra height is in the base of the
nest, in which two eggs of the cowbird are
embedded
nest
left.

throw the intruding egg overboard it is
hard to say. It cannot be that they
The house wren is
are too small.
smaller than the yellow warbler, yet it
readily empties a nest of eggs, and
even of young birds. The warbler's
method is curiously indirect and seems
to us to involve

much

needless work.

But then they have no efficiency experts to teach them how to avoid unnecessary motions, and the course they
take,
line of

however devious, must be the
least resistance for

them.

Dogs

of the

By

Labrador Indians'

frank

G.

speck

Professor of Anthropology, University of Pennsylvania

'UCH

M'

attention has

been

di-

tagnais

and' Naskapi,

comprising a

rected to the use of dogs for

total of about 3000 individuals,

transportation in the Arctic

hunting grounds range between James
Bay and the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
For a number of years I have been
engaged in research work among these
tribes, undertaken on behalf of various

and Antarctic regions. The Eskimos
have long been regarded as the originators of dog transportation in North
America; but the question of the

museums.
There rests

in

my mind

now, after a survey of

little

its

whose

doubt

distribu-

that not only the practice of

tion,

using dogs for transport in winter, but
to a large extent even the dog stock
itself,

have been derived by the Mon-

tagnais of the southern part of the
peninsula, through contact with the
.

French Canadians. If this conclusion
is correct, it warrants the assumption,
to which the situation existing in other
Algonkian groups lends color, that the
earlier ancestors of the present tribes

did not have suitable animals for hauling before the time of their contact

with the dog-driving Eskimos in the

Hudson Bay and the Labrador

A

typical hunting dog of the

Montagnais

among

origin of similar practices

the

Indians of the Far North has not been
previously approached.

ment

This state-

applies particularly to the tribes

of the Labrador peninsula, who use
dogs extensively for the transportation of their valuable cargoes of fur
and provisions in their winter wander-

ings.

A recent study of the institution
among

region,

and later with the Canadians in the St.
Lawrence area. We may, however,
leave this assumption to become more
evident as the variations and innovations of dog utilization are indicated
farther on in the article.
The Montagnais have several types
of dog.
First to be mentioned is a
the
decidedly vulpine race:
prominent, pointed, up-standing ears,

small,

the pointed nose, the silky hair, and

those speaking Algonkian languages

In
dogs of this race are brown, reddish, or white and gray. They have a
light delicate step, a trim graceful fig-

and known respectively as the Mon-

ure,

of dog-driving

led

to

sented.

the

these tribes has

conclusions

The

tribes

herein

dealt

pre-

with are

whitish belly are characteristic.
color,

and an amiable disposition. Mahi-

iPhotographs, with the exception of those noted, by the author.
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Montagnais hunters and members of their famiUes at Lake St. John, with a sled dog and
two hunting dogs. When puppies are born, a method of ascertaining whether they will become good forward trailers is to lift them up by one ear. If the puppy thus tested cries, it is a
bad sign. If he is quiet, the Indians feel confident that he will become a good hunter.
The names borne by these hunting dogs are often interesting. They furnish a registry
illustrative of an unquestionably early stage of native culture: Negwutsac, "Squirrel," applied
to a handsome little beast of hardly fifteen pounds, with delicate legs and a light chestnutbrown hue; Shojo, which seems to have no meaning; Ntbhum, "My Hunter"; Kav:ahchit,
"Whitey"; Tame, "Where?"; and the hke

—

kan atum., ''wolf-dog," is the term by
which they are known among the
Indians of the Lake St. John and the
Gulf of St. Lawrence region. These,
considered

the

Indian

real

undoubtedly represent
strain.

They

the

dogs,
original

serve only as trailers,

for their scent being

keen and their

they make excellent,
The hunting dog
constitutes a decided type, one that
appeals to human interest because of

actions quick,

intelligent hunters.

historical background as well as
through its individuality. About thirty
years ago there were no dogs other
than these among the Lake St. John
Indians, and they did not "train."
The toboggans were drawn by the
its

men, dogs running alongside or behind, constantly on the alert for the
scent of game.

When,

in traveling, these dogs scent

the tracks of game, they are

off after

the animal, quietly taking the trail
it is very fresh, in which case
they yelp and howl. It is then that the
big sled-dogs make an uproar. Often
the latter have to be quieted by force,
even having their mouths tied shut
with thongs.

unless

The

driving animals, in contrast to

the breed just described, are ordinarily
big hardy beasts, with broad heads and

short

hair.

Usually

their

dog

races,

features

European
but occasionallv some mix-

indicate affinity with the
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ture with the

Eskimo husky is evident.

This infusion is not surprising, for we
know that trade with the more remote
Indians, the Naskapi or "heathen,"
who are in direct contact with the

Eskimos,

has

brought

the

husky

may call them from the common
French term chiens qui trainent, show
a wolf strain in their bushy tail, long
muzzle, oblique eyes, and savage disThe large train dogs are
position.
known in the native tongue as mistdtum, "big dog."
The breed of dogs used for sleddriving by the Montagnais of Lake
St. John and from there to the St.
Lawrence and eastward generally as
far as Seven Islands, is a mongrel
shaggy beast, prevailingly dark brown,
of a rusty, worn hue, or black, with a
slight admixture of white.
There is a great difference between
the train dogs of the Lake St. John
Indians and those of Lake Mistassini.
At the

post the animals are
pure husky type, and
the technique employed in harnessing
latter

almost of the

and driving them is strictly Eskimoan.
Here the four or five animals are harnnessed

by the

leather strap loop over

the neck and shoulders, one dog before
the other. The lead dog is master of
the team; the driver uses a whip to
guide the animals, and the commands
are the same as those used by the
Labrador Eskimos (huit, go; a, stop;
auq, right;

A Naskapi husky at
St,

rr, left).

The

Mistassini

Seven Islands, Gulf of

Lawrence

breed into the interior among the
Montagnais. I have seen on several
occasions true types of the

Eskimo

breed of dog tied up near the camps

and houses of the Lake St. John band,
some of which had been brought in

by Chief Joseph Kurtness.

Some

the sled dogs, or "train" dogs, as

of

we

Photograph by W. H. Hauser

When these

puppies grow up, they, in their
turn, will pull the laden sleds of the Naskapi.
The picture was taken at Seven Islands
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Photograph by J. G. Rousseau

A

dog team of the Naskapi at Seven Islands.

more general use along the trade paths
people,

who

in place of the toboggan,

are one of the divisions

of the Naskapi,

—The built-up

employ the toboggan

dog transportation, not the built-up
sled of the Montagnais. The latter has
more resemblances to the sled of both
Eskimos and Canadians. The Mistassini carry on some trade in dogs with
the other bands, getting not less than
thirty dollars for an adult animal.
Chief Kurtness, of the Lake St. John
tribe, some years ago secured two
puppies from Mistassini Indians, paying twenty-two dollars for them.
As an instance of what these fine
for

that

which

shown

and arrived

A.M.,

late

is

sled,

is

in this

Lake

at

afternoon,

a

St.

John

distance

almost two. hundred miles.
kies

coming into
photograph

of

The hus-

run for a while, then trot to

rest

themselves, taking each gait according

own inchnation. It is very
hard to make them change pace when
they do not want to.
In short, dogto their

driving

among

the Mistassini people

a distinct Eskimo analogy,

if

is

not an

outright acculturation.

As regards the technique
nais,

among

of

dog

Montagon the other hand, an European

transportation

the

animals are expected to do, the chief
just alluded to on one occasion came

origin

down from Lake Chibougamou with
two dogs and provisions enough for
man and beasts. On the way he
gathered from traps two lynxes and
two foxes weighing an additional one
hundred pounds. He left Chibougamou at 7 A.M., stopped and camped at
2 P.M., left camp the next morning be-

but in many
and management.
The sleds consist of two side pieces,
shod with wooden or iron runners and
connected by rounds. A pair of shafts
is bolted by rings to the front end of
the side pieces, and between the shafts,

fore 6 A.M., stopped again at 2 p.m.,

collar.

started the third morning at about 7

the front ones, arranged in tandem.

is convincingly suggested not
only by the breed of the large dogs and

their individual names,
details of harnessing

tied firmly to them,
If

is

a stuffed leather

two or more dogs are used,
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To break a path the Indian walks ahead of the dogs, treading on the
broad rounded snowshoes of the Montagnais type
pull

On

on traces attached to their

train dog will often prove such an in-

centive to the harnessed animal that

of harnessing,

but

eastward on the entire coast the more
Eskimo-like "span" attachment is
found.
Jenness attributest the tandem attachment wherever found,

even among Eskimos, to European
contact. The big dogs often appear
with their tails cut off. The reason
for this amputation is to prevent the
driver being ''hit" in the face

when
The

he rides close behind the beast.
words of command are given in Canadian French.
Pareille means "turn
left

; '

'
'

icitte,

'

turn right

; '
'

hooo (whoa)

and the universal marche,
''go." The Athapascans of the Canadian Northwest use marche and whoa similarly, hut eun, "right," and ja, "left."
When traveling in the bush on his
constant wanderings, the Montagnais
hunter usually runs ahead of the dogs
"stop;"

to

break the

trail

The dogs go much

man ahead
little

with snowshoes.

better

if

there

is

a

them. In fact, even a
hunting dog keeping ahead of a
of

his

Law-

rence westward of Esquimaux Point

method

snow with

collars.

the coast of the Gulf of St.

this is the

soft

he will do almost anything in his power
either to reach the little one or keep

him from

gaining.

train on the
tranquility.

Ordinarily a dog

move is anything but
The animals are con-

stantly falHng off the beaten track
into soft snow, where they
until hauled out

by the

lie

driver.

helpless

When

pulling through burnt country, which

course is very extensive in the
high interior, they constantly become
of

tangled, or get a leg over the shaft or
line.

This incites the driver to shouts

and commands, which, however, seldom upset his sense of humor, provided he is not suffering from hunger.
Hunger, I might add, is about the only
misery of the bush life that cannot be
met with good humor.
As the trail winds over hills, and
through the openings of the spruces
and balsams, the dogs tug away, suiting their pace to the going. Should a
dog become over-tired on an upgrade
or because the snow is too soft, he
may. lie down with an appealing look.

—
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Such behavior, if the driver be not in
sympathy with it, brings forth a yell
in the Canadian-French
Idche,
of
patois, ''coward," and,

centive

if

further in-

necessary, a pelting with

is

So between untangling, trotting on the smooth good
trails, tugging slowly on the grades or
soft places, and occasional rests, the
day passes. When a halt is made, the
dogs stretch flat on their bellies and
bury their muzzles in the snow. They

lumps

eat

snow.

of

snow

quite frequently, this being,

in fact, their only

They

drink.

method

of getting a

no

nevertheless,

are,

than their masters in this
respect, for in winter the Montagnais
when in the bush obtain all their
water by melting snow. This drink
worse

is

off

erect, the

way.
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dogs of each sled resume their

Generally,

if

both the drivers

are Indians, they stop

but in either

case, the

and converse,

dogs have to be

held.

The feeding times

are in the

morning

and evening, but sometimes, if food
happens to be short, only an evening
meal is supplied. The Lake St. John
Indians do not feed their dogs frozen
fish as do the Crees and Eskimos, for

they have not an abundant supply.
Whatever is left from the Indian regiven to the dogs.
invariably meat and bone.
pasts

is

This

is

To one

unaccustomed to northern dog-wolves.

referred to as shishebanahui.

When

the grade

downward and

is

smooth, the hunter may let
the
pass
him. Then quickly by a
his dogs
twist of the foot he will remove the
wide rounded snowshoes of the Montrail is

tagnais type, throw

them on the

load,

and himself squat on the laden sled or
dogs by

encouraging his
" Marche! marche da' toi!"

toboggan,

The bob-

bing brown bodies pulling in the trace,
the crunch of the iron

—

wooden

or

in the
wood
when
the
snow
is
more
soggy,
spring
the thick bush gliding by at about

runners

being

used

eight or ten miles an hour contribute

memorable impressions to one's

life

with the northern Indians.
Should it be necessary

to

another team on the

the mo-

ment
the

is

two

a critical one.
caravans,

if

trail,

pass

The dogs
not

of

held in

By

check, will engage in battle.

a

understanding one man leads his
animals to one side, holding the lead

tacit

dog by the

mand

is

collar.

Then a

curt

com-

given in French "Passe!"

and with muffled growls, and

bristles

A
trail

Montagnais and

his dogs resting

on the
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by the

chien-loups as they are called
''habitants,"

astonishing at

it is

first

and apparent
break up
which
the
beasts
ease with
being
bones,
bones
and swallow tough
to observe the rapidity

their favorite diet.
It is the general opinion

among

the

Indians of this particular region that

make

caribou bones

They claim that

these bones are in-

And

digestible.

true objection
superstition.

their dogs sick.

over, crunched, and devoured by dogs,
because the dog, an animal Like themselves, has turned traitor to his kind

and, Uving with man, aids
traces

him

in

and bringing

them down. Accordingly,

for a hunt-

bones
of game he has killed is regarded as a
sure source of bad luck in his hunt. So
all through the north one sees the bones
of game animals treated with s^me
er to allow his dogs to eat the

of regard.

skulls of the bear

Penobscot,

name

is

the

is

following

The mythical

related:

version

whose

hero,

translated as Deceiving

just before the appearance of

before

him and

in their midst.

Man,

human

be induced to continue
the submission of their spirits to those
of the hunters. Among these nomads
the whole theory of success in life's
pursuits, no matter what they may be,
a concept of soul conquest.
In the mythology of the north we
find one interesting example of speculative theory as to how the dog came
originally to be the companion of man

their

man

appeared
The various animals

seized

by the

hero,

who

stroked him

until he shrunk to his present size

and
became harmless, though, to be sure,
little subdued in spirit.
The other
beasts went away angrily, shaking
themselves and saying that man would
be too poor.

may

show him what

were questioned by the hero. The
moose, when asked what he would do,
declared that he would take to flight.
The red squirrel threatened that he
would carry a man into the nearest
tree and gnaw his head off. At that
time the squirrel was as big as the
moose, but after this threat he was

forth

of a

to

conduct would be when

Especially are the

tree to satisfy the spirits of their kind,

lies in

and fire.
Labrador tribes, however, but across
the St. Lawrence in Maine, among the
beings

and beaver cleaned

and hung up among the branches
that they

regard

human
Not among the

beings in the world, called the differ-

the animals resent in particular the
ignominy of seeing their bones fought

form

who

with feelings of terror both

ent animals of the forest to assemble

It is their belief that the

their

wild creatures of the bush,

from the

suspect the

I

game animals are sensitive to ill-treatment of the parts left over after the
The spirits of
flesh has been eaten.

following

different in disposition

to be found in their

yet

is

and so

and

Finally one animal stood

man,
was the dog.

offered to five with

sharing his poverty.

It

Then the hero, after thanking the dog,
spoke to the others, and ordained that
those who went off shaking themselves
should henceforth hold in fear not only
man but the dog as well. Since that
time man and his canine companion
have continued in their hunting partnership.
Their close relationship not only
on the hunt but in the other activities
of life in the

American

taiga is well ex-

empHfied among the Labrador Indians.

The Snowy Owl

Northern Home'

in Its

By ALFRED M. BAILEY
Of the Colorado

Museum

WE

were making our way slowly
under the precipitous walls of
Cape Lisburne, through the
piled-up sea ice which crowded the
frozen Arctic in northern Alaska. For
days we had traveled without a sign of
wild life other than an occasional track

of

Natural History

abundance presumably being dependent on the food supply.
This
dependence, however, does not seem to

their

hold true always, for on a twenty-five

day

trip inland for caribou,

panion, Mr. R.

my

com-

W. Hendee, saw but

three owls, notwithstanding the fact

or the

that ptarmigan were exceedingly abun-

lemming wandering

aimlessly across the tundra, but early

dant in the country traversed.
During the summer of 1921, we saw

morning the keen-eyed

birds at points along the entire Arctic

of

p'shukok,

the Arctic fox,

faint prints of a

this particular

dogs saw a black object perched upon a
high pressure ridge out on the broken
ice field.

I

could not imagine what the

dark-colored bird might be, so detouring between the

hummocks, we slowly

made our way

in

its

direction.

It

from Demarcation
boundary between Canada
and Alaska, to Cape Prince of Wales.
coast

Alaska,

of

Point, the

They were very

shy, rarely allowing

one to come within
fact,

one

could

rifle

soon took to flight, however, its broad
expanse of wing gleaming dark in the

within identifying distance.

bright light of the Arctic spring day,

quarters

its

shadow moving grotesquely from

one ridge to another as

it

sailed swiftly

away. My Eskimo companion said
"upik," and then I knew that my
black-appearing bird was the snowy
owl, his white

plumage black against

when

the sun, and especially so

con-

range;

in

approach

scarcely

At Wainwright, our winter headnear northerrmiost Alaska,

these birds proved very scarce during
fall and winter.
During the spring
months, April and May, they seemed

the

to congregate along the coast, often
far out

on the sea

ice;

then, soon after

the leads opened, more birds appeared,

the Eskimos claiming that they were

trasted with the high lights of the glit-

catching crippled eiders, which were

we had

rather numerous in the vicinity of the

tering ice pinnacles.

Later,

occasion to note these owls

many times

on our journey down the coast, but at
no time did the contrast seem so noticeable as when we were among the broken

Cape Lisburne.
The snowy owl is usually

ice fields off

classed

by

ornithological writers as a bird that

is

abundant in the northern regions, but
from my experience, and from what I
am told by natives and traders of the
Arctic coast, its numbers are not great,
^ust a few birds scattered here and
there across the vast extent of tundra.

native villages.

Few

have found nests
when Mr. Frank
Dufresne volunteered to show us a
nest which he had "staked" upon the
tundra back of Nome, we considered
A few mUes of
ourselves fortunate.
of the

rolling

ornithologists

snowy

owl, so

tundra, literally dotted with

small lagoons, and covered with moss,
grass,

and waving

cotton,"

separate

fields

the

of

'^

Alaska

gold-bearing

sands of Bering Sea from the foothills,
and here, as soon as the winter snows

^Photographs by the author
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A

field of

"Alaska cotton"

have melted, numerous Arctic birds

factory, for they huddled together with

congregate to raise their famihes.

In

faces

of

pieces of cotton.

such a setting we found the

home

the snowy owl, where an abundant bird

would supplement the food supply
of the growing young.
The nest was
on a ridge that rose from the tundra;
it was a mere depression in the moss,

life

If

hidden,

looking like so

many

the young failed to show action,

however, the adults
esting enough.

had soared to

made

things inter-

At our approach they
a distant mound, where

scantily lined with willow leaves. Anvil

they perched for a time, but soon the
male, a beautiful white specimen,

Mountain

started sailing overhead, uttering his

and the other foothills
were half a mile away, their sides still
snow-seamed, but on the tundra
plants were growing luxuriantly.
In
the nest there were three addled eggs
and four typical little owls, ungainly
and homely, with their eyes tightly
closed against the brightness of the

As subjects for a
photographer they were most unsatis-

northern

light.

Occasionally he was
mate, and against the
light blue sky as a background, they
offered an attractive
target for our
hoarse who-who.

joined

by

camera.

his

Unfortunately, Arctic light

rather poor for speed pictures.

is

The

male bird would sail with the wind, and
then circling, would dart within a few
feet of us, his wings whistling and

THE SNOWY OWL IN ITS NORTHERN HOME
He dropped from

talons outstretched.

the sky on folded wing with marvelous

and time and again

caught
myself dodging his onslaught, but he
speed,

seemed to give most

my

I

of his attention to

who crouched
with a slit ear, not knowing
from where the attack came.
We left the nestlings for a few days,
bewildered Airedale,

in the grass

nest, there
tus)
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were several rodents (Micro-

awaiting consumption.

Later, I

saw owls with ground squirrels in their
talons, and specimens which we collected had been eating lemming and
mice. The owls take also many ptarmigan in the course of a season, and
for

that

reason

are

persecuted

at

every opportunity, no doubt justly.
Mr. Dufresne told me that several

but revisited them on June 24. The
weather had turned very warm and
clouds of mosquitoes rose from the grass

other pairs of these owls had been

and

that their nests were always broken

circled over the panting, helpless

young.

Each

little

closed to the merest

fellow
slits

had

his eyes

because of the

bright glare and, fringing the eyelids of
each, were rows of mosquitoes.
this occasion the old birds

On

were not so

but now and then sailed anxiousand subsequently alighted
on a distant tundra hummock.
The snowy owl feeds, I believe, to a

fierce

ly overhead,

greater extent

upon small mammals

than upon birds, for although only a
few ptarmigan feathers littered the

The tundra near Nome

nesting in the adjoining foothills but

up by the prospectors

as soon as found.
Locating several pairs of nesting owls
in the vicinity of Nome would prompt

an ornithologist to declare them "fairly
common breeding birds," but Mr.
Dufresne told me that the following
year he failed to find a nest, so instead

we

shall

have to place the status

of

may

be

the snowy owl as irregular;
fairly

common

at

points

[it

along the

Arctic coast one season where

be absent the next.

as

it

appears in June

it

will

The

Coastal Prairies of Southern Texas
AN ORNITHOLOGIST'S PARADISE

LUDLOW GRISCOM

By

Assistant Curator of Birds, American

EVER
Corpus

since taking a brief trip to

species of the southern United States

Christi several years ago
revisit a region

reach here their approximate southern
limits.
Two groups of species are

of being extra-

irregular

I had planned to
which gave indications

ordinarily rich in bird

life.

This plan

was quickened by the investigations
Mr. T. Gilbert Pearson, president
the National Association of

who

Societies,

ing crane

Museum

of
of

Audubon

rediscovered the whoop-

and found many breeding
and little-known water

colonies of rare

birds in the vast uninhabited coastal

visitants

and

winter,

the region in

to

One

for similar reasons.

group, wintering chiefly in the tropics,

hngers this far north in mild seasons.

Another, hardier group

occurs

rarelj^

as far south in winter, reaching so low

a latitude only in seasons of exceptional severity.

The

plains

and

prairies of the central

and lagoons stretching south
from Corpus Christi to the Mexican
border. His kindly interest and friendliness prompted him to providemewith
the necessary information and letters
of introduction, and
shortly after
Christmas, 1923, I was on my way
south, fortunate in the companionship
of Mr. Maunsell S. Crosby, an experienced amateur field ornithologist and
a member of the American Museum.
A series of pecuhar conditions com-

United States are a dividing hne between a distinctly eastern and a
western bird fauna. In the Brownsville

bines to make this extreme southeastern

routes.

corner of Texas a veritable paradise

disliking to cross the Gulf of Mexico,

prairies

Approximately in
Miami, Florida, it has

for the bird lover.

'

region these plains and prairies have

narrowed to relatively few miles,
sulting

in

re-

the mingling of western,

A

eastern,

and

siderable

number of western or Sonoran

species,

therefore,

prairie

types.

here

reach

contheir

This
narrowing of the continent causes a
similar
convergence
of
migration
eastern or southeastern limits.

their

Numerous

way

eastern

species,

on

to their winter quarters in

an almost tropical climate, except for
occasional ''northers," which swoop

Central America, are forced to pass
through the Brownsville region twice
annually, and the path of migration of

down with

several

the latitude of

chilly

great suddenness, bringing

reminders of a higher latitude,

though

frost

is

very

rare.

As a

result, a

Rocky Mountain

or western

species extends as far east as the

arid country that thej^ favor.

open

Add

to

distinctly tropical vegetation flourishes

the

around Brownsville,
where the Rio Grande supphes a cer-

lagoons, vast coastal prairies, heavily

amount of irrigation. A small
number of tropical birds here reach

wooded watercourses, stretches of cactus scrub and desert, and fields and

their extreme northern limit,

plantations occur in close proximity to

nowhere

one another, and we can see why more
than 350 species of birds have been

in the richer soil

tain

and occur
North America. On
the other hand, numerous breeding
else in

foregoing

beaches,

analysis

extensive

that

fresh

and

lonely
salt

THE COASTAL PRAIRIES OF TEXAS
recorded in a small area, where relatively little exploration has been at-

tempted and almost no continuous obThere
is no doubt that more varieties will be
detected, and new stations for rare
species will be found, as more remote
sections are visited by competent
Brownsville might well
naturalists.
hang out a sign reading, "All tastes
servation has been undertaken.

satisfied here."

The reader

will
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we found every one
ponds covered with ducks of
many species, grebes and coots, while
killdeer plover, yellowlegs, and black
and white stilts with incredibly long
red legs, bobbed and probed on their
margins. The passing of the train was
a well-known daily event, which had
five-hour journey
of these

long since ceased to arouse the shghtest

Many

interest.

did

not bother to

and from the rear platform we
could have hit them with stones, or

fly,

now

readily under-

stand the eagerness with which two

shot

Pullman
windows early on the morning of
January 3, 1924, as the train was just
entering the territory of the great King
Ranch. The alternating pine woods
and cypress swamps of the day before
had disappeared, and an unbroken

before the ride was concluded.

naturalists looked out of their

expanse of

flat prairie

stretched

to the horizon in every direction.

away
The

the waves of a copper-colored sea.

After a breakfast at Kingsville, the

headquarters and the administrative
center of the King Ranch, we embarked
upon a most remarkable train ride.
There had been a good deal of rain the
preceding fall, and thanks to the

impermeability of the Texas

soil,

the

were dotted with ponds and
sloughs in every direction. During a
prairies

After this the prairies became

with patches of
"chaparral" a low scrubby growth of
mesquite, huisache, and other trees,
dotted increasingly

—

most

like

of Kingsville

passed

railroad

barrier.

large

wind

twenty-five

of

through a low
range of sand hills, which are regarded
by the residents as an important frost

and light-hearted negroes had

prairie grass rippled before the

limit

legal

About two hours south
the

been replaced overnight by Mexicans,
whose wattle huts had the charm of
relative novelty; the adobe houses in
the Mexican sections of the few towns
had a distinctly Spanish atmosphere.
One missed the trees, the frequent
water towers being a poor substitute
ffisthetically, but the compensation lay
in a vastness of sweep and the immensity of space, which a rolling and
wooded country cannot convey. A
brilliant sun burned in a cloudless sky,
the air was warm and balmy, and the

cheerful

the

them thorny and prickly. A
number and variety of hawks

of

were the outstanding features of this
At our approach a flock of
section.
wild turkeys rushed madly away into
the nearest scrub, and an occasional
white-necked raven or caracara flapped
by looking for carrion. About one

hundred

of

Kingsville

the train leaves the King

Ranch and

enters a

there

south

miles

more

fertile

where
Between

section,

plenty of timber.

is

Harlingen and Brownsville the country
is

settled, fields

nating

with

and plantations alterand grapefruit

orange

groves.

At Brownsville we were fortunate
enough to find Mr. R. D. Camp,
federal and state game warden, just
An
returned from a tour of duty.
enthusiastic

conservationist,

he

now

devotes his entire time to protecting
the wild

life,

and has succeeded

in

gaining the respect and support of the
leading citizens of the huge area in
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which single-handed and alone he is
doing his best to enforce unpopular

game

laws. In recent years his summers have been spent in the lonely
work of guarding remote colonies of
terns and egrets on desert islands in
the Laguna Madre. He rendered us
through
his
invaluable assistance
knowledge of the best localities for
rare and unusual birds, particularly

when his duties permitted him to
accompany us as guide. One conference was sufficient to plan out a schediile
of

which was put into

trips,

effect

In southern Texas, the tenderfoot
(and any northerner or easterner
a

as

friendliness which I have never
found excelled anywhere.
Without
such generous assistance we could not
have seen so much in so short a time.
Perhaps the most impressive feature
of the bird life about Brownsville was the
slight extent to which the birds were
affected by man and his works. A half

hour's observation at daylight the next

morning on the platform of the railroad
station, while we were waiting for the
train to Point Isabel, yielded nearly

twenty

species

tenderfoot)

is

must be

prepared for endless encomia on the

egrets

—an

unsettlement

Madre,

that

all

outsiders

are

including

snowy white American
it

would

be hard to duplicate.
The train for Point Isabel proved to
be a Ford truck made over to look like
a train, and

of the

of blood

birds,

experience which

country and for tales
and violence! Apparently so
many tourists have visited the region,
looking for signs of Mexican revolutions, gunmen, and other evidences of

wonders

of

white-fronted geese, several species of
ducks, and two

immediately.

regarded

and

we staggered and lurched

out of town over a sinuous track.

About

five miles out we left the scrub
country and emerged on the coastal

prairies, stretching

away to the Laguna

intersected

with

numerous

regarded as thirsty in these respects,

smaller lagoons, some fresh and some

and with a somewhat naive courtesy
your supposed wants are generously

The train obligingly stopped
middle of nowhere, at the nearest
point to one of these lagoons.
The
region is known locally as "Jackass
Prairie" (pronounced Perrairie!) because donkeys and mules have run
wild there. The only inhabitants are a
few wretched Mexicans, who make a

In Matamoros across the

supplied.

border, every imperfection in a concrete wall

is

caused by a

defective cornice
shell;

and

this street

with gore.
white

dust,

thing,

is

A

rifle

bullet

;

a

invariably due to a

is

and that have run

glance at the powdery

ankle-deep

over

every-

brackish.
in the

precarious living catching the jackasses

convince one of

and

the improbability of any such phenom-

A

sufficient to

One hears much of little "arguments" between ''perfect gentlemen,"
enon.

which end fatally
debater.

The

for

the less able

visitor's scepticism

not be voiced, as
greatest offence.

it

must

would give the

If this fine point in

deportment is observed, the country is
yours, and everyone goes out of his
way to help you and to further your
aims, with an open-handed hospitality

selling their hides in Brownsville.

lonely and desolate region, immense, hot, and thirsty, but a paradise
for birds!

The lagoons were covered

with white pelicans and ducks.
of four kinds

were occasional in

Geese
flocks.

Terns and gulls hawked over the
waters or the marshes, which were the
feeding grounds of numerous herons,
and we were fortunate in finding three
of the rare snowy egrets. Sandpipers
and plover of various kinds swarmed

a

THE COASTAL PRAIRIES OF TEXAS
on the flats. The
sparrows.

were covered
and savanna
long-billed curlew

prairies

with meadowlarks,

pipits,

Lines of
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lived the secretive chachalaca, only

all

representative

game

of a

birds, the

group

name

of

of tropical

which

is

an

streamed away in front of us, whistling
harshly, their wings bright cinnamon

imitation of the loud, harsh, cackling

beneath when raised in

greet the

are

as

large

as

flight.

chickens,

They

with which birds of this species

cries

A

and have

dawn

in chorus.

climb of fifteen feet out of the

curved bills six or more inches long.
In an arid patch of cactus and yucca,

resaca brought us to the cactus-covered

we found some pretty black-throated
sparrows, a sage thrasher, and some

sarily

curve-billed thrashers,

A

instead of flying, great cactus wrens,

trial trip

the shy Sennett's thrasher, and the

on a

an unfamiliar country!
Another interesting trip was that
made to some wild scrub country
about fifteen miles north of Brownsville, where we camped out for a weekend. Water, that vital essential, is

in

the

Grande
surf)

is

by what is known locally
The turbulent Rio

resaca.

in time of flood

its course,

is

ever changing

and the term resaca

(hterally

used to designate a former

course of this river.

cautious

Here were road runners,
an eccentric cuckoo which runs away

total of eighty species

often provided

very

a

—western species

here reaching their eastern limit.

as

was necesand careful

desert plain, where walking

Some

resacas

wind for miles through the country
and are filled with water. As a result,
the most luxurious vegetation of the
region grows on their banks.
Glossy
green ebony trees and other tropical
varieties form almost impenetrable
masses of thorn, and prickle, as luxuriance is measured by density and not by
height.
These resacas are the chosen
haunt of many species of birds, including some of the tropical ones, and no
trip to southeastern Texas is complete
unless several visits are paid to them.

Here gorgeous green jays skulked
through the underbrush, the handsome
Derby fiycatcher called harshly from a
conspicuous perch, and an occasional
Audubon's oriole flashed across an
open space. Shy and gentle whitefronted doves walked around in dense
cover, and in the very thickest growth of

proceeding.

pretty

verdin, a gray bird with a

little

A

bright yellow head.

burrowing owl

bobbed and bhnked at us from the
entrance of its burrow, and near by we
flushed some chestnut-bellied scaled
quail.
A flooded pasture was full of
ducks, and I saw more blue-winged
teal there in one day than I had seen in
ten years' field work in the Atlantic

The

states.

flats

were covered with

shore birds, and a flock of white-faced
glossy ibises were probing in the

mud

with their long bills, honking like geese.
Filled with
a fearful ''mulligan"

by Camp from the ''innerds"
some wild ducks, we rested somewhat
fitfully under the stars on ground as
hard as iron, devoured by seed ticks,
and listening to the plaints of a screech
owl and some Merrill's parauques
distilled

of

—

tropical goatsucker.

Thanks

the

to

courtesy

of

Mr.

Caesar Kleberg we were his guests for
a day at Norias Ranch, the southernmost property of the great King Ranch,
containing about half a miUion acres.

He

is

takes

an ardent conservationist, and
great

abundance

of

the

incredible

game on the

section ad-

pride

ministered by him.

in

A

herd of prong-

horns and thousands of wild turkeys
are perhaps his
sions..

So

flat

most cherished possesis

the prairie that a
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and ambitious Ford was quite
independent of roads, and we rushed
over parts of the estate where game was
to be expected, watching the head

There were special quarters for the
Mexicans and their famihes, and a

cowboy shoot galloping coyotes from

Ford
body

lively

an auto with a

rifle

at 250 yards,

We

scarcely ever missing his mark.

saw 14 kinds
geese,

kinds

ducks, 3

of

of

hundreds of curlew, at least 100

quail,

and a

flock of stately sandhill

school was provided for the children.

The next morning we started off in a
for the Laguna Larga, a shallow
of fresh

we

water about ten miles
Here, a mile from shore,

farther east.

discovered four stately whooping

cranes feeding in the shallow water,

while geese, ducks, and shore bu'ds were
visible in

Our final trip was in search of the
whooping crane, which Mr. Pearson
had found the preceding year in the
northern half of the King Ranch; his
host, Mr. Richard M. Kleberg, had
assured him that it had wintered there

possible to approach

regularly.

It is

now one

of the rarest

North American birds, and there
had been no winter or breeding records
of

of it in

many

years.

most magnificent

It is

birds,

—

one of our

pure white,

with black-tipped wings, and standing
4}^ feet high, with a wing expanse of 8

It was imany nearer the

every direction.

cranes.

In the

whooping cranes at that time.
afternoon

we took a

sixty mile drive,

going entirely around the lagoon.
wetter

prairies

were

covered

The
with

lesser snow goose being
handsome and conspicuous
In what are
in flocks of hundreds.
called the Shin Oak Prairies we saw

the

geese,

particularly

hundreds of the sandhill crane, which
is a foot smaller than the whooping
crane and of a uniform grayish brown.
This, too,

a rare bird;

is

it is

rapidly

decreasing and has already become ex-

feet.

The northern part of the King Ranch
a huge tract of prairie containing
about a million acres. It is divided into

is

which are subdivided roughly
However, a
pasture may be a hundred square miles,
fifteen or twenty miles from the ranch
house, and to count the cows that
sections,

into different pastures.

may

tinct in

most

of the eastern part of the

United States.

I

do not believe a greater

number of these cranes could be seen
in any other part of North America
today. At the south end of the Laguna
Larga we again found the four whooping cranes, and this time were able to
stalk

them

to within 250 yards.

The

Mr. Richard M. Kleberg

long plmnes of the secondaries cover
the black wings in repose, and the

Laureles

birds appear pure white except for the

Ranch, and was a most courteous and
attentive host, affording us every
possible facflity.
He, too, was an
enthusiastic conservationist, and was
quite proud of having whooping cranes
on his property. The ranch house is

patches of bare red skin and the black
streaks on the head and the long black

range over
absence!

kindly

it

invited

necessitate a week's

us

out

to

thirty miles east of Kingsville in the

middle of the lonely prairie, but it has
electric hght, running water, a special
guest house, a piano, and

many

These four birds were very wild
and shy, and the ducks which we
scared up by our approach gave them

legs.

With long necks fully
alarm.
extended the cranes stood more than
five feet high; shortly after om' arrival
they flew away with steady powerful
the

—a picture

other

strokes of their great wings,

unexpected conveniences and luxuries.

no nature lover could ever

forget.
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In spite of renewed investigations in
Saskatchewan, and the discovery of
two breeding pairs, there is not the
sHghtest evidence to justify the hope
that a hundred individuals of this
nificent

now

remain ahve.
Threeits former breeding range

bird

quarters of
is

given over to cornfields, and

conspicuousness and size will
migrations a
its

On

mag-

peril,

even

present winter and

make

summer

it,

the laws, and hundreds of square miles

by a human being from
one year's end to the other. Let us
hope that these conditions will conare unvisited

tinue, as the majority of the natives

are hostile to laws restricting the tak-

haunts.

as well as

be safe as long as the great ranches
intact.
Their owners enforce

remain

its

the coastal prairies of southern

Texas, however,

other kinds of waterfowl and game, will

its

safe in

if it is
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many

They cannot

ing of game.

realize that

abundance is due to local
conditions which do not prevail in
most parts of the continent.

its

incredible

—

The Whooping Crane Group in the American Museum: This statelj^ bird has been
brought to the verge of extinction. Until the recent discovery of a few survivors in southern Texas, there had been scarcely any records of the occurrence of this bird in the United
States for decades, and the breeding grounds of the few remaining individuals were not
definitely known.
Yet at one time the whooping crane must have been relatively plentiful.
In December, 1811, on the Mississippi, Nuttall witnessed a migration of this species assembled in a "mighty host. Their flight took place at night, down the great aerial valley of
the river
The clangor of the numerous legions passing along high in the air seemed
almost deafening
and as the vocal call continued nearly throughout the whole night
without intermission, some idea may be formed of the immensity of the numbers now
assembled on their annual journey to the regions of the south."
.

.

.

.

.
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The Hoop Snake
WITH SOME THEORIES OF

Story

ITS ORIGIN

By KARL PATTERSON SCHMIDT
Assistant Curator of Reptiles and Amphibians, Field

ONE

of the most persistent and
widespread snake myths in

the United States
large serpent
its

which takes

mouth and

rolls like

tells
its

of

a

tail in

a hoop.

It is

further reputed to have a poisonous
sting in its

tail,

which

enemy from the
This story has come

is

launched at

Museum

of

Natural History

but it gave no clue to a European prototype of the hoop snake yarn.
Turning to American sources, our
search is at once rewarded by finding
references to the horn or hoop snake in
slight,

early accounts of travel in this coun-

may

These accounts

try.2

The

speak for

rolling position.

themselves.

to be associated

dated 1688 that was written by John
Clayton to the Royal Society of

its

with various snakes in different parts

My

earUest

is

in a letter

story was aroused during a stay in

London
"There

Louisiana, where I could gather eye-

snake, the Red-Snake; I once narrowly

witness testimony regarding one of the

escaped treading on the back of one of
them. They are of an ugly dark brown

of the country.

interest in the

"hoop snakes" {Abastor erythrogrammus) and the "stingin' snake" of the
genus Farancia. It appears that the
supposed habit of rolling like a hoop
is an elaboration of the more fundamental belief in a snake with a poison
sting in its

My

first

impression was that this

which the head

On

is

another sort of deadly

Colour, inclining to red;
are of a

more dusky

streak of vermilion
this too

is

of the

inquiry,

snake meets the
however, there

appears to be no classical or European
analogue of the American hoop snake

Herodotus, the earliest source
of some still current misinformation
concerning reptiles, is not the foun-

story. 1

tainhead of this legend, and

it

does not

whose voluminous
Natural History would surely have

find place in Pliny,

included a story so

Red on

much

in his

own

had he known of it. My search
possible European sources was

so short, but its tail

is

not

more taper and

is

The Horn snake, is as they say,
another sort of deadly snake; I never
saw any

of

them

unless once, shortly

Country,
my
which I cannot attest to being the
Horn-Snake, for I could not distinctly view it, being in a thicket of
sumach; it was perched up about two
after

feet

•

Arrival in that

Sumach Branch,

high in a

Tail twisted about the Shrub,

about a quarter
forward,

of a

leaning

the

forked

branch thereof: I could not see the
Home, with which it strikes, and if it
wounds, is as deadly as the RattleSnake's Bite.

The Gentleman

of

snake;

^The Midgard serpent of Norse myth, a sea monster
represented as encircling the earth, could not, in the
opinion of the writer, have had a bearing on the hoop

its

and

yard stood bolt

over

was with me told me

snake story.

either side;

Viper kind, but

of the

vein,

76

their belHes

white, with a large

small.

tail.

must be one of the universal snake
myths, and I thought of the familiar
"snake" bracelet or finger ring, in
tail.

:

it

but being in

that

was the Horn
hast, and on

-For a list of volumes which were searched for mention of the hoop snake, I am indebted to Dr. A. H.
Wright of Cornell University.
^Force, P., Tracts relating to America, Vol. Ill, No.
Washington, 1844.
12, p. 44.

—
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Horseback, and the Snake in a Thicket,
I could not see the Horn; but had I
thought I should never have seen more
of them, I should have took a little
Pains to have been better satisfied.
This I think may not improperly be
referred to the Dart Snake."
Here are a number of elements that
go to make up a typical snake story.
A description of the mud or rainbow

it

snake (it is impossible to be sure which
is meant); a "horn snake," with the
horn in its "front," apparently one of
the tree snakes, or possibly a black
snake; and not least, the abundant
excuses for not making a more thor-

erence to a belief in stinging snakes on
the part of the North American Indians

ough investigation.

case

The next account

with great force into every aggresThis reptile is also deemed very
venomous, and the Indians, when
sor.

wounded by him usually cut out the
part wounded as quickly as possible
so as to prevent the infection spread-

ing through the body."

In this account the

snake"
of

is

venom added. This

my

stated, of

Beverly, in a History of Virginia pub-

discarded.

London

lished in

"They have
so called

in 1722.^

likewise the

He

snake,

from a sharp horn it carwith which it assaults

ries in its tail,

anything that offends
Force, that as
its tail

it is

But end

into the

from whence
engage itself."

is

it

it,

with that

it

will strike

of a

Musquet,

said

not able to dis-

In this short note are two distinct
additions that are familiar in later ac-

counts:

first,

horn to the

the transference of the

tail;

and second, the char-

acteristic of striking

with such force

"Horn

is

the only ref-

hypothesis,

subsequently

an African origin could be

The next account in our list
by one J. F. D. Smyth,

writes:

Horn

of

which has come to my attention. It
would be highly interesting if these
legends should be found in North
American Indian folklore, and in that

that of Robert

is

name

reenforced, and the quality

supplied

is

in

—

1784.3 As this is the first account
had almost said authentic account
which introduces the "hoop," I shall

quote it in full. Referring to a stay in
western North Carolina, he writes:
"While I was at Sawra Towns, one
day a little lad of Mr. Bayley's came
to acquaint us that he had killed a
horn-snake, which being a curiosity
that

I

was extremely desirous

of ob-

serving and examining with particular
attention, I accompanied

him to the
had left it;

as to remain fast in the object struck.

place where he said he

No mention

but when we arrived there, to my great
disappointment, it was not to be found.
He assured me that it must not have

is

made

is

being poisonous,

of

the

— an oversight

horn
which

supplied by our next reference.
Alexander Hewatt, writing in 1779,^

describes the fangs of the rattler

and

genuinely poisonous snakes;
he then goes on to say: "The horn
snake is also found here, which takes
his name from a horn in its tail, with
which he defends himself, and strikes
other

'Beverly, Robert. History of Virginia, p. 261. London, 1722.
^Hewatt, Alexander, Historical Account of South Carolina

and Georgia,

Vol.

I,

p. 87.

London, 1779.

been quite dead, and had recovered
so much as to be able to crawl from
the spot on which he had left it, and
had secreted itself somewhere among
the leaves.

"However, everyone, and
inhabitants,
fidence

asserted,

and avowed

3Smyth, J. F. D. Tour in
London, 1784.

65.

the

all

with the greatest

contheir

the V. S. A., Vol. I, p.

263-
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having seen such snake, though very
seldom.

"They

represented

them

to

me

as

the most formidable and direful foes
in existence to the
all

This account

human

race,

and to

animation; poisonous and fatal to

may

be considered the

which the hoop snake myth
appears in full flower.
It is to be
noted that the hoop snake story is
added to that of the horn snake. It is
in

first

difficult to

avoid the conclusion that

a degree almost beyond credibility.
*'He is described as something re-

some village genius has invented the
hoop snake and blended his creation

sembling a black snake, but thicker,

with the horn snake, the reputation of

shorter,

and

of a colour

He

ing to dark brown.

more

inclin-

never bites

but has a weapon in his
hard horny
substance, in shape and appearance
very much like to a cock's spur: with
this he strikes his antagonist, or whatever object he aims at, when he least
his adversary,

called his sting, of a

tail,

expects
it is

it,

and

inevitable

"So very

if it

penetrates the skin

and sudden death.

virulent

is

his poison that

he should miss the
object he pointed at, and should strike
his horn through the bark of a young
sapling tree, if it penetrates into the

it

reported,

is

if

sap or vital parts, the bark or rind will,
within a few hours, swell, burst, and
peel

off,

"As

and the

tree itself will perish.

other serpents crawl

bellies, so

method
species,

upon

their

can this; but he has another

own
which he always adopts when
of

moving

peculiar to his

he is in eager pursuit of his prey; he
throws himself into a circle, running
rapidly around, advancing like a
hoop, with his tail arising and pointed
forward in the circle, by which he is al-

ways

in the ready position of striking.

" It

is

observed that they only

use of this method

make

in attacking;

for

when they fly from their enemy they go
upon

their belhes, like other serpents.

"From

the above circumstance, pe-

whose venomous tail sting was a really
current snake "myth."
In a View of South Carolina, by
John Drayton, published in Charleston
in 1802, appears a list of the snakes of

South Carolina that includes the horn
Robert Mills, in Statistics of
South Caroliiia, 1826, also mentions a
species under this name.^
John Lee Williams, in a View of
West Florida, published in 1827, ^ lists
various snakes and writee: that "...

snake.

a

livid

looking

mud

asp, that has

sometimes been mistaken for an eel,
has in several instances proved fatal
to those

wading

who expose themselves by
in

looks very

This
muddy creeks."
much like a reference to

the horn snake under a
this

snake really

sides

new name,

for

mud and

its

lives in

and belly are a "livid"

The

red.

single case of scepticism

on the

part of a person mentioning the horn

snake that has come to my attention
in works of the nature thus far quoted
In his Hisis that of J. H. Hinton.
tory and Topography of the United
States, published in London, 1832,
he writes^ that "The accounts of the
deadly venom of the Horn-snake being
without actual attestation by
considered as unfounded."

fact, are

no doubt that this hst of
hoop snake could be
much extended. I have not examined

There

is

cuhar to themselves, they have also derived the appellation of hoop snakes."

references to the

iWhat may be an indirect reference to the account
Mr. Smyth appears in Charles AI. Walker's A
History of Athens Co., Ohio, p. 97, Cincinnati, 1869:
"Early travellers mention the hoop snake, stinging with
their tails, and so malignant as to pause the death of a
green tree if struck."

Statistics of South Carolina, p. 102.
^Mills, Robert.
Charleston, 1826.
View West of Florida, p. 28.
^Williams, John Lee.
Philadelphia, 1827.
^Hinton, J. H. History and Topography of the United
London, 1832.
States, Vol. II p. 185.

of

:

THE HOOP SNAKE STORY
is no diJHiany number of contemporary accounts of the hoop snake
and the horn snake from alleged eyewitnesses, especially in any one of the
southern states. These accounts are
not to be confused with yarns spun for

Both

current sources, for there

culty in gathering

the misinformation of the traveler.
If one expresses doubt, he runs real

danger
narrator;

and the

of

and

and well-known

snakes that
death.

I

I

had difficulty in
mates that it
occult power over

my camp

was not by virtue

of

escaped the predicted

I

which because

of their habits are

very

burrow in

soft

rarely seen, for they

mud

or soil in

wet

locahties, or fre-

quent swampy areas which are sparsely

The terminal

inhabited.
tail

is

scale of their

considerably enlarged and

is

amination of a dead snake, the only
kind ever examined, lends apparent
support to the theory of a sting.
Further support is derived from the
actions of the living snake, though it is
doubtful if the authors or bearers of
the "stingin' snake" stories ever
observed the reptiles alive. When held
in the hand, the mud snake (which

The first
dreaded and shunned.
specimen of the ''stingin' snake" that
I collected, I brought in alive to a camp
convincing

They

are large, brilliantly colored serpents,

stories are attached

offending

snakes, which are greatly

in Louisiana,

snakes lend themselves

spinous or horn-like, so that the ex-

to perfectly definite
species

of these

well to their legendary r61es.

the

seriously

of

79

had already gathered

ac-

counts from a considerable number of
eyewitnesses, of the death of various

the more familiar to me) coils
around the hand, and explores or feels
about with the tip of the tail with
is

sufficient force to give a considerable

animals from the sting of the "stingin'
snake," and when I confronted my

though I doubt if even a large
snake would penetrate the skin with

informants with the living source of
their fears, they were forced to make

its tail spine.

the

difficult

choice

traditional belief
their eyes

and

of

between

their

and the evidence

common

of

sense.

In the locality in question (Natchiit was Farancia abacur a, the horn snake or mud snake of

toches Parish),

other sections, to which the stinging

powers were attributed. There was no
hoop snake story current in this secOnly one family,
tion of Louisiana.
which had come from Georgia, knew
All the members of this family
of it.
would have been glad to take oath to
having seen the veritable hooping of
the hoop snake in their native state.
They apparently referred their experience to the rainbow snake (Ahastor
erythrogrammus) which in many parts
of the South is known as the "hoop
,

snake."

prick,

This

is

the normal, or

shghtly modified, habit of constricting

snakes in general, which attempt to
tuck the tail beneath a coil or otherwise secure a purchase for
able

them

it,

to en-

to constrict.

account by T. G. Dabney,^ who
was a good observer both of snakes and
of human reactions to them, illumi-

An

nates the problem of explaining the

many eyewitness accounts. He writes,
concerning

a

specimen

which

was

him

brought to
"It had just been killed, but had
enough vitality for tail movements.
It was carefully carried on a fire
poker to the porch for good light. The
poker was pressed on the tail, which

up a lively oscillation, and the
observer distinctly saw a sting, protruded and withdrawn 'in a flash,'
set

Wopeia, No. 73,

p. 73.

1919.
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but saw no repetition of the exposure.
A dissection showed the tail vertebrae
descending in a diminuendo to the
fine pointed extremity of the tail, and
no place for a sting.' This shows that
'

we

what we
when snakes are in-

are very likely to see

expect to see,
volved;

and the average person

is

prone to accept first impressions, and
any extravagant statement about

any inclination to
them."
The most pronounced development

snakes,

without

familiar with the permutations and com-

binations of popular names for animals.

The

habit of the

common

black

snake of eastern North America of
gliding along at great speed over the
tops of bushes, without descending to
the ground, may have a bearing on the
origin of the belief in the
rolling

method

hoop snake's

of progression.

Where

the horn snake and rainbow snake do
not occur, there seems to be a tendency

hoop snake with the

verify, or disprove

to identify the

of a tail spine in snakes that has

black snake or blue racer.
The only remaining hypothesis for

my

come

that of some of the
blind burrowing snakes of the family
Living specimens held
Typhlopidse.

to

notice

is

hand make the same exploration with the tail spine, which is very
sharp, as I have described above in
the case of the horn snake. Mr. Herbert Lang, leader of the American
Museum Congo Expedition, informs
in the

me

that the African natives believe
that the tail of these burrowing snakes
is used as a sting, and that these

snakes

are

relatively

abundant

Central and West Africa.

It

in

seems a

plausible hypothesis, therefore,

that

the stories of stinging snakes were
brought from Africa by the negroes

imported as slaves. The transfer of
this reputation from the burrowing
snakes of Africa to American burrowing snakes offers no difficulty to anyone

the origin of th^ stories of the stinging snake and the hoop snake that

has

on

come

to

my

the comparison

attention

with

rests

scorpions.

Scorpions do have a veritable sting
their tails, and they do advance
with the sting raised over the back
''in the ready position of striking."
The remoteness of the scorpions

in

from snakes in zoological classification
seems to offer little difficulty to the
In the same
popular imagination.
section of Louisiana where I collected
my first hoop snakes, I heard repeatedly about "stingin' lizards." My informants thought they had scored a
clear triumph against my scepticism
when they showed me scorpions to
prove their assertion that there
''stingin'

sting!

lizards" that

really

ivere

could

The

Social

Wasps

—

Polistes and

Vespa

AN INVITATION TO CLOSER AQUAINTANCE WITH THE HORNETS
AND THEIR RELATIVES
By WILLIAM M. SAVIN^
To

SOCIAL wasps of the genus Polistes
are comparative strangers to

many

construct their nests

of

our social wasps use paper made from
small pieces of wood taken from old

most

is a wide,
acquaintance
with
even if superficial,
the
genus
Vespa,
their near relatives of
commonly known as hornets and yel-

persons although there

unpainted

weather-beaten

buildings,

fence boards, and

many

other sources

low jackets. The nests of Vespa consist
of several combs built one beneath the

but Vespa crahro uses fresh
wood. After being chewed into a pulp
and mixed with saliva these scrapings

other and enclosed by a protective

are applied to the nest.

envelope.

The

other hand, have but a single

of

cells

The

by human beings

the

circular,

less

which are exposed to view.

A colony of Polistes is usually started
single female in the spring and,
temperate regions at least, it endures
only until the fall. In similar fashion a

in

A

Vespa community

large nest of Polistes annularis con-

one of Vespa

cells;

as a result of their

by a

several stories, accommodate as a rule
a larger number of tenants than do the

tained about 1500

has been

observing the social wasps.

nests of Vespa, often comprising

single-story dwellings of Polistes.

It

suggested that the idea of making paper
from wood pulp was first conceived

on the
comb,

nests of Polistes,

oblong or more or

of supply,

is

germanica had about 14,000 and the
huge nests of Vespa maculata have

begun by an
In both genera

overwintered queen.

While the nests of Polistes are always
constructed above ground, those of
certain species of Vespa are located in

the queen first lays the foundation of a
few cells and deposits in each of these
an egg. She is obliged to forage for the
larvae that are hatched from these eggs
but, when these larvae finally pupate
and emerge as adult workers, they re-

As a

lieve her of her miscellaneous duties

many

more.

hollows excavated in the earth.
rule

it

by assuming

is the short-cheeked forms that in

North America and Europe dwell in the
ground while the long-cheeked species
build aerial nests.

One

European species ( Vespa

their

of the large

crahro)

,

this

which

the

made its appearance in
country in recent years. A colony

place in

wasp established

New

itself

on

eggs.

her

sisters,

produce

my

task

of feeding

while the queen

The workers

the season

in

and

activities to

fectly developed

like places,

of this

younger

confines

constructs its nest in hollow tree trunks

and

their turn the

in

of enlarging the nest

supplying
are

imper-

Only late
eggs laid which

females.

are

males and fully developed

females.

Save the new generation

Jersey, occupying a bird

members

of females,

house on a tree near a driveway. As
the wasps created consternation among
the neighbors, some one destroyed not
only them but an opportunity for

all

studying them.

United States of some unmated males
illlustrations

the

of the colony, includ-

ing the old queen, die off at the ap-

proach of cold weather in the autumn,
is record for southern

although there

from photographs by the author.
81
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A NEST OF POLISTES
DETACHED FROM
ITS SUPPORT
This nest, turned face

upward, contained 135
In each of the

cells.

seventy ceUs

covered

with silken caps (top-

most

was a

picture)

pupa

or a larva about

Many

to pupate.

the peripheral
contained

had

of

cells

larvae

that

yet

spun

not

their covering.

The

were

silken caps

removed with a razor
and the inmates of the
exposed (picture

cells

In

middle).

in

topmost

covered was

which

the

thus un-

cell

a

larva

about spin-

set

ning a second cap for
its

Only about

cell.

two-thirds of the ex-

posed pupse

attained

the adult stage.

The

status

the

of

colony three

weeks

shown

in the

lowest picture.

Only

later is

six

of the larvse that

occupied the outlying
cells

spun a covering

and none
emerged.

of

these

The

larva,

previously referred to,

that

spun

a

second

covering after the

had been

sliced

reached maturity,

first

off

as

the conspicuous emerg-

ence hole in

its silken

cap

evidence.

gives

Several

may

adult

be seen

on the nest

wasps
resting

^

THE SOCIAL WASPS—POLISTES AND VESPA

In con-

pupation while a "number of those
along the periphery of the comb were
open and contained larvae. To ascer-

which use

ain whether the pupae would developt

living over until spring.

of PoUstes

The females hibernate and
to the

social

bees,

new

start

colonies the following year.
trast

85

honey and pollen as food for their
larvae, the social wasps supply their
young with morsels of insects they have

normally under

changed conditions.

captured.

The

nests of PoUstes are usually in

buildings although sometimes the

wasp

chooses a site in the open and attaches

her nest to the branch of a tree or
shrub.

has been suggested that

It

PoUstes at times appropriates old nests

constructed by wasps of a previous

and

year,

it is

an established fact that

these wasps will build

new

the border of old nests.

cells

Social

along

wasps

are provident in using the cells of their

own

nest

more than

occupant of a
the

little

thereby
of

cell

once, for after the

emerges as an adult

compartment

made ready

is

cleaned and

for the reception

When

another egg.

The nest depicted on p. 83 was
found in a meadow and was attached
to an aster over which twined a hog
peanut {Falcata) partly concealing the
Within fifty feet of the site
nest.
chosen was a rail fence which would
have offered more ample protection,
but the wasp apparently preferred the
open.

As the PoUstes wasps make

their

it matters little where
they locate them. These wasps may
be seen walking over the nests and
it is likely that in so doing they apply a

wasps commonly
is the one
usually assumed also in death. The above
photograph shows one of the species of
PoUstes, a genus readily distinguished from
the famihar Vespa by its more slender waist.
In disposition it is more gentle than the
resting, the social

fold their wings

and

this attitude

beihgerent yellow jacket and, as the present

with their living
even be transferred to the
collector's home for observation, without
undue risk of being stung. Photograph about
article indicates, its nests

contents

natural

may

size.

nests waterproof,

gluey saliva for the waterproofing.
nests are

and

smooth,

somewhat

The

shiny,

slightly sticky.

The

shown on p. 84 was taken
on August 26 and contained 135 cells.
Seventy of these had been covered
with silk by the larvae preliminary to
nest

'•Brimley caught males of PoUstes
at Raleigh, North Carolina.

March

from November to

the silken coverings of seventy ceUs
were cut with a razor, thus exposing
the inmates.

That these might be

better observed the nest was inverted,
so that the cells opened upward, as
shown on p. 84 instead of maintaining
their

normal downward position.

From time

to time during the next

three weeks the wasps emerged from
They were puzzled and
the cells.
seemed to have no idea as to their
duties. Most of their time was spent
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in walking over the cells

them.

away but

to

fly-

after a few da^^s they in-

variably wandered from the
failed

to return to

it,

About one-third

and examining

They made no attempt

comb and

other wasps,

as thej^ emerged, taking their places.

They would crawl up the wall of the
room and, when the nest was held near

of the

exposed pupa?

supphed no

died, and, as the workers

nourishment to the

larvae, all of these

perished save six that were so
advanced that they spun their
silken caps, but even these six failed
to survive through the pupal stage.
also

far

A

larva (one of the seventj^ insects

them, she would return to it
as though she were recovering some
valued possession. This confusion was
doubtless due to the fact that the nest
had been moved to an unnatural location and not to the uncovering of the

insects such as Polistes

pupae.

most interesting

Not more than ten adult wasps were
on the nest at any one time. Occasionally I would move them about with

ing

tweezers but they showed no resent-

for one's self.

They had had no nourishment
and it is just possible that this may
have so weakened them that they were
not interested in anything about them.
On one occasion the nest was taken
into another room and placed in the
direct sunhght, whereupon all the
wasps became very active. The nest
was then placed out of doors in a
strong sunlight and a few of the wasps
flew away.

favorable opportunity for such obser-

one

of

ment.

that were deprived of their silken cov-

spun a second canopj'^ by way
removed. It later
emerged as a wasp.
erings)

of replacing the one

The

colonj^-forming habit of certain

phenomena

sure,

it

of the

of

one of the
fascinat-

entomology.

To be

has been intensively studied by

others, but there

vations

is

many

is

is

much

That

joj^ in

seeing

Polistes offers a

evident from the facts that

their nests are easily accessible to us

(not underground, for example); that

under cover, as
honey bee; and, not
the least, that their temper is so mild
that they and their nests ma}^ be safely

their activities are not

are those of the

taken even into our own homes, as

is

shown by the experiments to which

I

have just

referred.

It looked as if "All the king's horses and all the king's men" could never make anything
out of such a heap of scraps as this the broken fragments of a vessel long buried in the ruins
of an Indian village on Long Island. But a little patience and a pot of glue transformed chaos

—

into shapeliness

Humpty Dumpty Outdone
A HEAP OF BROKEN POTTERY THAT TOOK SHAPE AS A BEAUTIFUL JAR

By ETHELYN

CATALOGUE
scribed

it

20-4571

No.

as "200-sherds

de-

from

other vessels," and the location

was given

as

this

description

in

suggests.

upon the work

quantities of

Long Island

the

—

of

specimens.

those

looked as
gether,

if

they might be

and the

time following up this idea, with

— perchance

a view to ascertaining

who handled

Anyone

but

an

fitted to-

archaeologist spent a

little

would have incontinently
dumped the whole lot into the nearest
archaeologist

there

dirt, later to

be transferred to the hands
to the faces

But

noticed that a few of the larger pieces

but shed large

interest,

himself of the mess.

The

the laboratory, did not gain par-

ticularly in

garbage can and been thankful to rid

table

Trench 8, General
Washington, Long
Island. It was, moreover, just as uninteresting a boxful of broken pottery
Port

sherds, spread out

NELSON

was an attempt at decoration, in the form of incised lines, on a
number of the sherds, and it was therefore deemed necessary to sort over the
lot in the interests of that awesome
thing, Science.
Presently it was

as Pit 63,

Diggings,

G.

the plain sherds
to keep.

He

it

how many

of

might be necessary

succeeded in matching up

three considerable rim groups, which

appeared to belong to two, perhaps
87

THE BOWL RESTORED
Piecing sherds together into a pot like this is easier, perhaps, than trying to reconstruct in
imagination the Hfe of those who first made and used it. The vessel, so crude and sharply

modern ware, was no doubt an expression of the maker's highest endeavor.
In fancy we see it, with pointed base sunk in the sand and steam rising from its mouth, as the
Indian owner, with baby strapped to her back, lifts from the camp fire hot stones and drops
contrasting with our

them

The

Long Island shore, now
was then broken only by the lap of
the waves or the tread of moccasined feet. Dome-shaped, grass-covered huts, now replaced
by stately residences, then answered aU the needs of the people and left undisturbed the wooded
landscape. The arrow sped from the bow to furnish food for the pot without breaking the calm.
But though we may mend the jar, which has lain crushed in the earth three hundred years or
more, we cannot restore to Long Island that idyllic peace and perhaps would not if we could
into

disturbed

it

until the water boils to cook her food.

by the constant whir

quiet of the

of the restless automobile,

—

HUMPTY DUMPTY OUTDONE
three, different vessels,

and then turned

the job over to the writer and awaited

the result before the final discard.

Then the exciting game began. Do
you recall how in the days of your
youth you spent hours in putting
The faspicture puzzles together?
cination comes again when mending a

much broken
when

it is

piece of pottery, even

only a dirty old cooking pot

from Long Island, guiltless of the artistic coloring which belongs to the vessels

You

of the Southwest.

and search

search
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on opposite
rim and the thickness of
the ware was very unequal, which had
made it appear that two different specimens were present. Link after link
cised decoration differed

sides of the

was joined, until by noon of the second
day a complete contact had been made
around the body of what was developing into a large jar, presumably of
Algonquin Indian manufacture. Only
a few such pieces are in possession of
the American

Museum and

zest to the adventure to

it

added

know

that a

and are

valuable specimen would be the out-

about to give up in despair and declare
that not another sherd will fit anywhere, when suddenly ecstatic moment! a piece slips into place and
another section is on its way, leading

come of our labor.
About this time Mr. Hoover, the
preparator, became somewhat excited
and undertook to fit in the many small

to the discovery of various other small

pose the bottom portion of the

which will fill in the crevices. And
so one keeps on and on with almost
the enthusiasm of a treasure hunter.

He was

for long minutes,

—

—

pieces

It did not take long to disclose the

fact that most,

if not all, of the sherds
belonged to the same vessel. The in-

pieces

which might or might not comjar.

so successful that almost every

one of the sherds found a place. It
now remained only to fill the few vacant
places with plaster and a fine conical
vessel appeared where before had been
but a heap of ugly sherds.

Photograph by B. E. Parke

PINES AND HEMLOCKS

The

beautiful trees of

conferred his

name upon

Cook

Forest,

some

of

which were standing before William Penn

the forest wilderness that

is

now

the state of Pennsylvania, deserve

to be preserved, constituting, as they do, one of the few areas of primeval

found east

90

of the Mississippi

woodland

to be

—

Cook

Forest

A TRACT OF PRIMEVAL WOODLAND THAT SHOULD BE
PRESERVED FOR ALL TIME

By

THOMAS LIGGETT

'UCH

M'

less than a century ago,
from Minnesota to Maine the
northeastern United States had

many

millions of acres of the

best forests the world has ever known.
Conifers and deciduous trees of all
species natural to this region flourished
here and the various types of wild
whether fin, fur, or feathers
life
were abundantly represented. So bountiful was the supply that our forebears and many persons still living
thought that it was inexhaustible, and
the waste and extravagance of which
they were guilty are comparable to
those of the Prodigal Son. Now we,
like he, must fall back on husks.
As illustrating the waste and lack
walnut, now worth
of forethought,

—

—

more than mahogany, was used

for

such base purposes as barn floors and
stalls for cattle; oak, capable of being

made

into

the finest products, was
cherry and birch,

split for fence rails;

nearly approximating mahogany
were popular fire woods.
Hemlock was cut by many milUons of
feet; the bark was stripped and the
trees were left in the woods (sometimes
two and three deep as in the ''big
slashing" Forest County, Pennsylvania), to rot or burn and render the
soil useless for reforestation purposes
for many years to come. White pine,
the best of the conifers, was cut and
rafted to market. From ten to twenty
dollars per thousand feet, board measure, was reaUzed for timber that would
today bring in the market $200 per
thousand as pattern wood.
So great and complete has this destruction been that today a grove of
the original hemlock, the most beautiful
of the conifers, or a grove of the original
white pine, the most stately and spectacular of these trees, is a sight that
repays one for taking a journey of
many miles, and wherever such groves
exist, they should be preserved for the

now

in

value,

recreation and pleasure of the coming
generations.

In northwestern Pennsylvania, sixteen miles from Brookville and Clarion,
both of which are on the "Lakes to

Sea Highway," is what is known as
''Cook Forest,"—a tract of 8200 acres
on which is the largest body of old
white pine conveniently located for
the tourist and motorist to be found
anywhere in the northeastern United
States. In fact, it is the opinion of the
writer that it has on it more of the
old-growth white pine than is standing
on all of the combined tracts of New
England.
In addition to the white
pine there are stretches of as fine hemlock as ever grew and all of the deciduous species native to the region, including the various oaks, maples, birches,
beech, cherry, ash, hickory, and walnut,
as well as old cucumber trees, the fruit
of which the early settlers were accustomed to put into a bottle of whiskey
as a cure for all ills. Here grow also
numerous wild flowers, ferns, and lau-

Wide stretches of rhododendron
make of the woods great bouquets

rel.

and garlands of beauty. No
ever occurred on the tract to

has

fire

mar

its

attractions.
On this property there are many
spots that are both unusual and spectacular. It is a place not only recreaIt has been
tional but educational.
well said that by keeping our people
more closely in touch with nature we
build a finer type of citizenship than is
attained when they are surrounded

uninterruptedly by the man-made enThis being true,
of a city.
it is the more important that spots
such as Cook Forest should be pre-

vironment

served.

Lord

Ashfield,

chairman

of

the London Underground Railway system, sees in the automobile, good roads,
and opportunity through them to get
out and see the beautiful in nature,
some of America's greatest antidotes to
91

Photograph by B. E. Parke

AN ORIGINAL STAND OF HEMLOCK
Formerly hemlock was so plentiful that, according to the wasteful methods then
prevaiUng, the bark was stripped from the trees and the denuded trunks were left to
decay in the forest, or to serve as tinder in the path of some devastating fire. Today
the preservation of a stand Hke this is a matter of far-reaching importance
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COOK FOREST
Bolshevism, and if this claim be vaHd,
how important it is that Cook Forest
and similar tracts should be available
for the use of the people
A group of men, organized as the
Cook Forest Association, with headquarters at 331 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, and at the Franklin Trust Building, Franklin, Pennsylvania, are endeavoring to have the people, by popular contribution, raise a fund with
which to buy this property from the
Cook family, the members of which
have thus far, both patriotically and

much financial sacrito themselves, saved these trees;
and then by deed of gift, with the
proper regulations and restrictions
embodied therein as part of the consideration, convey it to the commonwealth of Pennsylvania to be kept and
preserved for the use of all the people.
To have the commonwealth purchase
it, is impossible.
Neither the nation
nor any state has thus far purchased
timber but only cut-over land for reforestation purposes and, in any event,
it is best that the state should hold it
under the above-mentioned regulations
and restrictions guaranteeing that these
altruistically, at

fice
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trees shall survive.
Cook Forest will

become a game
sanctuary where wild fife may thrive
and be seen in its natural environment.
On some abandoned farms scattered
over the property game food could be
planted in furtherance of this object
A trout stream known as Toms Run,
which flows through the property for five
miles, and the Clarion River, a branch
of the Allegheny, which forms the frontage of Cook Forest for seven miles, offer
opportunities for fresh- water fife.
Excellent accommodations for the
visitor are provided by Cook Forest Inn,
which is the old Cook Homestead and
its associated buildings, put to use b3'
the Cook Forest Association. Already
capable of accommodating about fifty
people, it might in time become the
nucleus of even more extensive quarter^
for guests.

Located as Cook Forest is within
easy reach of so many miUions of
people overnight from New York via
the Pennsylvania Railroad, or from
Chicago, by the New York Central its
preservation is a matter of interest,
not only to Pennsylvania but to the
whole northeastern United States.

—

—

Photograph by B. E. Parke

A

section of

Cook Forest along the Clarion River

—

:

Alert, yet motionless as a

"The

bronze statue

Sprite"

A REVIEW OF ERNEST HAROLD BAYNES' STORY OF A RED FOX^

By

ALL

lovers

of

G.

CLYDE FISHER

animals will be

delighted to learn that Ernest

Harold Baynes has put another
of his stories into book form.
Its
predecessors, Polaris, The Story of an
Eskimo Dog, and Jimmie, The Story
of a Black Bear Cub, are splendid tales,
but The Sprite, The Story of a Red
Fox is an even more masterly production.

The reason

is

not far to seek,

Mr. Baynes loved The Sprite best of
all his wild animal companions, and
he has given us the intimate biography
of a friend, yet has avoided humaniz-

Without being overaccount makes a
strong appeal to our sympathy.
It begins with the babyhood of The
Sprite and paints a wonderful picture
of his life during the two years that
he was a member of the Baynes'

ing his subject.
sentimental,

his

household.

The

of the preface

following paragraphs

may

be quoted for their

revelation of the author's rich response
to the interest and beauty of wild

life

wish it were possible to tell you what I
feel about foxes
the sensations which come
when I see one in the open. I hold my
I

—

breath;

my

clothes feel too small for

me;

can hardly speak. -It is much the same
feeling that I should have were I suddenly
to come upon a fairy. There is such beauty
such grace and
in his form and coloring
poetry in his motion such mystery in his
coming and his going. I have never known
I

—

—

anyone to describe successfully the movement of a fox. Perhaps it is one of those
delicate things which words will not describe.
At times it might be simulated by a ball of
tawny fur blown swiftly along, close to but not

by a

quite touching the ground; at others
of reddish smoke, at one
tinctly,

moment

puff

seen dis-

then melting softly into the landscape.

It is subtle

as the passing of the

of a cloud across a field of

waving

shadow

grain.

^The Sprite, The Story of a Red Fox by Ernest Harold Baynes. With many illustrations from photographs
by Louise Birt Baynes and the author, and an Introduction by Dallas Lore Sharp. Published, 1924, by The
Macmillan Company.

THE SPRITE
And think

of

such beauty coming into one's

Hfe in the person of a fox that loves you.

an experience as rare as

we

it is

are deeply grateful that

it

beautiful,

It is

and

has been ours.

anyone else has had such an experience I
have never heard of it. For nearly two years,
The Sprite, a wonderful specimen of his race,
as his photographs will show, was a guest in
our home. Part of that time his wife and
Usually he came
babies were also guests.
and went as he chose, and he made for himself a place not only in our hearts, but in the
If

hearts of our neighbors.

reason

95
is

a valuable contribution to

animal psychology, but its scientific
worth is not its greatest claim to distinction, nor is the vividness of the

The

author's language.

cination of the story
or literary at

We

are told

all,

is

special fas-

not scientific

but purely human.
to arouse our in-

much

terest in the fox and, as

is

we learn much about the
who has done so much for

inevitable,

story-teller,

animals.

with mingled feeUngs that I underThere is joy at the
take to tell the story.
thought of trying to write it, and regret in
the realization that I cannot do it justice.
At the very outset I am aware that I cannot
convey to my readers the peculiar joy which

Mr. Baynes is a dependable naturalist who sees straight, and who writes
with a ''pen which not onty accuracy

The Sprite brought to us. But if I can make
them love him, and other foxes for his sake;

superb photographs by the author and

It is

if

the love I create

is

strong enough to save

even a few foxes from bitter struggles and
death in the steel traps from the indignity
of adorning the thoughtless, I shall have
done as much perhaps as I can hope for.

—

The

tale

is

a true one, and for that

governs but imagination inspires."

The book

is

illustrated with

many

Mrs. Bajmes, and the Introduction was
written by Dallas Lore Sharp. It is a
worthy addition to the literature for
young readers, and grown-ups who
still have the
heart of youth will
enjoy it no less.

Waking up with

a

yawn

NOTES
EXTINCT ANIMALS

Mr Barnum
fossil reptiles,

to this country
1,

Brown,

American Museum, returned
on the "Aquitania," January

after five years spent in continuous explora-

tion, chiefly in

southern Asia, in the islands of

the Mediterranean, and in Greece. He left
the Museum April 16, 1919, with the immediate object of exploring the
India, as already reported in

SiwaUk

through the aid of Mrs. Mary White
Afterward he journeyed to Macedonia, where he made a reconnaissance and
discovered a number of fossil locahties; he
chiefly

associate curator of

Hills of

Natural His-

tory. After most successful exploration in
all the levels of the great SiwaUk formation,
dating from the Middle Miocene to the early
Pleistocene, he join-neyed to Bm-ma and reconnoitered some of the classic locahties along the
Irrawaddy River, first made known through
the explorations of J. Crawfurd in 1826. The
formations extend from Upper Eocene into
Middle Miocene times and, while they are

and do not yield fossils superior in
most interesting vista
of the kinship between the Upper Eocene hfe
of Burma and that of Mongolia to the northeast, and of the Middle Miocene life of Burma
as an outher of the Middle Miocene zoology of
India.
All this exploration was conducted
under the generous patronage of Mrs. Henry
Clay Frick.
The fossils which have arrived from India
are in superb condition and not only include a
scattered

Tsipouras.

also worked in the caves of the island of
Kalymnos.
Before returning to America,
Mr. Brown traveled through Europe, visiting
chiefly the museums of Italy, France, Belgium, and Great Britain, and made arrange-

ments with several

of these institutions for

future interchange of material.

Upon arriving at the American Museum
Mr. Brown was warmly welcomed by the
members of the palseontological staff and
conducted to his new

on the top
Park

office

floor

of the Asiatic hall, facing Central

March-April issue of Natural
appear an account from Mr.
Brown's own pen of his field experiences in
In

the

History

will

India.

quality, they afford a

considerable number of forms new to science
but also more perfectly preserved specimens
of some of the known forms than have hitherto

been available. These finds greatly amphfy
and extend our knowledge of the mammahan
Mrs. Frick
life of India in Tertiary times.
has recently added to her previous generous
gift a contribution sufficient to complete the
preparation and exhibition of these superb

Siwahk animals.
During his trip Mr. Brown contracted a
very severe jungle fever, which threatened his
life, and he was saved only through the constant and intelligent nursing of Mrs. Brown,
who attended him throughout his iUness.
Upon recovering, he went to the Mediterranean islands and remained especially on the
island of Samos, where he procured a collec-

mammalian fossils representing the
Lower Pliocene period of time in the eastern

tion of

Mediterranean region. He then returned to
Athens, where permission to send these fossils
to the American Museum was obtained,
96

Dr. Santiago Roth,

chief of the palse-

Museo de La
Plata in Argentina, died August 4, 1924.
Doctor Roth was born in Switzerland but
emigrated to the Argentine about fifty years

ontological department of the

ago and for some time was engaged in collect-

A fine collection

ing for the Swiss museums.

Argentine fossil mammals made by him is
now in the Zurich Museum. He took an
active part at that time in the discoveries of

of

fossil

human remains associated with the
mammals and in the con-

extinct Argentine

troversies that raged over the

antiquity.

problem of their

Subsequently, on the founding

of the great natural history

Plata, he

was placed

ontological collections

museum

of

La

in charge of the palee-

and held that position

for nearly thirty years, devoting himself to

the care of these collections and to

field work
and researches upon Argentine fossil mammals and the stratigraphy of the formations
in which they are found.
His studies upon
the Pampean and underlying formations and
upon the Notoungulata, extinct hoofed animals of South America, are his most important

contributions to science.

He

wrote equally

German and Spanish and the high
quahty of his work made him a much re-

well in

spected figure in South American palaeontol-

The American Museum is indebted to
good offices for a valuable series of casts
South American fossil mammals received

ogy.
his

of

NOTES
as an exchange.

Among these are the skeletons

Macrauchenia and Toxodon in the
Age of Man. W. D. Matthew.
of

hall of the

—

Fossil Mammals from St. Petersburg,
Florida. In March, 1924, while the guest
of Mr. Walter W. Holmes, of St. Petersburg,
Florida, I visited the site of the old Indian

—

village,

where a great

series of

human

skele-

tons, pottery, and other remains have been

excavated by the Smithsonian Institution
under direction of Dr. J. Walter Fewkes.
Doctor Fewkes very courteously showed us
the excavations and discoveries, and discussed
the prospects for future archseologic research
in Florida.

me a

In this connection Mr. Holmes showed

small plaque that he had picked up on a

hunting trip in the outskirts of the city, and
that had impressed him as being of a very
curious and unusual pattern. I recognized it
as a plate of an armored edentate, probably
Chlamytherium, and at his suggestion we went
out to look over the locality and see if other
fossil remains could be discovered. We were fortunate in finding many fragments of
After I

left for

fossil bon e.

the north, Mr. Holmes con-

tinued the search at this site and at other
points that seemed to be promising, and made

a considerable collection, fragmentary but
representing a dozen or more
species,

for the

crocodile, turtle,

bones.

mammaUan

most part extinct, besides
fish, and even a few bird

His finds include:

Elephant (Elephas

cf. jef-

fragments of teeth

fersonii

Mastodon {Mastodon

cf.

"

"
americanus
Horse {Eguus eomplicatusl) teeth, vertebrae, and foot
bonea
Tapir (Tapirussp. indesc?) teeth
teeth, limb, and foot bones
Deer (Odocoileus sp.)
Pocket gopher (Geomys of.
lower jaw
floridanus
ood raX {Neoiomasp)
"
"
Hare (Lepus at floridanus)
Tusked deer {Smilomeryx
holmesii)
tusk and upper molars
(new genus and species)
teeth and foot bones
Bison {Bison sp.)
teeth and parts of jaws
Raccoon {Procyon sp.)
parts of lower jaws
Opossum {Didelphis sp.)
Giant armadillo {Gl.yptodon

W

.

scutes

sp.)

scutes, part of tooth

therium sp.)

This

a Pleistocene fauna, comparable to
fauna found at Vero, west of Palm
Beach, where fossil human remains were also
secured. Whether these human remains from
Vero were really of the same age as the fossil
fauna of that locality has been questioned,
and Mr. Holmes's intention is to make a very

the

is

fossil

careful

and

critical

search at the St. Peters-

burg site, so that if any traces of man should
be found associated with its extinct fauna, the
exact occurrence may be examined and fully
recorded. Whether or not any human remains
are discovered, it will be of advantage to know
more about the extinct mammals, which include at least one of interest, a tusked deer,
not hitherto found in the Pleistocene of the
New World, although primitive ancestral
types (Blastomeryx) existed in the Western
Tertiary.

Mastodons and mammoths, horses and
and raccoons,
are found in Pleistocene formations all over
the country, and the last five animals still
bison, tapirs, deer, opossums,

survive,! although the tapirs are limited to

Central and South America and the bison

is

Glyptodonts were predominantly South American, and in North America
have been found only in the Southern States
westward to Texas and in Mexico, while fossil
remains of Chlamydotheres have been located
only in Florida, Brazil, and Argentina. Armadillos stiU five in South and Central America
and Mexico, and range into southern Texas.
Fossil armadillos have been found in Florida
but nowhere else in the United States.
The absence, in Mr. Holmes' collection, of
camels, ground sloths, peccaries, and other
animals fisted as found at Vero may indicate
that the St. Petersburg fauna is of later age
geologically, or more probably is an accident
due to the small number of animals thus far
secured.
W. D. Matthew.
Russian Exploration near Turgai,
nearly extinct.

—

Turkestan.

— Dr. Serge d'Oldenburg, perpet-

ual secretary of the

Academie des Sciences de
Henry Fairfield

Russie, in convejdng to Prof.

Giant armadillo {ChlamyArmadillo {Dasypus
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scutes
Turkey {Meleagrisgallopavo^} part of leg bone
limb and foot bones, verteAlligator {Alligator)
brfe, scutes
fragments of shells
Turtles {Terrapene ?)
"
Turtles (Trionychid)
"
sp.)

Osborn the diploma signaUzing
election as a corresponding

his

recent

member

of the

Academy, writes that an expedition sent out
by that organization is continmng with great
success excavations in the region of Turgai,

In addition to these finds, there were shark
and ray teeth as well as fish spines, which still

where the type of the giant Indricotherium
(close relative of Baluchitherium) was secured.

await determination.

'The domestic horse is, of course, an importation
from the Old World and the reference by implication
to the horse as one of the extinct animals applies not to
this familiar beast of burden but to the fossil horses

'Identified

by Dr. Alexander Wetmore,

courtesy the American
identifications of

Museum

fragmentary

is

to

indebted for

fossil birds.

whose

many

found in America.
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M. Bajarunas will soon
new excavations.

Meanwhile the department of palaeontology,
American Museum, has received from

Academy

a

number

is washed by the northHumboldt Current, which is

coast of Peru

ward-flowing

of the

the

The

render a report of

these

of valuable casts of

somewhat analogous to .our Gulf Stream except
that

it

carries cold instead of

waters.

At the northern end

warm ocean

of the country,

the limb and foot bones of Indricotherium, a

or just south of the Gulf of Guayaquil, this

rhinoceros sUghtly exceeding in size the type

oceanic stream departs from the continent

specimen of Baluchitherium grangeri found in

and flows westward across the equatorial
Pacific.
At this point the relatively heated
tropical water of the Ecuadorean coast begins,
and stretches northward toward the Bay of
Panama. The temperature of the sea is so

MongoHa and described in a recent number
The American Muof Natural History.
'

seum is

also indebted to its sister institution in

Leningrad for a

fine skull

and many parts

of

the skeleton of the extremely primitive reptile

much

known

that the

as Pariasaurus, from the Northern

Dvina River.

The Museum has

sent in ex-

BIRDS

generosity of the following five friends of the

Museum: Mr. James B. Ford of New York, the
Misses Case of Weston, Massachusetts, Mr.
Charles H. Taylor of Boston, Mrs. Zechariah

Chafee of Providence, and Mr. F. Gilbert
Hinsdale of Mattapoisett, Massachusetts.
Doctor Murphy's first objective was the
Third Pan-American Scientific Congress,
which convened late in December at Lima,
Peru. Mrs. Murphy, who is accompanying
her husband, att^ended the meetings of the
Second Conference of Pan-American Women,

same time.
FoUowing the meetings in Lima,

in session at the

was the
plan of Doctor Murphy to proceed to Ecuador
to resume his ornithological and oceanographic
field work from the point where he had distions were

The former

it

investiga-

made along some seven hundred

miles of the Peru\ian coast

and

are described

Doctor Murphy's book. Bird Islands
just issued by G. P. Putnam's
Sons. This is a work of popular geographic
character which explains the cau.ses behind the
unparalleled abundance of marine life along
the coast of Peru, and describes the modern
guano traffic of that country, said to be the
greatest of all industries based upon the con-

in

oj Peru,

servation of wild animals.
>Issue for

is

almost

who was scheduled to join him in
Ecuador about January 1, 1925, plan to work
in small craft from the port of Guayaquil to
the Colombian border, visiting each of the
Ecuadorean ports, recording ocean tempera-

Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, assistant
director of the American Museum, sailed on
Thanksgiving Day for South America, where
he is devoting three months to field work.
His expedition was made possible through the

in 1920.

two regions

Doctor Murphy and Mr. Van Campen

is

the balance of the very ancient skeleton of

It

of these

now
Leningrad museum for
and

Pariasaurus.

continued

life

totally different.

fine cast

change for the Indricotherium casts a
of the skull of Baluchitherium

negotiating with the

higher than that of Peruvian latitudes

May-June, 1923, pp. 208-28.

Heilner,

tures along lines perpendicular to the shores,

and gathering data on the rate and direction
of the oceanic circulation.

make

They

will

also

collections of the small organisms that

inhabit the waters, and will study the marine
fishes

and fishery methods of Ecuador. More-

over, they will

make a

collection of sea birds

and determine the northern
ranges of the

limits

of

the

many species of water fowl which

appear to be more or

less exclusively

to the cool waters of the

confined

Humboldt Current.

—

The Whitney South Sea Expedition.
director of the American Museum has

The

received a cordial letter from the Governor
of the

French possessions in Oceanica, thank-

ing the

Museum for a recent donation of birds
Museum of Papeete and commending

to the

Mr. RoUo H. Beck for his conduct of the
Whitney South Sea Expedition. A translation of this letter

To

is

appended:

the Director of the

American Museum

of

Natural History

Sir:

In your letter of August 15 you kindly informed us that you were sending to the Museum of Papeete nineteen specimens of

Polynesian birds, mounted at the museum in
New York.
With the same steamer came your shipment, in excellent condition; and for it we
express our full measure of gratitude.
These birds which you have presented to
our museum will be placed in a special exhibition case, with a label indicating that they are
the s'ft of the museum in New York, and that
they were collected by Mr. Rollo H. Beck.
We hope some time to complete this little
collection.
It already includes several speci-

—
NOTES
mens which today are very difficult to procure
and our Soci^te d'Etudes Oceaniennes will
take great interest in receiving the publications dealing with the ornithological discoveries made in our islands by the Whitney
Expedition.
In closing, we wish to assure you that we
have always been highly pleased with the
perfect courtesy shown by Mr. Rollo Beck
during his stay among our islands.
Kindly accept, Mr Director, this assurance
of my distinguished consideration.

The Governor of the
French Possessions of Oceanica.
Erratum.

—In
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organizers of the American Society of

Mam-

malogists and, under his guidance as editor,

the Journal of Mammalogy, the publication of
the Society, assumed an important position

among pubUcations devoted to the study of
mammals. Mr. Holhster issued many papers.
In addition to more than one hundred minor
articles on zoological subjects, he wrote important larger works, such as "The Birds of
Wisconsin" (1903); "A List of Mammals of
the PhiUppine Islands " (1912) " Mammals of
the Alpine Club Expedition to the Mount
;

alluding to the election of

Robson

Region"

"East African

(1912);

Museum"

Mammals

in the U. S. National

the American Ornithologists' Union, mention

(Vol.

1918;

was made (Natural History, NovemberDecember, 1924, p. 722) that this distinction
had been conferred previously upon only two
other women. The number should have read
four, Mrs. Ohve Thorne Miller (deceased) and

Fortunately for natural science, Mr.
HoUister had completed the report on the
large African collections a short time before

Mrs. Walter

W. Naumburg

member

as a

of

Miss Althea R. Sherman having been omitted
inadvertently.

MAMMALS
Ned

Hollister, since 1916 superintendent
of the National Zoological Park at Washington, D. C, and one of the world's foremost
mammalogists, died on November 3, after an
operation.

Mr

Hollister

had experienced

ill

I,

Vol.

II,

Vol.

1919;

Ill,

1924).

his

illness

final

deprived the world of his

and the last volume of the report
had issued from the press before his death.
Progress and constructive activity marked
Mr. HolUster's term of office at the National
No effort was spared to
Zoological Park.
improve living conditions for the animals
under his care and he brought to his work a
nature which was in full sympathy with his
charge. The number of visitors to the park
increased steadily and reached a total of
services,

The

collection of

health at times during the past few years but

2,400,000 for the last year.

hardly any of his friends realized that his

animals within the park became greater in
number and in scientific interest than ever

condition was so critical. His death was an
unexpected shock to all who knew him, and
natural science has suffered a great loss.
Mr. Hollister was born November 26, 1876,
at Delavan, Wisconsin, where he was educated
and began the study of zoology, which was to
become his hfe work. His first important
zoological field

work was

Biological Survey.

Bureau

for the

From 1902

of

to 1909 he

New Mexico,
Columbia,
Washington,
Oregon, California, Utah, Nevada, ] .ouisiana,
and Arizona. In 1910 he was appointed
assistant curator of mammals in the United
States National Museum,, and his connection
with the Smithsonian Institution lasted until
made

investigations in Texas,

Alaska,

British

before.

Mr. HoUister belonged to many scientific
and held many honors conferred
by these societies. He was a fellow of the
American Association for the Advancement of

societies

Science, a

member

Washington

of the Biological Society of

(president, 1921), of the

Ameri-

can Ornithologists' Union, of the Washington

Academy

of Sciences, of the American Society
Mammalogists (editor), and of the Cosmos
Club, and an honorary member of the Sociedad de Estudios Biologicos of Mexico.
Mr. HolUster's likeable personaUty made
him many personal friends, who will mourn
of

his

The

untimely departure.

loss

Mammalogists

to

the

his death.

American Society

work included the exploration of
region of British Columbia
and the adjoining area of Alberta in 1911, and
the Altai Mountains, Siberia, and MongoUa
in 1912, which he visited as a member of the

ciaUy great, since he occupied such an important role in the Society, not only as

Smithsonian-Harvard Expedition.
Mr. Hollister's work always received the

natural history regrets the passage of a man
of whom so much that is good may be written

favorable attention that

and so little that one could
H. E. Anthony.

Other

the

field

Mount Robson

is

of authoritative opinion.

given to expressions

He was

one of the

of

editor of the journal but as

moving

spirit

organization.

in

every

Finally,

espe-

an active and

enterprise

the

is

whole

of

the

field

find to criticize.

of
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Noteworthy Additions to the Asiatic

Mammal

Collections.

—The great plans of

Museum

for the appropriate

the American

than 8000

feet, offer it

a natural protection.

Yet some years ago even such wary game was
in danger of being wiped out by reckless

exhibition of Asia's magnificent fauna in the

shooting parties.

newly erected

ment has taken a keen interest in the preservation of the herds and as a result they have
again become more numerous.

have attracted wide attention. The splendid series of Indian mammals
presented to the Museum by the FaunthorpeVernay expeditions and those of the more
hall

^^^I^IHIHkii^

Doctor

Vail,

Since then the govern-

provided

with

letters

of

NOTES
feeling to reach

camp on the

higher levels!

and wakes to see,
appearing through the lifting mists and daz-

One takes a few

hours' rest,

zling in the early sunhght, the vistas of tree

tops and ranges of

hills, with roUing grass
country beyond.
Once a fataUty was avoided by a hair's
breadth.
In their hurried flight the goats
loosened a rock six inches in diameter. It
came leaping down to the very place where
but a moment before the party had been.

Through his persistence and marksmanship
Doctor Vail secured four specimens. One of
them, a splendid old male, has horns almost
fifteen inches in length, which come close to

this family are of great

importance in mos-

quito control.

The

from British Guiana belongRivulus mazaruni were
found as virtual captives between the rocks
in one of the puddles left by the subsiding
floods at Mutusi Hole, a rapid of the Mazaruni
River. At this romantic spot, travel is greatly
six fishes

new form

ing to the

impeded,

much time

being lost in hauling

the boats across the dangerous places. Thus,
during a halt, the writer, on his way to
the interior in 1922, had a chance of securing
these specimens. It seems rather surprising
that Rivulus mazaruni
fish described

is

apparently the

first

from the Mazaruni River, a

great western affluent of the Essequibo River,

being the best ever recorded.

The
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Nilgiri tahr is the only species of tahr

having a short coat of rather uniform length.
The tahr that lives in the mountains near
Muscat, in southeastern Arabia, strangely
enough, is more closely related to the Himalayan species than to that of the Nilgiris,
having a harsh, shaggy coat much elongated
on the nape, withers, throat, and parts of the
limbs. But though much smaller in size than
the Himalayan species, it has longer horns,

which it flows, together with the Cuyuni,
about forty miles from the mouth of the main
stream.
H. Lang.

into

—

Mr. John

T. Nichols, associate curator of

Museum, has

recent fishes in the American

contributed

The

the

article

on

"Zoology"

Americana Annual, 1924,

current events that

is

— a digest

to
of

issued each year in

continuation of The Encyclopedia Americana.

rather less knotted, and in this respect, at

resembles more closely the Nilgiri tahr.

least,

from Doctor Vail is a remarkably large black Nilgiri hiU monkey, PygaAnother

gift

thrix {Presbyjdthecus) johni, the largest yet

Doctor Vail hopes that in his spare
to the Museum's Indian
material some further specimens that may
prove of equal value. H. Lang.
received.

may add

time he

—

FISH

A New Top Minnow
Guiana^

is

described

from British
by Mr. G. S. Myers in a
the American Museum

number of
The Poeciliidae, or top minnows,
include some rather pretty forms, prized
highly by persons interested in aquaria for
their ornamental and hardy quahties. Their
fine health in captivity and generally long life
recent

Novitates.

under artificial conditions are undoubtedly
due to their natural liking for quiet stretches
of water. Although some of these fish occur
near the shores of the sea, most of them five
in brooks, or in the calm waters beneath
overhanging branches along the banks of
larger streams, or in the practically stagnant

pools of

i"A

swamps and

New

their ditches.

Fishes of

Pceciliid Fish of the Genus Rivulus from
British Guiana." Novitates, Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

No. 129, 1924, pp. 1-2.

A MARINE COLLECTION FROM THE
ARCTIC
In the summer of 1924, Captain Robert A.
accompanied the revenue cutter
"Bear" on her cruise to Bering Sea and the
adjacent Arctic Ocean, his purpose being to
secure scientific data which would be of
interest in connection with the further exploration of far northern waters. Whenever
opportunity offered, he used a dredge, and by
its means made a collection which he has
since presented to the American Museum.
The specimens are mostly invertebrates,
Bartlett

especially

crustaceans,

and the hke.
collection

Many

of the

ascidians,

mollusks,

of these are

new

to the

Museum, which has had

comparatively Uttle material from the region.
After a preHminary sorting it was found that
the collection of invertebrates comprises

each lot containing from one or two
specimens each. Several species of
the
sculpins,
fishes were
also included,
snake blenny (Lumpenus), spotted kelp
blenny (Stichseus), Aspidophoroides guntheri,

375
to

lots,

many

eel pouts,

—

post-larval gadoids, etc.

Dr. F.

Johansen of Ottawa, at present engaged in a
revision of the fishes of the Arctic Ocean,
found this material of much interest when
visiting the

Museum recently.

:

:
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EDMUND
A

signal

memory

tribute

of Dr.

OTIS

HOVEY

has been

Edmund

ornament and art, nor do I consider that evidence which would make such a belief inevit-

paid to the

Otis Hovey, late

curator of geology and invertebrate palaeontology, American

Museum,

of the following Resolution,

in the adoption

an attractively

able has, at present, been discovered.
In view of the fact that, in all probability,
Professor Obermaier's book will be widely
read in America, I think it to be necessary to
make the above correction.

Yours

printed copy of which was presented to the
American Museum. It will be appropriately

framed and permanently placed in the office of
the curator of the department of geology
The death of Edmund Otis Hovet having been
annotjnced at the monthly meeting of the boabd
OF Trustees of Field Museum of Natukal History,
HELD October 20, 1924, the following Resolution
was adopted as a testimonial of HIS services to
SCIENCE and museum PRACTICE.
The Board of Trustees of Field Museum of Natural History have learned with deep regret of
THE death of Doctor Edmund Otis Hovey, for
many years CURATOR OF GeOLOGY OF THE AMERICAN

Museum

op Natural History.
During a lifetime devoted to museum service,
Doctor Hovey displayed to a remarkable degree
COMBINED qualities OF A MASTER AND OF AN INTERPRETER OF SCIENCE. Not only were his CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE MARKED AND VALUABLE
BUT HE WAS EQUALLY CAPABLE IN MAKING THEM OF
PUBLIC INTEREST. HiSWORKOFMUSEUMINSTALLATION,
TOO, WAS CHARACTERIZED BY ORIGINALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS. He WAS A LEADER IN DEVISING NEW METHODS
of museum display and a pioneer in supplementing
systematic collections with effective groups.
He was also a pleasing and authoritative writer
and an entertaining and instructive lecturer.
In HIS OCCASIONAL VISITS TO FlELD MuSEUM, DOCTOR
Hovey was always ready for the exchange of
ideas, being free to give or receive whatever
views he believed might advance the cause of
museum representation or aid in the general
diffusion of knowledge.
To our SISTER INSTITUTION AND DOCTOR HoVEY'S
BEREAVED FAMILY, THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES EXTEND
THEIR SINCERE SYMPATHY AND HAVE ORDERED A COPY'
OF THESE Resolutions spread upon the records of
THIS institution.
Stanley Field,

President

D. C. Davies
Secretary and Director

—An

Hugo Obermaier's

ex-

Fossil

was pubhshed in the issue of
Natural History for November-December,
1924, and, Ln view of this fact, Mr. J. Reid
in Spain

Moir,

who

contributed the leading article

same issue, has asked that the following
letter be printed in the magazine
to the

To

the Editor of

Natural History,
Sir,—
In the Enghsh translation, just published,
of Prof. Hugo Obermaier's book Fossil Man
in Spain (Yale University Press for Hispanic
Society of America), I notice that, on page 9,
the following statement appears "But some
among them Boucher de Perthes, Dharvent,
Newton, Thieullen, and J. R. Moir went
further, and proclaimed the existence of
Eolithic ornament and art."

—

on

J.

—

Man in

England." In the Note
Reid Moir's "Tertiary Man in England"

by Sir E. Ray Lankester to the
Natural History for November-

contributed
issue of

December,

1924,

there

a typographical

is

error that gives a different significance to one
of the statements

had intended.

from that which the author
sentence, which finds

The

place on p. 654, should read:

This latter had amolluscan fauna, in many
respects identical with that of the deposits
distinguished by the name "Pliocene."

As originally printed the word "marine"
was substituted for "name."

RECENT GATHERINGS AND EVENTS
The American Association for the
Advancement of Science held its seventyninth meeting at Washington, D. C, from
December 29, 1924, to January 3, 1925. As
usual a number of valuable papers the

—

result of research in

of science

many

different branches

—were presented; those contributed

by members

of the

American Museum

staff

"The

Significance of Insect

Sounds" by

Dr. Frank E. Lutz; "The 'Retrograde Metamorphosis' of the Sirenidse; Experiments on

EUROPEAN ARCHEOLOGY
Man

Reid Moie

J.

"Tertiary

included the following

EoLiTHic Ornament and Art.
tensive review of

faithfully,

—

—

This, so far as I am concerned, is entirely
incorrect.
I have never "proclaimed" a belief in the existence, in any form, of Eohthic

the Functional Activity of the Thyroid of the
Perennibranchs " and "The Integumentary,
Pulmonary, and Cardiac Modifications Correlated with Increased Cutaneous Respiration
in the Amphibia" by Dr. G. K. Noble; "The
Classified Continuation Card Catalog of The
Bibliography of Fishes" and "The Distribution of the Oilfish, Rurettus pretiosus, in the
Pacific Ocean, as Shown by the Pecuhar
Hook Used in Its Capture" by Dr. E. W.
Gudger; and "Pottery of Northeastern Asia
and Northwestern America" by Dr. Walde-

mar Jochelson.
To the great regret of those attending. Prof.
Henry Fairfield Osborn was unable to deUver
announced address on "Factors in the
Evolution and Phylogeny of the Proboscidea."
Dr. Frank E. Lutz and Dr. Clarke Wissler
were the official representatives of the American Museum at the gathering, and Doctor
Wissler attended also the two-dav conference

his

NOTES
of the National

human

in

Research Council on problems

migration, at which he had an

opportunity of presenting the results of the
investigation he has been making, in associa-

and Dr. Milo
Hellman, into the question of race crossing and

tion with Dr. Louis R. Sullivan

heredity.

Dr. Frank M. Chapman represented the
American Museum at the Conference on
Outdoor Recreation, which was held in
Washington on December 11 and 12.
Dr. Charles D. Walcott, secretary

of

the Smithsonian Institution, represented the
American Museum at the annual reception
and exhibit of the current work of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington, held

on the eve-

ning of December 11.

The

—

Museum. The cornerstone of the Yosemite Museum, in Yosemite
National Park, was laid on November 16,
1924, and on the same day the new adminisYosemite

i

tration building

was dedicated.

NEW MEMBERS
Natural History the
following persons have been elected members
of the American Museum, making the total
Since the last issue of

membership 8039;
Associate Benefactor:

Geo. F. Baker,

Jr.

Mesdames Childs Frick and
William L. Harkness; Messrs. Austen
Colgate, Howard Fuguet, and Clarence
Patrons:

L.

Hay.

Honorary Fellow: Prof. William M. Davis.
Fellows:
Mrs. Arthur Ryerson; Miss
Annie M. Alexander; Messrs. H. W. de

Forest, Desmond FitzGerald, Thomas S.
Gates, Clarence H. Mackay, Gilbert S.
McClintock, Roswell Miller, Arthur
Newbold, and William Williams.

Mesdames Daniel BeckJonathan Bulkley, Z. Chafee,
Charles Merrill Chapin, John Hills,
Christian R. Holmes, George Kennan,
Ldfe

Members:

with,

F. J. Sarmiento, J. E. Spingarn,

W.

V. S.

Thorne, and Caspar Whitney; Doctors
Wm. S. Bigelow, William E. Keith, and
C. E. Vail; Hon. James G. Cutler, Hon.
John W. Garrett, and Hon. Ira M. Morris;
Messrs. James S. Alexander, George B.
Alvord, John Edwards Barbour, Harry
Payne Bingham, James D. Black, James L.
Tor a more detailed Note regarding this projected
museum the reader is referred to the issue of Natural
History

for September-October, 1924, p. 621.
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Blackmer, J. L. Bradley, Robert M. Catts,
Percy Chubb, Henry A. Colgate, Z. Marshall Crane, James W. Cromwell, William
H. Crosby, Gherardi Davis, Alvah Davison, Cleveland E. Dodge, H. Yale Dolan,
F. L. Dunbar, George Ehret, Jr., R. I.
Farrington, T. R. Fell, Edwin A. Fisher,
Furness, William Gammell,
Harry W. Goddard, E. Roland Harriman,
F. Gilbert Hinsdale, Anton G. Hodenpyl,
Arthur Hofheimer, Clement S. Houghton,
Horatio G. Lloyd, Homer W. Orvis, Owen
Shoemaker Paxson, Max L. Rosenberg,
J. Clinton Spencer, Edward David Woodberry Spingarn,
Frederick Strauss,
Charles H. Taylor, J. Kennedy Tod, and

Radclypfe

Caspar Whitney.

Mesdames W. B. BoulTON AND Thomas Upham Cob; Miss Clara
L. Crane; Dr. Walter J. Otis; Messrs.
Eben S. Draper, Edward Epstean, Oscar
I. Mayer, Henry B. Newhall, F. F. Prentiss, Edwin Sefton, and R. L. Sleeth, Jr.
Sustaining Members:

Annual Members: Mesdames J. Stewart
Barney, Annie M. Bell, C. C. Carpenter,
Juan
Ceballos, Grenville Clark, W.
Murray Crane, Frank Crocker, Frank A.
Dudley, Frank H. Erisman, E. de Peyster
HosMER, George Preston Hotaling, Albert A. Levi, Robert H. McNall, Thomas

M

S.

Maxey, Edward

T. Nichols,

Robert

L.

Paddock, F. Pilat William Raymond, and
Edw. C. Schaefer; Misses Marie Therese
Berge, Caroline Bijur, Emily Delafield,
Harriet N. Devotion, Jane G. Eraser,

Frances Moulton, Marion Smith, Marie
Wagner, and Miriam Dwight Walker;
Major General William Crozier, General
Avery D. Andrews: Doctors Henry G.
BuGBEE,
Constantian,
Burdette
R.
P. Craig, Alfred N. Goldsmith, and Herman Jarecky; the Rev. Joseph Assmuth;
Brother C. Basil; Messrs. W. F. Adam,
H. Alban Anderson, August C. Anger, Jr.,
Paul Arnold, S. Benjamin Arnold, Benton Baker, Arthur A. Ballantine, Sumner
Ballard, Walter E. Bell, Samuel T.
BoDiNE, Alexander F. Brand, Walter B.
Brooks, Wm. H. Browning, William H.
Calkins, William B. Charles, F. Edwin
Church, Walter H. Cluett, Oscar L.
Coles, Albert E. Colburn, C. E. Cotting,
John H. Cowles, J. Barlow Cullum, Lewis
L. Delafield, Jr., William K. Dick, E. A.
F. A. Emerick, Herman Feldman,
G. Fletcher, James B. A.Fosburgh,

DuNLOP,

Harry
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William Eric Fowler, Ernest T. Frai^ck,
Amos Tuck French, E. R. Grant, Harry K.
Grigg, J. W. Gxjtman, Howard S. Hart,
Frederick Rowland Hazard, W. W. Hoffman, T. C. Hollander, Maurice Hoopes,
Norman S. Hope, Edwin C. Hyman, Robert
Hatfield Irons, George B. Johnson, Max
S. Kallman, George L. Kumpf, S Forry
Laucks, Henry D. Lindsley, Solomon
LowENSTEiN, Charles Marx, Robert W.
Maynard, Jules Nehring, Hazard Okey,
Schuyler L. Parsons, H. Gallatin Pell,
Timothy Newell Pfeiffer, Wm. Paul
PicKHARDT, Frederick Putnam Platt,
Theodore Rosenwald, Clinton L. RossiTER, H. S. Rowley, Edward Wheelock
RuNYON, Lionel Schuster, W. C. Spruance, Reginald H. Sturgis, Spencer
Turner, D. D Van Mater, Ernest Alan
Van Vleck, Gilbert C. Wood; Master
Robert Bendheim, Master Norton Skinner; Harlem Academy.

Mesdames R. W. AtBallard, H. S. Howard,
L. C. Jefferson, Joseph Johnson, Rockwell King, W. F. Pillsbury, Walter
Gregory Rodiger, G. F. Swift, and Ely
E. Weare; Misses Ruth Griggs, Ellen R.
Hathaway, Josephine Leaming, Jessie
L. Metcalf, Joan B. Proctor, and Johanna
Ross; Doctors Emil H. Balz, Itiro HayAssociate Members:

kins,

Ernest

S.

asaka, Oscar F. Hedenburg, Horace J.
HowK, Fred Keiser, Walter A. Kenyon,
EiNAR Klefbeck, Branislav Petronievics,
Harvey M. Smith, G. M. Vevers, and

F. Walsh; the Rev. Dr. James
Stone; Messrs. L. D. Bailey, L. E.
Barnes, G. K. Bell, Jr., C. L. Bennighop,
Thornhill Broome, Max Brunann, J. H.
BuRDicK, Roy M. Butters, Leonardo P.
Campagna, F. L. Campbell, Russell S. Codman, Alfred B. Conn able, Albert B. Eastwood, Frank M. Eaton, Braz A.Fernandes,
Ernst Freund, Wm. Shirley Fulton, W.
B. Gerrish, Arthur N. Gibb, James C.

Groesbeck

S.

Gillespie, Malcolm Gregg, William J.
Hamilton, Jr., James O- Heyworth, D. E.
HiLLYER, Ernest G. Holt, Benjamin F.
Howell, Warren T. Hunt, K. W. Hunter,
Edward G. Ingram, Marvin A. Ives, James
IvEELEY, John F. Kendrick, Francis King,
John Andrews King, G. P. Klaas. Philip B.
Kunhardt, a. K. Laukel, Clifford M.
Leonard, V. Earl Light, Waldo H. Logan,
E. B. Shelley Logier, F. D. McCaulley,

George Alexander McKinlock, Charles
C. McVay, E. W. Miller Mills, Reeves
MoRRissoN, Jas. a. Nelson, Albert H.

No yes, E. G. Palmer, Edward Parnall,
Howard C. Phillips, Gordon Lennox
PiRiE, F. A. Preston,

Mrs. James C. Rea,

Robert Redfield, Charles Howard Requa,
Jr., F. S. Rickcords, I. John Roberts,
B. E. Rouse, Geo. D. Rumsey, H. A. RumSCHWARTS FREDERICK H. ScOTT,
Shenon, Carl Erhard Siegel, Frederick V. Slocum, John W. Snyder, Nelson
Thomasson, Louis Edward Tilden, H.
Emerson Tuttle, Florian D. Wallace,
John P. Welling, Frank W. Wentworth,
Wentworih Williams, andR. H. Woodford.
SEY, G. A.

P.

,

J.

THE MARCH-APRIL ISSUE
In the next number of Natural History, the reader, instead of having his interest concentrated on a single continent, will be given an opportunity to range over a wider field,
Mr. Barnum Brown,
making acquaintance with interesting phenomena the world over.
leader of the

Siwahk Hi Us Indian Expedition

of

the American

Museum,

will tell of his

Dr. E. W. Gudger
experiences in collecting fossils under the burning sun of the Orient.
wiU contribute an article on " Cats As Fishermen." dispelling the illusion that all Toms

and Tabbies are afraid of the water. There will be an article by Mr. Herbert P. Whitlock on
"Mimicry of Minerals" and one by Dr. Robert H. Lowieon "A Women's Ceremony among the
Hopi." Prof. William T. Shaw wiU present some of his field observations of the hoary
marmot and Mr. Frank Levj^ will tell how he trained a falcon. The reader will be made
The value
acquainted with two-headed snakes through an article by Mr. B. T. B. Hyde.
Through an article by Dr.
of palteontology will be emphasized bj^ Dr. Wilham D. Matthew.
F. E. Lutz a better conception will be had of the significance of some of the insect groups
recently installed in the American Museum.
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The

Invertebrate

Number

Beginning with the number for May-June, 1925, Natural History for a
by various departments of the Museum, thus giving an

period will be issued

opportunity to present to our readers in each case a series of articles emphasizing
a special

field of

natural history.

The May-June number will appear under the editorship of Dr. Roy W.
Miner, curator of lower invertebrates, and will be devoted in the main to these
humble creatures, which constitute biologically so large a proportion of the
animal kingdom. Often these creatures are of minute
to

many

size

and

relatively

unknown

people.

Myers will introduce the reader to those strange inhabitants
known as rotifers, the animals with "wheels in their heads,"
too small to be seen except with the aid of a microscope, but so numerous that a
drop of pond water may contain hundreds of them. Prof. Ulric Dahlgren, of
Princeton, will describe the organs of hearing among some of the lower forms of
Mr. Herman
life, especially the katydids, which have "ears in their shins."
Mueller, the expert glass blower of the Museum, will initiate the reader into the
marvelous process of glass-blowing, by means of which one of the most interesting Museum groups, representing a half inch of pond bottom with its associated
Mr. Frank

J.

of fresh- water pools

magnified one hundred times,

now

being constructed. Dr. Willard G.
group of animals, the ascidians, evolution appears to have taken a step backward. Dr. E. W. Gudger will describe
some curious habits of the hunting spiders. Mr. William M. Savin will picture the remarkable moth, Pronuba, and its strange relationship to the flowers of
Mr. Barnum Brown, who has just returned from a five years'
the Yucca plant.

life

Van Name

will

show how

is

in that strange

journey to the Far East, will relate some of his interesting experiences in Burma,
in connection with which he has brought back many striking photographs, a
selection from which will be reproduced. Dr. Roy W. Miner will tell how the
tiny coral animals of tropical seas gradually build

become

islands

There

Darwin

for the habitation of

coral reefs to

man.

be a series of duotone illustrations depicting exhibits in the
noteworthy because of their beauty and faithfulness to nature.

will

hall,

It is

fit

up immense

hoped that

in this or a

subsequent number. Dr.

W. K. Gregory may

new book entitled Impressions of Great Naturalists.
This will be supplemented by a short article by President Osborn on "The Born
Naturalist." The May- June number will contain also a vivid description of the
animal life and vegetation of a cactus desert of the Southwest, contributed by
review Professor Osborn's

De Lancey

Verplanck.

WHERE A SHORT DISTANCE WAS A LONG WAY
In the Upper Siwaliks near Siswan an elephant skull weighing a ton was found in a place accessible only to men on foot. So that the skull might be carried out, borne on poles to the cart awaiting it a mile beyond, the winding stream bed along which the porters struggled with their load
had to be filled in wherever unevennesses occurred
108
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Glimpses

of India
INCLUDING AN ACCOUNT OF THE FIELD EXPERIENCES OF THE SIWALIK
HILLS INDIAN EXPEDITION OF THE AMERICAN MUSEUM

By

BARNUM brown

Associate Curator of Fossil Reptiles, American

when

the days of clipper ships,

INtravehng

was arduous, voyagers
returning from the Far East were
wont to bring back marvelous stories
of the countries visited
fakirs,

:

religious rites,

gorgeous pageantries; things so

from western experience that
none could hear without wishing to see.
None of the tales were more startling
than those coming from India.
different

Many of the earh^ descriptions savor
of

the Arabian Nights, for India

typical of the East, where time
slowly.

Today is

day before

like

yesterday or the

in rural parts;

hence the

contrast so vivid to westerners.

may

still

see the

is

moves

One

same conditions that

surrounded the great Mogul emperors,
even back to the days of Gautama
Buddha, whose cult has long since

moved

Museum

relationship with officials of the Geological

Survey

of India,

was

my imme-

Bombay

but

diate objective,

is

the

first

port of call from the west, and the

rail

journey of 1500 miles separating

these great ports saves time and gives

an opportunity

of seeing the central

part of this vast empire, renmant of

ancient

Gondwana

One

land.'

with
India
through a personal visit may think the
term "empire" grandiloquent, but no
other word can adequately encompass
this vast area, with its 300,000,000

unacquainted

more diverse in race, religion,
and language than combined Europe.
A few hours in Bombay afford time
for little more than a hasty visit to
people,

the

Museum

History

of the

Societj^,

Bombay Natural

which

is

doing such

admirable work in India, and a drive

eastward.

We of the American Museum staff
have long cherished the hope that some
day our halls would be enriched from
India, and the Museum explorations in
China and MongoHa made it increasingly more important that we should
have a representative collection of
fossils from the famous Siwalik Hills of
India, and the lesser known areas of
Burma. The generosity of Mrs. Henry
Clay Frick made these hopes possible
of realization, and it was with keen
satisfaction that I received the appoint-

ment from President Osborn
on work in these regions.

to carry

Calcutta, where I hoped to establish
*Illustrations

to the Tow^ers of Silence, the Parsi

place of the dead.

A

of the population is

considerable part

made up

of Parsis,

whose tenets are not to pollute the
wherefire, earth, or water;
dead are placed in towers, to
be disposed of by vultures. It was a
happier thought to watch the evening
strollers, the women draped in multielements

fore the

colored toga-Hke saris, as brilliant as

the flowers they cast upon the waters.

At

first it is

rather startling to learn

that you must carry your bed everyiFor a map of the ancient land masses that subsequently united to form the Asiatic continent, the
reader is referred to p. 134 of the article "The Discovery
of an Unknown Continent," by Henry Fairfield
Osborn, Natural History, March-April, 1924.

by the author and by Mrs. Brown
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no

where, on railway journeys and in most

does

Wherever you go, there are
countless servants, but none to do your

Most

hotels.

under personal hire.
No white sahib may carry even a small
package; indeed few want to where
service is so cheap, and reduced railway fares and h otel
bidding unless

charges

one sense the density of the
population in the country traversed.
of the inhabitants cultivate the

but there are neither fences nor
single houses to mark individual ownerVillages upon villages, unpreship.
soil,

tentious in appearance and of monot-

onous occurrence;
temples far and

pro-

are

near!

vided for servants.
If your stay is long

As we cross the
Vindhya Mountains, not made up
of pealks and jag-

enough, by process of elimination

you acquire a good

but
remnants
that have resisted
erosion on a long,
ged

retinue-cook, per-

the

like,

ad

lib.

Midway between

Bombay and

scarps,

harder

sonal servant, and

we

stable surface,

Cal-

begin to sense the

cutta in the Central

Provinces

lies

great time periods

the

favored

hill

invulved, and na-

pore.

It

ture's influence

JuVjbul-

station,

was here

this passive

that so long ago

ple,"

as 1828 a British

is

(later

discovered

dino-

saur bones in In-

This deposit,

dia.

Mr.

Brown

and

that

fact

that the

their

life of

is

placement indicates

these giant reptiles was

evidenced by discoveries in

The Ameri-

Museum was enriched by represen-

tative specimens

The
India

rail
is

—

tains

Faithlocating the next camp.
a right hand, punctilious as a major,
solicitous as a mother, Abdul Aziz smoothed
many a hard way for his master

other parts of the world.

can

From these mouncame many

Mohammedan

of

ful as

here prolonged to a later geologic date

than

his

leader,

middle Upper
Cretaceous
agC/
has been examined subsequently and
many bones have been recovered, chiefly
those of large sauropods, which are of
more than passing interest from the

of

it

live,

Major Gen-

Sleeman, first

eral)

fate

to be born, to

and to die in
unchanged caste.

Captain

officer,

whose

on

peo-

from

journey

this horizon.

across

central

not attractive in views, nor

the diamonds

that
to

give
history

fable.

luster

and

The "Great

Mogul," the ''Orloff," the ''Koh-i-noor,"
the "Pitt," all came from India.
Mr. Guy E. Pilgrim, head of the
of the
palaeontological department
Geological Survey, was away on field
duty in the northern states when
I

arrived in Calcutta,

bade

me

join

him

in

but a letter

camp on a date

that gave ample time to investigate

along the way.
is no
than New
There are parts

Calcutta as a municipality

more
York

distinctly
is

Indian

American.
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stones,

where early Survey workers

of admixture.

found

remains

and a quickening pulse
make one reahze that here is the commercial center of India. The Hooghly

fishes,

purely British and parts purely Ben-

but there

gali,

A

vibrant

is little

of

labyrinthodontS;

and dicynodont reptiles. Near
Asansol my search was rewarded by

stir

the discovery of bones representing

edifices.

most of the forms already described
and some not heretofore known.

You pass down Clive Street, with
magnificent bank buildings to right

historical interest for the traveler as the

a dense moving crowd on

Punjab, that northern province drained

River

is filled

with shipping; there are

broad avenues and beautiful

and to

left,

No

part of India holds so

much

of

either side; suddenly

by the

a huge bull

and the United Provinces
watered by the Ganges. It was in the
latter region on the banks of the Rohini,
not far from the present city of
Gorakhpur, that Gautama Buddha
was born between five and six hundred
A few monuyears before Christ.
ments and building basements made
by his faithful followers are still to be
seen at Sarnath, near Benares, and at

chewing

its

you stumble over
lying on the sidewalk

cud

leisurely,

of the hurrying throng,

member

oblivious

and you

that you are in the

re-

Hindu

country of the Sacred Bull.
Northwest of Calcutta in the provinces of Bihar
ride

by

rail, lie

coal

sive

Permian

fields,

in age.

exposures

broad

A

and
some

section

of

Orissa, a night's
of India's exten-

and

Carboniferous

Overlying them are
of

Triassic

sand-

ing the sacred river.

a

festal

appearance

Bands

great tributaries of the'

Taxilla, near

Rawalpindi;

but

here

—

The ascetic in the foreground stands all day
Another, in front of him, remains prostrate, venerat-

the waterfront in Benares.

with hands uplifted, his face to the sun.

five

Indus,

of pilgrims arrive constantly

and the

river front alwaj'S presents

!
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myriads of stone temples; masses of
people bathing along the river and
drinking the water, while now and then

Buddhist temple bells no longer tinkle
in the evening breeze.
Benares is on our way, and to visit
it is worth a long journey, even if one

a half-charred corpse floats by,

J

is not a pilgrim of the faith.
Hindu, Benares has come to

much

as

To the
mean as

is

hand, pouring

medan. We do not quarrel with the
Hindu belief by saying Benares beggars
description.

Criticism

is

holy man.

sits

— such

on a

pier

day, dipping up water with one

all

Mecca means to the Moham-

A

Benares.

another

sits

spikes.

You

it

out with the other;

cross-legged

on a bed

of

look through a temple

door and see a woman pouring milk
over a lingam, the symbol of Siva;

rather of the

ignorance of the great mass of people
who venerate the idols instead of

another

treating them as symbols, as their
faith teaches. The British long ago put

anoints

another drapes

it

with

oil;

still

with flowers.

One

it

leaves Benares without regret.

Agra, Delhi, and Lahore were

cities

importance during the Mogul
periods, as they are today, and the
marble buildings, mosques, and mausolea scattered through this section
bespeak the splendor, wealth, and
achievement of their builders. No

of great

monmnent in existence surpasses the
Taj Mahal at Agra, mausoleum of
Mumtaz, wife of the ^mperor Shah
Jahan;

it is

a lacework conception in

marble, perfectly executed.

The palace in the fort at Delhi conup the thought of its great splendor when inhabited by emperors.

jures

Delhi, the present winter capital of

'

A human

ant in the Himalayas.

—With

enormous weights balanced over the hips, the
hill people trudge over mountain trails at
elevations where walking is an uncomfortable
exertion for a white man.
One day Mr.
Brown met a man carrying a pine log twelve
feet long, squared eight by twelve inches

a stop to the practice of throwing baby
girls

to

the alligators

and burning

widows on the funeral pyres

of their

husbands, but the burning ghats are
always alight, for it is the desire of all

Hindus to

die

and be burned

here,

their ashes to be scattered over sacred

Mother

Ganges.

Golden

temples;

India, is the seventh city of its name,
and in the environs one ma}^ drive
through forty miles of city potter's
field.
Mausolea and mosques in close
proximity; cities of the dead and dead
cities

A

few miles away lies Fatehpur
peopled by the ghosts of yesterday; a unique city of red sandstone

Sikri,

buildings created and abandoned by
Akbar more than three hundred years
ago,

but

still

in a

perfect

state

of

preservation as though the court had
left

but yesterday.

in the middle Himalayas,
8000 feet above the sea, is the smnmer
where duplicate copies of
capital,

Simla,
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important government papers are kept,
so that only the personnel needs to
shift, finding in either capital

for

Not

state business.

the data

uninterruptedly

conducting

until a

the

summer

is
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Since the Cambrian Period the
(1)
Peninsula has been a stable land mass
which has suffered but little disturb-

ance in the great earth revolutions that
have occurred from time to time. It is

spent on the plains does one appreciate

this part that is

advantage of migration.
The
higher Himalayas rise to the north in
cold grandeur, but lack the majestic
peaks seen farther east. Rickshaws
and ponies take the place of carriages,
while heavy loads are carried by the
hill people,
an admixture of Tibetans
and Nepalese. One marvels at the
Boxes, bales, huge
weights carried.
building timbers, even pianos are transported b}'- one man. Nothing seems to
daunt these sturdy human ants.
After a seventy-mile ride over low
mountain ranges I joined Doctor
Pilgrim in a government bungalow at
Hari Talyangar, in the Bilaspur hill
It was a pleasure to meet this
state.
distinguished gentleman who has done

ment of a former continent called
Gondwana land, which extended across

this

—

much

so

to

unravel

India's

later

His hearty coopera-

geologic history.

was assured, and it was of greatest
importance to my work to be guided
by his experience in determining characteristic rocks and their faunas, and
tion

to

map

out areas to be examined.

The journey

across

the present Indian Ocean, uniting the

Malay Archipelago with Austraha and
western Africa.

Mantles

of

the

insight

of terrestrial

deposits were locally distributed over

parts of this area during the periods

succeeding the Cambrian, and toward
the close of the Cretaceous the south

and central part of the Peninsula was
covered by a thick series of lavas called
the Deccan Traps. From the absence
of craters and the horizontally-bedded
sheets of material,

evident that the

it is

came through fissures and
cracks made by the movement of great
eruptions

earth blocks.

Bombay

Along the coast near

the Traps reach a

maximum

thickness of nearly 10,000 feet and they

encompass an area
miles,

of 200,000 square

but formerly they covered an

area estimated to be

not less than

500,000 square miles.

Throughout

the

Peninsula

stratified rocks lie in a

India

central

and along the lower ranges
Himalayas affords a wonderful

thought to be a frag-

horizontal

position,

most

comparatively

while

mountain

eminences are merely harder remnants
of the surface that have resisted ero-

The

rivers are shallow^ water-

to its geology, the outstanding features

sion.

which are at once apparent. Briefly
the Indian region may be analyzed as

ways meandering to the sea.
The Extra-Peninsula, the Hmia(2)
layan region, in contrast, is composed

of

three distinct units:

mainland

platea.u

(1)

a triangular

named by the Indian

"the Peninsula"; (2) the
mountainous region which borders it on
the west; north, and east, called "the
Extra-Peninsula"; and (3) the IndoGangetic Plain separating the two
former areas.
Stratigraphically and
geologists

physiographically the

first

sions are entirely unlike.

two

divi-

chiefly of
all

marine deposits representing

the great geologic periods, including

a
and succeeding the Cambrian;
comparatively weak, flexible area of
the earth crust that has undergone an
enormous amount of upheaval and
geologic
compression
during
late
All strata show high angles
and extensive thrusts and faults

periods.
of dip,
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Map

of India,

the American

showing the route of the SiwaUk Hills Indian Expedition of

Museum

enormous strain to which
these rocks have been subjected. The
mountains are mighty serrated folds

attest the

with

deep

transverse

gorges;

the

No less than
nine of the great Himalayan peaks
reach a height of more than 25,000 feet,

rivers,

Mount

rushing torrents.

Everest, 26,002 feet, being the

bed is
thus
level;
above
sea
only 3000 feet
feet,
gorge
is
17,000
this stupendous
more than three miles, in depth.
Between the Peninsula and the
(3)
feet

in height, while the river

Extra-Peninsula

Indian

feature,

or possibly an

narrow

clays

defile

between precipices 20,000

the

the third great

Indo-Gangetic

Plain, a sagging part of the Peninsula,

At one point in
Kashmir the Indus rushes through a

highest in the world.

lies

the Himalayas

and

silts

enormous rift fronting
and filled in with river
that have been borne

GLIMPSES OF INDIA
down from

the mountains by rivers

tributary to the Indus and the Ganges.

The abrupt termination
hills

of

the foot-

and the transition to far-reaching
some parts of the Pun-

level plains in

jab, is startlingly sudden.
It is in this foothill region of rapidly

accumulated deposits that our chief

Here and in the inlying
lies.
Range were preserved the remains

interest

Salt

of the varied Miocene; Pliocene,

and

Pleistocene vertebrate faunas.

Having

just spent a year in Africa,

sometimes near the equator, I rather
pooh-poohed the suggestion that a
white man could not work in the open
the year round in India, so much
Doctor Pilgrim, howfarther north.
ever, insisted that

some parts

of the

Punjab were hazardous for a white
man in summer, especially along the

rupees,
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and he "didn't care to pay

for

another one."
I

was loath to give up

plan, but

official

this part of the

correspondence with

government eHcited no better
results than permission to carry on the
work at some future date. An expedi-

the

tion at the

moment involved

too

many

possibihties of a political nature.

Britain's suzerainty in India is held

by her mihtary administration,
and her absorption of the borderlands
Highways and railis slow but sure.
ways are built and maintained with
largely

military forethought.

The borders

of

Afghanistan and Baluchistan on the
northwest have long, been the scene of
conflict, for these untamed people do
not take kindl}^ to the assimilation
process.

spring in the Bugti section of Baluch-

Jacobabad was long a frontier station, but now the military have moved
westward, and the surrounding country
is under irrigation, with ditches fed

and afterwards take up the
Siwahk subdivisions in succession,

contrast with the sandj^ desert outside,

Indus, so I planned to spend the re-

maining

winter

months

and

early

istan,

reserving those of the highest elevation
for the hottest weather.
I

again proceeded across the north-

ern part of India to Jacobabad, near

the Bugti country, where

first were
found bones of the gigantic Miocene

rhinoceros, Baluchitherium.

One always

writes ahead for the use

and from the Sibi
came word not to leave for the
field until I had seen the commissioner.
Arriving at Sibi during a durbar I met
the nawab of the Bugtis, who at first
gave reluctant permission to work in
of

a bungalow,

district

took a large
armed escort. This agreed to, he later
A year
flatly refused responsibility.
before an American oil geologist, with
his territory, provided I

had been murdered in his
by raiding Pathans, for
which the nawab was assessed 50,000
his party,

territory

by the Indus. Magnificent neem

trees

and the crops show the great possibiliFat sheep and cattle
and swift Arab-bred horses were a
welcome sight after the underfed anities of irrigation.

mals of other parts. Even the people
improved condition, aside
from the fact that the Baluchis and
Afghans are more virile than the central
Indian peoples. Temperature charts
reflect their

kept over a long period at this point
maximum summer heat

record a usual

of 129 degrees.

It is

one of the hottest

places in the world, although at the

time of my visit in March it was deHghtfuUy cool.
Back I traveled to the northern
sections;

from Rawalpindi it was but a

short distance to Chakwal, where a

camel caravan was gathered for my
Lower and Middle
Siwalik exposures of the Salt Range.

three journeys to the

-£3

<<

o

W
W
H

o

1-2

OQ
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The Chakwal
ing

from

plague.

region wap then suffer-

an epidemic of bubonic
At such times the villagers

scatter to the country, living along the
trails

wherever shelter is afforded.

As one journeys southeastward, the
trail winds through cultivated lands,

and through the pass of the Diljubba
Ruka Hills, where several hundred feet
of variegated

marine rocks underlying

the Siwalik strata are exposed.

A large

Mastodon

skull in situ,

At

River, a second well-known area of

Middle Siwalik exposures near Dhok
Pathan.
The weather had now become excessively hot, and I was grateful to be
permitted to live in a government dak
bungalow, an institution worthy of

Throughout India, and to
some extent in Burma, various government departments, such as the Police,
mention.

Public Works,

-Specimens of this

size

etc.,

have

built

bunga-

were guarded from the natives

night and day

Hasnot the broken country assumes a
and in the
surrounding exposures have been found
many fossils of Middle Siwalik age.
The ground had been worked over not
long before, and fossils were not nearly
so numerous as they doubtless were
originally.
However, skulls and jaws

lighter orange-buff color,

lows

at

points

traveler.

Some

throughout and, where
demands, frequently comprising
from one to six complete separate
suites.
By arranging beforehand any
civilian

stay

Satisfying I'vself that this area

had little more to offer, I proceeded
northward a hundred miles to the Soan

may

obtain

permission

occupy one of these suites
usually

forms.

the

use

were obtained,

the smaller

for

ings, furnished

representing a large part of the fauna,
chief! 3^ of

convenient

are fine, costly build-

at

a

regulated

one

rupee

small

per

to

for a limited

day

charge,

(about

thirty cents).

Some of the best fossils were found at
Dhok Pathan, including horse and
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The

big mastodon skull starts west at last.

men fourteen days to "worry"

it

—

It
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took four bullocks and twenty-one

to the railway, sixty miles

away

Mastodon skulls, the latter presenting
no inconsiderable difficulties to transport. Camels are wonderful beasts for
carrying loads up to six or eight hundred
pounds, but a fossil elephant or Mastodon skull far exceeds their capacit3\
Due to the rough country two of these
skulls were exceedingly difficult to

lying sandstones, but after

bring out, each requiring four bullocks

experience in the

and twenty-one men to push
it was conveyed after
a road had been made for several miles.
The only oil so far produced in
India, a limited supply, comes from
to pull,

the cart in which

down almost to
the point of contact of these strata
with the underlying marine beds. The
are found occasionally

gradate into overlying Middle
sandstones without sign of
interruption in their deposition. Few
strata

Siwalik

of the species are

common

to the over-

some

little

one can readily
distinguish the two horizons although
there are no lithological characters to
separate them.

The

natives

field

cultivate

patches

all

the Orbitoidese measures underljdng

through the exposures and they rather
resented the activities of a Sahib who

the Lower Siwaliks at Khoar, a few

went out to

miles northward.

Further search at Dhok Pathan
added nothing new to the collection,
which now included most of the known
species, and I proceeded southward to
the Lower Siwalik exposures at Chenji.

These strata are predominantly reddish
and very broken, with fossils
most abundant in two upper zones
stratigraphically several hundred feet
apart.
Vertebrate remains, however.

in color,

find fossils himself; consequently a guard had to be placed over
every large specimen that required

more than a day

to

excavate.

No

matter how rugged or difficult the
place, I would soon see spectators
perched on the high peaks, where they
would remain for hours. In spite of
explanations

the

natives

could

not

understand why bones were collected
for a museum.
When asked one day
what they supposed the Sahib did with

a
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Works Department; bungalow at Chandigarh. In the early days of British adminidepartmental officer required a cumbersome outfit of tents and caravan with two
complete equipments, so that whenever one camp was abandoned, another might be in readiPublic

stration, a

Now

ness for him.

bones,

these

bungalows are built at convenient points

fine

rephed that he
for medicine

they

—

pounded them up

prevalent use of fossils also in parts of

China.

Having completed
program,

I

this part of the

proceeded by

Upper Siwalik exposures
district,

area

near Kalka.

that

fossils

in.the

Ambala

was

in this

It

were

Siwalik fossils

found, and for

many

to the

rail

first

years thereafter

from the three divisions

of the

Siwaliks were grouped under the

same

time period, without recognition of the
significance of evolutionary develop-

ment in various genera.
One may better appreciate what this
means from the fact that taking the
places of

maximum

thickness of each

member, the three subdivisions
20,000 feet of sediments,

—

sti'ata

total

that

are especially difficult to classify and
correlate

on

lithological

without the aid of

fossils.

mously thick mass
however,

represent

characters

This enor-

period that an equal thickness of rock
would denote elsewhere. The deposition of the beds was more rapid than
that traceable in almost any other
part of the world.
true

hundreds

Especially

this

is

Upper SiwaHks, where

the

of

of feet of material are

com-

posed chiefly of bowlders rapidly accu-

mulated during a period of elevation of
The thickness and
the Himalayas.
character of the beds are explained by
the height and broken nature of the
mountains from which thej^ were derived, in conjunction with the excessive

rains

which

fall

during the m.onsoon

periods,

when every water

muddy

torrent.

from

course

is

a

Micaceous material

disintegrated

schistose

rocks

forms a large percentage of the entire
Siwalik

series.

The Upper Siwalik beds usually form
the outer range of the Himalayas as
distinct

low ridges parallel to the main

of strata does not,

range, or at intervals as part of the

same

outer flanks of the range extending from

the

time
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Baluchistan to Assam. They are not,
however, fossiliferous throughout their

One of the historic type localion the railway to Simla, near
Chandigarh, where I made headquarters in a dak bungalow, collecting on
extent.

ties is

either side along the foothills for a

was secured in the
Upper Siwaliks.
The faunas of the different Indian
ton, that of a camel,

horizons are represented in the collection of the Siwalik Hills Indian Expedition of the
or jaws of

American Museum by skulls
most of the known species

and by several new

distance of seventy-five miles.

In the Upper Siwalik fauna elephant
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tion

is

species; the collec-

especially rich in skulls

most numerous, with
those of hippopotamuses a close second,
the occurrence of which gives a clew to

jaws of elephants and horses.

the climatic condition

of

the size of a large rhinoceros.

when the animals were

alive.

remains

are

this

area

and

One of the most striking specimens is
an enormous tortoise with leg bones
It is

In other

incomplete, but the clean bone of the

parts of the world numerous skeletons,

year and a half searching in the Siwalik

parts weighs no less than
hundred pounds.
During the expedition in India two
car loads of fossils were collected and
despatched to the American Museum,
after which another part of my program was undertaken. This vfas to

measures of India, but, though isolated
bones were found in numbers, during
all this time only one incomplete skele-

collect fossils in the Eocene-Pliocene
beds of Burma, an account of which
would require another article.

or at least associated bones of the

same

individual, will be found in parts of a
formation where favorable for their

preservation.

It

was with the hope

of

finding such material that I spent a

existing

eight

Elephant skull found at Siswan in a hard sandstone concretion of the Lpper
Siwalik beds.— Mohammedan masons are helping to remove the matrix

THE TIGER SWALLOWTAIL, ONE OF THE

A

photograph gives but a faint notion

NEW

INSECT GROUPS

of the beautj^ of the exhibit

with

all

of its natural

Usually both sexes of this butterflj^ are largely yellow but frequently, especially in the
South, the female is dark, as in the case of the one flying near the center of this group
color.

—

New

The

Groups

Insect

By
Curator

TO

show

insects in

American Museum

in the

frank

of

E.

LUTZ
Museum

Entomology, American

an appropriate

setting without having the set-

up the

/

background)
year cicada,

is

that of the seventeen-

made under

the direction

two, male and female, in endless array

Mr. Grossbeck, then assistant in our
department of entomology. It shows
that there are two races of this interesting insect, a large one and a small
one; that the immature life is spent

—was made when the inflated sldns

underground;

ting swallow

of

insects,

that was the problem.

An

early departure

Ark"

exhibit

—insects

in

caterpillars

Then

on

glued

artificial

of

sausagelike

their

all

were

unnaturalness
leaves.

from a "Noah's
pinned two by

leaves

that sometimes, espe-

damp

places where leaves

dried

thickly, a clay ''chimney"

were

the

substituted for dried natural ones and

were made so

finally

wax

lifelike

that they seemed to be eating

caterpillars

cially in

the wax leaves upon which they rested.
But a spray of leaves does not picture the whole environment of even a
''Habitat groups"
leaf-eating insect.

exit

is

lie

built over

from the earthy nursery;

that the wonderful change from a wingless digger to

a winged creature of the

free air takes place while the insect

is

clinging to a tree trunk or other vertical

that the female lays her eggs
which she makes in small
punctures
in
branches, although her young must

support

;

were highly desirable.
We undertook years ago to show
the huge nest built by one of our
local species of ants, Formica exsectoides.
We constructed a nest about

drop from there to the ground; that
these punctures so weaken the branches
that they are eventually broken off
by high winds that a fungus destroys

three feet in diameter, and

abdomens;

the fact

:

many

of the adults,

that

eating off their

the largely useless

that these ants live in open woodland

English sparrow also feeds on cicadas;

who knows

surrounding the

and so on.
But even the cicada group is a
diagram rather than a picture instruc-

the visitor

tive but not particularly pleasing to

is

indicated to the visitor

by

plants

the ferns and other char-

acteristic vegetation

nest,

but these

who

does not

tell little to

know

plants.

Further-

more, without a background there

is

nothing to bring out the fact that the

home

of this ant is in the hill country.

Incidentally,

much

labor in carefully

posing a hundred or more ants was

wasted

largely

can

they

because

scarcely be seen.

With

respect

to

the

number

biological points illustrated,

most

successful

groups

of

one

of the

ever

con-

structed (at least of those without a

—

the eye.

It

was not

until

we

hit

upon

view of a
through
a relaobtained
that
group to
of a
the
front
small
opening
in
tively
satisfactorily
to
were
able
we
case that

the idea of confining the

show

insects in appropriate settings
without having the settings swallow
up the insects. We can now present
real pictures of insect Ufe.

However,

these pictures are expensive to

and space

is

limited.

What

make
deter-

mines our choice of subjects when we
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THE JAPANESE BEETLE
This group shows a peach orchard being devastated by thousands of beetles whose ancestors
reached this country not more than ten years ago.

Such an increase in numbers was possible

because of the absence of parasitic insects which prey upon the beetle in Asia

THE MONARCH BUTTERFLY
The monarch
banded
the

is

caterpillar.

autumn go south

known also as the milkweed butterfly because of the food habits of its
The red and black adults fly about apparently unafraid of enemies, and in
for the winter

131
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milHon different kinds of
from which to choose? Let us
glance at those which have already
been put on exhibition.

have

half a

insects

The

life

history

Baltimore

the

of

butterfly (Melitxa phaeton)

was seshown

lected as the first subject to be

by

this

moist

new method. The picture is
meadow in early summer,

landscape so

a
a

represent that

difficult to

was a real test. A very slight
"group hcense" was taken in order to
exhibit all stages from the eggs yellow
it

—

when about

when

freshly laid, red

hatch

—through various

caterpillars

sizes of

to

spiny

and the unprotected pupa

to the dainty adult bearing the colors
of

Lord Baltimore.

But, conspicuous

in the center of the foreground,

is

rather tight mass of dead leaves

still

clinging to a

weed

stalk.

It is the

a

main

point of interest because, in the pre-

ceding autumn, several dozen young
caterpillars, brothers

fastened
silk

and

sisters,

had

those leaves together with

spun from their mouths and had

passed the winter in that thatched hut.

Such a family hibernaculum is unusual.
We talk of "cabbages and kings"

Why

it
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should have been so successful
but certainly its

we do not know;

success would have been even greater

had it not been for parasitic insects
which attack it and keep its abundance
within

at

Cocoons

least

some

of

reasonable
of

limits.

these parasites

shown in our group just as they
were spun after the parasitic larvae
had left the caterpillar which they had
are

The

killed.

various stages in the

life

shown and the
note that some

of the butterfly are also

observant visitor will

have one

of the adults (the females)

more spot on each

front wing than the

other adults (the males)

The

swallowtail

tiger

glaucus)

(Papilio

the most gorgeous of our

is

Northeastern butterflies when it is in
yellow clothes.
This yellow is

its

always worn by the males and, in the
North, usually by the females; but
sometimes in the North and often in
the South the female puts on a dull
dark-brown or blackish dress. Why
this change we do not know; but our
group shows both forms of the adult.
It also shows the curious and rather
luxurious

on

caterpillar

its

favorite

even in entomology. Standing next
to the meadow of the Baltimore is a
neglected cabbage patch in which an
early immigrant from Europe, our
now common cabbage butterfly (Pieris
rapx), has made itself at home and

food plant, wild cherry.

we shall come later to the "monarch."
The European cabbage butterfly was

intruder

brought to America at
about the time of our Civil War and,
though but a medium-sized butterfly
with a naked caterpillar, it started an
invading march that has not only
pushed our native cabbage-eating butterflies almost out of existence
at
least, as far as our garden patches are
concerned but has cost our gardeners
many hundreds of thousands of dollars.

upon which to rest when not feeding.
It does this by spinning a sheet of

accidentally

—

—

"Curious,"

because of the pair of eye-like spots

on

its

that

thorax and the pair of "horns"

may

be thrust out or withdrawn,

apparently depending upon whether
the caterpillar wishes to frighten an
cause of

or
its

not.

"Luxurious,"

habit of making a

be-

hammock

silk so tightly

over the top of a leaf

that the leaf

bowed.

is

Then we have the monarch (Danaus
archippus).

northern

Instead of enduring our
winters,

these

butterflies

gather in great flocks in early

and

leisurely migrate to the

Part of such a

flock,

autumn
South.

ready to begin
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the migration, has been on exhibition
for some time in a large case at the

mountains

West these numbers

of our

are often immense, the insects flying

long distances to congregate on some
hall of insect life.
Next spring a few individuals return 'mountain top. It has been my good
fortune on several occasions to see
to start a new generation. The caterthese beetles coming out of their winpillars, banded with black and green
and having a pair of threadHke append- ter sleep aloft and I wanted others to

entrance to the

ages at each end of the body, feed
upon milkweed and are there rather

conspicuous

pupa

is

apparently un-

Could we show the beetles swarming
over the rocks and still give the im-

The newly formed

pression that these rocks are the top

objects,

afraid of enemies.

indeed a beautiful object and

has been aptly described as "a green
house studded with golden nails."

This "house" darkens as the inmate
takes on the adult coloration of red
and black. Man has come to associate
red with danger.

Whether

or not this

be the reason that man believes red
to be a warning color in nature, the
theory is that the monarch adult is
distasteful to birds

and by

color

its

warns the birds not to try to eat it.
We have another butterfly that is
about the size of the monarch and has
almost identical red and black markings.

It is believed that birds find it

quite edible and the theory

that

is

"mimicking" that
monarch, is for the purpose

of deceiv-

ing the birds into thinking that

At any
life

it is

mimic is
and we hope to

rate, the

an interesting insect
exhibit its

its

the

of

color,

distasteful.

history in a habitat

group before long.
The Baltimore group

of a

peak?

Each

visitor looking at

our group of

lady beetles on a Colorado mountain

can judge of our success and each one
seeing these beetles should

lady

that

remember

exceedingly

are

beetles

mankind and, indeed, to
aU the higher animals. As larvae and
beneficial to

as adults, except for a few renegade

kinds that

we

spend their

shall exhibit later,

they

lives eating the plant lice

or scale insects (as the case

may

be)

that are so destructive of vegetation.

Not all insects are pests. In the
cabbage patch we show a parasitic
insect that is helping to keep the
European cabbage worm in check, and
our country has thousands of kinds of
insects which guard our fields and
forests against

an undue increase

in

the native insects that feed upon our
plants
of

and

This

trees.

nature,"

and

the "balance

is

are largely

insects

balanced by insects.

showed

method

commerce,

his

is

continually upsetting this balance, as

of exhibi-

was the case when a Japanese beetle

tion because of its flatness

danger that the small insects

But man, with

a

meadow

family winter quarters, and its
habitat tested our

a picture of this stirring sight.

get

and the
would be

{Popillia japonica),

as the Japanese

now known

beetle,

came

to us

to the

the abundance of vegetation.

vicinity of Philadelphia, in the earth

Monarch butterflies gather in flocks and

about the roots of some imported
Japanese shrubs. The presence of this

lost in

go south before winter comes.

Adult

lady beetles also gather in numbers

beetle in

huddle together
under bark, or in a rocky crevice, or in
some other protected place. In the

in

for the winter but they

1916.

America was

Now,

enemies that held
original

home,

it

first

lacking
it

discovered
its

insect

in check in its

has

increased

to
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almost unbelievable numbers and is
its range in the United
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exhibit gives at least a faint notion of

working under the direction of Mr.
James Clark, the groups are natural
and beautiful pictures, and the aim of
the department of entomology has
been to make each one show interesting

the menace this beetle represents.

features

These are the insect habitat groups
that have been installed within the

thing that

extending
States.

Our latest habitat group shows

these aliens in a peach orchard and the

two years. Our idea of a relatively
small window restricting the view has
been a success. Thanks to the skill of
Messrs. Burns, Jansen, and others
last

of
is

natural

history,

—some-

either a striking biological

phenomenon or of economic importance
man. In this way the exhibits are
truly both beautiful and instructive,
and our insect exhibition hall is beto

coming a

hall of insect

life.

Reproducing the Rockies in order to show lady beetles emerging from a winter sleep
on a mountain top. At the left Mr. A. A. Jansen is shown painting the background, and
at the right Mr. E. J. Burns is seen working on the rocks that form the mountain top in
the foreground. Note in each case the small sketch model of the proposed exhibit. See
also the illustration of the completed group, page 132
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Old-Time Range

of Virginia Deer,

Moose,

and Elk
By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL

THE

former abundance of North
is hardly

America's big game

Accounts of the
and other
game make little impression on us.
We who have never witnessed anything with which we can compare what
is described, cannot picture the scenes.
reaUzed today.

enormous numbers

contain many interesting references to
former game plenty; but besides these,
buried in old books of travel and discovery, are other accounts, even more
interesting, which to many of us are

Then, too, hidden away in

the memories of a few living men, are
recollections of
their

own

game plenty seen with

eyes,

which have not been

recorded.

Of the big-game hunters and
naturalists of the present

must go

day,

rifle,

of

I think, will feel

an

random notes about
our game animals.

men

feel

keen regret at the passing of the wild
and so admirable
under natural conditions. The disappearance of the wild creatures from
most of the land is a loss a loss in
beauty and a loss to civiUzation,
which they benefited in many ways.
Yet fortunately some of them are
being preserved and will no doubt
endure for generations; and in the
national parks and forest reserves of
the United States and Canada, the
children and grandchildren of those

things, so beautiful

—

many
it is

still

persists in

thickly settled regions.

Where

provided with proper range and

protection,

does well and increases.

it

Occasionally

it is

even propagated in

semi-domestication for food.

Formerly abundant from the Atlantic Coast to the Rocky Mountains,
Mexico, and Cahfornia, its range on the
Atlantic seaboard has of late years extended far to .the north and east. It
was long supposed that it had not in-

Nova

Scotia until introduced

who

or their observation of big

Naturalists and outdoor

familiar Virginia deer

there about 1888.

interest in these

some

WHITE-TAILED DEER
Notwithstanding the pursuit to
which it has always been subjected, the

habited

far in order to put in practice

game, not a few,

them may continue
many of our most

splendid forms of wild game.

field

their skill in hunting or in the use of

the

to hunt

of buffalo

Scattered writings of recent years

unknown.

who used

to see examples of

Recently, however,

some remains of this animal were found
in two widely separated prehistoric
shell heaps, and the bones were identified by anatomists of the Geological
Survey

of

tion, it is

Canada, which
understood, was

firmed by Dr. Gerritt

identifica-

later con-

S. Miller, Jr., of

the United States National Museum.
A point of interest in connection
with this species is that it was perhaps

our big-game animals in
which
serious efforts at probehalf of
Nearly sixty
attempted.
tection were
Clinton
L. Merriam,
the
Hon.
years ago
of Locust Grove, Lewis County, New
York, became greatly interested in the
deer of the Adirondack region, which
were being destroyed in great numbers.
At the time wolves and panthers still
existed in the Adirondacks and killed
the

first

of

—
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deer, but the chief slaughter was
wrought by the residents. During the
deep snows of winter, when the deer
found it hard to get about, these

many

residents chased

following

the

on

dogs

defenseless

the

killed

them with dogs and,
snowshoes,

animals with

Driving deer into the water

clubs.

with dogs in

summer and

kilKng

them

—

while swimming, was then and for
many years afterward a recognized

—

method

of hunting.
In his efforts to lessen the destruc-

tion of these animals,

Mr. Merriam

appealed to the New York Association for the Protection of Game, and
in a letter written in

Royal

Phelps,

its

March, 1869, to
Mr.
president,

Merriam urged the introduction of a
number of amendments to a game bill
then before the New York Legislature.
Among other things, these amendments
provided for a bounty on wolves, the
closing of still hunting December 25,
prohibition of trapping deer, and the
imposition of a heavy fine for each
offense when a railroad received as
freight venison killed in New York
January 15.
While at the time Mr. Merriam's

after

efforts did

not accomplish great things

way

in the

of further protection of

by law, they did much to educate
of the Adirondacks and the
people
the
general public. He vigorously agitated
deer

question

the

of

the

the local deer, and,
first

protection

I think,

of

was the

man who took active steps

to save

In one form
Adirondack deer.
recommendahis
of
most
another,
or
tions were later incorporated in the

the

laws of

New York.

In that year (1869) Mr. Merriam
estimated that the deer in the Adiron-

dacks numbered 5000 and he feared
their early extermination there.
it

is

believed

Today

that there are 50,000
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deer in the region, and that during the

hunting season of 1918, deer to the
number of 15,000 were killed.

MOOSE

The range of the moose extends, with
some interruptions, from the Atlantic
to the Pacific but the animal

represented in Canada.

is

It was,

chiefly

and

is,

abundant in Nova Scotia,
more
and Maine, in the
Brunswick,
New
District of Gaspe, and on the north
side of the St. Lawrence River, abundantly as far east as the Saguenay and,
or less

formerly, east of that, almost or quite

Godbout River, according to the
It was fornumbers
in New
in
great
found
merly
Hampshire and Vermont, and the Reverend Nathan Perkins, who in 1789
made a trip to the new settlements in
that state, wrote " Moose plentiful on ye
to the

relation of Father Albanel.

mountains over against Jericho, Essex,
and Colchester people hunt them
eat them in heu of beef and get their
Bears and wolves plenty."
tallow.
found occasionally in the
were
They

—

—

Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts.

In

the Adirondack region they were well
represented, the last one apparently
having been killed there in 1861.^ They

occurred in the northern peninsula of
Michigan and in Wisconsin, are still

found in Minnesota, and again in the
Rocky Mountains from northern
Wyoming one was killed near the
North Platte River northward in
suitable situations, and become very

—

—

abundant and very large in Alaska.^
The Yellowstone Park has long been

known

as

one of the southernmost
Rocky Mountains where

points in the

moose were abundant, and only a
lEfforts to reintroduce the moose in the Adirondacks
have not been successful nor did the anirnals do well
Those
in the Corbin Preserve in New Hampshire.
placed there have disappeared.
-There is a moose head from Alaska in the Field
Mu.seum of Natural History at Chicago, the antlers of
which measure more than six and one-half feet in

spread.

:
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dozen

years

ago

Hon.

the

George

we may

expect to see the moose an

Shiras 3d discovered that they were

inhabitant

extraordinarily plentiful in the valley

North America

the northern

of

where it
mountains and enters

of the Yellowstone River, just

comes out

of the

Yellowstone Lake.
Their extraordinary number in primitive times is indicated

Nicolas Perrot,

who

by the report

of

says that in the

winter of 1670-71 the Saulteur Indians
"secured more than two thousand four

hundred moose in an island called Isle
des Outaouas/'^ which extraordinary
catch of

game

w^as

made only mth

Such snares were nooses

of

rawhide set in openings in a sort

of

snares.

fence

made

of trees

and poles loosely

planted in the ground; the animal,
running its head into the noose, puUed

up the post to which the hne was tied
and dragged it along, until finally the
post struck some resistant growth, the
hne was held fast, and the moose
was choked to death. In other places,
and at other times, the Indians killed
moose with guns or arrows, but in
winter, when the snows were deep,
they pursued them on snowshoes and
This
dispatched them with lances.
method, according to the Jesuit Relations, was practiced everywhere in the
country of the moose.

Moose adapt themselves
changed conditions and
in parts of eastern

sparsely populated.

readily to

still

flourish

Canada which

are

In recent years

they have greatly extended their range
in the Northwest Territories and
Alaska, and are

now common

in the

Mackenzie River. They
or no attention to the signs

delta of the

pay

httle

overhunted
and driven away by lumbering operations, tend to hold their own in point of
The settlement of many
numbers.
portions of Canada wiU be gradual and
of civihzation and, unless

iManitoulin Island.

for

many

part

of

years.

ELK
of

The elk had the widest distribution
any of our large hoofed game ani-

mals. In one form or another it was
found from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
and from latitude 59° in western
Canada south into Arizona and New
Mexico.
From the St. Lawrence
River and Quebec on the northeast it
extended south at least as far as North
Carolina and Georgia, and from there
westward it was very abundant.

The

Jesuit Relations, speaking of the

country along the

St.

Lawrence River,

contain frequent references to "wild

cows," "a kind of cow that appears to
have some affinity with ours," and so
Elk are commonly spoken of;
on.
but this is the French elafi, which is,
of course, the elk of Europe and the
animal which we Americans call by its
Indian name, moose.

A

passage in the Jesuit Relations for

1646,

by

Fr.

Hierosme Lalemant de-

scribes in the following language four

species of deer found in the valley of

the St. Lawrence between Quebec and

Montreal
There

is

found here a species of deer,

ent from the

French

common

differ-

ones of France.

them "wild cows," but they

call

Our
are

have no
likeness to the horns of our oxen, and their
bodies are very dissimilar, and of much
greater height. These animals go in troops;
but, to assist one another, during the winter,
they follow one after another, the first ones
their branching horns

really deer;

breaking the way for those that come after;
and, when the one which breaks and opens up
the snow

is tired,

it

places itself last in the

The deer in France do the same
a river, when they happen to be

beaten path.
in crossing

According to report, these animals
hardly stop in one place, continually travelling
in a herd.

The Elks do the
though they walk together, thej^

within these great forests.
contrary-;

•
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observe no order, browsing here and there,
without straying far from the same shelter.
This is what prompted, some days ago, a
Savags who wished to become sedentary, to
say tiat the Elks were French, and that
other sort of roving deer, Algonquins; be-

the natives drove cerfs (La Haye, 1703)

cause the latter go to seek their liviag hither
and thither within these great forests, and the

Champlain.

French are stationary, tilling the earth at the
place where they make their abode. Besides
these deer, there are two other species^one of
which is similar, or which has much likeness,
to our deer of France; the other of which is
believed to be the Onager or wild as of the
Scriptures.

The
with

description of the "wild
their

much

height

branching

cows"

horns,

their

greater than a domestic

cow, and their method of breaking a

way through

the snow can only,

it

The elks
The species

seems, apply to the wapiti.

spoken of are our moose.
of deer "which has much Hkeness to
our deer of France" may very well be
the Virginia deer, while the "Onager
or wild ass of the Scriptures"

is

name was appHed

This

caribou.

the
to

by Sagard, History of
Canada, 1636, p. 750, and by La

that

species

Hontan.
Relatw7is

it

read in the Jesuit

seems,

the

that

then,

wapiti must have been abundant in

Lawdown below Montreal.

the open country along the St.

Hind
a

River

in his Labrador Peninsula quotes

statement

that

the

elk

persisted

on the Saguenay

when the

last survivors

(wapiti)

until 1823,

were

killed

by

the Montagnais Indians.

The

wapiti was not in old times an

inhabitant of the dense woods, and

may

and gives an engraving which shows the
animals being forced into an enclosure.
This occurred somewhere near Lake

Major WilHam Austin Wads worth
had for many years at his home in
Geneseo, New York, two pairs of elk
antlers which,

it is

believed, were taken

somewhere in the

Mohawk

Valley,

perhaps near the junction of the Mohawk River with the Hudson. These

Major Wadsworth told me,
came from Col. Walter S. Church, a
good part of whose hfe was spent near
Albany and west of that city, and Major
Wadsworth beheved that they were
taken somewhere in that general
region.
Colonel Church presented
the antlers to a relative of Major
Wadsworth, when the latter was a
youngster, perhaps between 1850 and
1860. Colonel Church was born probably between 1810 and 1820.
Dr. C. H. Merriam in his Mammals
antlers,

of the Adirondacks presents traditions
of the occurrence of elk in that region

From what we

rence

or harts (London, 1735) into a pound,

never have been abundant in the

New England hills,
was no doubt found in open
At certain points in New
did occur, and in abundance.

and mentions the discovery
there.

He

is

of antlers

incUned to doubt the
De Kay of elk hav-

accounts given by

ing been killed there between 1830 and
1840, for he could find no

hunters, however aged,

Adirondack

who knew

of

such happenings.

Many

years ago I was told of the

finding of a pair of elk antlers which

had been recovered from the bottom
of a small pond in central Vermont.
A note of the discovery was pubHshed
in Forest and Stream, March 11, 1899,

heavily forested

Vol. LII, p. 185.

though

According to McAtee, elk were
found in historic times in or near what
is now the District of Columbia. About

valleys.

it

York it
La Hontan

in

a letter dated

1687, describes the process

May,

by which

the year 1775 Bartram speaks of

them

as being at the heads of certain rivers
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of

North Carolina and Georgia.

after the Civil

War

Pennsylvania, and

it

Until

they persisted in
is

beheved that

the last one was killed in that state in
1867.

As the country became

thickly popuand communities pressed farther

lated

and farther westward, the

elk, of course,

retreated before them.

Nevertheless,

Michigan there were elk certainly as
and probably well into
the decade between 1880 and 1890.
In 1870 there were elk in Iowa, where
I saw them, and in northern Minnesota
they lasted almost to the beginning of
this century. When the Union Pacific
Railroad was built through Nebraska,
elk were abundant on the plains, and
in 1868 they were killed within sixtyin

late as 1874,

western plains was a resort for

elk,

which lived in part also in the timber
and willows along the river bottoms.
In the Yellowstone Park today elk are
found in the open, which is where they
feed and live; bpt, if frightened, they
run into the timber or the brush, where
their enemies lose sight of them and
they lose sight of their enemies.
Up to about 1890, great herds of elk
collected each winter on the bare
rolling country of the central plateau
east of the Continental Divide and in
the eastern foothills of the Rockies.

This country was high and cold, but
was exposed to the wind and was largely
free

from snow.

down from

The

elk

would come

the high mountains, where

the snow lay deep, seeking the

warmer

five or

seventy miles of the city of
Omaha, while in 1873 they were abun-

broken country, where the soil was
exposed and food accessible.
Prac-

dant on Cedar Creek and on the Loups,
and were found at the head of forks

tically all the elk in the

of the

Loup River

stone Park and in the

as late as 1880.

In these modern days we read of the
elk as found only

among

moun-

the

and the timber, and some young
people may think of it as a mountain

tains

—

animal one that dwells in the forest.
As a matter of fact, the elk of old
times was quite as much an animal of
the open country, the plains, the high
plateaus,

and the naked bald

hills.

plunged into timber or
thickets, but it loved the open.
If

alarmed,

it

Some years ago, when the estabHshment of a game reservation for wild
birds and animals in Nebraska was
being discussed, some naturalists expressed doubt as to whether the elk

could Live on the plains.

words, the fact that the elk

In other
is

naturally

an animal of the open land and not
merely of the densely forested country,
had been entirely overlooked or forgotten by some of the

Yet

in

my

men

of today.

youth the whole

southern and

southeastern portions of the Yellow-

of the

Wind River

Mountains came out to this open
country to winter, and for a few years
after the white settlers began to arrive,
they were

little

disturbed.

For the elk of the farther western
plains and the foothills of the Rocky
Mountains, the high, open valleys and
meadows, and the high, bald hills of
the Continental Divide were a great
summer range. Thither they went in
spring from their wintering grounds
below, the bulls in bands seeking the
highest points, to get away from the
flies and mosquitoes while their horns
were growing; the cows, in groups, also
went to the high country, but not so
high as the bulls, had their calves there,
and then again collected in loose
herds, which kept together until early
autumn.
The region which is now the Yellowstone National Park has long been
under observation, and the migratory

OLD-TIME RANGE OF VIRGINIA DEER, MOOSE, AND ELK
movements

of the elk in that section

have for many years been well understood by some naturalists. Early in September, depending somewhat on the
first advent of cold and snow in the high
regions, the elk began a movement from

summer

to winter range,

migration, in which

all

—a

general

moved down

from the high mountains. Very rarely
a few animals delayed their departure
too long and were snowed in and forced
to winter on the heights and often to
starve. I recall many years ago learning of a few bulls that were so caught
in the Hayden Valley and stayed there
all the winter, some or all of them
dying of starvation.
The elk from the Continental Divide
in the Yellowstone

Park country had

regular migration routes which followed

down

the different rivers and came out

on the lower country of the plains
open wind-swept spaces of
the high central plateau. The elk on
the east and north sides of the present
Yellowstone Park moved east down
either

or on the

River as well as
Clark's Fork, both branches of the
Stinking Water, now called Shoshone

the

Yellowstone

River, and

Wind

rivers.

down the Grey
Some of these

Bull and
elk,

when

they reached the plains, went as far east
as the Bighorn Mountains, and wintered in their foothills.

West

of the Continental

Divide a
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the wide flats and bad-land countr}^
of the

Red

of that.

and

and south

east

plateau country, which extends

this

for

Desert,

In various sheltered spots in

many

wintered

miles east
great

in

and west, elk

numbers.

They

were found by thousands in many
places of limited area where food was
abundant or near which it was accessible in favorable weather.

Many

years ago, while travehng in

September through the country south
of the Yellowstone Park, I saw the beginnings of the individual migration

southward
hills

of the elk.

From

all

the

along the valleys through which

we rode were

trails in

the snow show-

ing where single elk had passed during

the

night,

all

the

trails

converging

toward what represented the easiest
way through the country, and at last

making a well-beaten road.
The number of these individual
trails, plainly visible everywhere and
through the glasses often traceable for a
long distance up the mountain-sides,

was very great, and all the trails
headed in one direction, southward
for the lower country where food was
plentiful, the snow less deep, and
where for unnumbered generations the

—

elk of this part of the
tains

Rocky Moun-

had spent the winter.

In early days I used to be much at
ranch near a part of this winter-

my

down the Madi-

ing ground, and not infrequently rode

son River toward the Three Forks of

through Bates' Hole, where there were
thousands of these elk. There they
remained until the approach of spring,
when the snow had melted, the worst

part of the elk followed

the Missouri and wintered in that lower

Those to the south of the
the Heart Lake,
Lewis Lake, and Shoshone Lake country migrated southward along Snake
country.

Continental Divide

—

—

River, part of their

number passing

over the Divide between Snake River

and Green River at various low
following

points,

down tributaries of the Green

River, and thence working eastward to

had passed, and the early spring
had begun. By this time the bulls
had shed their horns, and in May they
began to drift back toward the higher
country and were often seen. The bulls
moved by twos and threes, and the
movement was slow; they followed up
cold

rains
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the snow as

melted, feeding on the

it

new growth

old grass, for as yet the

had not begun.
cattlemen had

movement

from the
Manj^
country'' of the lower plains.
of the ranges there had been stripped
of much of their herbage and the
cattle no longer did as well as formerly
and were moved either north to Montana or into the higher country to the
west, which up to that time had been
more or less free from cattle. Before
this a few sheep also had been brought
into this upper country and, mth the
gradual influx of cattle and sheep and
people, there came to be some interstarted

ference with the winter range of the

Soon

from
and from
Colorado learned of some of these
wintering grounds and began to come
up in the late autumn to kill elk and
load up their wagons with meat for the

elk.

few prospectors looking for

a

gold on the tributaries of the Snake
River, but the stories thej^ took back

Before 1890, however, a
of

only

after this, too, people

brought into the country a few

some

of

whom

cut

hay there

settlers,

for their

So long as these settlers were
they obtained what meat
they needed from the passing elk herds
and did not interfere with the migration, but after some j^ears the settlers
had so increased that the}- put up
fences which barred the ancestral
migratory road of the elk to the
south. Then began the starvation of
elk about which of late j^ears we have
heard so much. It is obvious that the
destruction caused by this starvation
has far exceeded the kilHng by all
cattle.

but

few,

classes of hunters.

their meat.

While the elk spend their smumers
an absolutely protected area, they
must leave it when the heavj'' snows
come. The park is a rectangle straddling the continental divide, and surrounded by fenced ranches, beyond
which the elk cannot pass. They are
shut up in a territory where there is
not enough food for them, and so in
winters of heavy snowfall they must
starve.
I beheve that the number of
calves born each year after the animals have gone back to their summer
range exceeds the winter's loss, and

Meantime, the Yellowstone Park
country had been surrounded on the

ing,

east

the

of

winter.

mountains

This movement spread very

and in a short time so many
meat hunters came to the particular
rapidly,

country just spoken of that

all

the elk

that wintered there were kiUed

off,

and the next year there were none at
all
to the great disappointment and
surprise of the hunters who came up for

—

north,

and

by

in

that the elk herds are slowly increas-

but in the area they occupy their
not increasing but

ranches.

food

Settlement on the south side came

less.

somewhat

therefore, entirely uncertain.

west,

later.

east

At

first

there were

is

The

future

of

is

these

growing
elk

is,

Cats as Fishermen
By

E.

W.

GUDGER

Associate in Ichthyology, American

published
months ago
SOME
on
Natural History an
in

I

article

"Dogs

and

as Fishermen,"

time the editor asked

me

if

I

at the

could not

prepare a similar article on "Cats as
Fishermen". As it happened, I had a
considerable amount of data on hand.

To

this other accounts have

and the present

My readers,

been added

article is the result.

who have watched

puss

after a rain daintily picking her

way

down

may

the sidewalk or across the street,

be pardoned some feeling of sur-

prise

on reading the heading of

And

this

Museum

an animal which normally shows a
most marked antipathy to getting wet,
would seem to be a reversion to primitive habits.
That a similar habit
existed in an earlier period of the
world's history we have reliable information. On the Egyptian monuments
and tombs are found representations of
cats accompanying their masters on
fowling expeditions and engaged in
retrieving birds from the water. Such
an activity today would be thought
of

wonderful since the feline race
later times

in these

seems almost entirely to

not a truism

have

lost this ancestral faculty.

that cats and goldfish do not flourish

ever,

we

together even in the "best regulated

wild and tame retrieving

Unless it be catnip,
households?"
there is nothing on the earth or in the

in

article.

yet

is

it

waters under the earth for which cats
have such a violent fondness as for fish.
Undoubtedly some of the readers of
Natural History have had that
calamity happen which almost inevitably comes to pass when puss, left
alone in a room with a bowl of goldfish,
gently inserts a hooked paw and deftly
abstracts one of the finny inhabitants.
However, retribution sure if not swift
sometimes overtakes the purloiner,
and" the poet

Gray has celebrated

verse the demise of such a cat.

among

How-

cats both

still

prevails

some cases and in certain countries.
Indeed tame cats frequently bring back

to their masters the rats, rabbits, birds,

and even snakes which they
have caught.
Charles St. John in his
delightful Sketches of the Wild Sports
and Natural History of the Highlands
(London, 1878, p. 47), tells of three cats,
known to him, that hunted for game
which they always brought home. But

lizards,

.

let

us proceed at once to the more in-

teresting accounts of fishing

by

cats.

I.

FISHING BY WILD CATS

in

In

shall see that

The

wild Felida certainly find their

trying to remove the goldfish, puss over-

sustenance in part in crayfish, crabs,

reached

and

herself,

fell

into

the

glass

vase and, unable to get any foothold

on

its smooth high sides, was drowned.
Gray notes that she rose eight times
and succumbed to the ninth sinking

—her

ninth

life

presumably

being

extinguished under water.

An

incUnation for fishing on the part

—

fishes, denizens of the waters
not
merely feeding on those cast up on the
shore, but fishing for those actively
swimming. This is probably an ancestral habit, as noted above, for, as
will be shown later, it is practised
today by certain wild cats (using the
term in a wide generic sense) and is a
143
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CATS AS FISHERMEN

We

habit reverted to, under suitable conditions

mon

and provocation, by our com-

house
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are fortunate in having next an

from

account

eye-witness

(1830), a Swiss naturalist

cats.

Rengger

who

spent

He states that

eight years in Paraguay.

SOUTH AMERICAN WILD CATS
Regarding the manner in which the Jaguar

on
fish, as specific instances quoted below
Indeed, William Swainson
will show.
(1838) says that the (South) American
tiger cats are more aquatic than those
of any other continent and that they
Practically

live largely

these

all

cats feed

"upon the boundless profuswarm in its numer-

sion of fish which

ous and majestic rivers."

In particular
he names the jaguar as an expert
fisherman.

Azara in the Spanish edition of his
book on the Paraguayan quadrupeds
(1802) alleges that Marcgrave and Piso
say that the South American jaguar
prefers fish to flesh. This, if true, would
be our oldest reference to wild Felida?
fish, but it is certainly erroneous.
have gone minutely through both
the 1648 and the 1658 editions of their
Historia Naturalis Brasilise and cannot

eating
I

find one

word

jaguar.

I find,

as to the food of the

however, that Azara

takes this statement from the volume

on Quadrupeds of Buffon's Histoire
Naturelle, and hence the latter is fundamentally

The

responsible

for

the

error.

oldest record, then, seems to be

that in Azara's book (page 93), where
he says, according to the English version (1838), that:
It is

very generally asserted in these parts,

that the jaguar frequently goes into the water
a little way, and there discharges some saliva,
which attracts the fish, which greedily snap
at it, when the jaguar, who is very fond of
them, by a stroke of his paw, tosses them on
the bank. Various persons have assured me
that they have seen them fishing in this way
and have collected the fish which they have
thrown out; for they do not devour them
immediately, but wait until they have caught
sufficient for a meal.

provides himself with

fish,

many

tales are

For example, it is said
able to charm the fish by the froth

told in Paraguay.

that he

is

by beating with

of his saliva or

the surface of the water.

his tail

upon

A

very intelUgent
indebted for many

huntsman, to whom I am
noteworthy observations and much good
advice in my travels, gave me a better account,
and my own observation proved to me later
the veracity of his assertion. On the approach
of a storm one sultry summer evening, as I
was returning home in my boat, my companion, an Indian, noticed a Jaguar on the
edge of the stream. We drew nearer and hid
ourselves under the overhanging willow trees
in

He was

order to observe his actions.

crouched on a projection of the shore,
where the water was running rather more
swiftly, the usual habitat of a preying fish,
known in the country as Dorado. Unswervingly he directed his glance at the water,
swaying forward from time to time as if he
wished to gaze into the depths. After about
a quarter of an hour I saw him make a sudden
sitting

blow with

paw and throw a large fish on
Thus he fishes in the same way

his

to the land.

as our domestic cat.

The next
proclivities

reference to the fishing
of

Cordiere (1832),

the jaguar

who

tells

is

in

La

us that the

jaguars of Brazil and Guiana visit the
seashore at night and from overhanging

rocks reach

down thorny paws and hurl

out on land the

fish

and

crabs,

which

they then eat at then' leisure.
Roulin (1865) records an experience
of a native boatman of his in 1824 on

A jaguar and her
had been seen at a small rapid,
where the mother caught fishes ascendthe upper Orinoco.
kittens

ing

it.

She distributed the

the hunger of

all

was

fishes until

satisfied

and then

allowed the kittens to try their
also at the fishing.

skill

This they did in

most charming imitation

of her.

:
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The Decisive Moment.

—The

ocelot,

on the verge

from a picture by

J.

interesting

the incident related

is

that accurate observer, Herbert

Smith (1879),

in

by

M.

whose narrative we
tail.
Smith

again note the use of the

us

The spotted Jaguar belongs
rivers of Brazil] of right; he

is

here [on the

a fisherman as

well as a hunter, and, though he often wanders

on the highland, you never find him far from
water.
The Indians have a curious story
about his fishing. The Jaguar, they say,
comes at night and crouches on a log or
branch over the water; he raps the surface
[of the water] with his tail, gently, and the
fish, come to
when he knocks them out with his
do not take it upon myself to say

tamhakis, or other fruit-eating

the sound,

paw.

I

that this story

from

Uke a trigger about to be
Reproduced

W. Audubon

Other and similar reports have
emanated from travelers in South
America, who, however, have gotten
their accounts from the Indians. Very

tells

of action,

awaits the approach to the surface of the unsuspecting catfish.

snapped,

all sides,

is true, but I have heard it
and from persons who aver

that they have seen the fishing.

R. Stewart Clough, writing of the

Amazon region,
comment regarding

habits of animals in the

makes a

similar

the jaguar, which, he says, ''may often

be seen engaged in piscatorial exercise,
as he draws his tail backwards and
forwards in the water until approached
by his finny prey, when with lightning
speed his sharp-clawed paw grasps the
prize."

Caspar Whitney
had wide experience

(1912),

who has

in travel in

South

America, speaks several times in his
book, The Flowing Road, of the jaguar's
''scooping" fish out of the water with a
swift forepaw,

and says more

in detail:

In the Rio de la Plata, just off Buenos Aires,
is an island where at one time several jaguars
lived and thrived practically off the fish they
caught. There was no other life on the island
and never any evidence of the beasts visiting
the mainland, which, so far as distance is
concerned, was entirely possible, because the

CATS AS FISHERMEN
swimmer, and minds no
South America, not the widest, if he

tiger is a strong, bold

river of

wishes to reach the opposite bank. He
patient, unerring fisherman, watching

is

a

for

long periods from some vantage point, which
may be either a fallen tree trunk extending
into the stream, or at the bank's edge, until a

147

Canada lynx and had seen
brooks

in

fishes

in

catch

it

similar

fashion.

Elhott (1883) in his great monograph
says that the bay lynx is not afraid of

water but seeks the streams in quest
of fish

draws within reach, when with a
lightning blow he hurls the fish out on to the

and

frogs.

victim

EUROPEAN AND INDIAN WILD CATS

bank.

The preceding accounts
NORTH AMERICAN WILD CATS
First of all

(1851)

in

Audubon and Bachman

their

delightful

work on

allege

all

that these great cats simply ''scoop
out" their prey with a rapid flashing

paw, but

J.

Bowden

(1869)

Norwegian wild

asserts

dive

North American quadrupeds figure an
ocelot crouching on a tree trunk extending over a pool, and eagerly watch-

that the

ing a catfish in the clear water below.

presumably for them also. At any
rate, they are said to ''go in all over."
In another part of the world, however, there is a wild cat whose menu is
made up to so large an extent of fish
that he is called "the fishing cat."

The

cat

evidently waiting for the

is

catfish to

come further out where he

can reach

it.

Unfortunately there

is

nothing in their text to explain the incident depicted in their figure, which
is

in

readily into the water
rats,

reproduced herewith.

This

Adams

The

New

that

(1870) reports that settlers

Brunswick, Canada, told him

many

persons had watched the

Although
fish,

in pursuit of

and, since fishes are better food,

is

the Felis viverrina of India.

that I have
Mivart
(1881),
been able to trace is in
who quotes it from Buchanan, prefirst

account of

it

this cat (Felis viverrina) eats, it is said, other things besides

nevertheless fish form so large a part of

name

cats

"fishing cat."

its diet

Reproduced from The Cat by

that

St.

it

well merits the

George Mivart
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sumably Francis Buchanan, afterwards Buchanan-Hamilton, author of
Fishes of the Ganges. I have made a
careful search through all the works of
this writer, but have nowhere found
any reference to the "fishing cat,"
whose portrait is herewith reproduced
from Mivart. Statements similar to
those of Mivart are made by all the
other writers on the mammals of India;
each repeats the other but not one gives
his source. Probably all the statements
are ultimately taken from BuchananHamilton's manuscript notes.
It is presumably Felis viverrina,
whose habitat extends into the Malay
Peninsula, to which White (1912) refers
in these words:
cat

is

Furthermore, Simson (1886) in his
charming account of hunting in eastern
Bengal, tells us that the tigers on the
islands in the lower Ganges and Brahmaputra, during times of inundation,

when other food
turtles,

lizards

young

—in

fact,

is

scarce, eat fish,

crocodiles,

and large

anything on which

they can get their paws. And it seems
not improbable that they catch these
fish,

since they are not infrequently

through the flooding of the
Corroboratory is the earlier record by Walter

forced,

land, to take refuge in trees.

Elliott (1839), who was told by the
Bheels of Kandaish that during the

monsoons, when the country

and food

is

is

flooded

scarce, tigers eagerly eat

II.

FISHING EXPLOITS OF THE
HOUSE CAT

There is now to be presented a large
mass of evidence relating to the fishing

cat,

but really "goes a-fishing." These
accounts readily fall into five groups:
first, where Tabby or Tom merely accompanies the fisherman, hoping to share
in the catch; secondly, where puss
seeks a stream or pond by herself and
fish

by the scooping-out pro-

catches fishes

where the cat goes

thirdly,

cess;

"all over" to catch the prey that
full retreat; fourthly,

the

home

fish

in

is

in

where she brings

as the evidence of her

and

prowess;

lastly,

where she trains

other cats in fishing.

However, before beginning our cateaccount

manner

forth a

there

is

of fishing in

to be

set

which the

cat does not even get its feet wet.

Flying

fish,

disturbed

by the motion

of

a vessel, will spring out of the water
and, attracted

by the lights on the
come aboard if

vessel, will frequently

her bulwarks are not too high.

In
Ross (1868) says that
an officer on an AustraHan packet told
him of a ship's cat that would watch
for hours on a windy night, awaiting
the flying fish that would thus come
this connection

aboard.

Dr. Gordon Stables (1874), the wellauthority on domestic animals,

known

more detailed account and goes
Ross one better by alleging that the
gives a

cat

himself

light

—from

the

supplies
his eyes

!

attracting

His lively

recital

reads thus:

On dark
cat]

nights in the tropical seas, he [the
used to perch himself on the bulwarks aft,

and bend

his glittering eyes

downwards

into

He

never sat long thus without a
flying fish, sometimes two, jumping past him
or over him, and ahghting on deck. Then Tom
would descend and have a dehghtful supper,

the sea.

frogs.

common house

''grabbling" for gold-

fine herself to

gorical

found here. We kept
one for a time and studied its methods of
plunging into the large tray of water and securing the live fish at a single pounce, with
both forepaws, putting its head under the
water and bringing it out in its mouth.

The fisherman

proclivities of our

Felis domestica, for puss does not con-

and

if

seat

and continue the

not fully satisfied [would] resume his
sport.

Tom must have

gained his knowledge from experience,

al-

:

CATS AS FISHERMEN
though the success

of his

method

It is well

easily explained.

of fishing is

known

that these

which is therethem. The
cat required no other light save the glimmering
of his two eyes, which in the dark shone like
fish

always

fore used

fly

towards a

by the

light,

sailors to catch

a couple of Koh-i-noors.

CATS THAT ACCOMPANY FISHERMEN

Under the

first

wherein

category,

the cat merely goes along hoping to

share the spoils, I

am

able to present a

personal experience, for which I

am

indebted to Mrs. Paul Bucher, of the
information division of the
Public Library.

New York

Mrs. Bucher says:

149

proud as Punch, to the distant streamlet.
Anxiously she would watch the skimming fly,
squaring her lips and emitting httle excited
screams of delight, whenever a fish rose to
nibble.
Then, when a trout was landed,
pussy at once threw herself upon it and
despatched it.
as

A writer in The Angler's Note Book
under the nom de plume of "March
Brown" (1880) tells of an old fisherman on the Tweed known personally
who had a cat that always
accompanied him when he went flyfishing.
This cat was evidently a
good sportsman, for:
to him,

When ... a fish was hooked
her
eagerness could not be controlled, and so
soon as the captive was in shoal water in
.

In the years shortly after 1890, I and- various members of my family used to go fishing
in Kensico Reservoir. On one occasion, as we
stopped at the keeper's house to engage a
rowboat we were observed by the tigermarked cat belonging to the keeper. Evidently the presence of fishing poles and bait

cans aroused high hopes of fresh

fish, for

the

cat scampered after us to the shore of the

and jumped into our boat before
we were seated. We were out on the water in
reservoir

the boat for several hours, with a fair catch of

During
home and

small fish such as perch and sunfish.

time the cat seemed perfectly at
very much interested in any movement of the
fishing lines. When the fish were lifted from
the water, she would hang over the gunwale
with outstretched paw, in what frequently

this

.

.

sprang puss up to her shoulders, and fixing
her claws firmly in the fish brought it to
bank, when with a caress from Donald she

again took her place behind him
trout

was on the

line

till

another

and the sport repeated.

In this connection the readers of

Natural History
accounts in

as Fishermen," of canines
a-fishing with their

similar fashion

hooked

recall

will

the

my previous article," Dogs
which went
and in

masters

would help bring the

fishes to land.

CATS THAT FISH FOR THEMSELVES

She

Before taking up, under our second

number of the smaller fish as
caught and made short work of devouring
them. We learned later that she had been

category, the quoted accounts of cats

seemed a precarious state

of balance.

received a

accustomed to following fishing parties for

Stables gives the following interesting account of a tabby that ''was a

specimen of the

feline

along the banks of streams,

Smith

of

Her master was a disciple of Walton's.
With eager and joyful looks, pussy used to
watch him taking down the rod and fishingbasket, sit singing beside him while he looked
to his tackle, and rub herself against his leg
while he prepared the invariable sandwich, as
as to say 'Don't forget a morsel for
your puss, she Ukewise is going a-fishing.'
Then she would trot by his side all the way.

a

first-hand

me by Miss Annie

Bronxville,

New

York, of

cats fishing along the seashore.

Miss

Smith writes that

fish

catcher."

much

fish

I fortunately can give

account related to

several years.

curious

which

About 1898
the late

fall for

my

father took his family in

a short

visit to

the seashore at

Asbury Park, New Jersey. One frosty night
in October, he came in and asked us to go
down to the seashore for a most unusual sight,
that all the cats in Asbury Park were gathered
on the seashore a-fishing. When we reached
the shore, we found quite a crowd gathered
watching the cats fishing with very great luck.
It was a bright moonhght night, cold and
very still. The ocean was rather calm and
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each small wave that broke on the shore
whitebrought with it mjTiads of small fish
The
bait'
chased inshore by larger fish.
former were very slender fish, white and

—

'

—

They sparkled and

sUvery.

flashed in the

waves before these broke on the beach, and
afterwards they were easily seen and pounced
upon by the stray cats left homeless and
hungry by the cottagers who had closed their
summer homes and had returned to the city
for the winter. The cats had no hesitation in
wetting their feet, so intent were they on
getting the

fish.

White's Natural History of Selhorne
In Roxburghshire a fine cat
(1851).

When grinding
hved near a mill.
ceased and the water was cut off, the
mill pond began to fill up, and the
stream below, supplied now only by
the leaks in the dam, ran shallow and
left in difl&culties the fishes which had
come up during the flood. ''And so
well acquainted had puss become with
this circumstance, and so fond was she

This drawing, supphed by Mr. E. H. Forbush, shows that the domestic cat does
not confine

its

depredations to the goldfish bowl

For three successive nights the

little fish

of fish, that the

moment

the noise of

appeared, driven inshore by their enemies,
and each night the cats were there, to a Tom
intent on their fishing, and the audience of

the mill-clapper ceased, she used to

Homo was also there taking in this
most unusual and interesting occurrence.

belly in water, continued to catch fish

the genus

We now come to a number of accounts which merely recite the fact
that cats following the course of a
will hook out unwary
and eat them. These, lacking,

fishes

stream
main,

in the

points of particular interest, will

The

first

off to

the dam, and,

an otter."
very similar to

like

Two

up

to her

other accounts,

this, are also given.

The next incident is from Adams
who had it on good authority
that in a household in County Cork,
(1870),

Ireland, there

was a cat that regularly
it was fre-

repaired to a brook, where

quently observed capturing small

be briefly considered.
of these incidents

scamper

is

from

Jardine's footnotes in his' edition of

fish.

In the volume by Stables from which
citation has been

made, that author

CATS AS FISHERMEN
recites a

number

of instances of cats

that fished along the banks of streams

and

The

in shallows.

accounts

of

is

a

cat

best of these

that seriously

diminished the number of salmon in

At the weU-side stood

puss, the favorite of
with arched back and exshe took her prey.
When an

the household;

tended paw
unfortunate minnow approached the surface,
sharp was the dash made by puss, arm and
shoulder were boldly immersed, and straight-

the stream which he patronized.

way

Gibbey was a noted fisherman and a daring
and reckless poacher, so much so that the
gamekeepers threatened to kill him, whenever

fishing

they could catch him. They did not mind,
they said, his taking a good clean sea trout
occasionally; but the beast fished in season
and out of season. In fact, Gibbey found the
spawning time much more convenient than
any other. When the salmon came up the
shallows to spawn in thousands, all waggling
under his very nose, and to be had for the
mere lifting out, he couldn't stand that.
'"Tam tint his reason a' thegither" and played
terrible havoc among the poor fishes. It was
not so much what he ate that the keepers
grudged; but he was in the constant habit of
carrying

away

large fish to hide for future use;

and as he generally forgot where he had put
them, he still went on hiding more.

Accounts are given by Wier (1889)
would take an eel out of a
pail of water, and of others that would
of a cat that

fish

in

(1903)

shallow streams.
of a

tells

cat that

And Lane
made her

by catching

living almost entirely

fish

along the banks of a near-by stream.
It will

that

be recalled in this connection
actions

similar

recorded in

my

by

paper previously

ferred to.

Most

dogs

are
re-

'

•

interesting of all accounts of

kind is one related by ''March
Brown" from a personal experience,
this

already alluded

The

to.

cat of

which

he speaks, for a while threatened to spoil
his

His boatman had

fishing.

col-
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the victim lay gasping on the bank;
in this manner she soon captured

and was then driven away;
from that evening the well was always covered
with a net, which scared puss into enforced
half-a-dozen,

honesty.

Mr. E. H. Forbush quotes
valuable monograph

(1916)

in his

the

ob-

servations of several correspondents in

Massachusetts who saw cats fishing
low in

for trout in streams that are

summer

or for smelts

and

eels in shal-

low tide pools along the seashore. He
gives also a figure, reproduced herein,
showing a cat "flipping" out a fish with
a paw the claws of which are unsheathed for action.
I now have the pleasure of giving
an unpublished observation which has

come

to

me

first-hand

from

the

observer himself, Mr. Herbert Lang,
associate curator of African
in the

American Museum.

dents related occurred

at

mammals
The

inci-

Ohringen,

Wtirttemberg, Germany, about 1889.

We boys often used to fish in a small lake
behind our house. One evening a friend of
mine discovered our old gray cat sitting on
one of the many stones which emerged from
the water where it was shallow. Watching
her intently we saw her make a dash, and,
sure enough, she had caught a fish. Later on,
and

two or three
came to fish, but only during the
summer months and just before dusk. At this
hour a great number of fish were playing about
for several years thereafter,

other cats

number of minnows for
bait and had placed them in a ''well,"
or enclosed spring of cold water, two

among the green mosslike algse.
The cats always sat on their hamiches bent
somewhat toward the water, as immovable
as if carved of stone.
But suddenly a paw

Things went along
days but
presently the minnows began to disappear. The well was then watched
one night and the mystery solved:

would shoot out and a fish be caught, to be
taken into the mouth or landed on the stone.
Though the cats sometimes missed their aim,
it
seldom took them more than twenty
minutes to get their fill. Four fishes, each
about two or three inches long, was the maxi-

lected a large

or three feet deep.

uneventfully

for

several

'

'

'

'

the ston'es

:
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mum
and

we ever saw am^ one

tunity
steal

the

offered,

much

same

Heads

catch.

When

were not consumed.

tails

cats

oppor-

would also
These

larger fishes out of pails.

These incidents are all very well
and really do not overstrain one's
credulity, but will the cat, with a dread
of water amounting to a veritable
hydrophobia, leap into the water,
swim, and dive for its prey? Are the
accounts previously given final or do
they lead up to a series of diving
episodes? Let the following accounts
be the answer.
DIVING CATS

by John McDairmid

related

The

be given

incident to

first

is

(1830).

chief occupation of the cat

men-

tioned therein was hunting in winter

and

practice for nine or ten years

—

till

his

As he never ate the rats, it is
evident that his motive was pure sport.
The next account of a cat swimming
and diving for fish is that by John
Dixon (1854), who writes:
death.

A

friend of

members a

mine

.

.

.

tells

me

he well re-

cat at Aberford Mills, that

regular fisher in the

little

was a

rivulet there, (the

Cock). So soon as the wheels were stopped,
and -the mill race once again placed, puss
might often have been seen, generally at
noon, swimming and diving about in pursuit
of her finny prey. It was not exactly "bobbing
for eels,'' but "tickling trout," that was most
to her fancy, and when these grew scarce,
smaller fry in the shape of minnows, were
" better sma' fish

made to suffice;

summer:

fishing in

This was the cat's constant

pond.

they usually attacked in the neck region.

The

In the same note is an account of
another cat (known to Scales), which
used to dive after water rats in a

than nane."

Stables says that he has dozens of

by

accounts of cats diving and fishing,

and when a trout rose at
the shallowest part of the water, she immediately sprung on it.
These exploits

and gives a few striking ones. These
nearly aU relate to millers' cats, which,

Her custom was
the side of a pool

.

.

to dern

[.sic]

herself

.

.

.

.

many

a ducking, but her patience
was equal to this and more, and what with

cost her

exercise

and the frequent use

she acquired

all

of the cold

bath

the hardihood of a ndld cat,

though she retained her
home.

docile habits

The next account

when

at

in this category

from Scales (1831) and is both very
interesting and very much to the
is

point.

Many

a time and oft have I watched puss
watching on the brink [of the fish-pond]
for its finny inhabitants, and on their appearing
at the surface darting on her prey, and in
spite of the wetting and ducking she encountered, bringing them in triumph to the
pond's edge, and regaling [herseK] on the
delicious fare. This sport, I believe, she continued in the enjoyment of till the d&y of her
death.
The pond was
completely a
cockney pond
therefore before puss could
gratify her taste, a plunge was to be taken
which was sufficient to make the stoutest cat's
.

.

he

alleges,

almost invariably take to

One

the water in pursuit of prey.

interesting account reads as follows

know an instance

of a cat bred and reared
was a universal custom with
this pussy to watch by the dam-side, where
she might have been seen at any time either
She used to run
in winter or in summer.
I

at a flour mill.

It

along the edge of the water in

full tilt after

a

stopped; then, seeming to take
aim for a few seconds, she would dive down
like an arrow from a bow, and never failed to
trout until

land the

it

fish.

.

.

.

.

.

.

heart tremble.

.

.

.

Of another cat at a mill in Aberdeenshire he relates that she was
excellent

swimmer and

fisher,

"an

and as

fond of the water as an Irish spaniel."

When

fishing, she did

any one portion
deep or shallow

not confine herself to
and whether

of the stream,
it

was

all

one to pussy.

The

boys, too, of the neighborhood, were not long
in finding out, that,

rivulet they

saw the

by whatever part

of the

miller's cat fishing, there

thev would find trout in greatest abundance.

:
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Stables (1876) also tells of a certain

and always
managed to provide for herself. Another cat; white in color, was one day
seen walking along some distance
away, with what was apparently a
black band or necktie around her
neck.
On closer inspection it was
found that the supposed band was an
eel, the head of which was in her
mouth.
Of yet another feline he
writes, "I have, myself, watched a cat
by the banks of a stream until I have
seen him div^ into the water, and
emerge almost immediately with a
large trout in his mouth."
Lane (in the work previous^ cited)
speaks of an old friend and neighbor
of his, who in his youth lived in Dumcat that

was fond

of eels

Annon

near the

friesshire

River,

in

which he was accustomed to fish and
bathe. He was generally accompanied
by his cat, which was pure white,
except for a black smudge covering the
face,

This marking

head, and ears.

gave the cat a most sinister appearance and led to his being called Beelze-

On

bub.

one

occasion,

when

his

master was bathing, Beelzebub sprang
into the water, swam to him, climbed

on his shoulder, and was thus borne
ashore.

Lane concludes:

Ever afterwards the cat was observed to
the river on his own account, and swim

visit

them into shallow
making a meal of them,

after the small fry, driving

water, catching and

and never seemed troubled with the natural
aversion generally

felt

would plunge boldly

in

by cats to water, but
and swim about like a

dog.

At

this

point

I

again have

pleasure of giving an unpublished

the
first-

hand observation, which was communicated to me by Miss Maurine
Pickett of Little Rock, Arkansas. The
took place in
1921 when she and her family were

incidents

she

relates
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We

living in Bloomingdale, Indiana.
shall let her give the

account in her

own words

My small brother,

Marion, was accustomed
[brook] that ran
through our pasture. One day he put a sixto fish in a little branch

inch catfish and two smaller sunfish in a
puddle about four inches deep, at the outlet

from the dairy.
Some
time later he went back to look for his fishes,
but they were not to be found. Tom, our
cat, was sitting near by, washing his face and
wearing the expression of having just "eaten
the canary." Now Tom was an ordinary large
white cat with green eyes and the usual fondness for mice and milk. But Marion suspected him and took steps immediately to
prove his guilt. Accordingly he ran to the
branch with line and bait. When he caught
another fish, he brought it to the puddle and
of the milk trough

Tom. Tom watched the fish intently
few moments, then he thrust his paw
into the water, caught the fish, and held it,
just as he would a mouse, until he could get
it in his mouth.
He enjoyed this fish very
much and did not seem to mind getting his
called

for a

and paw wet.
Marion was delighted with the experiment.
For several days he spent most of his time
fishing for Tom and watching him catch the
face

fishes out of the puddle.

As Tom's appetite

for fish

was

cultivated,

he learned to associate Marion's trips to the
branch with pole and bait, with the fish in
the puddle.
the branch,

When Marion would

Tom

would

follow.

start to

The

fishing

"hole" was about eight feet across and was
probably eighteen inches deep in the center.
Tom saw that in this hole fish like those he
had taken from the puddle were swimming
about. He watched them for a few minutes,
waiting for one of them to become quiet, then
he dived about two feet out into the water,
caught the fish with his paw, got it into his
mouth, and swam back to the bank, reaching
the same point that he had left. Every hair
was dripping, but Tom didn't care. As soon
as he had disposed of that fish, he caught
another in the same manner.
The next day Tom went with Marion to
the branch again. He caught his fish and
swam hke a veteran. After that it was not
necessary to go fishing with Tom Tom
went by himself. He learned also how to

—

catch frogs along the marshy places at the

:
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Almost every day

edge of the branch.

for

the rest of the summer we would see Tom
coming from the branch with his fur all parted
from being wet. This daily plunge kept his
coat very white and clean. He was known in
We
the neighborhood as the diving cat.
don't know whether he became too popular
or

what happened.

At any

rate, a

few days

Indiana for Arkansas, Tom disappeared and we haven't heard of him since.
before

we

left

CATS THAT BRING BACK FISH TO THEIR MASTERS

In the article "Dogs as Fishermen,"
previously referred to, I have

shown

taught her to venture into
it is well known Puss has a
natural aversion. She is now as fond of the
water as a Newfoundland dog, and takes her
regular peregrinations along the rocks at its
edge, looking out for her game, and ready to
the water-rats

first

the water, to which

dive for

it

at a

Fennell

moment's

notice.

cottager in Wiltshire

had a

bibliography at the close

listed in the

the fish into nets, and that some even

being characteristic of a

Cats
do not seem to enact the former role,
but some, like dogs, have acted as
purveyors for their masters. We shall

cats.

now

consider

briefly

some

of

these

cases.

First of

all,

of a cat that

and other

F. 0. Morris (1860) tells

used to bring

fish

home

eels

caught in a pond near

Charles H. Ross (1868) gives us
two very concise accounts. He says
that a Mr. Moody of Jesmond, near
by.

Newcastle upon Tyne, had in 1829 a
remarkable fishing cat which he had
for a number of years, and
which ''caught fish with great assiduity
and frequently brought them home

owned

alive.

Besides minnows and

occasionally carried

eels,

she

home pilchards, one

about 6 inches long, was once
found in her possession."
Mr. Ross's second account is quoted
from the Plymouth Journal, an English
publication, of June, 1828, in which it
of which,

is

There

is

now

Point, a cat,

of this article,

on Devil's
an expert catcher of

at the Battery,

which

is

the finny tribe, being in the constant habit of
diving into the sea and bringing up the fish
alive in her mouth, and depositing it in the

guard room for the use of the sailors. She is
now seven years old, and has long been a useful caterer. It is supposed that her pursuit of

One

reports this habit as

carried

number
home an eel.

of

In

another case a fisherman lost a fine

salmon through the breaking of his
Next morning the fish with the
hook in its mouth was found on the
doorstep alongside the household cat.

line.

Several of the authors cited (particularly Stables) note that cats that

develop the fishing habit are mainly

These cats, domiciled at
keep down the plague of mice
and rats, catch water rats as well as
house rats and presently develop the
habit of going into the water after
their prey.
In this water they will
millers' cats.

mills to

find fish, their best-loved food.

pose,

Sup-

then, that a cat in trying to

catch a water rat makes a misplay and
catches a fish

— in

this

may

not im-

probably be found the beginning of the
habit of deliberate fishing.
CATS THAT TRAIN OTHER CATS

Furthermore, a cat thus self-trained

may

stated that

a

cat which

would dive and catch trout, and these
the cat would bring to her mistress as
she would captured rats or mice.
Furthermore, Stables, in the two works

that in some parts of the world dogs
act as aids to their masters by driving
bring their catch to their owners.

that

records

(1874)

in turn train another

relates Ross, in

cat.

So

speaking of the cat

previously referred

to.

"
.

.

she also

contrived to teach a neighbor's cat to

and the two were sometimes seen
by the river side for
their prey. At other times they were
fish,

together watching

seen at opposite sides of the river, not

—

CATS AS FISHERMEN
from each other, on the lookout for
game."
Stables makes the general statement

far

that

cats

not

only

learn

to

swim

and dive but teach their young to do so,
and he avers that this interesting
practice has been transmitted in certain families of cats even to the third
and fourth generation. Here it may
be recalled that in

my

previous article

on ''Dogs as Fishermen" it was recounted that a fishing dog was trained
by being taken out with an older and
trained dog, and that another dog

puppy so well that he became a better fisher than his parent.

trained her

Speaking specifically of a miller's
which was an expert fisher,

cat
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Stables gives the following charming

account:
This cat not only fished herself, but taught

The way in which she
so.
was very amusing, and shows

her children to do

managed

this

how extremely

When

sagacious feline nature

is.

came of sufficient age she
them down some fine sunny

the kittens

would entice

day, to a part of the stream, where the water

and shallow. Here the smaller
and minnows would be gambolling;
and, making a spring, pussy would seize one
of these and bring it out alive. After letting
it jump about for some little time, to amuse
the kittens and attract their undivided attention, she would kill and return it to the
stream, jumping after it, and playing with it
was very

clear

trout-fry

in the

water to entice a kitten

fish,

and

rivalled even their

in.

Thus, in

all

swim and

mother

in quick-

course of time, the kittens could
ness and daring.
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Mineralogy, American

free

from

distortion,

Museum

The knowledge how window

the perfectly formed

crystal developed to ideal propor-

tions

of Minerals

frost

produced enables us to understand

is

the meaning

of

the

so-called

den-

and massive bodies which do not possess

dritic structure,

any outward token of crystallization,
we find among minerals a wide range of

of minerals.

assumed by a number
Such minute and inti-

mate

groupings as are to be

molecular

examples
which are known as crystalline aggregates. Many of these mimic the forms
of

of

architecture

animate nature, producing fanciful

crystal

seen in moss agate bear a very close

resemblance to the delicate tracery of
the vegetable world, and at

we

first

glance

are almost forced to the belief that

shapes of great diversity and beauty.
Water, which is so common a sub-

they are in reality fossil plants. However, we have but to compare them with

stance that few of us realize that

it is

the frost designs that the touch of

an

winter leaves upon our windowpane to

really a mineral, furnishes us with

admirable instance of the wealth of ex-

produced by crystalWhere water vapor is cooled

realize their true nature.

Sometimes

quisite patterns
lization.

long - drawn - out

the

prisms of a mineral will group them-

slowly to just the point of freezing, its
molecules are drawn together to form

selves in masses, suggesting a bundle of

familiar to

that distinguish some kinds of archi-

little

flat six-sided crystals

anyone who has looked

closely at

snow-

sticks or the

slender fluted columns

From

tecture.

the latter resemblance

With somewhat more rapid
cooling of the air the minute nucleus of
the snow crystal becomes the center of
intricate branching and starlike forms of
wonderful symmetry. Where water va-

structure

por consolidates on a cold sheet of glass,

This kind of structure

windowpane, the water
grow much more rapidly, and
interlacing patterns of rods- produced
by one tiny crystal forming against

in

flakes.

for instance a

crystals

—

—or branching,

another
result.

fernlike forms

Lastly, where dripping water

by the

is

kind of grouping has been called

this

columnar structure.

Or again the long

thin rods, which are in reality prismatic
crystals, interlace

form a netlike

to

with angular open

may

spaces.

be seen

some varieties of the minerals rutile
and cerussite.
Crystals seem to have a tendency to
attach themselves to a support by one
of

their

extremities

with the result

that their greatest length

A

is

directed

rounded
shapes of icicles, resulting from the
quick solidification of a liquid, give no
outward evidence of the inward order-

matic habit will usually project from
the rock to which it is affixed in much

ing of their molecules, although this

out from the magnet that attracts

arrangement is the same that has
produced the snow crystal and the

and
and

window

found fastened by

consolidated
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frost.

cold, the

outward.

the same

if

way

crystal of slender pris-

that an iron

filing sticks

the crystal happens to be

platelike,

it

will
its

it,

flat

very often be

edge. Needle-like
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crystals

hairlike

or

attached

to

a

more

perfect as the radiating prisms

projecting point will tend to radiate

that form

from this point as a center and will
assume a structure like a tuft of hairs.

An

The
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it

are

more thickly grouped.

excellent instance of the perfect

roundness assumed by these "mineral

tiny six-sided plate (upper row) which, under conditions of slow crystallization,

is

somewhat more rapid cooling of the air becomes the center of intricate,
branching, and starlike forms of wonderful symmetry (lower row)

typical of snow, with a

A

number

of minerals

furnish ex-

balls "

is found in the mineral wavellite,
which takes on forms that remind us of

Perhaps the
most striking illustration is to be found

the familiar fluffy seed balls of the

in the radiating crystal aggregates of

dandelion.

amples of this grouping.

the

mineral natrolite, which from a

Occasionally the radiating

structure has for

its

nucleus a single

center thrust out their glistening white

small fragment of a mineral, such as a

needles sometimes an inch and a half

fragment
and the

or

more

in all directions.

As

it

usually

happens that the length of these needlelike

prisms

is

fairly constant, the outer

surface of the group assumes the shape
of a ball, the outline of

which becomes

of quartz or a

conditions

minute
are

crystal,

such

that

developed in all
directions around this center. In this
way the concretionary balls of the
crystals

are

freely

mineral pyrite are produced in

slate,

NATURAL HISTORY
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Aggregate

of the

called dendritic, is

formed

Crj^stalline

which

is

and when these are cut

—

Mineral Pj^rolusite (Manganese Dioxide). This structure,
in the same waj^ as window frost, which it closely resembles

in

sections

through the centers, they constitute
the beautiful and remarkable objects
that are

known

as pyrite "sunbursts."

The mineral hematite
lizes in flat

often crystal-

hexagonal plates.

Some-

times these

crystals attach

platelike

themselves to a projecting point in
overlapping piles in

manner that the
fastened to

name

its

much

the

same

petals of a rose are
caljrx.

of "iron roses" has

The

fanciful

been given to

NATROLITE
Long slender silky needles of the mineral natrolite radiating from a
a

fluffy

seed ball of the dandelion.

Wavellite

is

central nucleus suggest
another mineral that assumes forms of this

type
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The

flat platelike crystals of

hematite sometimes bunch themselves in forms resembhng

the petals of a rose

these groupings.

When

the plates are

assume with its neighbors
group or aggregate.
Such a structure, made up of packedoutline, or to

more thickly packed together, a variety
of curious
and interesting crystal

a

structures result, such as the crested

together crystal units,

aggregates of the mineral barite and the

when broken, a lump

sheaflike bundles of the mineral
bite.

The

stil-

calamine, a
tend to group them-

flat crystals of

silicate of zinc,

rounded ridges, notched at the
crest where the angular edges of the
crystals emerge from the group. From
a fancied resemblance to the notched
selves in

comb

of a rooster, this grouping

has

been called ''cockscomb" structure.
Frequently among minerals the crystal individuals are so

crowded together

that no single crystal has a chance to

develop

its

regular and characteristic

distinctive

may

resemble,

mass
cominon table salt made solid by
moisture. Because they are made up
of sugar or a

of

masses of coarse or fine grains, we
such structures massive and characterize them as "coarse granular"
or "fine granular," each of the ''grains"
of

call

being a tiny crystal lacking the out-

ward form

it

would have had

if it

had

been permitted a free and unobstructed
growth.
We have touched upon some of the

more

significant

examples of crystal

structure and have endeavored to ex-
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plain

how nature

inflexible

laws

operating through the

of

crystallization

has

out of inorganic matter fashioned the
intricate

shapes which often suggest

the forms of

life.

We have

opened the
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the individual crystals that compose

them

much

the same as
compound flower
and the separate florets that make up
is

outwardly

the relation between a

its intricate

form.

And

just as in the

maze of form
way, and have

realm of plants we find countless shapes

permitted merely a glimpse at the

mineral kingdom the varied forms as-

wonders within. To draw a comparison from the animate world, the relation between crystalline aggregates and

sumed by groups

door

and

to this fascinating
color only a little

Long

among compound

ally excite

flowers,

so in the

of crystals continu-

our wonder and

admira-

tion.

thin crystals of rutile (titanium dioxide), which group themselves in

masses, suggesting the slender columns characteristic of certain types of
architecture

Eclipses
AS INTERPRETED BY

THE AMERICAN ABORIGINES

By HERBERT

F.

SCHWARZ
Museum

Research Associate in Hymenoptera, American

WHEN New
of

their

morning

Yorkers poured out

homes
of

in the early

January 24 and

obHterated
that

and to the suburbs to await the
ecHpse, they were confident to a man
that they could rely on the predictions

upon.

of the astronomer.
they knew that the

Watch

in hand,

celestial

mechan-

more dependable than the contrivances run by man, would perform
ism,

its

.

predestined

functions

on

the

scheduled minute.

Contrast with this mental prepared-

unexpectedness of such

a phenomenon

among savage

Without any warning, the orb
the source of their light and
is

that nibbles

peoples.
of day,

warmth

invaded by a dark monster
its

waj^ deeper and deeper

into the heart of the sun, which shrinks

before

the

assault.

man

previously no

Nor

wilderment

dared look

the sense of awe and be-

is

much

less

when

similar obscuration of the

there

a

is

moon.

Again and again among primitive
peoples the devouring monster

given

is

The Indians

a definite designation.

of

the Cape Flattery region of Washington, who,

said,

it is

have named many

of the constellations after such creatures

ness, the utter

and cheer,

it,

and only a ghostly

it;

radiance remains of the blazing majesty

hastened to the upper sections of the
city

has overpowered

sinister antagonist

At length the

of the sea as the whale, halibut, skate,

and shark, further

reflect their maritime culture in their explanation of
eclipses, which they look upon as the

attempts of a

fish like

the "cultus"

cod, or toosh-kow, to eat the sun or

moon. The moon, they
a

substance

jelly-like

say,

is

enjoy— a morsel presumably
able as the

nursery

green

tale

Cherokee m3d;h

it is

as

of

fish

as palat-

moon

of

According

to

cheese

days.

made

such

a great frog up in

now and then to
swallow the sun or the moon. And these

the sky that tries

people add ''Everybody knows

this,

even the Creeks and the other tribes."
Apparently, however, the Creeks have
another explanation for the celestial
phenomenon, for according to Daniel
G. Brinton these Indians were wont to
thrash their dogs during an eclipse and,
when they were asked for an explanation of their behavior, they replied that
''The big dog was swallowing the sun,
and that by whipping the little ones
they could make him desist." Certain
of the Caribs of the West Indian region
Analysis of Mexican Record, showing occurrences
of the year Two Reed, 1507.
The figure marked (2)
represents an ecHpse of the sun, and (3) an earthquake.
Reproduced from Ancient Civilizations of Mexico by
Herbert J. Spinden, to which the reader is referred for
an explanation of the other figures
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attributed

ecKpses

to

their

devil,

Maboia, who seeks the destruction
the sun and the moon.

of

ECLIPSES
To

drive off the spirit of evil that

threatens the Hght of the world un-

enHghtened

man

in seventeenth

come upon

on

relies

Even

noise.

century England we

this quaint bit of advice:
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The women, however,

give no evidence

that they grasp what their husbands

much
The men, seeing they can
accomphsh nothing by force, change
are saying and do not answer so
as a word.

and begin to supplicate

''Imitate not the wild Irish or Welch,

their tone

who, during echpses, run about beating kettles and pans, thinking their

women to weep and wail so that the
moon may recover. The entreaties of
the men are all in vain. Thereupon

clamour and vexations available to
the assistance of the

higher orbs."

Throughout aboriginal America similar
methods of combating the foe in the
heavens were widely employed. James
Adair, writing of an ecHpse that occurred in 1736 while he was sojourning
among the Cherokee, says that "During
the continuance of

it,

their conduct

appeared very surprising to one who
had not seen the like before; they all
ran wild, this
lunatics,

way and

firing their

that way, Hke

guns, whooping

their

they proceed to the distribution of
gifts, which conquers all resistance on
the part of the women.

with

their

gaudy

The men

ornaments;

gives the best he has,

—some

part

each

beads of
monkeys'

glass,

others

teeth,

and similar finery dear to the

necklaces

of

feminine heart.

Then the women go

out to salute the

moon and

in

mourn-

ful tones address supplications to it;

and as

this function takes place at the

time when the

moon is about to recover

beings pos-

while after they have
urged their request, the luminary is
again whole and clear.
Then the

Sometimes even firearms were employed to drive off the

Otomacs heap thanks upon their
women, whose lamentation, according

celestial aggressor.

to their notion,

and

hallooing, beating of kettles, ring-

ing horse-bells, and making the most
horrid noises that
sibly

human

could."

—

Although indiscriminate noise the
louder, the better was usually deemed
effective, there is an interesting in-

—

stance to the contrary reported by

Joseph Gumilla, a Spanish missionary
who visited the tribes along the Orinoco
in the first half of the eighteenth cen-

During a lunar echpse, he tells
married men of the Otomacs,
snatch up their arms, rush about, yell
tury.

its light,

bows
turn

fit

their arrows to their

as a sign of indignation,

command and

and

entreat the

in

moon

But when in spite of all
their efforts, its light becomes less and
less, and they come to realize that the
not to

die.

little

moved the moon

to

compassion and persuaded it not to die.
This conception of the moon as ill
and threatened with impending death
has its counterpart in other regions.
Among the Tewa of the upper Rio

Grande Valley, for instance, when there
is an eclipse, the luminary is referred to
as dying.

Another

us, the

discordantly,

a

instance

interesting

re-

ported by Gumilla from the Orinoco
region

is

to the effect that the Indians

at times of eclipse seize their agricultural implements

and begin vigorously

cultivating their fields under the im-

pression that the

anger

because

moon

of

is

their

showing
lazy

its

ways.

moon is

deaf to their appeal, they rush

"But," adds the Padre, "as soon as the

to their

homes and upbraid their women

moon has recovered its light, they return

folk

for

not exerting themselves in

bewailing the infirmity of the moon.

to their houses
of

.

.

and think no more

sowing or of cultivating the

soil.

"
.

.
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The
7,

August
by Lone

Dog, a Dakota

chief,

on his

The sun

buffalo robe.

is

painted black, the stars red.
From "Picture-Writing of the
American Indians" by Garrick Mallery

Allusion has been

echpses

that

are

made

to the belief

by some

caused

sky bent on the destruction of the sun or the moon, or again
that the waning Hght of the limiinary
affected is due to its infirmity and
approaching death, or finally that the
bright disk is withdrawing in anger,
refusing to shine for an offending
There remains yet another
people.
common conception, namely, that sun
and moon are hostile to each other and
that an eclipse is the time when they
monster

A myth, obtained by Walter E.

solar eclipse of

1869, as recorded

of the

Roth

from the Pomeroon Arawaks, explains a lunar eclipse as due
to the moon's falHng asleep in the path
of the sun and being overtaken before
To warn the
it can get out of the way.
slumbering moon of the approach of
the sun these Indians make the usual
Furthermore, they abstain from
din.
taking food under the impression
at first-hand

who eat at such times are
changed into the animal or plant of
which they partake.
The behef in a pursuit of one celestial body by the other was not conCitation
fined to the New World.
may be made in this connection of an
that those

eclipse

myth

as recorded

Sun Lore

T. Olcott in

by WilHam

of All Ages.

Thus the Arawaks
come to blows.
among whom E. F. im Thurn so-

sula

journed, shouted and yelled in order to

women and

separate the celestial combatants as

A

they grappled with each other.
Reference may be made at this point
to a myth, widespread amon^ the
Eskimo. 1 It is the belief of this people

Moon, in ancient times, and
fearing that mankind could not bear so much
brightness and heat, the Sun and Moon

moon and sun are respectively
who parted in anger.
According to Franz Boas, who reports

that

brother and sister

the legend from Cumberland Bay,

it is

the brother who is pursuing his sister
through the heavens, and this is the
prevalent conception and the one depicted in the mural of the Northwest
Indian hall, American Museum. The
tale, however, has its variants and, as
reported by Lucien M. Turner from
the

Ungava

Territory,

District,

it is

Hudson Bay

the sister who, armed

with a brand from the

fire,

pursues the

brother, the sparks streaming from her

torch becoming the stars.

Turner adds
sun and

that,

when an

moon

are supposed to meet.

eclipse occurs,

'This myth and its variants are very widespread.
They are found from the Pacific Northwest to Greenland. A close analogue occurs among the Cherokee.
A variant, but with all the essential features preserved, has been reported from British Guiana.

The
.

primitive natives of the
.

.

Malay Penin-

regarded the Sun and

Moon

as

the stars as the Moon's children.

legend relates that the Sun had as

many

children as the

agreed to devour their children.
The Moon i retended to thus dispose of hers
and hid them instead; but the Sun kept
faith, and made way with all her children.
When they were all devoured, the Moon

brought hers out from their hiding-place.
When the Sun saw them she was very angry,

and pursued the Moon

to kill her,

and the

Sometimes the
a perpetual one.
Sun comes near enough to bite the Moon, and
then men say there is an ecUpse.
chase

is

Just as in the Old World a battle in

the war between the

Medes and the

Lydians was stopped, according to
Herodotus, by a solar eclipse, so in the
New, tradition tells us, a war between
the Mohawks and the Senecas was
averted through the timely obscuration
The alleged event is
of the sun.
associated with the eclipse of June
28, 1451.

Whatever doubt there may be

as to

the authenticity of this pre-Columbian

happening,

it

is

certain that, in the

ECLIPSES
Western Hemisphere as in the Eastern,
had their part in shaping the

eclipses

course of history.

With the exception
was

of the conspiracy of Pontiac, there

perhaps no

concerted

effort

of

the

Indians that was better planned and
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which the occurrence of
was forecast. He
however, to reckon with the

almanac

in

different

eclipses

failed,

circumstance that the dates of these
celestial events are

not constant from

year to year, and after the expiration

by the almanac,
came to

organized, or calculated to present a

of the period covered

more formidable obstacle

his astronomical predictions

croachment

of the

to the en-

whites,

than the

movement headed by Tecumtha. Yet
that movement, dependent upon the

an inglorious end.^
Yet in taking advantage
creduHty of his

man was

cooperation and unity of purpose of

cine

many
made

ample

probably could not have
such headway if the interest of
tribes,

the Indians in the preservation of their
native

life

and ways from the corrupt-

tribe,

the

of

the Indian medi-

but following the ex-

by the discoverer of America.
In the gloomy days of February, 1504,
when Columbus, deserted by many of
his

set

mutinous

followers,

lay

in

ill

ing influence of the foreign race had not

Jamaica, and the Indians, incensed by

been kindled to fever heat by the
Tecumtha's brother,

the inhuman treatment from which

fanatical zeal of

the

shaman Tenskwatawa, who

cised

exer-

an extraordinary influence not

only over his people, the Shawano, but

even

Yet

over

his hold

relatively

remote

tribes.

upon the savages had not

been established without opposition

and in the beginning the Miami and
even the chiefs of his own tribe looked
askance at his growing prestige. At
this

time of wavering, when perhaps

still have
been turned, he effectually silenced all
opposition by proving to the satis-

the course of events might

faction of doubters

and

scoffers that

he was a man inspired He had learned
that an eclipse of the sun was to take
place in the summer of 1806 and, as
the time approached, he boldly asserted
that on a designated day he would
prove his spiritual power by blacken.

When

they had suffered, refused to be cajoled
or threatened into delivering food, the

Admiral thought out a way of gaining
mastery over the savages. He knew
that on the twenty-ninth of the month
would occur an eclipse of the moon.
Summoning the chiefs a day before the
event, he announced to them that
God was angry because of their

He

failure to assist the Spaniards, that

was about to punish them with famine
and other calamities, and as a sign of
His intention He would give them a
warning not to be mistaken, nothing
than the obliteration of the moon
as it sailed through the sky.

less

When

the eclipse came to pass as

predicted,

Columbus withdrew

but,

returning just before the emergence of

the moon, announced that

he

had

interceded with the Deity on behalf of

at mid-

the Indians and that God, being mag-

day the eclipse occurred, the frightened redmen one and all proclaimed
him a true prophet.
The shaman Smohalla, one of the
most extraordinary characters the red

nanimous, had determined to forgive
them.
WHien thereupon the moon
struggled out of the shadow and little

race has produced, gained a reputation

'The Ghost-Dance Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890," by James Mooney. Fourteenth Annua! Report, Bureau of Ethnology.

ing the face of the sun.

as a prophet through consulting an

by

little

victory of

regained

its

splendor,

the

Columbus was complete.

The Value
By W.

of Palaeontology
D.

MATTHEW

Curator of Vertebrate Palaeontology, American

A

FEW men,
'

a mere handful scat-

among

tered

civilization,

the millions of

devote their lives

A

and studying fossils.
number take a more casual

to collecting
larger

in-

Museum

by the

of the earth

fossils

that

it

con-

Here was a very practical use
palaeontology. It was a great aid,

tained.
for

ofttimes indispensable, to the geologist
in identifying

and mapping the succes-

With

terest in the results of these studies.

sive geological formations.

The vast majority have never heard

aid he could trace the probable exten-

ask

or

fossils

indifferently,

of

"Why

sion

its

and depth beneath the surface

of

should anyone waste his time upon

the formations containing coal or

such useless studies?"
This is the answer:

other useful minerals, and the great

In the

They

first place,

what

are fossils?

are the teeth or bones or shells of

animals found buried in the solid rock.
Centuries ago these were noticed by
ancient writers,

who wondered how
Some thought that

they got there.
they were creatures half-formed and
left

unfinished

when the

creative

day

was ended. Others thought that they
But in
were a mere lusus naturae.
time everybody had to admit that
they were remains of real animals
which had been buried in the rock
when it was soft sand or mud and preserved, sometimes very perfectly, when
Then it was disit hardened into rock.
covered that

many

of these fossil re-

mains were of animals more or
unlike

any that

exist today.

It

foundation for their success and vast
expansion.

But there

another aspect of palse-

is

ontology which adds not to our wealth

but to our knowledge of the world we
in.
These fossils, remains of
animals that have lived in past ages
but no longer survive, are the records of
live

the history of

We

life.

collect

less

Our aim

of life during the vast periods of

is

to reconstruct the history

that have elapsed since the

confirmed by such overwhelming proofs

were formed.

that none save the veriest ignoramus

Current history

would venture to challenge the statement, that each formation had its own
peculiar kinds of fossils, different from
those in the overlying rock strata and
from those that lay beneath, as well

phase, a stage in the

anything that

now

exists.

recognize a certain formation

wherever

it
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showed up at the surface

and

study and compare them so that we
can reconstruct these extinct animals,
so that we can find out, as far as may
be, just how they differed from those
that preceded and from those that succeeded them, how they lived and to
what environment they were adapted.

found, moreover, and has since been

as unlike

or

mining industries of our modern civilization depend largely upon this sure

was

One could

oil

past, present,

and

first

time
rocks

but a passing

is

march

future.

of events,

We

cannot

follow present events without becom-

ing

keenly

interested

in

the

past,

which explains the present, and in the
future, which we can predict more
certainly if we have an adequate
knowledge of th§ past and the present.

THE VALUE OF PALEONTOLOGY
The more we know of these, the more
clearly can we discern the laws that

did science,

govern the orderly progress of events,

lines of structure,

speculative in

what

perceive

in its

is

to come, at least

broader outlines.

Herein

lies

the

great fascination of historical studies:

attempt

the

in

arrange

the

to

infinite

synthesize and
multiplicity

of

and

and aided
ture,

may be ascribed, to test and prove

ing

them

to bear

by

bring-

upon other groups

of

events, above all to apply the acid test
of fulfilment of our prophecies, the con-

by new disand forthcoming events. To

firmation of our theories
coveries

read the future

man and

it

is

the dearest wish of

can be done in so far as his

some

its

in

its

broader

more doubtful and
of its lighter tracery

Those who,
through field work and study, have
been able to add brick by brick to
extend and amphfy its solid basis, who
have learned the laws of its architecture

underlying causes to whose interaction
the soundness of our theories

fixed

ornamentation.

events great and small, to find the

they

and

secure

massive foundations and

the more definitely and positively can

we
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to

in building

who have

up

its

superstruc-

at times been privileged

add some bright pinnacle or favorite

cornice to

its glittering

men have come

towers

—these

to love their science

beyond all else. It is their home which
they have helped to build, and its
beauty and symmetry, its noble and
appropriate proportions, and its perfection of detail fill them with an evergrowing admiration and affection.
Do you wonder that the palaeontolo-

past

knowledge and understanding of the
show whence we have come and

gist,

whither we are going.

splendid edifice, walks a

But history in the ordinary sense of
the word deals with but a limited portion of the past of man. The world in
which we live has a far wider scope and
its history extends backward through
enormous periods of time in comparison

from the ways

men; that the little
personal affairs and interests of the
fleeting present which make up the
world of his fellows, seem to him but
gewgaws and trifles of no importance?

with the few thousands of years cov-

of

ered

by recorded human

history.

In

His

absorbed in contemplation of his
apart

embraces the whole
His time scale is so gigantic
dwarfs to insignificance the

field of vision

life.

that

little

of

it

human endeavor. And the

these dark ages of prehistoric time vast

centuries of

and complex movements and changes
have gone on, whose final results we see
emerging from obscurity into the bright
light of history.
From the study of

laws and principles which he studies are

we can infer a great deal as
brought them about,

those which control the whole great

stream of

life,

upon which the hap-

penings of our daily existence appear

but aside from this indirect evidence

but as little surface ripples.
Preeminent among the laws which
govern the architecture of our world

we know of the history of life only
what we can learn from the rocks and

the

these results

to the causes that

the

fossils

preserved therein,

which

constitute our records of the prehistoric
ages.

From
ments"

these fossil records, the "docuof earth history,

possible to build

it

has been

up a great and

splen-

of life

is

evolution.

To

the zoologist

law of evolution appears as a
theory, an explanation of the world of
nature that lies about him. It is the
only theory that really explains it, and
it fits all the marvelously complex details of

adaptation, the perfections and

likewise the imperfections of structure
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every animal and plant so perfectly
and accurately that few or no zoologists
can question the theory, however they
may dispute about the precise method

significance, has no more occasion to
doubt its continuity and orderly development than the historian has to
doubt the continuity and consecutive

of its action.

evolution of

of

however,

human history, or the
student of cm'rent affairs to doubt that

evolution appears not as a theory but

the events of today will result in the

To

the

palaeontologist,

He

as a fact of record.

does not and

cannot doubt the gradual development
of diversely specialized races from a

common

ancestral stock through a long

It

is

races

appropriate place in

strata

of

of

a

at least in

animals whose

record has been discovered;
rest it

is

fossil

for the

a matter of obvious inference.

Concerning the causes and methods of
he finds wide

this evolutionary process

room

but of the fact,
he can have no
doubt. Evolution is no more a theory
to the man who has collected and
studied fossils than the city of New
York is a theory to the man who lives
for discussion;

of the actuality of

in

mode

of operation, the

manner

in

furnished by the records of the past

its

tion but of observation,

those

their

geologic

each in

successive

period.

have much to learn concerning

not a matter of deduc-

he has before him all these stages in the
evolution of the race preserved as
the

We

the details of these great natural laws,

which the changing environment has
influenced the course of development of
all living beings, and of the nature of
life itself.
But of all this there is no
more solid and direct evidence than that

series of intermediate gradations, for

fossils,

conditions of tomorrow.

it,

which are found in the rocks, provided
we keep ever in mind their necessary
incompleteness and the comparatively
slight and ofttimes superficial examination and study of them that has thus
far been possible.
Such is the value of palaeontology.
It provides an essential part of the
evidence for scientific study of the rocks,
which has made possible the huge expansion of the mining industries upon
which our modern material civilization
is

it.

But, in truth, evolution

is

only one

so largely based.

lies

Its higher value

in adding to our

knowledge and

aspect of the order of nature, of the

aiding in our comprehension of the

and effect, of conand time, which pervade the universe and enable us to
comprehend its simpKcity of plan, its

world we live in, in tracing the past history of life and finding in it the explana-

relations of cause

tinuity of space

The

tion of the present, in observing the

ordered progress of evolution under

palaeon-

natural law from the beginnings of the

engaged in adding year by
year to the mass of documents which

world down to the present day, in helping us to discern through a better knowledge of the past what may be the

complexity of

detail.

tologist,

record the history of
their

life,

in deciphering

meaning and interpreting

their

course of future events.

!

The Marmots

of

Hannegan Pass

By WILLIAM

T.

SHAW

Professor of Zoology, State College of Washington

morning,
THIS
down the

was coming
from Hannegan

as I

trail

Pass^ over the alternate patches

and snow, my attention
was sharply attracted by a furry object
moving in an odd sort of way, on an
My
old grass-grown moraine below.
first thought was of some trapped
animal writhing in the agony of the
of slide rock

On

grip of steel.

closer examination,

the object proved to be two young

marmots

in

They

a friendly bout.

were very deliberate and grotesque in
this brotherly contest, very bearlike

manner

in their

of attack.

was a

It

playful sort of private affair; with the
rest of the family

complacently holding

aloof at the front door across a log.

What

My

direct

On

was

always

eagerly

command, so I acted

accordingly.

she came by stages, flourishing her

occasionally as these marmots are
wont to do, and finally stopped beside
a den in the midst of some yellow

tail

Miniulus I think they were.
She was not still long, but roamed
restlessly, and once or twice left some
flowers,

near-at-hand snow
Gaining confidence, she came
on and soon cantered over to a bowlder
under which was a hole, as was the
case beneath most of the rocks of
size, which seem to serve equally for
fine footprints in a

bank.

sunning, lookout, and retreat.
ing she might

home

a shot

camera

home, for once there, the young family
would be under her direction if not

make a dash

Thinkfor.

the

den, I went over to frighten her

away.

Down went

the old mother

operated in response to such an invita-

marmot under the

and while it was being rigged, I
became aware of the shrill whistle of a
marmot up the north slope of the pass,

onty to reappear as soon as my back
was turned. I had looked back and seen

yet did not get the significance of the

tion from his front door, complacently

tion,

situation nor realize
until everything

my

opportunity

was ready and

I

be-

gan more carefully to studj'^ the surroundings. Soon a marmot was seen
progressing down one of the rock slides,
marmot fashion. She was not at ease
but was evidently suspicious as she
made her way toward me though still
three hundred yards away. As she

became evident that
she must be the mother of this little
brood, for only a mother would take

approached,

such a
If I

it

risk.

was to make good use of my
I must keep her from

opportunity,
^A pass

in

WashNooksak and the

the northern Cascade Mountains of

ington, between the headwaters of the
Chilliwaok; elevation, 4962 feet.

a young
ignoring

big sheltering rock,

marmot viewing the

my

situa-

camera, which was care-

back
showed much

fully focused at the rear of his

porch.

The mother

concern and appeared so persistently
at the entrance of her retreat that I

decided to focus on her, with one leg
of

the tripod

within

a

very

short

distance of the hole which she occupied.

had not long to wait.
moments, from my place
behind some red heather,

I

clearly,

squarely

in

In a few
of

vantage

I

saw her

the focus area,

ready at a moment's notice to dart
back into concealment. Feeling sure
she had done her part and was likely
to hold her pose, I pressed the release

bulb firmly and forcefully and could
169
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Photograph by William T. Shaw

The mother marmot, photographed
the

as she cautiously surveyed the landscape, ready at

suspicious sign to dart back to safety

first

hear the shutter register clearly and
distinctly while there
of the animal.

was not a tremor

What an

exposure!

Once more I returned to the family
residence and focused again on the
back door, which was the choice from
the standpoints of hghting and composition. And now began a prolonged
wait.

The

little

fellows appeared at

long intervals, their bodies like round
fluffy balls, their faces sooty but graynosed, with bright

little

shiny black

eyes and orphan-like, droopy-cornered

But they came up singlj'-,
therefore would not make companionable groupings, and something better
might be had by waiting.
I had begun my vigil at eleven in the
morning. Not until four o'clock did
the marmots appear for the evening
mouths.

pasture.

another;

First one ventured forth, then

but

the camera so
this

alwaj^s

at

Finally the sun had

door.

I reset

the

front

swung

into

the apparatus,

time shooting down so as to obtain

a comprehensive view of the front door,

now

in the

dooryard

shadow, with the earthen
nicely flooded with after-

still

noon sunshine.

One

little

big brother of the family,

fellow, the

came

out,

surveyed the country, and lounged over
with such an air of characteristic aban-

donment that I could not resist the
temptation to release the shutter for
one lone figure (see p. 171).
Next
two, and then to my astonishment

—

fair little woolly heads looked
about over the great amphitheater of

five

their

mountain birthplace.

new

to them, perhaps their

It

was

all

first

or

!
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second day out from the great warm
This time they saw me
nest below.
and, young as they were, darted in

unison at the noise of the
^

shuttei-.

had grave fears for the result
Once more the mother came close
and presently whistled a long shrill
whistle, which sent the little ones pellI

mell into the den.
Just to the right of

of vegetation in their paws, or rising

bearlike on their hind feet as they ate.

Out over the meadow the mother
was similarly engaged, for the quiet of
evening was drawing on. In anticipation of coming night she gathered a
great mouthful of dry vegetation from
the ground and carried it roughly
grasped to the den,

Hannegan

Pass,

is a knob, behind which
began
to settle, throwing
the sun now
ever-quickly-lengthening
shadow
an
over the flower-carpeted" cirque, and
soon the spot on which I was focusing
was merged into the shade of the
mountain.
But 1 continued to lie
there, watching the httle family of
marmots, which had reappeared, as
they nibbled their first meal of grass.
Earnestly they worked at it, slowly

looking west,

nipping, or squirrel-like holding bits

171

in her

mouth

as

is

— not neatly tucked

the case with ground

and chipmunks when buildEvidently she meant to
repair this wayside den for the night.
At six o'clock I left them, but at
seven, from the distance, I could see
squirrels

ing nests.

them
ning

still

light,

cropping grass.

they looked like

In the evelittle

gray-

backed bears with intensely sooty faces
and breasts.
Next morning they were still about
the den, the mother with them but, as
I set

out to visit them again,

I

saw her

Photograph by William T. Shaw

The temptation

to release the shutter for one lone figure

was

irresistible

!
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once more leave on one of her wanderings of wide range. Perhaps she was

forbidden mysterious inner region, a

heading for the hill slope of succulent-

mammal.

grass

by the banks

On

marmot.

the steep-sided,

snow-patched, fir-walled sides of these
canons one sees fan-shaped banks

winding down in ever-increasing talus
slopes from the summit. Far distant,
they appear gray and earthen; the
binoculars reveal

them

as granular; a

contact view shows them as they are:
sloping masses of liberated, disintegrating,

crumbling

basalt,

slabs

of

granite

or

augmented from time to time

by shattered

slabs that in their turn

have broken from the faces of the cliff
Here and there a living tree
wall.
springs from their desolation; a dead
moldering, has strewn its brown
decay over their jagged surface; and
everywhere about their base and sides
is the greenest verdure of grass and
blossoming shrub and stately forest
Everywhere, passages lead to a
tree.

tree,

many

a

little

These "slides"

tion have their

of snow.

Ascending one of the many great
canons of the Cascade Mountains.,
one comes to the thinning out of the
forest, and here is the home of the
hoarj^

safe retreat for

mountain
of desola-

The marmot

life.

in all

his stately dignity stalks bearlike or^

canters lumberingly from rock slab to

jagged point or flattens out luxuriantly
in the sun on one of his high outstanding sentinel rocks, asleep to

all

appear-

ances except for two wonderful black
eyes,

ever

canon

side.

watchful

keenly

His

is

of

the

the hoary majesty

mountain rock slide
Although the marmots love these
stony fortresses for certain good reasons, finding shelter in them from bears
and bobcats, they have resorted in
many places to the grassy bottoms of

of the

slides and, tunneling into the
hidden crevices of an old flowercovered moraine, have established a
colonial home.

the

The animal known as the marmot,
woodchuck, or ground hog, is widely
distributed over temperate America,
though represented by different species
or kinds. The Cascade hoary marmot
{Marmota caligata cascadensis) is an
alpine merging into an Arctic form.
,

Few mammals among

those inhabiting

elevations from four thousand feet to

the limit of vegetation, are more note-

worthy.

It is a great

much larger and

ponderous rodent,

heavier than a com-

mon

cat, differentiated from others of
group by having a very light region
of fur on the back, especially over the

its

shoulders.

Occasionally

individuals

found in a characteristic dark
phase; sometimes such animals are
almost black (see picture herewith).
Probably more than. any other mountain mammal, the hoary marmot domiare

Photograph by William T. Shaw

A marmot standing erect like a pygmy bear.
This dark phase was found on the headwaters
of the Suiattle River on Glacier Peak,

Washington

nates

its

particular landscape.

Riding into one of the headwater
cirques of some mountain stream the
horseman is met by a long-drawn whis-
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Photograph by William T. Shaw

Idling

tie,

very

in

its

human

effect.

in its

away time on a sunny bowlder

sound and weird

Presently this

call

is

answered by another, perhaps nearer or
again more remote.

Soon the landscape becomes populated with mar-

pygmy

mots, standing erect like

among

bears

the flowers about their den or

many
warm

lazy hours,

most

Like

mounds

—

terrestrial

rodents

of

similar nature they are ever watchful

Perhaps, if their surroundings
were less congenial, they would not
spend so much time in this way, but
what is time to a marmot They dearly
love the sunlight and will sprawl for
!

on the

are giving the call of danger.

of the

sight.

ruglike,

frequently not changing their indolent
position even if others in the colony

upon some rock on the hillside.
They never tire, lazily watching a passing pack train or any new unusual
lying

flat,

face of a slab in the rock slide,

enemy.

No

rock slide but has

some great bowlder higher than another; few burrow entrances but have
of earth lifting above the
Should an eagle suddenly
swing around the shoulder of a cliff,
instantly a sun-basking sentinel from
his point of vantage whistles with
grass.

H
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is

one den, or it may be one hole, to
another, but zigzags through the
heather and huckleberries so as to
include as way stations the near-by
A bowlder only a few inches
rocks.
high gives the marmots the advantage
of a view above the plant growth,
and assures them of the peace of the
mountain-side or warns them of impending danger.
Few sounds of the mountain glen
are more memory-abiding than the
wonderful air-piercing whistle of the
hoary marmots, annuals so aptly
called whistling Jacks by the sheep
Cheer, cheer, comes the call
men.
from the distance, faintly carried from
far down the crag side. A mighty ice
crag breaks, groaning, roaring, thundering; and we are reminded of the
instability of a mountain moment.
Tense wind, storm -pressed, plays
strange music through the bony skele-

the neighboring wild grass-grown flower

tal fingers of the bleached ghost trees

piercing intensity

and from inmimer-

able lookout rocks and

mounds mam-

mal forms appear watchful and alert.
The hoary marmot is a hibernal ing

mammal, appearing

late or early in the

and
At
Reflection Lake, Mount Rainier, on
July 16, one year, an old female marmot was observed on a rock slide and
with her was a litter of young, apparShe
ently just fresh from the den.
seemed very uneasy at sight of a
according

spring

amounts

of

altitude

to

snow.

neighboring

passing stranger and, finding one of

the youngsters which had wandered
too far from home, deliberately picked
it

up with her teeth and

carried

it

as a

great Saint Bernard would a basket.

The
held

was apparently
and swung from
as the mother came cau-

creature

Httle

by one hind

side to side

down over the

tiously

The

foot,

rocks.

feeding range of the

The animal

garden.

is

marmot

quite truly

diurnal.

On

the broad grassy slopes of ex-

tensive mountain-sides are often found
colonies of hoary

green inchnes
here and there.

marmots.

great

On

mounds

these

From below they look

sod-bound banks of earth; from
above like a rostrum or platform, and
to some extent they serve the same
purpose. These rostra are many yards
apart, and often the dens are connected by paths of sufficient width to
afford a trail for the human foot. So
nearly free are these paths from the
slippery huckleberry stems that they
afford rehef from the ever-present
strain of uncertain footing on the dewy
mountain slope.
course of these paths

influenced

is

often

by the bowlders which

scattered through the vegetation.

lie

It

does not follow a straight line from

staccato

But

it

is

the

cry of the whistling

Jack that stirs up a thousand memories,
every one eternally tied to wild, weird,
high-mountain scenes.
Yet,

occur,

like

The

long since fire-swept.
shrill

is

the voice of this splendid

mountain mammal for itself alone?
Surely a hundred little creatures must
give heed to its warning and scamper
to friendly shelter, indulging in bright-

eyed peeps from many a shelving rock.
Once, on the headwaters of the Saint
Andrews, we were lying at noonday

among the slab

rocks of a granite sHde,
viewing with the binoculars the white
form of a goat on an opposite canon
wall. At the moment two great eagles
drifted through the pass from the

Puyallup head (see p. 174). Instantly
seemed all the marmots in Saint

it

Andrews

shrilled their piercing whistle

Whether or not Oreamnos
took this warning for himself we do
of alarm.
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not know, but he at once resumed his
cliff-face

the quiet scene was animated with Httle

rodent forms.

journey.

Once again in the canon of Hindoo
Creek by the shadow of Mount Aix,

far-distant,

I

heard this wonderful call given as if
canon side. Most of the
summer day had been spent beside a
great lookout rock of a "slide," waiting
From time
for a wary old marmot.
to time he or perhaps some of his race
would send up from the cavernous
depths beneath, a series of piercing,

suddenly that

for the entire

when

hysterically uttered calls, as

me

that

my

if

to

tell

presence was quite well

known though not

at all appreciated.

Cheer, cheer, cheer, in a running suc-

cession at
die

first;

then the

call

would

down in frequency and volume, and

177

From

lone

their desultory calls.

swift

the canon side,
still gave
Suddenly! So

sentinels

1 still

stood wide-eyed

was over and past, a great
shadow shot over the slide

it

with the swish of a falling pine, but in
the thrilling action of that ill-planned

moment

the whistler sentinel had seen
and heard, and from that instant the
canon from crag to crag fairly crackled
as with an electrical charge, highpitched and piercing, above, below,
wherever a shaggy marmot stood and
in that moment of shadow and shrieking
cry, the rock shde became as deserted
as if swept by death. Completing the

—

;

finally cease.

Here and there a cony,
haymaker of the mountains,

rocket-hke plunge of that powerful,

the

wing-driven bolt from the crag

would take his rock-tip station and
speak to me inquiringly. Then a more
venturesome one would slip out into
meadows bordering the rock slide and
bring in a bundle of freshly snipped
hay. A chipmunk would appear here,

an eagle struck in the blueberries and

little

a rock squirrel there, until presently

heather,

—a

moment

too late!

crest,

Safe,

under the sheltering rocks of that canon
side, was a very frightened little "haymaker," a very much frightened little
''haymaker," that was all, thanks to
the warning of the big hoary marmot.

—

Mishongnovi, one of the villages where the

A

Majau ritual was performed

Women's Ceremony among

in September, 1916

the Hopi""

By ROBERT H. LOWIE
Associate Professor of Anthropology, University of California

AMONG

the

Hopi Indians

Arizona, the

women

conspicuous

part

play a
in

of
less

native

ritualism than do their brothers and

husbands, nevertheless certain elaborate

ceremonies are conducted very

though not entirely, by female
members of what might be called
largely,

religious organizations.
societies,

the

One

the Mdmajauhto,

of these

performs

Majau

which

I

rite, the pubHc portion of
was able to witness in Sep-

tember, 1916.
regarding the

observations were purely casual and
limited

to

the

proceedings

of

a

they were made in another
village, Mishongnovi, and accordingly,
meager as they are, have a supplesingle day,

mentary value.
The Majau is a festival of nine days'
duration, the major part of which
period is spent in an underground
chamber, where an elaborate altar is
constructed by the priesthood and
prayer offerings are made.
These

Fairly detailed notes

prayer offerings are deposited in springs

ceremony as
practised at the village of Walpi^ have
been pubhshed by Dr. J. Walter
Fewkes and Mr. A. M. Stephen, while

and other sacred spots. At Oraibi the
ceremony was specially associated with

entire

the variant celebrated at the pueblo of
Oraibi has been treated at length by

Mr. H. R. Voth.2

Though

my own

i"TheMam-zrau'-ti: a Tusayan Ceremony." American Anthropologist, O. S., Vol. V, 1892, pp. 217-45.
-"The Oraibi Marau Ceremony." Anthropological
Series, Field Museum, Vol. XI, No. 1, 1912.

the Lizard clan,

is,

the chief

male and female,

belonged to that group.

In Walpi,

where the ritual has been discontinued,
owing to the leader's conversion to
Christianity, the former head priestess
was of the Snake clan, which is regarded by the Hopi as somehow related

^Photographs by the author
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—that

functionaries, both

A WOMEN'S CEREMONY AMONG THE HOPI
In that village,

to the Lizard division.

however, according to Fewkes, some
of the male participants belonged to
other clans, such as the Mustard and

Water-house (Cloud)
ongnovi

I

learned

clans.

that

At MishCucuiiqiwa

Chicken-hawk clan was the
male performer, being designated as Majau'-munwi, Majau chief.
Unfortunately I have no record of the
the

of

principal

affiliations

of the

woman

leader;

in

the neighboring village of Shipaulovi
she

is

of the Qdlo (Sun's

Forehead) clan.

In 1916 the members

first

entered

of the chamber.
For several
days preceding the final dance the men
of the village went on a rabbit hunt.
It is not certain that these trips had a
ritualistic significance, but it was said
that the hunting on September 21 was
connected with the ceremony. On the
evening of September 19, I was sub-

roof

sequently informed, the

On
was

a

men's fraternity called the
in token of their occupancy
of feathers was put on the

Wdwotcim:
an emblem

Interior of kiva.

was unfortunately not
was not present.

the 23d the final public solemnity

ceeded

using the kiva ordinarily associated

I

A line of about twenty

celebrated.

chamber) on September

with

plaza.

girls left

the kiva and pro-

in single file to

Some were

the Mishongnovi

old, others

hardly

more than two or three years of age.
While some were clad in blankets of
native make, others wore garments
The
bought at the trader's store.
members, one and all, were carrying in
each hand a wooden slab tipped with a
wisp of grass.

Proceeding to the center

—On the wall may be seen the Hopi symbolic

clouds and descending rain

of the

time, but as I

forewarned,

women and

but in
accordance with traditional usage not
this day but the one following was
reckoned as the initial day of the
Majau. I was told that they were

women

society danced in the plaza for a short

their kiva (or subterranean ceremonial
15,
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design representing rain
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of the square they

formed a ring and

The

last

woman

from the

to leave the kiva

rest in being dressed

intoned a low song, at the same time

differed

rhythmically moving their slabs up and

in masculine apparel.

down. These objects, which are called
majau'-vaho, are decorated with sjon-

entiated also
ried

boHc designs, some of them representing clouds and rain, others corncobs,
and so on. After a while the dancers,
who hitherto had merely swayed their

office

Walking
of the dance,

by the

She was

differ-

fact that she car-

on her back a painted wooden
board with a bow and arrows above it.
My informant told me that this
woman had been chosen for her special

on the preceding night.

Instead

file from the kiva to the plaza, the performers enter for the celebration
on the morning of the ninth day

in single

with the

bodies rhythmically without moving

of facing the center of the ring

from

their position,

other dancers, this dignitary was in-

move

in a counter-clockwise direction.

began slowly to

performance was going on,
practically the entire population of the
village formed an attentive audience,

While

this

some individuals being seated on a
stone bench that extended along one side

clined

toward them at an angle

of

about

ninety degrees and danced backward as

She
they moved counter-clockwise.
wore moccasins and low leggings, a
large part of her legs below as well as

the spectacle from the box seats supplied

above the knee remaining exposed, as
were her forearms and part of her upper
arms. Her shirt was a woven singlepiece garment.
A veil of horsehair

by the

hung down over her forehead,

of the plaza, others with loosened hair

standing up, while the residue enjoyed
terraces of their dwellings.

shielding

In the center of the plaza the dancers form a ring and intone a song, at the same time
rhythmically moving their wooden slabs up and down

A pair

of

women,

selected earlier in the day,

make

their appearance dressed as warriors
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A woman

Women
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archer discharging an arrow into space

warriors carrying food to be tossed

among

the spectators

,
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During

dance continued for several minutes

the dance she held a foxskin in her

after their departure.
Finally all the
dancers passed out of the plaza in
single file, led by the shield bearer, and

her eyes and most of her nose.

hands.

Suddenly a pair

of

women,

made

earher in the day,

selected

their appear-

They, too, were clad in male
apparel. They were carrying bunches
of qohpi grass, which they threw on
the ground and shot at with bow and
ance.

arrows.

Their

archery

precipitated

loud laughter on the part of the male

women were not
Breaking through

the ceremony was at an end.

Although even the ample accounts
Mr. Voth and of Doctor Fewkes
and Mr. Stephen leave the Majau performance unexplained in many reof

spects,

this

much

represents, like so

that

clear,

is

many

it

other Hopi

the circle of dancers, the archers, after

ceremonies, a rain ritual connected
with the horticultural life of the natives.
Thus, one of the deities invoked during

depositing their weapons, disappeared

the subterranean rites

from the square but soon returned with
two big pottery bowls containing sweetcorn meal, with which they sat down
within the circle. These officers wore

the germ god;

spectators, for the

expert marksmen.

strange feathered headdresses towering

high into the

saw

air.

another

At Oraibi Mr. Voth

pair

of

functionaries,

namely, two lancers, whose duty it was
throw wheels before them and in

to

turn to hurl long sticks at the wheels;

but no such performers appeared at
Mishongnovi.
A short time before the conclusion
of the ceremony the archers approached
bearing basketry trays filled with
peaches.
The fruit they threw into
the

air,

and as

it

descended, the by-

standers scrambled to seize

it.

Then

the archers walked away, while the

is

Mil-ying-wuh,

and the shooting performance witnessed by myself symbolizes the lightning striking the cornfield, ''an event which is regarded as
the acme of fertilization" according to

Fewkes and Stephen.

The ornamenby the
the same conclu-

tation of the painted slabs held

dancers points to

But though the rain ritual undoubtedly constitutes the essence of
sion.

the ceremony from the priesthood's
point of view,

we must not

forget that

the spectacular pubHc rites serve the

very genuine need for excitement and
theatrical entertainment felt by the
populace at large, that, in other words,
such solemnities gratify the aesthetic
as well as the religious cravings of the

Hopi.

A two-headed copperhead {Agkistrodon mokasen) obtained by Eagle Scout Irvine H.
Marshall in the woods near Coraopolis, Pennsylvania. Enlarged nearly three times

Courtesy of Dr. H. G. Williams

An X-ray

of the copperhead,

showing the structure

of the dual

head form

:

Two-headed Snak es
A NOT

UNCOMMON PHENOMENON OF THE REPTILE WORLD
By

B. T. B.

HYDE

Educational Director, Kanohwahke Scout Camps,
Palisades Interstate Park

ACCOUNTS of the occurrence of

plates seem to be joined. Some twenty
or thirty years ago I remember to have

an extra or abnormal double
part in various animals have
appeared from time to time, but X-rays

seen an early book of travels in America, but I do not recall the
author's

of that curious but not altogether rare
anomaly, a two-headed snake, have seldom been pubhshed. The X-ray on the
opposing page, made under the direc-

tion

of Dr.

College of

H. G. WiUiams, of the
Physicians and Surgeons,

name. This man was a geographer
and student of natural history, and he
wrote about all he saw as did most of
those early travelers. He mentions the
finding of a double-headed snake of

which evidently he did not know the
and he raises question whether
it represents merely an
abnormahty or
whether possibly it is a new species,

for the

species,

are joined.
The subject was one of
twenty-eight unborn copperheads (Ag-

volume

purpose of studying the skeletal structure, clearly reveals the dual
head form, in which the basal plates

kistrodon mokasen)

by two heads.
The
which the account appears is

characterized
in

removed from the
dead mother by Eagle Scout Irvine H.
Marshall, of Coraopohs, Pennsylvania,
who had come upon her in the course

type and must have been issued well
over one hundred years ago. I wish I

of a hike

but

through the woods.

Commenting upon the phenomenon.
Prof. J. E. Guthrie, of Iowa State
College,

a

in

recent

letter

to

the

writer, states:

"It

is

interesting to

know

that the

copperhead seems to contribute more
than its share of double-headed specimens,

if

may

one

judge from records

made."
Professor Guthrie goes on to say
there are only two instances

that

of double-headedness in snakes that
have come under his personal observation: the one a bull-snake embryo, the

other a plains garter

embryo (ThamOf the latter he says
''Evidently the specimen of Thamnophis radix ismuch like the two-headed
copperhead of which you speak, in the
nophis radix)

amount

.

of doubleness,

for the

head

one of the old-fashioned leather-covered

could give you the specific reference
I

have no way

of

knowing now who

the writer was."

The instance in question could unfortunately not be traced but other
clews contained in an unquoted portion
of Professor Guthrie's letter enabled
the writer to come upon additional

references.

In an article entitled "Notes on the
Reproduction of Certain Reptiles" contributed to the American Naturalist for
1903, Mr. C. S. Brimley tells

April,

of eggs

the black snake (Coluber
which came under his observation. One lot "contained among
others, one egg which, though entirely
normal in external appearance, was
very abnormal internally, inasmuch as
of

constrictor)

it

contained two embryos, and one of

these was a two-headed monster."
A recent letter received by the
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Photograph by Elwin R. Sanborn,

New

York Zoological Society

A TWO-HEADED MILK SNAKE FROM THE BRONX
Unusual interest attaches to this abnormal specimen of Lampropeltis triangulum in
it was kept aUve for several months in the reptile house of the New York Zoological
Park. To feed it, a card had to be placed between the two heads, so that one of them
might be restrained from seizing a morsel intended for the other

that
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:

:

TWO-HEADED SNAKES
from Mr. Kenneth Lawrence,
Cranberry Lake, New York, may be

writer
of

quoted in this connection
''On June 8, 1918, Mr. C. H. EeUs
and I were in the hay field raking up
hay, when we discovered a very large
female garter snake. We both started
after her, and as soon as we caught up
with her, the battle was on. When we
had kiUed her, we threw her over a

A

stump.

short

away we

distance

there

discovered several Httle ones;

were thirteen, and the thirteenth was a
two-headed snake."

An

interesting instance

ported by Mr.
reptiles in the

is

that re-

Ditmars, curator of

New York

Zoological

This was a two-headed milk
snake (Lampropeltis triangulum) kept
alive for several months in the reptile
Park.

,

house in the Park, and photographed
by Mr. Elwin R. Sanborn, the staff
photographer.

As the photograph

in-

heads were in this case
separate, each having about

dicates, the

quite

two inches of neck. To quote Mr.
Ditmars
"This abnormal creature was picked
up as it was about to cross Jerome
Avenue in the Bronx. It must have
lived on the slope which led to the
heights above.
This same district
produced

also

a

half-grown

albino

milk snake. Most extraordinary indeed

was

it

to find such a creature in the

heart of a great city and unmolested for
so

earth worms and
were probably its
In captivity, however, its prin-

long a time;

larvae

food.

of

cipal food

beetles

consisted of recently-born

and undoubtedly the creature
would have lived to a normal age if it
had not become infested with mites.
mice;
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At times the heads would intertwine
and wrestle with each other, and again
the snake would move forward with
the usual gliding motion, the tongues
in action.

This specimen was appar-

ently about a year and a half old,

probably born in August of one year,
Hving through that year, and cap-

The snake
grew more rapidly than usual, apparently due to the fact that each head
seemed always hungry. In order that
there might not be a congestion where
the esophagi joined, one head was fed
at a time, a card being placed between
the heads so that one would not know
the other was having a satisfying
tured the following June.

meal; otherwise each brain decided

it

wanted the morsel and the food was
rent asunder."

Mr. Ditmars has had in captivity
young snakes with a dual
head structure, two of them rattle-

several

—

In one of these instances the
basal plates were joined, one head
snakes.

functioning with eyes and tongue, the
other head having the mouth sealed and

no tongue visible; in the other instance
the two tongues were active and there
were weU-formed eyes in each head.
Mr. Ditmars obtained two-headed
creatures also from hatching hognosed

snakes

(Heterodoti

contortrix)

and king snakes (Lampropeltis getulus).
Many other instances of two-headed
snakes might be cited from the pubHshed literature regarding this phenomenon, but in this brief article
it may suffice to say in conclusion that
the recorded instances range from the
barest indication of double-headedness
to almost complete separation of the

two constituent

parts.

The

Hawk

Training of a

INCIDENTS OF A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

By

A

frank

FEW years ago, while engaged in
the pleasant pastime

of

watch-

ing a pair of breeding duck
hawks, I became imbued with the idea
of training one of the young birds in
falconry.

One thing

led to another

and before long I found myself immersed in the literature of the subject, both ancient and modern, with
the result that I found the training of
hawks was not insurmountably difficult
and, at least for a bird lover, one of the

most fascinating

of diversions.

I

say

fascinating, because it enables us to
keep these noble birds in a condition
that very closely approaches the wild

B.

levy

East.

The slow development
paved the way

perfected

art

that

members

legally use gyrfalcons,

FALCONRY IN OLDEN TIMES

the present day, too,
in the East,

its

stronghold

is

— China, India, and other

parts of Asia.

Although on the Continent and in
England falconry was practiced before
.the time of the crusades, yet

it

re-

main impetus apparently in
that era, when returning crusaders
brought eastern falconers and their
hawks back with them. This, at least,
ceived

is

its

the generally accepted statement,

of

the royal family could

which were at

that time the most highly prized of

enormous sums being spent for
Stringent laws were
passed to protect the sport, and death
was the penalty for molesting the falcon
of a lord, or even the nest or young of
wild hawks.
Of course we cannot help smiling at
birds,

the best of them.

mediaeval class regulation, but
beneath it there must have been a
very real appreciation of nature. Recently I have heard of an oologist in
Massachusetts who has collected in
the last few years about 180 clutches of
duck hawk eggs. I only wish that in
this age there were some way to stop
him; at least, if by chance any collecall this

tor of such eggs reads this article,

to be hoped that he

realize that the living bird

is

more worthy

eggshell emptied of its contents.
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But

of preservation

to

a thing

from the original
eastern pattern, and the methods used
by the English trainers seem in some
ways quite different from those of the
departs

it is

may come

although the equipment of the western
falconers

forth

about the thirteenth century. From
that time on, falconry was pursued in
the British Isles perhaps more keenly
than any other sport ever has been.
All classes took part in it. Hawks were
allotted by rank: while prince and
duke admired their falcon for her noble
pitch and lordly stoop, the burgher
and yeoman made good use of their
goshawks, highborn ladies used the
merlin, and even the serf and villein
were not forgotten, being graciously
allotted the useless kestrel.
Only

docile

Falconry appears to have originated
in the East, and to have been practiced there from time immemorial. At

for the

blossomed

state,

and at the same time absolutely
and willing to do our bidding.
The sheer beauty of the birds, either
on the hand or in the air, is in itself
an adequate reward for the trouble of
training them.

of cen-

turies probably

than the

to return to the olden days in

England The variety of quarry flown
was remarkable: bustards, herons,
!

THE TRAINING OF A HAWK
and
were taken with the
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cranes, kites, geese, clucks, grouse,

or long-winged, dark-eyed hawks,

partridges,

secondly, the short-winged hawks, in-

peregrine

all

and

very

were

besides

gyr,

Many

of lesser things.

elaborate

host

a

of the flights

goshawks.

and

been regarded as the nobler group, and
they certainly are much easier to

covered

great distances, notably that at the

heron and the

Game hawking

kite.

always was a favorite sport

;

it

usually

consisted of letting the falcon soar high

— "six steeples high" as they
called
prettily
—and then

in the air

very

falcons always have

handle and work with than their more
lowly-bred, short-winged cousins.

many

In this country we have
cons, the

fal-

most noteworthy being the

beaters

duck hawk (Falco peregrinus anatwa),
which was, and still is, perhaps the

at the brook,"

best bird that has ever been trained,

it

putting the quarry up with

"Hawking

and dogs.

hawks and the

cluding the sparrow

The

and

or the taking of wild ducks in this

being thought of by some even more

manner, was probably the most common form of falconry; the jumping
duck was usually cut down dead by the

highly than the gyrfalcon.

terrific
.

stoop of the waiting falcon.

This sort of sport kept up even after

the

introduction

of

firearms;

in

Shakespeare's day, for instance, both

hawk and gun were. used.

However,

people gradually discovered that the

new weapons

could

kill

a great

many

than hawks ever had
destroyed, and the Civil War in the
seventeenth century brought about
such an upheaval that falconry in
England died almost at one blow, and
the Revolution in France had the

more

birds

same

effect there.

that

hawking

tinct;

War

it

That

actually

is

in

pomp and

England and

tired into

splendor.

merlin, should be trained in eight days.

Our short-winged hawks

excel those

Old World. We have the sharpshinned and the goshawk, which are
very similar to the Old World sparrow
hawk and goshawk, but in addition
there is our Cooper's hawk, a bird that
of the

possesses

all

the physical attributes of

the sparrow hawk, and

enough

for

is

besides large

any

almost

reasonable

quarry.

It

PSYCHOLOGY OF HAWKS

ex-

Scotland although with none of

former

also

not to say

became

even subsequent to the Civil

was practiced

We

have the pigeon hawk, the counterpart of the highly reputed European
merlin, a bird that has tremendous
dash and speed and that, like the

In order to train a hawk you must
know just what he will do under any

its

given

has re-

some

comparative quiet in clubs

and private establishments, but even
today peregrines are flown on Salisbury Plain, merlins on the Downs, and
grouse and partridges still fall before
the blow of the stooping game hawk.

conditions

and,

therefore,

to

what he is thinking about.
The difficulty is that no two hawks are
extent,

at all alike; they vary individually in

character even more than they do in

plumage.

I

have had two birds from

the same nest that were as different as
could be: one was the best- and the
other the worst-natured bird that I

HAWKS SUITABLE FOE FALCONRY
The hawks that lend themselves

have ever
to

seen.

every respect,

The

birds will vary in

—strength,

falconry are divided structurally into

characteristics, courage,

two large groups:

and

first,

the falcons.

for that reason

no

size,

feeding

and amiability;

man

can specify

NATURAL HISTORY
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Photograph by Frank B. Levy

A

Trained tiercel weathering on the block

the correct treatment for any

without

hawk

first

becoming famihar with

are,

however, certain char-

any lesson that. is

his pupil.

There

acteristics

common

and these

I will

the

to all good hawks,

dwell on briefl^^

In

they are intelligent
creatures; they can be fooled easil}^,
of course, but that is rather a help
than a drawback to the trainer. Once
first

convinced of your good intentions,
they learn with astonishing rapidity

place,

fully

tierceP to

come

and skillhave trained a

diligently

taught them.

I

to the lure in six lessons.

And when they have

learned a lesson,

they are not apt to forget
to

become a part

'The male
peregrine.

is

it;

it

seems

of their nature.

called a tiercel, usually applied to the

:

THE TRAINING OF A HAWK
It is well to

remember,

too, that

they

think of only one thing at a time,—
when hungry, of food, and, when

191

Let us suppose that we have a captive

duck hawk,

—a

phenomenon, to

rare

be sure, in this country where they are

that which has
Thus, to make them
do your bidding, it is necessary only to
have them think of the right thing at

alarmed,

only

of

frightened them.

The

the proper time.

sight of the lure

remembered sound will suggest
food and, if hungry at that time, they
or a

will forget

everything

else,

even the

fact that they are flying free in the

A hawk newly trained may have
been trying to get free all day but, if
flown at the proper time in the proper
way, he will forget that he is unwind.

restrained, and will come to the lure
from far across the countryside.
That gentleness is an attribute of the
falcon may seem an astounding statement, but I can vouch for its truth.
Duck hawks have been described as
"the most bloody of our Raptores,"
but I beg to differ with this statement.
Of course it must be remembered that
individuals vary enormously, but I
have seen wild duck hawks fly through

Courtesy of Mr. MacNeil

Our noble bird

in the position in

sportsmen try to put her,

—a

which

haggard,

or

adult peregrine falcon, shot somewhere on

our coast

flocks of pigeons without touching one

generally shot on sight.

they certainly are not bloodthirsty
creatures. I can state positively that
trained hawks show only gentleness

were put in a cage, he^ would dash
against the wires with the strength that

toward human beings, and the
that I trained last
try to

harm me

summer

tiercel

did not once

after the second day;

used to carry him on my bare hand
with complete confidence. Relentless
I

and ruthless as he may be in his aerial
pursuits, the duck hawk, when properly
handled, makes the most gentle of
pets, showing marked affection toward
those he knows, and never missing an

hawk

only a

himself

the

bill

will

be wondering by this

the birds are trained.

rate,

Instead, he

outside.

All

properly, not too snugly

and must be

of the proper

shape to give a good fit at the bill opening.
Jesses are put on the bird's legs.
consist

of

two

one of which

each tarsus.

how

fit

or too loosely

They

The reader

any

and nares are

hoods must

leather,

time just

or, at

of his feathers.

on the master's

TEAINING

and. speedily

break most
is provided
with a rufter hood, consisting of a cap
of leather tied on by thongs in back,
and having an opening in front so that

kill

opportunity to take the coveted perch
glove.

displays,

If this bird

is

fight

straps of

fastened around

Both are joined to a com-

'In this account of the training of a hawk the term
he has been used, because the bird described in this
The female is, however, usually prearticle is a male.
ferred by the falconer because of the larger size and
greater power of hawks of this sex.

Photograph by Frank B. Levy

THE FALCON'S EYRIE
Female incubating on the face
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of a four-hundred-foot chff
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mon
is

or

swivel through which the leash

The tiercel is tied to a perch
block by the leash, but special pre-

passed.

cautions must

be taken to prevent

would cause

tangles that

injury.

Thus

equipped, the bird will probably

sit

quietly after a while, due to the hood,

and may then be placed gently on the
glove and carried around steadily, so
that he may become accustomed to

A

that position as soon as possible.

know no

understand

why

the

of carrying the bird has so
effect,
I

and I remember well
was when in the early

my experience I took a falcon on a long railroad trip and noted

stage of

how tame she became
carrying her on

The

fact

is,

my

as a result of
all

fist

my

the way.

this persistent carrying

is

the great secret of discipline, and can-

Of course, if you
can get somebody else to do this part

not be disregarded.
of the

work

for you, all the better.

be assumed that the hawk
was hungry when caught and he
should therefore be fed as soon as
possible, and through the hood at
first.
To accomplish this, take a slice
It is to

holding

the

of lean steak and,

still

bird on the left

touch him on the

fist,

hand and,

shoulder with the right

when he strikes out

defiantly at the

air,

endeavor to have the steak in the way.
Sooner or later he will know what to
expect and even reach out for more
after swallowing a few pieces accidentally,

provided

of

course

that

done very quietly and
gently. Now, when he has learned to
eat well through the hood, either
everything

is

chirp or whistle

means

degree of your good intentions, and

it

time to go a step further.
The
rufter must be changed for a common
hood, one that has a plume on top to

is

enable

one to handle

straps in back so that

and closed

it

it

and draw-

can be opened

This hood should

easily.

fit

quires some luck and a number of
hoods from which to make a selection.
The change must be made in absolute
or approximately absolute darkness.
A time should now be selected when
the pupil is quite hungry, having been
deprived of an appreciable meal for
twenty-four hours; then, some appetiz-

It is difficult to

puzzled

This

that he has become convinced to some

other perch than the

cially to the early part of the training.

how

that particular sound.

just right, a matter that usually re-

master's glove, and that applies espe-

mere act
great an

remarkably short time he will stretch
forward for food whenever he hears

hawk

great falconer once said that a

should
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when he is

in the act of

swallowing, and you will find that in a

ing but rather durable food under his

he should be unhooded in a room
with a candle at the far end. Walk
toward the light, keeping an eye on the

feet,

hawk; if all goes well, the bird may be
taken into practically full daylight at
Either hood the
the first attempt.
bird or get back into darkness before
the meal is finished; and be careful
not to let the hawk feel he is being held
a captive until
It is a

much

later.

good plan at about

this stage

to break the bird to the hood,

way

only

to do this

a dimly lighted

is

to take

and the

him

into

room and hood and

unhood him for hours at a time. He
must become accustomed to being
handled, especially about the head;
his

displeasure

offset

at

first

him a morsel

may

by

be

somewhat

occasionally giving

of food while continually

stroking and hooding him.
of the training is

This part

probably the most

all, but it must be persevered
with until the pupil will allow himself
to be handled and hooded without

tedious of

alarm.
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Meal times are the proper occasions
making progress. At first my tiercel
was unhooded by artificial light, then
outdoors in the twihght, and so,
progressively, until he would feed on

for

the

fist

quietly in broad daylight.

well to prolong these meals,

It is

and to do

so "tirings" are used, morsels that re-

quire hard

work on the part

of the

taken never seriously to alarm him,
but gradually to make him feel at

home among human

surroundings.

He should always be hooded
meal

some minutes
that

of training, for bating,

on a

flying off,

is

before the

even at the cost of

finished,

is

full

stomach

One should avoid

very bad.
the bird as

much

as he will eat, for

that

all-important

he

is

giving
it is

have

should

a good appetite each day even at the

expense of some loss of weight, but
anything even approaching actual
starving

is

to be carefully avoided.

persevered in, it will be
found that the hawk can be carried
among people without causing him
much alarm, that he will sit pretty
quietly without the hood, and in fact
gives every indication of having been
If all this is

manned. You must not expect too
much, however, at this stage. He
may be admirably behaved while
occupied with something, but go into
fits

Photograph by Frank B. Levy

Female peregine falcon, or duck hawk, a
day or two after being taken from the nest,
showing how tame these birds become even
without training
tention

is

tail at this

properly handled.

if

At-

directed to the short wings and

age

of bating as soon as his

mind

is

For this reason it is a good plan
to weather the bird at about this
stage by placing him out on a block on
the lawn and letting him bate off on
to soft grass. Afterwards he probably
will sit quite still on the fist.
free.

The next step is to teach him to come
found
unplucked chicken wings the most useful for my tiercel
it would take him a
good half hour completely to pluck
While the pupil is
and eat one.
feeding absorbedly, he may be brought
close to strangers and other new things
with which he is to be made -familiar.
If his interest wanders too much from
the meal and he shows uneasiness, his
attention may be brought back by the
bird before they can be eaten.

I

;

familiar chirp or a tug at the food held in
his feet.

In this

way he

should be

introduced to society as rapidly as
he will allow; great care must be

to the

fist

for food.

necessary, but

it

It is

not absolutely

certainly

is

a great

convenience, to have the bird
willingly,

and such willingness

serves as final proof that

put the
allowing

hawk on
him

it is

the wing.

come
also

safe to

Begin by

to walk along a perch on

some tempting morsel.
Next, place him on a polished rail,

to the glove for

one of those that bend down at the
ends. Hold the food a Httle away from
the curved end; when he walks toward
it, he is pretty sure to slip and flap to
the glove. If the rail is not used, it is
generally difficult to make him take

THE TRAINING OF A HAWK
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but once that

first leap,
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accom-

plished, he will soon fly considerable

distances to the glove.

These lessons

should be prolonged until he will come

from a post outdoors, being
by the leash of course.
It is

now time to

held

still

This

use the lure.^

should be conspicuously covered with
food the

first

allowed to

time

few times, and the pupil
from a point each

fly to it

increasingly

a

distant,

string

being attached to the swivel of the
jesses for this purpose.

The

lure

may

be swung once or twice before being
thrown down. After a few lessons the
falcon will start for

brought out.

it

as soon as

Soon the string

discarded, the swivel

Thus ends the work

flown

one of the wildest creatures in the world

FLYING THE FALCON
brought my bird to this point
without much difficulty, the entire
training taking about two weeks of
constant work. It was a proud moment
I

when I first saw him flying free overhead and, queerly enough, rather an
anxious one, for the latter part of his
progressed

so

rapidly

that I had not been able to keep

with him myself.
perfectly

safe

to

around overhead.
assistant

hold

up

Consequently,

could not quite realize that

have him
I

it

I

was

circling

usually had an

him a few hundred
I would call him by

yards away, then
swinging the

lure,

hiding

it

block.

—To
is

the

the lure

free.

of training the

and making it gentle and amiable
enough to do our bidding.

had

The hooded hawk on the

right of the block, in the foreground,

wild caught falcon, the process of taking

training

Photograph by George G. Goodwin

be

detached from

hawk

the jesses, and the

it is

may

as

he

approached so that he would mount up
and wing around.
It soon was evident that the falcon

to

pursue hard

enough, in spite of being thoroughly
proficient in flying,^ and the lure was

brought into play to remedy this fault.
I would call him as usual, but as he
came up to the lure, expecting to land

would jerk it quickly away so
He would then
it.
swing around, looking for it, and come

upon it,

I

that he missed

down

again,

keeping a

little

better

watch on it than before. Soon he
began to chase it, and in a few days it
was almost impossible to keep it away
from him for any length of time.
The hawk was then ready for serious
flights at quarry, he was well trained
and naturally pretty fast. Unfortunately, the surrounding country was
very unfavorable for long flights, and
there was no suitable game to fly.
However, the bird had to be "made,"

we obtained

so

a

common

pigeon for

the purpose.

The stoop

of a

game hawk

is

some-

thing that has to be seen to be believed.
It

'The lure consists of a weight covered with leather,
to which some pigeon wings are securely tied.
It
should be heavy enough so that the bird cannot move
it.
Thus he learns not to fly away with the quarry.

know how

did not

has been

off

known to cut the head clean

a grouse, and

'He was a young

bird,

its

speed carries the

hacked two weeks.
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falcon past the fastest

though

it

were standing

The main

game

bird as

still.

objective while training a

bird for this sport

to get

is

on at as high a pitch as

it

on

grines generally will wait

when sent aloft to wait on.
They must be properly handled, how-

readily-

ever, or they will be spoiled before they

Hiding the lure for longer
intervals each day teaches them that,
but the attainment of altitude is often
more troublesome. It depends a great
deal on the individual bird, but there
enough.

are

many

tricks used to

because of the greater safety attending

Pere-

to wait

possible.

Eyesses, that is young birds, are
employed more often in game hawking

obtain the

their use

fly.

They must not be taken from the

nest

until

erally

will

end

when he comes from a height, or
having two people call him off, one
standing on a hill while the other is on

them very

of

the level below.

The

bird

is

allowed to

catch only the lower lure, and thus
associates success with toiling

coming swiftly down.

up and

and prac-

take food offered on the

it is handed
and every precaution
has been taken from the first against
frightening them.
Soon they will
crowd forward and feed from the hand
freely; and they must be fed three
times a day punctually.
They have to be liberated for a few

desired end, such as rewarding the bird

only

fully feathered

ready to leave. Installed in an
empty room, or other warm dry place,
they must be fed promptly. They gentically

of a pencil,

provided

quietly

Photograph by Frank B. Levy

The bird has

and

prepared to eat the food tied to
Note the firm grasp of the feet on the supposed quarry and the bell on the leg
just caught the lure in the air

is

it.
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Photograph by Frank B. Levy

Trained hawks are offered a bath every day. They bathe while being weathered on
Note the padded top of
the lawn and afterwards fly up on the block to preen and dry.
the block and the leash, jesses, and swivel

weeks

in order that

they

strong on the wing.
hacking, and the
follows:

The

way

birds,

may become

This
it is

let

is

done

called
is

as

us assume,

have become accustomed to eat at
certain hours; they should now be fed
on lures at these times until they come
to know the lures. Then they should
be freed early some morning with the
lures in sight and a very light feed on
them. After eating, the hawks willfly up on a neighboring tree or roof,

probably not going far at first. At the
accustomed hour the lures should be
brought out again and the hawks will
find them. Once the birds have come
back to feed, they will always return on lime if they are able to, but
it is very important to be punctual
with the food. It must be tied on so
that it will not come off. If it becomes
detached, the

hawk

will fly

away with

it,

and thus learn the dangerous habit

of

carrying.

If

a trained

hawk

flies
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away with her

kill,

there

is

no way of
most

the

bow

is

useful lessons that the birds learn at

point on

hack

is

that food must be eaten on the

ground.
this stage.

They daily take long flights

about the country, sometimes circling
way up almost out of sight and again
chasing each other playfully, making
seemingly vicious stoops at one another
from tall tree tops.
They do not know at first that birds
are good to eat and thus rely on the
lures, but some day they will discover
this fact; and when they do, they must
be taken in promptly. You can generally tell, if this has happened by a
missed meal, the safe period for leaving a peregrine at hack being about a
month. A trap or snare must be used
to recapture the bird. I found a No.
steel trap very heavily padded to be

The

net.

training from this

the same as for a wild bird,

is

although somewhat

The

They are very pretty to watch at

but the conventional thing

excellent,

getting her back, so one of the

easier.

great danger of hacking,

course, that the birds
fact,

it

may

of

almost a certainty in most

is

parts of the country, in spite of every-

thing you can do to protect them.

To sum
is

up,

beginner,

can say that falconry

and that

opportunity to
of

I

although

feasible,

make

a noble bird.

I

difficult

for the

offers

a rare

-it

the acquaintance

do not wish to

persuade anybody to attempt

it

unless

he happens to be exceptionally located,

but I might say for the benefit of any

such person, that the best book on
the subject is The Art and Practice
of

Hawking by E. B.

equipment
from Mr. K. Mollen
that

all

Mitchell,

may

Holland.

photographed

in flight

and

be obtained
in Valkenswaard,

Photograph by Frank B. Levy

A hawk

is

be shot; in

With Murphy
By

R. E.

to Peru'

COKER

Professor of Zoology, University of North Carolina

thousand
THREE
since
passed

have

years

an

elderly

''preacher" of unusual wiscomplained that there was no
end to the making of books; yet, of
all the books that could have been in

dom

Solomon's library, those that survive
today,

translated,

suitably

if

by one

doubtless be read
course of a year.

could

of us in the

our curios-

It piques

ity to know what may have been in
the others, what even were their titles

Our curiosity
and subject matter.
might be excited as well by the vast

now made each
year, concerning which we must remain as ignorant as we are of the mass
majority of the books

of the literature

King Solomon's

of

We

can scarcely read even the
greater number of the current books
that relate to subjects in which we
time.

have some real interest. Consequently,
with reference to any new volume from
the press,

a question of the

it is

first

Is it worth while to
spend time upon this particular book?

importance:
Will

it

instruct us, or

taking us easily

amuse

away into

us, or,

in the selection of subjects

and

hackneyed description of streets and
churches and plazas. If we depended
upon Murphy alone, we might never
know that there were such things
in

Lima

Armas

or a

Murphy

does

guidebooks.

He

as a Plaza del

Palacio del Gobierno.

not

plagiarize

the

does take us up on the

hills

We

Andes.

the

trace

by the green

line"

strange ''fog

or dusty aspects of

the nearer slopes, or

we turn

to observe

the sweeping Himiboldt Current beyond the heights of San Lorenzo and
cathedraled Pachacamac.

The

stand shivering in the cool sea breeze.
Incidentally

we

learn quite a bit about

the peculiar climatic conditions that

reading as in friends but, for a wide

Soon we are in voyage
guano islands, and first, of

lands of Peru will
least

two

Murphy's Bird Isundoubtedly meet at

of the criteria just mentioned.

Doctor Murphy

command

of

the

is

With no labored attempts
ular
rigid

manifestation

fact,

of

follow our guide

the

language.

order of procedure,

islands

Gallan,

and no

he speaks

life,

saw and knew something about. He
seems to be guided not so much by
good judgment as by a happy instinct

height,

Bird Islands of Peru by Robert Cushm;

Thereafter

we

and interpreter to
chief interest
San

—

of

—

alike

all

in

being

inhospitable to plant

of innumerable
but notably diverse in size, in

and

in general aspect, as well

as in the character of the bird

Penguins,

m

the.

course,

and the homeland

birds,

of

for

Vieja, Asia, Pescadores,

generally dry,

naturally and of the things that he

lA review

Isla

Guanape, Lobos

at a partic-

style

western Peru in

all

a region unlike any other.

the historic Chinchas.

fortunate in his

English

crim-

son sun sinks beneath the Pacific, the
tropical sky darkens quickly, and we

make Lima, and

of readers.

San
whence
of

Bartolomeo and Morro Solar,
through his eyes we view the fine
panorama of Lima on its sloping coastal
terrace,
beneath the high-banking

trodden fields, refresh and invigorate
our drooping minds? Tastes differ in
class

in the

us see things

very nearly as he saw them.
He takes us ahnost immediately to
"The City of Kings," but we get no

by

infrequently

make

choice of words to

pelicans,

Murphy; published by G.

petrels,
P.

life.

gannets,

Putnam's Sons, 1925.
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—

gulls,

others

and guanayes these and many
come in review in their home

or in their wanderings over the sea

life

Through

for food.

verbal

pictures,

we

them, singly
or by "acres," resting on the islands,
soaring in the air, or floating on the
or photographic,

plunging,

water,

see

diving,

or,

seems, dancing on the waves.

we

sionally,

as

it

Occa-

leave the birds and boats

and ramble on the mainland
Interspersed with the

shore.

nothing about Peru,

its

appearance,
or

industries,

its

A somewhat cynical American whose
personal geographic experiences were

very limited, once said that association with the

Andes seemed to

"tall" statements.

It

might better be
Andes

said that familiarity with the

number

and

In

relating to special topics.

the Coast," the author does not

of

depart materially from his

fell

plan

own

within the scope of his

We

spnal attention.

an

not

study,

historical

but

a

of

story to matter that

restricting the

or

archaeological

account

brief

per-

therefore,

find,

the

of

author's observations in burial grounds

near Pisco and in the notable

museum

Doctor Prado y Ugarteche in Lima.
topic, though lightly touched,
serves a useful purpose as a suggestive
background for the picture that is

with the adjacent Humboldt
Current makes one aware of realities
that can be reported only in language

that

is

not

as readily

phenomena

as

is

the

human

Actually, as the re-

viewer from his

own knowledge can

Murphy

does not incline to

testify.

exercise the fullest privileges derived

tive

—

If this is

eye or tongue.

from

and an industry,

"tall."

corrupted by the evil influences of
natural

of

picture of a region

may seem

the case, then the camera

The

being developed in our imagination

affect

travelers alike with a tendency to

narrative are an approximately equal

the chapter entitled ''Ancient People

its

can be comprehended without
reference to the Humboldt Current
and the oceanographic conditions associated with it.
society,

all

chapters of

climate,

its

his associations,

but

is

conserva-

and desirous to substantiate
rather than to startle.
The book is abundantly illustrated
with

photographs,

exclusively,

chiefly,

of birds

and

but

not

colonies of

unique in many respects, a picture that
will be complete only when we view the

birds,

and these reveal the author not

only

as

present in the perspective of the past.

camera under a variety of conditions,
but also as having an instinct for the
point of view. Incidentally, some of
his photographs give eloquent testimony as to the wisdom and the effectiveness of the Peruvian government in
conserving and fostering the great
national resource represented by the
birds of the guano islands. To one who
visited the same places about two de-

The Humboldt Current
treatment

account

upon

all

form

of

an

of

this

dift'erent

phenomenon based

that has been discovered and

reported,
his

;

in its special

for the author presents

chapter receives a

own.

including

observations

of

Here we have the best

general readable account of a great

ocean stream,

less in

volume than others

breadth and in

major curmore majestic
than any other, because more directly
'observable and more completely domof the

rents of the seas, but

inating coastal conditions.

Practically

successful

cades before,

many

in

handling the

of the author's pic-

tures have an entirelj^familiar aspect, but

the broad sea of snowy piqueros shown

on the south island of the Guanapes
could not have been found there or

—
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The most abun-

elsewhere in 1907.
dant,

and

most valuseems to have

potentially- the

able bird of the coast,

changed
able

nesting habit in a desir-

its

way under

the benign influence of

a modern regime;

more

or,

likely, it

has resumed an original habit which it
had long abandoned under force of

From what has been

said

Murphy

inferred

that

general

description

people,

thus

vice of so

it

gives

of

the

may

be

us

no

the Peruvian

of

avoiding

that

many temporary

fearful

sojourners

Through Murphy
we are introduced to a number of
Peruvians of both indigenous and
acclimated stocks, and we meet them

in strange lands.

if we were there, merely
good friends who aid us in our
travels in every practicable way, for
such they are to those who approach
them as good friends.
We meet among others ''an ancient
Indian" whose dignity and courtesy
make him "a man to remember."
"During subsequent association with
the fishermen of Northern Peru
particularly with Indians from settlements between San Jose and Sechura
Bay," says the author, somewhat
incidentally,
"I found every man
kindly, hospitable and trustworthy."
Such people should be reformed. The
1926 models of automobiles and fashion
plates and novels might well work
wonders with them. But how shall
we get such things to them? These
people seem to have been more or less

as

we might

as the

exposed for several centuries to the
ideas of

European

infection

taking

alter

essentially

habits,

native

origin,

the

and the point
to

indigenous

them.
coastal

without the

strongly

so

of

We

men, who have probably been changed
little by either Europeans or Incas,
not to the "higher powers" who have
pioneered in aviation and who have
recently given us an example of judicious conservation that would be noteworthy anywhere in the world and
that,

it

may

be hoped,

will

be as effec-

tive as the system of conservation that,

unfavorable circumstances.
general tone of the book,

201

as

character,

to

the

view that were
refer

Peruvian

to

the

fisher-

it is

on the same islands

said, prevailed

five centuries ago.

There remains to
destiny

the manifest

fulfill

namely, to
point out the glaring defects of the

book

of

all

in hand.

reviews,

Unfortunately for our

salvation as a reviewer, the defects

did not glare as we read. No doubt
they are there and we missed them
only because we were too soon deluded
into thinking of the author as our

We ought to go back and search

host.

them

we

out, but

hesitate to abandon
So we lay aside the

our delusion.

book

for a time, feeling that

Murphy

has really taken us with him to the

and coastal regions of
have not read a textbook,
nor a tale of adventures, nor a catalogue of curiosities and natural history; but we have had a fascinating
voyage, and we have become pleasantly
islands, waters,

We

Peru.

with

acquainted

a

region

notably different from

we may have known
it

all

that

We

before.

may

find

What-

a real place, nevertheless.

ever

is

others that

be the seeming anomalies

of climate, of natural

phenomena,

human history, Peru fits into
better than before.

may have

of

our world

Unconsciously we

enlarged

somewhat

the

sphere of our imagination to take in

comfortably the shores of the
boldt, but, at

any

rate,

we

Hum-

did not

have to conceive a new world with
unique laws to provide place for a
region

that

blends

so

much

of in-

congruity with a genuine charm.

—

Ernest Harold Baynes
BORN MAY

1868;

1,

PASSED INTO THE GREAT BEYOND

JANUARY

21, 1925

By FREDERIC

A.

LUCAS

Honorary Director, American Museum

is

a simple matter

ITeulogistic notice of
man

to

write a

some prominent

one has never met, but to

and
anyone who knew Mr. Baynes would
feel that whatever might be written
would seem cold and perfunctory.
Born in Calcutta in 1868 and passing
his boyhood in England, he came with
his family to the United States and
was graduated from the College of the
Citj" of New York, where he acquitted
himself well both in scholarship and
write of a friend

is

different,

athletics.

For a short time he

tried report orial

work on the New York Times, and for
some years he assisted his father
in his work on the application of photography to modeling, and then, in 1900,
took up what was to be his life work:
writing and lecturing on natural history
and especially on the animals found
about our homes.
He was one of those who have the
rare gift of making friends with wild
animals and some of his experiences
may be found in his last book The
though
Sprite, the Story of a Red Fox
his most popular work is probably the
history of Jimmie, the mischievous but
most amusing and lovable black bear.
Living as he did near the great
Corbin game preserve in New Hampshire at the foot of Croydon Mountain,
he had an opportunity to make the
acquaintance of some unusual animals.
Among other things he broke to harness
a pair of bison, though few of his
friends really enjoyed a drive behind
them as they were given to indulging in
little wayside excursions on their own
initiative which, though quite goodnatured, were sometimes rather startling. Probably this acquaintance with
the bison caused him to take a keen
interest in their preservation and ac-

—
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counted for the prominent part he
took in founding the American Bison
Society.

He was naturally fond of dogs but
these, as well as his wilder friends, did
not always show the same consideration for others that they did for Mr.
Baynes. Some of his ''pets" indeed
could hardly have been beloved by his
neighbors whose hens and sheep fell
victims to them and, in view of the
damages he was now and then called
upon to pay, his friends were wont to
chaff him with the remark that his pets
were certainly dear to him if not to
his neighbors. It speaks volumes for
Mr. Baynes that in spite of these
depredations he continued to hold the
esteem of the villagers.

His keen sense of justice led him to
devote much time during the last years
of his Hfe to protests against the misstatements of the so-called antivivisectionists, protests that were financially costly to him, for thereby he lost
many thousands of dollars in the way
But it won him the supof lectures.
port of medical men throughout the
country and led to the founding of the
association of the Friends of Medical
Progress (now the American Association for Medical Progress).
We all
have an admiration for martyrs, however little we may wish to play the role
ouiselves.

When Mr. Baynes was stricken down,
he was about to begin the book he had
planned on Animal Heroes of the World
War, and to this he devoted literally
his last energies, completing the final
chapter on the very afternoon he died.
He might well have concluded with the
words of Paul "The time of my departure is come. I have fought the
good fight, I have finished the course, I
have kept the faith."

NOTES
ASIA

sisting of a

Asiatic Expedition of the

The Third

—

American Museum and Asia Magazine.
The largest expedition in which the Museum
has ever participated will start from Kalgan,
the gateway of Mongoha, shortly after the

middle of April, headed for Tsagan Nor, the
westernmost point previously reached by Mr.

Roy Chapman Andrews and

his co-workers.

Proceeding thence northwestward into new
territory the expedition, will apply all the
expert

knowledge of the members of

its

personnel to the scientific conquest of this

Included in the party besides Mr.
Andrews, who for many months has been in

area.

the East carrying out with
the bewildering

number

consummate care

of details essential to

Mr. Walter Granger, palaeonand second in command; Dr. Charles
P. Berkey, professor of geology at Columbia
University, who serves as geologist; Mr.
Frederick K. Morris, previously of Columbia
University and Peyang University, assistant
geologist; Major L. B. Roberts, topographer, who during the War was a member
of the U. S. Aerial Mapping Force in France;
success, are:
tologist

Lieutenant Butler; assistant topographer;
Lieutenant Robinson, assistant topographer;

W. Chaney,

and

palseo-

botanist of the Carnegie Institution of

Wash-

Dr. Ralph

botanist

Mr. N. C. Nelson, associate curator
or archseology in the American Museum; Mr.
Mr.
Clifford Pope, assistant in zoology;
George Olsen, discoverer of the first dinosaur nest; Doctor Skinner, surgeon; Mr.
J. B. Shackelford, cinematographer; Mr. J.
McKenzie Young, in charge of motor trans-

ington;

portation;

Norman

Lovell,

assistant

in

motor transportation.
Messrs. Young and Lovell have charge of a
fleet of five Dodge cars and two Fulton trucks,
and, as in other years, the maintenance of this
equipment at the maximum of efficiency may
safely be entrusted to Mr. Young and those
working with him. At Kalgan one hundred
fifty camels have been assembled for the
transport to Tsagan Nor of the supplies, which
in addition to flour and rice and similar foodstuffs,

include

all

the other necessities for a

sojourn of five months in the desert.
Besides the scientific and administrative

personnel just

listed,

the party will include ten

Mongols under the veteran camel driver Merin
and about an equal number of Chinese, con-

No.

1

boy, three cooks, taxiderm-

ists, fossil collectors,

The

and chauffeurs.

Duck.

Pink-headed

—When

the

Faimthorpe-Vernay Expedition set forth in
1922 to collect for the American Museum .specimens of the rapidly disappearing fauna of
India, one of the most desired objects of lh3
quest was the nearly extinct pink-headed duck.
This bird secretes itself in the dense swamps
and both because of its rarity and the obstacles presented by its habitat is very seldom
seen. Some years ago a specimen was shot on
the Nepal border north of Oudh, and two

specimens were taken respectively in the
Shahjahanpur District and in the Kheri
District, but in spite of the most painstaking
search the expedition of 1 922-23 failed to see
a single bird, and persistent inquiiy

among

brought only the disappointing
reply "The bird has not been seen."
local shikari

Ever solicitous of the Museum's needs, Mr.
Vernay took the precaution, however, before
leaving the Nepal region to commission a
local hunter to keep on the watch. That was
two years ago; now news comes from Mr.
Vernay that the prize has been bagged, two

—

specimens secured in north Kheri.

NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL

SOCIETY

The Expedition on the Steamer "ArcTURUs"

for the investigation of the Sargasso

Sea and other tropical oceanic areas under the
leadership of Mr. William Beebe of the New
York Zoological Society, sailed from New
York on February 10 and after stopping at
Norfolk, Virginia, to coal, proceeded to
Bermuda, its final stop on the way to the
scene of its operations. The expedition
has been made possible through the generosity
of a number of contributors, the principal
ones including Messrs. Harrison Williams,
Henry D. Whiton, Vincent Astor, Marshall
first

Field, Clarence Dillon,

and

the

American

George F. Baker, Jr.,
of Natural

Museum

History.

Henry

Osborn of the
"Arcturus" as
far as Norfolk, and reports from Bermuda
and by wireless from the Sargasso Sea itself
indicate that interesting finds are being made.
Few scientific expeditions have been more
President

Fairfield

Museum accompanied

carefully

prepared in

equipment or a

the

respect

scientific

and

to

material

technical staff
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Photograph by G. Clyde Fisher

SOLAR ECLIPSE OF JANUARY
New York
The picture was taken during totality from the Jumel Mansion at 160th Street,
lens, f.4.5, focal
Cooke
a
with
camera
Graflex
a
used:
was
equipment
following
The
City.
was two seconds
length 7 inches, stop f.l6, Kodak Cut Film. The time of exposure
24, 1925
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when they occur, the
animals are sent to the American Museum as

by previous experience, trainand proved accomplishment to take

course of things, and,

advantage of the opportunities that the voyage will afford for oceanographic and bio-

anatomical specimens.

better qualified
ing,

logical studies of all kinds.

It is equipped,

not only for obtaining data as to the ocean
itself and the collection of specimens of animal and plant life, but for studying this

under natural conditions, and for
by photographs, moving pictures,
and colored drawings and paintings made by
marine

life

recording

scientifically trained artists, the true colors

and appearance of these creatures
in

in life

and

motion.

The

director of the expedition,

Mr. William

Beebe, as ornithologist, author, explorer, and
director of the New York Zoological Society's
Tropical Research Station in British Guiana,

no introduction to the readers of
Natural History. The American Museum

needs

Among

the great variety of animals thus

received during the past few

months are sev-

eral of exceptional interest.

The most noteworthy specimens donated

to

the department of herpetology include an

African smooth-clawed frog (Xenopus

Isevis),

Varanus caudolineatus) from
AustraUa, an iguana {Conolophus subcristatus) captured by Mr. William Beebe in the
Galapagos Islands, a Cuban boa (Epicrates
angulifer), and two red rattlesnakes {Crotalus
exsul) from California.
Several very desirable birds have been
received, among which may be mentioned the
a dwarf monitor

(

six-plumed bird of paradise {Parotia sefilata),
an adult bald eagle, captured at Peekskill,
New York, several interesting pigeons from

has furnished a member of its scientific staff,
Dr. William K. Gregory, curator of the department of comparative anatomy and profes-

the Notogsean, or Australian, region, a maguari

Other members

meister's seriema {Chunga burmeisteri) from

sor at

Columbia University.

of the expedition are

Miss Lillian KopeloffHealth
York City; D wight

Segal, biological chemist, late of the

Department
Franklin,

of

New

assistant

in

fish

preparation;

United States Bureau
of Fisheries, specialist on diatoms and crustaceans, and his wife. Dr. M. D. Fish, assistant
in larval fish distribution Miss Isabel Cooper,
artist; John TeeVan, scientific photographer;
Charles

J.

Fish, of the

;

Ernest Shoedsack, moving picture expert;
Miss Euth Rose, historian and technicist;
William H. Merriam, in charge of the mechanical

Dr. D. W. Cady,
W. Pearson, assistant in macroHugh Raup, assistant in micro-

equipment;

^surgeon Jay F.
:

plankton;
plankton,
zoologist

and Serge Chetyrkin, Russian
and botanist, as taxidermist of the

expedition.

The plans

voyage provide for a trip
months. After a study of the
Sargasso Sea the " Arcturus" will pass through
the Panama Canal and continue its work in
the region of the Humboldt Current in the
of

about

of the

six

Recent Contributions from the New
YoRS Zoological Society. Under the

—

splendid sanitary conditions obtaining at the

New York

Zoological

Park

the

animals,

protected from predacious enemies, enjoy a

probably

rarely

attained

under

natural conditions; but, in so large a population,

ca,

and a particularly

the Argentine, where
'

fine

specimen of Bur-

it is locallj'

known

as

This is one of the most peculiar and
interesting of living birds and has long been
a puzzle to naturalists. Sharp classified it with
'

chunnia.

'

'

the birds of prey, but
tors believe that

it is

more recent investigamore closely related to

the Gruiformes, or the crane-like birds, including the bustards.
will

be the

first

It has

been mounted and

of its kind to be exhibited in

Museum.
The mammals presented to the Museum by
the New York Zoological Society are no less
varied than the reptiles and birds. They are
represented by specimens from all the continents and include members of very divergent
Among them are the following: a
groups.
the American

red-faced saki monkey, or red ouakari {Caca-

jao rubicundus) from the Amazonian forests of
South America, a mandrill (Mandrillus) from
Africa, a prehensile-tailed porcupine
(Ccendou prehensilus) from South America,
a rare species of armadillo (Cabassoius uni-

West

cinctus) captured

by Mr. William Beebe

in

British Guiana, a hyrax (Procavia capensis)

Pacific.

longevity

stork {Euxenura maguari) from South Ameri-

deaths are inevitable in the normal

from South
teropus

Africa,

sethiopicus)

and an aard-vark {OryoThis
from Abyssinia.

queer animal was the first of its kind ever
received at the Museum in the flesh. Casts
were made of the external features of the

animal before

its

of the soft parts

vark

is

skin

and skeleton and some

were preserved.

The

aard-

not closely related to any other living
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animal. It was consequently removed from
the Edentata and at the present time constitutes a separate mammalian order, the

Tubulidentata.

Some of the material from the Zoological
Park has been preserved entire for anatomical
purposes, and forms a very valuable part of
the collection of the department of comparative anatomy.
The various departments of the Museum
are very fortunate in being favored with such

New York

a wealth of material by the

Zoo-

manes, render

a most conspicuous animal.

it

The Vernay Angola Expedition will endeavor to make its stay as useful to science as
possible through general collecting, for among
African regions there could be found few of

In Angola representatives

greater interest.
of the

West

African, East African,

There

African faunas meet.
of

game but

it

is

and South

a fair variety

rather scarce.

Success

be assured chiefly by Mr.
Vernay's fine marksmanship. In addition to

in this field will

mammals and birds,

reptiles, fish,

brates will also furnish

logical Society.

is

and inverte-

many interesting

data.

and pre-

In view of the fact that there are practically

serving the anatomical specimens donated has

no natural history collections from this region
represented in any of the American institutions, Mr. Vernay has decided to have a

The

responsibility for selecting

devolved largely upon Mr. H. C. Raven,
assistant curator of comparative and human

anatomy, and his proficiency and technical
knowledge in this field has recently received
recognition through his appointrnent as
associate prosector of the

He

Society.
bilities

New York Zoological

will henceforth share responsi-

heretofore carried solely

Doctor Huntington,
Physicians and Surgeons.

sector.

by the pro-

of the College of

THE VERNAY ANGOLA EXPEDITION
To

obtain a fine selection of big

the American

Museum's new

Henry

long been one of President

game

for

Asiatic hall has
Fairfield

Osborn's ambitious projects. His high expectations were suddenly realized by the

many

priceless

Vernay.

As a

gifts

from Mr. Arthur S.
Mr. Vernay's special

result of

expeditions into tropical Asia, partly with
Col. J. C. Faunthorpe, a series of the

representative groups of wild

prepared for exhibition in the

most

selected, as

Portuguese

new sphere
West Africa.

a

exploits,

This

time the
habitat of the Angola sable antelope (Hippotragus variani) will become his hunting ground.
Among the larger antelopes there are hardly
any of prouder carriage or more spectacular
appearance.
The large, scimitar-shaped,
rough horns reach a length fof sixty-four
inches.

The

month

later will start active field

glossy dark brown, nearly black,

upper side and white under parts of the bull,
as well as the presence of nuchal and throat

work

in

Angola near the coast and along the railroad.
Toward the middle of June Mr. Vernay will
join them and the party will then proceed into
the interior. The entire results of the Angola
Expedition will be donated by Mr. Vernay to
the Museum. Messrs. Vernay and Boulton
Mr.
will return to New York in October.
Lang expects to continue his field studies two
months longer by traversing South Africa.-H.L.

now being
Museum studios

for his

across the country.

Museum

departments have
taken an active interest in rounding out the
scope of this undertaking.
Messrs. Herbert Lang and Rudyerd Boulton, both of the Museum staff, the latter an
ornithologist who accompanied Mr. Ludlow
Griscom on his recent expedition to Panama,
will leave New York on March 14 and a
Several of the

life is

under the direction of Mr. James L. Clark.
Mr. Vernay's loyalty to the American Museum and his generosity in undertaking extensive and hazardous field work on its behalf is
being strikingly demonstrated in the organization of a new expedition, of which this institution is to be the beneficiary. Mr. Vernay has

made

biological survey

IN

MEMORIAM

Thomas Lincoln Casey, an
the taxonomy of the

authority in

died on
February 3 in his sixty-eighth year. Born in
1857, he was graduated from the U. S. Military
Academy in 1879, and was an officer in the
U. S. Army, retiring from active service in
1912. His voluminous contributions to our
knowledge of the Coleoptera began in 1884
and continued for forty years. They appeared
Coleoptera,

at first in various scientific journals and, since
1910, in

memoirs privately printed.

consist of descriptions of

new species

They

or forms,

usually coupled with systematic treatment of

the group involved, and aggregate 8621 closely

printed pages.

value

of

Opinions as to the permanent

Casey's

work

differ.

To many

which he sometimes
described as "taxonomic units" appear to be
coleopterists the forms

—
NOTES
undeserving of names; and reviews of his
in certain groups have relegated some

work

synonymy. On
work was
done on famih'es of minute beetles, which had
been in part neglected by previous authors,
and where his power of systematic analysis is
of the

names he proposed

to

the other hand, a great part of his

The large number

displayed to advantage.

new names he proposed

of

resulted from his

untiring perseverance in studying the great
collection he

had accumulated, and which,

with his valuable and extensive library, he
bequeathed to the U. S. National Museum.
While many of such names may ultimately
be considered unnecessary, enough will re-

main
thor

in our catalogues to make their auone of the greatest coleopterological

Charles W. Leng.

taxonomists.

,

BIRDS
who

represented the

American Museum at the Third Pan-American
Scientific Congress in Peru, was one of eleven
delegates upon whom the University of San
Marcos at Lima conferred an honorary degree. In a graceful address of thanks Doctor

Murphy

expressed his gratification at being

included as Doctor Honoris Causa

among

the

American
which dates from

distinguished sons of the South

founding of
a time long before the birth of learning in the
territory now occupied by the United States.
institution, the

CONSERVATION
The Save the Redwoods League.

—

About
two hundred fifty miles north of San Francisco
on the Redwood Highway are Dyerville and
Bull Creek Flats, groves which have been
pronounced by competent judges the finest
examples of coast redwood to be found. Many
of the trees in these groves are two thousand
or more years old, giants of the plant world

—

that tower to a height of as

much

as 375 feet

and have a girth of from 30 to 45 feet. The
Save the Redwoods League feels that these
superb trees must be preserved, to the lasting
benefit of Humboldt County and of the
thousands of visitors

who

in the course of the

years will find inspiration in their stately
beauty.
tial

The two

tracts in question are essen-

to the rounding out of the present fourteen-

mile strip along the highway

Humboldt

State

Humboldt County

in the purposes of

the League should be helpful in consummating
the negotiations for their purchase

known

as the

Redwood Park. Fortunately

funds are available for their acquisition, and
the hearty concurrence of the Board of Super-

now

be-

lieved to be impending.

SCIENCE OF

MAN

The Mrs. William Boyce Thompson
archieological exploration of the lower
Gila River, Arizona.- The beginning has
been made of what promises to be a thorough

—

examination of ancient remain? in the region
drained by the lower Salt and Gila rivers.
Nowhere else in the United States are there
indications of irrigation systems so extensive
An intricate
or of such a dense population.
series of ditches furnished water for large
tracts of land in the vicinity of Phoenix and
Florence, Arizona.

The modern

the vicinity of these

cities are in

times there were considerable
region, the walls of

some

of

ditches in

many

cases

In prehistoric

the ancient ones cleaned out.

Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, associate
curator of marine birds,

visors of

207

cities in this

which are

still

and the
buildings were examined in 1887-88 by the
Hemmingway Expedition of Harvard UniUnforversity led by Frank H. Gushing.
tunately but meager reports of this work were
published.
One well-preserved ruin, Casa
standing.

Both the

irrigation canals

Grande, is now under the protection of the
National Park Service of the United States
Government.
Scattered about in this general region are
many ruins small and large and of varying
ages. Several of these are situated near mountain valleys where irrigation was not necessary for the raising of maize. One of these,
near the state highway between Globe and
Superior, Arizona, was recently visited by Dr.
P. E. Goddard, curator of ethnology, Ameri-

can Museum, and has been chosen for complete
excavation. There are in this ruin about a
hundred rooms as indicated by remains of
Already a skeleton in fair
walls of stone.
preservation has been recovered, besides
pottery and ornaments of shell and turquoise.
In the neighborhood are well preserved
cliff ruins, which have not suffered from
vandalism. These will no doubt supply specimens of great scientific value. In one large
cave there is a room that has its roof intact
and well preserved. The very arid condition
of these caves
textiles

has assured the survival of

and other objects which have

dis-

appeared in the unprotected ruins.
It is through the interest of Mrs. Thompson,
wife of the well-known philanthropist and
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mining man, Col. Wm. Boyce Thompson,
that the American Museum is able to undertake this important work. Mrs. Thompson
some years ago provided for archaeological
research in Cyprus; and during her travels in
Egypt, Peru, and elsewhere has become

in-

terested in early civilizations.

A thorough study of the region should throw
on the connection between the prehisMexico and those
who lived and developed a civilization in preSpanish times in the region of the Upper
Colorado and Rio Grande rivers.
light

toric people of the Valley of

The Institut de Palbontologie HuMAiNE, which, generously endowed by the
Prince of Monaco, has become one of the
agencies for

principal

knowledge
course

of early

of

lectures

"L'Aurore de
Breuil;

la

contributing

to

the

man, announces a spring
of

unusual

Pierre taillee"

interest:

by M. H.

"Origine et Formation des Grottes

par

utilisees

I'Homme

paleolithique "

by

"L'Art quaternaire dans le
Pays basque" by M. Passemard, "Decouverte
du Paleolithique en Chine" by M. P. Teilhard

M.

A.

Vire,

"Une Population primitive
Pygmees" by M. R. Verneau,
"Les Origines de I'Homme americain" by

de

Chardin,

actuelle:

le

Doctor Rivet.

NEW MEMBERS
Since the last issue of Natural History the
following persons have been elected members

American Museum, making the
membership 8179.
of the

total

Messrs. Roland Jackson Hunter
AND Francis W. McMillan.
Fellows:

Mesdames Florence Sutro
ESBERG AND MORRIS HaWKES; ThE MiSSES
Elizabeth McLane and Ellen J. Stone;
Messrs. Henry Esberg, George E. ChisHOLM, Edward J. Lavino, Jeremiah Milbank, W. H- Miner, Henry M. Sage,
Life Members:

Joseph R. Swan, William H. Vanderbilt,
Arthur T. Walker, Frank D. Waterman,

Weber.
Mesdames C. G. Rice
AND Wharton Sinkler; Doctor Dudley
Roberts; Messrs. Edward- Brevoort Renwick, Charles Edward Riley, and Simon
and Orlando

F.

Sustaining Members:

Siegman.

Countess Maud Salm;
E, Chapman, De Witt
Clinton Falls, Francis E. Faxon, Robinson Locke, Clare Florence Meyers,
Annual Members:

Mesdames Clarence

Frederick Nathan, John H. Nolan, Ferdinand Nusbaum, Whitelaw Reid, Russell

Frank Hall

Scott, W. G. Sharp,
H. Tombs, Charles H.
Tweed, Lucien Hamilton Tyng, Andrew
M. Underhill, J. Howard Wainwright,
Alfred L. White, George L. Woodward,
AND Owen D. Young; The Misses Margaret E Ashley, Mary H. Denver, Ruth
Guernsey, Alice E. Kingsbury, Mary
Sumner Phraner, Eunice A. SchoonMAKER, Kate R. Simons, and Ethel Zabriskie; Major R. T. M. Scott; Rev. Dr.
Stephen S. Wise; Brother Henry; Honorable Cornelius A. Pugsley; Doctors
Charles D. Easton and S. Ormond Gold an;
Messrs. Roy S. Barnhart, John Haven
Emerson, Robert E. Farley, Udo M.
Fleischmann, Gerard Fountain, W. F.
FuERST, Nelson Augustus Gladding, H. H,
S. Handy, Gerard C. Hegerman, Julius A.
Heidb, Wm. O'D. Iselin, John W. Kiser,
Carl H. Langbnberg, John L. Lawrence,
Alexander Levene, C. G. Lueder, Pierce
Marion, E. A. Moore, M. L. Neumoegen,
William Monypeny Newsom, M. Patterson, Charles S. Payson, Siegfried Peierls,
James H. Perkins, William Y. Peters,
Charles T. Plunkett, Samuel Young
Ramage, Robt. Rennie, H. N. Rust, K. B.
Schley, William W. Sisson, A. M. Sloss,
Daniel Cranford Smith, Charles R. StanDiNGER, George H. Storm, Raymond W.
Storm, William George Sullivan, Wyllys
Terry, William J. Tingue, J. I. Wakelee,

E. Sard,

Knox Taylor, W.

•

Arvine Wales, Gustavus A. Walker,
Charles N. Welsh, and Leonard D. White.

Mesdames Joseph BridgColebrook, Alastair Gordon
Gumming, J. P. Gardner, George Horatio
Gorham, Elbert A. Harvey, Horatio King,
AND McCook Knox; Miss Grete Weber;
Gen. Henry T. Allen; Doctors V. N.
Robb, Eldridge M. Shanklin, and Chas.
S. Tuller; Messrs. Wm. H. Allen, L. G.
Barth, C. Bausman, G. E. Chamberlain,
Harry J. Chopourian, Russell T. Costel-.
Lo, J. MuRDOCK Dennis, Carl A. Garris,
Jr., Chas J. Group, Alexander Hays, H. L.

Associate Members:

HAM, A.

S.

J. E. Jacobs, A. M. McQueen,
Alfred E. Meyer, E. V. Neelands, Robert
Schuyler Ogden, Marcus T. Reynolds,
Herman Schwarz, Reginald Le Grand
SwANN, W. A. Thomas, Arthur T. Wayne,
Claude S. Wilcox, Fred. C. Wilharm, and
James Zetek.

HoLLis,
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MEMBERSHIP MORE THAN EIGHT THOUSAND
For the enrichment of its collections, for the support of its explorations and scientific research,
and for the maintenance of its publications, the American Museum of Natural History is dependent wholly upon membership fees and the generosity of friends. More than 8000 members
are now enrolled who are thus supporting the work of the Museum. The various classes of
membership are:
Associate

Member

(nonresident)*

annually
annually
annually

Annual Member

Member
Member

Sustaining
Life

Fellow
Patron
Associate Benefactor
Associate Founder

Benefactor

Endowment Class

to
*Person8 residing

Subscriptions

fifty

miles or

endowment

$3

$10
125
$100
$500
$1,000
$10,000
$25,000
$50,000
$100,000

more from New York City

by check and inquiries regarding membership should be addressed: George
American Museum of Natural History, New York City.

F. Baker, Jr., Treasurer,

FREE TO MEMBERS
NATURAL HISTORY: JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
Natural History, published bimonthly by the Museum, is sent to all classes of members
as one of their privileges. Through Natural History they are kept in touch with the activities of the Museum and with the marvels of nature as they are revealed by study and exploration in various regions of the globe.

AUTUMN AND SPRING COURSES OF POPULAR LECTURES
Series of illustrated lectures, held in the Auditorium of the Museum on alternate Thursday
evenings in the fall and spring of the year, are open only to members and to those holding tickets

given them by members.
Illustrated stories for the children of
the fall and in the spring.

members

are told on alternate Saturday mornings in

MEMBERS' CLUB ROOM AND GUIDE SERVICE
A room on the third floor of the Museum,
and correspondence,
visiting the

is

Museum,

equipped with every convenience for rest, reading,
set apart during Museum hours for the exclusive use of members. When
members are also privileged to avail themselves of the services of an

instructor for guidance.

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

has a record of fifty-five years
which its activities have grown and broadened, until today it occupies
a position of recognized importance not only in the community it immediately serves but in
the educational life of the nation and in the progress of civiUzation throughout the world.
Every year brings evidence in the growth of the Museum membership, in the ever-larger
number of individuals visiting its exhibits for study and recreation, in the rapidly expanding
activities of its school service, in the wealth of scientific information gathered by its world-wide
expeditions and disseminated through its publications of the increasing influence exercised by
the institution.
In 1924 no fewer than 1,633,843 individuals visited the Museum as against
1,440,726 in 1923 and 1,309,856 in 1922. All of these people had access to the exhibition halls
without the payment of any admission fee whatsoever.
of public service, during

—

—

EXPEDITIONS

The

of the

Museum have

yielded during the past year results of distinct

The collections made by Mr. Arthur S. Vernay in new areas of Burma, Assam, and Siam,
and by Mr. Barnum Brown in southern Asia and the Mediterranean region of Europe; the
studies of Andean avifauna pursued by Dr. Frank M. Chapman in Chile; the excavation of
fossil sites in Florida and Texas by Dr. Wilham D. Matthew; the extensive survey of Polynesian
bird life conducted by the Whitney South Sea Expedition; the work pursued in selected faunal
areas of Ecuador by Mr. G. H. H. Tate; the field observations and collections made in Panama
by Dr. Frank E. Lutz and Mr. Ludlow Griscom; the underwater studies of reef life at Andros
Island carried out by Dr. Roy W. Miner; the notable journey of Dr. G. Clyde Fisher and Mr.
Carveth Wells to Sweden and Lapland; and the preparations made for the continuation of the
brilliant work of the Third Asiatic Expedition during the coming five years— these (and the
list might be extended) are among the notable achievements of the past twelve months.
value.
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Is

Number

3

a Rotifer?

frank

MYERS

J.
Research Associate in Rotifera, American

Museum

—

Introductory Note by the Editor. A drop of water from the border of a lil^- pond
placed beneath the eye of the microscope, reveals to the uninitiated observer a new world
of unbelievable creatures darting and spinning hither and thither amid an environment of
Among the most conspicuous beings in this miniature aquatic world
strange vegetation.
are the toplike rotifers or "wheel bearers," tiny animals whose heads are wreathed with rows
which move in rhythmic succession, so that an
These rotifers are of many diversified species. Mr. Myers,
one of the best informed authorities on rotifers, has had the enviable privilege of making a
lite study of these beautiful organisms, and describes them intimately is this article.

of

rapidly

vibrating

hairlike "cilia,"

illusion of rotation is presented.

ROTIFERS have

engaged the at-

The

account of their interesting habits and
diversity of form, their complex organi-

group includes the limnetic
which are those found in the
open waters of lakes and ponds. Their
life is a restless one, for necessity compels them to be in constant motion.

zation for such small creatures, and the

Their physiological

tention of investigators ever since

the microscope was evolved, on

ease with which they

may

be obtained
They derive their name,

first

rotifers

processes are so

delicately adjusted that a trip to the

and studied.
meaning ''wheel bearers." from several
common species of the class which were

bottom would mean instant death.
Their food consists of minute lowly
plants and animals floating and drifting

probably the first ones observed in
abundance. These bear two circlets of

about in the water.
The second group

on the front of the head,
the rhythmic motion of which gives
them the appearance of rapidly rotating wheels, for which in fact they
were at first mistaken.
There are not many places where one

httoral

hairlike cilia

need search in vain for rotifers,
provided there is sufficient moisture to
sustain hfe:

ponds,

They abound

pools

in lakes

and

and bogs, among the

leaves of aquatic and terrestrial mosses.

Even the briny waters

of the ocean,

including the tide pools along the shore,

have their quota.

It

is,

ecological

groups according to their

which obviously determines
both their food and mode of reproduction,
and affects profoundly their
structure and life history.
habitat,

to

comprises

which

the

probably

more than three fourths of all the
known species belong. They are those
found swarming on plant stems, leaves,
mosses, and algae, close to the shore
where the shallow water permits an
abundant growth of aquatic plants.
Certain species in the adult stage are

permanently attached to water plants.
They usually surround themselves
with a protective case, either secreted
by the animal itself or built up of
foreign material.

As a

therefore, con-

venient to divide these animals into

rotifers,

rule the

same

species of rotifers

be found year after year in the
same pond, but occasionally a species
will

will

disappear completely for several

years and then return to
as

its

old haunts,

though nothing had happened.
Very few rotifers are parasitic. One
211
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makes

home

in the alga,

habit, the details of

which are known

Vaucheria, and seems to be unable to

only in this group.

A^Tien the httle

complete

tufts of

species

its life

its

cycle elsewhere. Others

moss

in

which the

rotifers

make

show unmistak-

their homes, begin to

able signs of drying up, the animals
start

making

every

cell of their

In

their preparations.

tiny bodies the chro-

matin of the nucleus begins to break
up and gradually to move toward the
wall.

cell

rotifer

it

In the completely dried
can be found as a very thin

inner coating in each

arrangement

cell.

This re-

of the ceU contents allows

the oxidation

processes to continue
during the period of desiccation but at
a greatly retarded rate; so much so,

may

that these rotifers
dried

condition for

upon the addition
\^

•ifcv•>.07^:•.!^Q;o//,Sfc»/<c„•.C9

be kept in a

years, to

revive

of a httle water.

This adaptation also carries them
through the winter, and even permits
their being

imbedded

James

in ice.

Murraj^, the naturalist of the Shackle-

ton Antarctic Expedition,
ing

an

eighteen

-

foot

tells of sink-

shaft

to

the

M^M
^g:iJi^jJ>M

Typical rotifer,
clet

of cilia

showing double airhead, which give the

on

Ulusion of rotat-

ing wheels

are parasitic on various worms.

a

rule,

A

But as
weU behaved.
found among the

the rotifers are

large group

leaves of

is

kinds of mosses, where a
Httle moisture is nearly always present.
all

In order to protect themselves during
unavoidable desiccation, these animals have evolved a remarkable

Two

species

of

{Cephalodella lobata

rotifers

and

eva),

showing long hooklike toes,
anjl heads completely covered with cilia

WHAT
bottom

of a

completely frozen lake,

up some Imnps

bringing

IS

of the frozen

A ROTIFER?

rotifer is the boat, its cilia the oars,

and

its foot,

bottom ooze which were then thawed
out. He found the melted ooze swarm-

rope.

ing with living rotifers.

cilia is

It is impossible

even to guess at the length of time
which had elapsed since this lake froze
solid, or when, in the natural course of
events, such a body of ice would be

213

with

As long

their hold,

its

adhesive toes, the

as the toes maintain

the force of the moving

spent in the water, producing

currents which bring particles of food

melt sufficiently to allow the

likely to

rotifers to

take up their interrupted

life

once more.

On
of

account of the extreme diversity

form and the

detail displayed
it is

infinite

among

variety of

these creatures,

quite impossible to give a general

definition

which

will

include

species of rotifers without

all

the

exception.

However, they agree in their minute
size, bilateral symmetry, the possession
of a crown of hairlike cilia called the
corona, and in being absolutely dependent upon moisture for the maintenance
of life.
The body is protected by a
firm cuticle, the lorica, often hardened
to form a shell. The posterior portion
of the body is usually somewhat elongate and is misnamed the "foot,"
although "tail" would be more appropriate.
It
contains two or more
"cement glands" discharging a viscous
fluid through ducts opening at the
posterior end of the body or at the tips

to the

mouth,

but as soon as

the hold is
broken, the
force acts on
the animal, and

Pincer-like
throat jaws of a

typical rotifer
(Pleurotrocha)

IS

away it, glides to seek pastures new.
The rotifer digestive system is very
simple.
The mouth is at the lower
edge of the ciliated corona, and a short
oesophagus contains a peculiar apparatus (the mastax) for the crushing and
grinding of food.

"jaws" are found
is

While these internal
in all rotifers, there

nevertheless a bewildering array of

variation in the details of their structure.

They

consist fundamentally of

three pieces, one median and ventral,

forked at the anterior end,' and two

somewhat nearer the

of the so-called toes, thus enabling the

lateral

animals to attach themselves to other

dorsal side, usually divided at the tips

objects,

either

porarily.

To

permanently or tem-

illustrate the

manner

in

which rotifers feed and swim, let us
imagine a man attempting to row a
boat which is fastened to a post on the

bank by means

The

of a rope.

produces currents on each

side,

effort

flowing

opposite to the direction in which the

boat

is

pointed.

cut while the
glides

If

man

the rope
is

is

suddenly

rowing, the boat

ahead and continues to do so as

long as the

man

continues to row.

The

pieces

into toothlike

processes.

The

three

form a sort of tripod, with the
apex toward the front.
In one large
group of rotifers these three pieces are
short and broad and adapted to crushing
and grinding the food, which consists
of small unicellular algae and similar
objects. There is a modification of this
type, in which the median element is
very much reduced. The function and
pieces

the diet of the animal

is,

however,

much

the same as in the principal type.
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The slow-moving herbivorous rotifers

or

ice

the inner edges

tongs,

many

often

that crawl about on the leaves and
plant stems searching for food, have
jaws of a somewhat different form.

furnished with

The

forms a formidable offensive weapon.
As all the jaws are formed of com-

rods of the tripod are more- elonof the

gate and strengthen the walls

needle-like teeth.

This whole apparatus can be thrown
out through the mouth opening, and

FOOT

Anatomy
mastax.

The

of a typical rotifer (Pleurotrocha petromyzon)

cavity between

is filled

with a powerful muscle, which, by
alternate contraction

its

and expansion,

acts like a piston, so that the whole

apparatus functions as a pump.

means
is

pumping action, a
empty a plant cell

of its

able to

By

rotifer

of its

contents, after having pierced the wall

with the pointed tips of the jaws.
predatory

rotifers,

The

on the other hand,

paratively

resistant

material,

away the
caustic

tissues

alkali.

mounted on

slides for detailed

study

species.

The oesophagus opens into the
stomach, the posterior half of which
functions as an intestine.

and

gastric glands

jaws resembling pincers

is

under the microscope, and afford a
convenient means of determining many

are equipped with highly specialized
efficient

it

them by dissolving
of the body with a
They can then be

possible to isolate

is

A

pair of

usually present.

The

WHAT

IS

A ROTIFERI

waste products of digestion are discharged through the cloaca, which

is

opens just above the foot.
The muscular system is very simple,
but performs admirably the few func-

another

required

tions

of

Longitudinal

it.

muscles withdraw the head and delicate
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The female lays unfertilized

asexual.

eggs which, in a few days, develop into

generation

warm-weather

of

species,

throughout the summer.

some

of

the females

In

females.

continues

this

will

In the

fall

lay larger

quantities of smaller eggs, from which

corona in case of the slightest disturb-

ance (which means danger to rotifers),
and circular muscles drive them forward
again by their action on the body wall.

The nervous system

almost as

is

Nerves radiate from a large
central ganglion in the head to the
simple.

organs of the body.

different

ganglion

is

This

usually called the brain, no

doubt on account

of its position.

obvious that this

name

is

It is

far too pre-

tentious for such a simple organ.
rotifer is

A

capable of making so few

responses to external stimuli that any

complex apparatus for controlling them
would be quite useless.

The mode

of reproduction

is

The

unusual and interesting.

very
sexes

are distinct, but the females are far

more numerous than the males.

many species have

males of
seen,

and so

group

is

The

never been

far as the moss-dwelling

concerned,

all

the evidence

do not exist. The
females are normally developed, but
indicates that males

Rotifer (Trichocerca longiseta) feeding on
chlorophyll of "pond scum" Spirogyra. It
bores a small hole in each plant cell and
pumps out the spiral chlorophyll for food

the males are degenerate,- possessing
neither

mouth nor

any kind, except

digestive organs of

in rare cases,

and

their

span is consequently very short,
usually counted in hours rather than
days. The following anatomical description therefore appHes only to

life

the females.

Nearly

all

female rotifers lay eggs.

In some cases development

is

com-

body of the mother,
from which the young may not emerge
pleted within the

into the outside world

until after a

second generation has started to mature
in the ovary. The normal reproduction

males develop.

These, in turn, pair

with the females.

The

fertilized eggs

from this mating have a
very tough shell, which enables them
to withstand the rigors of winter, and
postpone their development until the
following spring. This is one of nature's

resulting

provisions for perpetuating the species

by bridging the

cold months.

Rotifer eggs are so minute and so
readily carried about that there are
practically
tion.

wind.

no barriers to their distribu-

The most important agent

When

is

the

bodies of water dry up,

o

Photograph by Roy W. Miner

A

beautiful

pond such

as this

is

an ideal location for limnetic

rotifers,

open waters

X

-*««'.

Even
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the roadside ditches are replete with rotifer inhabitants

i.

e.

those of

WHAT

IS

wind catches
them away.
Since they are so small and light, they

A ROTIFERI
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must contain plenty

We

or the level lowered, the

soil

the resting eggs and blows

have not yet learned how to farm acid
soil with any great success.
While rotifers always can be found
plentifully in permanent bodies of
water containing an abundance of
aquatic plants or submerged moss,
they are not so easily found in a pond
or lake surrounded by rocky shores and
containing very little submerged vegetation.
In the latter case, however,

may

be carried long distances, to fall
in places where conditions
are favorable, such as other bodies of
water or moist places. Water fowl of
various kinds distribute the eggs from

and hatch

pond to pond. Not only do the resting
eggs become imbedded in the mud that
adheres to the legs and feathers, but
they also pass through the alimentary
tract of the birds without injury.

The
are

best places to hunt for rotifers

soft-water

in

lakes

provided one wishes to find

look for a small cove or protected spot

along the shore

is

many differ-

fallen log, large stones, or a

protected in some way, perhaps

be so numerous as in similar locations
in hard water. As the result of three

is

neutral

in

need be only a

and ponds,

the shore

collecting

It

line.

square yard or two in area, provided

ent species, but the individuals will not

months'

of lime.

and

break in

The important

line.

it

by a

point

must be sheltered from direct
wave action and yet have free circulation with the main body of water. In
that

it

alkaline waters in southern California,

such quiet coves, patches of aquatic

during the winter of 1915, 106 different

moss

species were found, while in one after-

and, no matter

noon the following summer, 84 species
were collected from near the shore of
Lenape Lake, Atlantic County, New
Jersey.
There are probably more

may
The

or algae are nearly always present

how

small the quantity

be, it is sure to

harbor

rotifers.

plants should be carefully floated

into a

wide-mouthed bottle without
home and

crowding, and then carried

species of rotifers in this small, soft-

allowed to stand quiet for a while.

water lake, than in all southern California.
Exactly 100 species were col-

the

lected during one week's

work among

the hard-water lakes in the vicinity of

Madison, Wisconsin, during the summer of 1916, while a like number,
including a few new to science, were
collected in one hour in a small softwater lake near Eagle River in the
northern

The

part

of

the

same

state.

may

be made,
therefore, that ponds and lakes in good
farming country may contain many
general statement

rotifers

while

in

but

relatively

poor

few

species,

farming country, or
no farming at all, such

where there is
bodies of water will contain many
species but relatively few individuals.
In order to be suitable for farming, the

moment

the

bottle

is

filled,

At
a

change in temperature and environ-

ment

Many

begins.

decompose,

while

more deliand start to

of the

cate organisms soon die
all

the others are

using up the life-giving oxygen, which
is

almost a fixed quantity in the narrow
As the supply of oxygen

container.

decreases, the heavier vitiated water

sinks to the

the

fresher

surface.

bottom
water

The

of the bottle, while
rises

rotifers

toward the

soon forsake the

aquatics and ascend with the fresh
water, just as

dow

we would go to the winroom for more air.

of a stuffy

Finally, they reach the surface

certain

amount

of

oxygen

is

where a
present.

Being phototactic animals, they assemble at the point nearest to the Hght
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are very sensitive to

wave

action.

The

tubes in which these fixed forms live
are found attached to the leaves and

stems of submerged aquatics and can
be recognized readily with a hand
magnifier.

Some specific cases of the habits of a
few rotifers will possibly help more
than anything else to point out why
this branch of natural history is so
interesting. In the soft acid waters of
the

New

Jersey Coastal Plain there

is

an animal which goes by the formidable

name

of

Dicranophorus

out

tires

until they

small

open wide

which the

rotifer

the organs of

its

isothes.

bivalve

It

crustaceans

their shells, after

makes a meal from

Some time

victims.

pond collection, an apparent tragedy was enacted.
A Dicranophorus isothes was caught by
the neck between the shells of one of
these crustaceans which then promptly
ago, during the study of a

contracted, squeezing the neck of the
rotifer

almost

strangling

collection a

flat

and seemingly slowly

to death.

it

day or

In a similar

so later, the

same

thing was observed, but this time in
five or six instances.

This could hardly

be accident, and on more prolonged
investigation it was found that when a

A

beautiful stationary rotifer (Stephanoceros eichorni) from a model in the American

Museum
and crowd into the meniscus, or the
angle formed by the water drawn up
and around the side of the glass by

hungry Dicranophorus came in contact
it worked its way
rapidly toward the posterior end of its
victim and deliberately inserted its
head between the shells. Of course, the
with these animals

entomostracan instantly closed,

little

the water and transferring the contents

rotifer by the
Nothing daunted, our rotifer
remained perfectly quiet until its
victim grew weary and relaxed its
shells a little. Then in went the rotifer's
head farther and farther until a vital

to stock bottles.

spot

The beautiful stationary rotifers
must be looked for in pure water which

pinching jaws.

capillary attraction.

They may now be

removed

in quantity with a pipette.
Purely Hmnetic species are captured by

dragging a net of very fine mesh through

is

comparatively undisturbed, as they

tightly squeezing the

neck.

came within reach of the formidable
This was the beginning

of the

The

end of the microscopical tragedy.
made ^ meal on the vitals

rotifer

WHAT

A

Dicranophorus eating

its

way

IS

A ROTIFER?

into a living cladoceran
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by means

of its powerful

pincer-like
er-like jaws

of its victim, leaving only the

slowly

shell, as it

of

Rotifers are always hungry.

more.

They

empty

swam away in search

pumping, it bores a rcund hole near the
end of each cell, and then pumps out
the green contents.

pass their Hves eating, reproduc-

The glassy-shelled rotifers Brachionus

ing their kind, and trying to avoid their

rubens and Brachionus variabilis ride

the struggle for existence more in-

means of easy locomotion,
by holding on with their toes to the

The law of the pond is to swallow everybody smaller than yourself if
you can, and keep from being swallowed

back of the entomostracan Daphnia. If
Daphnia be killed, all the Brachioni
speedily abandon the dead host.
One

In no other group of animals

enemies.
is

tense.

as long as

you

can.

The spindle-shaped
long

rotifer

with a

and longer name, Trichocerca

tail

by slowly

about, as a

can imagine a Daphnia' s delight when,
which may occur once in

in molting,

three or four days,

it

can

slip

out of

its

of its jaws,

and suddenly escape from
its unbidden guests.
Ascomorpha volvocicola, a soft-bodied
rotifer, makes her home inside the

which are adapted for nibbling and

beautiful spheres of the colonial proto-

longiseta,

working

obtains a living

its

way

along a filament of the

beautiful alga, Spirogyra, our

"pond scum."

By means

common

old clothes

Small rotifers (Brachionus) enjoying a ride on a Daphnia, to which they hold on with
their toes

,
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A

free-swimming rotifer (Furcularia longiseta) with enormously long toes

feeding

Volvox,

zoan,

monads that stud
panse, or swimming

its

on the green
gelatinous ex-

to and fro "hke a
an animated globe." The
eggs are laid and hatched within the

goldfish in

After

Volvox colony.

young eat

way

their

the

hatching,

out

of

their

appear to have vanished completely.
Little Polyarthra trigla makes a quick
succession of leaps and bounds by
means of six lateral winglike appendages
fastened to its neck and worked by a
powerful striate muscular band. The
beautiful, flower- like

members

of the

globular prison or are expelled with

family CoUothicacea seem to be the

embryo Volvox clusters when Mother
dies and decays.

trap.

Volvox

What
pond

microscopist,

life,

interested

in

has not seen the beautiful
ringens

Floscularia

carefully

making

original inventors of the

Numerous long

are spread out in the water

from which these

up her tubular home?
Macrochaetus subquadratus and collinsi swim through the water with their
numerous long dorsal spines appressed

itself,

When danger threatens,

the head and foot are drawn within
the

shell.

This action throws outward

making the little
easy for an enemy to

by the un-

setae arise.

Small

come in contact
with them and follow them down into a

aquatic

to their backs.

rat

setae

folding of the lobes of the coronal cup,

round bricks with her specialized brickmaking apparatus, then cementing
each one exactly in its place, thus
building

modern

hairlike

organisms

chamber,

spacious

the

of cilia that

cup
an arc

coronal

near the base of which

is

produces currents impelling

downward.
Here
an opening leading into a long,
flexible tube that hangs down into the
middle of a second chamber. Woe betide the little animal that touches the

the

there

prey

farther

is

the dorsal spines,

entrance of this tube!

animals about as

through instantaneously by the action

swallow as chestnut burrs.
There are two rotifers with names
also far out of proportion to the animals themselves (Scaridium longi-

caudum and Scaridium eudactylatum)
that use another method to avoid being
swallowed. They suddenly spread out
their long, stout toes,

them together,

and then snap

actually leaping through

the water with such tremendous bounds
as to take

them out

microscope

so

of the field of the

suddenly

that

they

It

is

carried

and dropped into the
chamber below, from which there is no
retreat. Here it is slowly stupefied and
finally ground up by the pincer-like
jaws lying near the bottom of the
chamber where the entrance to the
stomach opens.
of invisible cilia,

And then

there

is

the

voracious

Acyclus inquietus living only in and
among the fixed colonies of another
rotifer,

young

Sinantherina

socialis.

As the

of Sinantherina are free-swim-

WHAT
ming and

IS

A ROTIFER?

as the adult Sinantherina
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is

too large to be swallowed, Acyclus devotes

its entire

attention to the small,

offspring,
snapping
free-swimming
them up as they glide past.
Rotifers play an important part in
To
the direct food supply of fishes.
illustrate this very roughly, let us
liken the more important classes of
small organisms, in a lake or pond, to
the rungs of a ladder. The lowest rung
would be the bacteria; the next rung
above, would be the protozoans, many
of which feed on bacteria; the third
would be the rotifers, many of which
feed on the protozoans; the fourth
would be the aquatic worms and entomostracans, many of which feed on
the rotifers. The highest rung would be

the young and small

fishes, all of which
on entomostracans and aquatic
worms. If we remove a single rung of

feed

our ladder, we weaken

all

the rungs

above, and by taking out the rotifer

rung we reduce the fish supply in a
given body of water proportionally.
Rotifers play

scavengers.

an important part as

Their importance depends

on their minute size and unparalleled
numbers.
Many are so constituted
that their diet

is

practically confined to

such floating and adhering particles
as are present in the water in a state
of fine comminution.
By disposing of
such material, which otherwise would
foul the water, they become one of the

factors that help to keep the water of

our ponds and lakes pure and clean.

Tube-building rotifer (Floscularia ringens)
spherical bricks, one of which maj' be
seen just beneath the hair-covered, fingershaped projection at the top. Model in the

making

American

Museum

We have seen that rotifers have such
a wide range of habitats, that it would
be hard for anyone taking the trouble,
not to find some near home. As Doctor
Hudson has so aptly said: "It is so
natural to recommend one's favorite
pursuit that the recommendation often
carries little weight;

and

yet, there

is

much to be said for the study of rotifers

that cannot be gainsaid.

They

are to

be found almost everywhere they cost
nothing; they require neither expensive lenses nor apparatus; they are
;

beautiful in themselves
to take pleasant walks

they tempt us
and explore the

;

country; and they suggest
difficult

questions on

life

all

kinds of

and being."

GLASS MODELS OF MINUTE WATER PLANTS MAGNIFIED
Three

pond

life.

vesicles of the bladderwort (Utricularia).

A

detail of the Rotifer

now

These are traps

being prepared in the

for capturing'the rioicroscopic

Museum

laboratories,

pond bottom with its associated animal and plant
more than four feet. It is blown entirely of glass

represents one-half inch of

diameter of

Group,

life

which

magnified to.a

The

HERMAN

By

Group

Rotifer

MUELLER

0.

Glass Modeler, American

THE

department

of lower inverte-

brates of the American

Museum

has in preparation a group

pond

trating

life

illus-

magnified 100 diam-

Museum

be altered or

moved

while

positions,

to

more

suitable

experimental

parencies for the background

trans-

may

be
than in the
group, or additions planned

tried out with less difficulty

will be a companion
Bryozoa Group which
shows two inches of sea bottom magnified 25 diameters, now on exhibition
in the Darwin Hall of the Museum.
The new group will depict an association of minute animals and plants common in our pond water, but for the
most part visible only under the

group

microscope.

as for instance, the welding of the single

eters.

piece

This group

to

Most

the

of

the organisms possess a

texture and coloring so translucent and
delicate that glass

is

the only

medium

capable of reproducing them faithfully

and naturally.

It

may

interest the

reader to learn something about the

full-sized

where necessary. It is, so to speak,
an experiment station, which, when
completed,

is

a miniature of the final

group, but without detail.

howby no means solved. On the
contrary, when the work on the real
All the technical difficulties,

ever, are

parts,

is

begun, other problems

and the handling of the finished
more complicated undertaking

pieces, a

on account

of their greater size.

higher

the

the

sented, the

magnification

more complicated

which must be shown

models for this group. Although
many of the manipulations in glass
blowing are very simple, it is quite
difficult to describe them, and it is
only by actually watching the modus

accomplish

this, careful

microscope.

From

wax,

glass,

material.

However, I shall
attempt to describe some of the important steps in the process.

constructed.

This

is

usually

one

quarter or one third the size of the

proposed magnification, and includes
the most conspicuous objects,

made

to

and grouped roughly together.
The value of this scale model is apparscale,

ent
its

when one

realizes that

The

because of

smaller size the different parts can

in the model.

To

these

drawings,

celluloid, or other suitable

an aquatic species
when viewed
under the microscope, reveals a form of
great beauty and transparency. Naturally, the only medium to be used in its
reproduction is glass. For the main
stem a glass tube of the proper dimensions was cut in sections of from five to
eight inches in length, to be welded
together to form the stem of the water
Throughout the main stem
plant.
there runs a network of green-colored
of

A rough drawing embodying the
main elements of the group is first
outlined.
With this as a guide, a
sketch model of the group as a whole is

the

the various models are constructed in

operandi that a clear idea of the process
gained.

is

drawings of the
exact magnifications of the plants and
animals are made with the aid of the

may

be

Also,

repre-

structure which becomes visible and

technique of constructing a few of the
glass

arise,

the

cells

Utricularia,

bladderworts,

concentrically arranged in three

layers.

In making this network a
22.5
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A MAGNIFIED STEM OF THE BLADDERWORT
Modeled

(UTRICULARIA)
cells show through the

The plant

in glass.

trans-

parent walls of the stem. These cells are constructed of fine
glass threads built up in a triple rank and modeled to give the
appearance of the actual cells in the plant stem. The method
of

modehng

is

described in the text

smaller tube, about one quarter the

the larger tube or main stem,

diameter of the outer stem, was cut in
sections corresponding to the zigzag

necessary to use the finest needle flame

portions

'of

this smaller

built

up

to

Around

the outer tube.

tube the three layers were
form a triple network.

First, a mosaic of cells was laid on this
tube horizontally, by applying threads
of dark green glass and shghtly fusing
them in the blast lamp so that they

stand out in

relief

on the surface

the transparent inner tube.

of

The green

it

was

lamp to make the minute

of the blast

weldings involved.

When

sections

was

was inserted into the

cor-

one of these

finished, it

cell

responding section of the outer stem.

Then a new empty
to the latter

section

and fused to

it

was added
an angle

at

of forty degrees, because of the zigzag

shape of the stem. This was repeated
until the whole main stem, consisting

was completed. At the

threads or strips, one-half inch long and

of ten sections,

one-sixteenth inch wide, were placed a

angles of the stem are situated finely

short distance apart to form an alter-

dissected leaves resembling branched

nating pattern running lengthwise and

spines, to

From

which

vesicles or bladder-like

threads about a thirty-second of an

more on each
These branched leaves were
modeled from small, thin, glass tubes,

inch in diameter were fused to rise

the terminal ends tapering to a point.

covering the whole tube.

the

ends of each horizontal thread finer

vertically about

an eighth

of

an inch.

These were connected by cross threads
and thus gave the second layer of cells.
Above these cells another layer was
constructed in the same fashion, forming the third concentric set.

As the

meshes of all this complicated network
must be of just the right size to fit into

sacs are attached, one or
leaf.

To

these, shorter tubes

irregular distances

were fused at

and then bent and

curved like staghorn prongs.

A vesicle

was then attached to the basal stem of
each leaf close to the main zigzag stalk.
These vesicles, which vary in size,
were inade from a glass tube first
blown to form a globe, then flattened
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sides and shaped to the
In nature the vesicles
are traps which capture microscopical

on two opposite
proper

size.

creatures, or rather, these tiny

swim-

ming animals enter through a trapdoor
at the apex of the vesicle.
At this
juncture a layer of cells was painted on
the vesicle, which was then sprayed,
by means of an air brush, with tints
varying from light rose to deep purple,
as in nature.

When the

color

was sufh-

A

vesicle of the bladderwort {Utricnltiria)

modeled in glass.
The natural size of this
remarkable structure is about that of a pin's
head. It is shaped like a flattened pitcher
and has an ingenious trapdoor equipped with
slippery hairs pointing toward a slot which is
usually closed.

If

a rotifer or other tiny

pond

animal chances to rest upon this door, it
immediately slips through the slot which
quickly closes upon the prisoner. The animal
swims about inside the utricle and flnally dies.
The fluid product of its decaying body is
absorbed by the plant cells for food

ciently dry to permit handling, another

layer of green cells was put on the
vesicle.

But

structed of

this outer layer

was con-

green glass threads so

fine,

Larva of a harlequin fly (Chironomus) just
captured by the plant. This larva was feeding
upon food particles adhering to the branched
spines projecting from the vesicle, and gradually worked its way down the stem until it
touched the slippery trapdoor which straightway opened and caught it by the head. Because of the downward-pointing hairs lining
the vesicles, the struggles of the larva merely

fused as to form a network of hexagonal

draw it farther into the

whole structure.

The

frontispiece
(Page 224) shows a larva entirely enclosed
within the vesicle. The modeling of the hexagonal vesicle cells is described in the text
trap.

meshes.

This network layer, shaped

exactly to the vesicle, was so flexible

that

it

vesicle,

could

be snapped over the
it so as appar-

blending with

ently to form an integral part with the

When
vesicles

all
the leaves with their
were ready for fusion to the
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Two generations of glass modelers. Herman Mueller and his father welding together
the complex parts of the Utricularia model. This is probably the most difficult piece of glass
modeling ever attempted. Two jets of flame are played around the plant stem to soften it
while the delicate branches and vesicles are being attached. The magnification of the Utricularia model is graphically shown in this picture. The water plant from which it was modeled
measured about one-half inch

main stem, the work had reached a
every part was in a
delicately and completely finished state,

critical stage, for

even to the fine coloring. If anything
had broken during this fusing operation, it would have been necessarj^ to

make over

to.

strike

it

while the leaves were being

fused into place, and only the spot

where the joint was to be made was
bare.

The openings

left

at the base of the

leaf-branch and of the

main stem

at the

When

point of junction, were of the same

be fused together,

diameter, and two jets of flame played

the entire branch.

colored parts are

asbestos so that the flame could not

the color must be cleaned

off fir

a

distance of about two inches from the
junction, otherwise the color burns

and

creates dark areas in the glass.

continually around the glass to soften
it

before the joiniiig was made.

leaf-branch was fused

on,

After a

the area

The

around the place of attachment was

clear spaces are refinished afterward.

annealed for some time to prevent

When

future

all

the pieces of the Utricularia

were ready to be assembled, the main
branch was mounted on three supports

any tension. As a
precaution the tube was covered with
so as to eliminate

delicate

cracking.

To perform

this

was necessary
blowers to work together

operation,

it

two glass
from opposite sides of the branch.
Among other water plants to be

for

in-

,
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eluded in the group are three large
branches of Anacharis, and many filaments of Spirogyra spreading throughout the group and clustered in a dense
mass at one side. The main stem of the
Anacharis was made of a glass tube
about four feet long and three fourths
One end of the
of an inch in diameter.
tube was closed in the blowpipe and

tapered to a conical shape so as to permit
the leaves of the branch tip to come
close together as

if

merous

holes,

number

of leaves,

just opening.

Nu-

corresponding to the

were pierced in the

tube by means of the blowpipe. The
leaves were fashioned from thin,
blown-glass tubes of cylinder-like shape.

Two

glass

threads, representing

the

were fused on this
cylinder, one opposite the other, and
midrib of the

leaf,

the cylinder split lengthwise in the fine
needle flame.

In this

manner two

leaves were obtained from one cylinder.

The

irregular edges of these canoe-Hke

shells

were finished

drawn out
like

off

and one end

to a point, giving

it

a leaf-

appearance, while the other end

was shaped to fit the main stem. The
end which joins the stem was provided
with a short peg to hold the leaf in
position

when it was inserted in the hole

provided for

it

in the stem.

The Spirogyra

filaments were com-

paratively simple and were

made

of

one quarter of an inch in
diameter, varjdng in length from three
feet to seven and one half feet. After
they had been bent in the blowpipe
flame to the right shape and proper
glass tubes

curves, they were ready for coloring.

The spiral green chlorophyll bands
were painted on the tube, and at interwas painted to indicate the
division walls between the successive

vals a ring

cells.

Besides the water plants, the rotifers
or wheel-animalculae are conspicuous

A picturesque
showing

the

corner of the Rotifer Group,

bladderwort

{Utricularia)

Anacharis, and the fine filaments of pond scum
{Spirogyra) These plants are the stage setting
for the multitudinous animal life which,
though now completed in glass, has not yet
been inserted in the group. The skeleton of
a dead leaf is shown at the bottom of the pic.

ture

A EOTIFER INHABITANT OF THE HALF-INCH OF POND BOTTOM

crawling along a
Modeled in glass. This animal {Notommata copeus) is shown
through which it pumps
filament of Spirogyra, boring a neat hole in each plant cell
out the spiral chlorophyll upon which it feeds
230
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In fact, the whole
the group.
group centers around the rotifers, and
for this reason it will be known as the
Many species will be
Rotifer Group.
in

represented,

some

them free-swim-

of

ming, some creeping and sessile, others
feeding on plants, with shapes of endless
variety and beauty.

In describing the technique
structing a rotifer model,

copeus (page 230)

is

of con-

Notommata

a good example.

is blown and
modeled from a glass tube to the required
magnification, all append ages such as
auricles, proboscis, foot, and antennae, are welded on, and the outer
contour of the animal completely
At the constriction of the
finished.
neck, it is cut into two parts to permit

The pear-shaped body

fuse

them
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to the corona in even the

finest flame of the blast

drawn out

glass threads

lamp.

In such

formed from

cases, the cilia are

fine

to almost hair-

curved in the flame, cut
and cemented one
by one to the model. The lengths of
the cilia vary from one thirty-second
to one quarter of an inch in the magni-

like thinness,

to the proper length,

fied

models of the group.

Several species of the desmids, or

microscopic

algae,

will

They

in the group.

be represented
also

show great

diversity of ornamental form, cylindrical,

denticulate, crenulate,

To

a model of this kind,
terium (page 232)
fied

and lobed.
making

illustrate the process of
let

us take Clos-

This model, magni-

.

100 diameters, is two and one quar-

and three eighths

of

an

the insertion of the internal organs.

ter inches long

This cut has to be very clean and sharp,
so that there will be no unsightly marks
when the parts are cemented together

inch wide and has the shape of a

Great care must be exercised

again.

when the

cutting

operation

per-

is

formed, for a failure at this stage of the

work
of

will necessitate a reconstruction

one or more parts.

The

internal

organs, consisting of the brain

appendages, internal jaws,
gastric glands,

and

and

its

stomach,

ovaries, are

shaped

separately and then welded together in

one piece, each in

its

proper position,

no danger of a
becoming displaced when the
finished model is handled.
After the
so that there will be

part

internal

organs

are

permanent transparent
are inserted in the
fast

painted
oil colors,

with

they

body and cemented

with Canada balsam.

When

the

cement has set, the model is ready for
adding the hairUke cilia.
The most tedious operation in the
entire process is making and cementing
In
these cilia on the rotifer models.
some species, the cilia are so numerous
and closely set that it is impossible to

crescent

moon.

It

was blown from a
form

glass tube to a spindle-shaped

and the two tapering ends bent
flame to give

it

in the

the crescent shape.

On

one side, near the widest diameter, an
opening was made for the insertion of
the chlorophyll. This granular chlorophyll was imitated

beads from

fine,

by making

little

green glass threads

and fusing them together, so as to
form large masses resembling shad roe.
These masses were separated into
smaller parts which were filled into the
shell of the Closterium. The temporary
opening of the latter was then closed
and the model completed for outside
For the larger specimen of
coloring.
Closterium, a core of clear glass was
first inserted in the shell and a coating
The
of beads cemented around it.
thin layer of green beads over the core
gives the desired density and the effect
of translucency.

The lower part of the group was
modeled in plaster and wax, to imitate
a muddy section of a pond bottom. A

.
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partly decomposed leaf, a fragment of

and masses of pond sediment are
shown magnified till they give a

twig,
all

strange, unfamiliar appearance.
leaf is

made

entirely of wax.

the microscopic drawing was
enlarged

to

the

right

The
After

made and

dimensions,

modeled in
molds
made
plastilene and plaster
models.
When
the
molds
from these
were hard, liquid wax was poured into
them. This was removed from the
molds when cool and the wax sections
fused to form the complete leaf.
For the background of the group.
sections of the leaf were

three

transparencies

plate-glass

On

be used.

the

first

will

glass nearly all

the objects in the group, plants and
animals, will be painted in detail to

On

blend with the foreground.
fewer

the

will

be

painted; soinewhat fainter in color

and

second
less

glass

clearly

defined,

objects

while the third

simply be sprayed a light green to
give apparent density to the water.
will

With the exception

of

the trans-

parencies on which the colorist

working, the group

is

is

practically

now
com-

pleted and will soon be ready for ins+flHation.

—

A single-celled microscopic plant {Closterium) modeled in glass. This is one of the
minute plants known as desmids, which are very abundant in pond water. The dark granular
material is the green chlorophyll. At each tip of the crescent is a cluster of "dancing cells"

Fig.

1.

— A sharp-winged

katydid

{Microcentrum rhombifoliuni) walking on
Notice the apertures of the
blade of grass.
3 seen on the inner side of the second segment

—

Another aperture is found on the
This katydid is found quite
commonly in August and September on shrubbery, vines, and
hedges about suburban homes. In the evening it sounds its note, a sharp tiuc-tiic-tic-tic-ticFrom a sketch by
tic at intervals and can be readily traced and captured by this sound.
Bruce Horsfall

h front

leg.

other (outer) side of each

The Sense

of

Hearing
By ULRIC

in Invertebrate

humans

are so accustomed to

Mount

malleus,

by our knowledge that

other highly organized vertebrate ani-

mals as the
hear,

also

cat, horse, rat, etc.,

that

can

we seldom pause

to

consider the rest of the world of animal
life

in its relation to the atmospheric

waves that are responsible
call

for

what we

sound.

is

of hearing,

any sense

of

a highly specialized modifi-

ear bones,

and

stapes.

named

incus,

These

bones

transmit the motion to part of a sac

The

(the vent ri cuius) filled with fluid.

terminal end of this

hollow projection

In the

fishes,

is

elongated into a

known

as the laegena.

amphibians,

reptiles,

and

birds, this laegena is straight or slightly

curved, but in
it

Our sense
hearing,

the

bones,

granted, and this confidence
so supported

Desert Island Biological Laboratory

the motion against a chain of three tiny

take our sense of hearing for
is

Animals

DAHLGREN

Professor of Biology, Princeton University; Director of the

WE

tibia.

man and other mammals

has become elongated and compacted

into a spiral

On

form

called the cochlea.

the inside of the cochlea, and runentire length,

a strip of

cation of the sense of touch or peicep-

ning

In
mechanical stimulation.
the higher vertebrates the sound waves
are first collected and concentrated by

epithehum, modified into very sensitive nerve cells. These nerve cells are
so dehcate that they report to the
brain even the slightest mechanical

tion

of

a loud speaker or megaphone called
the outer ear or pinna.

These con-

centrated waves beat against a delicate

membrane called the eartympanum. This vibrates and

stretched

drum
its

or

whole surface again concentrates

its

stimulus, so that

we

is

interpret

it

as

But even the sound waves
sound.
in the fluid do not affect these nerve
First they must strike
cells directly.
the wide surface of a delicate

membrane
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which, secreted by a neighboring row
of cells, overlies the fine processes that
arise

from the nerve

tions

brane,

The

cells.

created in this tectorial
are

then

transmitted

as the mollusks, echinoderms, insects,

crustaceans, worms, etc.

In spite of

vibra-

the differences of structure, however,

mem-

most
must

an

to

them,

of

organ which mechanically stimulates
the ends of the nerve-cell processes
probably
through
produces,
and

activities

chemico-physiological means, a nerve

of

like

them

will serve to guide

work.

the vertebrates,

move, and fight, and for these
they m.ust possess senses that

eat,

Among

them

in their Ufe

these senses,

we think

as possessing the power to

Do they? To most of them hear-

impulse that travels to the brain and

hear.

comes to our consciousness as sound or
"hearing," a form of ''touch."
A most interesting fact about the

ing would be of great value, for instance

vertebrate organ of hearing, is that it
seems modified through evolution from
part of an organ found in lower invertebrates, which originally recorded
the sense of balance. This simple sense
organ contained one or more stony

and accomplish many other necessary

them

in enabling

to find their way,

detect their enemies, seek their mates,

operations.

A
Also

large

number

of them can see.
can smell or taste. Prac-

many

tically

all

possess the perception of

justed that, through their movements,

stimuli which we call
"touch." Is this sense of touch so
equipped that it can register vibrations

the animal apparently sensed the pull

of the tiny air (and water)

particles of lime, the otoliths, so ad-

of

gravity and

by modifying

reacted

its

accordingly

position with refer-

ence to the earth's surface.
called the "static" function

This

and

is

is still

mechanical

waves that

produce what we call hearing?
As we experiment with them by
carefully observing their reactions to

we are forced to conthem cannot hear a

various sounds,

the most important function of the

clude that most of

inner ear in the lowest vertebrates, the

sound, or at least cannot distinguish

In higher vertebrates, another
portion of the inner ear records, by

between

means

otherwise deaf world!

fishes.

of the inertia of certain fluids,

the relative positions of the body in

The first
by gravity, the second,
by inertia. Thus our hearing

successive periods of time.

function
stasis

is stasis

power is due to a modification of part
of an organ which was first devoted
solely to two other forms of "touch."

But the vertebrate animals, important as they seem to the average

because he himself

is

man

a vertebrate, are,

from the standpoint
zoologist,

of a broadly trained
but a small part of the animal

kingdom.
Dozens of other groups of animals
are found in the seas and on the land,
constructed on totally different plans.

different tones

of sound.

We

(wave lengths)

vertebrates live in an
All the useful-

beauty and importance of
sound, are unavailable to more than
nine tenths of the creatures about us.
ness, all the

Many

are blind.

Many

taste poorly.

We

wonder how they can five as a
And yet
race under such handicaps.
it is under such conditions that life
began, and under these same conditions most life still exists.
Naturalists have recognized these
conditions and have eagerly sought to
discover in the lower animals some
structures connected with the nervous
system that fulfill the requirements by
which sight, taste (and smell), touch,

equilibrium,

and hearing may operate.
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Eyes, olfactory organs, touch organs,

production are found

and organs of equilibration are well
known, but, only in a few cases, do

(Palinurus) and
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among Crustacea

some other forms, but

sensory organs appear that can be dis-

no hearing has been noted. Further,
hearing and sound-making are prac-

tinguished as ears or sound-perceiving

tically confined to air-living

structures.

breathing forms, although water makes

One index

of

the

power,

in

any

and

air-

an excellent medium for the trans-

particular species of animal, to perceive sound,

the ability to

is

kind of a noise.

many

does,

and

this clue that has pointed the

way

follow, but in
it is

make some

This does not always
cases

to the discovery in a

sound-perceiving

it

few

organs

Clicking, rasping,

brates.^

have

sounds

been

cases,

in

noted

of

inverte-

and other
in

many

animals.
If
still,

one goes out into the country on a
warm August night, one becomes

a great volume of sound.
no doubt that thousands of
individuals of many kinds are engaged
in making characteristic noises, and
one wonders, "What is the purpose of

aware
There

of

is

all these sounds if not

they must

fulfill

to be heard ? "

And

their greatest purpose

when heard by other individuals besame forms as do those

longing to the

that produce each characteristic sound.

Observation and experiment show that
the sounds are heard, and further study

shows that, except for a few vertebrates, most of the sounds come from
Also
insects of one kind or another.
the sounds are confined mainly to one
group of insects, the Orthoptera, which
includes the crickets, katydids, and
grasshoppers

among

other insects.

Sound-making and hearing are thus
localized,, in the main, to two general
groups of animals, the higher verte-

—

Front and side view of the tibia of
Fig. 2.
another species of Microcentrum, showing the
external appearance of the ear. The openings
into the outer

tympanal chambers are marked

in solid black

mission of the sound waves, and the
final fundamental act of sound perception takes place in fluid, a

body

fluid.

Let us examine a few insects and
In certain
see what we can find.
tabanid fly larva?, stringlike bands

only two phyla out of the twelve or

have been observed attached to nerve
A hearing function has been
cells.

more

attributed to these bands.

brates and certain insects, to parts of

phyla of the animal
few examples of sound

principal

kingdom.

A

^See however Dr. F. E. Lutz's article entitled "In->
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Vol. L

sect Sounds" Bull.
(1924), pp. 333-372.

It

has also

been noted that the antenna of the male
mosquito vibrates to certain tones of a
tuning fork, and it is thought that this
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appendage

functions

as

a

hearing

In the katydids, crickets, and

of the

day

singers

is

a large green insect

the hottest sun, ceasing their song as

shrubs, and
homesteads in
nearly all locahties in our middle eastern states. His name is Microcentrum
rhomhifolium (Figure 1), and he is
about an inch and a half long, not including the slender antennge more than
twice the length of his body, which
mark him as a katydid as compared
with the "short-horned" grasshoppers
often seen in association with him.
His voice is quite different from that of
the evening singer of the trees, which

One of the commonest

asserts katy-did or katy -didn't so vehe-

organ.

grasshoppers, however, a very beauti-

organ of hearing has been

ful

covered, and since there
is

capable of audition,

this structure in a

how

it

is

we

dis-

proof that

it

shall describe

katydid and explain

operates.

There are

many

kinds of katydids

besides our friend that sings on August

evenings in the back-yard apple tree
or the street elm.

Some kinds sing only

at night, while others

night comes on.

sit

singing out in

that lives in the vines,

hedges

suburban

of

mently.

It is

a long

tiiic-tiic-tic-tic-tic

sounded at intervals during the afternoon or evening, and he often may be
traced and captured by this sound.
If we examine this creature under a
magnifying glass as he walks about on
the hand or clings to the finger,
will see that

OTC

segment
is

we

the upper end of that

of his front leg called the tibia

enlarged, and that

on each anterior
a narrow cresusually marked in brown

edge of this swelling
centic

slit,

(Figure 2)

.

The

is

swelling

organ of hearing.

is

It is

the ears or

not located

where we naturally would look for it,
because we vertebrates have our ears in
the head, and we egotistically decide
that the ears of other creatures should

But here it is,
and it is not a
makeshift ear evolved from a static
be similarly situated.

in this insect's front leg,

Fig. 3.

—Outline drawing of the upper part

of the tibia of the katydid, with a

diagram

of

the course and form of the tracheal air passage
passing through the ear.
indicates the

M

mouth

of

the outer' tympanal chamber, the

extent of which

is shown by a dotted line.
the trachea above the ear and TR2 the
trachea below the ear. ITC is the expanded

TRi

is

part of the trachea that forms the inner or true

tympanal chamber, while

BP

indicates

the

by-pass or branch of the trachea that begins
above the ear and joins the trachea again
below the ear

organ, as

is

ours.

It is

a

new

structure

by
what evolutionary processes we can
developed directly to

fill

a need,

only guess.
If

we

raise the

edge of either one of

these sHts,

we can look

on the side

of the enlarged portion of

the

tibia.

cavity

is

We

then

superficial

and

into a cavity

see
is

an anteriorly directed fold
tegument of the animal.

that

this

covered by
of the in-

THE- SENSE OF

HEARING IN INVERTEBRA TE ANIMALS

In order to understand the working
of this ear,

it

necessary for us to

is

know something about how

insects

Insects breathe air through

breathe.

tubes called tracheae that open inward

number

from a

(Figure 4)
sion

,

we

the

of
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see that the larger divi-

trachea

(ITC)

the

fills

entire middle portion of the leg.

The

side walls of the leg, excluding the
reflected

flaps,

are

extremely

two

thin,

holes

of

ANTERIOR SIDE

(stigmata) in the side of the

These tubes, by a

body.

process of branching, reach

every

part

body.

the

of

One main branch
down inside of each

passes
leg to

furnish air for the tissues.

At

the

the

swelHng,

upper

part

of

trachea

this

branches into a large and a
small

division

(Figure

3).

below the swelling
these two branches again
Just

unite

form

to

a

trunk of the usual

single

We

size.

must make some

careful

preparations before

we can

under the microscope,

see,

how

the

katydid's

scientist,

ear

is

The German

constructed.

Graber, only after

developing

great

skill

long training of the hands,

succeeded in dissecting out
the organ with needles and
tiny sharp -pointed knives

and scissors. Our modern
method, however, is to cut
a series of fine sections,

fix

each on a glass sUde, then
stain

and

mount

We

them

can

then
study them at leisure and,
serially.

if

necessary,

POSTERIOR SIDE

by
Fig. 4.

—A transverse sectionof the

ear.

OTC indicates

the outer tympanal chambers, ITC the inner tympanal
chamber.
shows the location of the tympanum or
drum, and SH the two shields used to protect the tympana.
SC the sensory cell with its nucleus (NU), style (STY) and
struts for supporting the cell (STR)
GC are the secondary
gangUon cells that relay the message to the brain. All
these are in the anterior chamber. Below is seen the posterior chamber containing cross sections of muscle (MU),
nerve (N), blood vessel (BL), and the tracheal by-pass
(BP). The outer chitinous layer is composed of a harder
outer part and a softer inner part. The ragged ends projecting from the walls into the inner tympanal chamber
represent the displaced ends of the rings of chitin or
tsenidia that are used to support the walls just as wire is
used to strengthen the walls of a length of rubber garden
hose

TYM

.

reconstruct

the entire mechanism in three planes

although they retain the usual elements

in wax.

not required for

of insect integument, a single layer of

our purposes, however, as we can understand the structure by examining one

Pressed closely against these side walls

This latter

is

cells

with an outer chitinous

cuticle.

transverse section and one longitudinal

of the leg are the side walls of the

section taken through the ''ear."

trachea

In the Diane of the transvei se section

(TYM).

Since this trachea

was formed by a ''pushing in"

or
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invagination of the outer integument of
the animal, its side walls are constructed

(N),

body

same manner as the side walls
an inner layer of cells with
an outer cuticle, but these lie in an

in the

of the leg,

—

inverse

position

and some connective
which

fluid

The

division.

blood vessel,

fills

and

tissue

All these

blood vessels (BL).

lie

in a

this channel-like

tissues (muscle, nerve,
etc.),

must be able to
pass the ear, be-

cause the

on account of the

opera-

so

tion of the whole

that the layer of

lower leg depends

ceUs (hypodermis)

on

of the side of the

and continuity.
Also we find in this
same posterior
chamber a cross

invagination,

now

trachea

lies

against the layer
of cells (hypoder-

section of the
smaller branch of

the leg;

of

mis)

both layers are so
attenuated and so

the trachea (B P),
the

closely pressed to-

form one
remarkable thinness and
strength. This

air

really

layer

tympanum or
"drum" (TYM)

air

the

and

with

our

own eardrum.

But

the

ear

each

leg

of

in

the

katydid has two
ear -drums

while

our ears each have
only one.

Because

its

two

side walls are at-

tached so closely
to the side walls
of

the

large

or

5.

inner tympanal chamber (ITC) are shown. In
the anterior chamber, laying in the animal's
lymph fluid (stained dark gray) is seen the row of
sensory cells (SC), largest at the top and growing smaller below, and a few of the secondary
ganghon cells (GC) each of which contains a
large vacuole. The outer chitin is missing from
its epithelium but is indicated by an ink hne.
The anterior wall (AW) of the tympanal
fine serrations due to cross
sections of the tsenidia or supporting ridges
bit of one of the valves (V)
which line it.

chamber shows

A

is

also

shown

in the

tympanal chamber

tympanic chamber

(ITC) conforms to the more or less
The other
square shape of the leg.
necessary contents of the leg he
In
either anterior or posterior to it.
the posterior area (PC)

muscle

cells

through

the

chamber when the

—Photograph

of a stained and
mounted longitudinal (antero-posterior) section of the ear of a katydid (Microcentrum).
Only a part of the anterior chamber (AC) and
Fig.

the

leg,

trachea

into the

swollen tympanic

corresponds

functionally

down

two valves,
an upper and a
lower, cut off
the passage of

called

is

of

to carry

is

leg, for

of

structure

function

which

they

gether that

their presence

(MU), two

we
or

find large

more nerves

section,

find

at

that

a
this

ear

is

in operation.

Interesting as
is

the

posterior

chamber or passageway of the
leg,

the anterior

chamber (AC) is
more so, for here

we

find the nerv-

ous and principal

mechanical apparatus of the ear.
the cross
In

favorable

space

like

level,

that

we
in

the posterior chamber, is filled with

body

Lying in this fluid at a
from the. anterior
the tympanic chamber, is a

fluid.

fairly short distance

wall of

very large somewhat flattened nerve
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cell

Like

(SC).

all

nerve

nucleus (NU) which

cells, it

has a

one
Unhke nearly all other nerve
side.
cells, however, it possesses a remarkable
structure of clark-staining nature and
apparently chitinous substance called
This style is very
the style (STY).
large, and its blunt end is embedded
lies

far to

in the cell body, while its long tapering

end reaches out of the
its tip

upon the

cell

and

rests

posterior wall of the
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it.
Hence a mechanism is required
by means of which the nerve cell may

in

be held firmly, independently of the
and thus bring about an improved mechanical reaction between

style,

style

and nerve

quence,
processes

cell,

and, in

conse-

a better stimulation of the

(probably

chemical)

that

result in hearing impulses.

Such a condition actually
in our specimen.

A straight,

is

found

firm, thin

tympanic chamber, where it is fastened
among the hypodermal cells of that
The remarkable structure of
wall.

probably chitin, extends at an angle
from each of the lateral ends of the

this style is indicated in Figure 4.

flattened nerve

Now we

brace (STR) of some hard material,

cell.

Its other'

end

is

begin to have some inkling

The waves
sound in the air enter the two
crescentic slits (C S) and beat upon the
big wide thin tympana on each side
This motion is, of
from without.
course, communicated to the air in the
tympanic chamber (ITC), which is
made to vibrate in turn and to beat
upon the anterior and posterior walls
of this same chamber from within.
When it beats on the posterior surface,
nothing happens, for on the other side
there is nothing but blood, muscle, and
But
nerve, and these cannot feel.
where it beats on the anterior wall, it
strikes on the tip of the style (STY)
which is imbedded in the nerve cell.
of the operation of this ear.

of

m

This action starts up processes in the
cell, which send a message to the

nerve

This we call "hearing," just
when our tectorial membrane rattles

brain.

as

against the

little

from the nerve

And we

"bristles" projecting

cells in

our inner

ear.

find a further refinement of

the process.

When

the surface of the

tympanic chamber beats on the end of
the style, its tendency is to move the
whole nerve cell. This of course would
tend to lessen the effect of the mechanical reaction between the nerve cell and
the end of the style which is imbedded

Fig. 6. Leg of cricket showing ear.
in Insect Hall of the Museum

model

From
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fastened

the

in

where

tissues

anterior wall of the tympanic

the outer wall of the

joins

the

chamber

A

leg.

glance at the diagram will show the

to the auditory

nerve

Such secondary

cell.

are called "auditory gang-

cells

lion cells," and, while in

man they

lie

in the core of the cochlea, in the katy-

row

mechanical relationship of the braces

did they form a loosely arranged

and anterior wall of
the tympanic chamber. It undoubtedly

in the extreme anterior corner of the

to the

style,

cell,

holds the

cell

quite firmly, so that the

shown in
GC).
4,
better shown

anterior space of the leg, as

the

cross-section

(Figure

vibrations of the anterior wall of the

Their arrangement

tympanic chamber and the consequent

in the longitudinal section (Figure 5).

movements

mechanical
the

give

of

between style and nerve
If

now we

the

style

reaction

possible

greatest

cell.

cut another section of the

They are large, and the efferent fiber
from each auditory sensory cell joins
the afferent fiber of one of these
cells.
The nerve
completed by the efferent
of each of the ganglion cells form-

auditory ganglion
,

ear in a plane that passes longitudinally

pathway

through it in an antero-posterior direction, through the middle of the style in

fiber

the nerve

we

cell,

fact that there

is

row
on

the sections, as they pass out of the

of these cells extending lengthwise

the median line of the tympanic cavity.

Figure 5

is

a photograph of an actual

section of this kind, showing the line of
cells

Since

(SC).

the

section

dis-

but a single plane, we can see

closes

some instances only the nucleus in a
nerve cell, and in other instances only

in

the style, or sometimes both
section

is

if

There

enough.

thick

the
is

another interesting fact shown by this

The nerve

is

member of the small nerve which
conveys the sound impulse to the brain.
These fibers do not show completely in

find the interesting

actually a whole

is still

ing a

The

planes in which they are cut.
ears of

all

katydids and crickets are

built on this plan, with interesting but
minor variations. For example, in the
crickets (Figure 6) there are no overhanging folds to protect the delicate
tympana. These are silvery-gray in
color and stand out boldly against the

black integument.

The grasshoppers have
somewhat on the same

ears

built

But

and their styles
are much larger at one end of the row
(upper) than at the lower. It has been

stead of being carried on the leg, they are

suggested that the larger

unprotected tympanum is plainly visible.

view.

only

cells

cells

''hear"

sounds or longer wave
and vice versa, the shorter

lower

lengths,

on the

An

side of the body,

excellent

plan.

in-

where the large

study in connection

with these insects,

is

to follow

them up
some

ones the higher sounds.

in the evening (or daytime, in

Let VIS attempt to trace this sound
path from the nerve cells toward the
brain.
The nerve fibers that come
off, one from each auditory nerve cell,
do not run directly to the brain. In
no ear do they do this, not even in the

and learn to recognize the charand widely different notes or
sounds made by the different species,
from the song of the katydid of wellknown fame to the singing, whirring,
clicking, whistling sounds made by the

vertebrates.

It

seems necessary, for

some reason we have not fathomed,
the message to be relayed

another nerve

cell

that

for

through

lies fairly close

cases),

acteristic

various

and true

grass-katydids,
crickets.

learn to regard

tree-crickets,

In this

them

as

way we

interesting

friends instead of merely stupid "bugs."

Animals

of the Seashore
AS ILLUSTRATED BY INVERTEBRATE GROUPS IN THE DARWIN HALL
OF THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
'These exhibits, prepared in the

Museum laboratories, faithfully depict typical sea-animal
exist in the shallow waters of the New England coast

and plant communities as they actually

By ROY

WALDO MINER

THE HORSESHOE CRAB {LIMULUS POLYPHEMUS)
This remarkable crustacean

is

common

on sandy, muddy, and rocky bottoms along our shores.

It is

imbedded in rocks, the earliest
of which date back to Middle Cambrian times, at least 70,000,000 years ago.
In spite of its name, it is not a
true crab, but is more nearly related to the stock from which the spiders and scorpions have descended. This
photograph is a detail from the Gay Head Sound Bottom Group, shown on the following page
practically a "living fossil," for the fossilized remains of its ancestors are found

\J

ANIMALS AND PLANTS OF A SOUND BOTTOM
accurate reproduction of a portion of the sea bottom in Vineyard Sound, off the coast of Marthas Vineyard
Here the sea has undermined the clay cliffs at Gay Head, washing out huge granite bowlIsland, Massachusetts.
On the
ders, which have rolled into the sea to form a reef known as the Devil's Bridge, the scene of many wrecks.
sandy sea bottom lobsters lurk in the crevices between the bowlders, while crabs, shrimp, and other crustaceans are
abundant. The rocks are luxuriantly overgrown with seaweeds, among which the Irish moss (Chondrus crispus),
(Astrangia danae) and of
is conspicuous, while here and there are visible spreading colonies of the northern star coral

An

rose-pink soft coral {Alc^onium digitatum)

I

THE SARGASSUM WEED (SARGASSUM BACCIFERUM)
This seaweed, famous as forming the bulk of the vegetation of the Sargasso Sea, is also found attached to submerged bowlders as far north as Vineyard Sound. Its narrow, tapering leaflets are buoyed upward toward the sunlight
by hundreds of berry-shaped floats about the size of a pea. As shown in the group this weed is delicately modeled in

THE STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE AT THE SEA BOTTOM
An unwary lady crab

where it usually lies buried up to its proimmediately pounced upon by a lurking lobster. The crab frantically endeavors to
escape by vigorously paddling its oar-shaped hind limbs.
The above photographs are details from the Gay Head Sound Bottom Group, illustrated on the opposite page
jecting eyes

and

feelers,

(Ovalipes ocellatus) has ventured out of the sand,

and

is

A TYPICAL ROCK TIDE POOL ON TE
Massachusetts, situated at the base of a sixtyfoot cliff bounding the shore of Eastern Point. Here the tide rises and falls a vertical distance of nine feet. At low
feet
in length, within the quiet waters of which a
basin
twenty
spanning
tidal
disclosed,
a
natural
bridge
is
water a
wonderful display of marine animals and plants is visible. The arch itself is covered with thousands of barnacles
the
high-tide
mark
balanoides)
reaching
to
{Balanus

An accurate reproduction of the famous Bridge Pool at Nahant,

mr^
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ORTH SHORE OF

NEW ENGLAND

Below the barnacle zone the rooks are draped with rookweed, the fronds of which conceal clustering groups of
purple snails {Thais papillus).
The rocks within the pool are gay with varicolored sea anemones (Metridium
marginatum), sea stars (Asterias vulgaris), pink-hearted hydroids, finger sponges, and ascidians, while the velvety
brown kelp, green sea lettuce, and red dulse float out over bowlders covered with brilliantly iridescent Irish moss,
pmk coralline, and mottled patches of calcareous algae

A PUGILISTIC ENCOUNTER BETWEEN CRABS
of the most active and pugnacious
the Tide Pool Group.-The green crab (Carcinides mxnas) is one
ledge the claVNS of the more peaceful Jonah crab (Cancer
of the inhabitants of the tide pools. Beneath an overhanging
{Asterias vulgaris) clings to the rock surface near a group of
borealis) mav be dimly seen. In the foreground a blue sea star
too insignificant to merit their long scientific
green sea urchins (Strongyloceiitrotus droehbachiensis), the latter almost

A detail from

name

A PICTURESQUE CORNER OP THE TIDE POOL
A

colony of sea anemones (Metridium marginatum), is clustered together on a
rocky shelf. At the right, one or two
anemones, sheltered beneath the floating rockweed, have ventured to expand their
fluffy circlets of tentacles. Though
of flower-like beauty in color and form, they are
nevertheless voracious creatures, armed not only with the tentacles but
also with sting cells, with which they s'lay and capture
small creatures and even fishes which form their food.
number
of the anemones have contracted, withdrawing
mouth and tentacles within their bodies
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ANIMALS OF THE WHARF PILES
Thepilesof abandoned ..™

are often co^pletel. covered w^^^^^^^

^^e sea wat^
securing their food
which here find a convenient vantage ground for
small bodies
it is pumped through their
as
pile-dwellers,
the
by
it
of
tures, which are filtered out

abound^

THE BROKEN WHARF PILE
Another detail of the Wharf Pile Group. The broken pile has become completely capped with edible mussels
{Mytilus edulis), which in turii are overgrown with feathery colonies of pink-hearted hydroids (Tuhularia crocea). Near
by swims a jellyfish (Dactylometra quinquecirra)

of the plumed worm
Burrowing Sea Worms.— A detail from the Sea Worm Group, showing the burrow-s The head and shoul(Pechnaria belgica)
(Diopatra cuprBsa) and the trumpet-shaped shells of the trumpet worm
The
it ts name.
give
which
gills
plumehke
ders of the plumed worm are shown in theinsert, displaymg the
acorn worms" {Balanoolossus
trumpet wo?m^onstruots a tube of sand grains. Above to the left is a colony of
,

,

kowalevskii)

with ribbed
Animals of a Sand Spit.— The sand spit at Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, is completely overgrown
ihe Mollusk
their burrows,
mussels (Modiola plicatula), between which fiddler crabs (Uca pugilator) have dug
at low tide where a startisii is
bottom
the
sea
bit
of
including
a
association,
this
Hall
shows
Darwin
in
the
Group
engaged in opening an oyster

An

Where

Instance

Evolution

Has Turned

Backward
THE ASCIDIANS, DEGENERATE RELATIVES OF THE VERTEBRATES

By WILLARD
Assistant Curator, Department of

WE

generally think of evolution

advancement
development from

as a process of

and

of

simple to complex forms of

life,

—as the

elaboration of creatures of the kind
describe as higher from those

we

we

call

though
numerous, where the

lower, but there are also cases,

they are

much less

G.

VAN NAME

Lower Invertebrates, Ameiioan Museum

of forms of animal life that are to be
found in favorable situations along the
seashore, growing or cKnging to the
rocks or other objects uncovered at
low tide, there are few that at first sight

show

any

so little relationship to

of the

higher animals.

The

ascidians,

the barnacles,

like

process has been apparently a back-

permanently

themselves

to

and lower and simpler
animals have been derived from higher
and more complex ancestors.

rocks, shells, the piles of wharves,

and

ward

one,

In animals leading a parasitic

life

attach

other objects under water, and live
upon the minute organisms that the
waves and tides carry to them. The

upon or within the body of some other
animal and obtaining their nourishment

typical ascidians are saclike objects

at the expense of their host, such back-

half

ward evolution

is

of oval or irregular form, usually

an inch to a couple

from

of inches in

much more, and

very common, be-

diameter, rarely

many

covered with a more or less tough

cause the disuse of

of the parts

are

though somewhat

flexible outer tunic

the

which protects the

and organs of the body incidental to
such an existence is accompanied by
their gradual degeneration and loss,
until the creature would be unable to
exist in any other way than as a para-

the ascidians were in fact classed as

site.

soft-shelled

There

are,

however, some cases of

retrograde evolution in which parasit-

ism

is

not a factor.

mon marine
there
this

Among

animals,

the com-

called

test,

delicate internal parts as does the shell
of a

moUusk.

By the

injuries,

since

it

but also to
attaches

objects, or,

if

the sand or

mud

for

striking

many

species

fix

bottom, as
often develops

do,

it

swim about freely, and the
ascidians. The ascidians are regarded
as having descended from the same

anchor the body in place.
encloses the

buried in

lies

of the sea

hairlike

or

in place,

it

descendants of shrimplike crustaceans
able to

not

test

firmly to sohd

itself

the animal

instance,

two

The

moUusks.

only serves to protect the body from

examples of
kind, the barnacles, which are
are

older naturalists

rootlike

extensions

body except

to

It entirely

for

two small

openings which are commonly situated

ancestors as the vertebrates, but as

at the tips of conical protuberances or

having gone backward in their evolution instead of having
advanced,

short projecting tubes.

although,'

among

all

the great variety

the

mouth

One

of these,

or incurrent siphon,

entrance to the body.

is

the

Through

it
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INTEENAL ANATOMY OF THE ADULT ASCIDIAN OR SEA SQUIRT
The upper mcurrent siphon brings the stream of
sac through the

ing behind

it

meshes

of

which

sea water into the large

branchial!

the minute organisms

stomach and intestine and digested. Blood vessels
absorb the oxvgen from the water.
adult state but
It is not "in this simple and degenerate

into the

pharynx or

siphon, leavthe water is strained to pass out of the excurrent
which form the ascidians' food. The latter are then passed,
in the walls of

the branchial

in the early or larval stages of
vertebrates are apparent.
the
to
ascidians
the
of
relationships
the
development that

sac,

its

WHERE EVOLUTION HAS TURNED BACKWARD
a

passes

continuous

current

sea

of

and think

for a

moment about

water bearing the minute organisms on

nificance of them,

which the creature feeds, as well as the
The
oxygen utiHzed in respiration.

this is really the

the

called

other,

excurrent

siphon,

The
through

its

a.

the sig-

be seen that

it will

way

fish breathes.

takes in the water

also

fish
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mouth the water passes in;

allows this water, as well as the waste

to the cavity of the throat, or

products of the body, to pass out, and

(corresponding to the

also serves for the escape of the eggs or

ascidian), and from there it passes
through gill clefts in the sides of the
pharynx (corresponding to the stigmata

young.

The

ascidians have very poorly de-

veloped organs of sense, but

when the

touched or otherwise alarmed
by any sudden movement of the water,
its muscles contract, and the water contained in the body is forced out through
these apertures in small jets, hence the
animal

is

name ''sea squirts."
If we cut one of these animals open,
we find that the tough external test is

The

in the ascidian).
clefts

bear the true

pharynx

sac of the

gil]

walls of these
or structures

gills

containing the blood vessels by which
the oxygen in the water is absorbed,
just as

it is

by the blood

walls of the

Even

many

in their feeding,

the herrings,

vessels in the

sac of the ascidian.

gill

which

live

fishes, as

on minute

swimming organisms, use a method

lined with a layer containing muscles

similar to that of the ascidian,

and blood vessels, while the remainder
of the body is largely hollow, the internal organs being of small bulk compared to the space in which they lie.

apparatus straining the food from
the water as it passes out through the

An

exception to this

though

delicate,

a very large,

is

membranous

sac lying

the

gill

gill clefts.

Here

in

the low,

of

spite

organization of the ascidians,

simple

we have a

distinct point of resemblance to the

members

rather loosely in the cavity of the body,

fishes,

but so attached to the inner side of the

group, the highest primary division of

body wall at its front end that the
mouth opens directly into it. Its walls
are pierced with such vast numbers

the animal kingdom,

of

minute

or sieve.

clefts

This

that

is

or branchial sac.

it is

known

in fact a net

as the

It serves

gill

sac

not only

of

the
of

vertebrate

which

man

The possession
of these structures by the ascidians
might not be significant if we found
them in other invertebrates, but when
we consider that, in all the vast and
himself

is

a member.

assemblage of inver-

for respiration (its walls being full of

infinitely varied

blood vessels) but also for straining

tebrate animals of the land and sea,

out the minute organisms which form

we

find the

above correspondence to

As

the vertebrate type only in the ascidians

the water taken in at the mouth passes
through the minute clefts, called stig-

and a very few forms evidently closely
related to them, its importance becomes

mata, into the outer cavity, and then
out through the excurrent siphon, it

obvious.

leaves the food within the

we

the food supply of the ascidian.

gill

sac,

which opens at its rear end into the
stomach and intestine.
Now if the reader will pardon the
introduction of these anatomical details

If

we study only the

adult ascidian

find little else to suggest relation-

ship

to

the

vertebrates,

and many

things that seem to argue against

it.

One of these may be mentioned because
of its strangeness.

This

is

that the

NATURAL HISTORY
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heart of the ascidians, after beating for

a number
stops and

of seconds in

one direction,

reverses its action, so that

the vessels

which

one

at

moment

function as veins leading blood to the
heart, the next moment function as
arteries carrying blood

from the heart.

these ancestors had the general type

by the
by the vertebrates only.

of structure that is possessed

vertebrates and

Each additional point of similarity
makes it less probable that we are
dealing with mere coincidences and
confirms more strongly the conclusion
that a real relationship exists, due to

descent from

No

common

ancestors.

species of animal or plant can

survive the vicissitudes and changes

that occur around

it if its

individuals

remain fixed in one place throughout
their life span. Sooner or later failure
of food supply or other unfavorable
changes will destroy it, and if nature
fails
its

to provide a

means

of dispersing

where
becomes

offspring into other localities,

some may

survive, the species

Plants, for instance, (even the

extinct.

largest

produce

trees)

small

seeds

blown about by the wind, floated
by water, or carried by birds or animals to establish the species in new
easily

localities;

Typical ascidians {Ciona sociabilis)
attached to a wharf pile. A stream of
sea water enters and leaves the creature's saclike body, by means of the
apertures on the ends of the siphons.
When the young aseidian has once
attached itself, it remains permanently
fixed, depending for its nourishment
on the small organisms and other food
carried in the water

the adult stage are permanently at-

tached to some object, usually pass
through a free-swimming larval stage

immediately

after

larval stage

as a rule, quite different

from that
dians

This remarkable process, which can be
watched easily through the microscope
in

some small and transparent

species

of ascidians, certainly does not

argue

animals such as the oyster,

the barnacle, and the aseidian, that in

the

is,

hatching.

of the adult.
larvae

In the asci-

have a form and

appearance very similar to the larval
stage or tadpole of the frog, though
of comparatively minute size, the
largest being only a few millimeters

for relationship to the vertebrates, but

long.

The larvse

on the other hand

known

to zoologists in the

it

does not indicate

relationship to the other invertebrates
either, for it is quite unique.

As
life

soon, however, as

we study the
we find

history of the ascidians,

very strong evidence, first, that the
ascidians are degenerate animals which
have had ancestors more highly organized than themselves,

and second, that

This

of the ascidians
first

were
half

but the resemblance
to tadpoles was then regarded as only
of the last century,

accidental and

At that

more

period,

or less superficial.

when the theory

pre-

vailed that each species of animal and

plant was the result of a special act of

by God, such resemblances did
not have the importance that they
creation
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acquired

when the pubHcation

of

Dar-

clear,

win's Origin of Species in 1859 raised
the theory of evolution into promi-

them

nence, and gave
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even though a few more anatomimust be given to do this.

cal details

The

first of

these

is

that the tadpole-

like larval ascidian possesses, just as

significance as

possible indications of lines of descent.

A very few years after

that date (in

1866) the Russian naturalist Kowalevs-

ky created a sensation among zoologists
by publishing an article in which he
described in detail the ascidian larva,

>-\^
,J

and demonstrated clearly several remarkable points of resemblance to the
vertebrates both in structure and
development.

He

also called attention

on the question
and descent of the vertebrates, which he hinted might be
derived from the larval stage of the

to the bearing of this

i>s

of the origin

ascidian,

if it

Another species of ascidian (Molgula
growing in masses on a
Many of the individuals
wharf pile.
have the siphon apertures open. This

were able to reproduce in

that stage, as some animals are

manhattensis)

known
'

Kowalevsky's admirably illustrated article, though of no great
length, remains to this day one of the
to do.

and
and concluhave stood the test of time and

classics

most
sions

zoological

of

species

popularly known as the sea
name suggested by the clustered

is

grape, a

mass

literature,

of individuals

of his observations

later investigations.

Though

there

is

does the tadpole of the frog, a cylindrical

room

for important

difference of opinion with regard to

now

rodlike

supporting

or

stiffening

structure extending nearly the length
of the

body.

This structure, called the

ques-

notochord, represents in position and in

tion the comparatively near relation-

function the backbone of the verte-

ship of the ascidians

and vertebrates.
Coming at a time when Darwin's views

brates.

were

development of
including man, and,

certain points, few zoologists

still

the subject of the keenest

debate, and
tion,

ones,

many

particularly

were

still

zoologists of distinc-

some

of

opposing

theory, Kowalevsky's clear

the older

the

new

and con-

vincing account of his surprising discoveries

was an important factor in
prompt ac-

attaining the remarkably

ceptance that the theory of evolution
secured

among the

scientific

men

of

that period.

The main characters of structure auvi
development on which these concluwere based, needs to be made

sions

It is foun^l in the early stages

of

vertebrates,
vertebrse
spinal

In

persists

in

the

higher

bony segments

or

backbone
develop around

or

the

forming

column

many

vertebrates,

all

the

of the lower vertebrates

throughout

life,

it.

it

running

through the center or body of each
vertebra. Here again we have a character not found

but

common

among

invertebrates,

to the vertebrates and

Moreover, if we studj' the
development in the early
stages of the embryo, we find it to be

ascidians.

process of

its

the same in these two groups.
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Another important character com-

the back or dorsal region as in the

mon to the vertebrates and the asciclian

vertebrates.

the possession of a central
nervous system of elongate tubular
form Ijdng dorsal to the notochord. In

gill

larva

the vertebrates this is called the spinal
cord, and both in the ascidians and in
the vertebrates it develops in the

embryo
MOUTH

same way,

in the

"EAR"

EYE

a pair of

of respiration

by means

of

the wall of the phar3^nx,

the notochord, representing the

first

step toward the development of a back-

bone, the dorsally situated and tubular
central nervous system or spinal cord,

separate the ascidian larva from in-

all

INTESTINE

STOMACH

HEART

BRAIN

EAR

EXCURRENTOPENING

DORSAL NERVE CORD

INTESTINE

SUCKER

MOUTH

b}^

clefts in

BRAIN

GILLCLEFTS\

SUCKER

EYE

The mode

is

HEART GILLCLEFTS

STOMACH

Comparative diagrams of the tadpoles or larval stage of an ascidian (upper figure), and of a
show their correspondence in many points of structure, especially in having giU clefts in the walls of the pharynx or throat, and a rodlike notochord corresponding to the
backbone in the higher animals, above which is the main part of the nervous system, corresponding to the brain and spinal cord
frog (lower figure) to
,

up on each side of the
middle line of the back to form a
troughhke area.
The edges of this
trough soon arch inward and join
together, thus forming a tubular passage which becomes the central canal
of the spinal cord. Here again we find

folds growing

vertebrates and ally
brates.

it

to the verte-

There are several other struc-

tures regarded

by many

this relationship,

as confirming

but space

will

not

permit of their discussion here.
All these resemblances are for the

most part recognizable only

in

the

not possessed by

larva of the ascidian, being lost or

In them the usual type
system is a pair of
parallel nerve cords which are solid,
not tubular, and which usually lie in

obscured in the adult by degenerative

that this character

is

invertebrates.

of central nervous

the ventral part of the body, and not in

changes that begin to take place after
the larva permanently attaches

This

it

itself.

does after swinmiing about for a

few hours or at most a day or two.

It
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fixes itself to

some solid object by means

of adhesive organs developed for that
purpose on the front end of the body,

and the

is soon drawn in and
The notochord and most

tail

absorbed.

vertebrates and to connect

the lower forms of animal
that

many

compound

ascidians),

like larvae,

almost mechanical and vegetative ex-

flowers.

characteristic

istence

of

the

adult

ascidian.

We

should not leave the subject of

the ascidians without mention of one

other important character which seems
at first sight to separate

them from the

them

them with

life.

This

is

(distinguished as
in

addition to

laying eggs developing into the tadpole-

system degenerate, as
do also the single eye and an organ
supposed to serve either for hearing
The anior for balancing the body.
mal grows in size and relapses into the
of the nervous

of
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can reproduce their kind

of budding, that is by
outgrowth of a new individual

by a process
direct

from the body of the parent, just as a
plant buds out branches, leaves, or
complex

It is

easy to see that very

and mechanical processes
are involved in this, and it is not surprising that it is found only in the
smaller and more simply organized
animals. It is commonly assumed that
the compound ascidians "acquired"
vital

METAMORPHOSIS OF AN ASCIDIAN
Four stages in the metamorphosis or
change by which the tadpole-hke larval

.DORSAL NERVE CORD
,NOTOCHORD

ascidian assumes the degenerate adult
The larva attaches itself h)y the
form.
suckers on the front end of the body; the
tail is gradually drawn in and absorbed,
most of the nervous system including the
eye and ear degenerating and disappearing,
leaving only a small ganglion for the brain
(Adapted from Herdmanj
of the adult.

MOUTH
BRAIN GANGLION-

EXCURRENTOPENING
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IRISH MOSS (CHONDRUS CRISPUS)

OVERGROWN BY A COLONIAL ASCIDIAN

Some
pound
continued

of the comascidians, by

budding,

produce
immense number of connected
individuals of very small size.
colonies

consisting of an

Here are shown the smaU
round individuals of a large
colony of the ascidian, Perophora viridis, connected by
vinelike stems growing over a

common seaweed
tinned production of useless

buds

ations

production by bud-

when

their or-

^> -

....

v^,.^^.:.

va

.-a

p'^n^.^ ^X''^

ganization had degen-

ians originally

simple and low

ding,

But

how

could they do it?
There are immense difficul

ties in

the

way

of explaining

their

how they

themselves and capable of the funcof^ life,

especially while their

own

was degenerating. We cannot assume that the power of producing
these buds was acquired otherwise
than by a gradual evolutionary process, and if so, what caused the conrace

have

having

had the power
elaborated

it

of

bud-

during

descent from invertebrate an-

so simple that budding was
merely a process of growth, and that
some of the ascidians lost that power,
did as the vertebrate branch, which
has descended from the same ancestry.
cestors

could acquire such a wonderful power
as to bud out a new individual hke
tions

gener-

must

plete animals could have been
produced? It seems much more
reasonable to suppose that all ascid-

erated into a sufficiently
tj^pe.

many

taken place before perfect ones
capable of functioning as com-

the power of re-

ding

for

that

If

we accept

the relationship of the

an estaband it seems we can hardly
refuse to do so, the question arises,
when did the two branches separate?
This cannot be answered definitely.

ascidians and vertebrates as
lished fact,

WHERE EVOLUTION HAS TURNED BACKWARD
No

fossils have been discovered that
can be recognized as ascidians, nor is

there

much

expectation that any will

be found, since soft-bodied creatures
without bones, teeth, or other hard
parts, are preserved as fossils only in

We may

exceptional instances.

however,

sure,

that

the

feel
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no stranger contrast than is shown
by the subsequent history of these two
groups, endowed at the start with the
same physical structure. The verteis

brates

.

were destined to make conMOUTH

GILL CLEFTS

BRAIN GANGLION

separation

occurred at a geological period very
remote, perhaps even in pre-Cambrian

Among many indications

time.

great antiquity of the separation

of the
is

the

fact that the ascidian larva lacks the

paired eyes which are a conspicuous and
universal character of the vertebrates.
It lacks also all trace of

the two pairs of

limbs, which, whether modified into
OESOPHAGUS
fins, legs,

or wings, are found in nearly

all higher types.
Such important and
fundamental characters as these must
have evolved entirely subsequent to the
separation of the ascidians and verte-

brates.

Just what the

common

the wall of the pharynx, the

notochord, and the dorsally situated
central nervous system of tubular form.

In the whole animal kingdom there

A

compound

individual,

enlarged

eighteen

times,

ances-

two groups were like at that
remote time we do not know, but we
can safely assert that they had the gill

tors of the

clefts in

An

from the colony of compound ascidians shown
on the opposite page.
Such individuals
develop from buds formed on the branching
stems of the colony, as shown below

tinned progress, advancing beyond any
other group and culminating in the

The ascidians have
sunk into insignificance and a state of
apparent degeneracy out of which there
appears no prospect of their ever
evolution of man.

rising.

ascidian colony figured on the opposite page, showing more
which produce the buds that grow into the individual ascidians.
These remain permanently attached to the stems throughout their life
detail of the

clearly the branching stems

A SUBMARINE CORAL FOREST ON THE ANDROS REEF
constructed
formations are
coral luiu-iauiw^^^
^^^ ^-^
These
inese massive wiai
ira paLmata).
Treelike growths {Acroporavalmata)
e IZT
The under side of the water surface shows at the top ot tne
miUions of minute polyps. ""'
.

by

picture
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Typical coral polyps {Astrangia danae).

on our coast as Cape Cod, Massachusetts.

This

is

the only species found as far north

Through the transparent body, the

internal

structures are visible

The Reef

Builders of the Tropic Seas'
By

Curator

THEBahamas

Island

of

of

ROY WALDO MINER
Lower Invertebrates, American Museum

Andros

of

in

the

extends for a distance

about 130 miles opposite the

coast of Florida.

Its eastern shore is

bounded by a long Hne

of coral reefs

parallel to the coast at a distance of

about one to two miles for its entire
extent.
The lagoon thus enclosed
between the reef and the shore is

which the Bahama Islands are situated.
The steady trade winds blowing
always from the east are favorable to
the growth of the coral formations on
the edge of the submerged platform.
At low tide the tips of their interlacing
branches break the surface of the sea.
The dominant character of this reef
is

that of a forest of branching coral

navigable for vessels of moderate draft,

trees {Acropora palmata)

while the inner side of the cays or small

brown fronds

which dot the

islets

intervals

provides

line of reefs at

shelter

and

safe

anchorage against -most storms not of

which

it is

reef,

the platform on

situated shelves rapidly off

into deep waters

descending precipi-

tously into the profound depths of the

Tongue

of the Ocean,

an abyss measur-

ing a thousand fathoms, which extends
as an

the

arm

between
and western banks on

of the sea, curving

eastern

Their orange-

snowy

These seem to form the bulk
the reef, with huge trunks and zig-

white.
of

zagging branches towering up to the

water surface from a depth of fifteen

hurricane velocity.

Outside the

.

are tipped with

to twenty feet.

Just in front of this forest the sea
floor is

covered with bristhng staghorn

and fan corals {Acropora cervicornis
and Acropora prolifera), while posts
capped with orb corals {Orbicella
annularis), grow like huge mushrooms
in a clearing extending between the

^Submarine photographs in this article were taken by the author and Mr. J. E. Williamson through the
Williamson Submarine Tube, by the courtesy of the Submarine Film Corporation.
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surface,
Andros, Bahamas, seen at close range from the water
the water at low tide
of the branching corals extend above

The

A

reef at

submarine view through a weird tangle of coral

strange world

252

forest,

The

tops

giving the impression of a

THE REEF BUILDERS OF THE TROPIC SEAS

Coral posts capped with living Orhicella.

down through the over-arching

is

floored

with

This

nodules

of

with velvety
masses of stinging coral
{Millepora alcicornis) rising between
them. Magenta sea plumes (Gorgonia
acerosa) and purple sea whips (Pterogorgia anceps) wave back and forth
between ranks of vari-colored sea fans
(Gorgonia fiabellum) all bending in
unison before the tidal currents.
These living growths rise from a sea
floor apparently composed entirely of

golden yellow Porites,

brown

foliate

prostrate trunks, branches,
of
of

fishes

play in the sunbeams which

filter

coral trees

coral groves like a forest aisle.

clearing

Reef
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and nodules

dead corals, fragments of a reef Mfe
bygone days. How deep this tangle

of coral limestone

may

be,

it is

impos-

sible to say.

The creatures responsible for the
immense coral growths on this reef
and on countless others in all parts of
the tropic seas are the animals

known

These are quite
lowly in organization and range in size
from a pin head to more than a foot in
as

coral

diameter.

polyps.

They

are typically cyHndri-

with a mouth opening at
the top, surrounded by a circle of
cal creatures

tentacles

means

armed with

sting-cells.

By

they sting to death
the still tinier microscopic animals
which form their chief food, and which
of the latter
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are passed bj^ the tentacles

into the

mouth.

This opens into a short tube
or ''cBSophagus" which hangs down

within the cavity of the sachke body,

and

is

anchored in place

bj^

prepared for assimilation, while their
sides are supplied with contractile

muscles and reproductive

which

a series of

deHcate fleshy partitions, the mesen-

from

cells,

latter the polyp's eggs emerge.

This very simple anatomical arrange-

ment

is

practically identical with that

anemone

of the sea

of our coasts,

and

thus the two animals are closely re-

The

lated.

able
sessed

TENTACLES.

M ESENTERIES
'"^""^
MUSCLE

FREE SWIMMING

>|
"'

'^

/1^ LARVAE

^T

,g*<K/ OESOPHAGUS

coral polyp has one

however,

peculiarity,

by the

sea anemone.

and

sides of the

with

cells

f

remark-

not

pos-

The base

cyHnder are covered
which have the

calicoblasts)

power of seizing the carbonate of lime
abundantly dissolved in tropical sea
water and of depositing it in solid
form beneath the base and around the
sides

of

the cylindrical polyp body,

thus forming

a

limestone

cup

(the

calyx) to hold the coral animal.

When
egg,

it is

swims

the polyp
a

freely

coating of
its

CALYX-

REPRODUCTIVE CELLS

—
—

—

Diagram of a typical calyx the
(A).
skeleton of a single coral potyp.
(B).
A sectioned polyp, showing its internal structure and its relation to the aalyK.
pictm-ed above. See accompanying text for
details.

Modified from Delage and Herouard

teries,

the inner edges

of

which are

attached to the oesophagus and radiate
to the wall of the hollow
their outer edges are

body where
The

attached.

lower end of the oesophagus opens
about halfway down into the cavity

little

body.

is

hatched from the

pear-shaped larva that

about by means of the

moving

hairs (ciha) covering

After a time

it settles

down

on some solid substance, its base
becomes flattened, and it assumes a
more or less cyhndrical form.
Six
httle tentacles now grow out symmetricaUy around its mouth, and in the
spaces between them, another six. A
third cycle of tentacles then appears in

the interspaces thus formed, and so on
until a large series surrounds the mouth.
If

perfectly developed,

it

is

evident

nmnber must be a multiple of six.
Hence the coral polyps
and sea anemones are sometimes
that the total

formed around a

grouped together as the Hexactinise.
Each of the tentacles is hollow and its
cavity is a prolongation of one of the
above mentioned alcoves. The mesenteries bounding them develop simultaneously with the tentacles and are

The inner edges of
the mesenteries secrete the digestive

the same in number as the spaces
betweenthem.

of the polyp, but the mesenteries con-

tinue below

becoming

it,

their inner edges here

free,

so

pocket-hke alcoves

that
is

a

series

of

central rotunda.

fluid

bv means

of

which the food

is

In the case of the coral polyp an-

.
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other feature must be noticed.

the polyp lays

down

cup or
or "house" to

its coral

calyx to act as a shell
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Reproduction by the division of an
polyp begins with a constriction in the middle of the mouth and the
entire

by making a

production of additional mesenteries

limestone partitions

within the polyp, according to a certain

(septa) which, as they grow inward,
push in the sides and bottom of the
animal's body so as to throw it into
pleated folds. These partitions are so
located that they alternate with the
fleshy mesenteries, and hence they
push the folds of the polyp body into
the spaces of the alcoves between the
mesenteries.
Since they are parts of
the calyx, they are obviously located
outside the polyp body which is thus
seated upon them, and folded down
between them. When the polyp dies,
the calyx with its star-shaped pattern

pattern.
Soon the polyp has two
mouths and the body becomes oval in

hve

in,

it

elaborates

series of radiating

it

of radiating septa is left behind.

each species of coral there
teristic

is

coral

reproducing

which need

polyp has two ways of
its

kind.

One

shape

oval

of

now
the

In

not be mentioned here.

The

conform to the

There

pattern for the calyx.
coral ''skeleton"

Addi-

of circular.

a charac-

are several other details of the structure
of this

ground plan instead

tions to the top of the skeleton

of these

is

Diagram
coral polyps

illustrating the

by

reproduction of
division (upper left of figure),

and reproduction by budding

The

(right of figure)
skeletal part of the colony is shown by

heavy black
Herouard

Modified from Delage and

lines.

This becomes

extended polyp base.

sexual and involves the production of

pinched in as the process of division

eggs which are fertihzed and develop

continues, the crown of the skeleton
becoming hourglass-shaped. Soon the

into the free-swimming larva already

described.

involves in

The other is asexual, and
some cases a process of

budding, in others a division of the
entire polyp into two equal halves.

As the

coral polyp gi'ows, it keeps

top of the animal entirely divides, the
separation, gradually proceeding

the
in

cylindrical

body,

two polyps, each

finally

of

down

results

which has a

separate calyx, so that the skeleton

now assumes

the form of a Y.

the latter elongates and becomes stalk-

some

new

shaped. The upper part of the polyp
body ''overflows" the rim of the calyx
and forms a fold of living flesh over the

are completed, so that the polyps never

adding to the top of

From

so that

In
the

polyps occur before the old divisions
entirely separate,

and form long

strips,

but with continuously connecting body
cavities.
These strips of polyps wind
around other strips in the same colony

the side of the parent stalk.
ing colony.

of

out, like the parent

way, and proceed to lay down
own skeletal calyx, diverging from

tition of this process

divisions

each with a row of separate mouths

in eveiy
its

species,

this fold a

outside of the stalk.

new polyp may bud

its calyx,

The

repe-

produces a branch-

in a sinuous pattern, thus forming the
so-called

When

brain

corals

(Meandra).

forward growth of the skele-
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To

the

left

is

a typical branching coral

skeleton (Lophohelia prolifera) showing bud-

ding calyces on sides of branches.

Above, a

coral (Eusmilia fastigiata) with polyps in vari-

ous stages of division. A part of this specimen shows a modeled restoration of the living
polyps with their mouths and tentacles

ton becomes more rapid than the bud-

corals such as the sea fans, sea plymes,

ding from the sides, finger-hke skeletal

sea bushes and sea whips have skeletons

stalks are

produced with polyps housed
on the sides.
These stalks branch at intervals, as in
staghorn and fan corals.
The brain coral is a massive dome-

made up

in bracket-shaped calyces

needles of irregular shape.

shaped colony, as is also the orb coral
(Orhicella) and the starry coral {SiderIn the two latter the polyps
astrxa).
are completely separated and their
calyces star-shaped, but crowded close
together in a dense compact dome of

currents as already described.

solid limestone of considerable weight.

The fungus
{Fungia)

is

coral

of

eastern

seas

a single polyp sometimes

This grows on a
narrow stalk and expands like the top
of a mushroom, becoming fiat and discshaped or oval. After it reaches a
certain size it detaches itself from the
top of the stalk and lies loosely on the
sea bottom, while a new polyp grows
a foot in diameter.

in its place.

The

flexible

gorgonian

of

small,

limy spicules or
These are

cemented together by a horny substance which renders the entire colony

bends to the ocean
Gorgonian polyps always have eight tentacles
with toothlike side branches as shown
on page 258. The precious coral of the
Mediterranean and the Sea of Japan
belongs to this group, but is peculiar in
having so little of the horny substance
that its rosy spicules are welded like a
rigid sohd mass capable of taking a
high polish, and hence it is prized for
flexible so that it

jewelry.

The

coral

polyps and their kind,

together with certain calcareous algse

known

as nullipores,

and the

calcare-

ous shells of tropical mollusks,
responsible for

much

are

of the coral lime-

stone forming the reefs of the world.
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the growth rate of

various species of corals in Pago-Pago

Harbor, American Samoa, occm-ring in a
reef

area of about two and a half

and estimated
added about 800,000 pounds

millions of square feet,

that thej^

/Jill

limestone to the reef each year.

of

Much
wave
these

ground up by

of this limestone is

mud. All
become

action to form coral

substances

compressed and

eventually
solidified to

produce

the coral rock and limestones of

many

oceanic islands like the Bahamas, and

Skeleton of mushroom coral (Fungia) of
eastern seas. This is a single polyp, often of
large size

even parts of continents, such as the

Thus the
become

southern part of Florida.

reef builders of tropical waters

world

builders

as

well,

within

the

regions where they flourish.

remarkable

Their

found

extensively

Pacific,

formations

developed

Indian, and

Atlantic

are

the

in

oceans

between latitudes
30° N. and 30° S., that is to say for
about 2000 miles north and south of
In the Atlantic, their
the equator.
northernmost limit is the island of
Bermuda, and their southern, the latitude of Rio de Janeiro. In the Pacific,
they range from southern Japan to
in the zone included

Queensland, AustraUa.
in shallow seas
of 120 to

200

They

flourish

from low tide to a depth

feet.

Thev cannot

exist

Specimen of brain coral (Meandra cerebrishowing the coiled strips of incompletely

forniis)

divided polyps resembling the cortical layer
human brain

of the

having a winter temperature
than 68° Fahr. A few species

in waters
of less

grow

in isolated patches in colder seas,

one even being found so far north as
Archangel,

the

while

star

coral

(Astrangia danae), illustrated on page
251, spreads in small colonies
in

New England

however, are not

prolific

nor

reef -forming,

enough to be
the

are

species of deep-sea corals

been dredged from
1500 fathoms.
corals

on rocks

coastal waters. These,

all

The

various

which have

depths

down

to

true reef-forming

grow on the borders

of continen-

masses in the tropics, surround
oceanic islands, or spread over submerged banks, where the stony skeletal

At the

left

is

shown the magnified

tip

branch of precious red coral (Corallium
rubrum) with polyps expanded. At the right
the stalk is dissected to show the hard inner
core, polished by jewelers for ornaments. Modified from Delage and Herouard
of a

k

tons of the living colonies rise in treelike

growths or dome-shaped masses

to the water's surface.

Atlantic

is

The

tropical

comparatively free from
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At lower right, the sea whip (Pterogorgia anceps) growing in a coral reef. At the left,
a magnified branch with rows of polyps. Above at right, enlarged tip of branch showing the
individual gorgonian polyps
coral reefs, except in the

West Indies

and along the coasts of South America
and Africa; but the southern Pacific
with its hundreds of small, volcanic
islands, some rising from extensive
submerged banks and others directly
from profound depths, is dotted with
coral reefs.

Coral reefs are usualh^ classified into
three types of growth, fringing reefs,
barrier reefs,

and

atoLls.

they grow out into the open sea they
form a bank of which the outer edge
tends to be more elevated than the
inner portion.

The windward

location

of this ridge is favorable for the prolific

growth of new, Hving corals, as the
incoming waves are loaded with the
minute floating creatures that are the

The

food of the polyps.

inner part of

the coral platform grows more slowly,

and large portions

of

it

become

floored

Fringing reefs are submerged coial

with disintegrating fragments of coral

bordering directly on the shore of
As
an island or continental mass.

and shells brought in by the sea. Coral
growth is suffocated by this piflverized

fiats

-
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Skeleton of a branching staghorn coral {Acropora cervicornis)
At the right, the tip of a
branch on a larger scale shows the bracket-like calyces formed by the individual polyps
on the side of the central stem
.

single

material, while

much

into solution.

This lower part of the

oval rather than round, and there are

platform forms a channel or lagoon

always channel-Hke openings on the
side away from the wind. The lagoon
within is floored with dead coral, though
living clumps rise here and there. The
steadily blowing trade winds cause a
more prolific growth of coral on the

of the lime passes

between the mainland and the living
outer edge of the reef. Parts of the
latter grow until they reach the surface
when the blanching corals are broken
up by the waves and even the domeshaped growths are heaped up by

The

island

They

enclosed.

are

outer windward side of the

usually

atoll,

and

become filled
with small fragments, and the whole
mass is gradually compacted into coral
rock rising above the waves to form

an outlet on the leeward

low-lying reefs parallel with the main-

soon deepened into a tidal channel.

storms.

land but

crevices

separated from

it

by the

lagoon, from one to several miles in

width.

Such a

reef is a barriei reef,

of the

slopes steeply into
is

barrier reef

deep water

and

covered with flourishing living corals.

Barrier reefs often entirely surround
islands,

with here and there a break

forming a channel into the lagoon.
There is always a channel opposite the

mouth of a stream, as the silt eroded
by its waters kills the living corals.
Coral atolls are ring-shaped reefs
sui rounding a central

have

built-

up the

reef

more continu-

ously and, rushing over the top, find

Many

atolls are

side,

composed

lagoon with no

which

is

of discon-

tinuous reefs forming a broken ring

with several channels.

Darwin believed that

the second type mentioned above.

-The outer face

here the waves, especially during storms,

atolls

were

originally barrier reefs surrounding vol-

canic islands,

and that

in the course of

time, through a general subsidence of

the ocean

floor,

these islands slowly

sank beneath the waves, but so gradually that the barrier reefs surrounding
them were built up by the coral animals
at the

same

rate,

so that their tops

always broke the surface of the sea.
After a time the enclosed volcanic peak
entirely disappeared and continued to
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After Samlle-Kent

The Groat

Barrier Reef of Austialia, showing prohfic coral growths exposed at low tide.
In the middle distance may be seen the lagoon separating the Barrier Reef from the distant
This great reef extends for more than 1200 miles along the Australian coast
shore.

summit was covered by
The
thus became transformed into

sink until its

the corals flooring the lagoon.
barrier

an atoll.
Since Darwin's time this
view has been disputed by many observers, but there are strong evidences

Many of the islands in the

in its favor.

apparently

are

Pacific

sinking,

as

shown by the flooded valleys surrounding their central mountain peaks, while
the barrier reefs ringed about them remain at the sea level. The logical outcome of this process would produce

well.

islands

The

flooding

by

caused

of

this

the

oceanic

subsidence

would be halted temporarily during
the ice age, counteracted by the loss of
the water evaporated out

and imprisoned

in the

.of

the seas

immense quanti-

then capping the continents
from the polar regions far into the
temperate zones. When this was reties of ice

leased

after

the melting of the ice

sheet, the resulting rise of the

atolls.

An

and that the character of the submerged
valleys shows that subsidence must
have occurred in a preglacial period as

alternative

view

is

that

the

flooded

what

is

now

ocean

the submerged

sea has risen since the last ice age

continental shelf of the greater land

as the result

of the

masses, and also the oceanic islands.

caps of that period.

time

Wherever subsidence of the sea bottom
took place at the same time, their submergence would proceed at an accelerated rate. It is beheved by various
scientists that both these processes have

not

been important factors in the produc-

great polar

of the melting

ice

This would produce practically the

same

result.

A

ing both theories

evidence

recent view
is

embody-

based on geological

indicating

that

the

elapsed since the last ice age
sufficient to

account for

all

is

the changes,

tion of atolls.

Spiders as Fishermen and Hunters
By

W.

E.

GUDGER

Associate in Ichthyology, American

ABOUT

three years ago

men "^
what

which

in

brought together

I

fondly believed to be

I

known data

article

Fisher-

as

''Spiders

entitled

pub-

I

an

lished in this journal

the

all

relating to the peculiar

habit in spiders of catching and eating

One

fishes.

number

particular

of

tory appeared, than

in-

Natural His-

my

attention was

to an overlooked

two

addition,

io

also

However, no sooner had that

cluded.

called

and

case of the trapping

devouring of tadpoles was

me by

letter,

In

article.

first-hand accounts

came

together with a newly

published article on spiders as fisher-

men.

All these

new data

are presented

in this article, as well as a

accounts

interesting

In

hunters.

all

number
spiders

of

reprinted in The Agricultural Journal of
the

earlier

actual

South

of

also

Africa.

published

some

Mr.
brief

notes from his article in the Transactions

and Proceedings

of the

Natal

1911, Vol. 2, No.

Scientific Society,

2.

I have not been able to lay my hands
on any of these journals. Fortunately,
however, Mr. E. C. Chubb, of the

Durban Museum, Natal, feeling that
this interesting phenomenon ought to
be more widely known, published in
Nature'^

the

extracts

quoted

below,

Abraham's

article is there

observation of

spiders devouring the fish,

Union

Abraham

as

In no one of the five accounts con-

my

and devouring

catching

of

This lecture seems to have been

reported in The Natal Advertiser and

these accounts saye

it.

a reference to

act

fishes.

from the newspaper accounts of Mr.

SPIDERS CATCHING AND EATING
FISHES
tained in

habits of a spider he had observed in

the

of

two, the spiders not only catch their

prey but eat

Museum

and serious

article.

In the year 1905

I

was

living in

Greytown,

One day I was catching small fish
Natal.
I
and aquatic insects for an aquarium.
was using a small net in a shallow stream. I
happened to see on the edge of the water a
On reaching
fine spider, which I captured.
home I placed my specimen in a large aquarium, where I had a number of small fish.
The spider measured about three inches
when its legs were extended; the body is
small, but the legs are long. After being on
the rockwork of the aquarium for some time,
It
took up a very interesting position.
two legs on a stone, the other six rested
on the water, well spread out, the ends of
the six legs commanding a definite and wellit

doubts have been expressed on the part
of those best

of

acquainted with the habits

arachnids,

whether

they

When all the evidence is in as to

do

so.

spiders

catching vertebrates, this subject will

be discussed.

A

presentation of the

now follows.
The Rev. Nendick Abraham, long
known to me as a keen observer and

facts

accurate
fishes,

recorder

on November

of

the

habits

of

22, 1911, delivered

a lecture before the Natal Scientific
Society

in

'Gudger, E.

W.

which

he

described

"Spiders as Fishermen,"
HiSTOET, 1922, Vol. 22, pp. 565-68.

the

Natural

rested

defined area of water.
Being busy, I merely took a note of its attitude, and left it to its devices. After a few
minutes my servant boy came into nay study
to say that the spider I had put into the
aquarium was eating one of my pet fish. I at

once went to see what had happened, and soon
saw the spider on top of the rockwork, holdits grip a beautiful little fish about four
times the weight of its captor. For a moment
I was startled into a strange surprise. How
could this spider, which has no power to swim,
catch a lively, quick-swimming fish? I looked
at it in wonder, as it seemed to clutch the fish
It soon began to
as a cat clutches a mouse.
devour its catch, and after some time had

ing in

^Chubb, E. C. "Fish-eating Habits of a Spider."
Nature, 1913, Vol. 91, p. 136.

:
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later to

he

Mr. Chubby and which

adduces

in

the

following

words
Recently the Rev. Father PascaUs
Boneberg, of the Marianhill Monastery, Natal, has added to Mr. Abraham's observations.
Father Boneberg has seen examples of this same
spider catching and devom-ing tadpoles of the toad Bufo carens, and
adults of the little frog Rappia marmorata. It is his intention, I understand, to communicate an account of
his observations to a German scientific
publication shortly.

This was done, and the acPhotographot a spider (Thalafsius spenceri) in an aquarium,
Its hindmost legs are hooked on to a
in the fishing attitude.
small fish is seen
stone while the others rest on the water.

A

approaching below.

After

Abraham

count

may

full in

the section of this article

be found quoted in

passed nothing was left of the fish
its backbone.
The spider had
eaten it as surely as an otter eats

but

its trout.

was now anxious to

I

how
That

when
work,

find out

caught the fish.
about 11 o'clock,

the spider
night,
I

had

I sat

finished

my

day's

down by the aquarium

to watch the spider, with the hope
that I might see how the fisherman caught his fish. The spider
had taken up a position on a piece
of stone, where the water was not
deep, and had thrown out its long
legs over the water, upon which
their extremities rested, making
little depressions on the surface,
but not breaking the "water skin."
The tarsi of two posterior legs
firmly held on to a piece of rock
just above water-level, the whole
of the body was well over the
water, the head being in about the
center of the cordon of legs, and
very near to the surface of the
The fourth pair of
The spider in the act of catching the fish.
water.
legs anchor it to the stone, the remainder of the body, excepting the
posterior part of the abdomen, is submerged. From a drawing by
After watching for some little
After Abraham
the Reverend Smit.
time, I saw a small fish swim
towards the stone and pass under the outstretched legs of the spider.
deaUng with the catching and eating
The spider made a swift and sudden plunge.
The spider in
of tadpoles and frogs.
Its long legs, head, and body went entirely
under the water, the legs were thrown round
question was Thalassius spenceri.
the fish with wonderful rapidity and in a
The next account is in the form of a
moment the powerful fangs were piercing the
body of the fish. The spider at once brought
communication from Mr. D. R. Crawits catch to the rocks, and began without
ford, an instructor in fish culture in
delay to eat it. Slowly, but surely, the fish
began to disappear, and after the lapse of
the College of Fisheries of the Universome time the repast was over.

Washington. The observations
were made and the report written
when Mr. Crawford was a scientific
assistant in the trout hatcherv of the

sity of

This

very

definite

and

clear-cut

observation and description was cor-

roborated

by evidence which came

:
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S. Bureau of Fisheries at Erwin,
Tenn. Here follows his report to the
Bureau, under date of May 6, 1922

Mr. Crawford has kindly added the
communi-

U.

To

the long

list

of fish enemies

we can now

This morning I observed a
spiders.
very large aquatic spider cHnging to the side
of one of the concrete ponds entirely under
water with a trout fingerling held in its
Spider and fish were removed
mandibles.
from the water and placed in formalin. The
fish was evidently freshly caught since the
deUcate coloration of life was still evident and
blood was flowing freely from some lacerations.
This fact is very interesting because it would
have been necessary for the spider to actually
swim in the water or for the fish to have been
practically exposed above the surface for the
capture to take place. In any case, the fish
was evidently caught alive and killed subsequently. The victim was about 2i inches
long and judging from its rotundity and
coloration it was by no means a weakling,
which indicates the activity and power of the

add

spider.

Several days previously this spider or a
was observed lurking in a crevice
between the outlet screen and the concrete
wall above the water.
Mr. Keesecker [superintendent of the
station] said that he had observed similar
large spiders eating trout fry. He also mentioned the fact that these spiders catch their
prey in the water, attacking active fish rather
than picking up dead or nearly dead ones.
No doubt such a spider is capable of accounting for a considerable number of trout
fry, which fact is of value in the final checking
up of results from the experiments now under
way in the ponds. Of course, the larger
aquatic beetles and bugs (Dytiscus, Hydrophilvs, Bellostoma, etc.) prey upon the young
similar one

fish also.

following data in a personal

cation to the present writer:

On May 6, 1922, I observed a large aquatic
spider below the water clinging to the concrete wall of a small trout pond at Erwin,
This spider was holding a
Tenn., station.
trout fingerling by means of its fore legs.
Length of fish 2i inches or 57.15 mm.
Length of body of spider, f of an inch or
Length of legs of spider, I3-2
19.05 mm.
Species unknown.
inches or 27.78 mm.
Species of trout, Salmo irideus, (or shasta
according to Dr. W. C. Kendall).
There is no doubt that the spider caught
the fish, since the victim was bleeding at the
wounds caused by the spider's suction, and
the colors were still life-like.
Mr. A. G. Keesecker, superintendent at
the station, has seen these spiders swim out
and capture young

fish."

Early in 1924, Mr. C.

M.

Breder,

went to Panama as a member of
the Marsh-Darien Expedition, charged
Jr.,

with the task of collecting fishes,
amphibians, and reptiles for the Ameri-

Early in February I
from him containing the

can Museum.

had a

letter

following interesting account:
While collecting frogs along the Rio Tapia
on February 1st, I found one of your fishing
I was wading in the stream, turnspiders.
ing over brush on its rather steep shores,
when my eyes were caught by an unusually
large blackish spider with its two forward
pairs of legs resting on the water, the other
two holding the animal securely on the shore.
The fore and aft reach of the spider's outstretched front and hind legs was about 3i
inches and the right and left spread of the
third pair of legs (the longest) about 2 inches.
Below it (i.e., down stream) in rather swift
water a number of small Characins were dis-

On perceiving the spider,
only about li feet away
from it, while it appeared entirely obhvious of
my presence. AH of a sudden it lunged
slightly forward, too rapidly for the eye to follow readily, and then bobbed back to the sanae
position on the bank, holding in its palps a httle fish about an inch long which hardly
wriggled at all. It "mouthed" its prey considerably and probably began withdrawing
Being in a cramped posiits juices at once.
tion, my foot slipped and the shght ripple
created thereby caused the spider to relinquish
its prey.
I attempted to capture the spider
but was prevented by the proximity of a deep
In the meantime the
hole in the stream.
little fish turned over on its side, was quickly
carried away by the very rapid current and
was lost sight of while I was trying to catch
the spider, which appeared to be one of the
porting themselves.
I

Photograph from hfe, of spider eating the fish
which it has dragged out on land.
After Abraham
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stopped dead

so-called

still

"wolf"

spiders.

^
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When

a copy of

my

Natural History

on "Spiders as
Fishermen" reached the Natal Museum, Mr. Abraham's attention was
called to it by Dr. Ernest Warren, the
Mr. Abraham, desirous of
director.
containing

article

observed to catch tadpoles, which preThis spider
sumably it devoured.
constructed a funnel-shaped net just at
the surface of the water and into this

The

drove the tadpoles.

literally

jecture that she ate

them

is

con-

based on

more widely

Berg's statement that ''The shrivelled-

known, rewrote them and added further
details, illustrating his paper with
three figures which are reproduced
on pp. 262 and 263 through his kind
permission and that of Doctor Warren.^
The first figure is a photograph of a
Hving spider (Thalassius spenceri) and
a small live fish in an aquarium. The

up tadpole-skins surrounding the net

making

spider

his observations

is

shown

in its

characteristic

body supported on

fishing attitude, its

the surface of the water on three pairs
of legs but anchored to a projecting

by the hindmost

stone
it

Just here

pair.

should be recalled that the spider

observed by Mr. Breder also anchored
to the

itself

bank by

its

two hinder

In the figure one sees the

pairs of legs.

approaching the spider only
an inch or two below the surface.
The next figure is a photograph of a
colored sketch of Mr. Abraham's

Httle fish

observations.

The hind

fast to the stone

but

all

legs

the body except

the extreme hinder part of the
is

submerged.

The

legs hold the fish

figure

is

hold

still

first

abdomen

three pairs of

firmly.

The next

a photograph of the spider in

the act of devouring the

fish,

little

which it has dragged out on the land.
These photographs two of which are
of the spider and its living prej'
are

—

—

invaluable in making clear this most
interesting

and unusual phenomenon.

SPIDERS CATCHING TADPOLES

AND FROGS
In my previous paper I quoted a
statement by Berg that in Argentina a
spider of the genus Diapontia was
^Abraham, Nendick. "Observations on Fish and Frogeating Spiders of 'NataV Annals Natal. Museum, 1923,
Vol. 5, pp. 89-94, pi. with 9 figs.

convinced

me

of the skiUfulness of the

spider as a fisherman."

Let us here

recall

Chubb's account

previously referred to of observations

by Father Boneberg. These were published in 1914 and refer to the activities
of two predacious spiders, Thalassius
His
fimhriatus and Thalassius sp.
is too long to be quoted here
but will be put in epitomized form.
His observations in full may be found

account

in the reference cited below.

In January, 1913, Boneberg collected
a large water spider in a

little

pond

Having no other
he put it temporarily
in a glass dish 15 cm. wide, in which
were twenty full-grown tadpoles of
near

Marianhill.

place to keep

Bufo

carens,

it,

and three full-grown

tree

Some days
frogs (Rappia marmorata)
later, on examining this improvised
.

aquarium, Boneberg was surprised to
find that apparently the number of
tadpoles had been considerably dimin-

RecalHng

ished.

his friend

Abraham's

experience with fish-catching spiders,

Boneberg at once suspected the spider
as the culprit. To make sure, he put
twelve tadpoles in the jar with the
spider

and the

frogs.

Three days

later

inspection showed only three tadpoles

had been kept
he was now
assured that the missing tadpoles had
been eaten by the spider. This spider
later killed and ate one of the frogs, as
left,

and as the

covered

all

the

jar

time,

^Boneberg, Father Pascalis.

"Notizen uber die Le-

bensweiseeinigersiidafrikanischerWolfspinnen(!r/iaZassius fimhriatus Walck, und Thalassius sp.)" Societas
Entomologica, Stuttgart, 1914. Jahrg. 29. pp. 45-46;
49-51; 53-64.
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be described presently, and was

will

then killed and preserved.
Later Boneberg brought in from the
same pond a Thalassiiis of an unitself

determined species, and put it in an
aquarium with six tadpoles of Xenopus

He

Isevis.

described what
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the branch in the jar holding in

its

palps not a larva of Bufo carens but a
full-grown

tree

frog,

Rappia

mar-

morata, which stiU convulsively twitched
its

hind legs and

now and then made a
The branch

feeble effort to escape."

happened

"The above

in the following words:

mentioned specimen was only 10
minutes in the small aquarium when it
leaped from the stone projecting from
the water on which it had established
seized a

itself,

Xenopus larva swimming

about in the water, dragged it out of the
water, and in the course of half an
hour ate it all up beginning at the tail."
Twice during the afternoon he saw this
repeated. Next morning only two of
the tadpoles were left, while the spider

had greatly increased in
size of these tadpoles is

girth.

The

not given, but

evident that they were small.
Another experiment was then tried.
Three specimens of Thalassius (one a
female caring for a brood) were placed

it is

each in a jar containing twelve Bufo
tadpoles.
The next morning

car ens

there were but two tadpoles in one of

the

jars,

and three

in the second, while

the spider with the cocoon had touched

none
left

of those in her jar.

These were

with her for a week but were un-

touched.

This was also found true of

another female with a cocoon, but
shortly after her young were hatched,
she devoured in one night five

grown tadpoles

of

Bufo

Photograph from life by P. Bonebergof a spider
which has caught and is eating a small tree frog,
Rappia marmorata. After Abraham

full-

with the spider and

carens.

be recalled that during Boneberg's first experiment he placed a
spider in a jar containing both tadpoles
and tree frogs (Rappia marmorata).
It will

its prej^

was then

taken out of the aquarium and photographed, the spider remaining undisturbed

all

the while.

The

spider

and then caught and ate one
of the frogs.
Boneberg's own words
are: "When on the following morning

and it and the frog
The body length of the
preserved.
spider was 18 mm., that of the frog
30 mm. This photograph was reproduced in Abraham's paper (1923) and

...

is

The

spider

first

ate nine of the twelve

tadpoles,

I

found

again looked for the spider,
it

sitting

among

I

the twigs of

was then

killed

refigured herewith.

Two

weeks

later

Boneberg put into

:
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a jar a Thalassius fimhriatus and a 30
mm. long Phrynohatrachus natalensis.
The frog weighed 2 g. 390 mg., the
spider 435 mg. Some days earher, this
spider had eaten a Bufo regularis 22

mm. long and 820 mg. in weight. It
now proceeded, however, to kill and
partlj^ eat the Phrynohatrachus. Later
Boneberg put into the
the spiders a 30

jar with

mm. Bufo

one of

regularis,

and on the following morning all that
could be found of it were the bones and
This spider
some pieces of skin.
caught another toad of the same species
but, while under observation, the toad
got away. Several days later it was
found dead. Still later this same spider
caught and carried up into the network of twigs at the top of the jar a

Rana fasciata measuring (body only)
30 mm., with legs extended 120 mm.
This was taken from the spider and
preserved, but that night she killed

and ate a 30

mm.

specimen

of

Phryno-

hatrachus natalensis.

Boneberg collected thirty specimens
smaU pools wherein
he found in great numbers the tadpoles
of the various frogs and toads named
above. These spiders were found there
only at the beginning of and during
the spring rains, when the frogs were
spawning and the eggs hatching.
During the dry season, when the ponds
had dried up and the tadpoles and
fishes were absent, no spiders were seen,
although diligent and repeated search
was made. From these facts Boneberg
believes that they coUect at the pools
at those times when tadpoles abound,
to find in these an abundant food;
of Thalassius at the

that the spiders disperse after the frog
larvse

metamorphose,

widely as the ponds
finally,

and

and

that fuU-grown frogs of these

small species not infrequently
prej^ to

scatter

dry up;

fall

the "bandit arachnids."

a

In this connection attention
to a recent article,
271). in

which

I

quoted a

Mr. Charles H. Baker,

called

letter

from

of Zellwood,

concerning the very strong

Florida,

webs

is

footnote p.

(see

made

by

Nephila

plumipes.

speaking of the large insects
caught in so strong a web, he says, ''I

After

have also found

it

holding one of our

small green tree-frogs, on which the

female was feeding."

Here, then,

is

evidence from a place thousands of
miles distant, corroborative of the

same
in

peculiar habit of spiders observed

South Africa.
SPIDERS CATCHING AND EATING
SNAKES AND LIZARDS

In addition to fishes, tadpoles, and
frogs, animals as strong and active as
Hzards and snakes have been caught by

McCook,

spiders.

book on

in

his

delightful

he has made
run down aU

spiders^, says that

strenuous

accounts

efforts

of

to

spiders

catching

small

vertebrates, and then to separate the
wheat from the chaff. The first of
these incidents which McCook gives is
from the pen of S. Cummings,^ whose

account

is

reproduced herewith

On the evening of the 13th inst. a gentleman in this village, [Batavia, N. Y.] found in
his wine cellar, a live striped snake, nine inches
long, suspended between two shelves, by the
The snake hung so
tail, by spiders' web.
that his head could not reach the shelf below
him by about an inch; and several large
spiders were then upon him, sucking his
The shelves were about two feet
juices.
apart; and the lower one was just below the
bottom of a cellar window, through which
the snake probably passed into it. From the
shelf above it, there was a web in the shape of
an inverted cone, eight or ten inches in
diameter at the top, and concentrated to a
focus, about six or eight inches from the under
side of this shelf. From this focus, there was
a strong cord made of the multiphed threads
of the spiders' web, apparently as large as
common sewing silk; and by this cord, the

snake was suspended.
Upon a critical examination through a
^McCook, Henry. American Spiders and their Spinning-work, Philadelphia, 1889, Vol. l,pp. 233-46. 3 figs.
^Cummings, S. "A Live Snake Suspended by Spiders." American Journal of Arts & Sciences, 1835, Vol.
27, pp. 307-08.
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magnifying

glass, the followdng curious facts

The mouth of the snake was fast
by a great number of threads, wound

appeared.
tied up,

around it, so tight that he could not run out
his tongue. His tail was tied in a knot, so as
to leave a small loop, or ring, through which
the cord was fastened; and the end of the
tail, above the loop, to the length of something
over half an inch, was lashed fast to the cord,
to keep it from slipping. As the snake hung,
the length of the cord, from his tail, to the
focus to which it was fastened, was about six
inches; and a little above

Next they proceeded to wind a web
around his head and mouth, very
effectually muzzling him. And finally
they proceeded to suspend him by the
tail as

spider has

some

tail

by playing
with him broke the web
persons,

described

by Cummings.

Cum-

mings gives the names of various reputable citizens of Batavia who attest the
accuracy of his account. Beecher in
his turn gives a figure

the tail, there was observed
g-—
'"'^
a round ball, about the size
of a pea. Upon inspection,
this appeared to be a green fly,
around which the cord had been
wound as the windlass, with which the
snake had been hauled up; and a great
number of threads were fastened to the
cord above, and to the rolling side of
this ball to keep it from unwinding,
and letting the snake down. The cord,
therefore must have been extended from
the focus of the web, to the shelf below,
where the snake was lying when first
captured; and, being made fast to the
loop in his tail, the fly was carried and
fastened about midway, to the side of
the cord. And then, by rolling this fly
over and over, it wound the cord around
it, both from above and below, until
the snake was raised to the proper
height, and then was fastened, as before mentioned.
In this situation the suffering snake
hung, alive, and furnished a continued
feast
for
several large
spiders,
until
Saturday
forenoon, the 16th, when
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showing how thes nake
was suspended. McCook has had this figure redrawn, and as his figure is better

for

reproduction,

herein.

it

copied

is

Absolutely the only

ference in the

figures

McCook's drawing

is

dif-

is

that

less

me-

chanical.

McCook

gave this account

credence, not only because

hy

attested

credible

but also because he

ments on webs

it

full

was

witnesses,

made

experi-

of the medicinal

spider of a size similar to that
described.

He

placed on the webs

alcohoHc specimens of
A

snake snared in a spider's web. The
made a loop around the snake's
it has raised it off the floor.
After McCook, from Beecher

snakes

by which

the exact

nal observations, from

above the focus, so as to
part of his body rest upon the sheK
below.
In this situation he lingered; the
spiders taking no notice of him, until Thursday
last, eight days after he was discovered;
when some large ants were found devouring

of

size of that in the origi-

Academy

let

the

his

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. He
found that one of these webs could
support six or seven of the snakes 'without tearing. This seemed so satisfactory a demonstration, that he included

dead body.

In the same issue of this journal is
included another account of this

collections

of

the

of

phenomenon by D. Lyman Beecher.^
This differs in some details but in all
essential points corroborates Mr. Cum-

the full account in his book, as quite

mings' account.

Tegenaria medicinalis.

Beecher says that
were concerned, that
when first seen the snake was entangled,
that the spiders then came down the
web and fastened threads to the body
and braced these in every direction.
three

dependable.

There

spiders

iBeecher, D. Lyman. "A Live Snake Suspended by
Spiders." American Journal of Arts and Sciences, 1835,
Vol. 27, pp. 309-10.

He thought that the spider

concerned was the medicinal spider,

is,

however, another similar

account extant, one from the pen of
Dr. Asa Fitch, a well-known American
The article has been
entomologist.
repubHshed, without any indication of
the source of
in

its

original publication,

the Annual of Scientific Discovery,
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1862, pp. 334-35.

It

here, in passing, that

have been perfectly

may be remarked
McCook seems to
satisfied

of

the

authenticity of this phenomenon also,
which occurred at Havana, Chemung

County, New York.
This account of Dr. Fitch's, which is
written in very flowery fashion, may
be ''boiled down" to something Hke
the following:
built her
shelf

An

ordinary spider had
side of a

web on the under

beneath a counter in a store at
A "common silk snake"

Havana.

(whatever that may be) about a foot
long had taken up its residence on the
floor underneath the shelf. The spider

mouth of an animal could be woven
with more artistic regularity and per-

And

fection.

the snake occasioually

making a desperate effort to open its
mouth would merely put these threads
upon a stretch."

The snake continued its efforts to
break away, but the spider went on
adding threads and shortening them until

at length only

two or three inches

of

remained on the floor.
The snake finally died about six days
after the situation had been discovered.
There is nothing in the statement to
indicate whether the spider feasted on

the snake's

tail

the snake.

eventually captured the snake in her

McCook, who probably knew Fitch

not known, for when
first discovered it was found that the
spider had managed to get a loop of her

personally, gives full credence to this

web, just

how

is

He

account.

thinks that, from

the

all

silk

data at hand, the spider was probably
He found
Theridium tepidariorum.

this loop

that this spider weaves a large

around the snake's neck, and from
had carried up and attached
to the under side of the shelf a single
strand which just hfted the head of the
little snake about two inches off the
This was done in spite of the
floor.
frantic efforts of the snake, which was

web

and one strong enough to catch and
support a small snake of the size menFurthermore, Theridium is a
very bold spider, courageously catching

tioned.

and

killing large

beetles

and raising

moving around in a circle as large as its
tether would aUow, and seeking to get
its head down to the floor and out of

them

the noose.

the two spiders in catching the snakes

In the meantime the spider, avoiding
the lunges of the snake, was passing up

is

and down between the shelf and loop,
and at every trip she was adding another fine to that holding her prey.

Each

line, as it

was drawn

the head of the snake a

tight, lifted

little

higher.

Doctor Fitch's informant told him that
at first only the neck of the serpent
was surrounded with the loop but that
later the head became covered with a
network of threads, some placed vertically (these first probably) and others
horizontally, until the head of the snake
was enveloped in a veritable muzzle.
"No muzzle or wickerwork for the

relatively long distances to the

center of her snare.

The

similarity of action pursued

by

In both instances the snake

marked.

a loop is formed and
strengthened by the formation of other

is

muzzled,

and the victim

threads,

from the

floor, in

is finally

raised

one case by the

tail,

by the head. How the
snakes became entangled at the begin-

in the other

ning

is

not

clear,

but

it

seems reason-

able to suppose that they glided into

into

more probably fell
and became entangled. The

web,

the

it,

or

spider then secured the intruder be-

yond hope

of escape as described in

the various accounts.

There

is

no

reason to believe that the second ac-

count

is

a

plagiarism

of

the

first.

^

:
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Fitch's standing as attested

Cook

by Mc-
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that the female spider had captured one

and had eaten practically
There remained orAy ''the

of the lizards

fcrbids such a belief.

In the same journal which contained
Abraham's article previously quoted,

all

an interesting account by the
director, Dr. Ernest Warren, of a
South African spider which
catches and eats hzards.
Here is Warren's account in

to the glass side of the receptacle

there

his

is

own

of

it.

terminal portion of the

somewhat

tail

adhering

and a

large, globular, pulpy, semi-

words.

At the beginning of July, 1923,
Mr. W. G. Rump, caretaker of
the Natal Museum, noticed on a
sunny morning at about 10 a.m.
in a garden in Pietermaritzburg
two large spiders on the woodwork of a fence, at a height of
about 4 ft. above the ground.
The two spiders, with a leg span
when walking of about 3 in.,
were seen close together clinging
to some large, dark object. One
spider was killed, while the other
escaped, and the object to which
both spiders had been attached
proved to be the body of a recently killed lizard, Lygodactylus
capensis (A. Smith) which, when
straightened out, was about 2|
A South African spider {Palystes natalius) and its prey, the
inches in length.
The spider
Photograph (natural size) by Dr.
lizard (Lygodactalus capensis).
which had been secured was a
C. Akerman. After Warren
female, and probably the one that
had escaped was of the same sex.
The lizard was dead. One side of the neck
fluid mass held by the pedipalps against
had been considerably chewed, and the sur,

rounding muscles and tissues were in an excessively soft condition. Also, all the muscles
and tendons of the front portion of the body
had been rendered so flaccid that the head and
both fore-limbs had been doubled up and
forced into the semi-fluid region at the side
The remainder of the body of
of the neck.
the Uzard was in normal condition and the

were perfectly fresh. Subsequent experiences render it probable that the lizard
had been killed by the spider, or spiders, less
than an hour previously. The tail was entire,
and it may be concluded that death had been
extremely rapid, with no appreciable struggle.
tissues

In order that this phenomenon might

the

cheHcerge

is

into plav,
tarsi

and placed

in

small

lizards

and three
At the end of
hours it was found

about

one

quarter inches long.

two and one half

" Note on a Lizard-eating S.
'Warren, Ernest.
African Spider." Annals Natal Museum, 1923, Vol.
95-100.
5, pp.

powerful

A lizard of about one and three quarter
inches in length had been caught by the
spider a few minutes previously on the floor
of the cage and had been carried by it on to
the vertical glass side. The lizard had been
seized on one side of the neck close to the
shoulder and was hanging dowoi limp and
dead, with the claws of the chelicera; of the
spider implanted in the flesh. The tail had
not been snapped. The pedipalps now came

specimens (female and male) of this
separate glass receptacles, with several

these

more exphcitly described as f oUows

be observed more carefully, two living
spider were obtained

while

toothed appendages were continuously
chewing it." How the feeding is done

and with

their finger-hke, flexible

the body of the lizard was pressed
against the chelicera?. The chehcerse maintained a very constant chewing movement,
and each time they were divaricated the
terminal claws were raised, and on the cheUceraj beginning to close together again the^e
raised claws were thrust into the flesh of the
The inner sharp edge of the claw
prey.

lacerated the tissues very effectively, owmg
to the fact that the hinged claw closed down on
the inner toothed edge of the chehcera while
the two appendages were approaching each
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A

giant spider {Mygale) feeding on a

humming

bird which

The breakother to meet in the middle hne.
ing up of the tissues of the prey seemed to be
assisted to some extent by the wounded
surface of the Uzard being pressed against the
scopulse of the endites of the pedipalps.

it

has just dragged from her nest.

shown, and that part of her
reproduced herein. So far as I

others)

plate

is

is

know this is the

The only

other scientist, so far as I

ing the articulated animals collected in

by Spix and Martius, he says
definitely that Mygale hlondii of South

Brazil

America feeds on small
cially lizards of

reptiles, espe-

the genus Anolis.

SPIDERS WHICH HUNT BIRDS
It is

a well

known

fact that

Mygale
South

America catches and eats small birds,
but it was a great surprise to find that
j

accounts of this phenomenon

scientific

go back to 1705.

Amsterdam a

Madame Merian's observations were

In this year appeared

by

discounted

MacLeay,^ who deMygale consists

clared that the food of

solely of invertebrates, largely insects.

Mygale, he asserted was a grounddweller,

and

the

humming

bird

arboreal.

Further, he tried the experi-

ment

placing

bird

(Avicularia), the bird spicier of

known account

earliest

Mygale.

of this habit of

know, to assert that spiders catch and
In describfeed on reptiles is Perty.^

After Merian

of

humming

a living

and an Anolis Kzard

in

the bur-

row opening of one of these spiders.
These ''were not only not eaten by the
spider,

but the latter actually quitted
which it left in possession of

its hole,

the

One cannot doubt

intruders."

MacLeay's statement

of

the results

by

of his experiment, but, that the alleged

Madame Merian on the insects of
Surinam.
On page 18 of this work she

phenomenon is an actual fact seems to
be proved by the weight of evidence
now to be presented, and further by an

at

large foHo in Latin

2

says that certain great spiders will take
little

birds (called Colohritigens [CoUbris,

humming

birds]

by the Belgians) from

eyewitness, H.

and suck their blood. On
her plate 18 this phenomenon (among

by

iPerty, Maximilianus. Delectus Animalium ArticulatoTura quae in Itinere per Brasiliam
CoUegerunt
Dr. J. B. de Spix et Dr. C. F. Ph. de Martius. Monachii,
1830, p. 37.
^Merian, Sybilla Maria. Metamorphosis Insectorum

Recueilles

their nests

,

.

W.

Bates.

This same phenomenon
other

A.

writers.

Pahsot de Beauvois, in
en Afrique

is

attested

M.
his

F.

J.

Insectes

in Amerique,

et

.

Surinamensium, etc. Amstelodami, 170.5, p. 18, pi. 18.
There is a Dutch edition of the same date, and others
appeared in 1719 and 17.30. Another Latin edition appeared in 1726.

etc.,

Paris,

^MacLeay, W.

1805,
S.

,""A

(p.

135), says that

Few Remarks Tending

to

Illustrate the Natural History of
Mygale of Walckenaer." Proceedings Zoological Society of London, 1834,
(Pt. 2), pp. 11-12,
.

.

.

—

a
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Mygale

of

hlondii

Santo

Domingo

climbs trees, takes the newly hatched

and feeds on
even breaks the eggs to
get at those still unhatched. The same
birds out of the nest,

them; that

it

by Perty,

whose work
previous reference has been made.
Nearly all modern travelers in
Brazil and the adjoining countries
fact

is

alleged

to

repeat the story, probably at second
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serted a bird in such a web.

None

of

was illustrated. However,
a popular book by C. A. Ealand (Animal
these articles

Ingenuity of To-day) contains a picture

caught in the web of a huge
Madagascar spider. The original reference to this I have been unable to run
down. The figure (entirely the concept
of a bird

of the artist) is

web

is

too

weak

very defective.

The

to prove a snare for a

however, H. W. Bates
book The Naturalist on the
River Amazons, London, 1863.
He
describes and figures (p. 161) two birds
caught and killed by one of these
great spiders.
One of the birds was
dead, but the other, which lay under
the body of the spider, was not quite
dead, though it was smeared "with the
filthy liquor or sahva exuded by the

Not

hand.

so,

in his classic

Bates expressly says that he

spider."

saw

and that

this capture taking place,

he drove the spider off and secured both
birds (the second of which soon died).

He

adds that this thing was "quite

novelty to the residents hereabouts"

[Comita on the Tocantins].
Bates's
is herewith reproduced. Presumably it was drawn under his direction.

figure

This huge South American spider has just caught a
After Bates
is now covering it with saliva

bird and

In a series of papers pubHshed

else-

have brought together a
number of accounts of spiders' webs so
large and strong that birds were caught
in them.
In none of these accounts
was any direct reference made to the
where,^ I

eating

of

the

Indeed, there

is

bird

by the

spider.

reason to believe that

the orb-weaving spiders in

all

likeh-

hood cut the net and let the bulky
and feather-protected bird fall to the
ground. This actually took place in an
experiment conducted by MacLeay
(previously referred to)
iQudger, E.

Known—

when he

W. "The Most Remarkable

Spider

Webs and

Vol. 21,

Spider

Web

Fish Nets."

— "On

Ibid, 1918,

1687-89.— "More About Spider Webs and
Ibid, 1924, Vol. 27, pp. 94-

Spider Web Fish Nets."
97. 2 figs.

larger

does not seeni necessary to reproduce
this

inadequate

There

is,

figure.

however,

one authentic

account of a bird caught in a spider's
web and devoured. In 1850, Capt.
W. S. Sherwill,^ when traveHng in the

Karrakpur hiUs near Monghyi- on the
Ganges, chanced upon a number of
gigantic webs made by a large red and
black spider.

in-

FishingN. Y.

the Spiders' Web Net." Bull.
Zoological Society, 1918, Vol. 21, 1588-90. 2 figs.

Net

and the spider is
and heavier than the bii'd. It

bird of the size shown,

set up,
legs,

A

captured spider, when
six inches across the

measured

while the nets measured about

"Note on the Bird-devouring
2Sherwill, W. S.
Habit of a Solder." Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal.
Annals and Magazine of Natu1850, Vol. 19, 474-75.
ral History, 1851, 2. ser. Vol. 7, pp. 427-28.

:
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the orb proper, though
the guys had a spread of from 10 to
five feet across

20

Captain Sherwill says:

feet.

It was in the web of this very spider that I
found the bird entangled, and the young
) feeding
spiders (about eight in number
upon the carcass. The bird was much decomThe bird
posed and enveloped in the web.
hung with its head downwards, its wings
were closely pinioned to its sides by the entwined web, and it was nearly in the center of
The old spider which I secured
the web.
was above the bird about a foot removed.
.

.

.

.

MAMMALS
small ones, are such

strong and active animals, that accounts
of their capture are few and far be-

The best and most definite
tween.
data that we have comes from McCook, who investigated the matter at
considerable expenditure of time and
effort,

and absolutely

of its authenticity.

satisfied himself

The phenomenon

happened at Lebanon, Kentucky, in
1881, and was written up by Mr. J. W.
Hopper, editor of the Standard and
Times.

His account follows:

A

very curious and interesting spectacle
was to be seen Monday afternoon in the office
of

point of

its

nose to the root of the

tail.

Mr. Hopper not only sent Doctor

McCook

his printed

account as noted

above, but in answer to a letter added

.

SPIDERS THAT CATCH SMALL

Mammals, even

news of the novel sight soon became circulated
and hundreds of people visited the stable to
witness it. The mouse was a small one measuring about one and a half inches from the

Mr. P. C. Cleaver's livery stable in this

Against the wall of the room stands a
tolerably tall desk, and under this a small
spider, not larger than a common pea, had
constructed an extensive web reaching to the
About half past eleven o'clock,
floor.
Monday forenoon, it was observed that the
spider had ensnared a young mouse by passing
filaments of her web around its tail. When
first seen the mouse had its fore feet on the
city.

the following additional note
As you will see from this account, no one
observed the actual entanglement of the
mouse. In a very short time after it was first
observed, I myself was informed of it, and
went to the stable to examine it. This was
Monday, August 22d, 1881. The office of the
stable is a small room. The desk referred to is
something over three feet high, four feet
four inches long, and something over two
From the bottom of the desk to
feet wide.
the floor the distance is two feet ten inches.
The spider's web extended perhaps threefourths the length of the desk next to the
wall, and covered the bottom of the desk to
the width of about fifteen or sixteen inches.
It was about three feet long by sixteen inches
wide.

.

You
news

will observe that the narrative in the

slip

ends with Tuesday morning, August

My

paper, which is a weekly, went to
23d.
press late Tuesday afternoon. The hoisting
process continued all day Tuesday, and employes about the stable say that by dark
Tuesday night the mouse was four or four
and a half inches from the floor. Tuesday
night a meddlesome boy entered the room in
the dark and accidentally broke the web, and
the mouse fell. Next morning, according to
my recollection, the web was brushed away.
I greatly regret that the spider was not allowed
to complete his work, and that he was not
captured and preserved. I was greatly mortiaffair
had
fied when I found how the
terminated.

The sketch here introduced was
made to illustrate Mr. Hopper's second
Both these accounts
by a letter to
Doctor McCook from Mr. P. C.
Cleaver, in whose office the incident in

definite account.

floor

and could barely touch the floor with its
hind feet. The spider was full of business,
running up and down the line and occasionally
biting the mouse's tail, making it struggle

are in turn corroborated

desperately.

question

Its efforts to escape were all unavailing,
as the slender filaments about its tail were
too strong for it to break. In a short time it
was seen that the spider was slowly hoisting
By two o'clock in the
its victim into the air.

afternoon the mouse could barely touch the
floor with its fore feet; by dark the point of its
nose was an inch above the floor. At nine
o'clock at night the mouse was still alive, but
made no sign except when the spider descended
and bit its tail. At this time it was an inch
and a half from the floor.
Yesterday morning the mouse was dead,
and hung three inches from the floor. The

occurred.

He

writes

that

saw the mouse it was
suspended by the tail from the spider's

when he

first

web under the desk, with its toes barely
touching the

fioor,

while the spider was

web about eighteen inches above
it.
The spider kept working at the
mouse until it was raised three or
four inches from the floor and it was
still alive when Mr. Cleaver went home
in the

^'

:

.
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at night.

He

concludes his account as

follows
I left the spider at work that evening at
sunset, with orders that it should not;' be

touched. But the web was knocked down
that night by some boys, I think, as a
great many were there to see the sight, and
my clerk thinks it was lost in that way. The

—

spider, -mouse, and web were all gone when I
returned to the stable the following morning.
... I am as sure that the spider caught
and raised the mouse three or four inches
from the floor by himself without the aid of
man, as though I had been present from first

to last.
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—

forenoon the spider having made its thread
fast to the end of the tail of the mouse, of
perhaps fifty times its own weight, gradually
hoisted its prey so that it could barelj^ touch
the floor with its front paws, and was still
busily "hoisting away" while the mouse was
no less vigorously endeavoring to break loose.
That afternoon, perhaps near five o'clock,
in company with Mr. Hopper, the ecUtor of
the Standard, I again visited the scene
of the singular capture, and found that the
mouse had been raised so that the top of its
nose was precisely four inches from the floor,
as I ascertained by actual measurement with
a pocket rule. The spider was still actively at
work and the mouse still strugghng. The
next morning I found the mouse dead, its
nose about six inches from the floor, and the
spider still at work. The thread was attached
to the end of the tail.

McCook was

satisfied as to the facts

but sought to obtain specimens of spiders supposed to be identical
with the one whose exploits were
chronicled above. Some spiders were
These
sent to him from Lebanon.
set forth,

proved to be Theridium tepidariorum

and he beheved that the spider which
caught the mouse was of the same species
Furthermore,

McCook

experimented

with spider webs similar to the above
and with mice of various weights and
found that the webs would support

mice

of weights

even greater than

that cited above. Whether the spider
would have eaten the mouse is a matter of conjecture, since the

phenomenon

unfortunately did not go forward to
It is recorded, however,
that point.
that the

Sketch of a mouse caught in a spider's snare and lifted
above the floor by threads attached to its tail. After

McCook

The Hon.

J.

Proctor Knott, a repre-

Kentucky
saw this phenomenon,

sentative in Congress from
at that time, also

and confirmed the preceding accounts
in a letter to McCook accompanied by
the ''memory" sketch shown on p. 274.

He

writes:

When my
matter

attention was first called to the
the
ten or eleven o'clock

—about

m

spider

repeatedly

bit

the

mouse on the tail.
But one other account of the catching of a manmial by a spider has come to
Hght. This is in an interesting book
by the Australian writer, E. J. Banfield

36)

.

(Tropic Days, London, 1918, p.
having flown

He found a bat that,

into a spider's web during the night,
had become so entangled that escape

As he
was out of the question.
large
(a
spider
came on the scene, the
fangs
its
sunk
one) pounced upon and
in its feebly struggling victim. Not a
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minute elapsed before the bat was released but it was too late, for it expired

From

immediately.

be inferred that,
the spider would prob-

have eaten

ably

account

this

may

if

it

given time,

it?

Few men have had

This fortunate scientist

-

was Dr. Ernest Warren,
whose note on a lizardeating spider is quoted on page

its

victim.

SPIDERS CONSUME

HOW

FLESP OF THEIR V
TEBRATE PREY

j&rst article,

I

and the

pubKshed

Dr

wrote to

my

Alex-

I stated earlier in this

none of the accounts in my
first paper described the eating of
the fish by the spiders, though in
article,

the statement about spiders catching

tadpoles

this

was

inferred.

Doctor Petrunkevitch's reply was
pubhshed in my first article, but I
think

it

will

May I

again called

lizard.

Here

is

Warren's

While the chewing action was proceeding a copious fluid was spread over
the issues of the prey. The fluid was
clear and slightly yellowish in color, and
seemed to have the consistency of thin
syrup. It gushed out of the mouth in
such volume that I noticed a good-sized
drop run down over the surface of the
body of the lizard. This fluid had a
powerful digestive effect; it acted immediately on the tissues and rapidly
softened them, and the chewing action
of the chelicers and pedipalp-endites
was greatly assisted therebJ^
The
digestive fluid was gradually suclied
back into the mouth and then gushed
out again suddenly over the chewed
tissues. This slow in-sucking and sudden expulsion of the digestive fluid from
the mouth was maintained as a regular
pulsating action during the whole time

tated to beheve that so small an
insectivorous animal could eat a

As

is

account of the feeding process:

ander Petrunkevitch, the most
eminent student of the Arachnida
He did not doubt
in America.
that spiders caught fish, but hesi-

fish.

Attention

269.

to his photograph of the spider

information

Seeking

subject at the time I

the opportunity

to witness this phenomenon, and of the
few, but one had the requisite training
to enable him to work out the answer.

There were about two
of feeding.
The divarication
systoles per minute.
and closing together of the
chelicerse were much more fre-

bear repeating here:

am

a
add that I
in doubt of the possibihtj^ of spiders using fish
as food for the reason that
their
spiders pre-digest
food by injecting the secre-

quent, but it was noticed that
the out-gushing of the digestive
fluid seemed to occur just as a
divarication was on the point of
commencing. The continuous
flow of digestive fluid over and
tion of the maxillar j^ glands
A "memory" sketch (by Proctor
through the tissues of the prey
into the wound inflicted
Knott) of the ensnared mouse demust accelerate very greatly
by the fangs. This fact
picted on p. 273. After McCook
the processes of digestion. The
has been demonstrated by
fluid in the course of time
various observers and is
beyond anj^ doubt, at least in the case of
seemed to become heavier and thicker through
It has been sugspiders feeding on insects.
the solution of the food. In the course of an
gested that Tarantulse maj' at times feed on
hour the whole bodj- of the lizard, with head,
small birds but even that is considered to
limbs and tail, had been kneaded into a round,
This does not mean that a
be doubtful.
wet mass permeated wath the digestive fluid
spider cannot kiU a bird or a mouse or a fish,
and continuoush^ being chewed -by the
as it has been observed on various occasions,
chelicerse.
The singularly flexible and sensibut it is not Ukely that any vertebrate is ever
tive tarsi of the pedrpalps served

little

used by spiders as food.

Xow, however, we have

definite data

to prove that spielers do feed on verte-

brates

—on

fishes,

admirably
hands for pressing the softened body of the
prey against the cheUcerse.
as

tadpoles,

frogs,

and

inferen-

snakes, lizards, and birds;

tiaUv on mammals. But

how do thev do

Spiders have poison glands and silk
and it is said there is a small

glands,

gland in the region of the I'ostrum.
This, even

if

present,

Warren thinks
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would be too small to produce the large
of fluid vomited forth;
he
believes that this comes from the intestinal tract, and that its quantity is
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fairly constant because of the rhythmical

seemed to be neutral or very slightly
alkaHne. At any rate, the bones showed
no chemical reaction, as they were still
firm and entire undecalcified. As he
suggests, the matter is one worthy of

sucking-in and vomiting-forth action

further investigation.

amount

of

the sucking-stomach.

The

All the ordinary tissues, including tendons
and cartilages, were rapidly softened, and the

body became

plastic, while the bones were
completely disarticulated.
The voluntary
muscle and all the softer tissues dissolved
with great rapidity when the out-flowing and
in-flowing currents of digestive fluid gained
access to them. After a period of about two
and a half hours the body (about If in. long)
of the lizard had been reduced to a small,
blackish, rounded and somewhat dry mass
about i in. in diameter. This mass the spider
allowed to drop to the ground. On examination some naked limb-bones could be seen
projecting from the mass.
The mass was
steeped in about li c.c. of tepid, distilled
water for a couple of hours and was then carefully pulled apart in order to ascertain what
tissues had remained undissolved by the
digestive fluid.
I could detect no trace of
voluntary muscle and no epithelial elements
whatever, with the exception of remnants of
The residue of the body-tissues conscales.
sisted of shreds of fibrous connective-tissue

and of soft sheets of homogeneous substance,
which were doubtless the remains of perichondrium and other connective-tissue membranes. There were traces of separate vertebral centra, some isolated long-bones of the
limbs, isolated maxillse with teeth, and possibly, angular bones from the lower jaw. The
rest of the skeleton was apparently broken up
and disintegrated. The bones that were left
were entirely clean, and not a vestige of the
abundant marrow remained, and the same
was the case with the pulp of the teeth.
of the flesh cover-

ered with the fluid and steeped
distUled water.

He

On

biting

and chewing action of the cheHcerse he
thinks is merely for the purpose of
breaking up the flesh into fragments
small enough for the digestive juice to
have thorough access.
No small
pieces are swallowed. As to the action
of this digestive fluid on soHd flesh,
let us hear Doctor Warren.

Warren took some

—

it

in

then tested with

litmus but found no acid present.

It

the basis of the data set forth

herein, there

is

ample

justification for

the following quotation from a letter

from Mr. Abraham: "It
you to know that some

my

sent

may

interest

j^ears

on the

observations

ago

I

fish-

eating spider to a spider specialist in

the U.

them

S.

A. and he dechned to publish

until

confirmed."

my

observations had been

Surely that confirmation

has come in ample measure.

FAMILIES OF VERTEBRATE-EATING
SPIDERS

Looking at the matter from the
we have

standpoint of the systematique,

evidence that four families of spiders
eat vertebrate food.
this habit

Longest known

is

in the bird-eating spider,

Mygale or Avicularia

of

South America,

belonging to the family Avicularidse.

Next come Dolomedes (possibly several
North America and Thalassius (at least two species) in South

species) in

Africa, both belonging to the Pisauri-

Then there is a Diapontia of the
famUy Lycosidse in South America,
which practices the same habit. And
latest of all we have the South African
dse.

Palystes belonging to the Heteropidae.

In

time

genera,

and space
and species

these

families

vertebrate-

of

feeding spiders are widely separated,

and

this habit is evidently

one acquired

independently in the different f amihes,
in the different species,

and

in the various individuals.

possibl}'

,

The Pronuba moth is white above and dark underneath. The female may be seen grasping
a stamen in a somewhat similar position to the one she assumes when gathering pollen from the
anthers. The other moth, slightly smaller, is the male

A

Remarkable Partnership

BETWEEN THE SPANISH BAYONET AND THE YUCCA MOTH AS SHOWN
IN ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS
By WILLIAM M. SAVIN

THE

striking interrelationship be-

tween the moth Pronuba yuccasella and the Hly known as the

of that absolute

mutual dependence of a

plant and an animal organism, which
occasionally comes to

The

the notice of

moth

owes

Spanish bayonet, (Yucca filamentosa)
was discovered more than fifty years

naturalists.

ago by Prof essor C. V. Riley, and studied
by him for twenty years. It is one of the

and the Yucca looks to the moth for
its continued existence.
Unless Yucca
pollinated
by
Pronuba
is
it produces no

most interesting
276

illustrations in natui'e

perpetuation of

its

species to the

the
lily,

YUCCA LILY

IN FULL

BLOOM

filamentosa is a favorite garden plant because of its beauty, to naturahsts its chief interest hes in the interrelation existing between the plant and the Pronuba
Pronuba is the only insect that visits
yuccasella moth. These are reciprocally dependent.
Yucca, and it visits no other plant

Though Yucca
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seed.

The chance

of self-fertiHzation

by the plant is remote. The six stamens
surrounding the pistil reach only two
thirds of its length and are recurved,
so that the wind is not likely to bear
the pollen to the stigma.

To show that
is

necessary

the presence of Pronuha

the

for

production

Yucca's seed, I excluded the

of

moth from

the plant just before and during the

time of

its

The scape had

flowering.

nine branches, the lower five of which

were covered

with netting.

course the flowers

X

f

:

1

withered away, producing no seed and
leaving only bare stems.

A

The

flowers

were visited by

on the upper
Pronuha and they functioned normally.
I also artificially pollinated Yucca by
selecting a small plant on which grew a
number of flowers. Before they unfolded, they were covered with netting,
as were also three flowers on another
four

/

In due

on the five branches

plant.

The day following their openwas removed, and the

ing, the netting

glutinous pollen gathered with the

blunt end of a needle from some
of the

stamens on the first
and then pushed

plant,

down
of

YUCCA PLANT BEFORE THE EXPERIMENT.

into the pistil

each

NOT YET IN BLOOM

of

the

A REMARKABLE PARTNERSHIP
flowers on the second plant.
These three flowers were again covered
This pollination was
with netting.

three

not so

skillful

as that of the moth's,

one of the three produced seed.
The pod also differed somewhat in
shape from those produced by normal
pollination, for there was missing the
constriction at the middle which is
always present when the moth has oviThe female
posited in the flower.
visits the flower simply to perform her

for only

She can par-

mission of ovipositing.

take of no nourishment, for her ahmentary canal

is

aborted.

She aims solely

to perpetuate her species.

Most moths

lay their eggs externally

on the food plant.

Pi^onuba, however,

inserts them into the tissue somewhat
Shortly
as the ichneumon fly does.

after oviposition the pistil turns to a

darker greenish hue and soon the pod
formed.
lobe

is

filled

This

is

is

three-lobed and each""

divided into two compartments

with a row of disc-shaped seeds

usually numbering between forty
five

and

sixty.

These ripen as

the larva develops. Thus the
larvse that

hatch from the

eggs are found in these

compartments with

DURING THE EXPERIMENT.

FIVE BRANCHES PROTECTED BY NETTING

279

YUCCA PLANT AFTEK THE EXPERIMENT
The

flowers on the five lower branches of the scape,

which were covered with

netting and not polhnized by Pronuha, withered away and produced no seed. Those
on the upper part of the plant were ^visited by Pronuha and functioned normally
280
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CANON IN THE DESEET MOUNTAINS OP ARIZONA. A TYPICAL SPECIMEN OF
SUJUARO CACTUS IS SHOWN IN THE FOREGROUND

A

Sujuaro Desert in Arizona
By DeLANCEY VERPLANCK

DOTTED
by

with bushes, burrowed

rodents, aflutter with birds,

demand wary

ground,
priclily

pear,

The

steps.

here growing erect,

is

wide expanse of yellowishgray ground is no mere waste of sand.

sometimes, though rarely, as tall as a
man, its flat upright segments meeting

make

the hght at varied angles with a pretty
mottled effect.

this

The

ants that

home

their

it

gather seeds in season, but

men

call it

there to support any crops of theirs.

Each has its own beauty. King of
them all is the sujuaro cactus, a taU

Its plants challenge the curiosity of a

fleshy trunk, the few branches,

from the rainy parts of the
world, for few of them seem even third
cousins of the plants he has left behind

of nearly equal bulk with the

a desert because far too

little

rain falls

traveler

The

him.

dark,

evergreen,

glossy

leaves of the creosote bush,

little

and

the

stored water.

rods within.

creosote, the general color of the desert

it

growth

is

stretches

dull

and grayish

the ocotillo

up long gaunt arms, gray and
with

covered

bare,

;

and the many kinds

strong

thorns;

of cactus at their

Thorns
abound that the creosote and the

To one
memory of

bringing

spreading shade,
grotesque at
for a time

first,

and

the

its

and beautiful, other
bushy deserts unmeaning, as would

—

the dreary

flats of

letters of

none.

in its trunk

is

the cholla cactus,'

follow its victim

plant

—man or beast— and

new choUas

widely

are

cactus plants, rightly

form,

bristhng

More

at a distance.

separated

large

barrel

named from their

with

fierce-looking

hooks, but too conspicuous to be a real

enemy.

The

slender

spider

cactus,

lurking beside a bush, escapes notice

The

simple, striking,

it

takes might be

woodpeckers

nest,

on

its

top the mocking bird perches for his
morning song, and in its narrow but

sohd shadow a

man

is

glad to rest in

the scorching heat of summer, though

he must follow the shadow on its dial
of sand as if he were seeking shelter
from a telegraph pole.
Bushes are wide apart, the sujuaro
at wider intervals, for here a permanent
plant of any kind requires

much

soil

from which to draw a httle precious
moisture. The paloverde is a tree on a

cactus and the

small scale, and western people, who
have forgotten what a tree is, c 11

smaller fishhook cactus, low to the

groups of paloverde or of the scrubby

until its long thin thorns are felt.

small paraboloid
still

France without the

some quaint alphabet. With-

sage are again exceptional in bearing

ready to detach whole sections of its
furry-looking, close-thorned stem, which

seems

will. seem finished

cathedral spires.

everywhere.

sujuaro
let

penetrate the mind, the sujuaro deserts

unforgetable forms

is

the

him hve near
charm as a tree will

but

so

cactus

him

with

the graceful elm of wide-

brightest are merely greenish.

The buckhorn
Here and there

any,

main

whole very heavy with
Though this cactus has
the stature of a tree, it is woody only
with respect to the slender reenforcing

trunk,

few places the pale leaves of small
sage, are the only foHage visible except
after rains, and at no season does nature
attempt broad thin leaves of any sort
in this land of thirst. Apart from the
in a

if

thumb

The

283
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White

pricklj'

mesquite "the woods."
bushes stretch barren

in

is

Between the
earth,

sand,

ground swept by
often covered with the pebbles

or pebbles.

winds

A

A

poppy

many

rising

colors fitted together like a

pavement.
Now watch the magic of the spring
These may be only
rains, if an^'^ fall.
light showers, but they "make the
blossom as the rose."
desert
to
Suddenly httle green herbs spring up,
and soon the ground is starry with
tessellated

flowers

Terrestria sidera flores.

ocotillo is clothed for a brief

The

time with

small green leaves, and the ends of

branches put out tassels of
soms,

A

little

I'ed

its

blos-

later poppies appear,

making great patches

of flame;

Small desert poppy, "cream cup"

the

branch

new thorns

of the creosote

bush

of the cholla frost

it

over

with white; and every cactus after
kind begins to display

its

its

own blossoms,

transmitting the sunlight in stainedglass effects.

The flowers of the prickly
thumb

pear are yellow, those of the
cactus

almost

purple,

those

of

the

buckhorn vary from yellow to red and
from red to brown, according to the
individual plant.
to see this

new

If

the traveler wishes

glory of the desert, he

must endure the blazing heat of spring
until the paloverde is a mass of yellow
bloom humming with pretty brown
bumblebees, and the sujuaro bears, on
its tiptop, creamy white flowers as big
as saucers.

Soon the small annuals

Blue flowers of the desert

will

be dry

(Gilia)

—
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Flowers of the ultra thorny cactus

Ocotillo flower

how

many

and prickly to walk through, because
of sharp hairs, sharp angles, and chaffy
projections on the seed vessels. They
will shed their seeds and be ready to
crumble under the feet, and in course
of time the wind will sweep away their

and the small rodents chew the flesh
of the cactus,
but we never saw them
do any of these things. A very small

brittle stalks.

river crossed this desert

No

It is

a wonder

so

can exist in this dry land.

animals

Birds,

it is

said, fly to water, reptiles wait for rain,

—

only a few

one of our party of travelers can
now remember where he first heard the
barking and howling of the prairie

miles from our post of observation.

wolves

supposed to be indifferent to water,
came to partake of that element placed

or

coyotes

at

night.

It

is

everywhere in the untamed West, in
forest, and in desert, one
of the soothing sounds of the night,
rising and falling, coming near and
dying away. Then, out of the deep
silence, comes the soft patter of the little

mountain^ in

feet of the small furtive desert creatures.

Yellow flower of the desert

(Gilia)

All the creatures were thirsty enough.

Even the

in a

cottontail rabbit, popularly

pan within

its

reach,

and

of course

found it.
Every
evening at the same hour the Palmer
thrasher would say slowly and softly
in a fluty voice, reminding one of the
the

spermophiles

preliminary notes of the thrushes

Rocky

hiUs in bloom after rain
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Unstriped, smooth-tailed spermophiles coming at early evening to get a drink from
a pan under the creosote bushes

Pretty.

PreUy.

Pretty

Pretty quick.

quick

— and then timidly

pan.

A large tortoise that we had picked

up

fly

down to the

in a dry hollow, stretched its

neck

we poured
over it, then drank copiously. Our own
water cask was well known to some
gratefully to feel the water

brown Hzards, rather
long

tails

slow, with very

traihng behind them, that

came out from under our tent-house
to drink the spilled drops when they
heard us dipping; and one of them
even learned to drink from a cup held
in the human hand, prettily flashing
its vermihon tongue over the white
china.
Another species of Hzard,
smaller and more sun-loving, well

was the so-called
"horned toad." We were amused to
see a Httle girl bestow unwelcome kisses
upon one she kept as a pet, turning it
of the lizard family

over to kiss the throat, the onty soft
place. A fourth hzard called the " Gila

monster,"

much larger than the

others,

thick in figure and yellow and black in
color,

only

the

is

poisonous

Hzard

We

met no one who had
known the bite to cause death but we
were told by an eye witness how on

known.

one occasion the monster's jaws held
with such a bull-dog grip that
they had to be pried away with irons.
his victim

or

from the bite.
We ourselves never saw the creature
ahve, but we were shown by a man and

"silver swift," emitted in the heat of

his wife wintering in the neighboring

deserving

the day a

name

its

faint,

"swift,"

of

birdhke chirp that was

verv hard to locate.

A

third

member

Extreme

hills

illness resulted

the fourth Gila monster they had

shot that season.

People

from

the

eastern

United

States naturally think of the rattle-

snake as Uving in mountainous places

where there are piles of broken rock,
but the Arizona desert species is
found also in level deserts. Here it

makes

its

home

spermophiles,
first

Horned

lizard

photographed

in a tin

basin

in the holes of rabbits,

etc.,

having,

eaten the architect.

others

who

perhaps,

Miners and

live in the habitat of the

—

—
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rattlesnake, speak of

contempt.

careless

it

with a

''Oh,

fine air of

rattlers!

they always give warning before they

You

strike.

better not step on one;

and sometimes,

in digging out rabbits,

you're hable to get bitten, but rattlers
don't go hunting trouble."
occasion

we found one

of

On

one

the large

southwestern rattlesnakes sleeping

heavy postprandial

sleep,

its

inconspicu-

287

lantern appeared desert rats and mice
pretty yellow things with remark-

—

The "trade

ably large eyes.

several

stories

used, of

sticks,

high,

apparently not

old

horns, segments

of cactus, including the fearful cholla,

also bits of bright tin,

and what

A

the landscape

striking

feature

of

—

Rattlesnake in a cactus desert. Puzzle picture: find the snake.
behind the slender upright growth and has put its head into a hole

ous in the mottled shadow of a bush.

is

When

more properly a hare

pelted with pebbles

it

at length

awoke just enough to creep to a hole
and put its head in, but refused to coil
for the benefit of the camera.
It was
finally shot.

Within the snake were

two quadrupeds without

rat"- is

an interesting animal. It builds over
its burrow a superstructure sometimes

the

large

western

not.

It lies slightly

jack

—

rabbit

sitting

up to

reconnoiter, with long dark ears erect,

then bounding with

its

long legs over

the bushes and far away.
cat

so

The

wild-

closely matches the ground

their skins,

in color as to escape notice so long as

The spermophile shares the popular
name of gopher with other burrowing

remains quiet. However, from some
elevation, as a wagon or the back of a
horse, the traveler may chance to obtain

animals in various parts of the con-

a glimpse of the cat as

probably "gophers."

tinent,

Arizona.

including

another rodent

it

in

At night in the light of our

it flees

open, his attention being
to

it

by the

across the

first

directed

sight of cottontails scat-
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Our camp in the cactus desert. Numerous awnings failed to subdue the glare of the
sunlight.
In the foreground stands a creosote bush dotted with seed pods. Close beside it
The tallest bush or small tree is a paloverde, while scatttered between
is a barrel cactus.
are the plants of the buckhorn cactus

tering

in

all

before their

directions

nest

is

but slightly concealed by the
of the creosote.
The

enemy.

light

camp a tarantula had
den in a hole in the ground. We
could peer down and see the creature's

wren, the thrasher, and the dove, build

eyes flaming out of the darkness like

thorns, which are doubtless useful in

Close to our

its

jewels,

as

it

stalks,

at

surprisingly^

had made a neat fence
into which it wove a

of fine

as

of

we

itself

desert

bit

presented. It did not
with us nor did we meet

is

any kind.

a very convenient place

which to study birds, because it
them little concealment as they
hunt about for the manifold species of
insects abounding in this region. The
flicker and other woodpeckers are conspicuous as they go in and out of their
holes high in the sujuaro. Other birds

The

poorwill

Thanks

brisk steps.

perforce,

in isolated

young from

scarcely hidden

peculiar way, the narrow loose plume
on the top of the head nodding to their

of vegetation,

The black-throated sparrow's

the

the open, conversing at ease in their

affords

build or perch,

is

to

it sits on the ground in the daytime
on the steep side of a stony gully.
Flocks of valley quail walk about in

in

bushes.

indifferent

protecting the eggs and
snakes.

disagreeable insects of

A

prey

feet

of the

thread that
concern

its

in cactus bushes in plain sight, their

Around the top

the bottom.
hole

awaited

it

foliage

one

to the sparseness

may reasonably hope

to see a hen of this species leading her

brood of dainty chicks.
In the spring the nest of the cactus
wren, a bird largerthanmost wrens, is to
be seen every few rofls in a buckhorn or
prickly pear,
a covered nest entered

—

by means

of a long horizontal passage.

A SUJUARO DESERT IN ARIZONA
The photographer placed a camera

be-

and then retired
distance at the end of the

fore one of these nests,

to a discreet

The parent

long tube.

birds flew about

in wild anxiety, scolding in vain at the

strange black object and afraid to pass
it

even to carry food to the crying

At length a stuffed
was placed on their
own bush, angering them so much that

young

within.

bird of their species

they forgot the camera, defied the
invader from all sides, flew underneath
and pecked its feet, poked it warily
with their

bills,

and at

last,

humbug, passed boldly

finding

it

a

and out of
the nest while both camera and man
were beside

in

it.

In a thick bunch of mistletoe vine on
apalovercle tree nested a pair of plumbe-

ous gnat catchers

charming

— prosaic name for a

though it is, a
The male of
clearly distinguished by

bird, songless

tiny sprite of a creature.
this species is

his black cap.

The

pair take turns in

the weary work of sitting upon the eggs.

^
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Nest of a dove in an old buckhorn cactus. Observe how the dove has
taken advantage of the curves of the cactus branches to support the nest

Nest

290

of a

Palmer thrasher

in

choUa cactus

A SUJUARO DESERT IN ARIZONA
we were
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careful to restore the shade but

neglected

to

provide

con-

sufficient

cealment, and the nest was soon rifled

by the bird's foes. To requite the bird's
confidence by revealing his citadel to
some enemy is rather too bad.

The

desert variety of our song spar-

row, as well as the chipping sparrow,

black-throated sparrow, white-crowned

Gambel sparrow, was the
most evident of that sweet-voiced
company, the American sparrows. The
white-crowned sparrow only visits the
desert on its way to the uplands.
Hawks, shrikes. Say's phcebes, black
phoebes, roadrunners,. and ash-throated
Flocks of
fly catchers were to be seen.

sparrow, and

lark bunting

made a

brief stay, their

black and white plumage very showy
against the

dun

tints of the desert.

At

twilight the poorwill flew so low over

our heads as to seem to threaten us, or
perched close at hand, repeating the

it

cry poorwill! poorwill! poorwill!
as

much

a whippoorwill had omitted the

if

At dawn the Gila woodpeckers
began to shout from the sujuaro directly
over our camp.
Leaving the level, the traveler may
drive across a sea of desert hills, then
down the bed of a stream into a narrow
defile between crags, and suddenly out

whip.

into a small triangular oasis, containing

Cottonwood

trees,

a garden, and a lawn

of green grass, the verdure contrasting

sharply with the barren

hills

that

hem

and made possible by an unfailing
stream of warm water that flows from a

it in,

rock

— Castle Hot Springs.

In parched and glaring Arizona, this
piece of shaded ground, with its

Gila woodpecker at

its

trunk of a sujuaro cactus.

moth

to feed its

nest hole in the
It is bringing a

young

little
rills

of pleasant water, is a paradise for

very hot water to cure their rheumaif predatory man can be convinced
that "Citizen Bird" is not to be shot.
of

birds.

In spring the trees are brimful
of wings and song. Birds are not much

tism,

disturbed

by a luxurious hotel amid
palms planted by the hand of man, or

Associated here, side by side, are the
brown birds of the desert and the bril-

people bathing out of doors in a pool

hant species belonging to leafy regions.
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the camera

man

nearly

all

day

for

several days, seemed never to appear,

yet

somehow the

was

interior of their nest

finished for use,

though on the

outside, through lack of time,

threads were

left

many

dangling.

Before the arrival of the migratory
oriole, its last year's nest

was regularly

appropriated by the house finch,

a

famihar neighbor of man, common in
The
the streets of Arizona towns.
wide miles of desert have thus far pro-

EngHsh sparsome day those vulgar,

tected Arizona from the

row.

Alas, that

harsh-spoken fellows, accidentally shut
cactus
are often as big as saucers

Flowers of the

tall

— sujuaro.

They

in a freight car, will successfully cross

the desert and, multiplying, will drive
the finches with their pleasant song

then we hear "a voice
from out that green retreat, at once so
loud, so wild, so sweet" that there is no

from the neighborhood of men.
A canon wren a small perky bird,
very different from
as a wren should be
the cactus wren, would sit on an electric
hght wire directh^ over a balcony of
the hotel, and sing his clear, sweet song
that "trips down the scale," then go
to his nest built in the hole where the

mistaking an old friend, and we are

wire

back in a moment
United States to a swampy place in
Virginia, where something deep red
moves about in a tree near a tangle of

was more effective over in a neighboring

Now

some bright warbler

is

seen,

now

one of the several western goldfinches,

now

that

quintessence

scarlet flycatcher.

of

fire,

The hooded

the

oriole

will ''pour a note rich as the orange of

his throat";

across these bro'ad

cat brier.

As we

see

him here

—
—

entered

the house.

The song

in the

field, he might well be that same
Even when he whistles
cardinal.
afterward, outside the oasis, he looks

strangely out of place on top of a sujuaro, Arizona cardinal

though he

is.

The differences are slight.
The oriole, at home in the palms,
pulls the long fibers fraying

from the

them through small
that he makes in the leaves, so

leaves and sews
holes

that they dangle in a sort of curtain.
loops this up, and by further
weaving produces a nest, sheltered
from sun and rain by the broad roof
A pair watched by
of the palm leaf.

Then he

The

wild spineless cactus, the original of

Burbank's spineless variety

A SUJUARO DESERT IN ARIZONA

Nest
fibers

of

Arizona hooded oriole under a palm

frayed frayed from the leaves.

A

the

tiny

musician

filled

with his piping the great cathedral of

original of

—

Burbank's spineless variety.

In the same canon a

hmnming

bird

had built her nest, secure from snake and
quadruped, in a vinelike bush that dangled from an overhanging portion of the
canon wall and swayed with the breeze
produced by a slender waterfall below.
Now and then she would leave the nest
for a moment and it was pretty to see
her, suspended motionless on her wings,
,

drinking the thin

water that crept

down the overhanging rock. The male
humming bird is a deserter.
This desert

is

not after

all

a lonelv

shown

nest with long

its

in the insert

Some one has

said that the animal world

world and
Usually

In this canon grew the wild spinethe species that was the

is

place, not uninhabited.

rocks.

less cactus,

bird weaves

detail of the stitches

high-walled canon when, perched high

overhead,

The

leaf.
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man an
in

the

the true

is

interloper.

over the

sunsets

desert, the clouds are very few, veiy

small,

and very

by a

floating

bright,

Sunset

a wide, clear glow.

is

in

followed

beautiful upright streak of white

in the west, the zodiacal light.

Night

brings stars multitudinous and splendid, as dwellers in moist lands never
see them.
is

no

covering
is

Except after a

dew, no need

when one

a joy anywhere

of

.sleeps

rain,

there

waterproof

outdoors.

It

to sleep in the open,

but especially here,

—to

lie

gazing at

and then to be
those
wafted into the Land of Nod on a

undimmed

gentle

current

stars,

of

air

blowing

endless miles of drv, clean desert.

over

Byways and Highways

BARNUM brown

By

Associate Curator of Fossil Reptiles, American

was completely
BURMA
the British Empire

annexed
com-

at a

to

paratively recent date (1886).
size it equals the state

of Texas,

much of the amber and jade that
manufactured in China comes from

while
is

native inhabitants represent four

Mogok supplies the world
many fine sapphires,

widespread.

In

population of 12,000,000 people in 1911.

Museum

with rubies and

an

area of 262,000 square miles with a

The

Burma

in

Burma.

The

physiography

by

largely

distinct cultural stocks, Shans, Kachins,

featural units of which

Karens, Talaings, and several linguistic

as follows:

the Shans being dominant

divisions,

and most numerous.
There are still extensive areas unadministered, and entire regions are
thickly overgrown with jungle, where,
off

the traveled thoroughfares, trans-

port of impedimenta must be accomplished

by bullock

coolies, or

carts,

elephants, for horses are a luxury rarely

The coimtry does not
attraction

of

such

rich

the

offer

deposits

of

vertebrate fossils as are found in India,

but those of Eocene age and Pleistocene
age already known are of unusual

who

interest, alluring to the explorer

be fortunate in making new

unmapped;

coveries in

dis-

little-traveled

Fossil invertebrates,

on the

other hand, are abundant in

parts,

sections.

and

all

of

of

inestimable

importance

as

determinant factors in the search for oil.

The economic importance

of locating

and gems, has
been the main incentive for the major
portion of the geological work so far
petroleum,

minerals,

accomplished but
secured

is

of

much

of the

data

a private nature and

unpublished.

The country is rich in minerals.
Probably the richest silver-lead-zinc
ore bodies in the world are those of the
Bawdwin mines in the Northern Shan
states.
Tin and wolfram deposits are

great

plateau, which occu-

the eastern part

country and

Yunnan

controlled

the

maybe described

of

the

a continuation of the
plateau of China, is composed
is

of Paleozoic rocks and some
Mesozoic strata, with local
Tertiary and Pleistocene basins. Folding is complicated but not so pronounced

chiefly

early

Himalayan

and in its
comparable
with the peninsula of India.
This
plateau averages from 3000 to 4000
feet above sea level and terminates
abruptly on the west in a well-defined
fault that has been traced several
hundred miles in a generally northsouth direction.
as in the

region,

stable nature the plateau

seen.

may

The Shan

(1)

pies

is

geology,

its

(2)

is

A Central Tertiary series of rocks,

bounded by the Shan plateau on the
east and the Arakan Yoma on the
west. This area, now marked by the
course of the Irrawaddy River and its
tributaries, is 130 miles wide and 600
miles in length.

Invertebrate

fossils

and the strata containing them show
conclusively that it was formerly a
great narrow gulf or embayment filled
in since the Eocene period b}^ alternating marine and fresh-water sediments
in which there is little folding, and that
of minor character.
(3) The Arakan- Yoma range and
subsidiary folds, of which the geology
is little

known

.

Trias-Cretaceous rocks
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Burmese Gulf, showing the interand fresh-water beds in a north-south section. After L. D. Stamp

of the Tertiary strata deposited in the ancient

fingering of marine, brackish,

when

folding occurred in the Arakan-

Yoma mountains on the west.
Many subdivisions or stages

have

been determined by the invertebrate
faimas, but beds that are distinctly
marine in the south become brackish
farther north,

and

finally are of purely

fresh-water origin in the north.

A

north-south cross section of the

would show an
and
(See above figure.)

entire series of beds

interfingering of marine, brackish,

fresh-water beds.

Rangoon,

two

days'

steamer from Calcutta,

journey
is

by

the chief

and the commercial heart of
Burma. It is essentially a shipping
port and administrative city, conport

—

Left. The present natural regions of Burma
with clearly defined border of ancient gulf.
Right.— The same area in early Tertiary times.

After L. D.

Stamp

nected with the interior

by a

single

railway and a Une of steamers.

Its

and teakwood, the
worked at the mills by elephants

chief exports are rice

form their base and they are flanked by

latter

Tertiary strata.

and water buffaloes.
The government is classed under the

The history of the Tertiary period in
Burma is largely that of the infilling of
the Burmese gulf by sediments of continental
filling in

and marine

by

of the sea

origin,

—a gradual

river deposits, with retreat

southward.

sions of the sea

Recurrent invanorthward took place

Indian Bureau, but the

officials

are

semi-independent and happy in their
administration, for the wave of popular
unrest that broods over India has
not

to

country.

any extent permeated

this

BYWAYS AND HIGHWAYS IN BURMA

PJiotograpli by Lilian

The

great

is

at

Crowning a suburban hill, the great
Shwe Dagon pagoda dominates the
landscape, its base surrounded by
Enmyriads of minor pagodas.
shrining, as

Buddhas,
of

the

it

it is

does, relics of all the

the most sacred edifice

Buddhists, and

Brown

Rangoon,most sacred Buddhist edifice, seen
370 feet in height and covered with gold leaf, and

Shwe Dagon pagoda,

through a latticed arch. It
resembles a huge gold bell

297

attracts

pil-

grims from

all

countries of the faith.

Survey officials were very helpful to
me, and provided all data and credennecessary for a trip to the interior
where vertebrate fossils are found, but

tials

they were doubtful of the success of
expedition.

my

Photograph by

Some

of the

myriad individual pagodas that surround the base

containing a statue of

of the

Barnum Brown

Shwe Dagon, each

Buddha

Photograph by

Barnum Brown

Miniature gongs suspended from the umbrella-hke crown of the temples tinkle in each
zephyr breeze, and the spirits that ride the winds rest on the ornate "Nat" poles placed for
them near the temples
298
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from India to Burma, one is impressed
with the contrast between the people
of the two countries. In India general
somberness in dress and soberness of
manner and character prevail. Life
in all its aspects

one

is

is serious.

immediately

In

Burma
by the

struck

general air of happiness and indolence
reflected in the disposition of the people

and

in their bright-colored garments.

Even the monks and nuns

in their

yellow robes look like canaries.

Truly

the Burmese are called the happiest

people in the world.

As we proceed up the Irrawaddy, rice
decrease, but an occasional oil

fields

is seen on the higher ground at
Thayet Myo, at Magwe, at Minbu,
and at Yenangyaung a whole forest of
them comes into view, for this is the
great center of Burma's oil production.
A considerable colony of Americans
operate the oil fields, which, though

deriick

Photograph by Lilian Brown

part of Shwe Dagon
The bamboo frame at the

An ornate pagoda with a
seen on the right.

surrounds a pagoda under construction

left

Leaving Rangoon by

we

rail

one night,

Prome the next morning
the daily steamer up the

arrived in

in time for

In the early days the

Irrawaddy.

Irrawaddy
monopoly

Company had

Flotilla
of

transportation,

comfortable steamers

still

ply

and
all

a
its

the

waterways offering the only connection
In aggregate
between many parts.
tonnage it equals many of the Atlantic
Its steamers were transferred to
lines.
the Persian Gulf during the late war,
and did great service in the Meso-

potamian campaign.
Scenically the river journey offers

but

little of interest,

on

either

jungle,

side,

—low-lying banks

occasional

villages,

and Buddhist temples crowning

the few visible

Stops are

hills.

made

at the chief villages,

where the Burmese deck passengerslaughing, chattering crowds in brilliant,
vari-colored two-piece garments are

—

loaded and unloaded.

Coming

directly

Pho'ograph by Lilian Brown

unusual grotto pagoda, probably a
family shrine, at the base of Shwe Dagon. Each
niche, large and small, contains a sitting

An

Buddha
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Photograph by

A

Twinza, or

Burman hand-dug

oil

well at

I^ilian

Brown

The Burman,

Yenangyaung.

protected from gases by a kerosene-can helmet with air tube attached, goes

down 300 feet

to dip

up

oil

in buckets

they have passed the zenith of their
production, still supply the largest
quantity of

This

is

oil in

the Far East.

the most

arid

section

of

some of the pictorial decorations. The
most notable examples are kept in
repair by the government.
Decay in a Buddhist structure does

Burma, with an annual rainfall of less
than twenty inches, and scanty desert
vegetation; a marked contrast to the

not necessarily imply great age,
thing

is

luxuriant jungles that border the upper

may

obtain

and lower reaches of the river.
A few hours' journey above Yenangyaung one comes to Pagan, an ancient

temple built

according to Buddhistic

and no individual
by repairing a
by someone else; hence
merit

the most elaborate building soon goes
to pieces.

The modern

thousands of ruins extending
for twenty miles along the river. It is

is

day of Pagan's glory
3000 pagodas and monasteries could be

Pakokku, headquarters
of that name.
From

counted.

Some

of the ancient

pagodas

were enormous structures built in variTraces of
Hindu influence were apparent in
ous styles of architecture.
.

for,

every-

transient,

city with

said that in the

belief,

celebrated for

A

its

short distance

up the

started into the jungle.
sioner

gave

calHng upon

me
all

city of

Pagan

lacquer industry.
river lies

of the district

point we
The Commis-

this

a unique document

headmen

to supply

carts, coolies, eggs, chickens, etc., at

BYWAYS AND HIGHWAYS IN BURMA
an open sesame that was

fixed rates,

extending to the

of great assistance,

remotest part of his

minimum

Equip-

district.

ment and suppHes were
to

303

rigidly reduced

necessities, for this

was to

be an arduous journey through jungle
and over mountains with and without
trails.

Plump

little

carts with a

bullocks pulled the tiny

maximum load of from four

to six hundred pounds, while a day's
journey was eight or ten miles, usually
to the next village, where other carts

were secured, nor could the jungle
people be induced to go beyond a short
fixed distance.

To them money

inducement, a contrast to
ence in India.

They

the outside world.

my

require

little

Bamboo

is

no

experi-

from

furnishes

material for their houses and enters
into a variety of uses; the soil produces

Photograph by Barniim Brown

A " Nat " house in the jungle.

by food offerings placed in these
miniature houses each morning
propitiated

peanuts and rice in favorable places,
and the toddy palm yields sugar. In
almost every village there is a Pungyi

Phonograph

A traveling store in the

jungle.

The merchant walks from

hij

Lilian

Brown

village to village, followed

Near the zihat building on the left is a tall
by the Brahmany goose, sacred bird of the Burmese
coolies carrying his wares.

The Burmans

Buddhists but most of them revere
"Nats," good or bad spirits of the trees,
mountains, homes, etc.
The spirits are
are

"

Nat "

by

pole surmounted

NATURAL HISTORY
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Kyaung

with

(monastery)

a

zihat

The bamboo was not

riotous colors.

many

but

were

(shelter) alongside for travelers.

yet in leaf;

For several miles beyond Pakokku
the strata are of the Irrawaddy and

covered with sweet-scented blossoms,

fresh-water series, lacking vertebrates
and with but few invertebrate remains.

Near Myaing, however, a new system
of rocks appears, the Pondaung Eocene
beds. They are sandstones and aggregate several hundred feet in thickness,
with intercalated clays near the top.
Conformably overlying them is a

bed

of clays fifty feet thick, brilHantly

colored red, blue,

and yellowish-white.

Where continuous and on

edge,

the

purpHsh "rainbow"
streak, but to the westward it is soon
lost to view in the jungle Vertebrate fossils were found exclusively in this layer.
Near Bahin a complete skull and
color blends into a

.

a

jaws

of

were

found,

rare

httle

anthracothere

trees

while others were festooned with varie-

More shades
brown, and red may be seen
in these woods than have ever been
produced by the art of man. In north
temperate zones f oHage is most brilliant
at the end of the season, but in Burma
the leaves pass through all gradating
ties of brilHant orchids.

of green,

The enormous
when

colors in the spring.

teak leaves, two feet in length

appear on the young

fully open, first

waxy,

as

trees

red

brilliant

spikes,

changing in color to bright green as
thej^ open to full size.
Often at

first in

searched for

the dense

human

bamboo

I

habitations, led

on by the crowing of a rooster, but,
when I drew nearer to the sound, a

to

bright-colored cock would scuttle into

follow this elusive ''rainbow" through

the underbrush, while the drab-colored

seventy-five miles of increasingly thick

hens

flew

teak-bamboo jungle, where the beds
would appear here and there, but rarely
continuous for a hundred yards. Due
to erosion and earth movement, the
layer would appear sometimes on the
right, sometimes on the left of where it

some

species of

was expected,

sufficient

my

incentive

only guide a faithful

—wild

away

which

Few

other birds, rarely a rabbit, and

North

of

Myin

numerous.
tiic,

the rare tsine are fairly

Night

is

heralded by Tuc,

tuc, tuc; Tuc'-tu, Tuc'-tu, Tuc'-tu,

hdng sandstones.

quarter of a mile away.

either.

Anthracotheres (piglike ani-

mals), titanotheres
eros-like

comprise

animals)

the

Few

the

a large tree gecko, easily heard a
are seen in the

villages

hill

but in the lowlands the population increases, although never so
numerous as on an equal area in any
districts,

The

part of India.

and costumes

village

life,

customs

of the different races are

but everywhere one
healthy babies, and

(aberrant rhinoc-

quite

and

rhinoceroses

remarks the

Alligator

the fact that

women are dominant in all

phases

society.

mammals.

were most numerous,

but
often many days' search went unrewarded by even fragments of bone.
As we approached the higher Pondaung hills, spring was advancing with

vertebrae

fowl,

beHeved

occasionally a barking deer, were seen.

call of

States and to the Irdin Manha of
MongoUa, but its fauna, so far as
known, is much more limited than

is

were ancestral to our domestic fowl.

continuation of characters in the under-

This horizon corresponds in age to
the Uinta beds of the western United

jungle
it

distinct,

of

fat,

They

are

the

merchants as well as the managers of
the household.

Monywa, on the railway, was the
end of our 150-mile bullock-cart jour-

H-l

<0

!»

C3

G

C
O

53

-a

O

"^
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^
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quaint wood palace of the former king,
with its seven-storied entrance denot-

ney, where I received news of verte-

For
Mandalay.
several miles above and below Mingun,
opposite Mandalay, are seen the most
typical exposm^es of the Irrawaddy
beds in Burma, and here I found rare
elephant jaws and palates.
In this vicinity all the prominent
mountain peaks are crowned with
brate

near

finds

pagodas, while nestled

among the

are innimierable ornately carved

Kyaungs

gyi

(pronounced

ing royalty, are preserved by the govern-

ment. The huge market and many
bazaars are places of attraction in

way

hundred stone tablets resembhng
on each of which is
carved one of the precepts of Gautama
Buddha.
A few miles above Mingun the sandstones of the Irrawaddy beds are
eroded away and are again seen in only
a few Hmited patches below the second
defile, from which point northward the

Pun-

to the mills; occasionally one

river trenches the harder ancient

boats with elaborately carved

up and down. On the banks
are enormous mango trees, and at
Mingun one sees the ruins of a mammoth pagoda, planned to be the largest

stones.

in the world, but discontinued at a

to the

sterns sail

The
border

sites of several

the

river

in

ancient capitals
this

vicinity.

Mandalay, the last, was surrendered
by King Thibaw to the British in 1885
without firing a gun. The fort and the

Hme-

The scenery becomes more

rugged and, at the

first

quite

defile,

picturesque.

From Bhamo
Yunnan

'

construction.

an

is

gravestones,

Poongi

height of 250 feet because of faulty

are

by

eral

hills

by loaded with rice, while countless

native

the"

there

containing sev-

enclosure

interesting

nuns, fittingly secluded for meditation.
Bamboo and teak-log rafts float past on
goes

Hill

celebrated pagodas, and near

Chaungs), the homes of monks and

the

On Mandalay

city.

silk

was

several trails lead

plateau of China.

up
It

my

purpose to search there for a
possible continuation of the Eocene
beds to the north, but the second day
out, malarial fever compelled

me

to

Mandalay,
thus terminating further work for the
season in Burma.

return

to

a

hospital

in

I'huiograph hr Lilian

East meets West on the Shan border. Barnum BrowTi at the hot spring,

Brown

Momauk

The Born

henry FAIRFIELD OSBORN

By

President of

THE

The American Museum

Naturalist, like the Poet,

One

born, not made.

first of

the

many lines

is

the

of

of inquiry

before the aspirant to a scientific career

the self-examination:

is

''Am

I really

Am I so endowed by

a born naturalist?

Naturalist
Natural History

of

keen power of observation; the third
the rare power of creative imagina-

is

the fourth

tion;

indomitable

is

—the

energy, and determination

that delights in
obstacles, that

difficulties,

is

will,

spirit

that loves

not dismayed by any

however lofty, or by
any scientific descent, however deep.
Once satisfied that he has his fair

nature that I can follow in the foot-

scientific ascent,

and small,' who
have made Science what it is?" At
best the path is long and very arduous.

share of these four absolutely neces-

steps of the men, great

we read the

If

biographies of Faraday,

Maxwell, of Agassiz, of Huxley, of
Pasteur in brief, of any of the great
of

—

physicists,

chemists,

whose

biologists

geologists,

names

— the

literature of Science

way is

adorn

senses, his chances of ultimate success

existence.

There must be within the aspirant,
therefore, not only the will to conquer,
belief,

through a kind of

intellectual impulse,

as

well as of seK-confidence, that he can

Even with

conquer in the end.

this

will-power and self-confidence a long
period

of

experiment

apprenticeship
is

necessary

he maintains his health and

if

the

early path-

Huxley observed of his voyage
on the ''Rattlesnake," it is a good
thing to be on the bare bones of

and

and

keeps alert his moral and his spiritual

as

but also a

enter his career with real confidence,

or

ever seen to be a hard one; yet,

spiritual

may

sary endowments, the student

and

self-

before

the

—they

more than reasonable

are

are

There is very Httle room at
the bottom of a scientific career, because every profession is crowded with
men and women who have made a
wrong choice, who should have been
content with some other walk in life.
Halfway up, however, there is plenty
bright.

of room in every scientific profession,
room for extremely useful hves as
if not as investigators. 'As one
approaches the top he becomes more

teachers,

and more

may

and

isolated

finally

stand alone, like the great Spanish
neurologist,

Ramon

Y. Gajal,

who has

with

honors.

can positively ascertain
whether he has the natural gifts that
will enable him to achieve even a rea-

lately

sonably successful career in Science.

medical literature one Spanish name
of note, and he made a vow to place

novitiate

As a teacher of forty years' experience,
I have watched some of my students
for many months, and in some cases
for two or three years, before I could
satisfy myself that

they possessed the

rare combination of powers which makes

a

man

is

a keen sense of truth

of Science.

First of these essential qualifications
;

the second

is

a

The

loaded

retired

career of Cajal

student he did

his

own

most

there,

if

not

is

typical.

discover

possible.

As a
in

all

Enteiing a

he
pursued it with ardent determination,
his imagination suggesting hundreds
difficult

field

of

research,

of new applications of the scientific
method discovered but only partially
employed by the Italian, Golgi. Now
every medical work in every language
309
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in the world gives page after page to

Finally,

the work of Cajal.

To
is

attain this end the student,

destined for research,

with an

if

he

must be born

dowed with the stimulus

Many young men

of ambition.

are gifted in

all

the

other essential qualities but are totally

must not

devoid of ambition. In many cases the
professor in charge of their work has to

his tastes

be too diffuse he must especially love
either the rocks, the fossils, the plants,
the insects, mathematical problems,
;

chemistry, astronomy
form of scientific inspecial
one
the
quiry that attracts him most is that in
which he will best succeed. This dis-

psychology,

crimination

may come

may

after

case of Pasteur,

not come at

many
who

trials,

first;

it

as in the

new universe

life,

and ended

supply the ambition, to spur, to stimueven to threaten the student in
order to compel him to continue a

late,

certain piece of research and push
through to the point of publication.

May

I therefore close this

of ultra-micro-

his life as

founder

it

informal

on "The Born Naturalist"
with the lines from Milton's Lycidas:

disquisition

started as a crys-

tallographer, continued as the discov-

scopic

the student must be en-

intense interest in one certain

aspect of science;

erer of a

Bacteriology.

of the great science of

Ambition is the spur
That doth the clear
To shun dehghts

And

spirit raise

live laborious days.

Courtesy of Charles Scribner's Sons

Louis Pasteur in his laboratory

:

"Impressions of Great Naturalists":
By WILLIAM K.
Curator, Comparative and

THE

Review'

GREGORY

Human Anatomy, American Museum

great naturalists of the Vic-

torian age, Lyell, Darwin,

A

and

forests,

vast

and

him absorbing

observe

accumulations

of

which

facts,

to

were afterward discharged in the form

mankind a new earth and a more
spacious universe, and freed the human

on the sigon the
through
natural
adaptations
origin of
The excellent
selection, and the like.
personal relations of Darwin and

astronomers,

the

spirit

revealed

from the shackles

of

the old

Then Pasteur and

Semitic cosmology.

opened the way of salvation for the human body and mind
through the discovery of nature's laws
and the mastery of her forces. These
and other great leaders still speak .to us
his successors

of great generalizations:

nificance of colors in nature,

Wallace, each recognizing the other's

independent

through their imperishable writings,
but inexorable Time has removed them

and the great inspiration that came from personal contact
with them is no longer possible. Forfrom the

stage,

tunately for us, the author of Impressions of Great Naturalists

is

not too

young to have sat at the feet of Huxley,
or to have Hved in the stirring times
when Darwin's works were winning
recognition and acceptance; nor is he
too old to infuse the learning of the
fathers with the ever

new

spirit of

a

discovery

ciple of natural selection,

the

of

prin-

make pleasant

reading.

The essay on Darwin

traces

the

formative influences at Cambridge and

on the voyage of the Beagle around the
world, which prepared Darwin for his

A quotation

truly sublime discoveries.
is

necessary to do justice to the subject

"Where his great
and Lamarck had
through

predecessors Buff on
failed,

Darwin won
an

his unparalleled genius as

observer and

reasoner,

through the

absolutely irresistible force of

the facts

he had assembled, and through the
simplicity of his presentation.

Lacking

Fortunately, too, he

the literary graces of his grandfather,

has had the most intimate acquaintance

Erasmus Darwin, and the obscurity of
Spencer, Darwin was understood by

growing science.

with leading representatives of

all

the

special fields of Natural History in its

broadest sense, and in this book he
makes them Hve again before us,
letting us behold the

men

themselves,

the forces and circumstances that de-

termined their careers, and the broad
results of their life work.

In the essay on Alfred Russell
Wallace the author shows how nature

and nurture conspire to make a naturalist, and what a fortunate combination
of heredity and environment produced
the co-discoverer of the principle of

Natural Selection. We follow Wallace
on his wanderings in the tropical
lOsborn,

Henry

Fairfield.

Impressions of Great Naturalists

every one as every one could understand Lincoln. It is true the cause was

immediately championed by able men,
but victory was gained, not by the
vehement and radical Hseckel nor yet
by the masterly fighter Huxley, but
through the resistless power of the
truth as Darwin saw it and presented
It was not a denial, as had been the
it.
great skeptical movement of the end of
the eighteenth century, but an affirma-

Darwin was not destroying, but
building; yet at the time good and

tion.

honest

men

through an

trembled

as

if

passing

earthquake, for in the whole

Published October, 1924, by Charles Scribner's Sons.
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human thought there had
cataclysm." The author
such
no
been
shows that Darwin's achievements are
so unique that his place in the history of
ideas is next to Aristotle, who preceded
him by more than two thousand years.
In the addresses on Joseph Leidy and
Edward Drinker Cope the author
presents a vivid contrast between these
history of

In ''The
the

New

Order

almost

author,

Sainthood"

of

unintentionally,

answers those who preach that modern
biology

He

hostile to the rehgious spirit.

is

two great

traces the rise of

thought

:

lines of

the Oriental movement, con-

cerned only with man's relation to

God

and lacking curiosity about natural
law, and the Western movement of

to the great majority of Americans

The latter
movement after deploying widely
among the Greeks, subsided for a long

today, notwithstanding their far-reaching discoveries in the vertebrate fossils

nicus

two American

naturalists of the highest

rank, whose very

names are unknown

and vertebrate evolution. Leidy, who
patiently described and accurately
figured

many

mammalian
deposits of

Cope, on the other hand, was
daring, combative, highly
brilliant,

tion.

wandering at

will

over the

vast fields of vertebrate zoology and
incautious,

palseontoiogy,

often hasty and inaccurate, but a great

organizer and innovator in classification.

In his accounts of John Burroughs
and John Muir the author attempts to
harmonize with his favorite doctrine
of the "racial soul" the striking differ-

ences between these two distinguished

nature lovers.

This doctrine

human

soul

is

is

in brief

fuU of reminis-

cences, responding to past conditions

and experiences, and

especially that

it

differs

widely in different strains and

races.

Though the

gists

culminated in

is

again perceived

as a part of nature;

being;

but leaving a treasure house of
splendidly collected evidence for evolu-

that the

it

from the ancient
the West, is described as
fossils

sure, rarely venturing generaliza-

vertebrate

power in Coper-

and Galileo,
Darwin. Here man

nature

tions,

original,

period; then, regaining

fragmentary

of the first

a master of details, of accurate description, of finished workmanship, cautious

and

the search for natural law.

tribes of psycholo-

and anthropologists

may

sneer,

by
and an inevitable inference from what is known of the hereditary and physiological bases of behavior
the author thinks

it

well supported

direct evidence,

in different races of animals.

man
man

finds

his

in the study of

physical

well-

through nature becomes

the redeemer of phj^sical man.

author argues that,

if

The

the laws

of

nature are manifestations of the divine

power and wisdom, the attitude of the
Church toward these laws should not
be hesitant, defensive or apologetic,
but active, receptive and aggressive.
Considered in this way, the great scientific inquiry of the latter half of the
nineteenth century is not destructive,

but constructive, purifying, and regenerating; it takes us back to the lost
faith of Saint Augustine, which found
in nature a manifestation of the divine

The author

order of things.

conse-

quently regards Pasteur, the devout
and humble investigator, as the greatest benefactor of mankind since the
time of Jesus Christ, and, showing
how Pasteur was inspired by religious
sentiment, pleads that he be enrolled
among the saints and enshrined in our

cathedrals.

At

this time,

when many deny the

and would
names of Darwin and
his successors from the memory of
mankind. Professor Osborn's book
very

fact

of

evolution

gladly erase the

comes as a fresh revelation of their
man and of nature.

sublime version of

A

-

NOTES
IN

MEMORIAM

The American Museum

of Natural History-

"Unfortunately,, shortly after his arrival in

New

York, his health took a more serious
where
after a lingering illness he passed away.

has recently suffered a severe loss in the death
Robert Sullivan, associate
of Dr. Louis
curator of physical anthropology, who passed
away April 23, 1925, in Tucson, Arizona,

turn, necessitating his return to Tucson,

where he had taken up temporary residence in
the hope that his health might be restored.
At a joint meeting of the Scientific and

Staffs of the

Administrative Staffs of the Museum held
April 27, 1925, minutes and resolutions were

personal qualities, and a scientist of unusual

adopted from which the following is quoted:
"During the early years of Dr. SulUvan's
service he laid the foundation? for a career in

human

biology, seeking training in general

"BE it therefore resolved, that
"we, the Scientific and Administrative
Museum, record with sorrow the
death of our colleague. Doctor Louis Robert
Sullivan, a

man

of sterling character, of fine

promise. His field technique was admirable;
no one was ever more successful with native
peoples than he. In the exhibition work of the
Museum he showed not merely skill and
originahty, but positive genius.

young

Thus,

it is,

anatomy with Doctor Gregory at the Museum,

that though

with Professor Huntington in the College of

with us in passing, the impress of a great Ufe.

and Surgeons,

Roy Waldo Miner,
Secretary, Scientific Staff.

(Signed)

Henry

anatomy, each of which made a
worthy contribution. The war interrupted
these investigations. Doctor Sullivan entering
the army in 1918 and serving until general
demobilization.

"His first important field undertaking was a
study of races in the Hawaiian Islands, an
investigation in which the Bishop Museum of
Honolulu cooperated with the American Museum. In all, eighteen months were spent in
the Islands, during which time a careful study

J.

Langham,

Secretary, Administrative Staff."

ing at short intervals seven important studies
in racial

in years, he leaves

(Signed)

and in general
anthropology with Professor Boas at Columbia
University, receiving the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in 1922. But from the first, his
genius for research was evident, there appearPhysicians

still

The Gratacap Memorial Tablet.

—

a memorial to Louis Pope
Gratacap, the first curator of mineralogy in
this Museum has been placed upon the north
wall of the Morgan Memorial Hall by the

marble

tablet,

New York

The

Mineralogical Club.

tablet

which measures 24x18 inches, carries a basrelief portrait of Doctor Gratacap, and is
inscribed with the following words
:

memory

In

of

Louis

—

Pope Gratacap,

Hawaiian type was made and
pubhc schools
For the most part
of Honolulu examined.
these data remain unpublished, yet two me-

Scientist, Author, Educator, for fortyone years in charge of the Minerals of this

moirs, dealing with the anthropology of the

Club.

of the native

practically all the children in the

Polynesians, have been completed.

"Soon

after

Doctor SulUvan returned from

Hawaii, a severe illness confined him to his
home for many months. The nature of this
illness called for a change of climate, so as soon
as he

was able

to travel he set out for the

Southwest, taking up temporary residence in
Tucson, Arizona. There his health improved
so markedly, that within .a few months he
took up active field-work, making studies of
Mexicans and Indians in the vicinity. Later
he carried on archaeological explorations in
New Mexico and finally set out on an exhaustive racial survey of the western Indian tribes,
following up new character determinations of
his own devising. With a wealth of new data
he returned to the Museum, May, 1924.

Museum, and

for sixteen years Curator.

Erected by the

The

tablet

New York

Mineralogical

was dedicated on the evening

May

13,

tion

address.

of

Dr. George F. Kunz, president of
the Mineralogical Club making the presentaPresident

Henry

Fairfield

Osborn accepted the tablet on behalf

of the

Museum.
The Rev. Henry Mottet, a classmate

Trustees of the

of

Doctor Gratacap, spoke eloquently of his
personality and magnetism.
Mr. Lewis Sayre Burchard, praised his gifts
as a writer and a public speaker.
Mr. Herbert P. Whitlock paid a tribute to
his scientific and curatorial work.
Other speakers were Mr. Julius Hyman,
Mr. Joseph L. Buttenweiser, Mr. George C.
Lay, and Mr. Gilman S. Stanton, treasurer
of the

New York

Mineralogical Club.
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ASIA
Arch^olocical Research
archseological reconnaissance

plated by the American

in Asia.

— The

work contem-

Museum this season in

connection with the Third Asiatic Expedition
under the leadership of Roy Chapman
Andrews, promises sure rewards. The region
to be investigated is the Gobi Desert and the
adjacent foothill country bordering the southeastern base of the Altai Mountains, fully
1000 miles inland from the nearest Pacific
shore.

It is

true no actual proofs are avail-

able that either our

human

precursors or even

any very early man ever roamed these now
nevertheless, a

partially desiccated regions;

number

of circumstances contribute to the

fair prospects.

The
ture

is

occasion for faith in this new venthat Walter Granger and other mem-

first

bers of the previous expedition into the Gobi

puts an end to the supposed complete
independence and isolation of Chinese civiliza-

M.

tion.

C.

W.

Bishop, of the Freer Gallery

Washington, D. C, together with his
American and Chinese associates, has likewise
made discoveries bordering on the prehistoric
in both northeastern and north central China.
Finally, last year Teilhard de Chardin, of the
Natural History Museum in Paris, together
with F. Licent of the Hoang Ho-Pai Ho Muof Art in

seum

of Tientsin,

made

the

first

positive

and

very remarkable discovery of a Mousterian
industry beneath the loess of the Ordos region,
great bend of the
i.e., the country of the
Yellow River. Paleolithic implements associated with extinct animal remains were found
here, not in one but in several different localithe Kansu and Shensi provinces of
China proper, as well as in the adjacent parts
ties in

of Inner

Mongolia.

numerous

With

prehistoric finds so

lithic

around the territory
we expect to explore, it seems certain that
similar discoveries await us. Whether or not
we shall find evidences of Quaternary man
depends, of course, on the presence or absence

in recent years

in the region of actual Pleistocene deposits;

in

1922-23 have already found in two or three

places traces of a Neolithic culture.

A second and very weighty circumstance is
that considerable collections of both Paleoand NeoUthic data have been excavated
by a number of investigators,
Russian, Swedish, French, and American, in
several of the regions bordering on Mongolia.
Thus the American Museum possesses a good
Neolithic series from the headwater district
of the Obi River, across the Altai Mountains to
Professor Petrie of Vladivos-

the northwest.
stock University

is

reported to have found, in

in all directions

but of post-Quaternary or Neolithic man we
can be fairly certain.
In view of the above considerations two
things stand out prominently. One is that the
old traditional idea of Asia as the mother or

human culture, if not the actual
human race, seems in a fair way

inspirer of

cradle of the

the Lake Baikal district to the north, a cul-

to be realized.

ture deposit containing no less

investigation

different

Dr. S.

levels.

M.

than nine

Shirokogoroff,

whom I had the pleasure to meet in Shanghai,
tells me of having found several Neolithic
deposits along the banks of the Amur River
and northeast.

In Manchuria,
to the east, it is well known that Dr. Torii
of Japan for a number of years has made
to the north

The

other

is

that scientific

—

not dead in Asia no, nor
even asleep. We may perhaps flatter ourselves with the thought that the Third Asiatic
is

Expedition has spurred on both local and
foreign interest, for example, in archaeology.
It is to

be hoped, therefore, that the Expedimay contribute something to the

tion itself

elucidation of

human

prehistory in north-

the

eastern Asia and thereby indirectly to the

and southwest, in China

better understanding of the anthropological

proper. Dr. J. G. Andersson, mining adviser

problem presented by pre-Columbian America
N. C. Nelson.

extensive

Neolithic

southeast, south,
to the Chinese

discoveries.

To

Government and a most en-

thusiastic archaeologist

now

for all of seven

has made numerous exceedingly important discoveries, in both caves and open
sites, of what he considers a late Neolithic
industry called by him the Yang-Shao culture
years,

—

The James Simpson-Roosevelt Expedition of the Field Museum of Natural History
sailed

from

New York May

11 for a destina-

after his first type station in

and central Asia. Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., and his brother
Kermit are in charge of this expedition, which

passing,

has for

it

Honan. In
m.ay be remarked that the ceramics

which is proto-Chinese in general character, shows definite connections with
Mesopotamia and southeastern Europe and
of this culture,

tion in southern

its

purpose the collecting of

mammals

and other forms of animal life in a region
which hitherto has been worked very little.
These two sons of a father well known as a

,

NOTES
gifted naturalist

and a keen observer have

in-

herited no Uttle of his love of exploration.

Kermit Roosevelt

game in many
for a long

tion

especially has

hunted large

continents and has had in

mind

time the possibility of this expedi-

now under way.

Mr. James Simpson, a trustee

Museum, has made

of the Field

possible for the Roose-

it
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made on

the south by the Faunthorpe-Vernay

Expeditions.

The Roosevelts take with them the

best

a successful expedition, and
natural science in this country is most fortunate in having for patrons such men as Mr.
James Simpson who are so generous in the
wishes of

all for

matter of financial support.

by provid-

velts to undertake this expedition

"ARCTURUS" EXPEDITION

ing the necessary support, and the party goes

order to arrive at this inaccessible section of

Recent letters and radio messages received
from the Arcturus Expedition of the New
York Zoological Society, under the leadership
of Mr. William Beebe relate many interesting
experiences and give a vivid idea of the remarkable progress made by this expedition.
After a fruitful voyage to the Sargasso
Sea the expedition proceeded to the Galapagos
Islands where, through a combination of inshore and deep-sea collecting, as well as diving
in shallow water with the aid of the submarine
hood, they were fortunate in securing unique
observations and unrivalled material for mu-

Asia the expedition must cross the Himalayas

seum

by way of Leh and the Karakoram Pass.
The party will land in India at Bombay.
Details of the movements of the expedition

Canal Zone early in May and
is now taking on supplies for a second six
weeks' trip to Galapagos to complete their
oceanographic work in the Pacific, after which
they intend to make a final visit to the Sargasso Sea on the way home.
The readers of Natural History will be
interested in the following extract from a letter
received from Professor W. K. Gregory of the
Museum staff who accompanied the Expedition, dated S. Y. "Arcturus," Balboa, Canal

well equipped for general zoological collecting.

Mr. George K. Cherrie is a member of the
party and his experience over so many years
of museum collecting is a guarantee of the
important results certain to be obtained by
this undertaking.

Additional collectors will

doubtless be engaged in India or possibly in

England, and no

efforts will

be spared to

make

the collections as thorough as possible.

The ultimate

destination of this important

expedition of the Field

Museum

is

the Pamir

region and the Thian Shan Mountains.

In

cannot be given in advance since they will be
governed by local circumstances, but it is
expected that work can be done in other parts
of Turkestan and adjoining regions. Because
of the uncertainty of local transportation

other matters which

and

may

not be foretold in
advance, the duration of the trip may be
prolonged beyond the present year.

The

region to be worked

the general public because

Marco

is

best

it is

known
home

the

much

on the 'Arcturus,' we have enjoyed more sights and wonders per diem than
The volcanic
I can digest and assimilate.
eruption was most satisfying and sky-filhng
as we watched it toward nightfall. Yet it was
much less exciting than the Tide Rip and the
swarming fishes of the shallow bays as seen
from under water. The Tide Rip was a great
strip of troubled waters, due to the dislocation of normal currents, which met and
Myriads of small inclashed before us.
vertebrates were swept together in this way,
and sea birds fluttered after the fish, but
the most imposing item was an enormous

spectacular

larger than those

European ibex; the Markhor (Capra
falconeri), most prized by sportsmen of all
the wild goats; and the long-haired tiger.
Although some collections have been made
in this region and papers have been published
of the

based on these

results, the area under quesAmerican museums practically
terra incognita and there remains considerable
to be done there for the modern zoological

tion

is

May

Zone,

includes the Thian Shan ibex {Capra sibirica)

the horns of which are

to

of

Polo's sheep, one of the very finest of

less

The expedition returned

in the

to

the wild sheep with splendid curling horns.

Other large game only slightly

exhibition.

Balboa

for

The results should be especially
interesting when compared with collections
made on the north by Roy Chapman Andrews

"As

to

7,

1925:

life

troop of dolphins that came charging

down

collector.

towards us in crescent formation.

and the Third

The fishes of a volcanic island as seen underwater from our diver's helmet would make a
wonderful museum group.
Background of

Asiatic Expedition

and those

'

a
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great volcanic blocks seen through the mistydistance, float

of irregular blocks carpeted

Rith soft-hued

sessile invertebrates.

Center

hundreds of
'cowfishes' (really surgeon fishes), mostly
streaming leisurely past, but many of them
browsing on the rocks. Yellow tails waving
languidly perhaps as a warning 'keep off
my spikes.' Tiny nibbUng mouths with
close-set horsehke teeth and extremely long
horseUke snout surmounted by bulging cow-

an immense flock

of interest,

of

—

On

one side the observer trying to
see through a cloud of small silvery fish,
swarming Hke gnats about his helmet
like eyes.

—

young sea lion peering curiously at
of impudent fat-bodied pomacentrids with protruding lips and pickaninny
eyes almost nibbhng his legs. In the rocks a

EXTINCT ANIMALS
A Mammal from the Dinosaur Beds
Mongolia.

—The red sandstone formation

The expedition obtained

another treasure.

besides the eggs a great series of skulls

ceratops which laid them. Also they found a
number' of predacious dinosaurs and a few
skulls of primitive lizards

and other smaller

One of these supposed small reptile
when cleared from the rock, has turned
be a mammal, belonging to one of the

creatures.
skulls,

out to
rare

and little-known kinds that lived

Age

of Reptiles.

when the observer

These Mesozoic mammals are exceedingly
mostly known only from a few jaws and
scattered teeth, and with one exception this is
the oldest

mammal

skull ever found.

a group of very primitive
lived through the

Direct observation of the

fishes

hving in their own medium, study of
in aquaria, examination of stomach

It be-

longs evidently to the order Multituberculata,

"Thanks to Beebe's many-sided and at the
same time intensive interests and methods we
are getting many slants on the vast, interconnecting complexes of inshore, pelagic and
deep-sea faunas.

in the

scarce,

shoots his spear at them.

fishes

and

skeletons of dinosaurs, mostly of the Proto-

him,— dozens

instantly into the crevices

in

Mongolia where the Third Asiatic Expedition
found the famous dinosaur eggs has yielded

friendly

few cautious blennies (about ten inches long)
sHthering along the surface and diving

op

Age

mammals which

extinct at the beginning of the

mals.

and became
Age of Mam-

of Reptiles

Their true relationships are in dispute,

whether to the marsupials or to the monotremes, or neither, and it is hoped that this
specimen may help to settle the problem.
It is a point of interest that Professor

Cope

contents, dissection of muscles, etc. of fresh

many years ago

material, identification of fish, recording of

for the extinction of the dinosaurs that these

many measurements and

multituberculates

constant study of

suggested as a possible reason

developed

the

habit

of

ecologic interrelationships, evolution, develop-

sucking their eggs, for which purpose their

ment, correlation of larval and post-larval

teeth and jaws seemed to be very well adapted.

stages with adult forms, keeps us all busy
leaves

no time

for ennui;

exploring parties

and

to say nothing of

when on shore and the whole

Oceanographic work
includes sounding, taking temperatures at

Professor Osborn

has already described a

peculiar kind of dinosaur found near the eggs

and strongly suspected

of egg-steahng habits.

business of collecting.

Now we

trawhng and surface
hauls, all going on almost every day when at
sea. On the side of herpetology it was a great
day when I first saw and photographed
Conolophus and Amhlyrhynchus, picking them
up, watching them run or swim. Ambly. un-

although diminutive in

different levels, dredging,

dulates in the water like a mosasaur. I grieve
to

admit that

I

Caught a lovely garter snake

and then let him escape while I was trying to
put an Ambly. into the bag! I hardly dare
begin to talk about the deep-sea fishes but

—

and

Dwight

Franklin's

excellent color drawings will give

you a vivid

Isabel

Cooper's

idea of them.

We are now refitting for our next trip southward, returning here about June 20. I hope
we will take in the western end of the Sargasso Sea on the

way home."

sery

was

find that this ancient dinosaur nur-

infested

by another marauder which,

under a similar suspicion.

size,

has long been

—W. D. Matthew.

INVERTEBRATES

A

Luminous Spider.

—One day in Central

Burma the trail in the jimgle was exceptionally
was long past noon when I
would be
equally long and tiring.
difficult.

It

realized that the return journey

Camp

lay on the other side of a high range
and there was a short cut from the
main trail that would save several miles, but
this trail was faint. I reached the supposed
cut-off about dusk and followed it upward.
Darkness came on swiftly and my pony began
Somewhere we had missed the
to stumble.
of hills,

trail.

I dismounted,

camp without

a

confident of reaching

trail, for

at intervals I could

—
NOTES
still

glimpse the crest of the

my

general direction.

Fireflies

hills

and

I

knew

sparkled here and there.

Pres-

few feet away, I saw a ball of hght
This baD was
as large as a man's thumb.
stationary. Tying the horse, I advanced as
carefully as possible toward the object, which
was surrounded by thorny bushes. It did not
move and I pressed the brush aside until I
ently, a

317

Burmese never leave their houses after
dark on account of their fear of spirits, so it is
not surprising that the natives had never
seen one, but some other traveler may
be so fortunate as to capture one of these
spiders.

The place where I saw the specimen was
between the villages of Kyawdaw and Thitkydaing, Pakkoku District, about 120 miles

Typical Burmese jungle like that in which the uminous spider was found.
trip in the foreground

Photograph by W. Hickle
for a hunting

Shan beaters

was directly over it; then I struck a match.
There in full view was a spider, his large oval

west of Mandalay, Burma, in April, 1923.
Three possible explanations have been ad-

abdomen grayish with darker markings. Still
he did not move, and as the match flame died
out, his abdomen again glowed to full power,

vanced:

a completely oval
that of the
tales

of

light, similar in quality to

Remembering native
and spiders, I

fireflies.

poisonous insects

wrapped a handkerchief around one hand,
parted the brush with the other, and when
close enough,

made

a quick grab.

Alas!

The

handkerchief caught on a stick before I could
encircle
I

him and

my

treasure scurried away.

followed as quickly as possible, but the

light soon disappeared

or in

some burrow,

Many

under stones, brush,

for I never

saw it again.

nights I searched in the jungle and

questioned natives and white officers who had
passed through that district, but apparently
no one else had reported a luminous spider,

nor can I find record of any

known

elsewhere.

(1)

That the spider had been eating

Dr. E. Newton Harvey on one occasion beheved he had discovered a frog that
was luminous, but on dissecting the frog, he
fireflies.

found that it had eaten fireflies, which glowed
through the belly with considerable intensity.
This explanation I think could hardly apply
to the case of the spider, which would not have
eaten the firefhes whole, but would have
sucked only the juices of the body. Moreover,
my examination was deliberate and the light
was a perfect oval, conforming to the outline
of the abdomen. Had the luminous material
been eaten, the light would have been diffused
through the entire body. (2) An infection by
luminous bacteria or fungi. Considering the
habits and food of spiders, this explanation
likewise seems improbable. (3) A true luminous organ. Barnum Bkown.
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Dr. Horace W. Stxjnkard, research assoAmerican Museum, and
this year on leave of absence from New York
University, has returned from Europe, where
he has been working on the parasitic worms
collected by the American Museum's Congo
Expedition. From the first of September until
the first of January he was at the Molteno
ciate in parasitology,

Institute for Besearch in Parasitology,

Cam-

bridge University, Cambridge, England, and

during the months of January and February
at the Laboratoire de Parasitologie, Univerde

site

These laboratories were
most suitable places in which

Paris.

selected as the

to pursue the investigation since their large
collections of African forms would aid greatly

American Association
Advancement of Science.
The American Society op Zoologists

elected a Fellow of the
for the

has appointed Dr. G. Kingsley Noble as one
on the Advisory Board

of its representatives

of Biological Abstracts.

their

Twentieth Anniversary

facilities

laboratories, probably

two research

of these

The

the best of their kind in the world, were freely
placed at the disposal of Doctor Stunkard, and
the American

Museum

wishes gratefully to

acknowledge the kindness and courtesy of the
directors.

University

Nuttall of Cambridge
and Professor Brumpt of the

Professor

Faculte de Medecine, Universite de Paris.

The collection was shipped to Cambridge
and Paris and returned to the Museum without breakage or loss.
The study of these worms has progressed
favorably; all the trematodes have been
identified and a good start has been made on
the cestode material. A number of forms new
to science

certain

have been carefully described, and

difficult

helminthological questions,

notably that concerning the tape worms of the
The
rhinoceroses, have been elucidated.
study is being continued at the Museum, and
we are looking forward to the time when this

and valuable collection will be available
for exhibition and use.
While in England, Doctor Stunkard publarge

fished a short paper describing Oculotrema hip-

-popotomi n.g., n.sp.,

popotomus. This

is

from the eye

of

a hip-

the only polystome known

mammals. One of the
new form is deposited

to infest either birds or
five

specimens of this

in the parasitic collection of the department.

Another paper, "The Present Status of the
Amphistome Problem," an outgrowth of the
Congo trematodes, is soon to appear in
Parasitology.

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
G. Kingsley Noble, cm-ator of
herpetology in this Museum, has recently been

Dr.

of the Organiza-

At this meeting
Methods of Biological Research
as Pursued by Museums and the Possibilities
of the Future" was discussed by Doctor C. E.
McClung. This address was a plea for further
cooperation between museums and the
tion of the Advisory Board.

"Changes

in

biological research workers of America.

MAMMALS

in determining the classification of doubtful

or poorly preserved specimens.

Doctor Noble was

recently invited to the Wistar Institute for

At the Seventh Annual Stated Meeting of
the American Society of Mammalogists held
April 7-11 in the LTnited States National

Museum, Washington, D. C, Mr. H. E. Anmammals of the
Western Hemisphere, American Museum,
"The
presented the following addresses:
Pleistocene Mammalia preserved in the ashbeds of Punin, Ecuador; "A Statistical Summary of the Mammalia of the Antilles."
thony, associate curator of

MAN

SCIENCE OF

Under the Title "The Punin Calvarium: Craniology" by Louis R. SulHvan
and Milo Hellman, there has been issued by
the department of anthropology, American
Museum, a report on a human skull discovered
in Quebrada Chalan, Punin, near Riobamba,
Ecuador, in the course of a zoological expedition under the leadership of Associate Curator

Anthony.

The point

of greatest interest in

connection with this find is
midst of Pleistocene fauna.

its

position in the

Messrs. Sullivan

and Hellman examined the skull in great detail
and find that it is basically related to the
Australian and Melanesian type and fundamentally different from the prevailing Mongoloid American Indian types.

The von Luschan Anatomical CollecIn 1924 the American Museum pur-

tion.

—

chased the important osteological collection
gathered together in the course of many years

by the
Berlin.

late Professor Felix

The

von Luschan of
more than

collection consists of

5000 human crania, some eighty complete
human skeletons, a good teaching collection
skeletons and skulls, and a
comprehensive anthropological library. The
human crania and skeletons have been checked
of anthropoid

NOTES
with Professor von Luschan's original catalogue, which has been translated and reindividual
organized, the crania placed

m

boxes,

and the

geographically,
provinces, etc.,
so that

it is

collection

entire

classified

by continents, countries,
and placed in storage cabinets

work in collaboration with
Capitan and Peyrony on the volume

Les Combarelles des Eyzies, as the most outstanding contribution of 1924 in this field.
Henry Breuil is the foremost living authority
on the archaeology of the Old Stone Age. His
chief contributions are the recognition of the

and

the monographing of the entire Stone Age
art of France and Spain. Les Combarelles des
Eyzies is the last and most comprehensive of a
It
epoch-making monographs.
describes and interprets every one of the 291
figures discovered in the Grotto of Combarelles.

Abbe

of

Breuil

is

a

man

of untiring endeavor,

great personal courage,

and deliberate and

philosophic interpretative powers. He is the
head officer of the Institut de Paleontologie

Humaine, which was founded by the late
Prince of Monaco.
This is the eighth award of the distinguished
Daniel Giraud Elhot Medal, previous presen-

made as
M. Chapman

tations having been

1917: Frank

follows:

—Distribution

of

Bird Life in Colombia.
1918: William Beebe A Monograph of the

—
Robert Ridgway —Birds of North and
Pheasants.

1919:

Middle America (Part VIII).
1920: Othenio Abel— Methoden
biologischen Forschung.

—

der

Palao-

1921: Bashford Dean A Bibliography
Fishes (Volume I).

of

Morton Wheeler—Ants of the
American Museum Congo Expedi-

1922: William
tion.

—

Ferdinand Canu North American
Later Tertiary and Quaternary
Bryozoa.
Henry Fairfield Osborn, Chairman,
American Museum of Natural History
Charles D. Walcott,
Smithsonian Institution.

1923:

Frederic A. Lucas
American Museum

J.

Mr. Louis
Horowitz.

Mr. Harry

of Natural History.

J.

F.

the

members

American Museum, making the
membership 8234.

Life Members:

Breuil for his

Natural History

of the

Fellow:

that the Daniel Giraud Elhot Medal and
honorarium be presented to Abbe Henri

series

last issue of

following persons have been elected

Louis

The Committee on Award has recommended to the National Academy of Sciences

great Aurignacian upper palaeolithic stage

NEW MEMBERS
Since the

Patrons:

readily accessible to students.

THE DANIEL GIRAUD ELLIOT
MEDAL
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total

Horowitz and Mrs.
Knight.

Mesdames Henry

J.

Fisher,

Robinson, Henry Alvah
Strong; Miss Claudia Lea Phelps 2d;
Prof. H. von W. Schulte, Dr. Isaiah Bowman; Messrs. William C. Atwater, Max
Farrand, Albert R. Fish, Charles Leyland Holmes, Frederick Hussey, E. Pennington Pearson, Kermit Roosevelt,
Julius Rosen wald, George B. St. George,
D. B. Wentz, Harold C. Whitman, J.
Macy Willets, and Henry Wittmer.

Monroe

D.

Messrs. A. Graham
Miles, Frederick Osborn, and George I.

Sustaininq Members:

ROCKWOOD.
Annual Members:

Mesdames Wm. Alex-

ander, Nell Boni, George W. Chandler,
James M. Charles, Edward K. Dunham,
Otto Gerdau, Samuel Heilner. Alexander
IsELiN Henderson, Walter R. Herschman,
G. M. Hubbard, E. Meckel, George Eustis
Paine, Edward McClure Peters, Walter
J.

Salmon, and

S.

Breck

P.

Trowbridge;

The Misses Mary A. Sargent and E. B.
ScRipps; The Rt. Rev. George Winslow
Plummer and the Hon. John W. Davis;
Doctors William Branower, Mather
Cleveland, D. Bryson Delavan, Henry
Dunning, Richard H. Hoffman, James
Jobling, James Alexander Miller, Wm.
Barclay Parsons, Jr., C. William Rubsam,
and George N. Slattery; Messrs. Myron
AcKLAND, William Armour, Harrison AtwooD, Thomas T. Barr, Jr., James G. Blaine
Jr., Thomas W. Bowers, Donald F. Bush,
•Ir., Douglas S. Bushnell, William Byrd,

S.

W.

Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., Henry E. Coe,
Jr., Morris Cooper, Robert H. Cory, J.
Cheever Cowdin, Preston Davie, David
Dows, WiNTHROP E. D wight, Alfred Eckstein, J. Hegeman Foster, Conrad G.
GoDDARD, Henry A. Golwynne, David M.
Heyman, J. L. Hopkins, Samuel B. Jones,
W. Eugene Kimball, Max Kops, Arthur B.
Lawrence, Louis Livingston, Julian W.
Mack, John J. MacKay, C. Eric W. McDonald, George A. Mendes, Ray Morris,
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Earl Dodge Osborn, Leigh H. Pearsall,
Henry P. Perrt, Eugene A. Rau, Shaw H.
Reynolds, Joseph C. Richard, Erasttjs T.
Roberts, jNIark H. Robinson, Howard LeC.
RooME, E. H. Rosenquest, Aethur H.
ScRiBNER, Arthur Smadbeck, Warren
Smadbeck, Alex. C. Soper, Frederic W.
Sparkman, Galen L. Stone, Daniel DeniSON Streeter, Frederick C. Taylor,
Newell W. Tilton, Ernest B Tracy,
Walter Trimble, Edmund Q. Trowbridge,
Charles H. Wainwright, A. L. D. Warner,
George E. Watson, Jay A. Weber, Ralph
Williams, Roger H. Williams, and
J.
Lebanon Valley College Library.

Mesdames George AlEdmund Otis Hovey, J. H.

Associate Members:

bert

Con^':erse,

Vorkink, Geoffroy Williams, and
Wilson; The Misses Gertrude W.
Coffin, Helen S. Jones, Harriet Kirk, and
Lucy Sutherland; Lt. Comdr. H. H. J.
Benson, U. S. N., Rear Adm. Willard H.
Brownson, U. S. N., Col. S. A. Cheney, Col.
William Wesley Gibson, Col. J. R. R.
Hannay, Rear Adm. U. R. Harris, U. S. N.,
Rear Adm. John Hubbard, U. S. N., Capt.
C. L. HussEY, U. S. N., Genl. Henry Jersey, Rear Adm. Charles O'Neil, U. S. N.,
Capt. Chester Wells, U. S. N., the Rt.

Poor,

Etta

I.

S.

Rev. C. H. Brent, the Rev. Edward L.
Buckey, the Rev. Robert Johnston, D.D.,
THE Rev. Hay Watson Smith; Professors
Collier Cobb, F. Crete, and Jesse Earl
Hyde; the Hon. Harry S. New; Doctors
Chester A. Darling, Claude Gaillaed,
Wm. Jungmann, James F. Mitchell, and
Gilbert Murray; Messrs. Edward R.
Alexander, Jr., Jose Lopez Araiza, F. L.

Edw. J. Bermingham, Charles
Bonner, Henry W. Brown, George S.
Buck, Alvert C. Carpenter, Louis Car-

Belin,

T.
Casparis,

rick,

M. Casey, Alexander Lamar
Geo. M. Clemson, George

Clinton, James L. Crane, James Cunningham, Walter R. Drury, Luis DelgadoPadilla, Arthur M. Ellis, A. Rex Flinn,
John A. Gillespie, Mitchell Harrison,

George Hellen, Gail Hamilton Hinman.
S. R. Hitt, Archibald Hopkins, John G.
Howard, C. E. Johnson, John A. Keating,
W. G. King, G. W. Kinkead, J. Bernard
LaBoube, H. C. Laverack, Jr., Henry W.
Leeds, Ross L. Leffler, Frank M. Lobos,
Norman E. Mack, R. J. Middleton, Montagu A. Phillips, E. Francis Riggs, Wm.
McClellan Ritter, Watts L. Richmond,
Oreon E. Scott, Harry B. Spaulding, John
M. Trowbridge, Wolcott Tuckerman,
Maurice N. Walsh, and Geo. W. Walton.

R.

FISH-REPTILE NUMBER
JULY-AUGUST
Natural History will appear under the joint editorship of Dr.
and Dr. G. Kingsley Noble, curator of herpetology.
be a finely illustrated article by Dr. David Starr Jordan on the giant

The July-August number
E.

W. Gudger,

of

associate in ichthj^ology,

In this number there will
game fishes of Santa Catahna. Professor E. Newton Harvey, of Princeton University, will
describe the luminous fishes of the Banda Sea and will explain the curious mechanisms by means
of which they screen off their lights at will. These remarkable organs are entirely different from
those of all other luminous fishes. Mr. J. T. Nichols will figure and describe some interesting
Chinese fresh-water fishes from the collections of the Third Asiatic Expedition. Professor E. C.
Starks, of Stanford LTniversity will recount some p'ersonal experiences of a fish collector in Brazil.
Dr. E. W. Gudger will contribute another of his series of unique articles. Mr. C. M. Breder, Jr.
of the New York Aquarium, will give a vivid description of some of his experiences while
studying the reptiles and amphibians of Darien, "The Tale of an Old Gator" will be told by
Mr. Percy Viosca, Jr., Dr. C. C. Mook will recount "The Ancestry of the Alligators," and
Henry Sheak, "With Big Snakes in Captivity" will take the
personal experiences of Mr.
For the first time the hfe story of
reader behind the scenes of the travehng menagerie.
the red salamander will be made known as the result of the observations of Mr. S. C. Bishop.
An interesting account of "The Iguanas of Bitter Guana Cay" by Mr. A. M. Bailey will be
illustrated by unique photographs, and -ndth the aid of a fine series of duotones Dr. G.
Kingsley Noble will give Natural History readers "Ghmpses of the New Hall of Reptile

W

and Amphibian Life"

in the

American Museum.

.
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MEMBERSHIP MORE THAN EIGHT THOUSAND
of its explorations and scientific research,
For the enrichment of its collections, for the support
Museum of Natural History is de«nd for the maintenance of its pubhcations, the American
members
membership fees and the generosity of friends. More than 8000
pendent
classes of
thus supporting the work of the Museum. The various
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membership
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Annual Member
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AUTUMN AND SPRING COURSES OF POPULAR LECTURES

Auditorium of the Museum on alternate Thursday
Series of illustrated lectures, held in the
those holding tickets
tSall and spring of the year, are open only to members and to

evSin

are told on alternate Saturday mornings in
^'"iTustlted stStor'the children of members
spring.
the
in
the fall and

MEMBERS' CLUB ROOM AND GUIDE SERVICE
A room on the third
A ! rr«nnnHpnre is

:rsitLMr£eu;i;f

convenience for rest, reading
floor of the Museum, equipped with every
hours for the exclusive use of members.
Set apart during
privileged to avail themselves of the services of an
r^eXers^^^^^^^^^^^^

instructor for guidance.

Museum

When

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

has a record of

fifty-five

years

which its activities have grown and broadened, until today it occupies
a position of recognized importance not only in the community it immediately serves but in
the educational life of the nation and in the progress of civilization throughout the world.
Every year brings evidence in the growth of the Museum membership, in the ever-larger
number of individuals visiting its exhibits for study and recreation, in the rapidly expanding
activities of its school service, in the wealth of scientific information gathered by its world-wide
expeditions and disseminated through its publications of the increasing influence exercised by
the institution.
In 1924 no fewer than 1,633,843 individuals visited the Museum as against
1,440,726 in 1923 and 1,309,856 in 1922. All of these people had access to the exhibition halls
without the payment of any admission fee whatsoever.
of public service, during

—

—

The

EXPEDITIONS

of the

Museum have

yielded during the past year results of distinct

The collections made by Mr. Arthur S. Vernay in new areas of Burma, Assam, and Siam,
and by Mr. Barnum Brown in southern Asia and the Mediterranean region of Europe; the
studies of Andean avifauna pursued by Dr. Frank M. Chapman in Chile; the excavation of
value.

fossil sites in

Florida and Texas by Dr. William D. Matthew; the extensive survey of Polynesian

by the Whitney South Sea Expedition; the work pursued in selected faunal
by Mr. G. H. H. Tate; the field observations and collections made in Panama
by Dr. Frank E. Lutz and Mr. Ludlow Griscom; the underwater studies of reef fife at Andros
Island carried out by Dr. Roy W. Miner; the notable journey of Dr. G. Clyde Fisher and Mr.
Carveth Wells to Sweden and Lapland; and the preparations made for the continuation of the
brilliant work of the Third Asiatic Expedition during the coming five years
these (and the
bird life conducted

areas of Ecuador

—

list

might be extended) are among the notable achievements of the past twelve months.

The SCHOOL SERVICE of the Museum reaches annually about 7,000,000 boys and girls,
through the opportunities it affords classes of students to visit the Museum; through lectures
on natural history especially designed for pupils and delivered both in the Museum and in
many school centers; through its loan collections, or "traveling museums," which during the
past year circulated among 433 schools, with a total attendance of 1,247,914 pupils. During
the same period 598,132 lantern slides were loaned by the Museum for use in the schools as
against 440.315 in 1923, the total number of children reached being 5,407,525.

The

LECTURE COURSES,

schools, colleges,

some exclusively for members and their children, others for the
and the general public, are delivered both in the Museum and at outside

educational institutions.

The LIBRARY, comprising 100,000 volumes,
interested

in

natural

history,

and an

is

at the service of scientific workers

attractive

reading

room

is

and others

provided for their

accommodation.

POPULAR

The
PUBLICATIONS of the Museum, in addition to Natural History,
include Handbooks, which deal with the subjects illustrated by the collections, and Guide
Leaflets, which describe some exhibit or series of exhibits of special interest or importance, or
the contents of some hall or some branch of Museum activity.

The SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

of the Museum, based upon its explorations and the
comprise the Memoirs, of quarto size, devoted to monographs requiring
large or fine illustrations and exhaustive treatment; the Bulletin, issued since 1881, in octavo
form, dealing with the scientific activities of the departments, aside from anthropology; the

study of

its collections,

Anthropological Papers, recording the

and
of

Novitates,

new

work

of the staff of the

devoted to the publication of preliminary

department of anthropology;
announcements, descriptions

scientific

forms, and similar matters.

For a detailed

list

of popular

and

scientific publications

with prices apply to:

The Librarian, American Museum of Natural History,
New York City
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THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Scientific Staff for 1925

Henry Fairfield Osborn, LL.D.,

President

Frederic A. Lucas, Sc.D., Honorary Director

George H. Sherwood, A.M., Acting Director and Executive Secretary
Robert C. Murphy, D.Sc, Assistant Director (Scientific Section)
James

L.

Clark, Assistant Director (Preparation Section)

DIVISION OF MINERALOGY, GEOLOGY,

I.

AND GEOGRAPHY
History of the Earth
W. D. Matthew, Ph.D., Acting Curator

in

Geology

Chester A. Reeds, Ph.D., Associate Curator

of Inverte-

brate Paleontology

Edward

J.

Foylbs, B.

S.,

Assistant

Minerals and Gems

Mammals of the World
H. E. Anthony, A.M., Associate Curator of
the Western Hemisphere (In Charge)
Herbert Lang, Associate Curator of African
Carl E. Akeley, Associate in Mammalogy
Comparative and Human
William K. Gregory, Ph.D., Curator
S. H. Chubb, Associate Curator
H. C. Raven, Assistant Curator
J.

Herbert P. Whitlock, C. E., Curator
George F. Kunz, Ph.D., Research Associate

in

Howard McGregor,
Human Anatomy

Dudley

Gems

Extinct Animals
W. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Curator-in-Chief
Henry Fairfield Osborn, LL.D., D.Sc, Honorary Curator

Walter Granger, Associate Curator of Fossil Mammals
Barnum Brown, A.B., Associate Curator of Fossil Reptiles
Charles C. Mook, Ph.D., Associate Curator
William K. Gregory, Ph.D., Associate in Palaeontology
Childs Frick, B.S Research Associate in Palseontology

J.

III.

AND ZOOGE-

OGRAPHY

in

Associate

DIVISION OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Science of

Man

.

Curator-in-Chief

ology
J.

Aldbn Mason, Ph.D.,

Assistant Curator of Mexican

Archaeology

Hat, A.M., Research Associate
and Central American Archseology
L.

Milo Hellman, D.D.S., Research

in

Mexican

Associate in Physical

Anthropology

Animal Functions
Ralph W. Tower, Ph.D., Curator
-

Marine Life
Roy W. Miner, Ph.D., Curator
WiLLARD G. Van Name, Ph.D., Assistant Curator
Frank J. Myers, Research Associate in Rotifera
Horace W. Stdnkard, Ph.D Research Associate in Para-

IV.

DIVISION or ASIATIC EXPLORATION

AND RESEARCH

,

sitology
A. L. Trbadwell, Ph.D., Research Associate in

Annulata

Insect Life

Third Asiatic Expedition
Roy Chapman Andrews, A.M., Curator-in-Chief

Walter Granger,

Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D., Curator
A. J. Mutchler, Assistant Curator of Coleoptera
Frank E. Watson, B.S., Assistant in Lepidoptera
William M.Wheeler, Ph.D., Research Associate in

Social

Charles W. Leng, B.S., Research Associate in Coleoptera
Hebbert F. Schwarz, A.M., Research Associate in
Hymenoptera
Fishes
Bashfobd Dean, Ph.D., Honorary Curator
William K. Gregory, Ph.D., Curator
JohnT. Nichols, a. B., Associate Curator of Recent Fishes
E. W- Gudger, Ph.D., Bibliographer
Charles H. Townsend, Sc.D., Research Associate

search Associate in Geology
S.D. [Geological Survey of China],
Research Associate
Clifford H. Pope, Assistant in Zoology

Amadeus W. Grabau,

V.

;

DIVISION OP EDUCATION
LICATION

AND PUB-

Library and Publications
Ralph W. Tower, Ph.D., Curator-in-Chief
Ida Richardson Hood, A.B., Assistant Librarian
Public Education
George H. Sherwood, A.M., Curator-in-Chief
G. Clyde Fisher, Ph.D., Curator of Visual Instruction
Grace Fisher Ramsey, Assistant Curator

Amphibians and Reptiles
G. Kingsley Noble, Ph.D., Curator

Birds
Frank M. Chapman, Sc.D., Curator-in-Chief
W. DeW. Miller, Associate Curator
Robert Cushman Murphy, D.Sc, Associate Curator
Marine Birds
James P. Chapin, Ph.D., Associate Curator
Eastern Hemisphere

Associate Curator in Palaeontology

Frederick K. Morris, A.M., Associate Curator in Geology
and Geography
Charles P. Berkey, Ph.D., [Columbia University], Re-

Insects

Public Health
Charles-Edward Amort Winslow, D.P.H.,
Curator
Greig, Assistant Curator

of

of Birds of the

Ludlow Griscom, M.A.,
Jonathan Dwight,

Anatomy

Pliny E. Goddard, Ph.D., Curator of Ethnology
N. C. Nelson, M.L., Associate Curator of Archasology
Charles W. Mead, Assistant Curator of Peruvian Archse-

Clarence

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY

of

Mammals

Ph.D., Research Associate

Morton, M.D., Research

Clark Wissler, Ph.D.,

,

II.

Mammals

Assistant Curator
M.D., Research Associate in

American Ornithology
Elsie M. B. Naumburg, Research Associate

North

Mart

Astronomy
G.

Clyde Fisher, Ph.D.

(In Charge)

Public Information Committee
George N. Pindar, Chairman
George H. Sherwood, A.M.

Robert C. Murpht, D.Sc.

Natural History IVIagazine
W. Gudger, Ph.D., Editor
G. Kingslet Noble, Ph.D., Editor
A. Katherine Bergee, Assistant Editor

E.

Advisory Committee
George H. Sherwood, Chairman
H. E. Anthony, A.M.
Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D
Frank M. Chapman, Sc.D.
Roy W. Miner, Ph.D.
Herbert F. Schwarz, A.M.,

Honorary
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The
The September-October

Bird

issue of

Number

Natural History will be a "Bird NumM. Chapman, curator of the depart-

ber" under the editorship of Dr. Frank

This issue has been planned to show what the members of the
of birds.
department have done lately or are doing, both in the field and in the Museum
to report on our expeditions; to present information in regard to the bird life of
the New York City region which will be interesting to the general reader and
useful to the special student; and to review general activities in the field of
ornithology as they are reflected in the work of other museums and in recently

ment

;

published literature.

The

by Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, associate
November, 1924, to the Pacific coast to resume his
marine bird life, encountered there climatic phenomena which poshim an especial significance. Mr. Waldron DeWitt Miller, associate

leading article will be

curator, who, returning in

studies of

sessed for

curator, will write of the birds of a

western

New Jersey;

surprisingly large

still

comparatively wild portion of north-

while Mr. Ludlow Griscom, assistant curator, will

numbers

of birds

which

visit

Central Park.

list

the

Dr. James P.

will present some of the results of his studies of birds
Congo region, and Dr. Frank M. Chapman will take for his subject the
European starling, the early history of which in America is intimately associated
with the Museum. Illustrating cooperation between Museum departments, as
well as the interrelation of their respective fields, Dr. E. W. Gudger of the

Chapin, associate curator,

in the

department of

fishes,

has contributed an exhaustive article on "Fishing with

the Cormorant."

There

will

be extracts from the letters and reports of Beck in the

Fijis,

the Olallas in Ecuador, Benson in Panama, Tate in Venezuela, and Boulton in

Angola

—

all

tinged with that spirit of adventure which colors the

life

of the

exploring naturalist.

under a report on "Additions to Our Collections" will be accorded
much sought for pink-headed ducks, which we owe to the
Vernay-Faunthorpe Expedition. This will be illustrated with a colored plate
by Jaques of the Museum staff.
First place

a pair of the

The books reviewed

will

include Phillips' Ducks;

Cory and Hellmayr's

Birds of the Americas, Part III; Mathews' Birds of Australia; and Thorburn's
British Birds.
There will also be brief mention of the more important articles
in the ornithological magazines.

THE GUARDIAN OF THE TEAIL
The

giant toad, Bufo marinus, brings us to a halt.

presents a formidable appearance

In the light of the flash lamps he

IrixVJL
Volume

The route

Number

JULY-AUGUST

XXV

of the

Marsh Darien Expedition

were made,
upon data compiled by Mr. R. O. Marsh
of the following observations

is

of 1924.

—The Rio

the large river on the

InD arien

4

Chucunaque, where most
The map is based

right.

jungles
Jungl(

EXPERIENCES OF A STUDENT OF REPTILE AND AMPHIBIAN LIFE IN A
LITTLE-KNOWN PART OF PANAMA

By

C.

M. BREDER,

Jr.

New York Aquarium

FIELD

naturalists are those

more

who occabreak away from

or less enviable persons

have to
and plunge into the wilder-

sionally
civilization

ness,

there either to drink their

of happiness

fill

and fresh breezes, or to

brates inhabit this remote section of

As a member of the expediby Mr. R. 0. Marsh in
was generously provided by him

Panama.

tion organized
1924, 1

possible facihties while carry-

drain the cup of hardship to the dregs

with

while securing data in regard to some

ing on this

problem
the

first

visited

animal or plant life. I was
in such a role ever to have

of

that particularly

part of the Isthmus of

inaccessible

Panama

drained

by the Rio Chucunaque. My problem
was to work out the life histories of
some of the amphibians and reptiles, to

and to determine as far
what cold-blooded verte-

collect fishes,

as possible

all

work in the
American Museum.
It is not

my

upon the work

interests of the

intention to report here
of this expedition,

nor to

enumerate in detail the many pleasant
and the few unpleasant events which
occupied our time. But looking back
upon those six months of travel and

'Photographs by the author.
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—

Combining new and old methods of transportation. Outboard motors were attached
making our progress rapid on the lower, open reaches of the Chucunaque.
Higher up the river the motors were rendered useless by the low water and river debris

to native dugouts,

come

investigation, certain happenings

to

mind which may serve

as a sample

my own experiences. These events
were not always important in themselves, and most took place without
the knowledge of my companions.
Perhaps some were interesting only
because of their setting or associations.
of

My

work was carried on largely at
and the sense of hearing was
necessarily relied on more than that of

night,

Often

sight.

converted

I

into

could imagine myself

a keen-eared

jungle

creature slipping quietly through the

moment

to run down some
While sitting there
fascinated by the approaching night,
I became aware of a slight rustling
in the fallen leaves behind me and
thought at first that Johnson was returning. But when the rustling became
louder and louder and spread to both
the right and left, I reahzed that there
was something unusual about it There
was a peculiar squashy quality in this
rustling, quite different from the noises
made by the twigs or nuts broken off
ing,

had gone

unknown

off

howl.

.

by monkeys

in their arboreal travels.

dusk

thought of peccary herds, and knowing that at times they were rather
dangerous, I imagined that it might be
awkward to be surprised in my exposed

near the bank of a small stream which
flowed into the lower Chucunaque.

stood up in preparation for what might

forests,

listening

each

for

some new sound to break the stillness.
I remember one particular evening

when

I settled

down

just before

I

Seizing

position.

The short twihght had passed with that

come.

abruptness

After some

so

characteristic

of

the

and I felt the darkness rushing
in upon me from all sides.
Harry
Johnson, our taxidermist and my comtropics,

panion of the

earlier part of the

even-

The

my

flashlight,

I

noise ceased immediately.

moments

of intense silence

began again on all sides of me and
this time I did not delay for a moment.

it

The
floor

first

long flash across the forest

revealed

the

sources

of

these

IN DARIEN JUNGLES

—The absence

The field laboratory.
made camping conditions
peculiar sounds.

Frogs of

all

and the abundance
Lower Chucunaque

of insect pests

ideal along the

shapes

and sizes were beginning to migrate
toward the water, literally covering
the ground in their jostling haste.
There were species of Rana, Bufo,
Hyla, Leptodadylus, and Eleutherodadylus in this hodgepodge of tumbling
frogs.
Nearer the water I spied the
little piping frog, Phyllohates, moving
in the opposite direction,
away from
the streams,

—

—

for, as far as

vations go, this species
nal.

It

is

my

obser-

entirely diur-

seemed as though the

latter

327

of

amphibian

was moving away to make room

life

for

the great hordes of nocturnal anurans

which had begun their migrations at
fall of night.
As I stood and wondered, some of the larger frogs took
up appropriate positions and began

the

to call loudly for mates.

Every

night, not far

from our camp

near Yavisa, one cry arose above

all

This was a tremendous
Whoop! which sometimes echoed for
more than half a mile through the
the others.

jungle.

Finally the voice was traced
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to a large,

handsomely marked

Leptodadyliis

pentadactylus.

frog,

The

in-

dividuals of this species spent their

days in solitary burrows which, in some
cases at least, they doubtlessly dug for
themselves under the great rocks in the

been merely laid at the bottom of one
of the innumerable depressions in the
forest floor. These foamlike formations
hardened on the outside into a dry
Slim-bodied tadpoles hatched
crust.
from the egg capsules and swam easily
about in the Uquefying interior of their

foamy incubators.

The foam method

of egg-laying is obviously a successful

adaptation to breeding in a region
subjected

to

and droughts.

cloud

alternate

The

bursts

first falling of

the

dashing rain of this country shatters
the crust on the nest and washes the
Httle tadpoles rapidly into the

open

streams where they take up a more

venturesome existence. On one occasion I watched the entire process of the
release of the tadpoles under the whipping of a terrific storm. Although I
tried to shelter myself under a clump of
palms, I was soon thoroughly drenched.
As the rain ended in its customarily
abrupt manner, a light breeze sprang
up and the sun burst forth from behind
the rapidly disappearing clouds.

My

clothes acted as a kind of evaporation

bag,

and before

I reached

teeth were chattering.

camp

my

Although only

8°

from the equator, at little over sea
level, I suffered more from cold than
I
ever have in snow-bound New
Eyes

like brilliant rubies

mounted

in

an

emerald frame. The handsomest tree frog of
the whole region is Phyllomedusa callidryas

forest.

At night they emerged from
and whooped loudly to

their retreats

one

another,

mates.

apparently

calhng

for

In this they were evidently

successful, for

many

egg masses were

found beaten into a froth by the parent
frogs and laid in contact with small
puddles of water under the heavy
growth. Frequently these egg masses
covered the water entirely, leading me
to beheve at first that the eggs had

England.

The

result of such a rain after the

protracted dry season

is

considerable.

The giant forest trees, burdened down
by a load of soaking vegetation, freThe
quently crash to the ground.
weight lies not only in their own structure,

but in the great masses of vines

"Bahukas" which struggle upward to form the warp and woof of
or

the canopy completely "roofing" the

The same rain which tore open
down a giant
The first
not sixty feet away.

jungle.

the frog nursery, brought
tree

warning was a gentle creaking and

—
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cracking as the tree listed to one side

under the

caress of the breeze.

soft

Then followed a swishing and grinding,
as the great Bahukas writhed back and
forth like so

many

serpents in their

death agonies. The great tree hung
forward supported by its vines, which
gave way one after another

side

answer.

another frog deigned an

Then another and

another,

whole chorus was once more
Again, without warning,
in full voice.
the babel would cease.
What caused
until the

these silences?

not spied me.

Surely, the frogs

Could

it

had

be something

few
no longer.

remaining

the

until

other

329

could hold

on

The former

dwelling of in-

numerable tree frogs, jungle
fowl, and monkeys, would
now soon become the home
of countless hordes of woodboring insects which would
gnaw its great bulk into a
labyrinth of rotting pulp.
Silence

is

frequently more

than sound.

awe-inspiring

It is the silence

upon the

giant which

is

following

the forest

fall of

clearer in

memory than

my

the vicious

swish and slash of the brok-

en branches.

Similarly,

was the

silence

between the

cries of

the howler monkeys

it

whooping
which tingled my
nerves more than the sounds

or the calls of the
frogs

Some of these
moments of the jungle

themselves.
silent

are

difficult

Many

to

The
this

tal slit.

explain.

great lagoon-building frog,

dayhght portrait the pupil

Hyla

rosenbergi.

In

contracted to a horizon-

Compare with the flash-light portraits which follow

a time while I sat

quietly beside

some stream bed watch-

ing the dozens of frogs pursuing their

spawning activities, I thought my ears
would split from the deafening chorus
of the innumerable unmated males.

Then suddenly, without warning,

this

mighty chorus would stop as if given a
signal from the leading chorister. The
silence
the
tremendous silence
which followed always thrilled me by

—

its

is

magnitude.

Some minutes

timorous peep would

arise,

later a

then on the

unseen by me that brought their song
to such a sudden termination? No such

an enemy was ever found, and I must
admit that the whole problem is still
quite beyond me.
The forest along the Chucunaque
proved to be a most untrampled
wilderness. As recently as 1916 Meek
and Hildebrand,^ who spent considerable time in Darien collecting fishes,
iMeek, Seth E., and Hildebrand, Samuel

F.,

"The

Fishes of the Fresh Waters of Panama." Field Mus.
Nat. Hist. Pub. 191, Zool. Series, Vol. X, No. 15.

THE FOREST NEAR YAVISA
Many

330

nights of field study were devoted to this jungle

EVEEY JUNGLE STREAM INVITED EXPLORATION
Such pools as

this

seldom failed to yield a rich return

of

amphibian

life

331

A
are the

favorite pool of the cooing frog.

foamy

Two
Hyla

232

nests of the cooing frog,

frog nurseries.

rosenbergi

—The patches
Eupemphix

of white at the far side of the pool

pustulosus

—These basins of mud have been constructed by the large tree

fro^
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dismissed the thought of

work

field

along the Chuciinaque with the

fol-

333

the nests were so close together that
touched.
The few nests

their walls

lowing brief but expressive statement:

that lacked a guardian tree frog were

"This stream lies almost wholly within
Its exploration
the San Bias region.
was therefore not undertaken." At
night this forest offered innumerably
more difficulties than during the day,
but it was only at night that many of the
interesting forest denizens were avail-

filled

spawn

or wriggfing

tadpoles.

Many

a night

these

lagoon

nests

came back
and tried to

knowledge

of the habits

to

either with

my

increase

of these creatures.

I

One

night, after

these forest creatures took on strange

had spent a large part of the evening making the usual observations
and records of the nests and their contents, I suddenly saw one of the
frogs which had been caUing in a
near-by nest, turn down stream and
continue caUing with renewed energy.
Another frog was hopping toward
him up the middle of the stream. She,

shapes and colors.

for

able for study.

sary for

work

me

It was, therefore, neces-

to carry on

most

of

after the twihght hours,

my companions were resting from

my

while
their

diurnal labors about a pleasant camp.

In the fight of

my

headlamp many

of

Crocodiles which

during the day had Iain gazing stupidly
out of their greenish eyes,

now turned

I

it

female,

subsequently proved to be a
kept advancing until almost

my

at

feet.

Then they

and

sat

toward my flash
Lizards which had played all
fight.
day in the sunlight were now flattened
out against the branches in sleep. My
nightly prowls were easily the most
delightful part of the entire trip. There
is something indescribably fascinating
about the jungle at night. The general quiet broken only by the calls
and howls of the nocturnal prowlers or
the swish of a bat wing close to the
ear, while empty and stupid when
described, was incredibly soothing after
chasing fizards aU day in the baking sun.
One night sound that held my attention from the beginning was a triple
knock fike three cabalistic blows on the
paneled door of a secret lodge. This
sound came from one of the drying
stream beds some distance from camp.

begun

My

straight into his nest, in spite of the con-

two red

coals of fire

fight,

settfing

upon the edges

of

the stream, revealed a series of circular

mud

nests,

each built up as a tiny

appraised each other while

was not to be outdone, and
hopping out of his nest, while I continued to photograph the scene, he
called loudly for her to stop. Half way
between the two she hesitated and
while the first suitor moved around
toward the far side of his nest and continued his calling, she suddenly seemed
to make up her nfind, or perhaps
first

better,

—the necessary stimulus
—for no sooner had he

received,

his call

was
well

than she hopped back

tinued vocal efforts of the interloper.

The

following day there was a large

mass

In each with few exceptions there sat
a large tan tree frog with the throat

been watching.

In some cases

flash-

Hght outfit illuminated the forest with
its sudden glare.
Soon the female
resumed her flirtatious stroll. I thought
this particular affair had terminated,
for another male was calling twentyfive feet away, and she was directing
her movements toward him. But the

lagoon above the surface of the water.

distended for calfing.

my

of

spawn

in this nest that I

The

had

eggs soon hatched

into tadpoles as sturdy

and active as

the thousands of others in neighboring
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A

male Hyla rosenhergi calling from the
a single nest)

mud

nest he has constructed.

(The

first of

a

series of flash-light studies of

doomed

nests. Anticipated rains did not arrive,

able tadpoles were

and to my dismay the tiny lagoons began to dry up like the many shallow

within the tiny clay walls which their
father

depressions that they were, exposed to

mechanically,

the dryness

fare.

of

the tropical

air.

I

imagined that nature would take care
of its millions of little poUiwogs struggling in these basins,

and

I

assumed

down

that they would wriggle

into

the earth until a passing storm would
give

them the chance

way

to the adjacent river.

to

make

their

But the

storm never came, and these innumer-

had so

carefully,

erected

to death

even though

for

their

wel-

No

doubt similar tragedies
were happening every day in different
parts of this great jungle, but these
tadpoles I had claimed for my own, and
I

could not easily become reconciled

to their inevitable fate.

My

interests

in

Darien were not

upon the frogs and
toads for there was work which took me
entirely centered

A

female attracted by his voice approaches the nest; the male turns hopefully in her
and continues to call. The female is in the lower foreground with her head turned
toward the male
direction

•
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But another male
the

first starts after

is

calling

from another

day as well as dur-

In the hot sun of the

came from their nocturnal retreats, and it was with a view
to learning more of the habits of these
creatures that I spent most of my daylight hours in the field. One afternoon
I came upon perhaps the most famous
morning

lizards

lizard of Central

well

known

The female moves on toward him

wiiile

her

far afield during the

ing the night.

nest,

335

America, the

for its habit of

prey.

As

I

halted to light

my

com-

panionable old pipe, one of these
tle fellows,

lit-

instead of fleeing as usual,

came running toward me

it

was

From

this

until

only about five feet away.

it regarded
me with what
appeared to be considerable curiosity,
frequently nodding its head in the

position

basilisc,

pecuHar manner of

running

the

"light"

its

had been

kind.

After

secured,

the

swiftly over the surface of the water.

match was naturally tossed to one

There were several young ones together,
scampering about in search of insect

side.

Rejected, the

first

and

an

immediate

short

male returns to the nest and begins calling for another mate. The
mind once more, returns to the first suitor, and enters his

vacillating female, changing her

nest from the rear

This act deflected the lizard's

attention
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run brought it beside the fallen sHver,
which it scrutinized with equal eagerness and lack of fear. Nearly half a
box of matches were wasted in amusing
this infant lacertiHan before I

satisfy
it

was

its

''inquisitiveness."

could

While

being thus entertained, I shifted

It

seems odd that these hght animals,

so adept at racing over the surface of

the water, should sink so readily
their speed

is

when

sufficiently reduced.

At other times during these brilHant
clayhght hours,

fishes,

their share of attention,
led

me

received

into rather embarrassing situa-

One

tions.

too,

and sometimes

species in particular re-

ceived the attention of even those of
us least interested in the lower vertebrates.

This was one of the Sardinas

(Astyanax ruberrimus) of our negroes.

How

well I

first

swim,

remember the day
when,

plunge into the

muddy

innumerable

que,

with

the

of our
initial

lower Chucuna-

nibbles

of

small

sharp teeth began on our, at this time,
rather tender skins.

Only by violent

thrashing about could
off.

we keep them

Later we learned to scorn

their

all

but

On a
stationed a man at

most violent onslaughts.

seining partj^ later I

end of my net and proceeded to
"swim-out" the fishes from a rather

either

deep

hole,

the

little

sharp-toothed

no longer being of sufficient significance to prevent me.
In a few
minutes I had splashed about sufficiently to have driven whatever fishlife may have been in the hole to the
waiting net, and ordered it drawn up.
fishes

A
tain

—

Chocoi Indian meal. Sawfish and planon the bottom of a dugout canoe

and finalty tu a
reclining one, while two more basiHscs
of similar size scampered over from the
other side of the creek to see what was

first

to a sitting position

going on.

These, however, failed to

show the lack of fear evinced by the
and were in no waj^ so interesting.

first

From my low
frain

the

from
little

position I could not re-

feeling a certain kinship for

brute that had showed a

dissimilar to my own.
companions leisurely walked
into the shallow stream while constantly
regarding me from the corner of its eye.

curiosity

One

of its

not

Then came a shock. On gazing into
the catch of this twenty-foot seine we
found that in addition to numerous
small

fish, I

had driven into the net a

three-foot sawfish

(Pristis

microdon)

and a four-foot crocodile (Crocodylus
acutus). Naturally, thereafter, I was
a trifie more discreet.
Another time,
however, while wading in some clear
water to study the swimming movements of a sawfish, a great swish about
fifteen feet away revealed that an immense crocodile nearly twenty feet
long had attacked the fish and only
missed it by a matter of inches. I was

IN DARIEN JUNGLES
not aware of the crococlilian's presence
and apparently it was unaware of mine,

— or

possibly

-

dangerous

I

it

did not realize

how

could be at times.

most
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of the time, collapsed

strain of the trip

under the

and repeated

insect

We

were unable to send
him back, and hence took him across

infections.

Numerous other adventures, some
highly exciting, were encountered by all

the divide to the Atlantic coast. He
grew steadily weaker. A Navy aero-

on our eventful journey across the

plane that had been sent for arrived
about a half hour too late. He now

of us

divide.

ans of

Our experiences with Inditwo very different types, a terstupendous flood

rible experience in a

which I nearly lost my life, strange
sounds in the night that we never satisfactorily traced, and many other happenings, cannot be gone into here.
in

The

two

loss of

of our comrades, al-

and painful in my
must be mentioned, if
only briefly. Mr. Roaul Brin, representative of the Panama Government,
and botanist, became stricken in the
early part of the trip by malignant
malaria which, together with the cumuthough

still

memory,

fresh

I feel

proved
rugged con-

lative effect of previous attacks,

too

much

for his otherwise

palms at

science.

Our expedition was one on which we
experienced our

full share of misfortunes as well as happiness. Although
the field into which we penetrated is
still

I

scarcely touched,

am happy

my own

work,

to say, has proved a satis-

There remains a
the low
divide between the headwaters of the
Chucunaque and the Bayano still
unknown, which, with our present

factory beginning.
considerable

area

covering

knowledge, could be entered with less
difficulty than we experienced.
It is

able to return to

always with a pang of regret and hope
for the future that I scan a chart of

aid to be of

Baer,

He was

of coco

Caledonia, a martyr to the cause of

City, but too late for medical

stitution.

Panama

amid a grove

rests

any

avail.

anthropologist

sonian Institution,

my

Professor
of

the

tent

J.

L.

Smith-

mate

for

we missed by merely a few
hope some day that I may
push on from where we left off.
these areas
miles.

Chocoi Indians spearing

I

fish

Game

Giant

Fishei
SWORDFISHES, TUNAS, AND OTHEI
By dr. DAVII
Chancellor Emeritus of Lelan

THE

little port of Avalon
on Santa Catalina Island,
off the coast of Southern

California,

is

known

to

all

sea anglers the world over.
in

the spring and

deep-

There

summer

the

mackerel tribe
gather for their annual feast of

giants

the

of

flying fishes

and

Swift-

sardines.

wandering far
and wide and hunting in packs,
these monsters, or some of them,
are found along the edge of the
of all fishes,

est

tropics in

all

warm

seas.

The

headlands and channels of Southern Japan, from Izu to the
Ryukyu Islands, are alive with

They

them.

also gather

about

Some of
West Indies,

the Hawaiian Islands.

them abound

in the

swinging northward in the Gulf
Stream.
the

in

A

small minority breed

but

Mediterranean,

summer

a

most of
them is found in the Santa Barbara Islands, and at Avalon the
sea anglers of the world meet
chosen

resort of

them halfway.
All

these

shaped

are

fishes

a clipper ship, some of them
(swordfish and spearfish) with a

like

long bowsprit, the rest with noses

XIPHIAS GLADIUS

THE "BROADBILL" SWORDFISH
Photograph by Ernest Windle of the world's
record catch with rod and reel weight 377 lbs.
Taken at Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, August
3, 1916, by H. W. Adams, of Vermejo Park, New

—

Mexico. The time required for the capture of this
giant mackerel was one hour and fifty minutes
338

unarmed but sharp

as

to a point.

them have
more or less

if

whittled

All of

small, sleek scales,

hidden in the skin, and dorsal
fins that slip back into a groove.
Each has a slim tail with a strong
backbone,
red

moved by p

muscles

and

werful

ending in

a

of

Santa Catalina

MACKEREL-LIKE SPECIES

STARR JORDAN
Stanford Junior University

broad, forked, fan-shaped caudal
fin,

means

their

of

propulsion

through the water.

The

species of true mackerel

(Scomber) are the smallest of this
tribe, existing in

countless mil-

common mackerel

the

lions,

of

the Atlantic from an economic
point of view outweighing

The

rest.

several

of

erels

swarm on the

all tempAnother tribe now

a

as

(Cybiidae)

is

but

species

coasts of

erate regions.

regarded

the

mack-

different

distinguishable

scarcely

all

smaller chub

family

distinct

represented by the

Spanish mackerel, so called, perhaps, because

it is

not found in

Spain, a wide-ranging group of

many species,
flavored

with pale, finely
but none being

all

flesh,

enough to come into the

large

range

of

this

paper.

It

is

a

singular fact that while but one
species

allied

to

the

Spanish

mackerel occurs in California, and
that one most rarely, not less than
eight distinct genera (Thyr socles,

Thyrsion,
Turio,

Zaphleges,

Auxides,

Ocystias,

and

Xestias

Escharion) are found in the Mio-

cene deposits in the same region.

Passing by the true mackerels

with scant recognition of their

economic value, we turn at once
to the discussion of their huge
relatives.

'•

•;

'

First of these stands the swordfish

(Xiphias gladius)

known

to

anglers as the ''broadbill," a fish

TETRAPTURUS MITSUKURII
THE "MARLIN" SWORDFISH
From a photograph by Ernest Windle of a specimen taken with rod and reel at Avalon, Santa CataThe "marUn-spike" fish differs from
Una Island.
it has a narrow and rounded
"sword," is adorned with transverse white stripes,
and has its high dorsal fin long-drawn-out posteriorly

the "broadbiU" in that
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ocean, never

that ranges the whole

In this species
stronger than
and
longer
is
''sword"
the
As the fish grows up, it
in any other.

overlooking Avalon.

absorbs

all

its

teeth,

others of this race,

it

and unlike

all

has no ventral fins.

The swordfish is a creature of tremendous force, the hardest to manage
of

all

The

take the angler's hook.
largest taken at Avalon (337
that

pounds) was the prize of Mr. H. W.
Adams of Vermejo Park, New Mexico.
Fishes of this size cannot be very

What

mistaken for shark and
no doubt the great killer,
Orcinus orca, a giant porpoise, with a
high dorsal fin shaped like that of a
is

swordfish

is

swordfish.

and

It is of a wolfish disposition

hunt

killers

The

teeth are long and strong.

its

packs and are capable

in

They

any whale.

of mutilating

destroy sea lions and fur

also

seals.

I once saw an attack by killers on a
whale off the coast of Lower California.
The great animal sprang into the air
for almost the length of the body, with

handily examined and compared in
museums, and we have to use photo-

one or more

whether taken in
the Atlantic or Pacific, show no difference, and there is probably but one

detach these marine bulldogs. A skilful photographer, Mr. W. W. Richards,

living species of Xiphias.

in California, a fracas of the kind.

But

graphs.

these,

swordfish does not seem wan-

The

tonly fierce, but there are

many records

beak through the
bottom of a vessel. One New England
fishing boat was attacked twenty times

of the thrust of its

in

one season.

the

fish

Ordinarily however,

uses this savage

weapon mainly

up schools of sardines, mackerels,
and menhaden, which slip through its
toothless mouth into an ample gullet.
to stir

It

may

be that

it

spears whales as

described in ancient fish stories, but

it

cannot devour them, and it probably
has no mischievous purpose in opening
them up with its sword. There is,
however, a very old belief that the
swordfish and the thresher shark

killers clinging to its sides,

writhing and twisting in

had the fortune to

made

of

Days

see, off

Santa Cruz

which

I

multitudes
{Puffinus)

known

as

blood, are

shearwaters

greedy

of

the suffer-

"whale birds,"

clamorous for their share of the

The
fish

is

He

have reproduced

Man. Around
attracted by the

of a

ing whale,

to

a picture, probably abso-

it

lutely unique,
in

its efforts

spoils.

nearest relative of the sword-

the smaller spearfish (Tetrap-

known

Santa Catalina as
Hawaii as a'u,
and in Japan as kaiiki. It has ventral
fins as well as teeth, thus differing from
the true swordfish. Its sword is short,
narrow, and sharp, and it may be
turus)

at

marlinspike-fish,

in

Like the swordfish this
dark gray in color, but the
ornamented by cross-streaks of

dangerous.
creature

is

(Alopias) combine to destroy the whale.

body

Accordingtothis tradition, ''the swordfish pricketh from below," while the

white or silver gray.

body of the thresher,
pounds the whale as it rises from the

Tetrapturus mitsukurii, but as eight or

ten other species have been described in

water to shake

various parts of the world, and as no

long, slim, flail-like

off its

enemies.

Personally I have no faith in this
tale.

The

swordfish cannot be con-

victed of continued malice and the

is

and Japan

California

The
is

species in

known

as

one has got the different forms together,
we do not know whether the California
spearfish

is

from the European
helone,
or from others

different

thresher is one of the gentlest of sharks,

Tetrapturus

with small teeth and a mild disposition.

named in the West

Indies, India, Chile,

"
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and Japan. In any event all warm seas
have at least one species of Tetrapturus,
and that one extremely active and
gamy. The largest one recorded from
Avalon, taken in 1917, by Mr. C. G.
Conn of Elkhart, Indiana, weighed 339
pounds.

Most striking
the great

This

is

larger,

of the

sailfish,

sword bearers

is

Istiophorus gladius.

Hke the spearfish in form, but
with an immense dorsal fin.

Istiophorus

coast of Florida

Museum by

gladius,

the

sailfish.

by Mr. R. T. French

of

the

These are

warm

seas,

capable of swallowing half a dozen of

A dogweighing eight pounds has been
found in the stomach of a tuna. The
tuna is known from all related forms by
the short pectoral fin, scarcely more
the true mackerels at one gulp.
fish

than half as long as the head and not
reaching nearly to the front of the soft

of a

mounted specimen taken on the
and presented to the American

City,

Mrs. French

be depressed in a deep groove
which runs along the back. This sailfish is occasionally taken in the open
seas, both Atlantic and Pacific. Anglers
get it once in a while off Florida and
Cuba, and at times in Hawaii and
Japan, but it has never yet appeared in
As in the other cases, no
California.
adequate comparison of specimens has
been made, and we do not know whether
there is one species of sailfish, or two,
or three.

The

other giant mackerels of which

I shall

speak are without swords, but

of

huge mackerels

New York

may

equally noted for strength and

swiftness.

largest of the family

of tunnies or Thunnidse.

Photograph
of

trimmed with sky-blue, which stands
up like a huge sail, and, umbrella-like,

are

(Thunnus thynnus)
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The most famous game

fish

Santa Catalina is the ''leaping tuna

dorsal

The

fin.

color, as in all fishes

of this type, is a metallic blue-gray, the

young being marked by wavy cross
The fins are
streaks of silver-gray.
colored like the body, hence the great

tuna, or tunny,

is

sometimes called the

"blue-fin."

Of

all

fishes

taken on a hook the

capture of the tuna requires the greatest skill.

sport,

At Avalon,

this

is

a form of

the acme of angling,

but in

Japan and in the Mediterranean, where
it breeds, tuna fishing has long been a
great industry. In Hawaii it is rapidly
becoming so, and in Southern California
the "tuna canneries" now absorb most
of the catch.
I may note here that this particular
canning industry began some twenty
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years ago with the albacore, the most

was

toothsome of these giant fish.
put in tins under the name of tuna.
It

The

only

flesh of the albacore is pale,

an agreeable
moderately
tuna
is red and
the
That
of
taste.
coarser and of stronger flavor. But as
the canned fish in any case is used
mostly as a condiment, for that purpose
oily,

and

of

ments
lar.

of their schools are very irregu-

They

often disappear for years at

a time, and then return to their old
feeding grounds.
I suppose that all

them belong to the same species,
Thunnus thynnus, although different
names have been given to them in
different regions and no one yet has
of

made minute

comparisons.

The tuna or tunny, Thunnus thynnus. From a photograph of three large specimens
taken at Santa Catahna.
The pectoral fin of each fish is broken. This fish sometimes
attains a weight of 750 lbs
the one
Later,

about as good as the other.

is

it

has been found that

all

the

tunny family, the tuna, the different
albacores and bonitos were alike available for commercial purposes.

part of the canned tuna of

A

large

commerce

is

derived from the oceanic bonito.

The name tuna belongs
of

Europe, but

CaHfornia.

it

to the south

has been adopted in

The French name

the EngHsh, tunny.

is tfion,

Great tunnies are
found at times in the waters of the
Mediterranean, in the Gulf Stream, in
Japan, and in Hawaii.
The move-

In the Pacific, the largest I have seen
weighed about 500 pounds. The maximum record from Japan is 750 pounds.
The largest taken by rod and reel at
Avalon, according to the careful record
kept by Mr. Ernest Windle, weighed
251 pounds, the prize in 1899 of Colonel
C. P. Morehouse of Pasadena. When
caught, the tuna is said to ''leap ten or
more feet in the air, presenting a beautiful

sight,

as the

jump

is

a perfect

curve, with no ragged angles."

Smaller than the leaping tuna, but
equally

interesting, is

the

albacore.
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Above, Neoihunnus macropterus, the yellow-finned
albicore of California, the tombo-shibi of
long-finned
the
alalunga,
Germo
Center,
albicore.
Japan. Below, Parathunnus sibi, the shibi-albicore common in Japan and Hawaii, but seen
only once in California. Upper and lower figures after Temminck and Schlegel, central one

A

group of three giant mackerels.

after Kishinouve

Germo alalunga,
Japan.

It

may

the

tombo-shibi

of

be known from other

by the absence of yellow on
and from the tuna by its very

albacores
its fins,
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long ribbon-like pectoral, which reaches

but

well past the front of the second dorsal.

never in the Atlantic.

The

albacore (not albicore, since

Arabic

name Al Bacoro,

said to

a

has no relation to albus, white) is
found wherever the great tuna occurs
pig,

and in

still

greater abundance.

received different scientific

has

It

names

in

but whether the
Hawaiian, Californian, or
other foims differ from the "germon"
or "alilonghi" of the Mediterranean,
we cannot know without adequate comregions,

different

noted

Omitting

its

mean

once

all

Sarda

I

and

chilensis,

several smaller

and

notice of the Atlantic

bonito, Sarda sarda,

twin,

CaHfornia,

in

of its Pacific

as well as

members

of

of this group,

need mention but one more species,

the oceanic bonito (Katsuwonus pelamys), the aku of Hawaii, atu of the South

albacore taken at Avalon was caught by

and katsuwo or ''victor-fish" of
Like the tuna and the albacore,
this is found in the open seas of both
oceans, and at times in incredible
numbers. It rarely weighs more than
eight or ten pounds, and its distinguish-

Mr. Frank Kelley

ing

Japanese,

parison

The

specimens.

of

largest

of Goshen, Indiana,

weight was 66K pounds.
once secured in the Santa Barbara

in 1912.
I

Its

an albacore

Channel

veritable prize package.

which was a
In its stom-

ach was a big hake (Merluccius) recently swallowed. In the stomach of

Seas,

Japan.

mark is
wavy black
The

oceanic

canneries.

increasing
is

found in
about Avalon

abundance

the yellowfin albacore, Neothunnus

macropterus,
it is

common

called kiwada,

it is

known

and

as ahi.

where
Hawaii where
has never been

ribbon-like pectoral of the true alba-

but

its

dorsal fin

All the fishes I

is

twice as high,

yellow in color, and the long array of
behind the dorsal and anal are

finlets

shore.

anchovy

like the albacore.

another

fish of this

common

in

Hawaii and also in

Japan, where

it

is

it

is

or mebachi

known

(wasp-eye),

it

as shibi,

has

been

other helpless foims.

called

are

schools.

type is the
shibi-albacore, Parathunnus sihi.
In
this species, the dorsal fin is not much
elevated, and the finlets are dull yellow,
edged with black and whitish. While
Still

in

sardines,

netted

in turn is cut into pieces as bait for

bonito

fish is

usually

fish,

nehu (AnchovieUa purand thrown into
the sea to attract the aku. The aku

purea)

tunnies

handsome

this

In Hawaii great quantities of a small

and food

much

They come

anchovies, and

bright lemon-yellow. In size, gaminess,
qualities, this

have mentioned in

schools to feed on flying

has the long

in

paper cast their spawn in the open sea,
hence we seldom see the young near
the

It

coarser

for fresh fish absorbs all the

in

It

is

better species, leaving the aku to the

in Japan,

found in the Atlantic.
core,

bonito

than its larger relatives, and is
canned in an increasing amount in
California and in Hawaii, where the

This we called Sudis ring ens.
fish

of the

flesh

demand

tuna- like

on each side

white belly.

the hake was a fresh example of a deepsea fish, never seen before nor since.

Another

the presence of four long,
stripes

The oceanic
and albacore.
aku runs in prodigious
I have a record, from a

or

credible source, of a procession ninetysix miles

long of these fishes passing the

Hawaiian Islands.
The method of reproduction in all of
them has a suggestion of the order
which pervades all things large and
small in the domain of nature. Each
of the millions of egg cells cast off by
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Katsuuvnus pelamys, the oceanic bonito, the "victor-fish"
After Kishinouye

of Japan, the
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most beautiful of

the mackerels considered in this article.

female aku in

the

ments

or

migrations

their

contains the minute

hereditary ele-

chromosomes

within

the

tion of the lower side of each vertebra.

Then come the

nucleus, together with a bit of food

particular

yolk to nourish the young fish should

young

the egg be hatched.

Such

also is the

essential structure of each of the bil'cells.
Without
for a
moving
about
yolks, microscopic,
by
a
rudderhke
tail,
time in the water

lions of

all

cell

male or sperm

those which do not enter a female
die,

wasted, like the wind-blown

pollen of the pine.

Each one of these cells, male or
female, when cast off is a half cell,
carrying but half the chromosomes of a
completed cell, and forming a living
being only when the two halves come
together, mingling their chromosomes
or hereditj^-content.

Within each

the chromosomes bear

all

cell,

the inborn

As the fertilized
subdivides, the new cells produced

tendencies of the race.
cell

from

its

division range themselves to

and

fins

the various other organs of a

fish.

provide a body with

gills

and
As

details.

of

Later on come the characters

the genus

Katsuwonus, the most

notable being a trellise-like modifica-

fail

traits

the

to secure, for

oceanic bonito for in the sea the range

meets with few obstrucand the process of natural selection is about the same in one place as
of its schools

tions,

another.

Yet with every animal or plant or
the same amazing process in one
way or another must take place. No
man could have thought out its details

man

in advance, nor yet hopefully guessed

Only through instruments of
we ever have found
them out, and when found out the
whole matter of heredity is still enveloped in mysteries more inscrutable
and more profound.

the thin scales, the two rows

other mackerel-like

These

never

which ever matures unless joined in
the sea by a wandering cell of the other
sex and of this same species.
Yet no two germ cells, in theory at
least, were ever quite alike, and thus as
each fish has two parents, again not
quite alike, there is endless minor variation in each completed fish. This variation runs in narrow channels in the

precision

all

the

they are carried equally by the chromosomes of egg and sperm, neither of

at them.

together with

species.

fish will

the fishlike form progresses, it acquires
of finlets

surface marks,

four long, curved black stripes of this

could

Chinese
Fresh-water
Fishes
SOME INTERESTING FORMS FROM THE COLLECTIONS OF THE THIRD
ASIATIC EXPEDITION

By JOHN

TREADWELL NICHOLS

Associate Curator of Recent Fishes, American

THE

American Museum's Third

Asiatic Expedition has brought

together an extensive collection

which are
These were
obtained in large part by Mr. Clifford
H. Pope at various points. Mr. Harry
R. Caldwell, working in the province of
Fukien, is also to be credited with a
of Chinese fresh-water fishes

proving of

much

considerable

interest.

part

of

the

which, taken altogether,
the

most

collection,

is

comprehensive

probably
series

of

Museum

thalmichthys, and has the eye placed
below the central axis of the head instead of more or less above the same,
as in almost all fishes.
Another
peculiar form, Luciohrama, has the
forepart of the head long and narrowed,
ending in a small obKque mouth. This
suggests the condition which is carried
to a greater extreme in certain marine
forms, notably the pipe and trumpet
fishes, but it is none the less surprising
to find

it

in a fresh-water species, par-

Chinese fresh-water fishes an ichthyologist has ever had the good fortune to

ticularly one belonging to the familiar

examine at one time.
It comprises
upward of 200 species.
The carp family dominates the fish
life of Chinese fresh waters.
Nowhere

is

else are there so

many

peculiar diver-

gent carps.

In this connection one
with a very broad fat head, which
attains a large size

and

is

extensively

cultivated in ponds for food,

mentioned.
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It is

known

as

may

be

Hypoph-

conservative carp family.

Competition

keener on the seacoast and there

is

more diversity of fish life to be expected
In Luciohrama the whole front
head is lengthened, not merely
the snout as in these marine forms. Its
there.

of the

eye consequently

is

far forward.

Certain predacious carps are of particular interest because of changes which

mouth parts have undergone to
them for habits to which the carp

their
fit

CHINESE FRESH-WATER FISHES
Carps
is ill adapted.
have no teeth in the jaws and ordinarily
do not seize living prey of any considerable size. They have small teeth on
the pharyngeal bones of the throat,
which teeth may be slender and sHghtly
hooked, or blunt and molar as in the
family in general
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near Urga, north of the desert, and the

two

species

represented

in

this

lot

were both Salmonidse (trout family).
The present barrier area is widened by
the nature of the Yellow River, so
charged with silt as to be suitable for
comparatively few species.

Luciobrama macrocephalus. This peculiar carp was collected by Mr. Clifford H.Pope
Tungting Lake, close to the Yangtze River in central China

carp

itself,

feeder.
fish in

Cyprinus, a gross vegetable

Opsariichthys, a very

eastern China, Japan,

common

etc.,

has a

pointed knob on each side of the lower
jaw fitting into a reentrance in the
upper jaw, thus simulating a canine
tooth.
Scomhrocypris of the Yangtze
is

a slender predacious species with
and peculiar jaws, suggesting

long, firm,

at

Various types of carps, though not
exclusively

Chinese or east Asiatic,

occur in China in a profusion elsewhere
Such is the subfamily
unknown.
Rhodeinse,

small

deep-bodied

(flat)

fishes with pecuhar spawning habits.
There is a European species of this subfamily, which lays its eggs in the mantle

cavity of the fresh-water mussel, the

correlated with the

having a long external oviAnother
positor for that purpose.
species
includes
a
group, the gudgeons,
Europe,
a
common
in
which is generally

along period
of time, from northern waters where

bottom fish with eye placed rather high,
and an inferior mouth with a conspic-

the

mouth

female

of a mackerel.

There can be

little

doubt that the

existence of such peculiar, predacious

carps in China

is

isolation of that region, for

predacious species of

other

families,

the trout and the pike, are the rule.

Probably the barrier has been, as it
appears to be today, the Gobi Desert.
Members of our Asiatic Expedition
sent in a few specimens from a stream

fish

uous single barbel in the corner. In
the Yangtze River more or less related
forms occur in such numbers and diversity that several well-marked genera are
recognized, the conamonest of which,

when adequately studied, will doubtless
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be found to include many species.
This subfamily of gudgeons forms an
important factor of the fish fauna in the
Orient, dwindhng to the southward,
where it meets an abundance of forms
more nearly related to the carps proper

and with Indian

northern zone of fresh-water

fish life

equivalent to the Arctagsea of Huxley.

boundary in eastern Asia
marked by the Gobi Desert and by

Its southern
is

the

Amur

China

affinities.

This author recognizes a

Petrograd.

lies

River section of Manchuria.
outside this northern region,

No matter whence it originally came,
the carp family has been in central
China for so long a time and is there

although Chinese and northern types

so highly diversified that one

is justi-

a comparatively homogeneous fresh-

assuming that the Yangtze valley
A comcenter of distribution.

across Asia into northern America past

jfied

in

is its

number

mingle in the basin of the Amur.
According to Berg's faunal divisions,

water

fish

fife

extends from Europe

carps occur in Europe, and each type

Bering Strait, and south over the United
States to the Gulf of Mexico, but the

has few representatives.
This condition fits the hypothesis that

very short distance across the Gobi to
China results in the distribution of

European forms came from the Orient,
mind the distances and
obstacles to be overcome in such a
journey. Still fewer types have gotten
into America by the Bering Sea route,
though North American carps present
an abundance of species, which have

dissimilar fishes.

paratively small

of types of

bearing in

been separated into closely allied genera.
Compared to China, America is peculiarly rich in small ixdnnow-hke forms,
which provide excellent food for the
abundant North American trouts, pikes,
and percoids (perchlike fishes). This
suggests that in the struggle for survival
destruction
easily

may

sometimes be more

met than competition.

interesting that

It is also

a minnow-like type

The occurrence in Asia
fishes

Psephurus

rhynchus,

of the

ganoid

Pseudoscaphi-

representing Polyodon

Scaphirhynchus

may

River,

and

and

Mississippi

the

of

be taken as emphasizing

the relationship of Asia to America.
peculiarly interrupted

A

distribution of

such ancient types, however, appears to
the writer to have very

little

bearing

on the way one deUmits present-day
faunal areas.

They

are relics of a by-

when they and
must have been uniWhether they
distributed.

gone order in

fish life,

their associates

formly

have

survived

today

restricted locality or

in

two such

a

single

localities

abundant and widely disfrom cential China,
crossing the muddy Yellow River by

on opposite sides of the world seems but
a matter of chance. Much more modern

frequenting

significance, should be the distribution

particularly

tributed

north

its

small clear tributaries,

very close to and has been identified
with an American genus, Phoxinus.

is

It is not impossible that

this sort

may

some

fish of

be ancestral to various

American minnows.

The

fishes of Asiatic

Russia and

thoroughly investigated and
figured

by Dr.

of the

subfamily of suckers, bottom-

carpHke fishes wherein
pharyngeal teeth are numerous

feeding

those of a

its

L.

many

of

V. Berg of

comb

the
like

instead of being in

nmnber. The suckers are
almost exclusively American. They are
certainly an offshoot of the carps
proper and, as such, should have originated in Asia in line with our hypothrestricted

boundaries have recently been rather

them

and, a priori, with more present-day

CHINESE FRESH-WATER FISHES
distribution.
Carps
carp
of
esif
which were able to invade America
have been comparatively httle differentiated and specialized as a whole

since reaching there.

enough,

Interestingly

the

single

sucker, Myxocyprinus, found outside
of

America (with the exception

of

an

Arctic species on both sides of Bering
Strait)

still

occurs in central China,

the center of the carp family's abun-
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abundant and varied
loaches

in

China

is

the

—unquestionably derived from

In fact there still exists in
China one very pecuHar genus, Gobiohotia,
sometimes relegated to one,
sometimes to the other family. It is
loachlike in having its air bladder inclosed in a bony capsule, and in having
three pairs of barbels on the lower jaw,
as well as one on the upper, whereas in
carps two pairs at most are present.
the carps.

Myxocyprinus asiaticus resembles but probably is not closely related to certain suckers of
It is the only known member of the sucker group occurring in
our Mississippi Valley.
China, where it is widely distributed though nowhere common. See also headpiece.

dance and variety.

was earUer

It

united generically with highly specialized

forms

of

America's

secondary

carp center, the lower Mississippi, but
as the theoretical probability of

such

specialized

crossed

to

cyprinoid

America

is

any

having

small,

the

present-day view that the resemblance
here

is

rational.

a

parallelism

seems

The suckers have run

most
their

course in China, have left but this single
representative behind, and
have been superseded more or less by
the present-day gudgeons. In America
the group is still young.
Another familv of fishes which is
peculiar

one at the center and one near the end
In other respects,
of the upper jaw.
it looks like a carp of the gudgeon group.
Loaches might be described as degenerTheir scales are small or
ate carps.
wanting, and they frequently are eellike or have a pecuhar erectile defensive spine beneath the eye. Evidence
points to their being a comparatively
recent offshoot of the carps. Otherwise it is reasonable to suppose that
they would have reached America,

where none are present.

more

or less specialized

confined to China.

the genus

On

Some

of the

loaches are

the other hand,

Barbatula, of variable

and
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field

Botia citrauratea, an orange-colored
from the type of this new species

highly adaptable species,

is

Photograph

loacli.

exceedingh^

--

of a color sketch

made

in the

genus Botia are more activelj^ freeswimming, to judge from their trim

abundant in the highlands of central
Asia, and has one species at least which
has penetrated to Europe. Given the
opportunity, it should have crossed a

forms and forked caudal fins, and therefore tend to be highly colored and boldly

Bering Strait land-bridge as

very

readilj^ as

any carphke fish known to us.
Mr. Pope, while collecting at Tungting Lake, in Hainan, and elsewhere,
was accompanied by a Chinese artist
(Mr.

Wang) who made

color sketches

from life of various fishes obtained. It
is hoped that these will be reproduced
at

some futm'e

fishes,

date.

The

Ufe colore of

usually lost at death, are fre-

quently bright

and as attractive as

patterned, so that coloring here becomes
helpful

Two

species.

differentiating

in

previously

the

unknown

forms taken at Tungting, have been
respectively named purpurea (purple)
and citrauratea (orange). The former
has a bold dark cross pattern on a
dehcatety purpHsh ground; the latter
is

suffused with a strong rich orange,

marked off and intensified in spots along
the back by dark shading. As fishes of
this genus are armed with a sharp erectspine on each side of the head below

those of any other group of animals.
Species that swim actively about in the

ile

water are more brilliant in coloring.

something

On

marked genera of
loaches, namely Crossostoma, was described almost a half century ago by

the other hand most of the loaches,

eel-like or

bottom forms, have

colors of

a neutral tone, though often prettily
SpeciaUzed loaches of the
mottled.

the eye, their colors maj^ also have

One

of a

warning

significance.

of the best

the French ichthyologist, Sauvage, but

Crossostoma davidi, a loach with a fringe of thirteen barbels hanging from the snout in
Loaches have an indefinite number of barbels, as compared with two
front of the mouth.
pairs at most possessed by members of the carp family, but this little-known species is particularly be-whiskered
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has been seldom seen since.

It gives

us pleasure to figure a specimen obtained

Fukien province by Mr.

in

Caldwell.
recent

the

If

evolution

their

been

loaches

Hemimyzon

devolution)

(or

exceedingly

rapid,

has

especially

is

southward, giving

rise to

venient in considering

them

to

Kmit

Chinese area to China proper,

one's

it

what

at

is

excluding Mongoha.

To

the south,

a distinct subfamily of peculiar

the central Chinese fauna gradually

and

merges with or gives place to the more
tropical Indian one, but nowhere does
there seem to be an abrupt change.
There should be a theoretical line of
demarcation, based on cHmate, in the
neighborhood of the Tropic of Cancer,
and a secondary division probably can
be drawn in that general latitude to advantage. Thus, though there has been

specialized forms with flat breast

rounded pectoral
horizontal plane.

extended in a

fins

These,

known

as the

Homalopterinse, are well represented in

China but are particularly characterof the Indian region and East
Indian Islands.
One of the most

istic

peculiar,

specialized

genera

is

the

short-bodied Gastromyzon flattened for
clinging to the rocks.

It

was previously

known from certain of the East Indies,
but we have a new species from Hainan
Island,

and

also

from the province

Fukien, the second
of

known

of

representa-

the genus Hemimyzon, which

forms a transition
Gastromyzon and its allies.

latter

water fishes occm's well north of the
Yangtze, and it is logical and con-

new loach from Fukien,

technical characters it

tive

Due beyond question to the Gobi
Desert barrier, the important interfaunal Une in eastern Asia for fresh-

short -bodied and peculiarly flattened.
resembles the more specialized genus Gastromyzon, but in
closer to the parent form, Homaloptera

zebroidus, a

In body form and appearance

least

too

are

have crossed to America,

to
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between

much

systematic work upon the fishes

of central China,

and there is a very
on the sub-

large scattered Hterature
ject,

we have felt confident
new species, a large

ing as

of the collection

in describ-

proportion

which Mr. Pope ob-

tained in the Island of Hainan south
of the tropic.

They were mostly

close-
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ly related to forms already

known from

East
Indian forms. A few were southern
representatives of Chinese fishes, which

China and,

in

some

cases,

to

had already been described from Tonand a better knowledge of the
fishes of that area will probably show
the fish hfe of Hainan to be rather
kin;

closely related to

Asia are very different from those of
A few peculiar types are
China.

by a great variety

of

These types enter the western
provinces rather freely, they are also
found here and there farther into
species.

k

i

fishes of the larger rivers at least are

rather typically central Chinese.

From

the point of view of the sports-

man, the
water

possibilities of

Chinese fresh-

fishes are as yet little

known.

A

correspondent, Mr. Robert P. Sander-

son of Tien-tsin, writes of a giant carp,

it.

In the light of present knowledge it
is convenient to bound our Chinese
area on the south as on the north, by
the Hmits of China proper. So also
on the west. The fishes of high central

represented

China and they are comparatively few
even in Szechuan, where the

in species

Elopichthys

dauricus,

locally

called

huang-dzuan or the "yellow screw,"
which is taken in north China in winter.
He has seen fish of this species [from
Nanking weighing up to 92 pounds. Mr.
Sanderson has also angled for the
Japanese bass, Lateolahrax javonicus,
and to his courtesy we owe photographs of this latter fish, one of which
is

here reproduced, showing Mr. San-

derson and his catch.

Three individuals of the luminous fish, Photoblepharon, are here shown with the luminous
organ exposed. The light due to luminous bacteria is continuous and not under the control
of the fish.
There is, however, a curtain of black pigment which it can pull up, thus
shutting off the light. This organ, being luminous even when removed from the fish, is
used by the Banda Islanders as bait for fishing at night. After Dahlgren.

Luminous Fishes
By

E.

of the

Banda Sea

NEWTON HARVEY

Professor of Physiology, Princeton University

naturalist
familiar with
EVERY
plants or animals which seem
is

to

have become completely isolated
all their relatives, both phylogenetically and geographically. Thus
we have the duckbill of Queensland
with close relationships to no known

the Department of Marine Biology,

Carnegie Institution of Washington.
Photoblepharon

is

found only in the

from

Banda Islands in the very middle of the

creature; or the dodo,

Anomalops is abundant
Banda, but has occasionally been
taken in Celebes, Fiji, New Hebrides,
the Paumotus, and Porto Rico. As the

now

extinct, of

archipelago.

at

our country, the

names

indicate (Photoblepharon = ]ight

Venus's-flytrap of the Carolina savan-

eyelid,

and Anomalops = irregu\a,T

Reunion Island
nahs.

or, in

;

One wonders what the

factors

and the

eye),

figures show, there is a large

can have been to bring about so limited

white organ just under the eye of each

a geographical distribution, for often

fish.

these forms are
structures

endowed with unusual

that

would place them

one might

conceive

in a rather favorable

position in the evolutionary struggle.

In the East Indies occur two

fish,

Photoblepharon and Anomalops which
are remarkable in

many

had the opportunity
in the fall of 1920

respects.

of studying

I

them

under the auspices of

It is

fish are

different

not always

visible, for

able to conceal

methods

of

it

at will,

the

and

concealment are

used in the two cases. We now know
that it is a luminous organ and produces
views of its funcmerely by inspection
of preserved material, were indeed
fantastic. Some thought that it was to
protect the eyes of the fish from injury
light,

but the

earlier

tion, arrived at
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by the branches

of the coral

among

which the fish hved, while others
thought it a protection of some delicate
tissue against the rays of the tropical

sun.

The Banda Islands rise from the
Banda Sea, a very small volcanic group,
whose peak, Gunong Api, has been
active during the past century. The
harbor of Banda Neira is almost comlandlocked

pletely

and formed an
Dutch vessels

excellent anchorage for

halcyon days of the spice trade.
For Banda was once a prosperous place
where wealthy Dutch merchants exported nutmegs to all the world. It
still is a nutmeg center and old villas
still remain, but they are empty and the
air is one of isolation, of peace and
quiet and decay. Ganong Api stands,
a lonely sentinel, now dead and calm,
meditating on the stir and bustle of the
past, and even resenting somewhat the
bimonthly arrival of the little Dutch
in the

mail steamer that connects these parts

with the central government in Java.
Amid these .surroundings the fishermen
Photoblepharon palpebratus with light organ
exposed (lower figure), and closed (upper)

have been catching Photoblepharon for
no one knows how long.

The

coastal waters

corals but the
off

are

rich with

bottom suddenly drops

to depths of 12,000 feet.

How-

ever, these fish are not deep-sea forms.

Photoblepharon

swims

alone

or

a

swim together among the
stones and corals. Hence the native

few

Anonialops katoptron with light organ exposed (upper fish), and closed (lower)

Any

native could have revealed

function, for the

Banda

its

islanders cut

out this phosphorescent organ, attach
it

to a hook,

The light

and use it for bait in fishing.

lasts for

seven or eight hours.

So useful has this method become that
I found it necessary to pay fairly high
prices for enough material for my scientific

work.

will

name, ikan (fish) leweri (?) batu (stone).
Anomalops swims in schools of a
hundred or more at the surface but in
somewhat deeper water. Hence the
native name, ikan leweri laut (sea).
Both fish are from 8 to 11 cm. in length,
but my friend, Sech Ahmed bin Said
Baadilla,

me

who

acted as

my interpreter,

an Anomalops 25 cm. long.
It is a most extraordinary sight to
watch these fish swimming through the
water, turning their lights now on and
now off, like great marine fireflies. The
told

of

actual light production

is

continuous,

and in this respect they differ from
most animals, which flash only on stimu-

•

LUMINOUS FISHES OF THE BAN DA SEA
but the organs can be screened.

lation,

Two

different

totally

employed

screening are

methods
in

of

two

the

PhotohU'pharon has a fold of

genera.

black tissue on the lower surface, which
can be drawn up over the organ like an

355

among luminous organisms

fungi alone

emit a steady light independent of and
unaffected by stimulation. In chemical
behavior and reaction to various substances, the organ emulsion behaves
just

like

an

emulsion

of

luminous

7

"rT'-f-;- .i:^<-t^--f'^^

Longitudinal section of the light organ of Anomalops showing the parallel tubes in
After Steche

which the symbiotic bacteria grow.

eyelid, completely obscuring the light.

In Anomalops the organ is attached at
the antero-dorsal corner by a hinge

which allows the whole organ to be
turned over downward into a groove or

and in my mind there is no
doubt that the light of these fishes is
due to symbiotic luminescence.
Despite many attempts to grow the
bacteria in artificial culture media, no
bacteria,

pocket that completely obscures the
light.

Why

two such

closely

allied

genera, similar in other respects

and

almost exactly alike in the general
structure of the light organ, should

have developed such totally different
mechanisms for obscuring the light is a
great mystery.

The organ

in

each

fish is

made up

of

luminous
material with blood capillaries running
between them and a very rich blood
supply, for the organ is extremely sensitive to lack of oxygen and becomes
dark very quickly when the supply of
oxygen is discontinued. Imagine my
surprise upon examining the contents
of the luminous tubes with a microrows

of

tubes

scope, to find a
teria,

containing

mass

of

moving bacThe

curved rods in most cases.

organ was evidently a device for the
growth of symbiotic luminous bacteria, and this view gives us an explanation of the continual luminescence of
the organ.

For luminous bacteria and

Ordinary luminous bacteria growing in an
medium. Only the colonies
and not the individual bacteria can be seen.
artificial culture

After

MoUsh
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and the malady, finally fatal, can be
passed by inoculation from one animal
There is no reason why
to another.
symbiotic bacteria, requiring special
nutrient materials, should not exist.

We have in these fishes another
example of a mutual benefit partnerThe
ship between two organisms.
bacteria get food from the fish but what

Dead fish infected with ordinary luminous
bacteria. The bright spots are the colonies
of light -producing bacteria. After Rosen

the use of the light to the fish

say

a searchlight.

it is

may be,

The

should hesitate to say.

I

natives

Certainly

it is

advantageously placed for seeing. The
immediate field of illumination must
be clearly visible to the fish. But I

must

confess skepticism regarding this

as its real value.

seems incredible

It

that the light of these bacteria can

have been

of such value to Photohleph-

aron that the complicated luminous
structure, blood supply, and obscuring
mechanism should have been developed.

How

did the organ ever get

Here

is

Perhaps there

philosopher.

some intermediate

to light
Highly

magnified luminous

Photobacterium javanense.

Other

bacteria,

After Gerretsen

bacteria.
of

success

was attained,

rather,

or

I

Japan

I
is

predict that
shines

the

material

fish

which

absent in the

media.

is

Most luminous

of

living

artificial

bacteria of the

sea grow with great readiness in

any

harbor symbiotic

suspect that Monocentris
Its light shines con-

one.

any

whose

fish

continuously,

is

a

harborer of symbiotic luminous bacteria.

Let us hope for the discovery of

home than the
Banda Islands.
Whatever the intermediate steps in
the evolution of this light organ, we
such a form nearer

see in Photohlepharon

and Anomalops

the final product in

all its

the

steady

on dead fish (before putrefaction begins) and have been known to
infect living organisms such as sand
fleas. The sand fleas become luminous.

perpetuating,

colonies

organ

light

probably

medium of the proper alkalinity
and salt content. They appear as
culture

come

will

steps.

tinuously day and night, and I should

would grow in artificial media but they
never produced any light.
This may be due to the fact that these
symbiotic forms require some peculnutrient

may

fish

should say that bacteria from the organ

iar

its start?

a problem for the evolutionary

light

insured

itself

by a

is

the

supply

perfection;

and
of

rich blood supply,

self-

air

is

and the

screening can be instantaneously controlled.

-J^

--tf

The mud hut with roof and partitions of palm thatch in the village
Doctor Starks and his party lived while collecting in that region

of Pirangi, in

which

Experiences of a Fish Collector in Brazil
By

EDWIN

C.

STARKS

Professor of Zoology, Leland Stanford Junior University

is

May

day and we are steaming

ITinto the Amazon.
ize that right

I

can scarcely real-

over there

is

a land of

vain for a glimpse of the famous fresh-

water

porpoise

Peculiar, long,

of

snaky

the

Amazon.

fishes,

are fre-

my boyhood dreams — a long line of low

quently seen scurrying over the sur-

dark islands, or jutting capes of the

face of the water in zigzag tracks to

mainland, closely covered with trees.

the right and

The
of

river

is

made up

of definite streaks

dark water with darker water beStrange leaves and seeds float

tween.
past.

Occasionally someone exclaims

over the triangular
the water.

are called forth

become

fin of

a shark cutting

More often the exclamations
by

logs

and snags, that

monsters in the
eyes of the passengers. We hope in
all

sorts of

ship.

Only

left of

the

bow

of our

their tails are submerged,

but they make surprising time, sculling
themselves like boatmen, and we wonder if they are on the way to become a

new group

of flying fishes in a

few

millions of years.

Para, with its big windows and high
open doors, its pavements and sidewalks, its little wine shops and its

my

iThis account of collecting in Brazil relates to a trip made in 1911, and is lifted almost bodily from
The day-by-day sequence, however, is broken, and the parts extracted that relate especially to fish
collecting.
It is of an expedition to Brazil made by a party of eight zoologists and geologists under the leadership of the late Dr. J. C. Branner, to study especially the region about Cape San Roque and northward.
The

journal.

photographs are by the author

.
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of a basin in tlie harbor of Para next to the market.
kinds laden with produce of many kinds

View

many

It is

crowded with boats

A nearer view of the basin adjoining the market in Para, showing in
great variety of strange things offered for sale by the owners of the boats
358

more

of

detail the

—
EXPERIENCES OF A FISH COLLECTOR IN BRAZIL
numerous other

details, recalls

Naples

rather than the other Latin-American
cities I

We

always sees the most life and color, for
the shopping place for the great

Here we find strange
and mammals,
likewise fruits and vegetables, many
of which we have never even heard of
of people.

fishes, reptiles, birds

before.

Among

the

mammals

which we

are

monkeys

agoutis and armadillos and
of

may have seen pictures but

never before have beheld in the

is a large basin crowded to overflowing
with market boats which are loaded
with all sorts of strange things fish,

—

heavy timbers of
various unfamiliar kinds, palm leaves
for thatch, leaves, bark and seeds that
we can only guess have some medicinal
pottery, vegetables,

and

rig,

The boats
with

is

are strange in shape

sails of

on the docks, arriving in boats from
up the Amazon, piled in the warehouses
or being packed for shipment. Nearly
every store has a little, for apparently
everybody deals in it to some extent.
Para is a child of the forest, for all of
her wealth comes from out of the woods
rubber first, then timber, Brazil
nuts, tonka beans, balsam, Peruvian
bark, and many other forest products.

—

various shades of

brown, or occasionally sky-blue.
We find the zoological garden of great
interest, for the animals all are living
healthy lives in the climate in which

are asked thirty-five cents for a pine-

Perhaps

apple.

them

Even

and

costs us

it

of

duty is to find ants for them, big
snakes and gorgeous birds all looking
contented and at home.
Never were we so opulent! One of
my friends "touched" me for a loan of
ten thousand until he could get to the

we

in

sums

of

sail

is

southward, and a voyage

about four days brings us to the town

of

money

shorter

After a couple of days our ship

that have

handle

much

strikes him.

never been brought alive out of Brazil,
ant bears that have an attendant whose

We

from nine to twelve

than those for which we pay five cents
in any of our own cities. Apparently
the conductor collects an additional
hundred reis whenever the humor

all sorts of

bank.

New

street car fares are high,

cents to ride distances

ready to

which we have only dreamed before.
We feel important until we reduce our
money to the standard of home and
j&nd that each thousand reis represents thirty cents.
For five dollars
one gets fifteen thousand reis at the
money changers. Every old market

was because they

(the pineapples) for less in

York.

branches,

—

it

(the boys) are green, but one can get

clinging upside

sole

straw hat costs

from 1,000 to 10,000 reis. The boys
have to pay ten cents for a coconut and

they were born. There are tapirs, sloths

down in the
strange monkeys

A

Prices are high.

flesh.

In front of the great market building

value.

a fat roll of bills, not one of
below three figures.
see crude rubber everywhere

which

We

the market, where one

it is

mass

woman has

have seen.

first visit
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Fortaleza,

Ceara

—the

more

name

usually

called

of the state.

Here

stay for about ten days, always

hoping for the appearance

of the

boat

Ceara
is a city of about 40,000 people, but like
all Latin-American towns one would
not guess nearly that number. The
market is indescribable save by the
brush of a skilled artist. The pottery
vendors spread out their wares under
that

is

to carry us to Natal.

the trees in a large splotch of rich red.

With the gaily colored wearing apparel
and piles of fruits and vegetables, it is
simply color run riot. The town is

much

scattered;

toward the outskirts
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A fishing village near Natal, Brazil. Drawn
pointed rafts of logs roughly shaped like boats
thatched huts;
down on the beach is the climax of
picturesqueness in a long row of fisherare picturesque

little

men's huts with rafthke boats drawn
up in front of them.
There is little collecting here. The
fishes in the market are the

ones caught with hook and
or twice I follow cast-net

beach with

little

common

line.

Once

men along the
The shore

reward.

here is a clean-swept sand beach, but
there are some rocky tide pools about
Early one morning
five miles away.
several of us set out to walk to them.
Our way lies along a hard sand beach.
It is delightfully cool.

A

lighthouse

on a distant point looks twice as far in
the haze arising from the surf as it
actually

We

It

is.

marks our

destination.

pass three different fishing villages

among the palm groves. In front of the
grass

and

mud

boats known
is

huts are the raftlike

as jangadas.

The jangada

simply a pointed raft of logs in the

shape of a boat. As the waves wash
over it at will it does not answer to the
description of a boat in the nonsense verse: "A boat's to keep one's
feet from getting wet when one is on
the sea." There are various sizes of
jangadas;

little

ones for one

man

to

up on the beach are two jangadas,

and big ones that carry a large
of canvas and several men.

paddle,
stretch

Considering their construction, they
are surprisingly swift and seaworthy.

The fishermen go long voyages on them,
venturing even out of sight of land.

Natives pass us in a continuous prosome on donkeys, but most of
them making beasts of burden of
cession,

They are on the way to
market carrying produce of various
themselves.
kinds.

Never

my

in all

perience have

I

pools than those

fish-collecting ex-

seen more promising

we

find at the

end

of

our walk, but they are almost bare of
animal life. I find only four kinds of

where

fishes,

I

should find a dozen or

more kinds to compare with the

tide

have known elsewhere.
At noon a porter arrives from the

pools

I

hotel with our so-called "breakfast."

We

fare royally

under the palms, for

the great box that he has carried

all

on his head contains

all

of these miles

of the courses and china dishes that we
would have had at the hotel. Then for a
few pennies we hire some natives to
climb the long, slender coconut palms
and pitch down the green nuts that
seem to be community property of the

—
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villagers.

The

rich milk, contained in

the nuts before the meat has hardened

on the

shell,

makes a very

delicious
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hills arise straight

from the plain

like gigantic bowlders.

After dinner

rock

we

sit in

front of the

little

hotel in the

moon, and, although we

addition to our repast.

light of the full

journey into the interior
takes two days. We travel in our own
private train furnished with the com-

are within a couple of degrees of the

Next, a

rail

equator,

as cool as a

it is

summer

eve-

ning at home.

The little town of Quixada nestles at the base of a great rock rising out of the plain.
In the small lake in the foreground the inhabitants do their washing
pliments of the railway people, some of

whom accompany
sists of

two

us.

Our

train con-

long, plain cars, with loose

chairs instead of stationary seats,

hammock hooks on the
these and the hammocks being
make a sleeping car in Brazil.
with

and
that

We stop sometimes at an outcropping
of rock that the geologists

wish to

see,

or sometimes at a likely-looking place

where beasts might

lurk.

The end

In this region the rich

collections.

walls
all

In the morning I obtain a few small
from a pond near the village.
These, with some lizards, are all the
region contributes to our vertebrate
fishes

of

our journey is Quixada, where we
spend the night. In all directions great

fauna of Brazil, of which we have heard
so much, is conspicuous by its absence.
Even insects are scarce, with the exception of mosquitoes. Of these I speak
feelingly, for last night in
I

would often awake

sleep, to find

by mosquito

my hammock

after a short, fitful

myself "tacked

bills

from below.

down"
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The village of Pirangi, showing the beach and
town is embowered

Our ship comes into the harbor after
we have remained at Cearamuch longer
than we had anicitpated. She is a
large, dirty boat, commanded by a big
American whom we later find upon
acquaintance to be

closer

a rather

palm

also the

we anchored
this

that

we

and

as

I

about to climb into my berth, I
note a peculiar handle protruding from
under his pillow. Curious, I draw it

am

and

find it to belong to a slender
with a blade a foot long and a
point like a needle.
back twitches

out,

stiletto

My

in fearful expectation all night.
later

we

stiletto,

But

find that everyone wears a

and that the elaboration of
is an index to the pros-

the handle

into the

are the reason, for our chief,

man

early,

As we run

flying the government colors puts off
from shore and we find to our surprise

Not being able to get good rooms together, we are scattered over the boat.
My roommate is a mahogany-colored
retire

little

quiet waters of the harbor, a steamer

the late Dr.

I

which the

outside of the reef until

morning.

decent fellow full of troubles of his own.

gentleman.

trees in

J.

in Brazil.

C. Branner,

We

on shore, where we

is

a great

are at once carried
find a

breakfast awaiting us.

sumptuous

Then we

are

taken to a new house, next to the
governor's residence. The owner has
donated

it

and our new friends comit for us from their own

pletely furnish

homes, so that we are very comfortable.
After this

we

are officially received

by

the governor with gold lace and cham-

we are left to ourselves.
Our boxes of freight are placed in a
large government storehouse opening
on the water front and here we expect
pagne, and then

The harbor

perity of its owner.

to do our laboratory work.

Our old tub of a boat limped into Natal last night with a very bad list and

extends for some miles inland as a

mangrove-lined estuary.

Across the
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mouth

of

it

is

a

reef,

waves wash at high

over which the

As we have

tide.

been obliged to give up the idea of
cruising northward along the coast, we
feel that we can find plenty to occupy
us here for a considerable time.

The next day a couple

of us hire a

village
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and see a great circle of twenty
men and boys under a big

or thirty

spreading tree that at once reminds

me

where Buldeo told
his famous lies. White helmets mark
our party in the middle.
I draw near
and find a couple of natives opening cocoof the council tree

my

boat and go on a dredging and seining
Our most notable seine haul is
trip.

nuts for

made in a pond

whose roof and partitions are made

We

which the high tide
flows. It is about a hundred feet across
and three times as long, and as my

tion to eat

fine-mesh seine just reaches across

that

I

am

into

able to collect about

The haul proves

tains.

rich one,

and

is

all it

it,

con-

to be a very

the real beginning of

my collecting.
The governor has given us the use

of

the steamer that met us upon our
arrival,

and the next day we make a

short cruise.
I

am now

The consequence

lying beside a

little

is

that

stream

near the village of Pirangi writing in

my

journal and trying to recover from

a pernicious attack of seasickness, for

the waves handled that

little

steamer in

a very careless manner, piling themselves

on top

The

on deck

so that

we had

to stay

keep half dry.

of the cabin to

friends to drink the milk.

are boarded in a

We

palm-leaf thatch.

is

little

mud

hut
of

are in a condi-

and appreciate anything

placed before us, and lucky

are to have appetites to tackle
of the things.

we

some

Five of us sleep so close

room that our hammocks
nearly touch, and the other three sleep
under a thatched roof supported by
poles and without walls.
When the
people gave up their room to us, they
had only themselves and their hammocks to move.
It is the main living
room of the house, too, and in the
together in a

daytime the women occupy it, bringthe cushions on which they
make lace, placing these on the ground
in front of them.
We are reminded of when the circus
comes to town. We are the circus.

ing in

very agreeable change from the hills
and vallevs of the sea. Across the
stream are other mangroves standing

Our kind never stayed with these
Our zoological collecting and geological rock-cracking are
beyond their comprehension, except

on tiptoe in the water,

that they are sure, of course, that

cool shade of the

mangroves

is

a

their exposed

roots forming a strange, tangled net-

work.

Three long, slender,

brilliant

people before.

want

and

fishes

make medicine

reptiles

They

of.

we

and insects to

When we

follow us

green garfishes swim past up stream to

everywhere.

get a taste of fresh water, while behind

look in at the doors and windows in a

them, paddling ponderously along

like

perfectly frank way.

We

retire,

they

can scarcely

some globefishes.
A flock of yellow and green
parrots perch on the trees near me and
very frankly discuss me.
Though I

bar them out because, though we are

understand

village has to offer

old-fashioned ironclads, are

comprehend perfectly what they think of me,
and the knowledge is not encouraging.
I walk back to the little thatched
little

Portuguese,

I

paying for

all

that

we

receive,

we

are

all

the

their guests.

A

couple of days gives us

and we return to

Natal over a quiet sea.
The fish market at Natal
for collecting purposes,

is

very poor

and though

I
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frequently visit

But

I find little

it,

that

is

very desirable specigood.
mens from the pools left among the
rocks when the tide is low. I poison
the pools with chloride of lime, which
drives the fishes from the crevices
I get

two

railroads that leave Natal in differ-

ent directions, and one

day we board

the train for Lake Extremoz.

This

long serpentine body of water,

a former

remains

of

isolated

fish

fauna

We

interesting.

river,

should

and

is

a

the
its

be very

try to leave without

letting our departure

become known,

but some of our friends telegraph news
of our coming, with the result that we
are

met by a

civil

us his guests.

I

engineer

who makes

carry a fine-mesh

and we hire the head fisherman
and two other natives with their great
dugout canoe to help drag it. But
our work is futile, for the lake bottom is
covered with a mass of half-disinteseine,

Portrait of the

little

blenny, Salariichthys

which leaped out of the pool and
over the sand to escape capture. After Jenyns
textilis,

grated vegetable matter held in suspen-

among the rocks

so they

may be dipped
There

sion that chokes the seine,

and we can-

one
common blenny, however, that never
waits to be dipped out, but leaps out
of the pool and makes rapid progress
over the sand to the sea and is captured
out with a small net.

with some

Owing
local

is

difficulty.

to the scarcity of fishes, a

merchant has imported from Hull,

England, a trawling steamer with

He

crew.

very good market for
is

rope.

fishes,

could they

large,

and the

a huge affair with a net

made of

be caught.
trawl

The boat

its

would be a

believes there

is

weighs tons and

It

a steam winch.

In a haul

by

is

hoisted

it

sweeps the

bottom over a space ninety feet wide
by about three miles long. A couple of us

make an expedition in the
but

trial run,

coral reef

alas,

and

is

badly torn.

corner remains, however,
things.

me.

A

The

trawler on a

the net catches on a

entire catch

A

full of
is

couple of days later

small

good

given to

we

try

it

again, but this time tons of seaweed

the net and it splits wide open as it
brought aboard. The trawler does
not make another trip during our stay.
We have been given passes on the

fill

is

One of the
who was such

small boys of Ceara
a good collector

Mirim,
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A member

of

Doctor Starks's party with a crowd

valuable help in collecting at Ceara

not get
weight.

I

capture a few fine specimens

in the soft,

oozy matter.

They

aggravation in showing what

are an
I

have

missed.

After returning to Natal for a day

we make a

Ceara
lies a few miles farther
along the railway from Lake Extremoz.
Here we find very good collecting in a
little stream with several disconnected
ponds. But we very soon find that the
unusually abundant small boy can get
the specimens we want better and
easier than we can.
We keep office hours in our little
hotel, and boys are continually arriving with fishes, snakes, lizards, land
shells, and insects, as well as with a
host of things we do not want.
We
have made a scale of prices for the
things we want and we have to bargain
before we get them. It almost causes
Mirim, that

collecting trip to

boys who gave

of enthusiastic small

Mirim

ashore on account of the

it
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heart failure to say

"No"

when he wants too much

to a

boy

for a desirable

specimen and then shut him out of our
room.
But they always meet our
price for they know it is fair, and as
they always rush gleefully away to get

more
it

of the Httle beasts

(bichos is as

we know they

are satisfied.

sounds),

In fact

we soon have grown men

en-

gaged in the chase.

swarms with men
everybody
and boys,
comes to
look on, and the idle boys have to be

The whole

hotel

for

continually driven outside.

When we

wish to work we lock ourselves

in, only
opening the door for more specimens.
The boys are the best boys we meet
with in our travels, as well as the best

collectors.
Some of them have little
guns made of gas pipe, fired by snapping a steel umbrella rib against a
paper cap. They use balls instead of
shot and shoot surprisingly well con-
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Others are very
with a sHng, or with a bow

sidering the guns.

expert

arranged to shoot stones instead of

One boy who

arrows.

collects lizards

men may

mark,
crude appa-

sionally I

for us scarcely ever misses his

getting as

ratus as

many

the pools, scooping up the fishes as
they come from the crevices of the rock.
One never knows what unusual speci-

with his

we can with a gun.

next reward him.

Occa-

on a rock and describe

sit

the brilliant colors of the fishes that so
quickly fade after death.

As a

result of this exposure to the

sun,

tropical

am

I

my entire skin.

gradually losing

my hat o&
was collecting, and the top of
head (sans hair) grew rosy red and

when

my

First I left

I

Then

peeled in a couple of days.

I

my sleeves rolled up, and
the skin of my arms followed. Now I
peel huge sheets of epidermis from my
worked with

But one

legs.

peeling

any more.

peel

I

by

followed

is

that part turning black and

it

does not

have about reached

the limit of possibilities.

Our next trip is to

town of Itama-

the

tahy, 165 kilometers from Natal by

We pass first through a region

rail.

among

tangled, scrubby growth
sand-hills;

Ceara Mirim. The water
jar rests on a wreath of green leaves twisted
about the head to form a cushion

Water

carrier at

then through a level plain

dotted sparsely with shrubs and trees

and covered with bunch

grass.

typical desert land such as

The

public well, whence the death-

dealing drinking water comes,

is

the

place where everybody meets every-

body else. The water is carried by
mule power in long wine kegs, or often
in picturesque red jars, on the heads of
natives the only head work they ever
do. Usually the jar rests on a wreath
of green weeds twisted about the head
to serve as a cushion. These natives,
like all peoples who carry burdens on
their heads, have beautifully erect
bodies and straight backs.
The tide-pool collecting is the most
profitable and pleasant about Natal.
pools are large, with fine white

sand on the bottom.

warm and
hot.

It is

The water

is

and the sun is not too
great fun wading about in

clean,

It is

we have

in

Oregon or Nevada. Further on the
trees grow higher and more tropical
and tangled with vines. Sometimes we
look into fertile valleys, green and wild
or

with

filled

plantations

of

cane,

cotton, or bananas.

—

The

of

the

Houses with
in

present

dull-red roofs cluster

palm

turns

houses.

dirty

in

and

little

thatched

train

go by;

calico

dresses,

the

slatternly

black pipes;

ever-

intervals

Here the whole family

out to see

women

are

the

At

trees.

along the track

mud

with

villages,

little

patched,

smoking

lazy brigands,

short

leather-

and bedaggered, illnaked bronze
"kids" with pot bellies and slender
legs; and in the doorway some chickhatted,

belted

favored and ill-flavored

;
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name was held

the fishing

"Main

Street" in the

town

of

Papary.

On

the lake of that

fiesta

which brought so many interesting specimens to Doctor Starks

ens,

goats,

interested

or
in

pigs:

the

all

only

are equally

and we

event

its

that

breaks the monotony of the day.

We

spend the night with an American

engineer in charge of the building of a

branch railroad.

Two

of the party,

finding here the things they are inter-

ested

in,

conclude to stay longer, but

ing wide

we

keeps us delightfully cool.

valho, Presidente do Governo Municipal,

its

doors, he asks us to accept

we can be happy. He
wants us to board with him, but when

Lake Papary for a day or two.
Reaching the town of San Jose, we
leave the train and soon find ourselves
tramping along a narrow green pathway lined with tropical shrubs and
trees, accompanied by two donkeys
and the necessary natives to drive
them.
Our suitcases, alcohol tanks,
and other belongings swing from the
side of the donkeys, and a light drizzle
Reaching Papary we present a letter
from the governor to Colonel Car-

all of

town we

—

it

of rain

It is the best

have ever owned, and our new friend,
Colonel Carvalho what can I say of
him more laudatory than that he is a
"brick?" He owns a nearly-new fiveroom house close to his own, and throw-

the rest of us return toward Natal by
an early train with the intention of
visiting

own the town and

at once

inhabitants.

for as long as

decline the invitation, he gets us a

cook and servant, and so here we are
keeping house under our own vine and
fig tree.

We

are on one side of the village

plaza.

At the back door stands our

moss-covered

cistern

—a

picturesque

and
which Ali Baba used to

piece of pottery, about the shape
size of that

pack each

of

his

forty

thieves

in.

Several tropical trees grow in our backCorner-wise, with a gate beyard.
is the yard of our host, filled
with trees and shrubs among which

tween,
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wander all sorts

of strange

animals that

he has collected. One, an old monkey,
with all the wisdom of the ages behind
his gray eyes, gazes over the fence.

My

I

awaits us.
sit

Low stools are placed for us
men kneel at their

We

skim down a long, winding, green lane of oily water, lined on
both sides with rushes and with water
hyacinths
of

beautiful

bearing

big lavender blossoms.

We

glorious ride.

me

I

may

select.

are told that there

a law

is

but for our benefit the governof Papary has annulled the
law for the time being. These fishermen have been brought together not
only to get specimens for us, but to
entertain us with a fishing tournament.

the- Colonel

on, while the

paddles.

We

am forgetting my fish

takes us on a walk to the lake, where
a big canoe manned by some natives
to

Colonel assures

against a certain kind of destructive

One morning

collecting.

and have

fishing

baskets of specimens from which the

of this

journal contains

town, but

little

much

They have been

clusters
It

a

is

float silently along,

fishing,

ing

body

Operations are begun
canoes,

have

that

when two

a

great

big

gill-net

loaded equally in each of them, take
their stand at one side, while the other
canoes scatter in the opposite direction.
The first two paddle away from each

not a sound breaking the quiet save the
ripple of water under the bow of our

other paying out the net in a great

we turn a

complete, and the two canoes are
headed toward each other, the other

boat.

Occasionally,

as

corner, strange water birds rise

and

fly

When

circle.

the circle

ponderously away, and mullet jump all
about us. At last we glide out on a

boats begin closing

beautiful lake that loses itself in the

motion possible

distance

among islands and

headlands.

Perhaps never before has my soul
been so filled with poetry and romance,
as when on this cool fragrant morning
we glide so smoothly and quietly over
miles of glassy water.

Even the natives

feel the enchantment of it, for no one
Occasionally we stop to draw
speaks.
up one of the poles that here and there
stick above the water, and bring to

the surface a

fish

trap of basket work.

against a disaway
tant bank of trees, we see moving objects, which, as we draw nearer, prove
to be canoes. Soon we see that they are

After a time,

headed for us

off

— canoe after canoe loaded

with picturesque barelegged natives.

One

of

conch

them
shell,

an expert at blowing a
and its booming trumpetis

note comes echoing across the water,

adding a touch of weirdness to it all.
When they are all about us, we are the
nucleus of a band of a dozen canoes.

making the

two

is

in, their

greatest noise

— splashing,

thirds

occupants

and comyelling and

haijimering the sides of the canoes with

paddles

— evidently

with the idea of

driving the fish into the net.
It all looks

and sounds very barbaric

— South African or perhaps just Brazilian.

The

circle of gill-net is

now com-

and the canoes pass over the
floats of the net and are inside, where
the men begin using cast-nets. These
are the biggest of their kind I have ever
plete,

seen.

They

feet across

are at least twenty-four

and are thrown with great

and strength. It is a pleasure to
watch them in use, the men, straight
and erect, swaying their bodies like
skill

trained athletes, the muscles of their

naked bronze backs standing out, as
with a great heave the nets fly into the
air, spread themselves, and fall in a
perfect circle.
Every cast brings in
fishes.
Those that are not caught in
the cast-nets are driven into the meshes
of the big net and gilled. The men seem
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to be having lots of fun in breaking the
law with the Presidente looking on.
We have all sorts of high jinks and
canoe races on the way home, and the
men shout and joke with each other

mood.
My only
regret is that I left my camera at home.
ITpon our return we find the whole
village out in force to greet us. Each
in quite a holiday
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sweep their walk and generously include
ours also.
Sugar cane, coconuts,

and limes are sent in quanby the good people. Our house

oranges,
tities

a

is

regular

museum

turtles, snakes,

with iguanas,

and monkeys running

about to the limits of their tethers.
One morning I take a long walk to
the railway station to meet some of our

Eleotris carvalhonis, a goby taken by Doctor Starks in Lake Papary and named in honor
of the genial Colonel Carvalho, who gave such valuable aid in collecting fishes from that lake

man
and
for.

spreads his catch on the shore
I

am

invited to take

The Colonel

give the

will

what

I care

not allow us to

men any money, though we

try to slip

some to them on the

sly.

The fishes I select are placed in a basket,
crowned with a big

fish for dinner,

and

delivered at our house.

The next day a

large basket of fish

is

me by the Colonel's
orders. The men have been fishing all
night, and I am told that I now have
delivered

to

party
tahy.

who are expected from ItamaAs I walk along the path, a big

black attaches himself to me, sticking
close behind,
stiletto as

we

and

I

remember

his long

pass through the lonely

His bare feet make no noise
and I find myself frequently glancing back like the little
girl on the dark stairs.
It turns out,
however, that he is one of our fishermen, and has made himself my protecwoods.

on the

soft path,

When we

tor in quite a feudal way.

reach the station he makes

but a'few of the kinds to be found
in the lake.
The fishes are mainly
strange armored catfishes.
On two

say

"No"

other occasions baskets of fishes are

my

swart friend catches him by the

all

brought to me.
the

men

When we

something, they

sure that the Colonel

is

is

try to pay

arm, and

make very

know that he tells the beggar
that when I say "No" I am not to be
bothered. The people discuss me in a

not in sight be-

any remuneration.
This is a very friendly town. Every
passer-by looks in at the window to
wish us a good-day. Our neighbors

fore they dare accept

it very
with me. When I
to an importunate beggar,

evident that he

I

understand enough of his

tirade to

very frank way, taking turns at asking

me

questions to learn

that

I

if it is

really true

speak no Portuguese.

!
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After some days

we

follows me around from stall to
and receives the fish as I buy them.
Prices are high. Perhaps I am cheated
somewhat, but not much, for a friend

leave Papary

who

The

stall

with regret, to return to Natal.

very hospitable Colonel seems sorry to
and stands waving us farewell

see us go

as long as

we

are in sight.

What

The

last collecting trip I

two mornings, and I
of what the prices should

facture of various cottonseed-oil products, has invited a couple of us to go

or less familiar to

We

from

have a beautiful sail through the mangrove-Kned water lanes. We can spare
only a couple of days, for the steamer
which will take us northward is soon due.
carry

men

'57'

.»> i v.'.'

'i

\

*

ti>

to help us,

-/

Y*-*

J

^ -

all

me

as pictures.

If

the fishes of the world the most

matched

could

be

among

the catfishes.

for

strangeness

One

feels that

if

he were living in the Devonian or
Carboniferous Age, and were collecting
fishes, he would find just such a lot of
unfamiliar and strange forms as these.

and I get a number of specimens that I
have not found in the lower harbor.
In July we leave Natal, and after a
very fine voyage arrive at Para, where
we spend two weeks. The Amazon
fish fauna is less well-known than I had
supposed, and as the fish market is
large I am able to get a very good colEvery morning I go to the
lection.
market and hire a man with a tray.

^

the

peculiar ones were picked out, they

my seine and our host loans us a

boat and some of his

be.

me

some idea
Always I

have to bargain for every lot.
My specimens from Brazil are representative of a most interesting fish
fauna, composed largely of the very
strange catfishes that have been more

Natal is to the head of the estuary that
forms the harbor. A kind Scotchman
who has an establishment for the manu-

I

get

first

make from

in his big sailboat to visit him.

consul's accompanies

of the

a

world this would be to travel in could
one always meet such a Colonel

We have a very delightful voyage
northward, and we view with satisfaction the Southern Cross sinking below
the horizon and the North Star climbing

up toward its familiar place in the
But it is with more satisfaction

sky.

lady

we at last behold the fair bronze
who guards our liberty as we sail

into

New York harbor.

that

^

Plecostomus 'pusarum, one of the strange armored catfishes of the waters of Brazil,
This one looks as if it had not descended very far from its Devonian ancestors

Lateral view of the axial skeleton of a crucifix catfish from the

graph

Museum by Mr.

specimen presented to the American

of a

West

Photo-

Indies.

George Stone

New

of

York City

The

Crucifix in the Catfish Skull
By

E.

W.

GUDGER

Associate in Ichthyology, American

THEWorld

early explorers of the

New

found it indeed to be a
new world in its animals and
plants as well as in its lands and
peoples. In its fauna they found tapirs,
not elephants, llamas and alpacas and
vicunas instead of camels and dromedaries,

cougars

place, of

birds

lions

and pumas in the
and tigers, humming

contrasted

with

nightingales,

Museum

loquially

called

catfishes

known

finitely

extended.

might be indeBut nowhere per-

haps was there greater contrast between the faunas of the new world and
the old than among the finny inhabitants of the waters.

Natural history explorations were
confined largely to southern
North America, Central America, and

long

northern South America, and in the
waters, salt and fresh, of these regions

many

were found

fishes of

before seen

by the eyes

Among
region

the
is

members

kinds never

of white

fresh- water

men.

kinds,

this

by
Nema-

especially characterized
of

that group,

the

tognathi or whisker- jawed fishes,

col-

America

all

the species of

in the world.

In the tropical and

warm temperate

waters of the great rivers of America,
especially in the

of the Guianas,

list

of these being con-

quite one fourth of

snakes taking the place of harmless

—the

in

by but

there are found at least 250 species or

and

and

represented

is

fined to Grecian waters), in

iguanas replacing fence lizards, rattleadders,

While

catfishes.

Europe this group
two species (one

estuarine

Gulf

Amazon and Orinoco

their tributaries

and

waters

region,

vast numbers

of

these
live,

and

in the rivers

also in the salt

the

and

Caribbean-

Nematoqnathi in

move and have their

being. They are rather primitive forms
which early split off from the piscine
stem and to this day retain many
primitive characters. Of these whiskerjawed fishes, the
largest
family,

the Siluridse, are the ones best

by

name

known

These
have broad heads, scaleless
slimy skins, fins both pectoral and
dorsal provided with large jagged
spines, and mouths bedecked with
the

"catfishes."

Siluridse

short or long barbels or feelers.

In

the

salt,

brackish,

and

fresh

waters of the countries bordering on the
371
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Spanish

Main

are found

many siluroids

of the old genus Arius (Greek areios,

from Ares, Mars), so named

martial,

because they have a bony buckler or

from the base of the
backward to the strong spine of

shield extending
skull

the

dorsal

first

may

This

fin.

be seen

view of the skeleton of

in the lateral

one which really prompted
for other crucifix skulls,

is

me to hunt
from a pho-

tograph of the ventral surface of the
skull of one of the catfishes to which
they refer. The details of this skull are
not

sharp and clear because

it

had
and

suffered

considerable

hence

does not seem necessary to

it

abrasion,

one of these fishes which forms the

reproduce

headpiece to this article and in the

shown later. The
was unfortunately not identified as
to genus and species.
The next account and figures are
found in Doctor Eigenmann's great
monograph on the fresh-water fishes

dorsal view of the

same

skull

on page

many

Furthermore, the skulls of

378.

of these fishes

show on

their ventral

recognizable

surfaces a fairly

repre-

among

sentation of a crucifix, and

the

collected

above these

writes

in a superstitious

are

skulls

held

esteem amounting

almost to veneration.

In reading books describing travels
South America the present writer
has at various times run across
in

accounts of the superstitions of the
natives regarding these crucifix cat-

most

but, for the

skulls

fish

ever, there are one old

references which
first

may

and two recent
be cited.

of the recent accounts

dehghtful book by
Beebe,^ on

life

part,

How-

they cannot be recalled now.

Mary

is

The

found in a

B. and C.

W.

in the coastal regions of

Guiana and Venezuela.

While the

here since other and bet-

fish

inhabitants of the countries referred to
catfish

it

ter figures will be

The

in

British

Guiana.^

skeletons of a variety of Ariinse are

prepared and sold as crucifix fishes. The one
which is most frequently prepared is SchiadeThe dorsal surface of the
ichthys proops.
skull and dorsal plate are pointed out as resembling a hooded monk with outstretched
arms.
The ventral surface resembles the
cross.
Fancy pictures the dorsal spine as a
representation of a spear, while the otoliths,
which rattle when the skull is shaken, are
dice with which the soldiers cast lots for the
garments of our Lord.

Eigenmann's figures are both reproThe dorsal view
duced herewith.
(left) shows the robed and hooded
monk with outstretched arms, while
above the hood there may be seen the
base of the dorsal spine representing

The
The
made up

authors were anchored in one of the

the bottom part of the spear.

many

ventral view shows the crucifix.

distributaries

of

the

Orinoco

delta, the fishes attracted their attention,

and

of certain ones

they say

On the bottom our hooks would sometimes
be taken by great fierce-whiskered cats, bedecked with long streamers, which gave no
end of trouble before they were quieted.
They were pale yellow, and head and back
were encased in bone; Maestro (the cook)
called

them the

us why.

and later showed
On the under surface of the bony
crucifix fish,

armor is a large cross with a halo about it
just above the arms. The crew never caught
one of these fish without making the sign of
the cross in the

The
'Beebe,

figure

Mary

a Wilderness.

left

palm.

which they

give,

Bla'r and C. William.
York, 1910, p. 13,

New

and the

Our Search for
fig.

He

stem or trunk of the cross is
main basal bone of the skull, the
parasphenoid, and the arms of the cross
are composed of the post-temporals.
The outer ends of these, expanded to
of the

accommodate the

articulation of the

bones of the shoulder

girdle, give

some-

what the idea of outstretched hands.
The halo is composed of certain little bones, called the Weberian ossicles
after

the

name

of

their

discoverer,

^Eigenmann, C. H. " The Fresh- water Fishes of BritishGuJana." Memoirs Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh,
1912, Vol. 5, p. 106, pi. VI, figs. 1 and 2.
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Dorsal view

(left

of the skull of Schiadeichthys proops, a catfish

figure)

Note the resemblance to a robed and hooded monk.
After Eigenmann
shows the crucifix and the halo.

the Guianas.
figure)
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The

common

in

ventral view (right

which have long been known to connect
the air bladder and the internal ear and
hence were thought to be homologous

ventral to a plate composed of the

with the three auditory ossicles of our

plate

and accordingly to play a part in
the transmission of sound and in the

anterior end

ears,

function of hearing.
is

Now, however,

it

pretty well demonstrated that while

they do connect the
the

air

bladder and

membranous labyrinth

of the ear,

they are a part of the complicated
apparatus having to do mainly with
the maintenance of equilibrium in the
fish.

In position these halo bones

lie

expanded

lateral

coalesced

anterior

processes

of

vertebrae.

the

This

then covers and protects the

and dorsal part

of the air

bladder.

Especial comparison of this

structure

in

this

skull

with similar

structures in other skulls will

be made

later.

Below the inner or basal portion of
each arm is an expanded and rounded
region of the skull called the bulla, in

which was contained the membranous
labyrinth of the auditory organs and in
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which are now found the otohths or ear
stones. When the skull is shaken the
noise made by these is compared to the
rattling of dice as noted by Eigenmann

is

by Antonio de

that

In the appendix to his book (1789) he

courteously

"Capitan" or
"found in the
rivers of the new kingdom of Granada.
It is the Bagra of other provinces
It has been remarked that, when the
bones of the head are separated, each
represents some one of the instruments
of the passion of our Redeemer, form-

seen

ing the spear, cross, nails, etc."

writes of a catfish called

"Chimba"

above.

Seeking further data on the crucifix
skulls, I wrote Mr. Leo E.
Miller, formerly connected with the
catfish

American Museum, and a traveler and
collector of large experience in north-

He

ern South America.

answered

he

that

had

Alcedo,^ long

a resident in northern South America.

these

that

it

is

.

.

.

such as
were very

Such structures as these referred to
have found in two ocean catfishes
(Felichthys felis and Galeichthys felis)
which are not uncommon along our
Atlantic coast and in our brackish

current throughout the northern part of

waters certainly as far north as Cape

South America and the West Indies.
These statements are confirmed for
the Guiana country by Mr. Herbert

felis,

crucifix

fish

skulls

frequently in the

Orinoco region, that such were commonly found in the curio shops in the

West

Indies,

and that

Doctor Eigenmann

Lang,

stories

gives

curator

associate

of

African

American Museum,

mammals

in the

who on a

trip to this region in

1922

brought back from Georgetown such a
skull fancifully painted and decorated.
Furthermore, Mr. James Rodway, the
experienced naturalist of the Guiana
Museum at Georgetown, British Guiana, very kindly has written me that
"crucifix fishes" are common, and
their skulls can be obtained everywhere, the catfish {Sciadeichthys pro dps)
referred to

by Eigenmann furnishing

I

One

Hatteras.

these,

of

Felichthys

abundant in
the summer at Beaufort, North Carohna, and years ago in skulls from which
the flesh had been macerated I found
the gaff-topsail,

is

the crucifix beautifully delineated.

This skull has been elsewhere figured

and

described,^ but

is

herein

shown

again in the ventral aspect. Here we
have the main trunk of the cross with
the extended arms.
halo and

this,

this

is

the

above the junction of the

rugosities just

arms

Above

together with certain

of the cross with the

main trunk,

gives a fanciful representation of the

human

Above, and extending to

face.

the greater number.

the right and

Dr. G. K. Noble, curator of amphibians and reptiles in the American

of the

Museum, while on an expedition
Santo Domingo during the summer

to

cover and protect the anterior part of

of

the

1922,

saw

a

crucifix

skull

in

the

Hona on that island.
much venerated by the

province of Bara

This was very

natives there, being looked

upon as a

sort of fetish or charm against danger
and sickness.
Far earlier, however, than the accounts of any of the persons cited,

left,

are the ventral edges

expanded and coalesced anterior

vertebrae which, as previously explained,

air

bladder.

These bones

will

"wing" bones beshape and position they

hereafter be called

cause in their

" Diccionario geografico-hislAlcedo, Antonio de.
Madrid,
de la Iiidian occidentales d America."
1786-89, 5 vols. English translation with large addi" The Geographical and Histions by G. A. Thompson.
torical Dictionary of America and the West Indies."
London, 1812-15. 5 vols. Appendix, p. 25
^Gudger, E. W. "The Gaff-topsail Catfish (Felichthys felis) a Sea Catfish that Carries its Eggs in its
Mouth." Zoologica; Scientific Contributions New York
Zoological Society, 1916, Vol. 2, pp. 148-150, fig. 29.
torico
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Photograph by E. W. Gudger
Ventral view of the skull of the gaff-topsail
catfish, Felichthys felis, of our Atlantic and
Note the crucifix, the
Gulf coastal waters.

halo, the

"wing" bones, and the

blance to the

human

face.

faint resem-

Below, note the

masses of bony tissue simulating the feet and
Also note the tooth pads
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Photograph by E. W. Gudger
Ventral view of the skull of the smaller
ocean catfish of our south Atlantic and Gulf

coastal waters,

Galeichthys

this figure with that

on the

and position

of

halo,

Note

also differences in anterior

shape and position of the bones

show some faint resemblance to the
"wings" of the conventional angel.
Anteriorly on either side a bone reaches
out from the median region of the skull
and anastomoses with the bones form-

to

ing

the

part

anterior

skull.

the cru-

"wing" bones.

cifix,

legs.

of the

Compare

felis.

left as to

region in

length than either of the skulls

its

previously referred to, or indeed in any
of those figured later herein.

The
above,
fish,

other ocean catfish, referred to
is

very

Galeichthys

felis,

common

along

a

smaller

the

Gulf

These bones and the others to which
they are attached simulate legs and
feet pretty well if one exerts one's

coasts of the United States but not so

imagination ever so

Not having a specimen of this fish, I
procured one through the courtesy of
Mr. B. A. Bean of the United States
National Museum, and maceration

little.

In the lower angle formed by the

arms and the trunk of the crucifix are
found the bullae, here very large and
prominent much more so than in the

—

preceding skull.

This

is

due, in part

at any rate, to the fact that the skull of

Felichthys

is

much

wider in proportion

at Beaufort as its congener.
has never been figured before.

abundant
Its skull

gave the beautiful skull seen in the next
figure.

Here again the

crucifix struc-

tures are very clear, especially the face,
as

shown

in the adjoining bones.

The
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more nearly horizontally placed arms
partly obscure the bullae, which are less

of which, however, are we able to name.
The first was presented by Dr. Jonathan

still

Dwight, research associate in North
American ornithology in this institution. Doctor Dwight is unable to give
the source of this skeleton but the

A West Indian crucifix skull, lacking tooth
pads on the roof of the mouth. Photograph
of a specimen belonging to Mr. M. C. Mar-

of another West Indian catfish
(Mr. Stone's specimen). This differs
from its mate chiefly in having tooth pads in

prominent than

The

in the preceding figure.

legs are also clearly

shown.

The

anchor-like structure of the anterior

part

strikes

shall, Bellaire,

one

forcibly,

and

Queens, Long Island

anterior to this we have a structure
which can only be compared to the
''bitts" on the deck of a boat or on a
wharf for securely holding a cable.
The American Museum is the fortu-

nate possessor of two fine skeletons of
crucifix fishes of

another species neither

Photograph

skull

mouth

the roof of the

assumption

is

that

it

was secured

in

The second we owe
to the courtesy of Mr. Otto W. Jommersbach of Brooklyn, who tells me
that it also came from the West Indies.

the West Indies.

While
Prof.

this

M.

S.

paper was being written.
Farr, of Princeton Uni-
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versity,

came

to the department of

fishes seeking certain

my

specimens.

brought
fish

and

On

data,

and saw

his next visit he

me

a fine skeleton of a crucifix

this

on examination proved to

be identical with the two preceding
It is, however, much larger,
skulls.

coming evidently from an older

In addition to the skeletons just
referred to, I

have had an opportunity

to study four others of apparently the

same

species of catfish.

series is the

This beautiful

property of Mr.

Marshall of Bellaire,

Queens,

M.

the crucifix structures are beauti-

all

fully

shown, so

no

particular

much

C.

Long

Island, through whose courtesy I have
been privileged to examine them. As
to their origin nothing is known save

West Indies,
and probably from the eastern region.
All four seem to be representiatives of a
single species, the same as that to
which the other three belong, probably

that they came from the

so as to call for

Un-

explanation.

doubtedly this skull

very similar to

is

the preceding, possibly so close as to
be put in the same genus, but there is

one marked structure in this not found

—

the two tooth pads
on the anterior part of the roof of the
mouth. These are structures found in
only one other skull examined, that
previously referred to as brought back
from British Guiana in 1922 by Mr.
Herbert Lang of the Museum staff.
This latter skull shows remains of a tooth
pad in the same part of the roof of the
mouth where unbroken pads are found
in the skull of Mr. Stone's specimen.
Since these skulls seem identical in
in the preceding

fish.
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other respects, they are referred to the

photograph of the best of these is
Here we have
the same structures that are found in

same species.
The last figure to be given is a dorsal
view of this same skull. The robe of
the monk, the extended arms with the
covering robe, the cowl or hood (the
dorsal buckler) and the spear of the

the others, the differences bring in de-

Roman

a species of the genus Sciadeichthys.

A

herewith reproduced.

tails.

with

This skull
little

is

difference

long and narrow,

between the diam-

measured across posterior, middle,
and anterior regions. Attention is called
to the bilateral tooth pad far in front.
The last skeleton, with which I have
had the pleasure of working, is by long
odds the most beautiful I have ever
seen. It was presented to the Museum
by Mr. George Stone of this city, and
is also of West Indian origin.
This
skeleton has had the flesh so skilfully,
macerated and removed as to leave it
almost absolutely intact and united
eters

throughout so far as the axial portion
is concerned (the fin structures are gone,
as

is

to be expected)

—

all of

which

may

be seen in the lateral view at the head

The subjoined

figure

skull in ventral view.

Here

of this article.

shows the

soldier (the dorsal spine) can

clearly be

all

made

This figure

out.

should be compared with Eigenmann's

com-

portrayal of Sciadeichthys, and

made

parison should also be
ventral views of the
ventral

much

structures
alike.

two
are

of the

skulls.

The

plainly

very

The absence

of

inter-

maxillary tooth pads in Eigemnann's
figure

means nothing,

been torn

off in

since they

have

cleaning the skull, as

they have been in the two skulls referred to on page 376. However, the
presence of tooth pads in the roof of
the

mouth

of the

their absence

men and

Eigenmann's

speci-

in all the six just considered,

in every one of
of

Stone specimen, and

in

which there

is

no trace

me

to

make

them whatever,

leads

of

the Stone specimen a separate species.

Comparison

will

now be made

of the

—
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In shape, form, relative measurements,

shape and position
fontanelles
skull)

the

of

anterior

apertures

(dorsal

the

in

these skulls are apparently iden-

,

In only two respects are they
Eigemnann's specimen seems

tical.

different:

more curved

Stone's

flatter.

posterior dorsal region

the

in

over the

(i.e.,

Eigenmann's specimen shows

arms);

the notch posterior to the junction of

arm region with the skull forming a
much narrower U than the similar
the

notch

Stone's

in

These

specimen.

differences are of course insignificant

and

of themselves are not sufficient to

when

establish specific characters, but

added to the differences found on the

we may be

ventral surface,

the

that

belong

skulls

quite sure

to

different

species.

Comparison of all these various skulls
the ventral

in

aspect

reveals,

then, the similarity in that
crucifix plainly

made

all

shown, since

first

have the

in all it is

same bones in the same
relative position and arrangement.
In the second place, the Weberian
of the

ossicles

(forming

the

practically identical.

"wing"

the

expanded

bones

halo)

are

Finally, all

(formed

of

all

have
the

lateral processes of the first

and position.
However, on careful examination the
vertebrae) alike in shape

differences are almost equally plain.

The
ihys)

Dorsal view of the skull of Mr. Stone's
specimen. Here the resemblance to the robed

and cowled monk
shoulder and arm

is

verj' plain.

region,

skulls figured in the dorsal aspect

figures

of

Mr.

Stone's.

are carefully studied,

If

these

we

most widely from the
broader throughout, but
where

divergence from the other skulls

is

of

those of Professor Eigenmann's speci-

men and

It is

especially in the anterior region,
its

the hood, the dorsal spine simulating a spear

two

differs

others.

Note the

and at the top

skull of the gaff-topsail {Felich-

are

forced to the conclusion that they are
of closely related species of catfishes.

Here also we have two
long strands of bony tissue reaching
forward and attached to the anterior
part of the skull, and bearing a fanciful

most marked.

resemblance to a pair of legs
the analogy

still

—to carry

further.

Quite unlike the skull of Felichthys

and unlike

all

the other skulls,

is

that

THE CRUCIFIX IN THE CATFISH SKULL
of

the

smaller ocean

catfish

our

of

Galeichthys

waters,

southern

felis.

Here we have the cross, the halo, and
the wing bones. The latter, however,
with reference to the cross are at their
outer ends differently placed and markedly unlike any of the others. Even
more markedly different is the structure
of the anterior part of the skull with its

sharp, outstanding anchor-hke points
right

and

left,

the laterally placed aper-

and the

tures in the roof of the skull,

most anterior portion shaped like the
"bitts" to which a cable is secured on
Here, also, we have
a boat or wharf.
the "legs" previously noted in the skull
of Felichthys.

Intermediate between these two
This skull
specimen.

the Beebe
relatively

throughout

broad

but

is

is

in

front lacks the perforations found in
Also,

the skull of Galeichthys.

it is

bone,

the

The other

three

very

indicate

closely related.

However, the absence of the tooth
pads from the roof of the mouth sets
off the Marshall specimens (four) and
those of D wight, Jommersbach and
Farr

as

a

separate

species.

Their

presence in Stone's and Lang's speci-

mens,

establishes

separate

species.

these

With

as

another

regard

to

Eigenmann's

specimen the
careful reader has probably noticed
that it lacks the winglike bones extending out from under the halo.
Wondering if this could be natural,
since they are present in all the other
skulls, I asked Mr. A. W. Henn,
curator of fishes in the Carnegie Museum, to lend this skull to me. This he

Doctor

since

somewhat

crucifix

without them this

To

plainer.

see this

is

com-

pare the figure of this particular skull

with any other figure given herein.

We
species

have
of

here

from six
showing the

skulls

catfishes

all

on their ventral surfaces.
would be a study of considerable
crucifix

It
in-

terest to collect a large series of skulls
of the various ocean,

estuarine,

fresh- water catfishes from

the world and to ascertain

all

and

parts of

how many

and what forms have the crucifix. It
would seem that this structure must
be of considerable taxonomic importFurther, while there has been
ance.

some study of catfish skulls, there does
not seem to have been any thorough
study of their comparative osteology.
These skulls are so widely different

from those

of other

teleosts

and

in

from each other, that such a study
would be a very interesting even if an
arduous and puzzling undertaking.
Apart from four or five isolated
studies of various catfish skulls, none
of which shows the crucifix, there are
papers by two investigators in which
studies have been made of the Weberian
apparatus and of the hinder portions

make-up and

that these forms are

feature,

the

is

are

skulls

presumably to accentuate the

ethmoid,

terminating the skull in front.

similar in general

that these bones had been cut out,

their relative proportions so different

more markedly intermediate
anchor-shaped

not

Even

so wide as the Felichthys skull.

379

kindly did, and examination showed

of the catfish skull.

for these structures

The

skulls studied

do

not, however,

contain crucifixes, and hence will not

be considered here.
Historial

data,

additional to

that

quoted earlier, to form a background
for the facts and fancies presented in
this article, are almost

wholly lacking.

have
However, two
fishes
referring
to
been chanced upon
other than siluroids.
The first citation is from Robert
Blakeyi who, in his dehghtfully chatty
brief

accounts

"Historical Sketches of the
'Blakey, Robert.
Angling Literature of All Nations." London, 1856, p. 84.
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book, says ''The pike was long celebrated, in

many

parts of

Germany and

charms and medicinal
little bone in the form
of a cross, which is said to be discoverable in the head [i.e., skull] of this fish,
was long worn by the credulous as a
France, for

excellencies.

sort

of

its

A

talisman

against

witchcraft

and enchantment."
In the year 1700 Michael Bernhard
Valentini^ published in Latin

an

article

entitled ''De virgine in sceleto funduli

conspicua."
figure of a

In this he speaks of the

woman

the skeleton

(i.e.,

plainly to be seen in
skull) of

a Fundulus,

'Valentini, Michael Bernhard. " De virgine in sceleto
funduli eonspicua. " Miscellanea Curiosa sive Ephimer-

idum

Medico-Physicarum

Germanicorum

Academise

Cxsario-Leopoldince Naturse Curiosum.
Decuriae III.
et Sextus, 1697 and 1698, (1700), p. 96.

Annus Quintus

A gaff-topsail catfish,
crucifix

on the under

just-laid eggs into his

and says that certain bones imitate a
form of dressing the hair common at
the time. Now what the "Fundulus"
fish was is a matter of conjecture only,
but it was probably some member of the

common

in

The "top knots"

to

family Cyprinidse,
central Europe.

fishes

which our author refers were probably
the Weberian ossicles above referred
to,

the Cyprinidse being fishes which, in

common

Just what

accounts

Siluridse, have a
Weberian apparatus.
meant by these two old

with the

well-developed

is

is

not

esting to find

clear,

but

it

is

inter-

the crucifix structure

alleged to be present in the skulls of

European fishes, and to find that the accounts go back as far as the year 1700.

This fish is not only interesting in that it has a
but also because the paternally-minded father takes the
mouth and there incubates them until they are hatched
Felichthys felis.

side of its skull,

w^

Newts shedding

From

their skins.

The Department

life

history exhibit of Triturus viridescens

and Amphibians

of Reptiles

American Museum

in the

By

the

G.

KINGSLEY NOBLE

Curator of the Department

"OST

M'

rise

museum departments

exhibition

from

several valuable collections were

small

Valuable material

beginnings.

received

is

from expeditions, zoological parks, or
private

cared

individuals.

must be

This

perhaps studied, and later

for,

and

no

publication,

but

added

its store.
Those of Dr. C. S. Allen
from Florida and Colonel Nicholas
Pike from Long Island were especially
noteworthy. Miss Mary C. Dicker-

to

made known

son's superb collection of batrachians,

publication

including nearly every species in the

to the world both by
A
and by exhibition.
custodian is found to supervise the
care and study of the material. As time
goes on he gathers about him additional
Such
material and other workers.

museum

custodians,

they are

called,

or

curators,

have been

in

cases naturalists all their lives,

as

most
and

have lived and studied in museums long
before they were employed by these
A group of museum
institutions.
custodians and their collections are
designated

as

a

department.

history of a department

record

of

successful

is

expeditions,

increase of material, exhibitions,
publications.

A

The

usually a

department

of

and

is like

a

tree branching out with time in every

United States, was donated at
time.

to Mexico, Porto Rico, Alaska, Pata-

and Siberia brought back
and amphibians for the rapidly

gonia, Egypt,
reptiles

growing study collections.

Ruthven

in

New

Mexico and Arizona.

In 1909 the department of ichthyology
and herpetology was established. This
led to the sending of expeditions primarily to collect reptiles and amphibians.

The most important work was

carried

Santo Domingo, North Carolina,
Mexico, and Porto Rico and, by 1910
the collections had been doubled

on

in

and from year to year adding

several times.

distinct

increments of tissue to the

duced by

amphibians in the American Museum
took root as a very small, seedling
sheltered by the department of invertebrate zoology. There was little

In 1906

a collection of approximately a thousand reptiles was secured by Dr. A. G.

direction

trunk which sustains the branches.
The department of reptiles and

this

Expeditions sent by the Museum

nized
world.

as

this

The

exhibitions pro-

time had become recog-

some

of

the finest

in the

Several important monographs

By 1919 it was
had been published.
deemed advisable to separate the
departments of herpetology and ichthyology.

The

expeditions then sent to
381
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Panama,

Arizona,,

and Santo Domingo,

devoted themselves more exclusively
and hence intensively to the study of
Today the
reptiles and amphibians.
collections number more than 60,000
specimens, and the researches based on

A

that Miss Dickerson displayed her real

These groups are still among
admired in the Museum.
Thousands of school children visit the

genius.

the most

Museum

during the course of the year

to study the groups illustrating the

red-backed salamander, Plethodon cinereus, brooding her eggs.

A new

life

exhibit in

the local series

this material

form an imposing array

story of the bullfrog, the tree toad, and

of volumes.

The

other

tree planted nearly

a quarter of a century ago has already

borne much fruit.
The greatest achievement

manner.

to

reproduce

a

in

The "stuffed"

of

the

lifelike

and
and woe-

lizards

crocodiles with their cracked

were soon replaced
by mounts that looked startlingly like

fully distorted skins

was

which these groups were
was tenanted, from the beginning, by a whole series of cats and
dogs, a great elephant, and an enor-

mous "overflow collection" of other
mammals. Many of these mammals
were necessarily placed on top of the
and draped in cheesecloth to keep
There they stood like
off the dust.
cases

the

They

cast a

their

more

most ghostly atmosphere
hall.

Fortunately, however,

now been changed.
floor

wing

in

of

spirits

over the reptile

the

It

departed

fortunate brethren within the cases.

construction of the several frog groups

the living animals.

hall in

installed

department during its long period of
growth has been the establishing, under
the direction of Miss Mary C. Dickerson, of perhaps the finest series of
reptile and amphibian habitat groups
Of all vertebrate
ever produced.
creatures, reptiles are perhaps the most
difficult

common Amphibia.

The

of
of

all

The

this has

entire third

the

recently-completed east

the

Museum

will

soon

be
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thrown open to the pubHc as a new
hall for the exhibition of reptile and
amphibian life. In this hall there have
been arranged not only Miss Dickerson's magnificent groups, but a whole
series of

new

ones.

The new

exhibits

include groups showing the habits of

the Gila monster, the Galapagos land

and sea iguanas, the giant

tree frogs,

the tuatara (Sphenodon) and certain sea
,

snakes.

Glimpses of some of these

new groups

are

shown

in the series of

duotone pictures following

Most
history

exhibition

are

halls

intended

this article.

natural

of

for

a

great

The Surinam toad, Pipa pipa, carries her
eggs in pouches on her back untilthey hatch
as fully formed toadlets.
A model in the
synoptic series
variety of visitors: artists

who come

to seek the beautiful in the objects or

scenes

portrayed;

who

naturalists

an answer to some question
regarding the creatures they have seen

hope to
in

find

nature;

biology

who

students

expect to find illustrated in the most

diagrammatic manner principles or
facts with which they are engaged; and
lastly the great

mass

of visitors

who

are

merely interested in nature, or let us
say in life, and wish to be informed in as
many directions as possible. In our

we have tried to satisfy all
The habitat groups
demands.
these
new

hall

are arranged in a cloister along the

west wall of the

The

hall.

visitor

who

wishes to study the groups in detail
enters one of the cloister doors and
leaves behind him all the systematic
and "biological diagrams" which occupy
the main part of the

hall.

The

exhibi-

and amphibians
alcove provided
in
an
installed
been
has
Such an
hall.
the
of
end
the
far
at

tion of local reptiles
Arboreal Salamanders.

—The California ar-

boreal salamander, Aneides lugubris, spends

most
laid

of its life in the trees.

Its eggs are

on land and the young salamianders

never enter the water.
synoptic series

An

exhibit in the

arrangement helps to keep the different
types of exhibits as distinct units.
The greater part of the material
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museums

sent to

rarely placed on

is

way

curator as the only

of understand-

Amphibia have been

what

is

ing his material.

Such material

is

recognized for a long time as ideal

chiefly used in systematic or zoogeo-

material for such experimental work.

exhibition, but

away

is filed

called a study series.

graphic studies.

in

also available for

It is

anatomical or phylogenetic researches.
If

specimens are captured alive they

may

be utilized
experimental work.

physiological

in
*

have
material, but as a

Museums
and

collected

ades

scrutinizing

aspects have

not

for dec-

described

rule, facilities

for

from

all

material

this

or

been available to

With the enormous strides
them.
made in all fields of zoology
were
which
during the last decade the limitations
of this macroscopic, descriptive method

were

too obvious.

all

The

recent

work

on the endocrine system of Amphibia
brings to our attention the existence of
forms which
their physiology if not in their

physiological
differ in

species,

Some of our most fundamental advances
in the biological field

through

the

The

these forms.

have been gained
study

experimental

The most

neglect these facts.

primi-

tive of all terrestrial vertebrates

The

amphibians.

of

herpetologist cannot

were

groups

great

of

and mammals sprung from the
Fundamental problems of
reptiles.
anatomy, physiology, and phylogeny
confront the herpetologist on all sides.
The department of reptiles and
amphibians in the American Museum
is at one and the same time a storebirds

house, a schoolroom, a bureau of in-

formation, a research center,
source

educational

of

exhibits.

A

secondary

and

and a
artistic

school

may

of races of

take the facts determined by research

frogs differing enormously in their sex-

workers and present these to students,
but a museum must work out facts
and present them to elementary and

structure.

uality

The occurrence

invites

the

museum

curator

with his great collections to take up the

problem of sex determination. Botanists have already showed us that certain
species and genera of plants have arisen
suddenly by marked changes in the

chromosome member. What is the
relation of chromosomes to species in
animals? This detailed and experimental method of handling museum
specimens did not find a place in the
schedule of the older

but

it is

museum

workers,

being forced upon the modern

The midwife toad,

advanced students at the same time.

Museum

curators are therefore con-

fronted with the problem of keeping in

the

vanguard

of

biological

research

without losing their contact with the

elementary students.
How well the
department of reptiles and amphibians has succeeded in this mission may
be judged from a study of our new
exhibition hall and an examination of
our long

list

of publications.

Alytes obstetricans Synoptic series
.

Glimpses of the

New

Hall of Reptile

and Amphibian Life
By

G.

KINGSLEY XOBLE

THE APPROACH TO THE CLOISTER
The

entire third floor of the recently-completed east

be devoted to the exhibition of reptile and amphibian life.
arranged within a cloister along the west wall of the hall.

wing

of the

American Museum

will

A series of habitat groups have been

Several of these groups are new and
have not yet been shown to the public. Natural History has the pleasure of taking the reader
for the first time through the new cloister and of pointing out a few scenes of special interest.
Most of these views are of the new exhibits. The Lower California and the Galapagos Island
groups may be seen above through two of the windows in the cloister. It is planned to open the
new hall early in the coming year

MARINE IGUANAS
Grotesque forms in black perched on lava blocks overlooking the sea; a herd of Galapagos
marine iguanas awaiting the falling tide to expose the algae on which they feed. A detail of the new
Galapagos Island Group.
The marine iguana, Amhlyrhynchus cristatus is the only lizard in the world which feeds on
seaweed, and is one of the few which are gregarious in habits. The eminent evolutionist, Charles
Darwin, was the first to describe the habits of this lizard. The herds of marine iguanas are today
much depleted, but fair-sized colonies may still be found on some of the islands of the archipelago.
The materials for the group were secured by Mr. William Beebe, assistjed by Mr. Walter Escherich,
while they were members of the expedition made possible through the generosity of Mr. Harrison
Williams. The specimens have been mounted by Mr. Escherich and the background painted
by Mr. A. A. Jansen, working under the direction of Mr. James L. Clark

A NOONDAY SIESTA
marine iguana stretched out in the full glare of the sun to rest while a more ambitious
companion in the distance has discovered a fringe of seaweed exposed by the retreating tide.
A scarlet crab, Grapsus grapsus, has crawled from a damp crevice among the lava to see if any
Mr. Beebe found the crabs adept at pulling these tasty
ticks are present on the lizard.
morsels from the reptiles' skins. A small detail from the Galapagos Island Group

A

OUT OF THE PAST
old.

Iguanas with their scaly coats, powerful muscles,, and sharp claws resemble the dinosaurs of
A closer examination, however, reveals that they are essentially modern reptiles closely

"chameleon" and "horned toad." The Galapagos land iguana, Conoand neighbor, the marine iguana, is strictly terrestrial,
feeding on desert flowers, cactus fruits, and other vegetation. The alert creature portrayed
above is one of the central figures of the Galapagos Island Group
related to the Florida

hphus

subscristatus, unlike its relative

A SECLUDED RETREAT

A

Galapagos land iguana seeking what shade a xerophytic vegetation affords has plunged
headlong into a scrubby thicket. The land iguanas of the Galapagos are not sociable, and rarely
do two individuals seek the shade of the same tree.
When two of them come together by
accident, they are often pugnacious. One such reptilian duel was witnessed by Mr. Beebe. A
detail from the Galapagos Island Group

AMID AISLES OF SWAYING TILLANDSIA

A cypress swamp and river cove of northern
numerous

turtles, lizards, snakes,

and

frogs.

Florida in September, the

home

of the alligator,

In this, the largest and last group built under the

Mary C. Dickerson, a whole array of biological facts are demonstrated.
history of the alligator, the mimicry of poisonous snakes by non-poisonous species, the
feeding habits of serpents, the variation with age in lizards and snakes, are among the features
supervision of the late Miss

The

life

illustrated

The Giant Salamander Group.

— A pool in a rocky stream in Pennsylvania showing Crypto-

branchus feeding, fighting, and brooding

its

eggs

The dawTi of parental instinct; a small section of the group.—The duty of guarding the
spawn is assumed by the male Cryptobranchus, who valiantly defends his nest against all intruders. This worthy habit is not so altruistic as it would seem, for in guarding the nest the
male protects his own food supply. Both sexes eagerly devour the eggs. Fortunately digestion
is slow, and the male can eat only a small proportion of the eggs he guards. The greater number
develop undisturbed, and the guarding habit is an advantage to the species
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Sunset shadows. The band-tailed, earless lizard, Holbrookia iexana, basking in the last
Tays of the sun, unaware of the presence of a hungry Gila monster. Detail from the Gila

Monster Group

—

The fate of man}' a lizard. The poison-channeled teeth
about a Holbrookia. Detail from the Gila Monster Group

of

the Gila monster closed

.

The

Life of the
By

SHERMAN

Zoologist, State

THE

life history of an animal is
sometimes pieced together from

the

notes

scattered

of

covery of some essential feature

reward

of long

period of

many

Often, however, the dis-

observers.

hours in the

many

field

The

years.

is

the

over a

red sala-

mander

(Pseudotriton ruber ruber Son-

nini) is

widely distributed and locally

common

and

in the east,

Red Salamander

zoftlogists

C.

BISHOP

Museum, New York

becoming dry;
group whose

possibility of the skin

for this species belongs to a

members are without lungs. The
sary oxygen

neces-

obtained through the
thin, moist skin of the body and the
is

membrane of the throat. Hence drying
means suffocation.
The eggs of many of our common
salamanders are deposited in the spring
or summer, but those of the red are

have long been familiar with the adults
and larger larvae. Nothing, however,
has been written concerning the eggs
and early developmental stages, and
conjectures on the breeding habits
have been based on knowledge of re-

the under surface of stones buried deep
in the bed of a spring or stream, where

lated forms.

they

The

brilliant coloring of the

transformed salamander marks

newly

laid in the fall (in the north at least)

The young hatch

in early winter.

eggs of a single female

seventy or more.

may

waters.

The

may number

They are attached

to

be bathed in the coolest

The

individual eggs, enclosed

as

in gelatinous envelopes, are suspended

one of our most beautiful species. The
ground color is a clear coral-red with
numerous small, rounded black spots

the point of contact with the stone

scattered

irregularly

it

over the back,

head and tail. The belly and sides are
lighter and comparatively free from
darker markings. In some, the skin of
the underparts

is

so transparent that

the pulsations of the heart

may

be

observed, and the position of the liver

on slender
to form

are

stalks,

which flatten out at

an attachment

clustered

disk.

in little

The

eggs

patches of a

dozen or more, and the entire comple-

ment may cover an area

several inches

across.

As the young embryos develop, they
gradually take on some semblance of
the adult form.

The more evident

by an elongate brownish

changes are those which involve the

But with all its brilliancy, this
salamander never forces itself upon the

molding of tissue to form the head,
Then the developtrunk, and tail.
ment of the gills and fore legs may be
observed, and the first blush of color
other than that imparted by the yolk.
The gills and legs appear first as simple
budHke projections; but development
is fairly rapid, and the buds elongate to
form, in one instance, the deHcately
fringed gills, and in the other, the legs
with their slender toes. The hind legs
develop more slowly than the fore. In

is

indicated

patch.

attention,

and one who

finds

it

must

search the clear streams and springs,
or turn the logs

and stones in cool

ravines and swamps.

It

may be found

at all seasons of the year, but in winter

active and hides beneath stones
and rubbish below the surface of the
water.
If it wanders abroad, the

it is less

is made during the warmer
months, and at night, when there is less

venture

385
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Photograph by S. C. Bishop

—The

red salamander frequents the springs and
brooks of our northeastern states. At the base of the Helderberg escarpment in Albany
County, New York, many such springs bubble forth and furnish hiding and breeding

The home

of the red salamander.

places for both red

this

respect

and purple

the

s

alamanders

salamanders

differ

from our common frogs and toads.
At the time of hatching, the young
salamander is scarcely half an inch
long. It is endowed with stubby legs
and small gills, and a belly full of yolk
to carry it through the first few months
of its existence.

The mouth

mentary and incapable

is

rudi-

of functioning,

the eyes are indicated by pigmented
spots,

and the

broad

keel.

tail is

At

provided with a

this stage the tail is

the most important appendage, for

it

serves in the wriggUng process which

enables the larva to

make

its

under the stones and rubbish

way

of the

spring bottom. Here, through the cold
months, it may rest almost inactive,

developing

its

eyes and legs and

at the expense of the yolk,

mouth

and acquir-

ing the color and other characteristics
of its kind.

The yolk is

lighter

other body tissues and
often as not turns the

its

than the

buoyancy

larva upside

down.
In the early spring following the
winter period

of

relative

inactivity,

the young salamanders acquire a

new

The yolk which

sus-

interest in hfe.

tained

them has been absorbed, and

they are forced to undertake foraging
expeditions of their own. At this time
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the food consists largely of water fleas

(Entomostraca) and the smaller worms

and

larvae of insects,

which are cap-

tured by quick, sidewise movements of
the head.

The

feeding grounds are

be thick beds of cress, Chara,
or other water weeds. To salamanders
only an inch in length they are veritlikely to

Here the nymphs of
dragon fhes and beetle larvae lie in
wait and accept young salamanders as

ible

jungles.

delicate additions to their diet.

Newly

body has scattered
and black over a
color.

This

is
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fleckings of

brown

dull white

ground
a transient stage, how-

and as the larvae grow, the color
becomes brighter and the spots more
prominent. The ground color gradually changes from duU white to brown.
ever,

To determine the length
period,

it

is

of the larval

necessary to measure a

considerable number of specimens taken
at approximately the
year.

hatched larvae scarcely resemble the

size,

adults in color, for at this period the

in

When
they

most

same time

selected

of the

according

to

form groups which will
cases, indicate the annual
will

Photograph by E. J. Stein

The eggs

—

of the red salamander.
The female red salamander attaches her eggs to the
under surface of stones in springs. The eggs shown above are in an advanced stage of
development. Photographed under water. Slightly enlarged

Photograph by

S C

Bi'ihop

THE RED SALAMANDER
The

old red salamanders lose the bright coral-red color of youth

ably darker with age

388

and become consider-
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In the case of

purple and brown replace the coral red.

the red salamander, the larvae which

Small flecks of pigment spot the lower
sides and venter and the lower lip
may bear a narrow band of black.

increments of growth.

hatch in November i^each a length of
about one inch by April or May.
Other salamanders collected at this
time of the year will measure about two
length

inches

in

gTOwth

of eighteen

est larvae will

and represent the

months. The larghave a length of four

more and be about thirty
months old.
The most distinctive features of the

inches or

larvae are,

of course,

broadly keeled

the

tail is also

gills.

The

a character

which, in the red salamander, reaches
best development in the larvae.

its

As the

The adult salamanders are not
usually social in their habits, but occasionally several will

may sometimes
occupy a hollowed-out retreat beneath
some log or stone. Worms, insects, and
other salamanders are the chief items
in the diet of the adult.

worms and bits of fresh meat.
The full-grown salamander
measure

six inches in length,

are smaller.

characters and take on those of the

largest larvae.

The brownish ground

gradually becomes red, the
to

gills

color

shrink

mere stubs, then disappear, and the
becomes more rounded as the keels

tail

are absorbed.

These striking external changes are.
accompanied by others as important to
the animal but much less conspicuous.
The teeth, the lips, and the tongue, are
involved in the changes which transform a strictly aquatic larva to the
adult capable of living on land or in the

How

water.
of the

retained

but

it

long the bright coral-red

newly transformed individual
is

is

is

a question not yet answered,
certain that the animal

is

They

mens

feed

and thrive on earth

readily in captivity

time for transformation approaches,
the larvae gradually lose their juvenile
adult.

share the same

small spring, and two

but

may
many

In fact some adult speci-

are considerably shorter than the

The enemies

many and

its

of this

hfe

is

salamander are

constantly threat-

ened from egg to old age. The eggs
sometimes eaten by other salamanders and are destroyed by fungi
are

and molds.

The young

larvae are the

prey of older members of their kind

and

of aquatic insects.

The adults may

serve to eke out the meal of an owl.
This, in brief,

our

common

is

northern limits of
life

the history of one of

salamanders
its

near

the

range, one whose

story was previously not known.

Further study of the salamander in
regions farther south and the discovery of additional egg masses will

specimens

doubtless show that the period of egg-

have been found with mature eggs.
Those who are acquainted only
with the brightly colored form would
scarcely recognize the individuals which
have taken on the more somber colors
of age.
The rounded black spots
spread and fuse and richer tones of

laying extends over several months,

fully adult in this stage, for

and that the time of laying is more or
by the temperature of

less controlled

the water. 1
iMr. M. K. Brady, of Washington, D. C, has informed the writer that females dissected in December
had mature eggs in the ovaries and that he found a
batchof eggs in the field on February 10, 1915.

THE MARAUDER OF BITTER GUANA CAY
The

natives of this

Bahaman

depredations of the iguanas.

ing the bait of dried fish placed in
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were forced to abandon their homes because of the
of the marauders is shown hesitating before approachthe open by the camera man

isle

Here one

The

Guana Cay'

Iguanas of Bitter

By ALFRED M. BAILEY
The Colorado Museum

OFFBahamas—
the

Florida

set apart

coast

small

of

lie

coral

Natural History, Denver, Colorado

the

islands

from the mainland by

a deep channel of the Atlantic, with

warm

ever-flowing,

its

They

Gulf Stream.

are an ideal spot for a month's

An

Alaska.

occasional barracuda took

our spoon trailing

aft,

and two small

sharks cruised inquisitively alongside
for a while, but the

bottoms seemed

—just great expanses of

curiously clear

sand, and not a bird dotted the sky.

gleaming sands reflected in a myriad of

We dropped anchor that night at
Farmer's Cay and visited the settle-

colors, extensive coral reefs, interesting

ment

cruise over shallow waters, with their

invertebrates,

The

wild

life

and wealth of fishes.
is varied, and a collector

finds himself in a

new world,

seemingly.

Native houses of coral rock glisten in
tropical settings of coconut palm, palmetto, and fields of sisal. Bands of
genial colored folk

welcome the stranger

to their out-of-the-way homes.

We

had

Colorado

been

Museum

for

collecting
of

the

Natural History

along the small islands making up the

Exuma

Chain, working as far south as

Seal Cay.

Many

of the dark-skinned

people had spoken of the "guanas" on

Guana Cay, and

had promised
myself a few hours ashore there on the
After
return trip toward Nassau.
finishing my work on Seal Cay, we
turned northward and crossed the
deep channels between the various
Bitter

islands,

our

little

"Friendship" rolling

I

gasoline

launch

like a barrel in

Next morning,

there.

we were on our way to Black Point
Village, on Great Guana Cay.
We
found

this little

town a picturesque and

pleasing place, with native boats tug-

ging at anchor in the harbor, or pulled

up on the shining beaches. The whole
village offered to show me the " guanas,"
so, after choosing two men, we were
soon on our way.

Guana Cay proved no

Bitter

ent than the
coral rocks

A

waters.

The weather had been

blustery in

differ-

many other sandy-beached
so numerous in Bahaman
rather high

hill

of

pure

white wind-blown sand, gleamed in the
semitropical light, the heights crowned
with

same dense, impenetrable

the

thicket of wiry bushes.

and

Huge

cacti

prickly- pear projected over deep

water along the ocean front. A few
laughing gulls and royal terns explored
near-by waters, and a band of man-o'wars, mere dots high

the big swells.

as the sun

lighted the topmost leaves of the palms,

blue, sailed

up against the

on motionless wing.

was a

Alto-

delightful spot.

the early morning, with intermittent

gether,

and a waterspout came
uncomfortably near, traveling slowly
with the wind. It was a relief when,
toward noon, the wind dropped, and a

Our barefooted guides led the way
over the needle-like rocks, even those
leather-footed boys walking gingerly

rain squalls,

"slick

calm"

prevailed.

We

pounded

on over the shallow waters of the extensive banks, and never have I seen
such a dearth of life, even in arctic

it

until they reached the drifted sand.

when we

Scarcely had

we reached

saw our

iguana, a large one about

first

shore

three feet in length, high

up

in a bush,

with his head and fore legs silhouetted

iPhotograph by the author
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Mi9

pitted limestone of the Bahamas affords innumerable subterranean
which the iguanas can escape when hard pressed by the natives

The eroded and
retreats into

A young iguana
392

working

its

way under the palmettos peered

inquisitively at the intruders

THE IGUANAS OF BITTER GUANA CAY
against the horizon.

He was

a weird-

looking fellow, and

was not

difficult

to* imagine

it

him magnified many

393

times,

and thus to envisage what primitive
man, if he had existed then, might have
seen in the days of the dinosaur.

H We worked along an open sand ridge
and occasionally caught a glimpse of
other iguanas as they scuttled from our
path into huge, crater-Hke holes in the
solid coral rock. The iguanas were not
wary, however, and I had no difficulty
in securing a few specimens for our

The vegetation was so
was next to impossible to secure

habitat group.
thick

it

pictures, so

we

tied a piece of dried

an open space, and on our return
an hour later, found a grand old fellow
As I
waiting to be photographed.

fish in

maneuvered

for a clear view, a

young

iguana scarcely a foot in length worked
his way from the debris at the base of a

A Bahaman home

palmetto and peered inquisitively as his

that the blacks have endeavored to

portrait

The

was added to the

collection.

natives value the iguana highly

for food.

They

told

me

the animals

were easily caught in baited crayfish
They have made a practice of
pots.
kilHng them for years, but there is
apparently no decrease in the number.

That these
their

own

is

lizards

are

able to hold

demonstrated by the fact

A Bahaman

farm a portion of Bitter Guana Cay
and were unsuccessful because the
iguanas ate the crops, this in spite of
all the precautions the natives could
take.

The farmers

finally

abandoned

the island in favor of the iguanas.^
'The iguanas collected on this trip were new to science and were described by Dr. Thomas Barbour in
the Proceedings of the New England Zoological Club,
Vol. VIII, pp. 107-09, and named for Mr. J. D. Figgins, Director of the Colorado Museum of Natural
History, Denver, Colorado.

''chameleon

"

mvestigates.

Anolis

is

everywhere abundant in the Bahamas. Dozens of bobbing heads greet the visitor to these isles

o
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Big Snakes

in Captivity'

henry SHEAK

By W.

Lecturer on Natural History Subjects

a common popular
THERE
snake
a boa
that every
big

constrictor.

The

truth.

This

is

is

far

from the

typical boas are confined

America and fall far short of
Old-World pythons in both
length and weight. As a matter of fact,
the boa constrictor rarely exceeds
twenty feet in length, and one twelve or
to tropical

some

of the

fifteen feet long

may well be

considered

Most of them fall
The "tree boas"
figures.

a large specimen.

below these
are smaller

The

still.

largest

member

of the true

boas

anaconda (Eunedes
murinus), an arboreal and aquatic
species, well adapted to life along the
The largest
rivers of South America.
preserved specimen known to scientists
(Boinae)

is

is

the

a skin twenty-nine feet long in the

British

Museum, but

thirty-foot speci-

mens have been recorded.

It is

prob-

able, however, that the average length

Probably the
feet.
anaconda ever shown aHve in
the United States was one exhibited a
few years ago in the New York Zoological Park.
It measured 18 feet, 6

is

The

be-

is

lief

nearer twenty

largest

inches.

The showman knows
most people are looking

full well

that

monster
in size when he exhibits a boa, so he is
going to show them a big snake for a
boa. Consequently, in most traveling
menageries, the gigantic pythons of
for a

is

known to

largest serpent

science

the reticulated python (P. reticulatus)

sometimes known as the royal or regal
P3rfchon on account of its very great
size, sometimes as the rainbow python
from the rainbow-hke tints seen on the
scales in certain fights, especially immediately after shedding the skin. It
sometimes attains a length of more than
thirty feet, and specimens measuring
from twenty-five to twenty-nine feet
are by no means uncommon. This is
the most beautiful of the big snakes.
It is a native of Siam, Sumatra, Burma,
Borneo, the Phifippines, the Malay
Peninsula, and some of the East Indies.

The pythons,
snakes,

like

all

the

other

shed their skin periodically.

The interval between molts depends
Upon the age of the snake, whether or
not he

growing rapidly, his health,
and the temperature in which he is
kept. A young snake growing rapidly
will, of course, shed much more frequently than an older one growing
slowly, or not growing at all. The skin
does not expand with the growth of
the body, and must be shed and replaced by a larger integument, or
growth is impeded. A snake in poor
health will, at least sometimes, shed
is

oftener than one in good health.

A

snake kept in a high temperature will
shed more often than one kept too
cold.

Our

small

native

American

snakes frequently creep out of a skin
and leave it entire, and this may be

and Asia are represented as
Aside from the
greater size to which they attain, and

true of the pythons in a state of nature,

pythons
from the boas in certain skull and

with the normal amount of exercise;
but in the close confinement of the cage

Africa

"boa

constrictors."

their distinctive markings, the
differ

scale characters.

the skin generally comes

iNegatives of illustrations used in this article are the property of the
is indebted to the Society for the use of the prints.

New York

off in frag-

Zoological Society,

and

Natural IIistoht
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ments and usually not without assistance from the keeper. Never during
my connection with the Edwards'

Animal Show, have we succeeded

in

taking a skin entire from either the
rock p5d;hon or the reticulated, but
often have been successful with the

This requu-ed tune, patience,
The snake was put in a
bath of warm water for ten or twelve
hours, after which four or five keepers
Indian.

and

labor.

held the reptile while one of us spent
three or fom' hom's carefully stripping

the dehcate skin from the body. Mr.
Edwards donated several of these skins

This

to different scientific institutions.

the snake
accustoming
it to bewith kindness and
anything
there
ing handled. Neither is
in a snake's abiUty to "charm" birds

The

onl}^ secret is in treating

or other creatures.

It is said that

most

creatures, including man, are born with

a fear of snakes. Experiment, however, has proved this to be untrue.
Many birds flutter before snakes merely

them

attract

to

away from

their

nestHngs.

The forked tongue
so often protruded,

as many people

is

of the serpents,

not a "stinger"

suppose. It

is

perfectly

harmless and possessed by the nonpoisonous as well as the poisonous
It is merely an organ of taste,
but possibly so weU equipped with
sense buds that it can detect odors in

"skin" is, of com'se, not the true skin,
but onl}^ the superficial layer of the
epidermis, and is thin and fragile. The
true skin, out of which ladies' belts,
pocketbooks and the Hke are made,
can be obtained only after the death of

species.

the reptile, as in the case of any other

savagely, but the bite

leather.

and usually heals quickly, as there are
no decaying food particles on the teeth

There

a widespread

is

belief

that

snakes must be kept on ice. On the
contrary, it is necessary to keep them

the

air.

None

of

the boas or pythons are

They wiU

poisonous.

are used to catch
to masticate

tropical species. If, for the latter, the
temperature sinks much below 70° F.,

and smooth

the food will not digest, but will fer-

ment

in the stomach.

I

have seen a

big reticulated python swell to nearly

They are
when a snake

in structure.

jaws on any creature,

it

is

next to impossible for that creature to
get away. Should a big snake ever

drive the teeth deeper into the wound,

the python

but push your hand down his throat.
This wiU make him let go. It is a
mistake to think a snake cannot let go.
I have seen them let go and disgorge

oil

heaters on

all

—

is

nothing

woman's abiUty

to

at

any stage

They

of the process of feeding.

seize the bird or

mammal

with

they happen to
throw one or more coils about it,

the teeth wherever

naturally sluggish.

No

teeth

With the Edwards' menagerie

dens. Another persistent belief is that
the big snakes are drugged "doped,"
to use the common vernacular. I have
never known a keeper or "charmer" to
use any kind of opiate. Big snakes are

There

The

and hold the prey, not
Hence they are simple

pointed backward, and
closes his

bite

catch your hand, do not attempt to
pull away from him, as that would only

result of getting cold after a

we had

it.

and

not poisonous

heavy

the size of an old-time beer keg, as a
feeding.

bite,

to produce blood poisoning.

this is especially true of the

warm, and

is

in

man's

"charm"

or

snakes.

snake has enough intelUgence to
discriminate one person from another.

strike,

and crush it

till it is

smaller snakes

dead.

Many of the

swaUow their prey ahve,

but the big constrictors always

kill it.

BIG SNAKES IN CAPTIVITY
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Something to frighten the timid. The anaconda's eyes He nearly on the top of the
is a river snake and must look up as well as around in search of prey

head, for the creature

A

forty-pound pig, or even a

five-

pound chicken, alive, would prove too
active and uncomfortable a morsel for
the stomach of even a thirty-foot
python. But it is a mistake to think
they crush the bones or reduce the
prey in size. The constriction is merely

They may break the

for kilHng.

but that
victim

is

is

only incidental.

dead, they take

ribs,

When
it

the

by the

head and begin swallowing. Now and
then a snake will unwisely begin to
swallow at some place other than the
head, but unless the prey be very small
for him, he will fail to get it down.

They do not cover the food with
saliva before beginning to swallow

but

it is

it,

moistened and lubricated bv a

very copious flow as it enters the mouth

and passes down the throat.

They

are

capable of swallowing prey at least f our

times the normal diameter of the throat.
The articulations of the jaws are very

and the connecting tissues of the
two halves of the lower jaw are very
I have seen the anterior ends
elastic.
loose,

of the lower jaws separate nine or ten

inches in a large python

There are

many

when

marvelous

feeding.
stories

concerning the swallowing capabilities
of these great serpents.

doubt in

my

There

is

no

mind but that a twentypython could easily
an animal the size of a
The constricting powers

five- or thirty-foot

crush and

kill

horse or ox.

are almost beyond belief.

In feeding,
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sometimes one has wrapped its tail
about my ankle, and it was necessary
for me to take both hands and use all

my

strength to uncoil just the

man who had been
British

army

A

a soldier in the

in India, told

saw a big python

tail.

me

he once

about a horse.

coil

accustomed to being handled, and to
taking food from the hand of man, they

wiU learn to take their prey after it
has been killed for them. When we

them in public, we always kiU the
prey before offering it to the reptile.
We dangle the bird or mammal before

feed

The ribs snapped and the horse dropped
dead almost instantlj^ But no snake

the eyes of the serpent.

could swallow so large an animal.

I

he

no reason, however, why one of
these monsters could not swallow an
Carl Hagenbeck, from
ordinar^^ man.
whom we purchased the big reticulated
pjd^hon known as "Long Tom," measuring a trifle more than thirty-two feet
in length, an unusually fine vigorous
specimen, declared he had a photograph
of this snake swallowing an Indian
antelope weighing sixty-seven pounds.

In

see

in our possession, "Long Tom"
swallowed a pig weighing forty-five

When

pounds.

they never do so unless they are
provoked or molested. They confine
their depredations to animals that they
swallow

venience,

—

much inconmammals
and
weigh-

without

birds,

ing from about twenty-five to forty

pounds, or considerably

less.

AVhen

captured, one of these snakes will fight

most savagely and

is

Hkely to smash

almost anything that offers resistance.
But he fights because he is afraid he

is

about

kilHng

He thinks it

is

in the behef that

and then swallows

it,

we have

fact,

it

it.

fed to our snakes

rabbits kiUed in Austraha and shipped
to

America

However,

in cold storage.

they are very particular as to the. condition of the food.

If it

be the least bit

tainted, or the fur or feathers bear the
least bit of foul matter, or

they bite

into the sour crop of a chicken, they

wiU drop the prey and refuse to take it
again. I have known a snake to vomit
from tasting something foul.
The
sense of taste, as well as that of smell,
is

But these monsters rarely attack
man or the larger mammals; in fact

can

alive, coils

very acute.

When one

of these great

pythons has

been fed aU he cares to eat at a meal,
from five to seven large chickens or
rabbits, he wiU not eat oftener than
once about every seven to ten days.
order to get snakes to eat
quently, that

is,

more

In
fre-

to provide a daily

we would give
them but one chicken or rabbit at a
time. In this way we could get them
exhibition of feeding,

to eat at

much

shorter intervals.

We

once fed a big Indian python five times
in

two days.

It requires

from

five to

When he learns man is his

seven days for the food to digest.

he becomes gentle and usually
so. Now and then, however, a
specimen continues mean.
It is erroneously supposed that these
big snakes will not take anything but
Hving prey. It is probably true that in

The bones are digested, but not the hair

will

be hurt.

friend,

remains

a state of nature the^^ will not eat

anything but what they themselves
But after they have been in

kill.

captivity

awhile

and

have

become

or feathers or

any grain that may be
During the

in the crop of a chicken.

process

of

digestion

the

snakes are

extremely sluggish, Ijdng coiled in a

heap most of the time. When they are
hungry, they become more active and
move about, often with the head raised
a considerable distance above the
ground. Some snakes have been known

BIG SNAKES IN CAPTIVITY
from one to two years without

to live

now and then

It

occurs that one of

these big snakes refuses to

This

captivity.

is

feed

in

particularly true of

Not that he
makes up his mind to

the reticulated python.
deliberately

starve himself to death, for no snake

has intelligence enough for that;

but

the long sea-voyage to America and the
conditions of captivity take
appetite.

away

What do we do in a

the

case Hke

Sometimes we can save them,

this?

even bring back the appetite, by injecting into the stomach eggs beaten into

done by means of a rubSome menagerie men force

This

milk.

ber tube.

is

guinea pigs or rabbits
of a

down

the throat

snake that has gone on a hunger,

strike.

We took
the

feeding.

We

used a similar treatment.

—

calf,
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a piece of calfskin, fresh from
and, with the flesh side out,

sewed it together in the form of a tube
about two and a half feet in length and
four

inches

in

diameter.

This

we

and ox-tail, or other
pieces of bone, making a huge sausage.
When all was ready, the sausage was
fastened to the end of a twelve-foot section of gas pipe, the reptile was taken
from the cage, held straight by from
eight to twelve keepers, and the sausage
thrust down his throat. It was heroic
treatment! Occasionally a reptile was
stuffed with beef

fatally injured in this

way, but usually

the operation was successful.
cases,

In some

after forceful feeding once

or

would come back
and the snake would begin taking
nourishment in the normal way.
twice, the appetite

The end of a hunger strike. Mr. Ditmars and several keepers at the New York ZoPark engaged in feeding a rabbit to an obstinate inhabitant of the Zoo

ological

EYES OF RED FIRE
The

alligator floats

with only eyes and nostrils above the surface.

At night the

In this position

it

back the light of the headlamp,
shine like two flames of red.
Alligators are usually afraid of man and the fiery eyes vanish at his approach.
On one occasion they did not disappear. What would you do if
attacked by an alligator in a swamp at night ?
can see without being seen.

eyes, reflecting

The Tale

of

"Old Fire Eyes"

AN ENCOUNTER WITH A GIANT ALLIGATOR IN THE SWAMPS OF
LOUISIANA

By PERCY VIOSCA,
Southern Biological Supply Co.

DOUBT

if anyone has ever seen
"Old Fire Eyes by daylight and few
indeed are they who have had dim
visions of her fleeting form in the blackness of night. Nothing is known of her
pedigree or her age, and even her sex
is a matter of conjecture, although her
femininity might have been presumed

1

'

'

,

because of the very question of her age.
Even her size can only be surmised, and
her whole Hfe history

darkness

the

and

is

enshrouded in

seclusion

of

her

In strong contrast to

chosen haunts.
her surroundings

the brightness of

is

her eyes, for no dragon of an older

day could boast such orbs

Few

indeed are they

of red flame.

Fringing the north shore of LakePon-

between

Mandeville

and

Lewisburg, Louisiana,

Hes a strip of

wooded swamp

which,

land,

in

its

primitive state, was heavily forested

with tupelo

gum and

cypress.

The

arched branches, draped with Spanish
moss,

met

overhead,

shielding

the

darkly tinted water below from the

To one

direct rays of the sun.

inclined to appreciate

not

the beauty of

might truly be
called a dismal swamp.
The whole
area, approximately two miles long by
such surroundings,

it

one-quarter mile wide,

is

bordered in

the rear by the virgin pine forests of
the coastal plain,

—on

the

front

the waters of the lake, from which

by
it is

separated by a sand ridge and beach

only a few yards wide.
virgin

swamp

that

baby alligator.
As aUigators

It

was

in this

"Old Fire Eyes"

the cypress roots as she

are chiefly nocturnal in

was not paradoxical for
her days to be brightened by the darkness of her surroundings, and the first
real darkness came into her life with the
their habits,

it

cutting of the marketable timber. She
soon came to distrust Man, and her
survival

is

came

proof that with age

wisdom.
Only during the hours of
darkness did she find complete safety
from the lead-spitting weapons of her
greater

I

among

crayfish

began to learn the ways of her kind, for
she had been destined to begin Hfe as a

greatest

them, and in those fleeting glimpses,
have gathered the story of her life.

Orleans, La.

must have chased her first minnows and

am

one of

Jr.

New

who have looked

into those fiery eyes, but I

chartrain

Inc.,

enemy.
But Man in his
wisdom came to learn that a
worn on his head makes the eyes

light

of all nocturnal creatures shine in the

dark.

One by one she learned

to

elude these devices, the pine torch, the
coal-oil

headlamp, the

brilliant acety-

wary

lene searchlight, while her less

brothers and

were converted

sisters

into pocket books.

My first knowledge of "Old Fire
Eyes" dates back about fifteen years.
While camping in the vicinity of her
swamp during my coUege vacation days,
was customary for our party to
"shine" frogs whenever our meat or
fish supply ran low.
Occasionally ten-

it

derloined alligator

On

these

tail

varied our menu.

midnight

raids,

made

primarily to satisfy the inner man,

it

was soon discovered that we had in our
headlamps a powerful instrument for the
study of natural history.

The eyes of all

of the larger nocturnal creatures,

even

many of the smaller,

Photographs by the author.

and

reflected bril-
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liantly the light of our

headlamps.

We

soon came to recognize the different crea-

by the

tures, often at a distance,

of their eyes,

and many

color

were even fear-

range with the light flashed
fully upon them.. The bullfrog, with

less at close

more
came
to
soon
and
we
easily approached,
the
without
use
percentage
bag a high
of a gun or other device. The eyes of
alligators shine a brilHant ruby red.
From time to time we took an occasional
specimen, for mascot or for meat, from
the Mandeville swamp.
On some of these trips we would
catch ghmpses, at perhaps a hundred
its

eyes of opalescent green, was

much larger
we would see a

yards, of a pair of rubies

than the

rest, or

again

single ball of fire darting

swamp

across the

able,

and as

was risking the boat to

it

enter shallow water because of cypress

stumps in the lake at that point, we
attempted to seek refuge at about
11 P.M. in the canal of a lumber company near Lewisburg.
Having brought the "Amoeba" to
safe anchorage,

we

entered the

swamp

armed only with headlights and flour
bags.
Locomotion was as good as
could be expected in eighteen inches of
water studded with cypress knees and
strewn with all manner of logs and
branches, some afloat and some water-

We

logged.

could

not

operate

to

advantage near the lake, because the
strong wind there made the lights
flicker, and since best results are ob-

when

tained

collectors separate so as

to vanish into

not to cast the rays of their lights on

Tree trunks, stumps, logs,
none were an impediment to this orb of red fire. For sev-

each other, "Leech" went toward the

surface of the

the night.

cypress knees

—

eral successive summers the same thing
was observed. We reahzed then that
we had in that swahap a monster that

defied every instrument civilized

had contrived

man

for its extermination.

In the course of time
history studies took on a

my

natural-

more

serious

During an investigation into
the habits and distribution of the southern bullfrog, Rana grylio, which I
found to be a co-habitant in parts of
turn.

this state

with the

Rana catesheiana,

I

common

bullfrog,

was to become more

intimately acquainted with ''Old Fire

Eyes."
of

1917,

One night during the summer
I

set

my

course

for

the

swamp in the motor boat
"Amoeba," my only companion being
a young friend whom we nicknamed
Mandeville

"Leech," not because of his stick-to-itiveness, but because his bare legs
proved to be a great attraction for
those annelids. A dry squall from the
southeast made the lake uncomfort-

rear

the

of

swamp and

I

remained

nearer the middle.
Collecting

and by

conditions

were almost

had bagged about
as many frogs as I could carry. Three
species were represented, the two bullfrogs, Rana catesheiana,
and Rana
grylio, and the smaller swamp frog,
Rana clamitans. " Leech " had made a
good catch, too, but about this time.
was having trouble with his light,
which needed a fresh charge of carbide.
Unfortunately, the latter was in my
pocket, and "Leech" had begun to
make his way slowly toward me when
his light suddenly went out.
In those
ideal,

1

a.m. I

days we did not carry pocket flash
lights for such emergencies and he was
left in

a blinding darkness.

In the meantime, not knowing of

"Leech's" predicament, because we
were out of earshot, I had decided to
make my way toward the beach to rest
while waiting for

hunt.

him

During the night

number

to
I

finish

his

had seen a

of alHgators of sizes varying

THE TALE OF
from one to four

feet.

''OLD

Some were wary,

more easily approached, while
others had to be kicked out of the way.
''Old Fire Eyes" had not been sighted,
and I imagined she had seen us first.
No attempt had been made to catch
any alligators, as it is not wise to put
them in the same bags with the frogs.
others

An

alligator hole.

— The

retreat of the

FIRE EYES"

405

Mamma, to leave you all alone? " They
answered

umph"

merely

Immediately

among the
I

with

characteristic
I

heard

''umph

the

of

their

kind.

a loud splash

cypress ten yards away, and

"umph," but my
not entirely clear on this

think a louder

memory
point,

—

is

for,

upon

swingin-^

mother and several generations

of

my

head

young

in

time of danger

saw two

and the

However, two baby alHgators each a

around,

foot long, with their four little jewels

massive outline of a large black form
darting at me with the speed of a

glittering in the darkness, were too
tempting to leave alone. As it is my
habit to catch frogs with my left
hand, I was carrying my heavy bag

my

over
left

right shoulder.

hand

frogs

I

under

moment

To

free

my

held the bag of smaller

my

right

of a catch.

arm during

the

In this manner

I

I

balls of fire,

locomotive and the fury of a
sickening

fear

seized

me.

tiger.

A

Without

knowing what I was doing, I threw the
two children into the infuriated mother's
face and started off on a wild .race
across the swamp, only an alligator
nose in the lead.

approached the unwary infants, and
as they were side by side, I snapped
them up with one swoop of my left

I had not gone far when the race
ended. It seems that some years before,

hand, thinking to myself

happened to sprout.

— "Where

is

just at that very point, a cypress knee

By

the time I
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reached that place in

my

wild race,

it

had not quite reached the surface of the
water, but interfered with

my progress

to such an extent, that frogs
fell flat

on

my

of water, extinguishing

wetting

thoroughly

and

all,

I

chest in eighteen inches

my
my

light

and

matches.

Visions of conical teeth, crushing bones,

and limbs twisted

way

after feeling his

inch by inch in

my

the direction of

voice.

was

It

fortunate that I did not communicate

my

experience to him for he probably
would have climbed a tree and waited
for daylight.
At any rate, we are
none the worse for our adventure of
that night.

Many times since then I have turned

off at their joints

my

scrambled through my mind.
When I found my feet and recovered
my sanity, all was silent but the plunk

dominant

of clamitans, the grunt of grylio, the

experience with these creatures leads

hoot of the barred owl, and "Leech"

me

calling for help in the distance.

old alligator

The

had again vanished into
I had missed the oppor-

the night, and

tunity of determining her

size.

over in

old reptile.

mind the behavior
Fear

man is

of

an

instinct in

of this

usually the

My

alligator.

to believe that "Old Fire Eyes"
was hiding in her submerged subterranean tunnel and did not realize it was

human molesting her young, for she
probably would have retreated upon
a

this realization,

been

not

even

if

returned

generations

of

to

young

her young had
her.

Three

alhgators are

dug
by the mother, and the catchers take

usually found in or near the hole

advantage

of this

in securing them.

Nevertheless, I have yet to hear of

another such charge by an alHgator.

A

still

for

my

greater difficulty in accounting

experience of that night

is

the

fact that, while all crocodilians, so far

as

known, probably

assist their

young

in hatching from the egg or at least in
it is by no means
pay any attention

escaping from the nest,
"Visions of conical teeth, crushing bones,

and limbs twisted
close

off at their

joints."

A

view of an old alligator

certain that alligators

young after they make their
way into the water. The evidence given

to their

above would lead one to believe that

One
I

feature of this experience which

could not explain was that I found

myself

ends of

still

clinging tightly to the

my bags.

Not a

frog

was

open
lost.

was uncomfortable to reahze that
headlight and
''Leech's" dry
matches were separated by nearly a
thousand feet of alHgator heaven. As
he had the lighter load and I was

there

maybe a certain amount of paren-

tal care,

but such evidence need not be

My assumpand maternal in"Old Fire Eyes" affords at

interpreted in this way.
tions as to the sex

It

stinct of

my

least

one explanation for the happenings

of that night.

It is

hoped that these

experiences will lead to further observations, before the possibility of true

closer to the lake shore, I shouted to

parental

him

hatching, is finally accepted or rejected.

to come.

This he did eventually.

care

in

crocodilians,

after

30'

The

distribution of the alligators.

the direct ancestor of the Chinese form
alligators

from

crocodiles.

The

—The
(2)

alligator

fossil species (3) recently found in Nebraska is
and represents an interesting stage in the evolution'^of
(l) living in America today has a very limited range

The Ancestry

of the AlHgators'

By CHARLES

C.

Associate Curator of Palaeontology, American

TWO

species of the genus Alligator

are living at the present time:
one, the alHgator of the south-

MOOK
Museum

of

more wavy

much
snout

Natural History

outline,

and the teeth are

On

the surface of the

stouter.
is

a U-shaped structure, with the

U

consisting of low

eastern portion of the

two arms

whose habitat is
accompanying map;

ridges

extending forward

orbits.

This character

United States,
indicated by (1) on the
the

other,

inhabitant of eastern China
species

fossil

of

somewhat

(2).

an

A

primitive

fossil

alHgator skull was included in the col-

made by Mr. Albert Thomson,
in charge of the Museum's field expediThe
tion near Agate, Nebraska (3).

lections

was

skull

Creek beds

The

from the Snake
Middle Miocene age.

collected
of

detailed characters of the skull

indicate clearly that

it is

a true alligator

and not a crocodile, using the latter
term
skull

in a restricted sense.
is

compared

When

the

with that of a Florida

alligator, decided differences are notice-

able.

The

fossil

skull

is

relatively

broader and shorter, the lower jaw has a
'

is

from

the

not present in

the Florida alligator but

is

present in

the South American jacares.

A

comparison of the skull with that

of a

Chinese alligator (Alligator sinense)

character from the Oligocene beds has

been described by Loomis.
"During the summer of 1921 a

of the

shows much
semblance in
It is only

less difference.

fact

The

remarkably

is

by making

re-

close.

careful studies of

the details of the skulls and jaws that
the

fossil

from the

skull

can be distinguished
alligator.
Small

Chinese

differences do exist, however, indicat-

ing that the fossil skull belongs to a

new species. This
namrd by the writer
in

honor of

its

This species

species has been
Alligator thomsoni

discoverer.

may

be considered as a

direct ancestor of the Kving Chinese
alligator.

It is intermediate in struc-

ture between both of the living alliga-

(Contributions to the Osteology, Affinities and Distribution of the Crocodilia, No. 17).
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tors

and some

crocodiles of

The

of

the early Eocene

Wyoming.

crocodiles

alHgators were evolved from crocodiles
is

with their narrow

snouts and conspicuous front teeth are
more primitive than the broad-snouted
The steps by which the
alKgators.

not fully represented

record.

The discovery

the Snake

more

by the

fossil

of this skull in

Creek deposits adds one

link to our chain of evidence as

to the ancestry of the alligator.

^h\

from Nebraska, as viewed from below (left) and above
and that of the Chinese alligator is very close
Alliin spite of the great distance which separates the known ranges of the two forms.
gators have evolved from crocodiles and differ from them most conspicuously in their

The

(right).

skull of the fossil alligator

—The resemblance between

broader snouts

this skull

On

the

Newly Discovered South African

Man-Ape
BROOM

By ROBERT

—

Note. Readers of Natural History are fortunate in having a first-hand description of
the famous Australopithecus skull by one of the ablest living palaeontologists. Dr. Robert
Broom, F.R.S., is well known to friends of the Museum from the valuable collections of South
African

fossil reptiles

technical,

—yet

that he has secured for us, and from the brilliant series of papers, mostly

suffused with his capacity to

which he published the
and South Africa.

The

present description, for which

friendship for the

make

technical studies clear

upon the ancient

results of his researches here

Museum, and also

we

and

interesting

fossil reptiles of

—in

Texas

are indebted to Doctor Broom's long-standing

to the hberality

and good

will of Professor Dart, will

particular interest, as it shows very clearly the comparative relations of the

be of

new find to "missing

account of the teeth, which are perhaps
Third, and perhaps most important,
Doctor Broom makes clear the real geological conditions of the find. The early accounts were
very vague on this point, merely stating that it was found "in solid limestone fifty to seventyDoctor Broom explains that it was really a cave or fissure specifive feet below the surface."
men (as I had suspected from the first newspaper accounts) and probably not of any very great
geological antiquity. There is no warrant, it seems, for referring to it as Pliocene; it is probably
Pleistocene, perhaps quite late Pleistocene, but the geological age is not very exactly determinable. This has an important bearing on the problem of where man originated. Professor Elliot
Smith regards this discovery as evidence that it was in Africa, and Doctor Broom apparently
indorses this view. But the survival of a primitive "missing link" in South Africa to a comparatively recent date, long after such primitive and intermediate types had disappeared from
central and northern Eurasia, might seem to be evidence not for but against Africa as the center
where man originated. It accords with the "Rhodesian man," a survival of the Neanderthal
species in Africa long after it disappeared from Europe, and with a good deal of other evidence
along the same line. Whatever its age, and whatever its bearing on the place of man's origin,
the new discovery is clearly one of the most important of the various intermediate types, no
links" previously discovered.

It also gives a detailed

the most reliable guide to the affinities of the animal.

longer "missing links," that connect

EARLY
world

in

February,

man with the
the

1925,

higher apes.

and gave the discovery wide publicity,
Somewhat similar announcements have
been made before, which, when investi-

was startled by the announcement of the discovery in
South Africa of the skull of a young
manlike ape, by Professor Raymond
A. Dart of Johannesburg. A short ac-

years

count of the find appeared in Nature,

Smith, the

where it was boldly stated that the
skull was that of a man-ape, which in
structure was intermediate between
hving anthropoids and man, that, unlike the Hving anthropoids, it had
Hved in the open plains, that it had
walked more erect than the living
forms and was thus more manHke;
and in short that it was the longsought

"missing

link."

The

daily

press immediately took the matter

up

—W. D. Matthew

gated, resulted in disappointment, but

Dart had been for three

Professor

ogist,

assistant

and

is

to

Professor

ElUot

world-famous anthropolhimself an eminent anato-

announcement was accepted
by all scientists as worthy of the
most respectful consideration. Professor Dart will in due course give to the
mist, so his

world a very detailed account of the
discovery with sufficient ilhistrations,

but this must take time and the matter
of such great importance that the

is

world clamors for more

Knowing how

facts,

interested the Ameri409
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can public is in the question of the origin
man, I at once wrote to Professor
Dart asking him if I might examine the
of

skull

and

-Raite

a short semi-popular
In

paper on it for Natural History.
reply, he not only

me

in^dted

picked up alread3^

Fortunately Pro-

Young, a colleague of Doctor Dart's, was going to a neighboring
farm on a geological investigation, and
Doctor Dart asked him to look out for
any further bones. From
the manager of the
fessor R. B.

Lime Company,
Mr. A. F.

to be his

guest

CampbeU,

Side view of the skull of Australopithecus

africanus,

Dart.

Slightly

Portions of the skull bone?

reduced.

adhering to the brain cast

are

still

at

Johannesburg but

gave

me

per-

mission to publish any descriptions of
the skull

I

wished.

Profess-

Like most discoveries of ancestral
man, the finding of the Taungs skull

might be regarded as a very lucky
accident.

One

of

Professor

Dart's

Miss Josephine Salmons,
brought to him the skull of a fossil
baboon that had come from the limestone workings near Taungs. Similar
heads have from time to time been discovered and a number are in the Capestudents,

town Museum, where they have been
examined by Doctor S. H. Haughton,
who has described them as Papio
cajjensis.

Doctor Dart thought that

human remains might be found, as numerous hmnan implements had been

Young
obtained

or

a nice

little

brain cast and

a piece of rock

with bones in

it.

that

been blasted out just recently,
when examined by Professor
proved to be the brain cast of an anthropoid ape-Hke form, and the almost perfect face of the same indi\ddual imbed-

ded in hmestone. With amazing skill
Professor Dart has removed the whole
of the hard limestone from the face,
palate, and teeth, and there remains the
most interesting fossil ever discovered.

ON THE NEWLY DISCOVERED SOUTH AFRICAN MAN-APE
Before speaking of the fossil skull it
be well to say something of the

may

it was found.
South Africa
be seen, about forty miles

geology of the spot where

On any good map
there will

of

west of Kimberley, the lower portion of
the Vaal River, and north of it will be
seen part of the Harts River and

Dry

farther north, the

antiquity

great

It

the great

Dwyka

lie

and

was down

interest.

These

Harts.

parts of the three rivers
of

still

one valley
very great

in

this valley that

Upper

glaciers slid in

Carboniferous, or the Coal age

— per-

haps twenty milHon years ago. If the
valley was not originally formed by
the .Dwyka glaciers, they certainly
had much to do with its excavation.
For some milhons of years after the
glaciers melted, a great Amazon-like
river flowed down the valley, and the
mud which it brought down and scat-

what

tered over

is

now

Cape Colony, formed the

the center of
shales of the

Karroo Beds, which are so rich in fossil
Gradually the valley itseK
reptiles.
became filled, in Jurassic times, with
shales to a depth of perhaps two thousand feet. Then a change set in and
the valley was reexcavated and today
it is

in a condition not unlike that of

Dwyka times. At Douglas and in many
other places,

we

see exposed the ice-

scratched rocks as they were

left

when

All along the
west side of the valley ten or twenty
miles from the rivers of today, there
can be seen standing up Like a huge

the last glaciers melted.

black

wall

the

escarpment

or

cut

thousand

feet high.

five or ten miles, light-colored patches,

which examination proves to be great
masses of calc-sinter or hme deposit,
from lime-charged waters that have
issued out of the Doloixiitic rocks or

As

will readily

be seen,

guess at the age of the

masses

of limestone

formed at a
certainly

is

quite

late

fossil.

The

must have been
date geologically,

Tertiary or even more

in

—

probably more recent.
have
been formed when
must
They
rainfall
than now;
more
was
there
recent times,

otherwise, the conditions probably did

not

differ

greatly from the present.

Certainly there could not have been a

heavy

rainfall

with the existing forest
The only
that time.

associated

mammal

,

it

impossible to give more than a rough

Kaap

This

plateau is mainly formed of thick
layers of magnesian or Dolomitic
limestone. Rogers estimates the thickness at between two and three thousand
feet, but in most placet; the escarpment
is from a few hundred to about one

of these

skull comes.

face of the high dead-level inner tableplateau.

Some

flowed over their face.

masses of secondary hme are as high
as the whole escarpment and in some
places some hundreds of feet deep.
Occasionally, caves are formed in these
large Hmestone masses.
At Buxton, near Taungs, there is a
large mass of this secondary limestone,
which has been quarried for some years.
Already the mass has been quarried
into for two hundred and fifty feet
from the original face. The face at
present being worked is seventy feet
high.
About fifty feet from the top
there is a cut across an old cave, which
has been filled up with sand, now
largely cemented with hme.
It is
from this old cave that the man-ape

of

Kaap

Along the black

wall-hke face are to be seen, every

conditions

land, the

411

are of a

baboon

the living form.
safe in

bones

described

fairly closely allied to

And

I

think

we

assuming that the cave and

contents belong to the

Human

are
its

period.

But whether the man-ape Hved one
hundred thousand years ago or ten
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thousand, the evidence at present does

with milk teeth in a stage correspond-

not show.

ing to that of a

Professor Dart has

named

the Httle

animal A ustralopithecus africanus. The
may be regarded as perfect, and the
side view (p. 410) shows the brain cast
attached to the face. It will be under-

face

The

years.

side

human

of interesting features.

with

young

child of six

view shows a number

skulls

of

If

compared

the

gorilla,

chimpanzee, orang, and Bushman, it
will be seen that the resemblances are

'if

^^.^I^^P-k^t^^^^r

^^

The quarry at Buxton near Taungs where the skull was found. The exact spot from
which the skuU came is indicated by the small arrow on the face above where the men are
working
stood that the brain

What happened is,

is

that

not fossiHzed

when the

brain

rotted away, the brain cavity gradually

up with lime which in time hardened into a mass of soHd Hmestone.
When the specimen was blasted out,
most of the brain-covering bones were

filled

shattered, but a nearly perfect cast of

been preserved,
between the
bones can be traced. We have only to
allow a certain thickness for the bones
destroyed and we can make a perfect
restoration which leaves nothing to

their inner surfaces has

and most

of the sutures

the imagination.

The

skull

is

that of a young animal

much more with the anthropoid apes
than with man, and yet Australopithecus is more manhke than any of the
known

higher apes.

atively

much

The brain

is rel-

larger and, as Professor

Dart has pointed out, the poise of the
head must also have been more manlike.
He takes certain measurements,
giving roughly the proportion of brain
before and behind the supporting point
of the vertebral column, which he calls

The
"head bslancing index."
baboon provides a value of 41.3, an
adult chimpanzee 50.7, Rhodesian man
the

83.7, a dolichocephaHc (or long-headed)

European

90.9,

and a brachiocephalic
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(or

short-headed)

European

In Australopithecus the index

And he
had

concludes that this

"an

105-8.
is

60.7.

new form

appreciably more
modern anthropoids."

attitude

erect than that of

There are

many

points in the struc-

agrees with the condition in the gibbon

and man, but

from the condiand the orang.
The young chimpanzee skull has a
nose more closely approaching that of
tion in the

need not be called in a paper primarily
intended for the general public. But

differs

gorilla

Australopithecus.

The

ture of the side of the head of interest
to the anatomist, to which attention
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teeth are of exceptional interest.

There are preserved the practically
perfect milk set, with the first upper and
lower permanent molars.

(Right) Side view of
(Left) Front view of skull of Australopithecus africanus Dart.
skull of Australopithecus Dart.
As., Alisphenoid (Sphenoid); Fr., Frontal; Ju., Jugal
(Malar); Oc, Occipital; Mx., Maxilla; Pa., Parietal; Sq., Squamosal (Temporal)

it

may be well to note that the arrange-

ment

of

the bones in the temporal

region agrees

more with that

of

man

The incisors are small;
they agree with

in this respect

man and differ from the

The upper milk

higher apes.

canine or

also small and not unlike

than with that seen in the gorilla and
the chimpanzee.
The side view of the skull shows the

eye' tooth is

small flattened nose characteristic of

antero-posterior length than the

the anthropoid apes and of the Bushman, and the close approach to the
human mouth, with the small front
teeth which meet each other, almost
end on instead of at an angle, as in the

anthropoids.

The

front view of the skull shows

other interesting

There

human

resemblances.

is the broad human-like nose
with the nasal opening partly between
the lower part of the eye sockets. This

that of the

Bushman

child.

In

all

anthropoids the canine has a greater

In the

milk molar.

Bushman

first

child the

antero-posterior length of the canine
is
is

to that of the
to 90.

first

milk molar as 75

In Australopithecus the canine

has an antero-posterior length of less
than three fourths that of the molar.

The milk molars agree much more
closely with those of

those of

The
perfect

any

first

of the

man

true molar

condition

than with

anthropoid apes.

and

is

preserved in
is

quite

un-
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worn.

Though

in the nearly closed

view cannot
from
possible
is
the
crown,
it
be had of
measurements of the cusps to give a
drawing that can be fully rehed upon.
condition of the jaws,

a

full

There are the four large cusps seen in
In
all the anthropoids and in man.
man the molars vary greatly, owing to
degeneration, but if a perfect undegenerate molar such as one finds in

much more

agree

man than

closely with those of

with those of

the

chim-

panzee.

The first true molar is well preserved
and though a good view of the top of
the crown cannot be had, the drawing
I give is essentially correct in all details.

man

In the anthropoid apes and in

there are two large cusps on the outer
side

and two large ones on the

inner,

generally with a fairly well-developed

—the
—at the

hypoconuHd, as it is
posterior and outer
corner.
In the gorilla and orang this
fifth cusp is well developed on the
second and third molars, but only very
slightly developed on the first molar.
In the gibbon and chimpanzee the
fifth

cusp

called

fifth

cusp

is

well developed in the

first

and second molars and only sHghtly
developed in the third.
generally

Molar teeth

of Australopithecus africanus

AH

natural size.
A. First upper right molar of
B.First upper right
orang. After Rose.
Dart, with others for comparison.

—

—

molar of Australopithecus africanus. C.
First upper right molar of Bushman child.
D. First lower right molar of chimpanzee.
After Miller. E. First lower right molar of

—

—

—

men

the

showing that it was probably considerably
larger than the chimpanzee

cusps are

lower molars.

child be

compared with

agreement

is striking,

of the latter

is

though the tooth

appreciably larger.

The

and the
appreciably from that of

all

size,

side the three

two are also well developed. The tooth
thus makes a close approximation to
the first molar of the chimpanzee,
though considerably
though the

fifth

first

cusp

larger.

It is also

molar of man,
is rarely, if

ever,

as large as in Australopithecus.

The lower incisors much more
resemble those of

present in a fairly

and suband on the inner side the

gorilla differ

form.

is

well developed

not unlike the

fossil

it is

well-

in aU the
In Australopithecus the
considerably larger than

molars of the chimpanzee
the

man

fairly

condition

molar is
man. On the outer

first

equal in

Bushman

cusp

fifth

well-developed

in

the molar in Australopithecus, the close

In
a

in

developed condition in the first molar
and usually very feebly developed, if at
all present, in the second and third
molars. But in some primitive races of

F.
First lower
Australopithecus africanus.
The close
right molar of Bushman child.
agreement of the molars of Australopithecus
with those of living anthropoids and man is
striking; also the large size of the molars,

the

present

The study

closely

man than those of the

pretty

of the teeth renders

certain

that

it

Australopithecus

higher apes.

stands somewhere between the chim-

The canine is fairly large and pointed,
resembhng more closely that of the
chimpanzee than that of man. But

panzee and man.
in

the milk molars, on the other hand.

the stage

We know that the brain in the apes and
man grows

comparatively

when the

first

little

after

molars appear.
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—

Skull of chimpanzee, Pan vellerosus.
After Elliot,
A.
tion of the adult skull of Australopithecus africanus

and that most

B.

415

— Attempted reconstruc-

reconstruct the adult skull with almost

and with smaller canine
there must have
been enlarged canines from the presence of the well-marked gap between the
canine and the second incisor, and the
canine must have been smaller than

of the

changes are due

to the great increase in the size of the

jawbones to accommodate the large
teeth and the greater development of
the facial bones.

It is

thus possible to

larger brain

We know that

teeth.

when we know the

in the chimpanzee, for a portion of the

brain in the half-grown animal and

permanent canine can be seen in the

the size of the molar teeth.

fossil

perfect confidence

When the adult skull is reconstructed,
as in the figure I give,

it is

seen that

we have a skull a little like that of the
chimpanzee but with a relatively much

—

jaw.

The
orang

and
than to the

likeness to the adult gorilla
is

much

less striking

adult chimpanzee.

The

A.Restoration of skull of Pithecanthropus erectus.
of skull of Eoanthropus dawsoni

reconstruction I give at once

After McGregor.

-Restoration

NATURAL HISTORY
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mind that made by ProfesH. McGregor of the Java ape-

calls to

sor J.

eredus.

man, Pithecanthropus
tunately, of this type

Unfor-

we know only

the top of the skull and two teeth.
The brain is very appreciably larger

than in Australopithecus but

more

flat.

rather

reconstructions have
important being
most
been made, the
Keith, McWoodward,
those of Smith
the
layman
Hunter,
and,
and
Gregor,
must feel a little worried that the re1913,

various

constructions should differ so considerably.

We have only, it is true,
the brain case and

The teeth also

most

much

of

of the

appreciably

mandible, and practically noth-

and are farther removed
both from the human
and from the chimpanzee

ing of the face except the nose

differ

very

point

interesting

Elliot-Smith's studies on the

that the general

brain give us pretty accurately

The

type.
is

Yet a good reconstruc-

bones.

tion should be quite possible.

Brain outlines of (A) Australopithecus (juv), (B) Pithecanthropus, and (C) Eoanthropus.

The

last is

from Professor McGregor's restoration

resemblance

is

so striking as to suggest

the structure of the brain case and

we

pithecus being the ancestor of a type

have thus only the face to reconstruct,
and though the jaw is nearly perfect, it is

like Pithecanthropus.

surprising

the possibility of a type like Australo-

human type with
comparison must be made is

The next

primitive

which a
the Piltdown

skull,

Eoanthropus of the

south of England.

Here we have a

form with a moderately large humanlike brain and a jaw which closely resembles in many ways the jaw of the
chimpanzee.
Since Eoanthropus was discovered in

how

different are the results

that have been given us.

As

in

South

Africa, where I am writing, I have neither

the bones nor casts, I must give a figure
for this paper

founded on one of those

already published, and the one which

seems to me the most satisfactory is
Smith Woodward's. I have therefore
taken Smith Woodward's restoration as
a basis, but altered slightly his restora-
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tion of the front of the

jaw and greatly

ElHot Smith in his recent book The
Man also puts them in

altered the restoration of the face to

Evolution of

put

side branches.

it

in keeping, as I believe, with the

jaw.

It will

When

the skull of Eoanthropus

is

compared with that of the adult A ustralopithecus, it will be seen that we have
here a still farther step from the prechimpanzee to man. The brain has
gone on enlarging and is now practicallyhuman. The face, however, is still
ape-like.
There is still the large
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be seen from what has been

said that Australopithecus forms a

satisfactory

most

connecting link between

canine of the ape but the molars are

more human than
All the other

aberrant

ape-like.

known pre-human

human

types,

or

such as the

Neanderthal man, the Rhodesian man,
the Heidelberg man, have a dentition

not primitive, and though the
and brains show characters that
differ considerably from the modern
European type of Homo sapiens large
brow ridges Hke the gorilla, massive
faces, and a less erect attitude
it is
that

is

skulls

—

—

doubtful

if

these are really ancestral

to ourselves.

For many years

regarded them as

branches and

I

much

am

I

have

modified side

Photograph by A. M. Cronin
Pure Bushman, "Dial," one hundred years
old, showing apelike face somewhat resembling the Piltdown man

pleased to see that

the anthropoid apes below
various

above.

and the

human and sub-human types
And if the discovery results in

the universal acceptance of the beHef
in

man's evolution from the lower forms,

the discovery of Australopithecus

may

have nearly as great an influence on

human

progress as the publication of

Darwin's Origin of Species.
In the table on p. 418 an endeavor is made to show what may be
the relationships of the higher apes

and

man and

side branches,

—

Head of adult Australopithecus. This
skull of adult Australopithicus is founded on
the child brain with the jaw restored from
the two first molars, which measure 14

mm.

to 16 mm.
The jaw must therefore be much
as indicated and the whole skull cannot differ
greatly from the restoration given

the connecting hnks and

and the importance of
which may be re-

Australopithecus,

garded as the chief connecting Hnk.
This table makes no attempt at
giving the geological ages of the forms,

and though Australopithecus

may have

—
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and thus could not
have been the ancestor of Pithecanthropus or Eomithropus, the endeavor
is to show that these latter and the
higher human types have all been
descended from an AustralopithecusHke type but not necessarilj^ from A.
lived quite recently

africanus.

Australopithecus

may rather

be regarded as a representative, probably of a group of large-brained anthropoids, from one of which the higher
types have descended.

The

before

Descent

of

come back again to

of very great extent; in which, if it
were well searched, I am persuaded

the several types of

all

perhaps

might

all

Homo rhodesiensis

the

Lord

Australopithecus

being.

I will

Chimpanzee

Orang

Monboddo

not

was a degenerate
"That my facts and

arguments," he writes, "are so convincing as to leave no doubt of the
humanity of the Orang-utan, I will
not take upon

Gorilla

and

the apes but beheved that

orang-utan

hmnan
Pithecanthropus

human

traced,

only boldly maintained the descent of

man from
Eoanihropus

be

the varieties of the species

discovered."

Homo heidelbergensis

Man,

''From the South Sea, I wiU
Africa, a country

worth:

progression

Homo neanderthalensis

it is in-

Darwin pubhshed
the famous
Scots evolutionist. Lord Monboddo,
wrote in his great work Origin and
Progress of Language, pubhshed in
1774, as quoted by W. L. H. Duckdred years

that

Homu sapie/is

But

evidence of his insight.

teresting to note that nearly one hun-

me to say:

but

venture to affirm, that

I

this

much

have said

enough to make the philosopher conit as problematical, and a sub-

sider

ject deserving to

Though
failed to

In connection with the discover}^ of

Taungs skull, Professor EUiot
Smith regards the discovery as ''the
the

first definite

expressed

confirmation of the opinion

by

people since his
that Africa

human

is

Darwin, which most
tune have discredited

home of the
The discovery no

the original

family."

doubt confirms Darwin's opinion and
herein another marvelous

we have

this

be enquired into."

remarkable

Scotsman

persuade his contemporaries,

and his name would today be forgotten
but for his association with Bos well,
Johnson, and Burns, one feels it almost
a patriotic duty to claim for him a
place which is deservedly his as one of
the pioneers of

hmnan

evolution.

seems to me not at aU improbable
that an adult Australopithecus will yet
be obtained, and possibly a perfect
skeleton. Should such a discovery be
made, it would be difficult to overIt

estimate

its

importance.

Louis Robert Sullivan

1892-1925
CLARK WISSLER

By

Curator-iii-Chief, Division of Anthropology,

LOUIS ROBERT
DR.VAN,
a young

SULLI-

anthropologist

of

unusual promise and a

ber of the American
tific

staff,

died

in

Museum

memscien-

Tucson, Arizona,

on April 23. He came to the Museum
in 1916 as a student and assistant
in the department of anthropology,
and later was placed in charge of
the anatomical collections.
the

Museum was

Bernice P. Bishop

In 1920

invited to join the

Museum

in

Hono-

American Museum

an anthropological survey of the
Islands, and to Doctor
Sullivan was given the racial problem.
lulu in

Polynesian

In the inauguration of this work'^he
spent eighteen months in the Islands,

where he made measurements and
photographed a large portion of the
native Hawaiian population.
Some
account of this work was given in the
January-February, 1923, issue of this
journal.
Later, Doctor Sullivan prepared a memoir on "Marquesan Soma419
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tology, with

Comparative Notes on

Samoa and Tonga," issued by the
Bishop Museum. In this pubhcation
he made a general comparative study
of the races in the Pacific,

and formu-

lated a working hypothesis as to the
original elements entering into the

At the time of his death he
had well on the way to completion a
second memoir on the Hawaiians.
mixture.

Also, while in Honolulu, permission

was given to him to examine the
children in the pubHc schools. In all,
about 8000 persons were studied, and
data collected as to their ancestry.
Since a number of races attend these

and

schools

intermarriages

are

fre-

quent, these data were preliminary to a
study of race mixture. Though Doctor
Sullivan was not able to put this

material in form for publication, the

data will not be

lost,

but

will serve as

for a career in

anthropology by inten-

sive studies in general biology, palaj-

and

ontology,

for

he

felt

the

appointed

The war

anatomy.

broke in upon his

scientific activities,

to service,

call

and was

Lieutenant

First

in

eral's Office, in 1918.

While on duty at

headquarters, he assisted in the compi-

on Defects Found
and Army AnthroHis special contribution was

lation of the reports
in

Drafted

pology.

Men

the determination of the 156 standard

population sections, based upon the
census returns of 1910, according to

which the published studies of the
Surgeon-General's Office were made.
The section map and population table
prepared by Doctor Sullivan in the
course of this investigation give an
adequate picture of the geographical
distribution

of

the

several

national

strains entering into the population of

the basis for future studies in this field.
Doctor Sullivan returned to the

the United States.

Museum

tion of this task Doctor Sullivan

soon
a

in 1921, but his failing health

made

it

different

him to try
He took up

the

Section of Anthropology, Surgeon-Gen-

Camp

After the comple-

was

Grant, where he

necessary for

assigned to

climate.

began an anthropometric survey of the
recruits stationed there, but before
the work was completed his quarters
were destroyed by fire and his records

temporary residence in Tucson, Arizona, and while there engaged in
studies of the Mexicans and Indians
attending the various schools. Later
he made a general study of the Indian
children in the Reservation schools of

He

lost.

Then came the

which he fell a victim.
permanently impaired

infiuenza,

This
his

to

illness

health.

completed

Shortly afterward the war came to an

work and tabulated the results in a
form suitable for publication.
Doctor Sullivan was born at Houlton, Maine, in 1892. He was graduated from Bates College, Lewiston,
Maine, in 1914. He taught biology in
Tilton Seminary, 1914-15, then entered

end and he returned to the Museum.
During the following winter he suffered
a long and serious illness, and from that
time on his vitality steadily weakened.
In all phases of his work at the
Museum and elsewhere. Doctor Sullivan showed conspicuous ability and
fine judgment.
When recommending
his appointment to the Museum staff
in 1916, Professor H. E. Walter of

all

the western states.

this

Brown

University as a graduate stu-

dent and as assistant in zoology under
Professor H. E. Walter. From there

he came to the American Museum,

During the
the

first

Museum

years as a

staff,

member

of

he prepared himself

Brown

University,

biology, wrote, ''He

his
is

teacher

in

a quiet fellow,

sane, clear-eyed, persistent, not afraid

NOTES
mind and a

of work, with a scholarly
lot of

native ability.

He makes good

with monotonous certainty in every
I am sure
proposition he takes up.
that he will make good somewhere."
That these words were prophetic
everyone acquainted with Doctor Sullivan will agree. His untimely death is
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not only a great

loss to

but to anthropology

the

Museum

in general.

Though granted but a few years of
mature professional life, his bibliography covers twenty-five titles reporting
upon original work, and ten important
reviews of publications in his

field.
His
major contributions are noted below:

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Variations in the Glenoid Fossre (American Anthropologist, N. S., Vol. 19, No. 1, 1917).
Growth of the Nasal Bridge in Children (American Anthropologist, N. S., Vol. 19, No. 3, 1917).
Racial Tvpes in the Philippine Islands (Anthropological Papers, American Museum of Natural History, Vol.

2.3,

Part"2, 1918).

Anthropometry
3,

the Siouan Tribes (Anthropological Papers, American

of

Museum

of

Natural History, Vol. 23, Part

1920).

A Few Andamanese

Skulls, with Comparative Notes on Negrito Craniometry (Anthropological Papers, American
Natural History, Vol. 23, Part 4, 1921).
(Memoirs, Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Vol. 8, No. 2, 1921).
(Memoirs, Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Vol. 8, No. 4, 1922).
The Frequency and Distribution of Some Anatomical Variations in American Crania (Anthropological Papers,
American Museum of Natural History, Vol. 23, Part 5, 1922).
Marquesan Somatology, with Comparative Notes on Samoa and Tonga (Memoirs, Bernice P. Bishop Museum,

Museum of

A Contribution to Samoan Somatology
A Contribution to Tongan Somatology
Vol. 9,

No.

2, 192.3).

NOTES
ASTRONOMY

Mt. Wilson

Astronomical Exhibit. On exhibition
in the astronomical and memorial halls of the
American Museum, May 13 - June 15, were
paintings, photographs, and drawings of the

Observatory,

—

solar echpse of

January

1925, as well as

and 1923.
these were paintings by Mr. Howard

those of 1900,

Among

24,

1901,

1905,

1918,

Observatory,

Maria

Mitchell

Lick
Lowell Observatory,
Observatory, the Smithsonian Institution, the
New York Edison Company, and amateur
astronomers.

The Museum

architects, Messrs. Trowand Livingston, are collaborating
with Mr. Howard Russell Butler of Princeton,

bridge

Russell Butler, of the eclipses of 1918, 1923,

New

and 1925, and of the Northern Lights which
were observed in August of the year 1919.
There were also paintings of the eclipse of
1925 by Mr. Aleth Bjorn, Professor Baker,
and Professor Fuertes, of Cornell University.
A lecture on "The Recent Total Eclipse of
the Sun" was dehvered on the opening night
by Professor John A. Miller, director of
Sproul Observatory, Swarthmore College.

the proposed astronomical hall which is to
occupy the place of the present auditorium.

The photographic
installed

the

in

astronomical

comet,

transparencies recently

permanent exhibition cases

meteorite

instruments,

hall,

picturing

the attention of

astronomical

showers,

observatories,

in

Halley's

etc.,

many Museum

attracted

visitors.

was made possible through
the courtesy of the United States Naval

The

exhibit

Observatory, Fuertes Observatory of Cornell
Observatory,
Vassar College
University,

Yale University Observatory, Sproul Observatory of Swarthmore College, Van Vleck
Observatory of Wesleyan University, Yerkes
Observatory of the University of Chicago,

Jersey, in the preparation of plans for

This hall will include

five floors,

The first
the Museum's large

and will cost
be devoted

$2,000,000.

floor will

to

collection of meteor-

On

the second floor wiU be a great hall,
extending through the third floor, for astroites.

nomical models and exhibits, while the astronomical hall proper will extend from the fourth
floor through the fifth and sixth floors and
wiU be capped with a huge dome, which will
represent the heavens with the consteUations.
On August 20, Dr. G. Clyde Fisher leaves
New York to visit Jena, BerKn, Munich,
Vienna, Zurich, Paris, and London, for the
purpose of observing astronomical apparatus
in these cities.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
The University of Tasmania Receives

Mammal

Collection.

—A

note recently re-

ceived from the Registrar of the University of
Tasmania states that the valuable collection

"
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of

mammals

Biology

hatching. In the crocodile there are two kinds

Universit}' f rom the Ameri-

of tubules of different sizes, the larger being

recenth' sent to the

Department of the

can Museum has arrived there safely. This is
one of a series of exchanges which the American Museum has arranged -nith the museums
in Australia, Tasmania, and Polynesia.

EXTINCT ANIMALS
The Structure of the Dinosaur Egg
Shell.

— Some pieces of the famous dinosaur

bj' the Third Asiatic Expedition
have been sent hj Professor Henrj^ Fairfield

eggs secured

unaided eye. In the dinosaur
only one kind of tubule of very
small diameter.
This tubule has a different

visible to the

eggs there

is

form in the eggs collected at Iren Dabasu than
those from Shabaraku Usu. Thus, Professor
Van Straelen was able to confirm the observations of Professor Osbom that at least two
types of eggs were represented in the collection.
The dinosaur egg shells differ from those of
birds not onh' in form but also in thickness.

Universite Libre, Brussels, Belgium, for micro

In the primitive ostrich-like birds, (except
Apteryx) the respiratory tubules ramifj^ in the

Van

prismatic layer terminating on the surface in

Professor Victor Van Straelen of the

Osbom to

Professor

study.

Straelen

has

just

concludes:

a group of pores lining a single depression.
In the dinosaur eggs the tubules do not ramify,

there are striking differences between

but are straight as in the case of the higher

published a short prehminary statement of his
finding in Novitates ("No. 173).

"Thus

the eggs of Shabarakh

He

Usu and those

of Iren

Dabasu. The first-named cannot be correlated
with an}^ of the actually kno'mi eggs, either
hving or fossil. The second-named have a
structure similar to that of the supposed eggs

birds.

In

detailed

the

structure,

dinosaur egg

shell differs fromi those of crocodiles, birds, or
turtles,

and agrees only with an egg

shell of

uncertain origin found in the upper Cretace-

of Hypselosaurus priscus, the dinosaurian of

ous of Rognac, France.

Rognac, which themselves have a structure
that partakes of the characters of both the
paleeognathic and neognathic birds. But the
Iren Dabasu eggs differ essentially from the
Rognac eggs in the shape of the aeriferous

discoveries of the Third Asiatic Expedition,

fossil

eggs secured by the Third Asiatic

Expedition were beheved to be those of dinosaiirs because of their association with the
remains of certain dinosaurian fossils. They
exhibit a general resemblance in form to the

eggs of crocodihans, which
natural,

for

crocodiles

is,

perhaps, onlj^

and dinosaurs have

sprung from the same stock of reptiles. Some
of the eggs possess fragments of the embryo
skeleton within them but these parts have not
been fuUy studied as yet. It is therefore of
great interest to see exactly what hght the
microstructure of the egg shell throws upon
the identification of the eggs as dinosaurian.
The eggs of turtles, crocodiles, and birds

resemble each other superficially but

differ in

form and microstructure. The dinosaur
eggs secured by the Third Asiatic Expedition
agree with crocodile eggs not only in form but
their

also in the great variabiHty of surface texture.

They

now

differ strikinglj^,

however, from crocodile

eggs in the great thickness of the middle or socaUed "prismatic laj^er." A second difference
Ues in the form and arrangement of the fine
tubules which perforate the entire shell per-

mitting the young dinosaur to respire before

highly probable that

all

these eggs

are dinosaurian.

FISHES
The

canals.

The

it is

In the light of the

editors

of

the National Geographic

Magazine interpret the function of their
journal in so broad and hberal a spirit that
they win the hearty commendation of all
nature lovers, for they include in its columns
from time to time articles on various natural
history subjects.
Furthermore, they add
to their good deeds by collecting such
articles and issuing them as books.
For instance, one recently appeared, embracing
certain articles by E. W. Nelson entitled,
Wild AniTnals of North America, and illustrated
with many photographs and wonderful color
plates

by Louis Agassiz

Fuertes.

For some j'ears past the souls of ichthyologists have been rejoiced by the pubhcation
in the Geographic of excellent and beautifully
illustrated articles on the fishes and fisheries
of North America. These articles have now
been issued in book form under the editorship
of John Ohver La Gorce, and bear the title
The Booh of Fishes: Game Fishes, Food Fishes,
Shellfish and Curious Citizens of A^nerican
Ocean Shores and Rivers.
In this handsome royal octavo volume of
243 pages are brought together articles in the
Geographic from the pens of J. O. La Gorce,

—a
NOTES
C. H. Townsend, L, L.

Mowbray,

J.

T. Nichols,

H. M. Smith, and F. W. Wallace. These
articles are not merely interesting but are
valuable because authoritative.

Not the least

book are the 134 illustrafrom photographs and the 92 color plates
of familiar salt- and fresh-water fishes made
from life by that skilful artist, Hashime
striking part of the

tions

Murayama. The value of these color plates
cannot be overestimated. The department of
fishes in the

American

asked "Where can
colored

if

I get

—

possible

Museum

frequently

is

an accurate

of the (here
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fate of

man is in no smaU measure

aquatic insects that Uve on

below

The answer is before us for
In pubHshing these articles, and
especially in having had made and in issuing

combine the attractions
aquarium with those of a zoo.

An

interesting educational feature of the

doxical as this

may at

first

described

and

exhibits
is

no small

service.

—

—

jumping, or oaring their

way

the smooth surface of a bowl of water.

over

Only

a few, however, of a vast number of interesting
forms of insect life could thus be shown and
artificial.
Today,
thanks to the cooperation and courtesy of the
Commissioners of the Palisades Interstate
Park and the generosity of Mr. William Averell
Harriman, the Museum has had placed at its
disposal a forty-acre tract near Tuxedo,
New York, where a field station for the observation and study of insects is being established under the direction of Dr. Frank E.

spread out for his eye to

in

and

Although f acihties for research students are
contemplated, it is the great interested lay
public that will be the immediate beneficiary.
tract will be virtually an insect zoo.

In-

stead of walking from cage to cage in an enclosed building, the visitor will follow a path

through the open, leading past this group of
insects and that, each properly labeled so that
an insight may be had into the life history of
these little creatures which in spite of their
diminutive size play a role in the affairs of the
globe that rivals that of man, and

complementary

new

live

enjoj^able as possible.

The tract is located at the intersection of the
proposed Bear Mountain-Greenwood Lake
and the Tuxedo-Southfield highways, just
at the point where one leaves the latter road
when going through the Park to Bear Mountain, and it is hoped that aU who read this
Note wiU avail themselves of the opportunity
of visiting what is in several respects a unique
undertaking.

PREHISTORY OF MAN

—

^We may quote from
an interesting note in Nature, June 6, 1925,
page 875, by Raymond A. Dart, on the proper

The word

Pithecxjs.

use of the Greco-Latin word pithecus:
"It has been stated by several critics that
the

word

is a hybrid
indebted to my
Haarhoff, professor of

'Australopithecus'

(Latin-Greek) term.

coUeague Mr. T.

J.

I

am

classics in the Universitj^ of the

Lutz.

or

of

the

what he has learned
which similar but unplacarded exhibits appear, and these, as a
test, he will be asked to name and describe.
Young assistants, working under Doctor

the setting was necessarily

conflicting

imbibed

specimens are required and will assist also in
making the sojourn of visitors as profitable

INSECTS

The

has

Lutz, will replenish the exhibits as

Field Station for the Study of Insects.
Last winter visitors to the American Museum were attracted by an unusual exhibit,
case containing not mounted specimens but
live insects engaged in preying upon other
insects, chewing tobacco (for some insects, hke
men, are fond of the weed), egg-laying, crawling, flying,

After the

by a number

read, the opportunity will be given, should he

by foUowing a route

its editors

seem.

visitor has followed the route

so elect, to demonstrate

of ichthyology

an

of

station will be the unlabeled exhibits, para-

92 kinds.

have done the science

and
Thus the

surface

station will

certain fish)?"

the color plates, the Geographic and

its

be shown in glass bowls.

will

knowledge that

figure

naming some

dependent.

A brook traverses the tract, and some of the

upon whose

interests the

Witwaters-

rand, for the information that pithecus was a
recognized naturalised Latin word in Rome.

was used by Cicero's own secretary, Tiro,
and by other accredited writers, and more

It

than a century before Cicero's time Plautus
employed the diminutive pithedum. It is,
therefore, not surprising that both of these
words are to be found in a standard Latin
cHctionary, such as that of

The

still

commoner

Lems and

cercopithecus

is

Short.

found in

Phny, Varro, Juvenal and Martial, to the
last-named of whom (Book XIV, Epigram
202) we owe one of the most pleasing examples

NATURAL HISTORY
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of the indiscriminate juxtaposition of the two
words used by poHshed Romans for a monkey:
Callidus emissas eludere simius hastas
Si mihi cauda foret cercopithecus eram.
'A monkey, cunning to avoid darts, hurled at
(the charge that)
"
I should be a tailed ape, had I a tail.'

me

.

Naturally, pithecus has been the classic
term availed of over and over again by zoologists to designate fossil or recent

the Primates.

members

of

Among the anthropoid apes, for

example, the chimpanzee and the gorilla were
long deemed so closely aUied and so imitative
of man that they were placed in the single

genus Anthropopithecus. When some generalized Pliocene apes were found in France and
in Asia, they received the jungle name Dryo-

"Ape

signifying

pithecus,

Raymond

Recently,

of

the

Forest."

A. Dart proposed the

named Australopithecus,

or

"In Dickson and Montgomery Counties in
Tennessee some thirty years ago I met the
descendants of 'the Collyers,' and Van Leers,
who came from England or Scotland about
1800.
They made sugar kettles for the
General (afterward
planters of Louisiana.
President) Jackson knew them; they made
cannon balls for him with which he fought the
The CollBritish at New Orleans in 1812.
.I've
yers still probably live at Charlotte.
heard some people speak of a Doctor Collyer
about the Civil War times, 1861 to 1865,
and about his interest in 'the fossils' that I
understood they found in the iron ore beds
H.F.O.
in the surrounding country."

"Ape of the South-

ern Hemisphere," for the newly discovered
Gregory suggested to the
Taungs skull.
writer the well-chosen term Hesperopithecus

.

.

.

.

.

—

Beginnings

of

Intelligence.

—In

an

article in the February Forum Professor Osborn

observes that

it is

not man's physical struc-

makes him human, but his moral,
intellectual,
and spiritual nature alone:
ture which

glad to see

"Regarding intellectual evolution, the case
immediately becomes more difficult. I was
never so impressed with this fact as in my
journeys among the former habitations of
the cave men in northern Italy, France, and
Spain. I soon conceived a great admiration
for these men because of their undoubted
intellectual powers as observed not only in
the superb development of the brain, but also
in the high observational and artistic powers
manifested in their art. I am perhaps more
proud of having helped to redeem the character of the cave men than of any other single
achievement of mine in the field of anthropology. The cave man bore, and still bears,
an evil reputation of being a brute."
On this article a correspondent, Mr. A. H.
Chisholm of Sydney, Australia, comments:
" Certain of your observations regarding the

that the Foxhall jawbone was again mentioned

brain power of primitive races agree largely

"Ape

Western World," for
the already famous Nebraska tooth. H. F. O.
signifying

of the

—

Lost Foxhall Jawbone.

— Our readers

recall Professor Osborn's article

will

on Pliocene

in Great Britain in Natural History
Nov.-Dec, 1921, in which was described "The

man

Pliocene
the

Man

of Foxhall in

human jawbone

East Anglia,"

said to have been found

in the Foxhall beds with these great upper

Pliocene

This

implements.

described and figured

jawbone

by Dr. Robert

was

Collyer,

with whom it seems to have disappeared;
vigorous search has since been made for the
life history of Dr. Collyer in the hope of
In the April
locating the fossil jawbone.
Scientific American there was published a
notice in this connection, of which Mr.
in his letter of
in a recent

May

number

3 says: "I

of

'The

am

Scientific

Moir

Ameri-

thought Hfdlicka's criticism following
my paper in the American Journal of Physical
Anthropology rather in the nature of begging
the question." In response to the article in
the Scientific American two letters have been
received, from which we quote:
"A Dr. Robert Collyer (an uncle of mine),
was an Englishman and moved to Philadelphia from London, England. I think he spent
most of his life in England. He died in New
Orleans about twenty years ago, at the English
Colony's Home, aged about ninety years.
I think he is the doctor you are trying to
can.'

I

locate."

with certain instances that forced themselves
recently under the notice of the ornithologists
of New South Wales, of whom I am chairman.
There came to us one David Unaipon, a fullblooded aborigine, who had been taken young
and educated, and who pleads the cause of hie
vanishing people at every opportunity. The
man himself is his best argument. He speaks
most fluently, yet never rants and never needSome of his points as to the
lessly weeps.
psychology of aborigines and animals were
(Dr. Basedow has something to
arresting.
say on the same point in his just-published
book.) To back Unaipon there was Douglas
Grant. Douglas is a full-blooded aborigine

,

NOTES
from North Queensland (Unaipon comes from
South AustraHa) where he was rescued during
a massacre by one of our ornithologists, Robert
Grant. Mrs. Grant cared for the little twoyear-old black, checked his eating raw meat,
and eventually brought him to Sydney. He
grew to be a fine lad (with an amusingly
Scotch accent acquired from his foster-father)
went through the Great War well, and is now
back as a draughtsman in a small arms fac-

No mean

tory.

member
race now

of

performance, I suggest, for a
probably the most 'primitive'

living."

H. F. O.

—

Men of the Old Stone Age. The wellknown book by Professor Henry Fairfield
Osborn, of which three editions have been
published in America, has recently appeared
The translator, Dr. B. N. Wishin Russian.
niewsky, anthropologist of the Russian

Academy

of Sciences, says

that this book
of the

The

mented by two

One

of

his

preface

"the best popular statement

is

theme."

in

original text

articles

them, "Ancient

by the

Man

is

supple-

translator.

in the Light of

Latest Studies," gives a review of the latest

up

most
widely known in America and Western Europe. Another article, "Prehistoric Man in
Russia (The Stone Age) " is based mainly on
the literature published in Russian, and concontributions to the subject

to 1923,

sequently a review of this will be interesting

American readers.
seems to have appeared on Russian
territory comparatively late.
The most
ancient, somewhat doubtful, findings of the
stone implements on the Kuban River, southeastern Russia, show implements of Mousterian type belonging presumably to the last
or fourth glaciation (Wtirm stage).
Better
known, and rather plentiful, are findings of a
somewhat later date referred to the end of the
to

Man

fourth glaciation.

All belong to the southern

most northern Ijdng about
55° N. latitude, and are scattered in the basin
of the Dnieper River, at the sources of Prut and
Bug, on the Oka River, Don, and in central

half of Russia, the

In Siberia, vestiges of the
Old Stone Age have been found near Tomsk,
near Krasnoyarsk, on the upper course of the
Yenisei River, and near Irkutsk.
Transcaucasia.

Owing

to the prevailing character of the

country, most of the findings represent camps,

and cave dwellings are rare. Ver janteresting is
the camp near Kostenki on the middle course
of the Don River. It shows three layers with
the implements of the Solutrian and Magda-
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Here has been found a beautiful
of mammoth's tusk.
Unfortunatelj^, the head is missing. The statuette
lenian tj^pes.
statuette,

made

represents a pregnant

woman, without

styl-

ized exaggeration of the sex characters which

usual in the figures found in western Europe,
and showing no steatopygia. or accumulation
of fat generally. Absence of these features in

is

the statuette
tic of

may express a racial

characteris-

who occupied this Kostenki
The camp found on the territory of

the people

region.

Kiev

(so-called Kirilovski) had been occupied three times at least, and part of the
implements belong to the Aurignacian type.

Remains of mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, cave
bear, lion and hyena, partly fire-burnt, have
been found, and also wood of nut pine and
spruce which now are found much farther

A camp near Mesino, province of
Chernigov, about 150 miles farther north,
belongs to the Magdalenian epoch. Here, renorth.

mains

of the

mammoth,

and

horse,

also

of

northern mammals, such as arctic fox, musk
ox, and reindeer have been found
Discoveries
.

of cultural interest in this

camp

shells of Tertiary mollusks,

are pierced

used as adorn-

ments, while the implements are represented
by a big store of reindeer antlers, mammoth

and

tusks,

flints.

The only cave

deposit of

been found quite lately
in Crimea near Simferopol.
This may have
been only a temporary refuge and not a regular
dwelling. Of the implements all that is known
is that they belong to the Old Stone Age.
The accompanying fauna shows a form of the
this age in Russia has

mammoth, woolly

rhinoceros,

cave

hyena,

the saiga antelope, and two species of horses,

one of which is middle-sized, and the other
about the size of a small ponj^ Quite recently, a discovery of human remains has
been reported which, according to the newspapers perhaps too sanguine belong to the
Heidelberg race.

—

—

Near Tomsk, western Siberia, vestiges of a
meal'around the carcass of a young mammoth
have been discovered burnt and split bones,
ashes, and plenty of stone splints which served
as table knives. The time is described as late

—

Palaeolithic.

The

findings near Krasnoyarsk are referred

Noteworthy
by prehistoric man is the argali, or giant mountain
sheep, which now lives no nearer than 400
to

the

among

Aurignacian

culture.

the animals that were him.ted

miles south.

It is extremely interesting to

learn that ancient inhabitants of Siberia

seem

—

:
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to have been

much

less

endowed

artistically

than their western European and Russian

No

contemporaries.

objects of

adornment

at all, nor scarcely any ornamentation of the
implements have been discovered thus far in
Siberia, among the remains of this age.
Much more plentiful, and better known, are
the vestiges of the New Stone Age, from

Crimea up to the White Sea, and

in

many

Well known are the remains referred to the late date of 3000-2000
B.C., found near Hadago Lake, with two races
of domestic dogs, and with a dolichocephahc,
or long-headed, human race which may have
places in Siberia.

been the ancestral stock of the Vehkoross,
Of cultural interest
or Great Russian, tribe.
should be mentioned excavations near Tripolie,

province

of

Kiev,

containing

orna-

mented pottery of the type spread from the
Balkan Peninsula to Transcaspia (Anau) and
Afghanistan; and excavations near Bologoie,
halfway between Moscow and Petrograd,
where the use of pigments and indications of
cannibalism have been discovered.
Unfortunately, little is known about the
anthropology of the Old Stone Age in Russia.
In Piatigorsk, North Caucasus, remnants referred to the Neanderthal race have been
Their geological age is conjectured as
fourth glaciation but they have not been
studied in situ by an expert. This has also
been said of the alleged discovery of a very

found.

to

show that there

between the mode

a close

is

of

correlation

Hfe history

and the

phylogenetic relationships of a genus.

In a paper recently pubUshed in the American Naturalist, Doctor Noble has considered
'The Evolution and Dispersal of the Frogs."
This represents a defense of the thesis advocated by Dr. W. D. Matthew in his paper

"Chmate and Evolution"

that the Amphibia

arose in the north and spread southward to

occupy their present ranges.
One of the most curious specializations
found among the Amphibia is a growth of
hairhke structures found on the sides of the
thighs and body of the "hairy frog" of
These structures have been studied
Africa.
microscopically

by a number

of investigators,

but no satisfactory explanation of their

sig-

was hitherto obtained. In the current number of the Journal of Morphology
and Physiology Doctor Noble has showed that
these are supphed with an extraordinary
blood supply and apparently function as acnificance

cessory breathing organs.

The development

of the villosities is correlated with the reduc-

tion of the lungs.

The paper includes an

investigation of the vascularization of the

integument of a large series of Amphibia.
The changes which take place in the skin

and heart

of all

Amphibia when the lungs
The paper is en-

are reduced are described.

Deposits of later Old
Stone Age cultures for Russia are practically
unknown; only near Krasnoyarsk, scanty

"The Integumentary, Pulmonary,
and Cardiac Modifications Correlated with
Increased Cutaneous Respiration in the
Amphibia; a Solution of the 'Hairy Frog'

remnants, not yet determined, have been dis-

Problem."

ancient race in Crimea.

covered.

Peter

titled:

P. Sushkin.

THIRD ASIATIC EXPEDITION
REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
Dr. G. Kingsley Noble, curator of the
department of reptiles and amphibians in the
American Museum, will sail for Europe on
August 5 to visit the various foreign museums
with a view to arranging a series of important
exchanges. While in England, he will address
the Zoological Society of London, and the
British Association for the Advancement of
Science.

Among the researches just pubUshed by the
department there are several of general interest.
In two of the recent numbers of
Novitates Doctor Noble has attempted to trace
out a phylogeny of life history within the
Amphibia. It is only during the past few years
that a natural classification of the Amphibia

has been estabhshed. Doctor Noble was able

Mr. Clifford H. Pope

assistant zoologist

Third Asiatic Expedition, is continuing
his brilhant researches on the life histories of
He has proceeded to
Chinese Amphibia.
Yenping, in the province of Fukien, and
writes from the field under date of April 25
"After exactly three months of more or less
steady travehng, I reached this city April 11.
At Shanghai the joys of travel were left behind
and I went from bad to worse until at last I
came up here from Foochow packed hke a
sardine in a tiny launch with forty Chinamen

of the

and two Russians.
I arrived in the field too early in the season

and found the weather very cold and rainy.
Although we have been here two weeks it is
Specimens are just coming out.
still raining.
I plan to work here a month and then to go

NOTES
up to the northwest border of the province
and try my luck there for another month,
leaving two men here to purchase specimens
which may be brought in by the collectors.
In the late summer I hope to work near the
coast for a month.

The mountains near Yenping

are about as

high and wild as any in the province and the
in other words most free
safest to work,

—

from bandits. We are living in a temple ten
minutes from the city and among wild, steep
mountains. Here we can secure specimens
from all altitudes from three hundred to four
thousand feet The temple is about a thousand
feet above sea level. I have quite a crowd of
Chinese at work. Yesterday I went up into
the highest mountains and there in a small cold
stream found Pachytriton abundant but saw
no sign of eggs. In high streams we found a
frog which appears to be La Touche's Leptobrachium boettgei-i and also Microhyla tadpoles
.

with the strange mouth parts.
I have not tried the flash-light work so far,
but hope to begin before long. It is no small
matter to keep the three local collectors and
the three Peking men all at work. Today I
have visitors, two small boys from the Yen-

—

That makes ten here in the
They have come to stay over the

ping mission.
temple.

week end.
One of the local collectors in our group is a
famous tiger hunter who has shot seventeen
tigers and several dozen leopards.
He is a
fairly good general collector and a thoroughly
responsible fellow.

The only misfortune

so far this trip

was the

result of a poorly placed load of dynamite.

Twenty-five feet of mountain scenery are no
more! The load did not sink straight."
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the highest scientific honor
power of the Trustees to bestow.
Resolved, That the Trustees desire to express

in the

their

appreciation of

the achievements of

Mr. Francisco Ballen and Mr. J. A. de Lavalle
y Garcia in preserving and in developing the
Guano Islands of Peru and in building up the
greatest industry ever based upon animal conservation. In recognition of their contribution
to science and to the cause of conservation,

the Trustees take plea,sure in hereby electing

them Honorary

Museum

of

Resolved,

Life

Members

of the

American

Natural History.

That the Trustees

desire to record

their appreciation of the faithful

and symwhich Doctor Dana W.
Atchley is safeguarding the health and wellbeing of our employees, and in recognition of
pathetic

manner

in

his services to the

electing

Museum

him an Honorary

Since the

last issue of

take pleasure in

Life

Member.

Natural History

the following persons have been elected
bers of the American
total

mem-

Museum, making the

membership 8273.

Patrons:

Mrs. William Boyce Thompson;
S. Holden.

Mr. Guerdon

Honorary Fellow: Prof. Dr. Exjg. Dubois.
Honorary Life Members: Dr. Dana W.
Atchley; Messrs. Francisco Ballen, and
Jose Antonio de Lavalle y Garcia.
Life

Members: Mesdames A.

Wentworth

and
Winifred
Erickson
MacCurdy;
Messrs. Wm. J. Boardman, George W.
Chauncey, Oscar Daniels, Jesse L. Eddy,
W. C. Gotshall, Van Campen Heilner, and
William J. Rucker.
Sustaining

Members:

Mesdames

Bruce-

Brown and Marius de Brabant; Messrs.

NEW MEMBERS
At recent meetings of the Executive Committee of the American Museum of Natural
History, the following resolutions were unani-

mously adopted:
Resolved, That the Trustees desire to express
to Professor Eugene Dubois their deep appreciation of his gift to the

Museum

of the first

casts of the original specimens of Pithecan-

makes such a precious
and important addition to the Museum's
series illustrating the evolution of man, and in
recognition of his gift and of the great importhropus erectus, which

tance of his scientific discoveries take pleasure
in

hereby electing Professor Dubois an Hon-

orary

Fellow of the American

Museum

of

Seneca D. Eldredge, R.
AND Edward Townsend.

C.

Leffingwell

Annual Members: Mesdames B. E. Allyn,
Courtlandt D. Barnes, Jean H. Caldwell,
Robert J. Cary, Harry Darlington, Marion Crary Ingersoll, J. p. Martin, S. StanwooD Menken, Francis F. Randolph, and
Chester T. Reed; The Misses Lillie H.
Harper, Martha M. Ottley, Margaret
ScoviLL, Edith Hamilton White, and Emily
B. Wilson; Doctors John C. A. Gerster,
Curtenius Gillette, and Seth M. Milliken; Messrs. Lindsay C. Amos, Geo. De
Forest Barton, James M. Brown, Robert
J. BULKLEY, MeRREL P. CaLLAWAY, H. J.
Cook, G. A. Cormack, Merton L. Cush-
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Edward J. Davey, Harry C. Dawkins,
Abram I. Elkus, S. a. Everitt, Walter S.
Franklin, Karl T. Frederick, Halstead
G. Freeman, Howard S. Gans, Wm. B.

Lilly G. Perkins, Sara Palmar Sheldon,

Given, Jr., Charles V. Graham, Prentiss
N. Gray, Ashley C. Hewitt, Roscoe C.

S.

MAN,

Ingalls,
Leavitt,

Catesby Jones, Gordon
T.
Allen L. Lindley, John B.

Marsh, B. B. McAlpin, Ward Melville,

Henry Meigs Popham, L. S. Posner, Leon
W. Rosenthal, Howard J. Sachs, Wharton
Jr., John C. Thorn, John Tod,
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Equatorial Vignettes
IMPRESSIONS OF THE COASTS OF PERU AND ECUADOR,
By ROBERT

5

1925

CUSHMAN MURPHY

Associate Curator

EL NINO

I.

early January the weather

and the
INocean along the coast of Peru had
all the characteristics which an experienced seafarer would have exSunshine, wind and water,
pected.
clouds and temperature, all were seasonable;

much

all,

indeed, were probably very

have been during the

as they

greater part of time which has no rec-

human history and which goes
back ages before the Spaniards or the
builders of Pachacamac.
The breezes came steadily, sometimes briskly, from the southward,
and thick mists veiled the windward
ord in

headlands of high islands. The cool
waters of the Humboldt Current rolled
along their wonted,

leisurely

course

toward the Line. The Pacific was here
and there reddened by acres of living
jelly, or streaked with a Milky Way of
swimming crablets perhaps no less
numerous than the stars. And the unbelievable flocks of guano birds, always
the same yet never monotonous, spread
out over the coastal ocean and gorged
upon its harvest. For five days I
skirted the long shore from Mollendo
to Point Pariiias, while every sign held.
If

the Inca Sun

God had walked

as a

cosmic watchman along the wall of the
Cordillera,

he would have cried each

hour, "All's well"!

On January 17, when we began our
marine work at Talara, six miles
north of Point Parinas, the weather

was only slightly less equable. Here
there had been experienced during the
preceding week brief spells of northwinds,

easterly

increases in heat

with

uncomfortable

and humidity; but

so near the equator such vagaries are

not

considered

New

Year season.

remarkable

At any

at

rate,

the

when

we first put out to sea, the environment was in all respects substantially
normal for the month and the latitude.
Southerly winds, with the usual diurnal
swing and cycle of velocities, still prethe ocean waters along the

vailed;

border of the Humboldt
Current were of tempe-atures close to
65° F., with higher ranges offshore;

northerly

and

the species of guano birds,

all

Peruvian pelican, had
worked northward to Point Parinas,
the westernmost projection of the continent, or had rounded this frontier
mark to feed along the coast toward
Cape Blanco. Except for the abundance of man-o'-war birds, the bird
except

the

Talara was, in

fact, not very
from what one would encounter south of the Lobos Islands.
By January 19, familiar weather
conditions had altered more definitely;
the wind was blowing from the west,
and the cessation of upwelling of water
from deeper and cooler layers of the
ocean, together with the inward drift
of warm water from offshore, were relife

off

different

flected in higher surface temperatures,

which averaged above 72° F. through-

'The author, together with Mr. Van Campen Heilner, conducted fieldwork in Ecuador and northern Peru
during a winter which proved highly exceptional from a meteorological point of view.
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"West of GreeiiwicK

Southwestern Ecuador and northwestern Peru.
Ecuador and contiguous regions

out a wide expanse

off

Talara and the

A

coast to northward.

great flock of

— From the American

Museum's map

Point Pariiias, where large numbers of
the birds spent the night on the rocky
shore.
With the advent of unfavor-

guanayes, or Peruvian white-breasted
cormorants, guano birds pecuhar to

able circumstances, however, they

the cool waters of the

moved

rent,

and which

index of

its

Humboldt Cur-

are, indeed,

extent,

a visual

was observed

off

of

all

southward on the morning
of January 20, and, except for a few
individuals, some of which were sick,
off to

EQUATORIAL VIGNETTES

Point

I'arifias,

433

the western extremity of the South American continent, with

oil

der-

ricks close to the surf

no more appeared in these latitudes
through the winter. The reactions of
the guanayes were doubtless more delicate than any human premonitions.
Their departure, as we later realized,
coincided with the beginning of a
change of such magnitude that it
occurs but once in a generation, a
change which endured from that date
until the end of May, and which had a
profound, even though temporary,
effect upon the whole climatic character of the Peruvian seaboard.
By this time it was evident to local
mariners and fishermen that El Nino
was flowing— El Nino, ''The Child,"
even though Christmas was nearly a
month behind us El Nino, the warm
current from the north; which rarely
keeps its seasonal appointment precisely, but which may come at any time
between December and April, and

—

occasionally at
year.

other periods of the

Its arrival is usually associated

with northerly winds, and

when

it

has

raised the temperature of the surface

waters until they are warmer than the
air,

rain

is

likely to follow along the

Moreover, its warmth
brings sickness and death to the popudesert

coast.

lation of the

Humboldt Current,

ginning with the annihilation

of'

be-

vast

numbers

of microscopic
organisms
which cannot endure the rapid heating

the sea, and culminating in the
destruction of such guano birds as fail to
of

'

retreat to safer regions

On January
back

20 the

down the coast.

fickle

winds were

in a southerly quarter, but the

prodigious oceanic movement which
had set in was not to be stemmed by
any transitory counter breeze.
El
Nino was running southward past
Cape Blanco, past Point Parinas, and

the temperatures of the ocean for a
distance of twelve miles from shore
averaged above 76° F. Now we en-

countered the first flying fish, which are
always common in the outlying tropical
waters but which are rarely or never
seen close along the Peruvian coast
while the Humboldt Current prevails.

On the same day, too, the hammer-head
sharks appeared in exceptional abundance.

Five miles from the beach we

entered a zone which seemed to be
filled with them, for thousands upon
thousands crossed our course. Their
line of march was perhaps two miles

broad and of indefinite length, for we
cut through it at widely separated
points when outward bound and upon
our return to port. Scores of fins were
visible at a glance, the whole legion

NATURAL HISTORY
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A guanay, separated from its flock, which rested on the "Silver Spray" off northern
Peru. The visitor remained six hours, seemed to enjoy being caressed, and playfully bit
the fingers of its human hosts
moving down the wind,

or against the

the north, and within a few minutes she

current, the fishes paying httle atten-

was resting with her stern directly
At the same moment we noticed a group of laughing
gulls sitting on the water offshore,
and, as we watched them, they too
drifted southward into the breeze. It
seemed remarkable that the current
should have more power than the wind
upon the light-bodied birds.
As soon as our craft had steadied to
thirty fathoms of cable, we put into

tion to the launch until

them.

Finally,

we met with

on

this

it

was upon

same afternoon,

sea birds from the more

northerly ocean

—species rare in these

waters or even, so far as the records go,

new to the Peruvian coast.
On January 21 we put our scales upon
El Nino. At noon we anchored the 86foot

launch

"Chiralite,"

courteously

supplied by the International Petroleum

Company,

in nine

fathoms of water a

mile west of Point Parifias, well clear
of

any coastal influence upon the

oceanic

circulation.

from west

A

fresh

breeze

south covered the Pacific
with whitecaps. To our surprise the
of

immediately

began to swing
about before the strong current from
vessel

against the wind.

operation

the

current-recording

log

and made ten readings during the
course of an hour, which showed a southward flow of the water ranging in rate
between one and one and one-quarter
line,

knots.

Following these measurements,

we weighed anchor and headed due
westward to a position nineteen miles

EQUATORIAL VIGNETTES
The southerly wind

from the Point.

increased slightly in strength during the
afternoon, but by the bearing of Parinas

Light

we were

able to determine that

the launch was being deflected to southward by a current approximately the

The same

force of that at the anchorage.
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Ecuadorean white boobies and
from the island of La Plata.
From the. middle of January gossip

and

of

tropic birds

at the Talara club house related chiefly

The counter-current

to the weather.

was scarcely above the commonplace,
for El Nino was expected to make at

procedure was followed and the same
effects observed on the return trip, and

least a brief visit almost every year.

the continuous records of more than
ten hours prevented the confusion of

ing of clouds, dark as volcanic smoke,

movements with those
a demonstration of El Nino. The

possible tidal
of

action of the wind, whatever

it

may

have been, was obviously against that
of the current.

How

can

I

picture

accompaniments

of

dramatic

the

such a great

re-

versal of generally stable oceanic conditions as
off

the

we

so fortunately witnessed

oil fields of

The

Parinas?

first,

amazing enough to one who has been
afloat for weeks at a time in the phenomenally cool and little-varying waters which bathe the sunburnt shores of
Peru, was the rise in ocean temperature, amounting to an increase of 10° F.
within forty-eight hours, and a subsequent

rise

of

at least

six

degrees

more which endured throughout the remainder of the winter.

No less remark-

able, particularly in central

and south-

ern Peru, was the replacement of the

upon which
have banked from immemorial
time, by fitful and yet recurrent rainAnd
bearing winds from the north.
finally, most impressive of all, were
the changes in the oceanic life which no
naturalist could overlook the immigrating cohorts of hammer-heads, the
jumping mantas or giant rays, the
schools of large fiying fish pursued by
equally alien tropical dolphins, and

reliable southerly winds,

seafarers

—

the presence far

down the

coast of such

novel birds as migrant laughing gulls
and royal terns from North America,

But the breathless days, and the gatherabove the Amotape Mountains, turned
back men's thoughts to greater rhythms
of time. Engineers who had been long
in the petroleum service spoke vaguely
Weatherof the wet, seventh year.
beaten skippers and port masters, who
had spent most of their lives on the
West Coast, turned back their memories
still farther, and talked about the season of 1891 of deluges, lightning and
-thunder, and other impossible things,
of the washing away of buildings and

—

oil derricks, of

and

the cutting out of

new

ano de ahunddncia
which followed, when cotton crops were
grown on the bare desert.
The first spatter of rain at Talara
rivers,

of the

occurred on the evening of January 19,

wind had switched to east of
main trend of
the coast line from the Gulf of GuayaFor a week it had been raining
quil.
in the Amotapes, fifteen miles inland,
and the pall of stormy clouds had
worked down the Parinas and Mancora
The upper
valleys toward the sea.
trails were already flooded, and by
January 25 water had reached the

after the

north, parallel with the

through quebradas, blocking the
road between Talara and Lobitos, and
Paciflc

limiting transportation to the sea route

What

foflowed

is

now

history.

The

began at Talara about dayJanuary 27, before a northerly

real rains

break of

wind, the

fall

continuing until nearly

noon, and then resuming at sunset.
The baked soil became a horrible,
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gluey mess, and large ponds rapidly
accumulated. Then, southward along
the

shores and the arid slopes of the

flat

What

and their

Andes, the precipitation followed in the

second

wake El Nino to unheard-of latitudes,
until cities and haciendas which are

March.

of

content with their normal abundance of

water became glutted and laid
waste with the excess. The mountain
railroads were swept into the gullies,
and the bridges carried away. Ocean
river

temperatures rose to 79° F. at Mollendo,

and to 70° F.

at Antofogasta.

The Indian fishermen found their livelihood gone. Dead fish, mingled with
untold numbers of birds, strewed the
tide lines for

hundreds

of miles as the

ocean turned sour, and thirty-five
thousand tons of new guano were

is ahead of my
saw of the great rains
results was reserved for a

All of this, however,
story.

I

northern

to

visit

When we

sailed

Peru,

in

from Talara

Spray" on the evening of
January 27, rain was falling, and all
night it pattered on the shelter above
the afterdeck. But next morning we
in the "Silver

knew

that the deluge had not quite
come, for the sky over the Pacific was
clearing, and a sunrise of pure gold was
breaking above a gray cloud bank
beyond the northern Amotapes.
II.

THE MOUTH OF THE CHIRA

The Chira comes down behind the
Amotape Mountains, turns westward

the ocean to swim about in the squares

at the southern end of the range, and
weaves a broad green ribbon through
the desert. Upstream, fine haciendas
draw upon its muddy waters; nearer
the mouth the banks are swamp and
jungle, bordered in places by groves of
large and evenly spaced algaroba
trees which, spread back across the

and roadways

flood plain to the edge of the valley.

washed

from the islands by

falling

The northern coves became
choked with flotsam from engorged
stream beds, and sea snakes, alligators,
and strange lizards were cast upon unwater.

Mullets came out of

familiar strands.

and,

of the

when the

mosquitoes,

rains

and

petroleum towns,

the

caballitos

del

which prey upon
them, were engendered in such swarms
as had never been known.
diablo or dragon

When

began to diminish,

flies

the river approaches the sand

dunes of the shore,
streamlets

Each

little

like

it

breaks

into

a

leaf.

the veins

of

shoals

capillary

seeming to climb with

rapidly,

effort over the

r

PlLotograpJi by

Crossing sand dunes on the

way

to the Chira

Van Campen

Heilner
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tumbles

learned on the

way

a pebbled sluiceway into the surf

keep going at

all

beach before

crest of the

down

it

of the Pacific.

A
.
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feeble rivulet

is

the Chira in the

eyes of the horseman

who

crosses its

bubbling outlets without a thought of

Yet

danger.

it

is,

mighty in

effect

than

stream.

The

only

more

of natural salt pans,

many

a prouder

and scattering burros, or
among hummocks and windrows of

through-flowing

the back-beach, our host pressed the

of frightened

and jerked the double-sized

accelerator

steering wheel until

valley,

while

its

waters

give to the ocean
nutriment which enables
marine life about its mouth to develop
with a richness noteworthy even in the
trickling

through caravans

all,

it

historic

mysterious

It is as though the
were a gland in the physiological

obstructions.

Two

had to unload our

we aU but hurdled
or three times we

duffle, build

the firm strand of low-tide zone.

river

came the

of the coastal Pacific;

all

the

teeming chemicals and foodstuffs of
the ocean avail nothing until life is
quickened by enzymes from the water
of soil and melted snows.
We reached the mouth of the Chira
in a Ford on the morning of January 24.

The name

of the

motor car should,

perhaps, be qualified

had been rebuilt

by adding that

it

to pioneering specifica-

tions in the shops of the International

Petroleum

Company

at Negritos.

Its

body was a buckboard, covered with a
tropical top of white canvas;
shield

it

a wind-

had never had; the springs

a short

corduroy road of driftwood, and apply
our shoulders, until we had crossed the
last dune and skirted the last lagoon to

richest of seas.

make-up

to

after

Peruvian desert,
supports the agriculture of a popu-

and

is

With head-

way you may surmount anjd^hing; if
you stop, you will sink to your hubs
and remain. So across the crusty tops

river in the northerly

lous

to the Chira,

costs.

Then

flying stretch to the Chira,

with millions of red crabs dodging first
one way and then the other in front of
Far, far ahead, the crabs, which
us.
seem always to be scudding, looked like
spindrift

from the breaking waves,

but when the strange, roaring devil
bore upon them, their frantic and indecisive reversals made one fairly dizzy.
Near the northern mouth of the
Chira, bands of naked Indians were
hauling their seines in pockets of the
beach. A hundred yards upstream we

met

others carrying casting nets along

—

the banks and upon the exposed bars
splendid, bronze, broad-chested men

was covered with an extra shoe, which not

from Vichayal or sunny Colan, going
about their business with all the incurious dignity which seems to be

only gave security against punctures

characteristic of primitive toilers.

and

axles

were wound with twisted

rope snubbers; and each

tire

but also furnished a broad tread for
running upon sand. Equipped with a
fleet
of such conveyances, the oil
engineers wander merrily over the
pathless desert, climbing the dunes to

fish

that

they

were

taking, in

The
the

terminal pools of the river, were of such
salt-water sorts as flounders and mullets,

and

the

explanation

of

their

tapes into places where most travelers

presence in the fresh water came unasked, for of a sudden the Pacific
breathed a deeper, ninth-wave swell,
and a seething layer of brine sHd up

would hesitate to

against the outgoing stream, over the

gain the hard highway of the beach, or
wriggling up the arroyos of the

The one

rule

Amo-

ride a horse.
of

the road, as

we

wave-built barrier, and on and on until
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Photograph by Van Campen Heilner

Atarrayas, or casting nets, in action

disappeared among reedy channels.
Forty minutes later a second wave

it

followed

the

and the

first,

line

of

demarcation between river and ocean
was soon lost. Such tiny tidal bores
had but a four-inch front, but they
were, none the

less,

expressions of a

movement which goes around the world.

On

the sand bars of the Chira, or

floating

upon the surface

of the diffuse

streams

among which we

slopped,

an assemblage

of

was

birds the sight of

which paid well for the exertions
journey.

Brown

of the

pelicans, the identical

species of Florida shores, were

packed

shoulder to shoulder near the middle of
little islands,

while black cormorants,

with wings spread to the morning sun,
stood in single rows along the river's
brim. Both pelicans and cormorants
were evidently resting, perchance waiting for the tide to lure

new

mullets into the estuary.

throw across a branch

schools of

A

stone's

of the river

I

were
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a hundred or more egrets, with plumes

peak of luxury, and near by,

at the

partly mingling with them, half their

number
bank,

As we

of roseate spoonbills.

walked over a steep-shored

we came upon

rise of

the

four of the latter

exquisitely colored waders feeding at the
margin of the shallow water only a few
paces away. Our presence caused no
interruption in the snapping of their
double spades, and we watched, spellbound. A wrinkled, white-haired fisherman, observing that one of us carried
a gun, and not appreciating that at the
moment our interest was prompted by
admiration and sheer delight, whistled
through his teeth to attract our attention and, while he coiled his net for a
significantly

called

cast,

that

the

cuchareta (which also means spoonbill)

"very rich eating, like a pullet."
On flats beyond the egrets and their
rosy companions we saw clusters of
is

wood

many

A

piquero, or Peruvian gannet (Sula varie-

gata), the northernmost
of which are on cliffs near

sea.

Over the

breeding grounds
Talara

Pacific, in plain view,

in a figure four.

Upstream, against a
background of green vegetation, were

were groups of various guano birds,
which go northward but a few miles
beyond the Chira, and which are at-

more

tracted

ibises,

standing with legs

of these great white, black-headed,

black-legged

creatures whi<;h, despite

the inconsequential fact that they are
storks rather than true ibises, can hardly fail to conjure

up an image

the Nile ought to be
flock in Indian

file

like.

what
a

flew close overhead

with stately wing-beats,

my

of

When

it

created in

precious

by banquets due in part to
compounds poured out of its

horn of plenty. Among these sea birds
was the huge pelican of the Humboldt
Current, which here meets the West
Indian pelican at the southern limit of
its range, but which, unlike the latter,
Here,

clings exclusively to the salt sea.

many

too, the Peruvian and the blue-footed

resemblances between the old empires

gannets, birds which mingle throughout

and the Pharaohs.
For a time the striking and somewhat unfamiliar marsh fowl absorbed

a broader belt of latitude than the

us to the exclusion of other observa-

ing gulls, and royal terns from

imagination the latest of

of the Incas

mood

were in the air together.
Spotted sandpipers, an osprey, laugh-

pelicans,

North

upon me that the mouth of the
river beside which we stood was near

America; tropical man-o'-war birds,
the range of which is one with that of
the brown pelican both the black and
the turkey vulture; a condor soaring
over the yellow upland beyond the

the corner post of four great realms of

vegetation of the river valley;

tions,

to

but as soon as we were in a

make a complete

bird

life,

it

census of the visible

was quickly impressed
little

life

—two

of

the land and two

of the

;

gulls flying in

from the

Pacific

kelp

and up

-
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Chira on their maraudings all
and more, we could see by merely

the

these,

turning on our heels.

had found the nests

Years before

I

of the kelp gulls in

the snow, beside the bleak borders of
antarctic glaciers.

was

to

watch one

How strange

it

now

of the oceanic free-

booters alight beside a wraithlike egret

mud

an equatorial river
The contrasts might be continued,

on the
for

of

scarcely

less

startling

was

the

meeting of brown pelican with Andean
condor, or that of Peruvian booby
with roseate spoonbill.

Nor

did the

we saw complete the picup the valley of the
near that we might almost

birds which

ture entirely, for

Chira, so

the songs and bell-like
we knew that the musical chalala
ovenbird (Furnarius) was building

have heard
callS;

or

its adobe nest in the great algarobas,
and that parakeets, woodhewers, and
green and azure jays came down in
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THE GUAYAS

III.

The Quay as

map

a small

is

of the Americas, yet

Andes

it

a sort of counterpart in

is

miniature

of

fifth

carries,

of all the

As the Amazon and

world.

taries spread a

the Indians,

who

sig-

tribu-

grandest of alluvial basins, so the sysof the Guayas deploys on the
shorter slope of western Ecuador, and

few hamlets in the lowlands are remote
from waterways navigable for launches
and barges. If, for example, a steamer
is lacking to carry you from Guayaquil
to the coast of Manabi, you have the
choice of an inland passage up the
Daule and the Puca, or some other
branch, then taking a ghort land trip

you

mail

Had

its

tem

Amazon.
Here we were as close as one can come
to the magical contact of desert and

the beach.

said, one-

network throughout the

which

ocean water with the cold.
Before noon we left the mouth of
the Chira, just in time to prevent the
flooding tide from imprisoning us on

it is

running water in the

the western coast.

warm

transmontane

big

its

neighbor which

back through mountain passes and,

jungle, to the junction of the

the great-

between the
Colorado and Cape Horn.
On the
narrow western watershed of the

est river of Pacific drainage

thickets of the river border that led

ultimately, to forests of the

mark on a

it is

will bring

is

to backwaters of

By

this route the

not infrequently transported.

When you
ocean-going

enter the

first

steamship,

Guayas by

the

river

is

sure to seem impressive beyond expectation.

A

vast volume of water evi-

in the wide channel
between the corridors of forest or the
low-lying savannahs on either hand;
the floating tree trunks and the

dently

flows

nalled farewell with a single gesture

numberless rafts of water hyacinths

while they busily flimg and drew their

and other green plants, which rush
down toward the Gulf only to return

nets, been watching the dark clouds
above the Amotapes, and had they
sensed the portent? Or did they realize
no more than the birds that a few weekh
later the now gentle river would rise as
it

had not

for a lifetime, swelling until

torrent gouged anew into the old
cutbanks of the desert, battering down
the wide dam of the beach, and carryits

ing crops, trees, cattle, and buildings,
all

swirling into the Pacific?

with the incoming tide, help further to
invest the stream with the appearance
of a

main artery

tropics.

of the

And when,

continental

after thirty

or

more miles of wilderness, you approach
the long and bustling waterfront of
Guayaquil, with ten-thousand-ton ships
and the dwelHngs of Las

at anchor

Penas and Santa Ana

piling

up above

the business structures of the Male-
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con,

you can look on up the still broad
and almost believe

belt of shining water
it

ming

as endless as the Mississippi.

It was in the blackness of early
morning that I arrived at the mouth
of the Guayas after an absence of five
Rain was falling thickly but
years.

softly

—without

being

torrential,

The

own.

It

seemed to us

in the early light

hum-

that extraordinary numbers of

birds were likewise darting about

above the

river,

but they soon resolved

themselves into powerfully flying crick-

kind

ets of a

all

too well

known

at

certain seasons in Guayaquil.

The

it

impatient

whistling

of

the

''Silver

"Silver Spray" at length produced the

Spray's" whistle shrieked, her engines
slowed and stopped, her head swung
toward the lighthouse and the luxuriant

desired result; our guard came out
from Puna before the sun was in sight,
a dark little man under a dripping

was

peculiarly soaking.

woodlands

of

Puna

umbrella, without a collar, but tenderly

Island.

As darkness began to fade, the river
turned milky yellow. Leaden clouds,
with every indescribable wash of silver
and gray, closed in the whole horizon.

His duty was

perfumed.

doubtless

to see that no smuggling took place

during the journey up the Guayas, but,

once aboard, he passed into a slumber

appeared in the scene much as
images burst- into view during the
development of a photographic plate.
The low mangroves on bars and spits
loomed up like tall trees, each with its
magnified reflection. Pointed canoes,
which had begun to sally forth from
misty shores, also were enlarged and
Hfted into the air by the pecuhar light.
Other vessels were waiting with us
for their respective customs guards

resembling sestivation, reviving only at

from Puna; a native sloop or two, the

trated the fine screening of the hotel

Islets

crews

asleep;

painted

little

a

quaint,

river

Santa Rosa, with

brightly

steamer

women

from

passengers

gazing wearily out of the ports as they
rested on their arms; and, downstream,

a

diminutive

green

fisherman

of

Yankee rig, which proved to be the
"Sea Lion," just from San Francisco.
The east now brightened quickly,
and wonderful blue mountains in the
direction of Cuenca reared above the
Man-o'-war
lower layers of cloud.
birds,

blue-footed

gannets,

pelicans,

herons, and laughing gulls dotted the
sky,

and black skimmers plowed along

the tidal

rips.

man, they
with

an

El arador, the plow-

call this

imagery

bird in Ecuador,
better

than

our

meal times until we anchored
rushing current

off

in the

our destination.

The rainy season was in full swing at
Guayaquil, and the city was a steam
bath.

About

half past five of every

afternoon the skies opened and the rain

dropped straight down, with no breath
of air to impart an angle.
Even if a
gale had been blowing, the stirring
atmosphere could hardly have pene-

bedrooms and the close bar of netting
which one tucked carefully around the
mattress.
All night the unvarying
downpour continued, the streets disappearing under a welter of water in
which giant toads barked.
About
dawn, however, the rain ceased, and
the dull canopy was soon more or less
broken up by the sun which, before
noon,

shone with

But always

a

blasting

glare.

certain woolly masses of

cloud remained, endowing the Guayas
with a mirror-like sheen, and seeming
to press low upon the perspiring earth.
It

was

pleasant, at least, to listen to

tales of the

dry season, when the air is
and when, on rare
the snow-capped pile of

relatively bracing

occasions,

!
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Chimborazo, rising above the emerald
hill at Duran, can be seen in full glory
from the Malecon.
Guayaquil is an inland seaport, and
its life centers about the river front.
Merchants look to the daily printing
of the schedule of steamers,

many

quil
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comes to the steps

market.

of the river-side

It is interesting to see that the

iron lighters are exact repHcas in form
of

the

slender,

spoon-ended

canoes

of

which come and go with exasperating
irregularity,

but which, nevertheless,

connect the country with

Humbler trade

the earth.

all

great

of

carried on in coastal sailing

volume is
craft from

the north and the south, queer halandras of sloop or schooner

rig,

rough-

planked, high-sided, clumsj^, but bearing evidences of having been furbished
at least once in their lives with

the

Some

most

brilliant of pigments.

them

display painted ports, and look as

of

though they might be as bristling with
hidden cannon as a Lascar pirate.
Still

in

stranger hulls occasionally

from

the

Sechura, bringing
the

Guayas

stages which,

in
if

fish,

six-hour,

luck

ten painful days.

is

come

—balsas

from
and working up

Pacific

poor,

flood-tide

may

last

Once we passed a

balsa inbound along Puna, a weird,

junklike raft, with an elongate square

moving with majestic slowness
before the wind. It was made of nine
enormous logs, and on the crudest
of masts the sail hung from a long,
Seven Indians were
bowed yard.
visible on board, and others may have
sail,

been sleeping in a canvas tent which
occupied a raised platform of smaller
Toward the bow, if either exlogs.
tremity deserved the name, two men
were cooking over an open fire on a
The bold and inhearth of stones.
genious mariners had been, perhaps, for

weeks on the high sea, curing their
fish on an open raft through which
the water swished with every swell
From upstream, under power of
sweep and paddle, the food of Guaya-

A

Photograph by Dr. Herman
balandra on the Guayas

C. Parker

which lend so much charm to all quiet
waterways the canoes which the
marsh birds and the alligators completely disregard, although they are
quick to seek concealment at the
approach of a white man's launch. In
such bottoms come the cacao, the
bananas, the papayas, and a thousand

—

other products of the tropics, to port.

—
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In the colorful market, heaps of fruits,
and fowl, and the handicraft of the

fish,

countrj^ are mingled indiscriminately.

and

Mussels

mangrove

oysters

lie

beside the pitiful, plucked carcasses of

Here a basket

purple gallinules.

of

luscious avocado pears, there a pile of
glistening catfish, or of the slimy boca

Of the birds which live in the environs
Guayaquil, we saw during our brief
stay chiefly those of the river and its
sloughs. About the slaughter house the
vultures and the man-o'-war birds make
an amicable division of the spoils, the
former taking whatever is cast on shore,
the others swooping upon all that floats
of

in the stream.

Across the river, in

full

view of the docks, wood ibises and a
multitude of shore birds feed on the
flats at low tide, and in all wet meadows
flocks of jacanas flash their pea-green

wings.

hunters

and

Martins
fly in

other

insect-

the main thoroughfares,

but the most attractive of

all

the urban

residents are the vermilion flycatchers.

These feed in part upon great dragon
flies, which they capture not by speed
but by stealth. With the setting of the
sun the dragon flies become lethargic
and rest on telephone wires; then the
gorgeous flycatcher and his mate, which
look the same color in the evening light,
scout silently along the wires and pick

the

off

hapless

insects

necessity of a chase.
see

them swallow

without the

It is

amazing to

creatures almost as

large as themselves, crunching

back the

them
Thus might a modern Sinbad

four hard wings as they gulp

down.

picture the roc devouring airplanes.

have a
dark or
before daylight. In keeping with the
custom,
we boarded the launch
"Cypress" on the evening of February
10, and chugged away toward Salinas
with the beginning of the ebb. The
small vessel swarmed with people
Ecuadoreans, Jamaican negroes, Germans, and gringos who occupied
nearly every foot of the deck, and the
interstices between the human passengers were filled with chickens,
All journeys in the tropics

way

A

balsa from Peru,

chica, the

dawn
fully

name

bound toward Guayaquil
of

which wakes

as the hawkers sing

it

j^ou at

mom-n-

through the streets of Guayaquil.

On the
pale,

next table, perhaps, are tiers of

uncanny land

crabs, held together

in geometric masses
string.

by a

sort of

master

Grotesque toucans with clipped

hop about over the sacks and
and parakeets chatter from
stalls,
overcrowded splint cages.
quills

of starting either after

—

turkeys, dogs, and cats.

For once,

in

place

of

the

usual
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we can draw a line

evening rain, stars were shining above

range

the Guayas, but lightning was flash-

to the

upstreim and over the hill at
Duran. We ghded past the long liners
just as they were commencing to swing
their sterns toward the sea. Guayaquil
looked black and half submerged, the
only lights high above water level
being those of Las Penas, and these
soon shone very faintly. The heavy air
was stifling ,and it was horribly hot in
the two-berth cabin which three of us
were fortunate to share while most of
our shipmates sprawled upon the
luggage that covered the forward deck.
When we had decided on the disposal
of our accommodations for the first
ing

half of the night, I stretched out in the

upper berth with the sweat oozing from
every pore and yet my stomach cold
with the unaccountable tropical chill.
The paradoxical heat and shivering,
and the thirst, which flat, boiled water
could not satisfy, put sleep out of the
question, so I lay watching floating
islands and bushy banks seem to sHp
back past the still river until, at the
end of the Morro Channel, the longedfor fanning of sea air brought oblivion.
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across countrj'

the Tiimbez River,
thence by a water loop between the
delta

islands of

of

Puna and Santa Clara (which

are but eleven miles apart), and, finally,
across the base of Santa Elena and

northward

close to the ocean

Cape San Lorenzo.
there
of

it

is

toward
East of this line

an annual rainy season; west

rain falls in appreciable quantity

only at intervals of years.

The meteorological

frontier

is

very

however imperfectly its course
has yet been traced, for on the coast
between Santa Elena and San Lorenzo
exact,

are communities, separated only a mile

which the respective climatic
Moreover, the animal life reflects the differences, and the
plants still more so. To select but one
subtle example among the birds, we
or two, in

distinctions hold.

may

note that the race of turkey vul-

which inhabits the far-away
Falkland Islands, and the coasts of
Chile and Peru, extends northward

ture

west of the rain

line as far as

La Plata

Island, while east of the line, in the

region of yearly precipitation,

it is

re-

placed by a distinct form of turkey

down to the mouth
Guayas from humid forests of
northern Ecuador and Colombia.

vulture which comes

SANTA ELENA

IV.

of the

Westward over the Andes from

rain

forests of the Oriente, the territory of

southern

Ecuador

alternating seasons^
in the

two
wet and dry, which
first

shares

extreme west give

way

to a

climate only slightly less arid than that
of

the not distant Peruvian desert.

The peninsula

of

Santa Elena, and the

coast which stretches straight north-

ward,

lie

partly in the zone of long

droughts; farther south, the boundary
of this zone

bends eastward into the

funnel-shaped Gulf of Guayaquil to

Peruvian shores near

Tum-

From some undetermined

point

strike the

bez.

at the northern

end

of the

Amotape

Regarding the interval of the raincycle on the semi-arid portions of
the mainland, and the outlying islands,
opinion differs. It is commonly spoken
of in the country as a seven-year
period, but it may sometimes be a little
shorter or a little longer. In any event,
we came to Santa Elena on February
11 and found the rains in progress.
At three o'clock in the morning, long
after the appointed hour, I suddenly
awoke in my berth on the "Cypress"
and hastened to the open afterdeck,
where my companion lay alseep in a
steamer chair with the rain pounding

fall

—

—

;
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on

his

Several

oilskins.

corpselike

wrapped in thoroughly drenched
white sheets, were slumbering round
about, A young German, wearing a
starched collar, a serge suit, and a stiff
straw hat, was sitting with no protection whatsoever and puffing a cigar as
figures,

nonchalantly as though,

song has

as

the old

Rarely could one find a more unhappy
assemblage of human beings than these
who huddled under the dripping awning
of the

"Cypress" through this soaking,
and for half of the day

riotous night

Most of them were
landsmen, and the experience must have
been one of unalleviated misery, as it
that foflowed.

doubtless was also to the unfortunate

it,

'Twas

4A7

off

the blue Canary

Isles,

summer day

glorious

by one leg on deck,
from galhne seasickand rocking back and forth to

turkeys,

one

tied

utterly dejected

I took my turn in the steamer chair,
swaddled in a large poncho, and felt
the cool water sliding down the outside
while I remained perfectly dry. The
"Cypress" was rolling terrifically in the

ness,

maintain

a standing posture while
water from the gushing scuppers
swashed across their toes.

The ''Cypress" rounded Point Santa

notorious broadside swells of Chanduy,

Elena, and the calm waters bf the lee

with nothing this side of the South Pole
to break the onshore wind and seas.

ing.

When

I

awoke

again,

was

it

light

side put an end to twelve hours of batter-

first

The peninsula was green for the
A month before

time since 1919.

enough to reveal porpoises racing the
launch, and many sea birds, including

the whole country had been burnt up
with drought, and burros, cows, and

a great flock of small fluttering terns

goats, reduced to hide

which annoyed

me

manner that

in a

only a naturalist can fully appreciate
I could

not identify them in the

air,

and there was no possibility of shooting
and recovering a specimen.
About nine o'clock, with slopping
decks, and the cases of freight toppling
over from our heavy wallowing, we
came off Ancon, on the south side of the
peninsula.

Here, during the course of

many hours, we

discharged most of our

and bones, had

gathered daily about the cable station
to fill their bellies with bushels of dis-

Then came the

carded paper tape.

many

first

showers, and

the

new mire because they lacked

cattle died in

strength to extricate themselves.

Now

the survivors were living in what was

beginning to be a green land of plenty.

During a month on the coast we experienced but one entirely rainless day
(February 21) and one rainless night

The middle land

passengers and their belongings in two

(February 24-25).

big bongos or dugouts sent from shore.

became a great morass;
grass and shrubs sprang up everywhere from what had been bare ground
verdant lines worked down the seams of

Children, dogs, boxes, sacks,
bottles, furniture,

bunches

and packages bound up
were

all

in

newspaper

lowered gingerly over the side

until the

ark.

oil tins,

of plantains,

bongos were loaded

like

the

Fortunately, the captain invited

of the peninsula

cliffs

The captain of a
came close in shore

facing the sea.

steamer, which

while rounding Santa Elena on the

Guayaquil,

remarked that

us to breakfast during the long delay.

route

The majority

but for confidence in his own navigatition, supported by his recognition of
the wooden lighthouse, he would have
believed himself in another part of the

of our fellow travelers

had no food and wanted none, but the
babies

who were

baggage

piles

nursing

were

an

all

over the

exception.

to
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''The lighthouse

world.

From
ing

new."

is

the hospitable residence buildthe

of

the same/'

is

he said, "but the country

Petroleum

International

Company, headquarters for all of our
excursions up the coast, the pleasant
beach of Salinas curves out to the flattopped promontory of Santa Elena,
the haunt of hawks and lizards, and
The beach is a
stray songbirds.
popular seaside resort for citizens of
Guayaquil. Many of the better cottages are half hidden by high palings of
split bamboo which completely enclose
the grounds. It is as if each owner
regarded his home as a castle which required also a wall; and now the rains

had come to add a moat
Scattered along shore

among

as

well.

the more

quitoes or other biting pests, but
merely flies and bugs, beetles and
moths, which obscured the bright electric bulbs and peppered the walls and
tablecloths with moving specks of

modes
plumped

various sizes and

Water

beetles

plates;

of progression.

into the soup

bombadier
which prey upon
dashed about the lighted
metallic

large,

beetles, or carabids,
caterpillars,

rooms

in the evenings, filling the air

And

with their squirts of iodine.
caterpillar-producers,

the lights

too,

— numberless

flocked

the
to

brown sphinx

moths belonging to a cosmopolitan
species {Celerio lineata) which is distributed in America all the way from
Canada to the southern tropics. At
Santa Elena,

it

is

probable that the

pretentious dwellings are the shacks

pupae had slept for seven long years in

of the Indian fishermen, comfortable

the ground, biding the millenium.

enough, no doubt, in most years, but
ruinous to contentment now.

In

fact,

The

rains

upon the sea

had no apparent

effect

birds in Santa Elena Bay,

one of the best testimonies to the pre-

unless the absence of petrels can be

vailing dryness of the climate of Santa

attributed to this cause.

Elena

pected kinds were

is

the total lack of provision

All other ex-

common everywhere

against rainfall in the construction of

along the coast, besides being absurdly

practically all buildings.

tame, as birds always are on a fisher-

Our home, for the duration of our
was ventilated under the northerly
gable by one of the wide lattices so

men's shore. The brown pelican was
the most conspicuous species close to
human settlements. In the outermost
cove on the lee side of the point, where
a seine was hauled each afternoon, the
pelicans plunged all day regardless of
the number of balandras at anchor or of
They dropped
small boats at work.
sometimes from as high as fifty or
sixty feet above the water, ungainly

visit,

characteristic of the region;
it

but

alas,

was from the north that the greater

On

part of the precipitation came.

certain nights the slanting rain pelted

through the entire house so that there
was absolutely no escape from it.
Floors and tables, beds, books, and

other valuables became drenched.

all

One

creatures

at

the start

but

twisting

could only cover his possessions with

with a certain grace during the de-

ponchos and go to sleep for lack

scent so as to be gliding upside

of other

down

our hosts's

at the instant before they disappeared

great Dane, went whining through the

beyond the tips of their long wings.
Sometimes a dozen tumbled together,
half of which might barely miss the
bongo which had, perhaps, startled
their prey into view from aloft

occupation, while

Piper,

reeking rooms in sheer despair.

And now,
the

soil

following the soaking of

and the sprouting

came the plague

of vegetation,

of insects

—not

mos-
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—por

Reminiscences of this open coast
would be incomplete without a word
about the bongos, which here largely

—ya!

replace the low-sided canoes of shelt-

foam.

In digging a more or less
seaworthy boat out of a gigantic tree
trunk, the Ecuadorean no doubt performs a creditable feat, nor is it to be
denied that he has developed high skill
in managing the craft in rough water.
If it were not exceedingly well handled,
indeed, it would turn turtle in a moment. And yet, not being able to accept
with the equanimity of an Indian (who
wears but two garments and carries no
watch in his pocket) the experience of
pitchpoling in high surf on a steep and
treacherous shore, my memories of
bongos are none too kindly nor my trust
in them more than that of necessity.
How often our hearts stood in our
throats as we rode through the breakers
in the only possible manner, with the

slope of the strand,

Old Pancho, a lean, grizzled Indian
whose home stood outside the enclosure
of our headquarters, owned the best and
largest bongo on the beach.
Its gunwales were lined with buoyant balsa
wood, and to Pancho and his stalwart
sons was entrusted all the lighterage
The whole
of the petroleum station.
family shared a pride, an independence,
and a suppleness, which apparently

heavy hollow log

distinguish the Indian

ered waters.

full

of

specimens,

more delicate
instruments And disaster came sufficiently often to make each landing and
guns, cameras, or

still

!

launching an ordeal.

Late one evening

we returned by launch

to Salinas from
Pelado Island, and prepared to make
our way ashore by the beams of four
electric lights cast out from the house
across the water. The day had been
gusty and the sea rugged, but the
bongo was manned by two trustworthy
boatmen, and, at any rate, we had no
choice save to spend the night without

supper on board a tossing launch.
We could hear the pounding of surf,
but, for

all

we could make out

in the

seemed quite navigable.
Now we were near the beach where
the swell was ominous, and back and
forth we oscillated, again and again,
while Pedro peered around like a cat
black water,

it

in the darkness.

"Espera

We

atrds,

por atrds!

Vamos

ya! ya!"

spurted forward behind a fine of
In front, not far, was the dark

and waiting Indians
But just

thigh-deep in white water.

before we reached them, the stern
heaved up to perpendicular and then

jerked

The

detonation

of

ponderous waters clanged in
stunned ears, and sand* ground into

my
my

aside.

nostrils as the

bongo and

its

erstwhile

occupants rolled ashore together.

who

lives beside

water from his servile and seemingly stupid compatriot of the mounsalt

Pancho rejoiced in surf. He
had the enviable reputation of never
having allowed his bongo to capsize
tains.

while bearing a passenger.

He possessed

an innate sense of responsibility, for no
matter how gloriously drunk he chose
to make himself, he was never incapacitated for the most exacting boat service
at any hour of the day or night, and
he could, moreover, shoulder a heavy
crate as well as the strongest of his
all his skill and noble
was a mean old scoundrel.
When I gave him a parting gift of many
sucres, he had the effrontery to remind
me that I still owed him ten centavos
but when I
for a miserable fish;

sons.

Yet, for

bearing, he

laughed

in

his

importunities
farewell.

face,

he

and waved

forgot

a

his

smiling

PRIMEVAL HEMLOCKS ON WAWAYANDA MOUNTAIN
The dense undergrowth

of great

rhododendron

is

the haunt of the

Canada warbler

The Summer
By

New

Birds of Northern

Jersey

WALDRON DeW. MILLER
Associate Curator

THE

study of ornithology in the

eastern United States dates back

to colonial times, for almost two
hundred years ago, long before the days
of Wilson and Audubon, Catesby's
great work on the Birds of the Carolinas
was published.
It is a far cry from the days of these

pioneers to the

early

spread interest in bird

wide-

present
life.

All of our

eastern birds have long been described,

and

their songs recorded,

their nests

and eggs discovered, yet regarding the
local distribution of

many species even

about

in the region

New York

City

we still have much to learn. Until a
few years ago we were wholly ignorant

None

near the same town.
species

of these

had previously been known to

nest within the limits of the State.

The year 1909 saw the
Doctor Stone's List

of

New

publication

of the Birds of

by the New Jersey
The preparation of

Jersey, issued

State

Museum.

work had emphasized our almost

this

complete ignorance of the bird life of this
section. To fill in this important gap in
our knowledge of the local avifauna,
members of the Delaware Valley

three

Ornithological Club, Dr. William E.

Hughes and Messrs.

W.

L. Baily,

made

S.

N. Rhoads and

a week's trip early

in June, 1909, through the highlands of

Passaic and Sussex counties, touching

two or three hours' travel from the

Macopin or Echo Lake, Greenwood
Lake, and Wawayanda, Mr. Rhoads
continuing on to Beaver Lake and the

metropolis.

Walkill Valley.

summer

of the

life

of certain sec-

New

Jersey within

bird

tions of northern

In 1904, the American

Museum

of

Natural History issued Doctor Chapman's List of the Birds Known to
Breed Within Fifty Miles of New York

and two years

City,

New

York City, essena revision of his 1894 list. Here

the Vicinity of
tially

later his Birds of

are recorded the regular breeding of

the alder flycatcher, which the present

trip,

written

1909, pages 29-36.

The most notable

the nest of the black-throated green

warbler,

Plainfield,
S.

warbler at Demarest, on the Palisades.

Meanwhile Mr. P. B. Philipp had
found the brown creeper nesting regularly in a swamp near Newton, Sussex
County, and with Mr. Robert H.
Southard and others had established
the

regular

breeding

of

horned lark on the bare,

the

prairie

rolling hills

results of this trip

were the black-throated blue warbler,
a single male observed, and the
Canada warbler, found commonly in
three localities, both new to the known

summer

had found near

the discovery by Mr. B.

account of this
Baily, with an

annotated list of the ninety-four species
observed, is to be found in Cassinia,

and
Bowdish of

writer

An

by Mr.

avifauna.

The

alder

fly-

catcher, golden-winged warbler, parula

and black-throated green
warbler were also recorded, as weU as
the chat, hooded warbler, worm-eating
warbler, and Louisiana water-thrush.

Mr. Baily expresses

number

surprise

at

the

of Carolinian species observed,

even at the higher elevations, and at
the very weak Canadian element,
opining that the altitude is just below
451

"
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the limit to

such Canadian

attract

species as breed in the

Pocono region

of Pennsylvania.

For a number
writer has

made

of

past

years

the

frequent trips to the

mountains of northern New Jersey to
study their plant and animal life. The
Canadian tinge indicated by the few
records of earlier observers has been
found to be stronger than Mr. Baily
suspected.

Nevertheless,

restricted to the

it

largely

is

most favorable

situa-

settled for the

summer, the Canada

warbler being especially numerous.

Meanwhile the writer had made
mountains southwest of Greenwood Lake, and had
several trips to the

found

the

Nashville,

black-throated

blue,

Blackburnian,
black-throated

and Canada warblers, the northand the hermit
thrush, all summering in the region.
These are recorded in The Auk for
1920 and 1921. Continual investigagreen,

ern

water-thrush

if

tion during the past three years has

the right localities are not visited and

yielded further returns, and there can

tions,

and can be

thoroughly

easily overlooked

This

searched.

is

well

now be

recorded from the same region,

blue-headed vireo,
magnolia warbler, and brown creeper,
all presumably breeding.
East of Bearfort Mountain, in a

shown by the experience of the three
Delaware Valley Club men who, in their
trip through the heart of the most
Canadian section, missed several of the

the purple finch,

northern species since discovered there.
The most important finds since 1909

mountainous section known as the

may

be briefly mentioned.

In 1915

and 1916 a pair of nesting Canada
warblers was found by the writer at
Budd's Lake, Morris County. This is
still

the only

in the

known breeding

State,

an early June bird census

number

and

participated.

this

with

less coniferous

warbler but for any Canadian zone

bird

life is

species.

yet

such

Passaic

counties,

On May
1919,

not

only

for

30 and again in early July,

Mr. Ludlow Griscom and the

writer visited Bear

which a
have

in

naturalists

local

of

Though this region is
somewhat less elevated than Bear-.
fort and Wawayanda mountains and

station

outside of Sussex

Wyanokie Plateau, Professor Will S.
Monroe has for some years conducted

Swamp in the Kitta-

Canada

growth,

its

summer

not so strongly Canadian,
species

and

as

the

Nashville,

black-throated blue

warblers evidently breed there, and,
there

is

reason to suspect, also the

tinny Mountains near Lake Owassa.

northern water-thrush and the hermit

Here the Canada warbler proved to be
actually abundant, ten adult males and
six females being counted in a walk
through the swamp. Several northern
water -thrushes were also found on each

thrush.

visit,

the evidence indicating that they

were breeding.
In June and again in July, 1920, Mr.
Griscom visited Lake Mashipacong in
the Kittatinnys a few miles south of
the

New York

line.

The Canada and

Our knowledge

of the

Kit-

been increased
during the present year by a trip to
Lake Mashipacong on June 14 and 15,
by members of the Linnsean Society,
including Messrs. Griscom, Rowland,
Five
Urner, Weber, and others.
separate routes were covered and

tatinny

region

has

eighty-nine species observed.

With the

exception of the magnolia warbler and
the hermit thrush

all of

the northern

Nashville warblers and the northern

species of the central highlands were

water-thrush were found,

recorded.

all

evidently
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This brief sketch brings up to the
present time the ornithological history

mountain regions
Jersey.
We have

of the long-neglected

453

ciated with typically Carolinian birds

such

as

warbler,

the

tufted

blue-winged

tit,

and

cardinal,

gradually discovered in the last twenty-

that
range somewhat farther north, as the
white-eyed vireo, orchard oriole, chat,

years that the Canadian fauna,
although not in its full development,
must be indicated on our faunal maps

worm-eating warbler, and Louisiana
water -thrush.
The northern part of the state above

northern

of

New

five

of the state.
less

The avifauna

is

decidedly

boreal than that of the Pocono

region of Pennsylvania or the Catskills
in

New

that

York, and

is

comparable to

northwestern

of

Connecticut.

the red shale belt

is

Two

tain section.

others

the true moun-

parallel ranges of

mountains enter the state from southern

New

York,

the

cross

northern

counties diagonally and continue across

Other northern species may yet be
discovered in some unexplored sec-

the Delaware into Pennsylvania.

such as the junco or the winter
it is highly probable that
the saw-whet owl has been overlooked

any suggestion of the Canadian fauna
and flora, and even here only in the
higher
and ecologically favorable

because of

portions.

tion,

wren, while

The

New

secretive habits.

its

salient topographical features of

may

be briefly indicated.
The southern half of the state is mainly
a low sandy plain, the greater part
occupied by the well-known Pine
Jersey

It is

only in these mountains that we find

Traversing
counties,

the

two northwestern

Sussex and Warren,

is

the

Kittatinny range, a familiar feature to

Carolinian
thoroughly
and
the conabove
Immediately
fauna.

who have crossed the Delaware
River at Dingman's Ferry or visited
the Delaware Water Gap, yet, until
recently, almost unvisited by orniThese mountains attain
thologists.

tracted middle of the state, the north

their greatest elevation at the north.

occupied by a broad

High Point, a few miles south of the
New York line, reaching a height of

Barrens,

with

very

a

characteristic

flora

central portion

is

and sandstone
northeast
from
runs
diagonally
which
features
of
Prominent
to southwest.
belt of Triassic red shale

all

about 1800

New

feet,

the highest point in

Scattered

Jersey.

this area are several ridges of trap

swamps on the summit

rock including the familiar Palisades
of the Hudson and, farther southwest,

most

the Watchung or Orange Mountains.
These hills rarely exceed a height of
six hundred feet, an altitude insufficient
to effect any change in their plant or

animal

life.

Accordingly their birds

are essentially the

surrounding
Carolinian

Here we
the

same

country,

and

as those of the

a

mixture

Alleghanian

of

forms.

find such transition species as

black-capped

grosbeak, and

and

in the hollows are the headquarters of
of the more interesting birds.
Toward the southwest the range be-

comes dryer and

less

productive, but

unfortunately this section

wholly unknown.
general
bird

way the

life

is

ahnost

We now know

in a

character of the summer

of the northern part of the

Kittatinny s, but further

field

work

will

doubtless add a few additional Cana-

dian species.

The Canada warbler

is

rose-breasted

one of the most abundant species in
favorable localities, while the northern

asso-

water-thrush, Nashville, Blackburnian,

chickadee,

chestnut-sided warbler,

ponds

of the range or

least flycatcher,

veery,
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rounded outcrop on Bearfort Mountain. Laurel and a young white pine on the
and chestnut oaks surrounding it. The nighthawk lays its eggs on these
bare ledges and rattlesnakes find refuge among the rocks

A

ledge, scarlet

black-throated

green,

and

black-

days exploring the swamps and forests

and Wawayanda mounand have acquired a fairly comknowledge of the summer bird

throated blue warblers, the blue-headed

of Bearfort

vireo, and the brown creeper have

all

tains

been recorded.
The second mountain range, known
as the Highlands of New Jersey, is a
system quite distinct geologically from
the Kittatinnys and notable for its

plete

great antiquity.

This range enters the

life

This

of the region.

is

essentially

the northern Kittatinnys,

like that of

already described.
present

information,

element

is

Judging by our
the Canadian

slightly

stronger

in

the

on both
and following along the southeastern
borders of Sussex and Warren counties,

Highlands, for the two birds occurring
here, the magnolia warbler and the

extends into Pennsylvania as far as
Reading. In the northern portion, the
mountains reach an elevation of more
Farther south the
than 1400 feet.

found in the Kittatinnys.
Bearfort Mountain is a picturesque

and conditions are

until this section is

outcropping ledges of lichen-covered
conglomerate, separated by narrow
bushy depressions often only a few

searched

yards in width.

its

growth

state

sides of

altitude decreases
less

Greenwood Lake

favorable for northern birds, but

more thoroughly
we can say little regarding
summer bird life.

In the northern part of the Highlands, I have, in recent years, in spring,

summer, and early

fall,

spent

many

hermit thrush, have not as yet been

ridge locally

known

Mountain,

a

as

Rough

succession

Much

or

of

Rocky

parallel

of the forest

of rather small

deciduous

trees chiefly chestnut, oak,

and other

is

species of Quercus, with stunted pitch

pines on the rocky outcrops.

In spots
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where

conditions

soil

favorable

are

there are groves of hemlocks and occa-

white pines, while near Cedar
is a small swamp of spruce,

sional

Pond

there

and white cedar.

larch,

Wawayanda Mountain, on

the west,

geologically different from Bearfort
Mountain, and lacks the very rugged
character of the latter. Here on the
northwest slopes and bordering the
swamps are fine groves of hemlock,
which evidently find ideal conditions
is

of

growth,

for

scattered

in

an undergrowth of mountain laurel.
Another southern species frequent on
the rocky slopes

the plain-colored

is

worm-eating warbler, while the black
and white warbler and the ovenbird
are found everywhere in the woods and

somewhat

the

common

local

redstart

of

is

occurrence.

In the cold swamps where the wild
and the Naumburgia flourish,

calla

these
shady coniferous
June we are greeted with the

Visiting

woods

heard and seen at the same time, but,
unhke its congener, is not confined to
the rhododendrons, its favorite haunt
being the rocky deciduous woods with

individuals

attain a large size.
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the liquid song of the northern waterthrush greets one at intervals.
At

voices of warblers which, in the lower

lower altitudes this species

we know only as
migrants to and from their summer
homes. From the graceful sprays of
the hemlock, almost hidden by the

by its southern congener, the Louisiana

parts of the state,

intervening foliage, the wiry song of

the Blackburnian warbler may be heard
at

short intervals, while the listener

below cranes

his

neck to catch a glimpse

One glimpse

of the elusive songster.
of his flame-colored

serves to identify

ward

throat not only

him but

is

ample

re-

From

lower

down

in the deciduous

growth comes the drawling and unmusical, yet curiously pleasing, song
of

the

black-throated

blue

warbler,

replaced

water-thrush, which, as a rule, affects

rocky brooks rather than
swamps.
Wherever there are white pines we

rapid,

are sure to hear the pleasing song of

At a
two louder

the black-throated green warbler.
distance only the one or

notes of the song are audible;
effect

is

the

curious and will puzzle one

until he has learned their source.

common

for one's patience.

is

Two

breeding warblers of rather

northerly range are birds of the margins
the

of

woods or swampy openings

rather than true

forest

species,

Nashville and the golden-winged.

the

The

and we may get a view of the small
performer in his refreshingly simple

former is particularly fond of the groves
of white birches, and when not in

and individual dress of slate-blue, black,
and white. Dense thickets of the great
rhododendron fill the swamps and often
invade the lower slopes under the hem-

song may be easily overlooked. The
goldenwing's zee zee zee zee, one high
and three lower notes, is one of the
characteristic sounds of country road-

In midsummer their regal
blossoms of white and rose present a

sides.

locks.

This species entirely replaces

its

close relative, the blue- winged warbler

at higher altitudes.

Lower down,

as in

spectacle long to be remembered.
These thickets are the chosen home of
the Canada warbler, probably the most
numerous of all the northern birds of

the Wyanokie foothills, the two occur
together and hybridization is frequent.

southern relative, the

nut-sided, an Alleghanian species reach-

the region.
beautiful

Its

hooded

warbler,

is

often

Another warbler, the jaunty chesting

its

southern limit at sea level in the
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central part of the state,

is

here one of

the most abundant birds, as
thirty-five adults

many

as

having been counted

in a day's trip. Like the preceding,

it is

a bird of young second growth and
roadside and its strongly accented
very, very glad to

meet you

is

even more

and the fact that its
seldom heard except toward

retiring habits

song

is

evening.

An anomalous

case of distribution

somewhat

like

thrush

presented

is

which

finch,

is

that

of

the

hermit

by the purple

a regular

summer

resi-

frequent than the insect-like song of

dent, even at sea leyel, in Connecticut

the goldenwing.

and Rhode

The rarest

of all the

northern warblers

is the dainty magnoha, which has
been found at onty three spots in the
Highlands and is unknown in the
Kittatinnys. There can be no reasonable doubt, however, that it is a regular
smnmer resident in the northern high-

here

lands.

Excepting the ubiquitous

red-eye,

The
has been met

vireos of all kinds are scarce.

yellow-throated species

but a few times above an altitude of
1000 feet, where it is replaced by the
blue-headed or solitary vireo, which,
however, is a scarce bird in this region.
The brown creeper is another local
and uncommon bird. Twice I have
met a brood of young, not long from
the nest, attended by their parents.
It

was long before

Finally, in 1921, a

There were a few

Island.

records of single individuals at

Englewood and Plainfield, but until
two years ago, there was no evidence
that the species bred in

On August

New

Jersey.

met a family

13, 1923, I

of

an adult male, in a
bushy swamp near Dunker Poni,
feeding on the fruit of the chokeberry
Presumably
{Aronia melanocar-pa)
six birds including

.

this family

was

raised in the vicinity,

but as Dunker Pond

from the

only a few miles

is

New York

State

possible that the birds

line,

it. is

may have wanThe Linnsean

dered this short distance.

Society's census in the Kittatinnys in

June

year recorded five

of the present

purple finches,

four males

female, in three spots.

doubted that

I learned of the

occurrence of the hermit thrush in
these mountains.

summer

It

and one
cannot be

this attractive songster

nests in the extreme northern part of

New Jersey.
Comprising as it does one of the
and most heavily forested

was discovered on the top of
Bearfort Mountain above Cedar Pond.
Single birds have been met a few times
since, andprobably af ew pairs breed each

wildest

The hermit thrush, while mainly
a Canadian Zone species, summers in
the low pitch-pine woods of Long

peared from the more settled sections.
Rattlesnakes and mountain black

pair

year.

Island.

It

is,

therefore, strange that

it

regions in the state,

and thus

wild

The Wilson's

thrush,

is

among the
common, and
occasionally shot by

rat lives in the caves

deer are fairly
cats

are

The

ruffed grouse which has
been extirpated over considerable por-

hunters.
or veery,

very common in the swamps and lower
woods, while the wood thrush appears

tions of the state

numerous than in many localities,
owing partly, no doubt, to its very

To

less

have disap-

snakes are not uncommon, the native

wood
rocks,

far unrecorded in the Kitta-

not surprising

for certain animals that

should be so scarce in the Highlands
tinnys at this season.

it is

that the Highlands should be a refuge

and barely manages

to survive in others,

is

here numerous.

the ornithologist, perhaps the most

interesting inhabitant of these wilds

is
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the pileated woodpecker or logcock, the
largest of our northern

woodpeckers
and a truly notable bird. Long supposed to have disappeared from the
state, it is now known to be a permanent resident in the Kittatinnys, in the
wilder sections near Andover, and in

In

the Highlands.

probability

all

it

has never been completely extirpated

New

from

Jersey, for evidence of

existence for

seen

the

in

holes"

many

of

acteristic

oblong

great

dead

in

years back

chestnuts,

these were evidently

"mortise
char-

so

Some

the logcock.

its

to be

is

made many

of

years

ago. At the same time testimony of the
more observing inhabitants indicates

that in recent years there has been a

decided increase in the numbers of this
bird.
Even where common,
however, it is, owing to its shyness and
its fondness for dense forest, by no
fine

means easy
like call or

many
is

to observe,

loud tatoo

and

may

its flicker-

be heard on

occasions before an individual

seen.

The

raven, the bald eagle, and the

great blue heron

may

all

nest in very

small numbers in these wilder regions.

Mr. Justus von Longerfee saw a pair
ravens near Culver's

Gap

Holes in a dead chestnut made by the

and

pileated woodpecker in securing wood-boring

tinnys on September 21,

secured

Possibly

one.

of

in the Kitta-

1918,

these

birds

were natives of the locality, but since
that date, none has been seen there.

Both

in the

Kittatinnys and in the

Highlands the turkey vulture, long
regarded as a typically Carolinian
species,

is

daily in evidence soaring

over the summits of the mountains.

Loose parties of

six or eight birds are

commonly observed, and

occasionally

alighted

They are
and how they

find sufficient food to

keep themselves

grubs.

The largest cavity is eight inches
and one-fourth inches wide and

high, four

fully six inches deep

the species that have been recorded
from the Highlands in the breeding
season.
of

more

The

greater

number

are birds

or less general distribution in

New Jersey and such as are found in the
immediate vicinity of New York City.
On

the higher plateaus as, for example,

several times this number.

the elevated valley between Bearfort

rarely

and Wawayanda mountains, more
than 1000 feet above sea level, not only
are such typically Carolinian species

alive

is

It is

seen

a mystery.

unnecessary to mention

all of

as the cardinal, tufted titmouse,

and
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blue- winged warbler absent, but the

and others are constantly being

white-eyed vireo and,
surprisingly enough, even the yellow-

covered.

maple, painted Trillium, bunchberry,

have not been recorded.
The wood pewee is inexplicably scarce

species of orchids.

orchard

oriole,

billed cuckoo,

in this region, while a curious case of
local absence in the valley
is

that of the

To

mentioned

meadow lark.

Among them

Clintonia, fringed Polygala,

It is to

dis-

are the striped

and

several

be hoped that these mountain
hemlocks will

forests with their ancient

long endure to afford protection to

as fascinating as they are to the bird

animal and plant inhabitants,
which present so interesting a contrast

characteristically

with those of the lower portions of the

lover.

the botanist these mountains are
Scores

of

Canadian plants have been found here

A

waterfall

their

state.

by the roadside above Greenwood Lake,

nest in the vicinity

Hooded and Canada warblers

adult crowned eagle, in defiant attitude, at the New York Zoological
breast indicates maturity, and the size of the feet
suggests their great strength. Photograph by E. R. Sanborn, supplied by

An

Park.
the

The dark-barred

New York

Zoological Society

The Crowned

Eagle, Ogre of Africa's Monkeys
By JAMES

P.

CHAPIN

Associate Curator

EAGLES always appeal strongly to
the imagination.

They

serve as

symbols of courage and prowess
in the countries of the north;

and as

powerful birds of prey they arouse the
admiration of the natives of the
forested tropics, where often there are
large eagles that feed

other

mammals.

on monkeys or

Pithecophaga jefferyi

is

the little-known monkey-eating eagle

of the Philippines;

tropical

America

has the imposing harpy eagle, Thrasaetus harpyia; New Guinea has the

Harpyiopsis novx-guinex, which devours wallabies; and a corresponding
bird in equatorial and southern Africa
is

the crowned eagle,

Stephanoaetus

coronatus.
459
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From time to time
in

zoological gardens

Europe and America exhibit

Though

bird alive.

it is

large as the harpy, one

the great size and

and

feet,

is

this

not quite so

impressed by

strength of its claws

the latter being feathered

down to the bases of the toes, and differing in this regard from those of the
other species mentioned above. While
still immature, the
African crowned
eagle

it

is

same tree
and their aerie was
by many South African ornisaid, nested in the

visited

but nearer the equator,
where the species is probably most
numerous, very little has been learned
thologists;

— or at
and

least written

behavior

eating

eagle.

of

— of the occurrence
monkey-

Africa's

While searching the
literature that
deals with the
birds of the

Bel-

a

gray,

and

buff

gian Congo, I have

but,

found but two ref-

is

white

SO

for thirty years,

nondescript

;

reversing the com-

erences to

mon

rule

mens having been

birds

of

among
prey,

becomes

speci-

procured in

it

that

vast area of

less uni-

ap-

proximately 928,-

formly colored
when adult. Then

000 square miles,

upper parts
are mainly slaty

the greater part of

the

edly inhabited by

the

black,

breast

while

A

heavily

is

barred

which

and

young crowned ea^ ;le with head turned
show the form of the crest

so as to

the

and
and

tail

The

quills of

the wings

are broadly barred with gray

The back of the head is
black.
adorned with a flattened crest, more or
less divided in the mid-line, from which

common name has arisen.
Judging from the frequency with
which live birds reach Europe, and the

its

fact that this species, like the harpy,

was named by Linnaeus more than a
century and a half ago, it might seem
that its habits in the wild state would
As early as 1799
be well known.
Frangois

undoubt-

this bird.

The reason is not
The

far to seek.

legs thickly spot-

ted with black.

is

Levaillant^

recounted

his

observations on a nest in South Africa,

but he mistook the newly fledged young
in its gray and white dress for the adult,

Andrew Smith in 1844. Near
Grahamstown in Cape Colony a pair,
as did Sir

^Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux d'Afrigue, Vol.
12-16, PI. III.

I,

pp.

examples sent home to animal
and menageries are taken from
the nests by blacks, their history is soon
living

dealers

and they do not figure in technical
books on bird distributioii>.
The. white collector in Africa, on the

lost,

articles or

other hand, seldom secures a skin for

wary
when once they have
his collection, so

He

are the birds
left

the nest.

he even sees the eagle
alive.
To this I can testify from my
own experience while with Lang in the
is

lucky

if

Congo, during our six-year expedition
American Museum. Of the
two published records from the Belgian
Congo, one is of a skin from the Itimfor the

biri

River in the Brussels Museum, the

other an account in the notebooks of

Emin Pasha of three young birds received
from the Mangbetu country and kept
in captivity at

Lado on the White

Nile.
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Chief Senze of the

The

following

is

Mangbetu

tribe wearing feathers of a

an unvarnished

account of our protracted

efforts

observe and capture what

regard as

I

to

Lang and
had already spent about six months in
the rain forests from Stanley Falls to
Africa's noblest bird of prey.
I

the northern Ituri district,
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crowned eagle

by the men of the tribe.
Months passed, however, and neither
we nor any of the native hunters with
eagerly sought

us succeeded in finding the bird.

Then we

traveled northward to the

country of the Mangbetu,^

who

live

when one

day we observed a gigantic bird-claw
strung on a woman's necklace. To our
inquiry she replied that it came from a
large bird known to the Medje tribe
as netumu, the feathers of which were

iThe term Mangbetu is here used in its broad sense
to include the mixed population of the region j ust south of
the post of Niangara, where Bangba,A-Madi, and other
tribes live mingled in the same villages with the Mangbetu clan, earlier rulers of the district. The Mangbetu
dialect is still the most important in use there. Okondo, as is well known, was a Bangba, though in many
ways the true successor of the old Mangbetu king,
Munza.
black assistant Nekuma, from Okondo's
village, would describe himself as a Madi.

My
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Senze and a few of his people,

One woman

is

wearing a hat with the long white

tail

feathers of the paradise flycatcher

beyond the border of the forest
country; there we began to see feathers

just

of our long-sought eagle

hats of some of the men.

adorning the

They

called

by the same name as did the Medje.
Here only the ''nobility/' the chiefs and

it

their relatives, were permitted to display

these feathers, which were split

down the

middle of the shafts and hung in loose
bunches from the brimless straw caps.
This restriction on the wearing of
certain feathers, an old custom among
the Mangbetu, was noted by Emin
Pasha during his visit in 1883. Other
feathers which the common people
were not permitted to wear, were those
of the large fishing

pelia

pelt),

the

owl or nebi {Scoto-

red

wing-quills

of

viridis).

Red

tail-feathers of the

gray

parrot, of wide popularity in the Congo,

were

jealously regarded

less

Mangbetu

by the

chiefs.

Everywhere we asked about the
netumu and how it could be found.
Okondo, one of the most important
chiefs of the region, told us he had one
alive which had come from a forest to
the south; and it was proudly brought
forth in a large basket carpeted with

the feathers of chickens on which

it

The light-colored plumage betrayed its youth, but Okondo
had been

fed.

wished to present it to his guests, and
we were glad to have it. We could not,
however, carry
the quickest

it

along in

way

its cage,

to prepare

it

and
for

plantain-eaters or

skinning was to offer

white tail-feathers of the paradise flycatcher or mandalungwe (Terpsiphone

containing strychnine.
Okondo was
tremendously impressed with the efficacy of the poison. No gifts would he

nombo (genera Turacus and Musophaga), and the long,

it

a bit of meat
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have in exchange unless they included a
phial of the deadly poison. After long
argument and many solemn cautions,

Lang presented to him a
powdered boric

Okondo never tried
with

tiny bottle of

Let us hope that

acid.

to poison an

enemy

believe I

saw the bird

shown

feathers of one that

killed up-river near Penge,

skin

For the next couple
of years we were hunting
in the more open grass

home

of the

eagle

The crowned
was heard of no

more

until

young

we returned
I

had

its

bor-

The

Bomokandi River when my

backed

to the forest.
scarcely entered

ders

the

near

me off
show me a

road to

white
paradise

tree

species were reserved

by

where the ne- the Mangbetu for their
tumu had built two chiefs and nobility
huge nests, masses of
sticks that would fill a cart, but not
then in use. It was in July, and the
birds would come back, I was assured,
Hanging from the
later in the year.
boughs of this same tree there were more
than a hundred empty nests of weaverfor

Continuing southward to Avakubi,
only

hundred

one

equator,

I

made

from

miles

the

frequent efforts to

locate another nest, or to see the birds

themselves.

But though

all

the tribes

encountered were familiar with them,
I

was

name

unsuccessful.
for

them was

The Mabudu
inju,

which were kept
some time and
photographed. In re-

eagle,

alive for

sponse to Lang's presents the hunters pro-

ceeded

and that

of

The
River knew them

their neighbors the Balika, windi.

Wabali on the Ituri
as ndua, but during my prolonged stay
at Avakubi they did almost nothing to
Once I
aid me in locating a nest.

capture

to

two
them on the ground,

several old birds,
of

in

the

protection the eagles would afford.

at

some Pygmy hunters of a
Makere chief began to bring
in young of the crowned

familiar,

birds, placed there doubtless

alive

west of Medje, while studying
the okapi.
In November

of the
northern Uelle. The
lengthened tail feathers of males of this

with which they were

birds

Makala, so there could
be no doubt of their presence.
During this time Lang was
having better fortune at Niapu,

flycatcher

the

guides led

from the River
Lenda.
Monsieur
Bernard, the gra-

the country round
Avakubi, assured me
he had once received

white rhino and giant
eland.

had been
and a flat

cious administrator
then in charge of

country to the northward, the

circling over a

but a long way off, too far
even to identify with my bosom companion, an eight-power glass. I was
clearing,

native-made

it.
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traps

baited with

dead monkeys. Lang went out to see
the nests, but was too busy with large

Now

mammals to investigate further.

we had satisfactory specimens,
but my own desire to know the birds
at last

in

life

was unappeased.

The native population along the
River

is

Ituri

mixed, for in addition to the

original tribes, Wabali,

Bandaka, and

Mambuti or Pygmies, there
are large villages of Bangwana remnants

the elusive

,

of the black slave-raiders formerly led

into the country

by Arabs, and joined

by the accumulated

riff-raff

of

the

—
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but are not loath to trap this un-

pig,

clean ravager of their farms, to

meat and

its

neighbors,

whom

they regard as wash-

The most influenBangwana in the

enzi or barbarians.
tial

smoke

to their heathen

sell it

chief of these

was Kalonga, an elderly man
Bakusu origin, who remembered
Stanley and his early visit to the Manyema district. Kalonga and I had
known each other for more than four
years, and he had given me one amus-

vicinity
of

ing instance of his views on unclean

A hippo I had killed at Avakubi
was cut up and divided among our
workmen and those of the government
post, without a thought of offering any
to Kalonga. Soon afterward he com-

meat.

A

young crowned eagle reared by Herbert
Lang in the Congo

country

itself.

are hunters.

grow

rice

Few

of the

Bangwana

They

trade,

and they

— besides

wearing

\yhite

and professing the faith of
Mohammed. They do not eat wild
clothes

plained of my stinginess.

I replied

that

the creature could surely not be eaten

by a Moslem.

''No, not

on land," said Kalonga,
it

in the river;

''

had died
but you killed
if it

and that made

it

just

We are very fond of fish."
To Kalonga I often confided my

like

a

fish.

longing for the eagle, and eventually

men had
had fired his muzzle-

he announced that one of his
located a nest, and

loader ineffectually at one of the birds.

Both statements made me happy.
Lang's experience a

little

farther north

indicated that eggs were laid in October.
It

was now early March, so even allow-

ing for a prolonged stay in the nest

—

and eagles grow slowly the breeding
season must be finished. James Barnes
and Cherry Kearton were in Avakubi at
the time, on their way across the con-

game of
we bade one

tinent after filming the big

East Africa.

On March

another good-bye, and

9

I set off for

a

tiny village some five hours to the

southwest.

The

night was passed with

some Wabali who

specialized in drop-

spears for elephants.

A hunter of the Makere
dead crowned eagle

tribe carrying a

Early the next

morning we stood beneath a gigantic
tree in the forest, somewhat isolated
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from

neighbors,

its

all

eagles' nest.

heard the

call

bearing the

as "assistant ornithologist," I sat on

As we approached, we
of the young bird, high-

the ground in an elephant path at a
spot offering a view through the foliage

pitched notes strung out nearly to a
trill, when they did not sound more
or kwe-kwe-kwe-

like ki-ki-ki-ki-ki

kwe
still

Practically

.
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full-grown,

it

to the nest. Nekuma was the
Okondo's old witch-doctor, and
name was the Mangbetu word
rain, in allusion, he told me, to

up

son

of

his
for

the

sat on the boughs of
it had been
moving about

the tree where

hatched,

occasionally, yet not fol-

lowing

parents on their

its

hunts.

The nest was an enormous pile of dry sticks and
pieces of lianas, placed in

one of the great forks near
the middle

the

of

which was absolutely
of

epiphytic

I

man

watched a

first

it,

time

six feet,

or

climb up

I realized for the

how large

and judged
the

free

Later on, when

creepers.

beside

plants

tree,

if

it

it

was,

measure

to

not more, across

The

top.

distance

above the ground was
about thirty-five yards.
Determined to see and, if
possible, to shoot one of
the old birds for our
lection,

I

col-

spent most of

the next thi'ee days watching the nest.
bird seemed

The young
still

Nesting tree of crowned eagles. From a pencil sketch
the author as he sat on the ground waiting for the

made by

old bird to visit

it

attached

to the spot, flying only occasionally to

tears he shed in babyhood,

and calling frequently.
Sometimes it would sit on
one foot, resting the other heel on the
branch, or would extend a wing and
the leg of the same side simultane-

while his head was

neighboring

ously,

as well as spreading the

Storks and
in this

trees,

many

tail.

other birds stretch

same way.

Rifle in hand, with Nekuma, a
young Mangbetu who accompanied me

give

him a

wound with

stylish,

perhaps
cord to

lengthened

skull.

This negro bird student was almost as
keen as I to see a netumu. I doubt if the
old birds normally returned

more than

once or twice a day, at this stage, to

They certainly
knew we were there.
The flrst afternoon I was lured away
by the yelling of a band of chimpanzees

feed their offspring.
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feeding in the trees, and succeeded in

bagging their hoary-backed patriarch.
Most of his companions were down on
the ground before the echoes from the
rifle

had died away; but

as I reached

the fallen leader, a shaggy, black "boy-

chimp" came

sliding

of a near-by tree.

I

down

the trunk

hadn't the heart to

Once these
apes have reached the ground in the
heavy forest, one may give them up as
raise a

lost.

gun in

It

with strangely mingled

is

feelings that

his direction.

one looks upon a

chimpanzee such as

this

fine

dead
with

one,

chest deflated measuring forty inches,

and a spread
feet.

My

arms

of

first

of six

and a

my

heart,

half

and

know of nothing closer to murder than
the kilHng of a chimpanzee. Would
that those who ridicule the idea of any
I

between the apes
and man could know a little of anthropossible relationship

poids in their natural environment.

Back

my

at

post

nothing

changed, and nothing happened
nightfall sent us stumbling

roots

and

riAOilets

by

In spite of all my endeavours during my
former and this last journey, I have been
unable to kill the guanonien, a most formidable eagle; but several times I have been
startled in the forest by the sudden cry of
anguish of a monkey who had been seized by
this 'leopard of the air,' as the natives call

and then saw the bird with

monkeys of different sizes.
must have been those of
formidable animals, and these now and then
hundred

Some

succeeded,

till

candlelight to

appears, in giving such bites to

they disabled him. For a while
thought myself in the Valley of Golgotha.
Then I saw at the top of a gigantic tree, at the
foot of which were the skulls, the nest of the
bird, but the young had flown away. I was
told by the natives that the guanonien comes
and lays in the same nest year after year.
When an adult specimen wiU be procured, it
may be found to rival in size the condor of
America.

of the eagle for the

—making

it,

Du

Academy of Natural
The name he

Sciences in Philadelphia.

was surely not a
but more likely
French
a
word derived from

gave, "guanonien,"

meant

over the paths through the forest, as

did not realize

Chaillu had already secured a specimen

mud-walled huts. Mine contained
and interesting array of iron spears to
be inserted in logs of wood and hung

six

risky

it

I

native

rather

skulls of

of these skulls

our lodging in the forest hamlet, five or

passage

it,

prey disappear

out of sight.
One day, hunting through the thick jungle,
I came to a spot covered with more than one

Though he
had

back over

traps for passing elephants

its

this eagle that

experience in shooting

monkeys almost wrung

monkey-eating eagle in the Gaboon
between 1855 and 1865.

designation,
for

This passage well illustrates

guenon.

the usual truthfulness combined with
literary color of
tions.

Du

Chaillu's observa-

Messrs. Haagner and Ivy^ have

visiting

stated that on one occasion fifty-eight

day was
spent beneath the nc:st.
Only once,
toward eleven o'clock, did an old bird
visit it.
Natives had often told me
that the ground beneath the nesting
tree would be littered with the bones
and skulls of victims. Much the same
assertion was made by Paul Du
Chaillu,^ who saw a nest of this

rabbits were found beneath the South

for

naturalists.

The whole

skulls
of the following

11890, Adventures in the Great Forest of Equatorial
Africa and the Country of the Dwarfs, pp. 246, 247.

of

African

small

nest

antelopes and rock-

mentioned above, but

that in later years bones were seldom

dropped there.

In the present case

I

could find practicaUy no bones beneath
the tree; but since the nesting season

was virtually at an end, it may be that
many animals roaming the forest
floor had had time to carry off all such
the

21923, Sketches of South African Bird-Life, 3rd Edition, p. 96.
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Mongooses there are aplenty,
and even a squirrel appreciates a bone

refuse.

to

gnaw

on.

Before

I

reach

could

the

lookout,

Nekuma told me, an old eagle had come
and gone.

Its

flight

noiseless as to escape

must serve the bird

was so nearly

my

This

ear.

well in its hunting.

The rounded form

of the wings is what
one might expect of a bird that pursues
its prey through the dense foliage of a

This time food was left
on the nest, and the youngster sat there
a long time. At twilight it settled down
to roost on a horizontal limb, without
further attention from its parents.
Arriving at 6:30 on the third morning, we found the young eagle alone on
tropical forest.

the nest, eating.

Later on, as

it

sat in

would call frequently,
surely not from hunger, and was continually twitching its head. Through
my glass the reason was evident: six
to a dozen insects of some sort were
always buzzing about its mouth. Perhaps they were honeybees, like those
which were making it uncomfortable for
In these forests
us on the ground.
the

tree,

it

the bees are extremely fond of

human

and love to crawl over
one's face and hands.
We had long
since discovered that the ground where
we sat swarmed with tiny brown ticks,
which climbed all over us, hooking in
securely on the tenderest spots of our
perspiration,

skin.
too,

They were

favored, as

is

none too

we were

rain.

Such

common

in the

by three days without

a dry spell

had not returned to the nest, and I was
reading an ancient London newspaper,
rather

or

happened on this day that just
while I was examining the ground at
the base of the tree, where some low
boughs impeded my view upward, a
change in the voice of the eaglet warned
me that something was going on.
It
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make

it

studying

last longer.

it

—in

order

Of a sudden

aroused by the eaglet raising

its

I

to

was

voice

and jumped to my feet. The
old bird had already reached the nest
with a foreleg of a monkey, and was
immediately joined by the young one.
A glance through the glass showed me
the adult, with tail toward me on the
rim of the nest, taking a good look at
me over its shoulder. My gazing was
finished, and the muzzle of a Winchester returned the bird's stare. As
bad luck would have it, my shot
dropped the old eagle right on the nest,
and before anything could be done
twilight would be upon us again. Had
there been any possibility of more prolonged observation, it would have been
a great mistake to shoot but the young
bird was too old to serve as a good decoy.
That very evening, in fact, it took its
departure and was not seen again.
In my boyhood I was counted a good
excitedly,

;

climber, but these African forest trees

bafHed

me

Even with

completely.

would have been helpBut
less on any of the larger trunks.
the natives had better means, and the
only way to get my bird was to enlist a
Luck was with us
skilled climber.
now, for two of the elephant-trappers
climbing irons

I

Early the
promised their services.
next morning they began by stepping
into a thicket to get their "climbers."

The

stout green stems of

some huge

canna-like plants were twisted into a
pair

of

short

cables.

These

looped so as to encircle the

tree,

then the man's thigh or foot.

were

and

Now

for the ascent.

Two miles through the forest brought

Ituri forest after January.

us again to the base of our tree;

The third day was running its course.
At about four o'clock the young eagle

this

was so

large,

tressed, that six feet

but

though not butabove the ground
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was still twelve feet in circumference.
Higher up it tapered only gradually.
Poles had therefore to be lashed to the

another, and a few large pellets of fur,

bole for a distance of ten yards before

had not been the first to shoot at a
bird on this nest, and one of the climbers pulled an old arrow out of the
bottom of it.
In the present tree no
weavers had built nests, but

it

of these pellets

the loops for climbing could encircle it.
One of the men then passed his right
thigh into one ring, and with
the

foot

left

the

in

other,

his

way up

the

smooth trunk,

resting

his

"hitched"

while

a

loop
well

until

only a little below the nest and
it too large for the

So up went the second

to pull

up more

against the trunk.

ground

I

readers

the

that day,

it

trate the

climbing

felt

forest tree

I

suffice

say that the assault began at 7 a.m.
my bird was not lowered from the

tree until 11 o'clock.

I find

no record

how I rewarded my human squirrels,
but they certainly received all they had
stipulated, and more. Nekuma and I
stood in admiration before the hardwon prize, an old female with a spread
of

some seventy inches, despite the
rounded form of the

relatively short,

wings.

We

raised her

crest,

pulled

open the stocky toes and hooked claws,
and recalled how his people would have
prized the large, black-banded quills.

On

the top of the nest the only con-

spicuous remnants of food were a leg
of

a

monkey,

a

bleached

common

species,

method of
a

tibia

of

we

spied on a

Lasiopyga

illus-

large

to

and

of

to

my

anxiety

may

Sketch

To short-

en the story and to spare

guenons

and
band of
composed of two

once

marveled at

their perseverance.

mon-

albigena, called near by,

sternly urged the

secretly

its

black mangabey, Cercocehus

fast

From the

climbers to stick to their job

—and

in

we heard them frequently
The
during our waiting.

lashings

and poles to be made

feeding

crown, and that they

posed, moreover, that

man with a rope of long creepers,

I

keys would come to fear the
vicinity of such a nest, yet

found
loops.

it,

showed not the slightest fear
of the young eagle even when
it called.
It might be sup-

he
reached a swelling of the trunk

went

watching under

continually
leafy

little

higher.
All

We

noted that small birds were

or the other as he lifted the
free

size

was impressive.

1

i

weight alternately in one ring
opposite,

The

disgorged as owls would do.

ascanius and denti, going

by

through the trees about
eighty yards off.
These eagles had shown the

usual preference of large forest-nesting
birds for a tree set off slightly from

its

which might thus be better
protected from arboreal mammals.
Yet they make monkeys their principal food, and are able easily to kill
adult guenons with their powerful feet
and talons, the largest claw reaching a
length of 3% inches. When the young
eagle sat on abough, its most prominent
features were the enormous legs and the
long tail. The young bird of which photographs are shown was not fully grown,
hence the shorter tail. I did not see
the crest raised, but Lang tells me that
in the adults brought to him alive the
crest was erected so that there remained

fellows,
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a strong dip or gap in the middle, the
long

feathers

at

occiput standing

each

somewhat

Strangely enough,
positively the
laid

by the

side

number

the

of

higher.

of eggs usually

my

subjects of

In

tale.

South Africa it is said that there may
be as many as four. I am sure this is
not the case in the Congo, but whether
one or two is the usual brood still remains somewhat doubtful.
We do
know from a specimen in the British
Museum that the egg is dull white,
measuring close to three inches in
length and about two and one-eighth
in

when

Young

short diameter.

its

secured

lings,

nest-

by Lang, show that

hatched they are densely

first

clothed in pure-white, cottony down.

In South Africa, naturally enough,
Stephanoaetus coronatus preys largely

on small

antelopes;

and

it

seems

equally fitting that in the Congo forests
it

should be primarily a monkey-eater,

shown by our examinations of crop
and stomach in eight cases. Five of
the birds had been eating monkeys of
the genera Colobus ("guerezas") and
as

Lasiopyga (''guenons").

In four in-

bones showed that the
monkeys were immature, but one was a
stances

to be torn asunder
off in parts.

and then carried
Less than two months

my specimen, I received
another from a black hunter who had
surprised it with a dead monkey on the
ground. It flew up into a tree and was
after shooting

cannot state

I
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the

brought down with an arrow.
In the meantime my helper

had

Nekuma

settled the identity of the

weaver

He was sent

that nests near the aeries.

to look up another nest of the eagle
reported by natives near Avakubi, but

found

already abandoned.

it

It

was in

a high tree and near it there hung about
twenty weavers' nests whose owners
,

had not

left.

Specimens secured by
to be Malimhus ery-

Nekuma proved
throgaster,

a brilliant scarlet-and-black

species, of

which

had found a

I

single

weaving a new
nursery in a tree where there was already a nest of the great blue planpair the year before,

tain-eater (Corythaeola cristata)

Some

.

Medje I had
found nests of the same weaver in
trees unoccupied by any large bird,
four years earlier near

so they

when

seemed to

seize the protection

available, but

dependent upon it.
that another kind

were not wholly
It

of

may

be added

weaver

grasslands of the northern

in the

Congo

nests

is

near the homes of buzzards, vultures, or

not disdained, for the forelimb of a

marabou storks; along the Congo River
I found some also building under the

fully adult Lasiopyga.

Other prey

mongoose and the remains of two birds
were taken from the three remaining
eagles.
Mr. G. L. Bates in the
Cameroon has recorded the eating of a
hyrax (Procavia dorsalis) and an attack
upon Lasiopyga cephus.
The man who got my eagle down from
the tree related that once he had come
upon a crowned eagle on the ground
with a monkey it had slain. Setting a
trap he secured the bird

turned to

its kill.

when

There can be

it

re-

little

doubt that such large prey, captured in
is regularly borne to earth

the trees,

jealous eye of Gypohierax, a vulturine

bird of prey.

Not long ago

the Antwerp
and there saw an

I revisited

zoological gardens,

adult crowned eagle perched sedately
in its cage, surveying

My

me

with

its cruel

must have
quickened as I paid my respects to an
old and esteemed friend from the Congo
and I
it doubtless came from there
yellowish eyes.

pulse

—

—

longed to be standing again under Africa's
giant trees with
fixed

my

veteran binocular

on this notable bird

in its haunts.

Black ducks on one of the smaller ponds.

They

are descended from wild birds

Bird-hunting in Central Park
By

LUDLOW GRISCOM
Assistant Curator

without
FEW
would suppose
people

experience,

this

advice.

It

is,

indeed,

an ideal

that a park in the

place for a close study of migra,tion.

heart of a great city was an excel-

The reason is comparatively simple.
The greater number of our local birds
migrate at night. The electric Hghts

lent station for the study of birds during

the migration period. Bradford Torrey,
years ago, used to
friend

who

tell

the story of a

inquired of a distinguished

ornithologist

where he should go to

obtain a sight of certain rare warblers.

Much

to his surprise, the advice was,

New York,"
though an undistinguished friend had

of the city

these

have a certain fascination

little travelers,

known

for

just as lighthouses

and they fly
on foggy nights.
Secondly, the Park is a haven of refuge,
are well

lower,

to have,

particularly

''Go to Central Park,

a veritable oasis in a vast desert of

recommended precisely the
same place! The writer has visited the
Ramble in Central Park daily in spring
and fall during the past eighteen years
and can fully endorse the excellence of

hosts

already
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As day breaks, the tired
must alight to rest and eat. How
gloomy those individuals must feel who
city roofs.

Newark or
Hoboken beneath them by the dawn's
early light, and how inviting the lakes,
see nothing but the roofs of
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lawns, and verdure of the Park

seem

forced

by

fatigue

must

Many indeed are

in the distance.

to

almost

alight

instance, to those
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which migrate by

day, and their one desire

is to leave the
dust and noise of the city behind them

Washington Square has a
of birds, and a friend has
recorded more than thirty species in a
back yard on Tenth Street, which boasts
one sickly little tree, surrounded on all
sides by tall apartment houses. Anyone who stands on the bridge over the
lake in Central Park at daybreak on a
warm May morning will be able to

as rapidly as possible. As there are no
marshes or feeding grounds for water

appreciate for himself the force of this

noise of the

anywhere.

notable

list

Calls

attraction.

of

various

species

birds, these are of purely casual occur-

Similarly the absence of grassy

rence.
fields

and pastures deprives the park

any attraction for birds like meadow
and vesper sparrows, which con-

of

larks

summer

crowds, and the

breeding species are steadily decreasing.

now spend

can be heard showering out of the

Very few

unless a feeding station

As day breaks

lower,
visible,

it is

obvious

are flying lower and

that the birds

then
they become
dimly
less than a hundred feet over-

head, and finally they can be seen pitch-

indeed

are the birds which can endure the

blackness of the night in every quarter
of the sky.

Few

sequently are very rare.

enough

species

in

the

maintained,

fall

the winter

started early

is

and consistently

October the
ground is carefully raked over and the
shrubbery is trimmed to insure a good
growth the next season. But these
as

in

late

During the

operations inevitably destroy part of

next half hour the chorus of song gradu-

the food supply and eliminate shelter

ing into the nearest trees.

ally swells as the travelers find food
rest,

and the observer can

set

and

about

flight, and
which have arrived

recording the extent of the

the

new

species

from the south.

It also follows, paren-

having alighted,
there is no special inducement to move
on, as there is no suitable adjoining

thetically, that once

The

territory to go to.

smaller birds

at least are caught until nightfall at the
earliest, or until

tion inspires

lap

the instinct of migra-

them

to proceed another

on the return journey to

breeding grounds.

It frequently

uncommon

Park does

so that the

Park has no
But the

offer a suitable habitat to the

great majority of woodland

and thicket-

loving species which migrate

by

night,

and they are as common, or even more
common, than anywhere in the .vicinity
of the city.

Some

figures

Fifty years ago,

might be

species nested

winter.

all

hap-

nested
winter.

and

of interest.

when the park was on

the outskirts of the

their

pens, therefore, that individuals of rare
or

and cover,

attractions as a winter resort.

city,

nearly sixty

and many were common

In 1908, eighteen species
twenty-two spent the

Last year, but eight species,

species will remain for

nested and a very few individuals of

and give

three native species spent the winter.

several days, or even a week,

to

This decrease was inevitable and was to

cement a chance acquaintance.
It must not be supposed, however,
that Central Park is an Eden for all

have been expected, though bird lovers

the

student

a

real

opportunity

the species of birds in the

City region.

The

New York

causes which attract

night-flying birds do

not apply, for

regret the disappearance of the cardinal

and miss the
which used to
snatch peanuts from between their lips

and warbling
friendly

vireo,

chickadees

in the winter time.

The

regular tran-

Photugraphtil by

Edmund

0.

Hovey

THE LAKE FROM THE RAMBLE
Swallows skim over

its surface,

the kingfisher watches in the overhanging trees, and

the Avater-thrush trips along the bank
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have not been affected,
visit from April 1
to May 30, and from August 10 to the
end of October is certain to repay the
sient species

however, and a daily

The average

student.

list

for such a
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and a few are beyond the
bounds of reasonable hope in May.
During the past eighteen years, the
spring,

has seen 160 out of the 191

writer

species recorded since 1875.

How

about 110 species per
of this article will be

the country outside the city limits?

found a list of all the birds recorded
from the Park, divided into two cate-

They are, of course, very much lower.
If Sunday and hohday trips are intel-

series of visits is

At the end

year.

gories, (a) those of

more

or less regular

do these figures compare with

Hgently planned,

quite possible to

it is

normal occurrence (116), and (b)
those of very rare or casual occurrence
What usually happens is that
(75).

see 225 species in a year in this vicinity,

some

May-day

or

of the species belonging in

are missed in

any given

year,

list

a

and these

are compensated for to a certain extent

by two or three

May

list h.

the

is

species belonging in

maximum number

individuals

is

when

the star month,

of species

There

present.

and

always

is

the possibility that a great ''wave"
of migrants will arrive overnight with

favorable weather conditions.

Such an

May

10, 1922,

and I have seen 280 species in
same eighteen-year period.
will

list

and a good day

all,

in the

A

good

exceed 100 species

in fall will yield

species or better.

Why

then,

it

70

may

be asked, go to Central Park, where the
variety

so small

is

and the number of
The main

species so relatively few.

answer has already been given. More
of the rarer transients will be found in
Central Park during May than anywhere else. There is another purely

species at least can usually be counted

The average dweller
Manhattan can only look for birds
in the country on Sundays, and on
week days it is Central Park or nothing.
When we consider that only one or two

Con-

individuals of the rarer species will

in the

occur a season, the chances against

occasion took place on

when 66

species

were

individuals

Ramble.
on, one or

and thousands

This

is

observed

in

the

the record, but

fifty

two days each season.
somewhat different

ditions are
fall,

of in-

when the migration

is

protracted

practical reason.
in

their

being

obliging

Sunday
These two

enough to be

over a far longer period, and the birds

present on a

are at least seven

move south in a more leisurely manner.
The record list in fall is only 52 species
on October 4, 1907, when a sudden cold

to one.

factors

snap, after a mild September, forced

mornings a week.

many

Park the best place

laggards to rush south pell-mell.

Indeed,

it is

exceptional to record

more

of

visiting

region

is

the

Ramble at least six
Next to Central
for warblers in this

Englewood, where

I

than 40 species in any one day. When
we consider the absence of song and the
change to a more obscure plumage, it is

going every Sunday during

small wonder that the average bird

years,

lover

is

discouraged, and the

observers

in

absent in

fall.

May

is

swarm

of

conspicuously

Nevertheless, at least

twenty-five of the rarer species are far

more

likely to be seen in fall

than in

combined

demonstrate excellently the advisability

after year.

I

have been

May, year
have seen the Cape May

warbler there only six times in twelve

and the mourning warbler never.

In Central Park during the same period
I

have seen the Cape

May warbler more

than twenty times, and the mourning
warbler twice. But it is a general law
of

life

that

it is

almost impossible to get
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A splendid

covert for warblers, thrushes, and sparrows.

The swans

are a domesticated

European variety

something for nothing.

treasures with less confusion

warblers in Central Park

The next stage in progress is
marked by the desire to wander farther

Hunting rare
is no excepHe who, yawning

tion to this rule.

Ramble

afield

two or three times before breakfast
some May, expecting to see all the

many

portentously, lurches into the

rare transients, will be very rapidly

and completely undeceived. The prizes
come only to the energetic and the
persistent, and what is fairly earned is
the more thoroughly enjoyed.
Bird lovers

may

be divided roughly

undertaken
with the main hope of seeing some new

trips to special places are

rarity, or obtaining a large

stage

is

perience,

and must be passed before

capable of contributing to local orni-

seeing a

when

species

also greatly reduced.

the

number

of possible

With a

This

the amateur ornithologist really becomes

large lists palls,

reduced,

list.

a necessary and valuable ex-

difficulties of identification

are greatly

fewer,

and gain an acquaintance with as
species as possible, and field

The beginner, to
whom all species are new and strange, is
advised to begin in Central Park. The
into three classes.

and

errors.

thology.

The Park has little appeal for
But when the making of

such people.

new

and the chances of
have be-

species locally

come exceedingly remote, the oppor-

hundred species learned the country

Park as a station for
studying that most fascinating phenom-

outside will yield

enon, the migration of

is

its

greater wealth of

tunities of the

bird'^. is

urged
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upon those

desiring to

make some-

thing constructive out of their hobby.
Every individual bird can be deter-

mined with certainty as a transient, or can
be definitely

known not to be one, some-

thing which

is

utterly impossible in the

country, where there are large numbers
of

permanent, summer, or winter

dents to obscure the issue.

resi-

Conse-

quently the migration periods of species
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There are lean years hke 1924, and
very good years hke May, 1925, when
birds were present almost daily in
unusual variety and abundance. There

when almost nothing can
be found, and good days, when the
Ramble is crowded with multitudes.
are lean days

We

have never yet learned how to
predict a big flight with absolute certainty. They fail to materahze when

which nest in this vicinity or which are
found throughout the year can be
determined with more certainty in the

the weather conditions seem just right,
or they arrive quite unexpectedly. One

Park.

rarer

But there is also an element of sport
and enjoyment which no account of

Once

in a great while there are the red-

letter

days when some bird of extra-

bird-hunting in a

After

omit.

all,

city

park should

the satisfaction to be

derived from a given course of action

is

directly in proportion to the expecta-

tion preceding

it.

It is possible to see

one hundred species in a day in winter
in southern California, and it is pracimpossible to see more than

tically

forty in the vicinity of

Yet

I

New

York.

never heard of a local bird lover

who abandoned his

observations during

the winter on the ground that bird

life

was comparatively meager, or who
failed to
species.

be delighted at seeing thirty
His expectations were reason-

able and controlled by the known facts.
The same philosophy can be applied to

advantage in Central Park, and many
delightful week-day hours each spring
and fall are shared by a band of fellow
enthusiasts and friendly rivals. We are
as pleased with fifty species in the
Ramble as we would be with one hundred in the country. There the crow is
utterly despised and ignored here it is
a rare visitor to be greeted with enthusiasm. The morning hours are as
;

cool,

the songs are just as sweet.

And
what

is

then one can never

tell

going to happen next.

spring or

fall

exactly

No two

seasons are exactly alike.

can never

just

tell

species

ordinary rarity

which ones of the
or when.

appear,

will

is

detected.

I

well

remember the glowing orange prothonotary warbler which was detected
on the ''Point" in the lake on May 3,
1908, a wanderer from the cypress
swamps of the south. It remained a
whole week, sang freely and was absurdly tame, so that

it could literally
be surrounded by enthusiastic nafure
study classes, without turning a hair,

more correctly, ruffling a feather.
Quite a number of people began to
study birds, thanks to the general
or

atmosphere

of

excitement over this

warbler.
it may seem for so small
nobody ever saw all the species
present in the Ramble on any one day,
when birds were at all common. The

Surprising as

an

area,

among others, has made repeated and earnest endeavors, but has
never succeeded. One pair of eyes canwriter,

not hope to equal the combined results
of ten or twenty other pairs, as keen or

even keener.

The

following incident

is

a generalized picture of this state of
affairs.

Ramble

I

have spent two hours

in the

before breakfast entirely alone,

and have had a very successful mornSeveral new species have arrived
over night and one or two rarities have

ing.
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my glasses. I return at noon
knowing that a group of sharp-eyed
friends have spent the entire morning
in the Ramble, and I wish to check up
on the extent of the flight. We meet
and compare notes. I find that they
have not seen one or two of my best

fallen to

discoveries.

I

listen

with a certain

birds,

and more particularly respecting

his relations

who
It

with his fellow

makes me happy

to report that in

we have gradually
become more sane and normal, and we

the last twenty years

now almost like ordinary people.
Nowadays everybody understands*^

are

discreditable satisfaction to their yelps

what the bird hunter

of disappointment, but the situation

tolerant, or

immediately reversed, as they
so long a string of species, that

is

reel off

it

seems

almost incredible that anyone really
interested could have overlooked all
of them.

Sometimes we scatter

in a

frantic search for the species missing

on

our respective lists. Again, if nothing
of special note has been reported, we

is

about, and

is

even sympathetic. People
will now often stop and ask intelligent
questions, or they will try and see the
bird for themselves, and even the Park
policeman is becoming an enthusiast,
the hours on his beat passing more
pleasantly than before.
So I can the more cheerfully recom-

mend

pleasant and instructive hours of

combine forces and go around together.
This nearly aways results in the discovery of a third group of species, which
nobody had seen previously.
I cannot forbear to say a few words in
closing about the bird hunter, in rela-

fresh air to city dwellers.

tion to his environment, as well as the

constructive scientific value.

fly,

citizens,

use the Park for other purposes.

Doctors are

now advising overworked and nervously
fatigued

patients

Central Park.

and with a

study birds

to

It is

little skill

the time spent on

it

in

a healthy hobby,

and experience,
can be made of

The

lists

Canada geese on the Park lake. They are domesticated birds but perfectly able to
numerous reports of wild geese alighting in the Park. Real wild geese are

resulting in

seen about once in ten years flying over at a great height

BIRD-HUNTING IN CENTRAL PARK
end of

at the

this article give a

good

idea of the possibilities as regards the
variety of species. With modifications

depending upon the size of the Park and
the extent to which its grounds imitate
the country, these

lists

apply

fairly well

any park in the northeastern states.
The more general reasons for the excellence of a park as an aviary for migrato

tory birds hold true for every city in

United

the

The reader is
make the experi-

States.

cordially invited to

ment

— Species

of Regular or
Occurrence (116)

Pied-billed Grebe.
chiefly in April

—Rare on

Normal

and October.

—Common in winter on the
reservoirs.
Black Duck. —Descendants of wild birds are
resident on the lakes.
Green Heron. —^Uncommon, but regular in
May, August, and September.
Night Heron. Seen annually between

—

in

reservoirs in

in

and

early

late

fall.

—
throughout the
year on pigeon hunting excursions.
Pigeon Hawk. —Recorded almost every year
^A

possibility

in late April or early

May.

Sparrow Hawk.-—Found throughout the year.
Fish Hawk. Recorded almost every year,

—
May.
Screech Owl. — Several resident
Yellow-billed Cuckoo. — Once or twice a year
in
May or early
Black-biUed Cuckoo. —Once or twice a year
in
May or early
around the
Kingfisher. — Common
May and August.
sometimes
Hairy Woodpecker. —Rare
spending the winter.
Downy Woodpecker. —Permanent
Sapsucker. —^Uncommon in spring
chiefly in

pairs.

late

faU.

late

fall.

lakes,

chiefly in

in fall,

resident.

(April);

common

late

May and

—

—
—

Nighthawk. Common
on dead branches.

all

summer, roosting

—Common summer.
—Seen every year
May
Kingbird. —Seen every year in May and
August.
Crested Flycatcher. —Seen every year in
May and August.
Phoebe. — Common early spring and
OKve-sided Flycatcher. —Rare
May
and August.
Wood Pewee. —Regular in May and early
September; one or two pairs breed.
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher. —^Every year in
May and August.
Least Flycatcher. —Common
May and
August.
Blue Jay. —Uncommon in early May and
October.
Crow. —Occurs every year,
in late
April and August.
Fish Crow. —Occurs nearly every year,
in May and August.
Starhng. —Common permanent
Red-winged Blackbird. —Seen every year in
spring and
Baltimore
—Regular summer resident.
Rusty Blackbird. —Seen annually in April or
May, sometimes in October.
Purple Grackle. — Common summer
February to November.
Bronzed Grackle. —Occasional in early spring
or
House Sparrow. — Common permanent
*dent.
Purple Finch. —Uncommon in spring, com*
mon in
Goldfinch. — Common both spring and
Pine
—
May and
October.
Savannah Sparrow. —A few nearly every
spring and
White-crowned Sparrow. —Seen nearly every
May or October.
year
White-throated Sparrow. —Very common both
sometimes wintering.
spring and
April and
Chipping sparrow. —Regular
October.
Field sparrow. — Common both spring and
Junco. —Abundant on migration, sometimes
Swift.

all

Hummingbird.
and August.

in late

.

in

late fall.

late

chiefly

chiefly

fall.

—Rare May, August,
and September.
Spotted Sandpiper. —Common aroimd the
lakes and
May and August.
Sharp-shinned Hawk. —^Every year
spring

in

resident.

late

and October.

Solitary Sandpiper.

Duck Hawk.

—Rare

September.
Fhcker. Common summer resident.
Whippoorwill. Occasionally found in May.

in

the park lakes,

Herring Gull.

April

Red-headed Woodpecker.

in late

for himself.
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September and early October.

Oriole.

resident,

late

late fall.

resi-

fall.

fall.

Siskin.

Irregular, chiefly in

fall.

in

fall,

in

fall.

wintering.

.
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—

Song Sparrow. Common on migration;
sometimes nesting and wintering.

—Seen every year in May.
—Common both spring and

Lincoln's Sparrow.

Swamp

Sparrow.

fall.

—

Fox Sparrow. Usually common in early
spring and late fall.
Towhee. Very common, spring and fall.
Rose-breasted Grosbeak. Common in May,

—

rare in

—

May, rare
—Regular
in
Scarlet Tanager. — Common every spring and
Barn Swallow. — Common both spring and
Tree Swallow. — Seen every spring; common
August.
Bank Swallow. —Seen nearly every year May.
spring, often
Cedar Waxwing. — Irregular
common
Red-eyed Vireo. —A few pairs nest; common
May and September.
on migration
Yellow-throated Vireo. —About one a year in
May.
Solitary Vireo. — Common both spring and
White-eyed Vireo. —Uncommon in May.
Black and White Warbler. —Abundant
May, August and September.
Worm-eating Warbler. —Seen almost every
May and August.
year
May,
Blue-winged Warbler. —Uncommon
common August.
Golden-winged Warbler. —Rare in May and
August.
May and
Nashville Warbler. — Common
September.
in
May;
Warbler. —Irregular
Tennessee
August and September.
common
Parula Warbler. —Abundant in May, common
in
May,
Cape May Warbler. —Seen annually
August and September in varying numbers.
Yellow Warbler. — Common in May and
August, a pair usually nesting.
Warbler. — Common
Blue
Black-throated
both spring and
Myrtle Warbler. — Abundant both spring
and
Magnolia Warbler. —Very common is May,
common in early
May
Chestnut-sided Warbler. — Common
and early September.
Bay-breasted Warbler. — Common in
May and August.
May, abunBlackpoU Warbler. — Common
in late

fall.

faU.

fall.

in

in

in

fall.

in

fall.

in

!

in

in

in

fall.

in

fall.

fall.

fall.

in

late

in

dant in

uncommon

in early

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

Indigo Bunting.

in

—Common in May,
Black-throated Green Warbler. — Abundant in
May, common in
Pine Warbler. — Common in April; very rare
in
Palm Warblei'. — Rare in spring, regular in
Yellow Palm Warbler. — Common both spring
and
Prairie Warbler. — Common in
May and
September.
Ovenbird. —Abundant in May, rare in
Water Thrush. —Common in May, August
and September.
Louisiana Water-thrush. —Rare both spring
and
Mourning Warbler. —Rare in May and
August.
Maryland Yellow Throat. —Abundant both
spring and
Yellow-breasted Chat. — Seen every year in
May; very rare in
Hooded Warbler. —Uncommon in May and
August.
Wilson's Warbler. — Common in late May,
rare in
Canadian Warbler. —Very common in May,
August and September.
Redstart. —Abundant both spring and
Catbird. —Very common both spring and faU.
Brown Thrasher. —Very common both spring
and
House Wren. — Seen every spring in late April
and May; rare in
Winter Wren. — Rare in May and October.
Brown Creeper. — Common both spring and
White-breasted Nuthatch. —Uncommon in
rare in spring.
Red-breasted Nuthatch. —Irregularly comrare in spring.
mon in
Chickadee. —Uncommon in October, sometimes wintering.
Golden-crowned Kinglet. —Uncommon in
April, common in October.
Ruby-crowned Kinglet. —Very common both
spring and
Gnatcatcher. —Rare in spring, very rare in
Wood Thrush. — Seen annually in May, and
sometimes in
Veery. —Fairly common in May, rare in
Gray-cheeked Thrush. —Common in May
and September.
Olive-backed Thrush. —Very common in
Blackburnian Warbler.

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall,

fall,

fall.

fall.

fall.

fall.

May and

September.
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Hermit-thrush.

—Common

in April, early

May

and October.
Robin.

— Common summer resident.
—Uncommon in early spring

Bluebird.

— Species

of

Broad-winged

and

Very Rare or Casual

Occurrence (75)

—Casual on the reservoir;
Grebe. — Casual on the reservoir;

Holboells's Grebe.
twice.

Horned

three times.

—Occasionally noted flying over; once
on the
Iceland Gull. —Once on the reservoir
winter.
Great Black-backed Gull. — Once on the
reservoir
winter.
Laughing Gull. — Casual on the reservoir
summier.
Common Tern. — Once
summer.
American Merganser. —Four winter records on
the
Red-breasted Merganser. —Twice on the
April and October.
Hooded Merganser. — Once in
November.
Green-winged Teal. — Once
Wood Duck. —Formerly rare in spring and
only one record in the
ten years.
Redhead. — Casual; once.
Scaup Duck. — Casual; twice.
Ruddy Duck. — Casual; twice.
Canada Goose. —Tame birds are resident;
Loon.

reservoir.

in

in

in

late

in late

reservoir.

reservoir,

late

in fall.

last

fall;

wild birds on migration are seen flying over
in spring;
—
records.
Great Blue Heron. — Casual; three times.
Coot. —Once many years ago.
the
Woodcock. —Now casual; three times
twenty-five years.
Least Sandpiper. —Once in May.
Greater Yellowlegs. —Twice.
Killdeer. — Once many years ago.
Bob-white. —Formerly resident; long since
extirpated.
long
Ruffed Grouse. —Formerly resident;
since extirpated.
Mourning Dove. —Very rare on migration.
Turkey Vulture. —Once.
twenty
Marsh Hawk. — Casual; no record
years.
times
Cooper's Hawk. —Very
past eighteen years.
Red-tailed Hawk. —Casual, no recent records.
five

in

last

in

five

—Casual,

no recent

Hawk.—Very

rare,

only once

in past twelve years.

—
—
—
—
ago.
Saw-whet Owl. —Three times
winter.
Snowy Owl. — Once
winter.
Red-bellied Woodpecker. —Once.

Rough-legged Hawk. Once.
Bald Eagle. Twice.
Long-eared Owl. Foui- times in winter.
Barred Owl. Formerly resident; extirpated
3'ears

in

in

Acadian

Flycatcher.—Rarely

identified

in

spring.

Alder Flycatcher.— Rarely identified in spring.
Bobohnk. Very rare in May and August.
Cowbird. Very rare in April and October.
Meadowlark. Casual.
Orchard Oriole. Very rare in May.

—
—

—
—
Pine Grosbeak. —Two winter records.
American
—Very rare and erratic
White-winged
—Twice in winter.
Redpoll. —Very rare and irregular in winter.
Snowflake. —Twice
winter.
Vesper Sparrow. — Casual;
twice in
twenty years.
Grasshopper Sparrow. —Once.
Seaside Sparrow. — Once.
Tree Sparrow. —Very rare in winter.
Cardinal. —Formerly resident, now
Crossbill.

visitant.

Crossbill.

in

last

extir-

pated.

—

Once.
Purple Martin. Only five records.
Cliff Swallow.
About once in five years in
Dickcissel.-

—
—

May.

about once every ten years.
American Bittern. Very rare

rare;

Hawk.

records.

late fall.

B.
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in

—
—
—
Philadelphia Vireo. —^Twice in September.
Warbling Vireo. —Now very rare in May.
Prothonotary Warbler. —Three records in
spring.
Orange-crowned Warbler. —Once
September.
Cerulean Warbler. —Once in May, once in
September.
Yellow-throated Warbler. — Once
spring.
Kentucky Warbler. —Very rare
May.
Connecticut Warbler. —Twice
Maj^; four
times
September.
—Casual on migration; four records.
times.
Mockingbird. — Casual;
Carolina Wren. —Rare and irregular
Long-billedMarsh Wren. —Three times May,
May.
Tufted Titmouse. —Once
Rough-winged Swallow. Once.
Northern Shrike. Very rare in winter.
Migrant Shrike. Once.

in

in

in

in

in

Pipit.

five

visitant.

in

in

The European

Starling as an
By

frank

American Citizen

chapman

M.

Ciirator

THE

being

European
in

thje

It

honor

birthplace of the

starlings to be

country.
lease

doubtful

the

may

Museum

American

claim

was soon

of

first

born in this

after their re-

Central Park in

1890 that

William Richardson, then of the department of taxidermy, found a
starling's nest under the eaves at the
northeast corner of the north wing.
Since that date, the Museum has
extended its area from Columbus
Avenue to the park, but in the same
period the starling has extended its
range, locally, from Montreal to Florida
and Ohio. The one hundred birds freed
in 1890 and 1891 now have millions of
descendants. The starling has come to
Nature has accorded him his
stay.
"papers" and he exercises all the
privileges of citizenship.

both the
sparrow were
introduced into New York City by the
same person. Impressed by the abunIt is a singular thing that

starling

and

English

dance of birds in England and by what
he believed to be their comparative
scarcity

in

this

country,

Eugene

determined to make good

Schieffelin

bullfinches, skylarks, nightingales,
finally the starling.
last

of

his

Only the

attempts

to

first

and
and

transplant

European birds to our shores were
successful and in them he took no small
amount of pride. Often, after the release of the starlings, he came to the
bird department to ask whether an,y
had been seen recently, and he was
particularly pleased

when he learned

that a pair had nested in the building.

These

observations,

made imme-

diately following the introduction of

the starling,

country was

when
still

its

future in this

uncertain, recall the

experiences of an earlier generation of
ornithologists who, with equal interest,

reported seeing English sparrows!

I

quote from the annals of the New
York Lyceum for 1867, page 287,
where George N. Lawrence wrote:
This familiar European species has been
New York, and

successfully introduced in
colonies

have been established at several

distant points, where they could have been

seen during the past winter.

After the ex-

treme cold of last January (1866), when the
thermometer marked ten degrees below zero,
I noticed

them

in their usual quarters, appar-

In Jersey City, also, they
I first observed them in
A friend, conversant
the spring of 1865.
with our local native birds, informed me that
he had seen a species in the shrubbery aroimd
the church on the corner of 5th avenue and
29th street, with which he was not familiar;
on going to ascertain what they were, to my
surprise I found them to be house sparrows;
ently imharmed.

are quite numerous.

the deficiency.
Inspired

by the highest motives, he

might, under proper direction, have

become the father of bird conservation
America and have saved for us
species we shall never see in life again.
But like many another pioneer re-

in

former, he blazed a false
ing

trail.

Organiz-

and incorporating at Albany a

society for the importation of foreign

birds into

New York State,

he followed

the introduction of the house sparrow

with that of song thrushes, chaffinches,
480

they were domiciled in the ivy which grew on
the walls of the church, and were quite gentle

and

fearless,

some

alighting in the street

and

dusting themselves qmte near to where I
I afterwards learned from our assostood.
ciate, Mr. Eugene SchieffeUn, that he had
been looking after them with much interest;
in fact he is entitled to the credit, in a great

STARLING
(Courtesy National Association of

Audubon

Societies)
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measure, for this important acquisition to
city.
In 1860, and for three years thereafter, he yearly set free five or six pairs, mostly

our

the neighborhood of Madison Square;
seven pairs were let out in the Central Park
by the Commissioners, in 1864.
in

After becoming thoroughly established in the

upper part

of

New York

City, the starhng began the

campaign
which is

for the acquisition of territory

in progress. Following shore lines it
spread north, east, and south, and withstill

in ten years appeared at Ossining,

New

Haven, and Bayonne. Another ten
years saw it near Providence and
Philadelphia and in 1920 it was known
from Maine to Virginia.
Having colonized the coastal region,
like other emigrants from over seas, it
began to penetrate the interior. It
reached Ithaca,

New

York, in 1916,

and the same year was found at West
first known appearance of the species west of the

Lafayette, Ohio, the

Alleghenies.^

The

Plains,

the Rockies,

and the

Sierras will probably prove obstacles

no doubt
surmount them and sooner or

in the starling's course, but

he

will

later establish himself

throughout the

greater part of the country.

During the thirty odd years
starlings' residence in

of the

America, none of

our native land birds has appreciably
increased in numbers.

How,

then, has

Breeding range of the European starling in eastern
North America. Areas successively covered in twoyear periods shown by alternating broken and continlines. Spots outside the 1922 line indicate isolated
records, mainly in winter. From Dept. Circular 336.

uous

the starling, starting from a few pairs,

U.

become more abundant than many of
them? In attempting to answer this
question we discover some of the

home

comparative
In the first
abundance of species.
place, it is evident that the starling has
filled a place (technically, an ''ecollogical niche") not occupied by a

factors

governing

native species.

the

Without

in

any way

'See "Spread of the European starling in North
America" by May Thacher Cooke, Department Circular 336, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C. 1925.

S.

Dept. Agr.

disparaging the American
for birds, indeed

Museum as a

we always

come them, what American
its

own

resources

in

wel-

bird, left to

Central Park,

would have reared a family under our
eaves? The European house sparrow
(which we insist on miscalling the
''English" sparrow) could and does,
and like the starling it has succeeded.
It is this ability to adapt themselves to
circumstances

which, primarily, has
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we now ask (if to
we have not already
"Are they desirable?" So

enabled these aliens to survive and

entry to our ports,

flourish in America.

our

sparrow,

the

Again, like the

starling

hardy and

is

This means that he

non-migratory.

can withstand wide climatic variations
and, in default of an inherited habit
which would lead him over routes followed by our birds, that he runs no

some

risk of flying out to sea, or to

other place whence he might never
It is true

return.

the

after

nesting

movements

are largely governed

other hole-nesting species, for a home,
flrst

to arrive

and the

nine-points of possession are usually in

Moreover, he

his favor.

is

pugnacious

and not averse to asserting
Also, he

is prolific,

two broods,

his rights.

raising, as

protective character of the

which have as yet been made.

percentage

-large

only limited territory

when

The

Need

of

nesting

is

presumably responsible

by Edward Howe

these,

first of

logical Survey,

for

the

was published by the

State of Massachusetts in 1915;^

Kalmbach and

the

N.
was published by* the
Biological Survey in 1921 ;2 I quote here
from the latter. The conclusions therein
presented are based on the work of Forsecond, by E. R.

I.

Gabrielson,

bush as well as on much original research
including the anatysis of the contents
of

2466 "well-filled" stomachs and de-

tailed observations of the bird in nature.

The

nest-site

doubtless reach maturity.

also

rule,

ability of the parents,

comparatively

a

a

of which, because of the

and defensive

tive study of the starling's food habits

sachusetts, cooperating with the Bio-

flickers, or bluebirds, or

generally

thank American econommost exhaus-

ornithologists for the

by a

him far from his nesting place.
When, therefore, he does have to

is

for we have to
ic

concerned the

is

Forbush, State Ornithologist of Mas-

carry

he

word.

is

not to be answered in a
It can, however, be answered

question

his

but

search for food and, probably do not

compete with

learned),

far as the starling

he wanders about
season,

sorrow,

starling

is

here considered under

three counts: (1)

food habits,

its

(2) its

relation to other species, (3) its direct
relation to

great

The study

man.

starling's food

of the

has been conducted with

thoroughness

and the

results

In some birds

reached doubtless adequately express

is so highly developed
during the season of reproduction that
they will not permit another pair of

the bird's economic status at this period

starling's rapid increase.

sexual jealousy

their

But,

own
I

species to nest near them.

have recently heard

of five pairs

of starlings nesting simultaneously in

the hollow limbs of a single willow tree.

Add

to

these

orousness

in

have some

of

various traits, omnivfeeding habits, and

the reasons

starling has multiplied

why

we
the

and spread.

Having with thoughtless

hospitality

accorded the starling, house sparrow,

San Jose

scale,

They

its American history.
summaiized as follows:

of

As an
insects,

effective

destroyer

of

are

terrestrial

including such pests as cutworms,

grasshoppers, and weevils, the starling has

few equals among the bird population of the
northeastern United States.
The most serious objection to the starling
f'
on economic grounds arises from its destruction of cherries.

When

its

work

with that of the robin, which
structive

and much

less

is

combined

is

fully as de-

easily

frightened,

the chances for a successful crop of cherries,
especially of early varieties, are poor.

gypsy moth, and other

pests, including certain

members

of the

genus Homo, free and unchallenged

'Circular No. 45, State Board of Agriculture, Boston.
8vo. 23/pages.
8vo.
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
2Bull. No. 868.
67 pp.
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The

starling's

work on apples
and to

largely to isolated trees

is

confined

small,

old

Late varieties suffer more than

orchards.

those which mature at a time

stm a great abundance

when

there

is

of wild black cherries

In the aggregate the apple damage
not great and is practically absent in young,
Injury to
well kept, productive orchards.
peaches and pears is negligible, and the

The decidedly

results.
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character

beneficial

of the food habits of one, two, or

sometimes
three broods of nestUngs, numbering 4 to 6
to the nest, adds materially to the favorable
economic status of the species.

available.
is

damage

to grapes

small arbors

very

—the

is

The

starling's

American birds

is

competition

with

largely restricted to

those that nest in holes and similar

at present confined to

large vineyards suffering

sites.

bird

little

This includes chiefly the blue-

and

flicker.

The former

is

no

Chart of food of 2157 adult starlings, showing the varying quantities of the principal items from month
to month, and the relative monthly average of each item. From Bulletin 868, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture

In the small city or suburban garden the
starling's fondness for green stuff in spring

and

early

summer has been

the cause of some

complaint, but in large truck-crop sections
where the bulk of such produce is raised, the

aggregate loss is trivial.
An idea of the economic significance of the

food habits is gained by comparison
with the food habits of certain well-known
native birds, with some of which it frequently
A thorough consideration of the
associates.
evidence at hand indicates that, based on
food habits, the adult starling is the economic

starling's

superior of the robin, catbird, flicker, redwinged blackbird, or grackle. It is primarily

—

less than
a feeder on insects and wild fruit
6 per cent of its yearly food being secured
from cultivated crops. What damage it does

infhct

is

due not so much to the character

of

food habits as to the fact that the flocking
habit has allowed some minor trait to be

its

emphasized to a point where

local

damage

match for the relentlessly
alien and even the flicker's

persistent
larger size

does not always prevail against the
starling's aggressive tenacity.

Conflict

over

the

food

"

supply

is

summer, but serious in the
autumn and winter. For example, a
dogwood bearing a crop of berries
negligible in

sufficient to

supply a group of gentle-

mannered hermit thrushes with food
for a fortnight will be stripped by a
flock of starlings in a day. As a result,
the thrushes continue their migration
southward to winter beyond the present

range of the starhng. But it is apparently only a question of time when the
starhng will be abundant in winter at
least

throughout the Gulf States where
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claim no small part of the food

heavily handicapped.

In

starling

is

supply of our native species.

the

place he

There are times when the starling
makes such strong demands upon our

whatever we ourselves

hospitality that even its friends resent

flower or on the Mauretania, there can

during the late

be no doubt that our birds are Ameri-

it will

presence.

This

summer and

early

its

is

autumn when the
birds select some city

vast flocks of

first

may be, whether

our forbears came over in the

cans.

As such they

are not only the

When, in early March, a
moving nebulous blur resolves itself
vironment.

may number many thousands. To the

birds than the Spirit of Spring.

ornithologist such gatherings possess

the hurrying

great interest, but the tired business

troupe of

into a flock of redwings, they are less

But if
smudge becomes a passing
starlings, we regard it with

man, who has come home to sleep, not
to study avian communism, sees in them
only a source of noise and filth, and
spares no effort to induce the birds to

voice the dreaminess of a

move elsewhere.

day,

he finds it difficult to convince them
that they are not welcome. The usages

murder

May-

products but expressions of their en-

park or village lawn as a roosting place.
Grackles, robins, and martins are often
associated with them and the whole

Frequently, however,

Now

a foreigner.

is

disappointment

or

indifference.

It

has no seasonal significance.

So the notes of the wood pewee

—uttered by the

a mimetic travesty.
is

only the chosen few

mid-summer

starling,

they are

But, after

all, it

who cherish these

of

intimate associations with nature that

even the most undesirable guest, and in

resent the starling's violations of them.

of

forbid the

civilization

default

firearms,

of

have been

effectively

Roman

candles

employed.

Dis-

charged into trees laden with sleeping
birds, they create consternation without
fatalities

and

finally

make

it

plain to

the feathered throng that, while

may

we

encourage their cooperation in

our gardens we can dispense with them
after nightfall.

But the

of the starling

with

beyond

it's

roosting

direct contact

man

extends far

habits.

other relations, however, belong

These

among

those ''imponderables" which science

To by far the greater number of those
who notice him at all, a starling he will
be and nothing more.
Considered, therefore, merely as a
bird, the starling has much to recommend him. He is trim in form and

His summer dress
sheen has
claims to real beauty, and the change of
plumage which gives him a polka-dot
costume in winter increases our interest

attractive in color.

black

of

with iridescent

in his appearance.

As a member

of the small

group of

can neither weigh nor measure. They
have to do with the personality of the
starling, with its standing as a citizen

walkers, (as opposed to hoppers)

and as a neighbor.

his rapid steps as

When a stranger enters an established
community, he

is

bound, more or

less,

to disturb existing conditions, and the

extent and nature of the local reaction
to

this

disturbance

determines

his

community status.
Viewed from this standpoint the

among

perching birds, he has further claims to
distinction. We follow with approval

way
and

he zigzags his busy

across the lawn, probing to right
left in his stride.

have often thought that if the
house sparrow could sing, he would
have attained a popularity he can
never hope to achieve so great is the
power of a pleasing voice. While the
I

—

a
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starling

may

songster,

at

not claim high rank as a
least he has a pleasing
long

human-like

in flocks, while the parents produce a

note

characteristic

drawn,

cheerful

and

in quality

a

is

whistle,

His

the starling's

is

musical soliloquy which, with fluttering
wings, he delivers, from a

more

or less

heard it on one
occasion from a thatched roof beneath
exposed position.

I

which I had slept when every straw
seemed vocal, each in its own way. It
is a curious melange of chuckles, guttural gurgles, and low whistles, often
interspersed

with

imitations

of

the

notes of other birds.
It is said that

more than twenty

of

our birds are mimicked by the starling,

but

I

sometimes wonder whether some

these

of

alleged

imitations

really resemblances
ling's

are

between the

not
star-

natural notes and those of the

American bird they
difficult, for

I find it

recall.

example, to believe that

the starling whistle, which

ably like the

call of

is

so remark-

wood pewee

the

has in truth been acquired from that
It is

bird.

heard so frequently at such

widely separated places, and in
ties

not frequented by

for food

second family.

easily imitated.

Less often heard

appeal to their long-suffering parents

and still more food.
As soon as they have learned to feed
themselves the young begin to gather

voice and a wide variety of notes.

most
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locali-

wood pewees

This appears late in

June or early July, and when it, too,
has been weaned, both young and old
join the flocks of the first-born, forming
those tremendous gatherings, the aerial
evolutions of which constitute the chief
claim of the starling to a place in the
birds Hall of

Fame.

Seen in the spring, we should associate these remarkable activites with

some function

of the mating season.
Occuring in the autumn, not even a

latter-day novelist could
attribute to

A

them a sexual

thousand,

five

successfully
significance.

thousand,

ten

thousand birds mount to the sky, animated by one impulse, the flock becomes a ball symmetrical as a globe
in outline; suddenly, with no suggestion of disorder, it lengthens to an
ellipse which a moment later, narrowing
in the middle and concentrating at the
ends, simulates a dumb-bell in form.
Again a change, and a dusky snake undulates across the heavens only to
telescope on itself and become a ball

—

if it has been learned in America,
one must almost believe that it is now

again.

an inherited part

of the bird's reper-

with marvelous precision. The thousands of birds act as one individual.

the notes of adult starlings

There appears to be no leader; no
word of command. How can we explain the community of feeling which
controls them? It is a dance in the
clouds to the music of the winds,
pure expression of a joie de vivre, whiph
raises the industrious plodder of our
lawns to an ethereal realm where
nationalities are unknown and the

that,

toire.

But

if

have merit, the voice

of

young

lings uttering their food call

is

star-

exceed-

ingly disagreeable, harsh, rasping, and
insistent;

tion

inspired

by no higher emo-

than that which

arises

from an

apparently unfillable stomach, it rends
Nesting among

the air with discord.

the earliest of our passerine birds, the
young of the first brood take wing

about

May

15,

and with

ceaseless cries

All these

movements

are performed

—

glorious heritage of flight
sal

emblem

of bird hfe.

is

the univer-

Underwood

The

&

Underwood

Hyde Park Sanctuary
Memory of W. H. Hudson

Epstein Panel in the

Dedicated

to the

erecting a memorial intended to symbol-

Notes and News, the organ of the Royal

INize the work of one whom we would honor,

Society for the Protection of Birds, an organi-

it is

eminently

fitting that, theoretically

at least, the designs under consideration

should be submitted to the memorialized. It
is difficult to believe that those responsible for

Mr. Epstein's contribution to the Hudson
bird sanctuary can have followed this plan.

One can imagine Hudson's

sensitive nature

recoiUng from Epstein's strange concept as he

would shrink from the publicity which

it

has

aroused.

Bernard

Shaw has

expressed

vigorous

approval of this tablet, but he seems as much
out of place here as a critic as Epstein does in
the role of sculptor.

Rather should we seek

the opinion of Hudson's friends

who have an

understanding sj^mpathy with his work, and
this

we

find in the

the current issue
486

appended quotation from
(Vol. XI, No. 6) of Bird

zation with which

Hudson had the

closest

association.

"Round the merits and demerits of MrEpstein's characteristic panel controversy has
raged. The real point, however, is not concerned with Epstein at all, but with the
question of an appropriate memorial to
Hudson. And the one thing certain is that in
order to consider its claims as Art, it is necessary to put away every thought of the man it
commemorates and every recollection of the
elusive and mysterious maiden of his imaginain
figure
and
'singularly
delicate
tion
features,' 'small and slender,' 'with delicately

—

shaped little hands and feet'; 'nimbus of misty
hair and silky robe' so monstrously associated
with the figure carved on this Portland stone.
Dissociate it from 'Rima' and from W. H.
Hudson; regard it only as a representative

—

production

of

Epstein's

peculiar

and artistic controversy as to
and merits might be left to work

its

genius;

meaning

itself

out."

ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL BIRD FOUNTAIN
Bessie Potter Vonnoh, whose design expresses the child's love of birds as symbolic
This fountain, the gift of hundreds of Mr.
of the ideal relations between birds and man.
Roosevelt's friends and admirers, will be placed by the National Association of Audubon

By

Societies in the Roosevelt Bird Sanctuary at Oyster

love of birds

and

his

work

Bay

to

commemorate Mr. Roosevelt's

for their conservation
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of Ornithological Societies in the

Meetings

American Museum

r[EUnionAmerican
will

hold

Ornithologists'
its

Forty-second

Annual Congress in the American

Museum November

10-12 next,

and on the evening of October 27 and
the following day the National Association of

Audubon

Societies will hold

In view of these two coming events
will be timely to say a word here
concerning these two organizations and
also to speak of the Linnsean Society

it

(in

effect,

which
bi-weekly from

a local bird club)

meets in the Museum
October to May.

Ornithologists' Union^

was organized in 1883 and its first meeting was held in the American Museum
on September 26, of that year. The
call for this meeting was signed by J. A.
AUen, Elliott
Coues, and William
all

Ornithological

officers

Club

of the
of

Nuttall

Cambridge,

Massachusetts, the parent organization

from which the Union sprung.
Forty-eight of the more prominent
ornithologists of the United States and
Canada were invited to attend this
meeting and of this number twenty-one
were present. From this beginning the
Union had, on January last, a total
membership of 1637. Comparison of
these figures gives us some conception
of the growth of the interest in birds
lAn article on the history of the Union, by T. S.
Palmer, was published in the October, 1918, issue of the

Amehican Museum Journal. The

facts in relation to

the Union's formation are taken from Doctor Palmer's
article.
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of the Biological

Department
and the inauguration of

Survey of the United States
of Agriculture

Audubon Societies.

establishment of the

The

three stand respectively for the

Science, Economics,

and

Ornithology,

and Sentiment
cover

of

effectively

the principal relations of birds to man.

The annual meeting

American
an event
which no bird lover should miss if he
of the

Union

is

can possibly arrange to be present.

THE AMERICAN
ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION

Brewster,

owe the formation

Ornithologists'

® ® ®

The American

which directly, or indirectly, the
Union is largely responsible.
To the Union and its members we
for

organized bird conservation through the

annual meeting here.

its

during the past forty years, a growth

The days

are devoted to the presenta-

and discussion of bird studies made
in field and laboratory, the evenings to
social gatherings where the members
have an opportunity to meet and

tion

exchange experiences.

The program

of the meeting for
which
held
was
at the Carnegie
1924,

Museum

in

included the

Pittsburg,

titles of fifty-six papers.

They were

based on observations made throughout
the greater part of the world.

Many

were illustrated with lantern slides
and one whole afternoon was devoted
to the showing of motion pictures.
There was also an exhibition of paintings of birds in which thirty-one artists
were represented by 140 subjects.
It is proposed to hold a similar exhibition in connection with the Congress
this year.

The Union changes its

place of meet-

ing each year and probably will not
visit

years

New York
or

more.

City again for six
Local

bird

lovers.

MEETINGS OF ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETIES
whether or not they are members of

built

the Union, should not

bird boxes;

fail,

therefore, to

the Congress of November
Information regarding the pro-

attend
next.

gram, hours,

may

be obtained by
addressing the A. 0. U. Cormnittee of
Arrangements, care of the American
etc.,

Museum.
® ® ®

AUDUBON SOCIETIES

American
Museum of Natural History on Tuesday, October 27, 1925.
A pubHc
meeting will be held in the main
Societies will be held in the

On

lecture hall the night before.

this

former annual meetings

of the Association, there will be gath-

here from

ered

many

parts

of

the

country, people interested in the study

and preservation
animals.
especially

The

session, are of

of wild birds

reports

made

those

and wild

and addresses,
at

the

night

popular interest, and the

general public

is

cordially invited to

-attend.

The

officers

Association will

been rendered to the dehght of their

and directors of the
have to report a very

visiting

parents;

by the thousands have

feeding shelves

been put in position at schoolroom windows or on the snow-covered lawns at
home, and the cause of bird protection
lated

by the

activities of these keen,

youthful observers.
Association has maintained

far-flung line of

many

in

of the interior

for

in

game

A

representative working

was kept
Washington throughout the session
protective measures

of Congress.

The work
mittee

for"

growth

of

•

of the International

Com-

Bird Protection, an outthe

Association's

started three years ago, has

effort

now spread

and the New York
1974 Broadway, is in constant

to fifteen countries,
office at

touch and exchanging ideas with workers in the field of bird protection in

many European
South. Africa,

fields

of the

Association's endeavor.

Japan.

children

of the

Five lecturers have been supported
in the field.

of activities in various

among the

swamps

Southland.

volume

In the Junior Department, for example,

its

wardens who guard

colonies of water birds along our coast
from the Canadian line to Mexico and

large

the extension work

and

fellow-students

The

The Twenty-first Annual Meeting
of the National Association of Audubon

as at

and erected tens of thousands of
have given hundreds of
entertainments where programs have

throughout the country has been stimu-

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

date,
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The

countries, as well as in

Australia,

and

far-off

Association has continued the

enlargement of

its

series

of

colored

reproduced from
original paintings by America's leading

has been unusually successful during
the year, nearly 300,000, having been

pictures

enrolled throughout the United States

Two of the plates accompanying this issue of Natueal History, are samples of the pictures issued

and Canada as members of bird-study
clubs, where, under the guidance of
teachers, and by means of the literature
supplied by the Association, they have
been taught the great lessons of the
beauty and value of America's wild
bird

birds,

bird artists.

by the Association to the extent of two
more annually.
The National Association of Audubon

million or

Societies has for

many

years been the

largest institution in the world devoted

life.

These clubs

of

of

young people have

to the protection of wild

life,

and

its

.
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influence during the twenty-one years
of its incorporative histor}?^ has

written

large

been

upon the minds and

hearts of mankind.

presidency of Mr.

Museum,

greatly increased, the average attenddance at meetings being forty or more,

and

© ® ®

in addition to the presentation of a

The Linnaean Society of New York
was founded on March 7, 1878, by ten
young men, most of whom in later
years became distinguished naturalists.
While the name suggests that the

often

consume an hour.

cooperated with the

members of its Local Avifauna
Committee rendered important addi-

A

tional assistance.

recent Abstract of

Proceedings No. 36 gives considerable

Those
Region" where deknowledge of the bird life was

supplementary

parts of the ''Local

to various

in the

the

founders aimed to develop a general

parts of the United States, and this aim
was never fufilled. In the meantime
the strongest interest of the Society had
been ornithology, and the new members
that have joined have been attracted
by the emphasis laid on this particular
branch of zoology.
For many years the Socie"ty was exceedingly small, and it was somewhat

Museum

preparation of a detailed Handbook of
the Birds of New York City Region, and

society of natural history, their profes-

them

field work
The Society

formal paper, the reports of

THE LINNiEAN SOCIETY OF
NEW YORK

sions soon scattei'ed

T. Nichols of this

J.

the active membership has

tailed

information.

particularly defective are

now being

by competent
members, as Mr. Miller shows in his
article on the bird life of northwestern
especially investigated

New Jersey, in this number of Natural
History.
All those interested in birds in the
vicinity of
affiliate

New York City are

urged to

themselves with the Linnaean

The meetings

are held the

surprising that the largest city in the

Society.

country produced far fewer amateur
ornithologists than mu ch smaller places

second and fourth Tuesday evenings of

Had it

clusive at the

not been

for the devotion of Dr.

May

in-

Museum

of

each month from October to

American

Dwight, the Society would probably
have expired. He did not retire from
the presidency until a group of active
students had grown up competent to

Natural History. The dues are only
three dollars a year. The meetings will

direct its activities.

it.

J.

During the past

five years

under the

stimulate the interest of

and they

They

ideas,

will find

all

bird lovers,

companions to share

will gain

information,

and a broader viewpoint.

new

LOCATION OF MUSEUM EXPEDITONS
1.

Beck

2.

Benson

BECK IN THE
After four years

among

3.

Tate

FIJIS

4.

OUala

5.

Watkins

has seen or heard the

the islands of Poly-

which have been described from
time to time in Naturat. History, the Whitney South Sea Expedition nearly a year ago

The

first

6.

Boulton

native Fijian bird.

pleasant notes of an Indian bulbul or

may

nesia, travels

the cooing of the ringdove, for example,

transferred its base to the Fiji group.

be the first bird music to strike his ear. WTien
one gets farther afield, however, foreign birds
are no longer in evidence except at a few of
the islands into which the owners of plantations have introduced them.
At Thithia

during
ciates

many months Mr. Beck and

Here

his asso-

have painstakingly worked not only

the larger high and forested islands but also

Island, for instance,

a good proportion of the outhdng more or less
uninhabited islets of this Melanesian archipelago. The expedition has recently moved

to find a considerable flock of

however, clung chiefly to territory- within a
hundred yards of the dwelhng and out-build-

on once again, this time to Tonga, or back
from the territory of the frizzly-haired oceanic
negroids into that of one of the tallest and
handsomest branches of the brown-skinned

which they lived.
has a far larger and more varied land
bird population than the Pacific islands more
remote from the Asiatic continent and the

Polynesian people.
In the meanwhile, the collections obtained in
Fiji, assuredly the finest representation of the
land and sea birds of these islands ever brought

Gorgeous parrots, pigeons
plumage, native
weaver birds, and a variety of species of hawks,

together,

have reached the

Museum and have

been made available for study.
The wealth of Fijian land bird fauna proves
to be surprisingly great. In Suva, the capital
of the Fijis, as in Papeete, the metropohs of
French Oceania, the introduced Asiatic
starling or

minah

is

usually the

first

bird

Other imported
and now well-established species, moreover,

which the visitor encounters.

-are likely to

come

to his attention before he

Mr. Beck was surprised
minahs which,

ings about
Fiji

Malaysian region.

clad in orange or golden

and flycatchers
combine to lend great charm and importance
thrushes, old-world warblers

to

the bird

life

of the group.

One

of the

features in distribution which impressed

Beck

is

Mr.

the extremely limited range of certain

would seem to be weU equipped for
from island to island.
At Matuku

birds which
flying

first made the acquaintance of the so-called barking pigeon which,
according to Mr. Beck's notes, has the voice
of "an aged, well-fed, medium-sized dog."

Island the expedition
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Photograph by B. H, Beck

brought on board the Museum
schooner to render a meke or native dance, during the performance of which the participants
remain seated
Visitors to the "France."

To

other

certain

islands

Dancers

within

sight

of a Fijian chief

of

Matuku, however, the barking pigeon apparently never makes its way. Again, the islands
of Totoya and Kambara are but forty-five
miles apart, and yet each harbors a different
species of pigeon.

ward

is

Sixty miles to the north-

Naiau where both the Totoya and the

Kambara species, as well as the barking pigeon,
all

occur together, and yet the last has never
its way along the adjacent string of

worked

apparently suitable islands, no two of which
are separated by a greater distance than
sixteen miles.

Some

of the smaller

land birds are

still

more

sedentary residents of their respective islands,
while in some other cases the expedition
found evidence of very wide-spread range in
the search for a well-suited environment.

The

small, clear-voiced

common on Wangava
of the

Lau

whistler,

which

is

Island at the south end

division of the Fiji group, cannot

Kambara, three miles
on Marambo, six miles away. But

be found either on

away, or

why the mottled honeysucker, common to
Tonga, Samoa, and many islands of the Fijis,
should elect to thrive on Marambo and avoid

much larger and more attractive island of
Kambara, which is but six miles away, passes

the

the understanding of the naturalists of the

"France,"

and why from Marambo and

Fulonga, which are twelve miles apart, the
same species should jump over Namuka only

on Mothe, residing there as well as
on half-a-dozen successive islands for fifty
miles northward to the village of Loma
Loma, on Vanua Mbalavu—these are among
the puzzhng field problems. Moreover, this
temperamental honeysucker apparently finds
the northern Umit of its range within the
borders of the village of Loma Loma, with ten
miles of what would seemlike perfectly adapted
country stretching on beyond.
Finally, it
seems to avoid Kanathea and Naitamba,
respectively ten and twelve miles west of
Vanua Mbalavu Island, only to reappear on
Yathata, thirty miles beyond.
Such are only a few examples of one special
group of problems in the most fascinating
to reappear

insular region of the earth.

Mr. and Mrs. Jose G. Correia, who have for
Mr. Beck
in the South Pacific work, continue to render
the Museum splendid service often under
several years been associated with

—

Mrs. Correia, who
had had no previous experience, has developed
into an unusually skilful preparator; her
bird skins, for example, are among the best
specimens ever received from the field.
very

difficult conditions.
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Photograph by Rudyerd Boulton,

Typical river scene in the semi-arid country near Santiago,

BENSON IN PANAMA

known

Mr. R. R. Benson, whose explorations in
the field are being financed by Mr. Griscom,
has recently returned to Santiago,, Veraguas,

mountains
back of Santa Fe, where he secured more than
one thousand specimens in a little over two
months. He writes on April 1 as follows:
"Seven hundred and ninety birds made up
and boxed, ready to ship, since I arrived on
February 14, is my main excuse for not having
But there
written since leaving Santiago.
have been other reasons also; rain every day
after spending the dry season in the

except the last week, an eternal wind, a heartbreaking hill to climb every day, and the

never-ending battle to keep the two boys I

me from

have with

deserting.

However,

am

going and have three hundred shells left,
so hope to complete up to a thousand skins in
From what I have seen
the next ten days.
still

.

.

country I am satisfied that
the division point (between the faunas of
western Chiriqui and Veraguas) we are looking for is far from Santa Fe To get to Calo ve-

and learned

of the

.

vora will be impossible this summer. It is
more than two days from here, and no horse
can get there; everything must be packed in

by men.

.

.

There are

quetzals

(paradise

trogons) only a short distance east of Santa
Fe.
I did not see them, but they are well

there

and

evidence.

the

.

I
.

Panama

am perfectly satisfied with
The

highest

point

here

approximates the highest point we reached on
the Cerro Flores; a little less moss and an
occasional patch of earth underfoot.
But
very few birds on the summit, high wind and
always wet and cloud-bound. As to climate,
you would enjoy it. I use a sweater after
night fall and sleep in a sleeping bag."
Mr. Benson's hope that his collection would
contain some interesting things has been amply
justified.

It contains several

one cactus wren new to

Panama, and many

new

the

subspecies,

avifauna

of

and little-known
species discovered here sixty years ago by
Arce, whose collections are in Europe.
Mr.
Benson could hardly be expected to obtain
in one season all the species which Arce obtained in several, but a year's work has
added many which Arce never found, and the
American Museum already has 398 species
rare

represented in a region from which only 400

have been recorded. Scarcely fifty species
were previously represented by specimens in
American museums from this section. Mr.
Benson is now in Santiago, Veraguas, outfitting for a trip south into the Macaracas
region in the center of the
sula.

feet

Cape Mala penin-

Altitudes are reported as high as 4000

and no

collections exist

from

this section.
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TATE IN VENEZUELA

OLALLA AND SONS IN EASTERN

Between February and June, 1925, G. H. H.
Tate, accompanied by H. J. Clement, collected
birds and mammals in northeastern Venezuela
securing nearly 1000 of the former and some

Until Joseph H. Sinclair visited eastern
Ecuador in 1921, the existence of Mount

400 of the latter.
Their collecting stations in the Tropical
Zone were at Cumanacoa (700 ft.), a small
town in a flat arid tropical plain; San Antonio
de Maturin (1800

ft.)

Neveri Valley (2400

;

ECUADOR
Sumaco was semi-mythical.

map

It

of Villavicencio (1858)

appears on the
is not in-

but

cluded in the far more authoritative

Wolf

When,

(1892).

map

of

therefore, Sinclair re-

turned with an actual photograph of the
mountain and a statement that it attained an

Photograph by G. H. H. Tate

A

part of the

summit

of

Mt. Turumiquire, the highest mountain in northeastern Venezuela

where they first found humid forests;
and CocoUar (2600 ft), in the arid uplands.
At Carapas (5600 ft.) Mr. Tate writes: "Here
and in the adjacent coffee plantation of La
Trinidad, on the flanks of Mt. Turumiquire, we
found the first tree ferns and met with many

ft.),

subtropical birds.
cultivation

This

and from

is

the upper limit of

this point five

days were

elevation of 12,700 feet, our interest in its
fauna was at once aroused.
"Forty-four miles below
Sinclair writes :i
Napo we observed a lofty cone-shaped peak
about 30 miles to the northwest, which we
were told was named Sumaco. Vertical angles
and intersections to this from several places
on our traverse determined the exact location

elevation as 12,700 feet above the

required to cut a trail through the tangled
vegetation and up the precipitous slopes to

and gave

the unexplored summit of Mt. Turumiquire.
This, according to our aneroid, has an eleva-

remarkable physiographic feature wesaw on
the Amazon plain. We believe our expedition

tion of 9750 feet.

We

camped

at 7900 feet.

mountain is covered with
brush immediately below which there is heavy
Life, however, is scarce and we
forest.
secured here only nine species of birds and
two of mammals."
Before leaving New York Mr. Tate had
been urged to reach the summit of Turumiquire
and only those with experience can realize the
persistence and determination which were required to enable him to attain his objective.

The summit

of the

sea.

IS

the

its

its

Sumaco

first

is

beyond

to locate

it

all

question the most

accurately

and to obtain

elevation."

Prior to the publication of his observations
Sinclair

had

told us of them,

and during an

expedition to Ecuador in 1922, I casually inquired of Ramon Olalla, a native collector in

our employ,

To my

if

he had ever visited Mt. Sumaco.

surprise he promptly replied that he

had and followed

this

ing evidences of

its

statement with convincAsked if he

accuracj^

'Geographical Review, 1923. p. 196.

'
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would go there for the Museum, he said, "Si,
and when I added "When?" without

senor,"

hesitation he responded

Ramon's

"Manana."

father, Carlos Olalla, vetoed so

and adventure. Here, for
a quotation from the account of
their return from the Rio Suno, near the base
of tales of hardship

example,

other sons, for

whom we sug-

gested the firm name, "Qlalla e hijos," agreed
to visit

Sumaco and

collect its birds

base to summit.
Within two years they had
contract,

and we now have

from

fulfilled their

museum

a

collection of beautifully prepared birds' skins

which adequately

illustrate the

avifauna of

the region from which the mountain rises and

on its slopes. Among them
members of species not before contained
the Museum, and several, including one

also the life zones

are
in

genus, nevf to science.

Knowing that the Guacamayo range which
Sumaco with the main Andean chain
does not rise above subtrojtical elevations, we
had hoped that the Temperate Zone on Sumaco
connects

would prove
But its bird

to be wholly insular in character.
life is

practically identical with

that of the corresponding zone on the eastern

Andes and

this close faunal affinity implies

near orographic relationship.
We supplied the Olallas with a thermometer
and requested them to make daily records of
the temperature at sunrise

and at

sunset.

These records, in connection with their

col-

lections, give us a fairly accurate conception

of the limits of life zones.

When,

for example,

Rio Suno, they reached the
old town of San Jose on the flanks of Sumaco,
in ascending the

viaje

para Quito haciendo las jornadas siguientes.
El veintiseis llegamos al Rio Huataraco, el

detuvo dicho rio ha motivo
El treinte llegamos al Rio
Tucuno. El 1, el 2, el 3 paramos detenidos
por este caudaloso rio. El cuatro llegamos a
un lugar Uamado Huayra china. El cinco
llegamos al Rio Cotapino. es decir a las
cabeceras, el seis llegamos al Rio Bueno. El
7, el 8, el 9, el 10, el 11, nos detuvo eslemismo
"
por sus fuertes crecientes.
27, el 28, el 29, nos

de

in the

is

Sumaco, toward Quito.
"El veintiseis de Abril emprendimos

of

early a departure, but in due time he, with

Ramon and two
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la creciente.

.

.

Which freely translated reads: "April 26,
1923, we began our trip toward Quito, making
the following daily journeys: The 26th, we
reached the Rio Huataraco. The 27th, 28th,
and 29th, we were detained by flood in this
river.
The 30th, we reached the River
Tucuno. The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd of May we
were detained by this great river. The 4th,
we reached a place called Huayrachina. The
5th we reached the headwaters of the
Rio Cotapino.
The 6th we reached Rio
The 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th
Bueno.
we were detained by heavy floods in this
river.

'

These entries show that eleven of the first
sixteen days of their journey were passed
waiting for rivers to

fall

to fordable depths.

Doubtless the only shelters available were
palm-thatches erected by themselves. The
country offers no dependable food supply and

the birds sent to us indicated that they had
reached the lower borders of the Subtropical
Zone, and this supposition was supported by
the temperature record which shows a fall of
4 degrees centigrade (from 18° C to 14° C =

fortable shortage of rations.

64.4° F. to 57.2° F.) in the morning and of 5
degrees (from 21° C to 16° C = 69.8° F to

tained for lack of carriers until June 6 and

60.8° F.) in the evening.

finally

from which were
sent birds characteristic of the Temperate
Zone, the morning temperature fell to 6° C
Similarly, at the locahties

(42.8° F.)

10°

C

The
ary.

and the evening temperature

to

a five-day journey which

is

expanded to

teen days, implies, where one's back

is

six-

the

the only means of transportation, an uncom-

Reaching Archidona

On

May

17,

reached Quito on June

they were de14.

April 25, 1924, Carlos Olalla

fell

while

and
them to leave
Baeza was reached on

crossing a river on the flanks of Siunaco

severely injured his leg, forcing

hurriedly for Quito.

(50° F.).

May

Olallas also kept a record of their itiner-

the injured member and the almost impassable
condition of the trails, forced them to wait

It gives, as a rule,

only a date and place,

or the briefest explanation of the cause of some
delay, but one familiar with the conditions

they were obliged to encounter, can read between the lines the story of events which lessseasoned travelers would have

made

the basis

6,

but the "inflamaci6n gravissima" in

here until both the patient and the going had

improved.
Their work on Sumaco finished, the Olallas
are

now

collecting for us in other parts of

eastern Ecuador.
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Photograph by H. Watkins

Some

natives of the

Maranon

at

Pomara, Peru

WATKINS ON THE RIO MARANON

encountered, was

After two years' constant field work, Harry
Watkins, who has so effectively represented

Watkins

Museum in Peru,

has completed a section
from the arid coastal region near Payta to the
humid Amazonian forests on the Maranon at
Pomara above the Pongo de Manseriehe.
the

For the

first

time, the bird

life

of this region

importance is adequately
While Watkins
represented by specimens.
secured an unexpected number of new species,
of exceptional faunal

his collections are chiefly valuable for the information they afford concerning the origin of
many species of the equatorial arid fauna of

the Pacific Coast and of the relationships of
this fauna to that of the Maranon valley.
At PorcuUa, not far south of the trail be-

tween Piura and Huancabamba, the summit
of the western Andes attains an elevation of
onh' 7078 feet, the lowest point between

and Amazonian drainage in the Andes,
making it probable that the ranges of certain

Pacific

characteristic of the Maranon Valley
and Pacific Coast may stUl be continuous.
The last state of Watkins' journey down the
Maranon to where Amazonian forests are first

birds

writes:

made with no little difficulty.
"The natives of Jaen are so

afraid of entering the Indian territory on the

Maranon

that I

was quite unable

a boy to accompanj^

me

to get even

as arriero.

Fortu-

have my own animals and I was able
to entice an American missionary and his wife
to join Mrs. Watkins and me on the expedition. They had been some time in Jaen and
wanted very much to know that country but
had no means of getting there. He helped
me with the mules and, after quite an exciting
trip over trails that were never meant for

nately, I

we accomplished our object."
With that take-it-for-granted spirit which
sees in risk and adventure only the day's work,

large animals,

Watkins says nothing about the Indians, but
that he found them is evidenced bj- his photographs, of which we here reproduce one.
Returning from Pomara, Watkins made a
shipment of 800 birds from Piura and then
went back to Jaen to travel up the Utcubamba
with the especial object of learning the northern limit of the humid temperate zone in the

East Andes of Peru.
At the very beginning

of this journey, in

REPORTS FROM THE FIELD
crossing the Marafion, he

had the misfortune

to lose his saddlebags containing about one-

hundred dollars
more valuable,

in silver and,

what was even

He

his aneroid barometer.
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continent unrivalled for

main purpose

its big game.
The
Vernay Angola Expedi-

of the

the securing of specimens of the giant
A general collection of
vertebrates is also being gathered; and Mr.
tion

is

sable

antelope.

writes: "The river was very high and the
only means of crossing it was by balsa, or
rather, what the people at Bellavista call a
balsa, consisting of six small logs roped together. As this contrivance would hold only

Herbert Lang, formerly in charge of the Congo
Expedition and now acting as general manager
of the Angola expedition, is accompanied by

200 pounds, we were from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. in

attention to the birds of the region traversed.

making the many

and

Last year he was a member of Mr. Ludlow
Griscom's party in western Panama.
Messrs.

"As I was holding on to the bit of one
animal with one hand and leading two fullladen cargo animals with the other, and it
was almost dark, I did not see the saddlebags drop or notice that they had fallen
until we crossed other branches and were

Lang and Boulton sailed from New York on
March 14th, to be joined by Mr. Vernay in

crossings necessary

dragging the animals over

.

.

.

unloading."

The presence

of

bubonic plague prevented

Watkins from reachmg Chachapoyas where
it was reported that 400 Indians had died.
Meanwhile he had found heavj^ Temperate
Zone forest where, he writes, he found many

new to him.
The animals, he

reports, are all in good
and adds that the "natives think it

wonderful they could have traveled so
their

will

devote special

June.

Work was begun at

Lobito

Bay on the coast
and continued

of the province of Benguella,

along the railroad that penetrates the interior
highlands.
News has already come of the
success of the party,

and

their collections

include several hundred birds from country

that was hitherto a total blank on our operations

map.

The highlands

of Benguella offer a peculiar

interest for the zoogeographer in that they

birds

condition,

Mr. Rudyerd Boulton, who

beasts are rarely able to

far, as

make

the

journey from Jaen. After this trip I believe
that they can get over anything, for they are
climbing, swimming rivers,
and balancing along two-pole
bridges." SuppUes sent to Watkins by way
of Pacasmayo have unfortunately been held
up on the coasts by the phenomenal rainfall

harbor many species closely allied to those of
the East African plateaus, there being a continuous highland connection by way of the
Upper Katanga. The fauna is at the same
time

much

and lower

less like

district of

that of the more

now well-trained at

resembles the western Congo basin.

fording,

differs

in western

Peru

this past spring, but with his

usual resourcefulness,

way he

will get

we know

that in

some

them.

BOULTON IN ANGOLA
Mr. Arthxir S. Vernay, who has aheady
done so much to enrich our collections with
mammals and birds from India and Siam, has
recently turned his attention to

Africa,

a

of

humid

northern Angola which
It also

widely from that of the drier country

Damaraland

Some

to the southward.

forty-five years

ago a notable collec-

tion of Benguellan birds

was made

for the

Museum by

Senhor Anchieta; but
since that time almost the only collection of
any size was gathered by Dr. W. S. Ansorge
for Lord Rothschild and the British Museum.
Lisbon

A number of peculiar species of birds are
known to be restricted to the region, and it is
with pleasant anticipation that we look to
their being procured for the

American Muse-

um through the generosity of Mr. Vernay.

THE STAFF OF THE BIRD DEPARTMENT
sitting, Griscom, Miller, Chapman, Murphy, Chapin
Back row, standing, O'Brien, Mrs. Fraser, Dwight, Mrs. Naumburg

Front row,
(The framed picture

in the

background

is

that of D. G. Elliot, founder of the Museum's department of birds.)

Recent Additions
PINK-HEADED DUCKS
(See Frontispiece)

AS

announced

number

of

in

the

March-April

Natural History, Mr.

the skins of a pair of the very rare pink-headed

duck of India, Rhodonessa caryophyllacea. The
specimens have now reached the Museum,
and have served as models for the colored
498

by

For some years past

it

has become in-

creasingly difficult to secure specimens of this

Vernay and Colonel Faunthorpe have
obtained for the American Museum

frontispiece

to the Collections

.Taques in the present issue.

duck, and it has been suspected that it is
on the verge of extinction. Nowhere was it
ever known in great numbers, though the
range extended from the base of the Himalayas
south to Madras on the eastern coast of the
Indian Penmsula. The district whence our
specimens came, north of Kheri in the province
of Oudh, about ninety miles from Lucknow, is

probably one of

its last retreats.

NEWS FROM THE STUDY
Not long ago Mr. E. C. Stuart Baker, than

whom

no one is better posted today on
Indian birds, wrote us as follows
"I am afraid cultivation is pushing the
pink-headed duck back and back into the
•.

swampy, feverish country

at the base of the
eastern Himalayas, where Europeans only
go for shooting trips, and which is a country
not beloved by Mahomedan bird-catchers. I
cannot think the birds are exterminated, yet
no one ever gets any; and at one time they
were quite plentiful in Purnea, Malda, and the
adjoining districts of eastern Bengal. Even
then, however, no one ever saw them except
when out tiger shooting; and now most of
their haunts are drained and deforested in
Their young perhaps have
these districts.
had to seek pastures new."

The unusual coloration of the adult male
is shown very adequately in the
To what other genera of water fowl
plate.
and female
Rhodonessa

is

most

closely allied

is

a difficult

been more or less
customary to place it in the subfamily Plectropterinse, along with other tropical species
such as the spur-winged goose, the combIt is very
ducks, and the muscovy duck.
probable that some day this assemblage will
question to decide.

It has

be broken up, and its members redistributed.
Certainly the pink-headed duck has several
external similarities to diving ducks like the
pochards and our own canvasback. Because
of this unsettled systematic position,

the

more

satisfying to

didly represented in

it is all

have the bird so splenthe.

collection

of

the

American Museum.

THE CALDWELL COLLECTION OF
to the

African bird collection is a series of 3268 specimens purchased by the Trustees of the Ameri-

can Museum from Captain Keith Caldwell, of
Entebbe, Uganda. They were obtained at
many widely separated localities in Kenya
Colony, and include representatives of approximately 630 species or subspecies fully one

—

half the species

known

to inhabit the area

formerly called British East Africa. Many of
them are exceedingly rare, and not a few have
been discovered only recently. Very important

contributions

to

the

made

of late by Dr.
was with his hst
East Africa and Uganda that

eastern Africa have been

V. G. L. van Someren, and
of the birds of

ornithology

of

it

the skins in the present collection were provisionally identified.

A large proportion of the species, and some
even of the genera were hitherto unrepresented

Museum

American

collection.

Among

the latter are the lesser flamingo, Phami-

and among the

conaias,

Passeres, Lioptilus,

Calamonastes, JEgithospiza, Speculipastor, and
Galeopsar. About a year ago Captain Caldwell also presented us with our

first specimens
genus Tmetothylacus, a rare pipit, all
but unique among the Passeres of the world
in having the lower portion of the tibia scutel-

of the

late

Mke the

Muscisaxicola, a small

tarsus.

terrestrial bird of the

Andes and southern

South America,

only parallel in this

its

is

respect.

Our

from East
than 700 specimens,
having been procured mainly by Herbert
Lang, Jenness Richardson, Carl Akeley,
James L. Clark, and Arthur Loveridge. It is
well-nigh impossible to study the avifauna of
one section of a continent without having
representative material for comparison from
For some time past
adjacent countries.
Doctor Chapin has found valued assistance
in a part of the Caldwell Collection which
bird

earlier

numbered

Africa

had been loaned

collections

less

to the

Museum, and

the

wiU greatly
the Congo bird

acquisition of the entire series

completion of

facilitate the

report, as

it

of the birds

will also aid in the determination

being collected in Benguela

now

by the Vernay Expedition.

FATHER CALLEWAERT'S BIRDS FROM
THE KASAI DISTRICT OF THE
CONGO
One

BIRDS
The most notable recent addition

in the
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of the

very

last regions in the

Congo

to

be investigated ornithologically was the basin
of the Kasai River, in its south-central portion. This country was a well-known field of
missionary activity and had been visited by
several anthropological expeditions, but one
can hardly say that its birds had been studied
when Dr. H. Schouteden of the
Congo Museum in Belgium paid it a special

until 1921,

visit.

for three or four small lots of

Except

birds received

by European museums, no
branch had been done there

collecting in this

previously.

Inasmuch

as the Kasai district lies just

south of the Congo forest belt, the general
nature of its fauna could be inferred from
what was known of the countries to the west

and the

east

—the

Lower Congo and the

Doctor
Tanganyika.
Schouteden's collection of birds, in the main,
After Doctor
confirmed this prediction.

vicinity

of

Lake

Schouteden's visit. Father R. Callewaert of the
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St.

some

birds

and mammals for the
Thus far we have re-

American Museum.
ceived from him some 1290 specimens of birds,
including about 216 species, many of them of
real rarity, and several previously unknown
from the Belgian Congo, such as Francolinus
shelleyi, Anthoscopus ansorgei, and FringilErythrocnus rufiventris, a
small heron, was not only new to the Congo,
but represented a genus lacking in the Amerilaria impetuani.

can Museum.

Father Callewaert also rediscovered a swallow, Phedina brazzse, previously known only from a single specimen
taken by J. de Brazza in 1885 on the middle

Congo River.
The present knowledge

of the avifauna of

interminghng of the
fauna with grassland species of
Angola and the Lower Congo. This helps in

Congo

a

surprising

forest

explaining the occurrence of

Kwanza River

many

forest

Angola;
and it is readily correlated with the nature of
the vegetation in the Kasai, a savanna country with extensive "gallery forests" along
some of the rivers, and scattered patches as

types in the

district of

well of true equatorial forest.

GROWTH OF THE OLD WORLD
the completion of the

wing, a

to

mammals

became available for the study collection of
birds from the Old World, where they have all
in systematic order so as to

readily accessible.

compiled of

all

Early in 1923 a

list

be

was

the living genera of birds from

the eastern hemisphere not represented either
in the exhibition collection or the study series.

Sharpe's Hand-List was taken as a standard,

had been for a similar purpose by some
museums. At the outset it was
found that we lacked 435 genera from the
eastern hemisphere, and by gift, purchase, and
exchange this figure was reduced to 324 before
the beginning of 1924, and to 261 on July 1,
1925.
The number of New World genera
lacking is less than 20; and among all the
families of existing birds commonly recognized, only two
the Atrichornithidae or
scrub-birds of Austraha, and the Paramythiias

it

of our sister

—
dae of New Guinea —are now unrepresented

this

museum.

The discovery of distinct new species of
and Premnoplex in the Subtropical

Diglossa

Zone

of

Mt. Turumiquire

significance.

Few

is

of especial faunal

birds are better indicators

faunal boundaries than Diglossa.

of

The

been found is the Silla de Caracas, distant
some 250 miles to the west, whence Hellmayr
has lately described a slightly differentiated
form of Diglossa albilatera, a species ranging
While the bird
thence to northern Peru.
discovered by Tate is very distinct from the
race described by Hellmayr, its discovery
emphasizes the close relationship of the subtropical life of Caracas and northeastern
Venezuela, while the extension of the range of
the genus adds another faimal island to those
which mark its distribution from Mexico to
Argentina and Roraima.

Two marine birds of exceptional interest have
new northeast

room formerly devoted

been arranged

system.

TWO BIRDS FROM THE GALAPAGOS

COLLECTION
On

.

Through the generosity of Mrs. E. M. B.
Naumburg, the Museum has purchased from
Mr. G. H. H. Tate a collection of somewhat
more than 650 birds from northeastern Venezuela which throws much-needed light on the
life-zones of this region and enables us to correlate them with those of the main Andean

nearest point at which the genus has heretofore

the Kasai, due almost entirely to the work of
Doctor Schouteden and Father Callewaert,
reveals

A COLLECTION FROM NORTHEASTERN VENEZUELA

Joseph near Luluabourg, offered

Mission of
to collect

in

recently been added to the

Museum's

exhi-

namely, the Galapagos penguin and the
Galapagos flightless cormorant. Both were

bits,

among

the

of

collection

living

creatures

New York

on board the yacht
"Noma" when Mr. William Beebe and his
associates returned from their cruise to the
Galapagos Archipelago in 1923. Both species
were formerly common inhabitants of this
notable group of islands, but both are, at the
same time, represented in few museums. The
specimens which have now been mounted are
the first examples to be shown in the bird hall
of the American Museum.
brought to

The cormorant,

single survivor of a pair of

these birds, lived for

many months

at the

New York Zoological Park. The penguin, not
thriving in the fresh-water environment of the

park water-fowl enclosure, was transferred in
July, 1923, to the Aquarium, at the Battery.
Here, for nearly two years, it occupied one of
the

salt-water

pools,

became

delightfully

tame, learned to answer to the

name

of
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"Charlie," and, naturally, proved one of the
attractions in an institution of
perhaps unequaled popularity.
The GaMpagos penguin {Spheniscus mendicultis) is one of the smallest examples of its

greatest

order,

which numbers some sixteen or seven-

teen extant species. It

is

chiefly notable for its

geographical position, since

it is

confined ex-

clusively to a small cluster of islands

crossed

which are

by the equator, whereas most other

penguins are of antarctic or south temperate
distribution. The explanation has to do with
the influence of oceanic circulation upon sea
Ufe, for,

from a presumably antarctic source,

penguins have been led northward through the
tropics by the cool Humboldt Current, which
bathes the western shores of South America.

The ancestors of the Galapagos species arrived
so long ago that it is now very distinct from its
nearest relatives, although

same genus

it

belongs to the

as the three larger species of

"jackass penguins," so-called from their
braying voices, which inhabit respectively the
Cape of Good Hope, the Magellanic region,

extinct great auk,

and the coast

power of flight. The course of its evolutionary

The

of Peru.

cormorant {Nannopterum
one of the most remarkable of adap-

flightless

harrisi) is

tations to sea

life

among

birds, for, like the

Flightless cormorant

it

history has not taken

has completely lost the
it

in the structural direc-

which have
been modified to form efficient "flippers"
covered with minute scalelike feathers. The
wings of the flightless cormorant have retained
feathers of normal type, but the qmlls, as well
as the bones of the Limb, have been reduced to
so great an extent that the wing is practically
tion of the penguins, the wings of

useless,

and the bird progresses exclusively

through the action of its large and powerful
webbed feet. In general build it is reminiscent
of the extinct Hesperornis, one of the toothed
water birds of the latter part of the Age of
Reptiles. In external appearance, especially
its body and the
duU-brown plumage,

as regards the elongation of
hairlike character of its
it

might be called otter-hke rather than birdIt is found only at the GaMpagos

like.

it was not discovered
Neither Darwin nor an}' of the

Islands, where, in fact,
until recently.

other early naturalist-voj^agers saw

it.

Its

relationships are far less clear than those of
its

neighbor, the native penguin, but there are

reasons for believing that

its

ancestors

came

from the northern hemisphere rather than
from the Far South.—R. C. M.

THE ANDEAN FLAMINGO

Galapagos penguin

Flamingoes are widely knoum birds and as
widely associated with tropical regions. It
will surprise most people therefore to learn
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Andean flamingo
that of the six existing species of flamingoes one
half nest in the Andes of southern South

Andean flamingo, which he collected on
Laguna Colorada, Bolivia, at an altitude of

America above an elevation

nearly 14,000

One

of 10,000 feet.

of these, the Chilean flamingo, {Phmni-

copterus chilensis) descends

to sea level in

southern Patagonia, where it has been found
nesting on the shores of Santa Cruz River,
laying its eggs on the ground.

The remaining two, James' flamingo {Pha-niand the Andean flamingo
(P. andinus) are known only from the Paramo

coparrus jamesi)
,

Zone of northern Chile and adjacent Bolivia,
where they rarely occur below 12,000 feet.
Until recently neither of these birds was
mcluded in the Museum's collections. Now,
thanks to Mr. Frederic C. Walcott, we are in
possession

of

a

beautiful

specimen of the

feet.

In an article of The Geographical Review for
July 1, 1925, Mr. Walcott states that he saw
approximately 20,000 flamingoes and fully

7000 nests on this lake. The nests, however,
had been robbed by the Indians, who gather
the eggs and bake them for sale in villages at
lower altitudes. As a result of this persecution

the

birds

are

rapidly

decreasing

in

numbers.

RARE AUSTRALIAN PARROTS
Among the few widely

distributed groups of

birds that reach their greatest development in

the Australian region, the parrots are no doubt

,
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the most notable.

South and Middle America

are rich in species of parrots, but while these
are conspicuously varied in size and color,

they are

all

rather closely allied.

In the Australian region in its broader sense,
including New Guinea, New Zealand, and

Oceanica, there is much greater diversity in
external appearance, while important structural differences divide the

into several family groups.

numerous species
Tiny spine-tailed

parrotlets only as large as our red-breasted
nuthatch and with similar habits, brushtongued, honey-eating lories of most gaudy
red, blue, and green plumage, great crested
white cockatoos, and even larger jet-black
species with bare cheeks, and enormous bills,
flightless nocturnal ground parrots of finely
mottled greenish hues, together with many
other btriking forms abound in this region.
A noteworthy group almost entirely confined to Australia itself includes the broad-tails

and their allies, of which the beautiful rosella
and the undulated grasS: or shell parakeet, are
well-known examples. These birds are remarkable for their light build, their relatively
long, slender legs and toes, and for the absence
of the furcula or "wishbone." Their plumage
is less ''hard" in texture than that of most
parrots,

pass

and

in delicacy of coloring

Unfortunately

all others.

of this
eral of

they sur-

many

species

group are decreasing in numbers, sevthem being very rare or even wholly

extinct.

The night parrot

(Geopsittacus) a native of
,

southern Australia, much like the owl parrot
of New Zealand in miniature, is almost certainly extinct.
in

collections,

Few

specimens are preserved

and one

in the

Museum

of

Comparative Zoology in Cambridge is probably the only example in this country. The
somewhat similar ground parrot (Pezoporus)
remarkable for its long slender claws, still
exists in greatly reduced numbers.

The

scarlet-chested grass parakeet, a beau-

tiful species

with green back, blue head and
and yellow underparts,

wings, bright red chest
is

probably entirely gone.
In the last few years, the

ceived from the

New York

Museum

has re-

Zoological Park

Joseph.

The golden-shouldered parakeet fortunately
less rare than some of its relatives, is one of the
,

most

underparts and large yellow wing patch being
in marked contrast to the dark earthy-brown
back and the black cap.

A much rarer bird and one in imminent
danger of extinction is the blue-vented or
Bourke's parakeet, one of the most tastefully
members of the whole tribe. The
dark brown upperparts and wings are given a
scaled appearance by the pale yellow margin of
each feather, the under parts of the body are soft
dressed

rose-pink and the lower
blue.

Two

tail

coverts turquoise

related species, the blue-winged

parakeet and the red-shouldered grass parakeet are mainly green above and yellow below
with blue wings. Mathews in his great work

on the birds of Australia (1917) stated that the
was probably extinct, but fortunately
his surmise has proven incorrect.
Another species that for a time it was believed had disappeared is the paradise or
beautiful parakeet, one of the most attractive
members of the group. Probably no live
examples of this bird have ever reached
America, but the Museum has recently acquired a fine male specimen in exchange. In
an interesting article in the E7nv for July,
1922, Mr. A. H. Chisholm announced the
gratifying news of the rediscovery of the paradise parakeet. Photographs show the live birds
at their nest in a hole dug in a termite hill.
Three larger Australian parrots not distantly allied to the broad-tails and almost of the
size and form of our extinct Carolina parakeet
have also been received from the Zoological
Park. These are the green leek, the blacktailed parrot, and the Alexandra parrot, the
latter

,

last a

very delicately colored species with a

rose-colored throat.
restricted range

All three are birds of

and increasing

rarity.

We

wish the bird lovers of Australia all
success in their efforts to preserve these charming

members

of their avifauna,

much to hope that
saved.—W. DeW. M.
too

but

all of

distinctively colored, its turquoise blue

it is

almost

them can be

THE VANISHING HEATH HEN
The American Museum has

specimens of several of the rarer Australian
parakeets, which were brought to this country
by the veteran collector of live animals, Ellis
S.
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ceived a most welcome

recently re-

gift of five

heath hens

from Mr. Arthur Sharp of Boston, Massachusetts, which were shot on Martha's Vineyard
about 1896. The heath hen is a very close
relative of the prairie chicken of the West,

and both are noted for the boom i ng noise
made by inflated air sacs, the erectile ear
tufts, and the antics or dances of the males
during the mating season.

These character-

—
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istics

are well-shown in the habitat group of

the prairie

chicken on the third floor of the

Museum.
The heath hen formerly occupied a Umited
range in the Middle Atlantic States, and was
found onlj' in extensive pine and scrub-oak
Absolutely sedentary in habits, it
was mercilessly shot for food throughout the
barrens.

and settlement still further
It became extinct in
restricting ils range.
Connecticut about 1832, on Long Island
about 1840, and in New Jersey about 1870
year, cultivation

at the latest.

.The only place where

it

did

survive was on Martha's Vineyard, where
thousands of acres of ideal country afforded

ample protection even when hunted. But
cats and foxes introduced on the island became
an increasing handicap, and severe forest fires
on several occasions decimated its numbers.
Since 1906 when only 27 birds were foimd
it

living, the state of Mas,sachusetts

has

earnest efforts to preserve the remnants.

made
The

imtil at times there were
between 800 and 2000. In the last few years
there has been a rapid and alarming decrease.

birds increased,

Severe forest

fires,

the depredations of cats

and other vermin, and an apparent

excess of

males seem to be the chief causes which
threaten another North American game bird
with extinction.
Mr. Keniston, the caretaker of the reservation, recently' coimted 8
in a careful census, and Doctor Gross, who
has been carrying on an extensive investigation for

two

years, could only find 3 in

May of

this year.

As

has long been impossible to acquire
it is to be hoped that the example
which Mr. Sharp has set be followed, and that
it

specimens,

specimens in private hands will be bequeathed to museums at a proper and convenient time, for permanent preservation.
all

L. G.

THE PACIFIC GULL
A single genus

of the

giill

family, Gabianus,

was lacking until recently from the collection
of the American Museum.
It includes but
one species, G.

pacificus, inhabiting the eastern

and southwestern

coasts of Austraha,

and

re-

markable for the extreme depth of the beak.
The [tail, even in the fully adult plumage, is
always crossed by a black band. Though not
particularly rare about Austraha, the Pacific
Gull is represented by only six or seven adult
specimens in all the museums of the United
States and Canada.
Ours is the gift of the

New York
dens

it

Zoological Society, in whose gar-

was

for a time exhibited alive.

THE DWIGHT COLLECTION OF
CENTRAL AMERICAN BIRDS
The American Museum has long possessed
from Panama and Nicaragua which

collections

represent their bird

life

The now

adequacy.

McLeannan

in the

with a

discovered

degree of

Canal Zone went in large

part to George N, Lawrence,
tion inherited

fair

historic explorations of

and

this institu-

many of the types of new species

by

this energetic engineer.

This

basic collection has since been supplemented

by the work

of J.

H. Batty

in Chiriqui,

and

notably the large and valuable collection made
Ball, and Richardson
mountains of Darien. In the last year
more than 2000 skins have been received from
eastern Chiriqui and Veraguas through the
Griscom Panama Expedition, and Mr. Rex
R. Benson will remain in the field until all the
gaps in the Pacific slope of western Panama
from the Costa Rica boundary to the Canal
Zone have been filled. Our collections from
Nicaragua are the largest and the most
comprehensive in the world.
Guatemala and Costa Rica were, however,
the areas which received the most attention
at the hands of the early explorers and orni-

by Messrs. Anthony,
in the

thologists,

largely because of their greater

accessibility

and more healthful chmates.

Eighty years ago a flourishing industry in
trade-skins sprang up in Guatemala, and
thousands of skins reached the museums of
Europe. This auspicious beginning was supplemented by the expeditions of Osbert
Salvin, the great British ornithologist, to such

good

effect that

more than 600

species were
country by 1860.
Curiously enough exploration ceased at this
time. No adequate biological reconnaissance
of this country, with its excessively diversified
topography, has ever been made, and no
adequate representation of its bird hfe exists
in America. Costa Rica, on the other hand,
is the most thoroughly explored section of
Central America and very fine collections

recorded from this

little

exist in this country.

The

result has natiu"ally

been that Guate-

mala and Costa Rica are the type localities
for numerous genera, species, and subspecies
of birds.
No collection from any other part
of Central America can be critically determined, unless adequate series from these two
countries are available. The American Mu-
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seum has a mere handful of old trade-skins
from Guatemala, and a few hundred skins
from Costa Rica received in exchange.
It is with the greatest pleasure, therefore,
that we can report that Dr. J. Dwight has
made every effort to remedy this situation.
One of the most energetic of American collecttors, Mr. Austin Paul Smith, has been in
residence in Costa Rica for the past five years

and has
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These are all from historic
but .several forms are
new to Guatemala, and at least three sub-

acquired to date.
collecting

localities,

species are undescribed, a graphic illustration
of the

need for careful and systematic explora-

tion

visited every section of the country.

No less than 4000 skins are now in the Dwight
and more than 90 per cent of the
from the country
are represented by perfectly prepared specimens. Not only has Mr. Smith found many
of the rarest and least known birds, but he has
discovered several new species and forms
previously overlooked, and has added others
Collection,

resident species recorded

to the avifauna of the country.

Two

at least

are additions to the fauna of Central America.

Doctor Dwight has had much greater diffifrom Guatemala. Destructive earthquakes and revolutions have rendered conditions so unsettled
that collecting has until recently been finanHowever, Mr. A. W.
cially impossible.
Anthony has been working for the past year
chiefly in western Guatemala, and Mr. Smith
culties in acquiring collections

made

a small collection prior to the earth-

Nearly 2000 specimens have been

quake.

Pacific gull

These collections are on deposit in the
American Museum and thanks to the generous
policy of their owner, are available to the
staff of

the bird department in their research

work.

Departmental Activities

A

ROUTINE WORK
I.
NEVER-ENDING demand upon the

time of the department is made by the
Specimens
care of our collections.
when received must be entered in our
catalogues, identified, and placed where they

must supply them with credentials and secure
them permission of the authorities to
pursue their calling, ail of which implies contacts apparently far removed from pure

for

ornithology.
It is also part of

our routine work to act as
of Information, and

belong in our collections in order that they may
become an available part of ourworking equipment. Furthermore, constant care must be

an ornithological Bureau

exercised to guard the collections from the
attack of insect pests;. It is a pleasure to

"not in any bird book" are to be identified,
artists to be supplied with material, customs
authorities and game wardens to be advised

report that aU but the most recently received
specimens have been catalogued and that our
collections are free

from

insects.

new specimens from our
hy purchase, or through exchange,
implies a wide correspondence. Collectors are
dependent upon us for suppHes, equipment,
and funds, and look to us for instructions conThe

acquisition of

collectors,

cerning their routes, the localities
plored, the birds

we

we wish

especially desire.

we respond

to requests of a

varied nature.

Strange birds

in this capacity

surprisingly

the applicability of the laws
designed to prohibit the importation of foreign
birds and protect native ones. As these lines
'are being written calls come for the loan of a

concerning

penguin to pose in a Barrie motion picture
scenario, and for a game cock to be used in
designing a heraldic device, and they will
be

ex-

doubtless

We

unexpected.

followed

by

others

equally
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In short, there appears to be no Hmit to
man's relations with birds or to the variety of
ways in which the Museum aids in defining
and estabUshing them all of which means a
heavy correspondence and a long list of callers.

—

viscera, carotids,

Mr. Griscom (with the collaboration
Miller)

Lack

EXHIBITIONS

of space has for

us from making important additions to our
Individual specimens,
exhibition collections.
as mentioned above, have been added to the
systematic series, but with the opening of the
new wing an opportunity is afforded for the
development of plans long held in abeyance.
First among these is the arrangement of
the main bird hall for the display of birds in
flight. Here we propose to place species which
are usually seen on the wing, like wild ducks and

and

showing characteristic poses, from the
top to the bottom of the wing stroke, and the
"formations" of those species that travel in
flocks.
It is hoped that this exhibit will be
opened to the public in November.
Material has been collected for the first of
a series of habitat groups designed to illustrate
the major faunal regions of the world, and
their installation will begin as soon as cases
eagle,

RESEARCH WORK

Each member of our scientific Staff is engaged upon some definite piece of research
work to which he devotes all the time not
required by other departmental duties.
Doctor Murphy, who has recently returned
from an expedition to the coasts of Peru and
Ecuador to make additional field studies for
his monograph on the marine birds of South
America, has now resumed his study of the
Sanford-Brewster Collection on which this
monograph is based.
Mr. Mifler has collaborated with Mr.
Griscom in the study of Nicaraguan birds,
and with Doctor Alexander Wetmore in
preparing a

new

classification of the birds of

North America for use in the revised edition
Union's
of the American Ornithologists'
In his own special field he has
made an exhaustive examination of wingCheck-List.

and various other features of theexternal anatomy of all the specimens of birds
received in the flesh from the New York
Zoological Society and other sources. He has
also examined certain features of the internal
anatomy of this material, particularly the
pterylosis

life

in

Nicaragua from which

introduction

He

written.

work remains

The

be
has also prepared a Check-List
to

this

to

Panama as a basis for an extenon the distribution of bird life in
that country. With Doctor Dwight he has
prepared a report on certain of the Costa
Rican birds which the former has received
from Austin Paul Smith, a collector resident
of the Birds of

sive report

in that country.

Doctor Chapin is putting the final touches
on his report on the Birds of Belgian Congo.
His field work began in the Congo sixteen
years ago, and since the latter part of 1920 he
has been busied principally with the preparation of this report.
collections of birds
sionally,

At that time our Congo
had been identified provi-

but these identifications were verified

and corrected during a
European museums in

visit to a. number of

1921.

Meanwhile, a

systematic search of ornithological literature

was carried

on,

and all references

to specimens

secured in or close to the borders of the
Belgian Congo were noted on small sheets of

are supplied.

HI.

Mr.

faunal portion of their work on the distriburegion they record 610 species of birds.

some time prevented

geese, the condor, albatross, frigate-bird,

of

has completed the systematic and

tion of bird
II.

ambiens muscle, and deep-

seated plantar tendons.

paper of uniform
index.

Since

species

of

it

and arranged as a cardwas proposed to treat the

size

the whole Belgian Colony, this

index would furnish distributional data to
supplement that secured by the Congo
Expedition.

From

this index, moreover, in 1922, a pre-

list of the birds of the Congo was
drawn up, with their ranges in that area briefly
stated with reference to a key map. It was
found that some 1050 species could be listed,

liminary

whereas in Reichenow's Vogel Afrikas, 19001905, only 610 species were reported from the

same

area.

The American Museum Congo

Expedition alone in traversing the colony from
Banana to Aba secured 640 species of birds.
Since the preparation of the list the status
of each species and race has been re-investigated, and brief systematic remarks prepared
for the report, as well as a statement of range,
life histories, haunts, and nesting and
food whenever available. This will make it of
use as a book of reference on African ornithology, while dealing mainly with Congo

notes on

ornithology.

Many maps and

illustrations

have been prepared to explain the next.
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Doctor Chapman, continuing

his studies of

the origin and distribution of

Andean bird
the more than

has completed his review of
1450 species of birds found in Ecuador, of
which all but 30 odd are contained in our
collections, and is now preparing an introduction to this work which promises to exceed in
size his Bulletir, on the "Distribution of Bird
Life in Colombia."
Hfe,

Meanwhile

in the intervals not

devoted to

tributions

to
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the

Anatomy and

Classifica-

tion of the Weaver-birds."

One of the surprising conclusions reached Ijy
Professor Sushkin concerns the all-too-familiar
house sparrow, which he finds from the structure of the palate and other characters to belong not with the true finches in the Fringillidse, where it has almost always been placed,

but in the Old World family Ploceidse, which
includes the weaver-birds, widow-birds,

and

with this issue of
Natural History a brief report is being
prepared on the Tate Venezuelan Collection.
Doctor Dwight, research associate, is

This would suggest a true relationship between the house sparrow and the social
weaver or republican finch of southwestern

revising proof of his

looking like a small haystack draped over some

of

monograph of the gulls
the world, and Mrs. Naumburg, research

thorn tree in the dry, open plains. The latter
bird, Philetairus socius, has been shifted back
and forth between the Fringilhdae and Ploceidse, but its anatomy has not yet been carefully

editorial labors in connection

assistant,

is

bringing to completion her report

(in collaboration

with George K. Cherrie) on

the birds of Matto Grosso, Brazil.

waxbills.

Africa,

famous

for its

enormous

colonial nest,

investigated.

THE STUDIES OF PROFESSOR
SUSHKIN
During the past spring and summer. Profes-

Academy of Sciences
made an extended visit to the
with his wife to study our mu-

sor Peter Sushkin, of the

at Leningrad,

United States

seum methods and collections, especially
After a
palaeontological and ornithological.
little moi'e than two months spent at Harvard
University and the Museum of Comparative
Zoology, Professor and Mrs. Sushkin came to
the American Museum, and for seven weeks
divided their time mainly between the Permian

and the bird collection.
finches and their allies have interested
Professor Sushkin particularly of late, and at
the Museum of Comparative Zoology he found
alcoholic material and skeletons of Geospiza
and other American genera which had not
been available in Europe. At the American
fossils

The

Museum he continued these investigations,
paying special attention to a number of
African weaver-birds brought home in fluid
by our Congo Expedition. The results have
been embodied in a valuable paper for the
American

Museum

Novitates entitled

"Con-

In the department of vertebrate palaeontology Professor Sushkin's attention was
devoted especially to the material from the
Permian of Toxas, and to the latest methods
of cleaning

general.

and mounting

fossil

specimens in

Besides having charge of the bird

collections

of

Sciences, he

is

the

After leaving

Academy

Russian

fossils.

New York on April 25,

Profes-

sor Sushkin attended the meeting of the
tional

of

Permian

also curator of

Academy

of Sciences in

Na-

Washington,

where he read two papers on his palaeontological work and on the past distribution of life in
Asia.
Further studies were pursued in the
National Museum, followed by visits to the
of Pittsburgh and Chicago, and a
trip to other spots of special interest in the
West. Professor Sushkin is one of the fore-

museums

most authorities on the distribution of birds
in Asia, and it is expected that his elaborate
work on the avifauna of the Altai Mountains
will be published by the Boston Society of
Natural History. He has also promised us a
paper on the birds of Central Asia for inclusion with the reports of the Third Asiatic
Expedition.
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From Thorburn's

British Birds

(Reduced)

By
of Birds of the Americas.
Charles B. Cory, late Curator of Zoology,
revised and continued by Charles E. Hellmayr, Associate Curator of Birds. Part III.

Catalogue

Pteroptochidse; Conopophagidse; Formicariidse. PubUcation No. 223; Field Museum
of

Natm-al History.

8vo. 369 pages.

idae)

,

and ant

ume we

birds (Formi cariidse)

.

are told in the introduction

This vol-

by W. H.

Osgood, curator of zoology in the Field Museum, was left by Mr. Cory "in an advanced
stage of preparation" but has been revised

and augmented by the junior author.
The work is in the highest degree authoriindeed it is the first adequate treatgroups concerned which has ever
appeared. In effect, Doctor Hellmayr for a

tative;

The

late

Charles B.

Cory planned

his

Catalogue of Birds of the Americas with characteristic

breadth of vision. Unfortunately he
two parts of it appear, but

lived to see only

had he known that he must

resign in favor of

another, he woiild have been the

first

to

approve of the selection of Dr. C. E. Hellmayr to complete the task which he had
begun.
Called from his post in the Zoological Mu-

seum

in

Munich

to

become

associate curator

Museum, Dr. Hellmayr
once took up Cory's work where he had left

of birds in the Field

at

and the first result of his labors is seen in
Part III of this important undertaking. It
deals with the tropical famihes of Tapacolas
(Pteroptochidse), gnat eaters (Conopophag-

it,
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ment

of the

quarter of a century has been preparing for
the opportunity which the Field Museum has
offered him in its invitation to continue Cory's

work. More famOiar than any other person
with European bird collections, he has long
devoted himself to the study of the birds of
tropical America. Had he known of the task
he was to be called on to perform, he could
not have prepared himself for it more
thoroughly. The science of ornithology, therefore, is to be congratulated on having the
results of these years of study made accessible,
and we look forward impatiently to the appear-

ance of succeeding parts
publication.— F. M. C.

of

this

helpful

:

BIRDS IN BOOKS
No. 1, 1925, 1-193 pages;
with line cuts and half-tones.
"Studies of a TropicalJungle." By William

many

Beebe.

The account of the birds includes a Christmas Census" of the Kartabo region in accord-

Zoologica,

VI,

•

illustrated

ology, geology, physiography,

and

flora

of

the region, and closes with a brief historical
sketch. The remainder, 150 pages or there-

devoted to the animal life of which
the birds, numbering 464 species, "in visual,
stand first,
color and vocal dominance
yielding only to fish and amphibians [among
is

.

vertebrates] in point of
.

.

.

.

number of individuals.

Insects are the only other organisms

definitely.

ance with the popular custom which orginated
in the United States through the magazine
Bird-Lore. One hundred and sixteen species
were observed, of which all but twenty-one are
permanent residents of the district. "A vivid
idea of the relative abundance of species of
birds in the tropics as compared with the
temperate zones is shown by the avifaima of

New York

State and that of the quarter of a
square mile of jungle about Kartabo. The
former, in actual area,

Exex-

The

proceeding dauntlessly to the highest of the

The

catalogue, in spite of

its

very much of a tour de
force, giving an impressive picture of the
indescribable wealth and luxuriance of tropical
life.
Nor does the author fail to fill his terse
cursory nature,

is

paragraphs with ecological notes of great
His tabulations of stomach contents,
and reference to the prey and the devourers of
interest.

accidental,

New York
Total species
Migrants

Mr.

330
262

life

of

Kartabo
464
21

an original and
com.prehensive study, which makes an excellent basis for the detailed monographs of the
various groups of organisms promised by the
Beebe's

how

occur in the small, segregated area.

introduced,

terminated species, however, the bird
the two regions sums up as follows

Representatives of all of the twelve phyla
of animal organisms, except echinoderms,

abundance of life in the jungle and in the small
open spaces or along the water courses is indicated by the author's "forty-five minute
Within such a brief period, he teUs us,
list."
no less than 256 species and 536 individual
creatures came under his notice.
In a swift and necessarily superficial
manner, Mr. Beebe catalogues the various
classes, orders, and subgroups of the Kartabo
microcosm, beginning with the Protozoa and

180,000 times as

and

cluding

author.

.

is

large as our tropical field of research."

which stand comparison in point of general
Mr. Beebe tells us that the
dominance."
birds make up 56 per cent, of all vertebrates
at Kartabo, and that, furthermore, the variety
of bird life in the quarter-mile square comprises 64 per cent, of the total avifauna of
British Guiana.

vertebrates.

the Ijeginning of exact

profitably be carried on in-

'

between the Mazaruni and Cuyuni rivers.
It has been subdivided into more than a
thousand one-hundred foot squares, any one
of which can be readily located through
reference to a key chart.
The paper opens with an unequal but informing account of the geography, meteor-

abouts,

mark

species,

work which can

'

In a recent number of Zoologica, the scientific
journal of the New York Zoological
Society, Mr.' Beebe devotes two hundred
pages of text to a discussion of the fauna of
one-quarter of a square mile of tropical jungle
at Kartabo, British Guiana. The area is that
surrounding the Tropical Research Station,

.
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A

paper

is

—R.C.M.

the D'ucks. By Dr. John
Longmans, Green & Co., Vol.
1923; Vol. II, 1924 (two more volumes

Natural History of
C. PhiUips.
I,

to foUowj.

Zoologists of today are asking themselves

a few decades hence
keep abreast of what
has been pubhshed in their chosen fields.
their successors of

will find it possible to

The

literature of

widens

and

ornithologj'

deepens

in

particular

unceasingly.

It

is

especially fortunate that in addition to yearly

indexes like the Zoological Record there appear
from time to time general reviews of the
faunas of particular regions, and of certain
large groups of birds throughout the world.

Thus the

naturalist seeking information on

a given family of birds has often been able to
refer to one of the classical "monographs"

by various authors,
pheasants,

many

treating for example of the

kingfishers,

others.

But as

birds

of

prej',

and

ornithological explora-

and classification advances, the older
monographs grow more or less incomplete,
and new ones become a necessity. These
standard monographs have varied in their
mode of treatment. At first they laid particular stress on figuring as many species as postion
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and added only a brief explanaall that was known. In more
recent works there has been more and more to

families of birds a

include in the letterpress.

stable.

sible in color,

tory text

—often

Few families

of birds exceed in their

mankind that

ducks as here given

many-

ducks
and geese. Doctor Phillips has wisely chosen
to call his great work a "Natural History," so
sided interest for

list of subspecies goes out of
date rather rapidly, whereas the species of

of the

Equally

full

will

prove relatively

accounts are given of

exotic ducks, just as far as present

The majority

permits.

and the

many

knowledge

of plates are in color;

distributional maps,

these volumes not only present the best to be

though drawn
perhaps a little larger than necessary, cover
every species.
The appearance of Volume
Three during the present year is awaited with

had

great interest.

much

there to

is

Anatidae.

tell of

the

members

Though monographic

of the

in nature,

in artistic portrayal of a majority of the

but they contain a summary almost

species,

encyclopedic of

all

that

is

known concerning

the distribution, behavior, food, and nesting
The original sources are
of each species.
scrupulously stated, in case the reader wishes
to investigate

tion

still

The domestica-

further.

and hybridization

of

many

species

is

touched upon, this being a field
where Doctor Phillips has done original work.

likewise

The

first

volume

treats of the subfamilies

Plectropterinae,Dendrocygninae,
of

the Anatinse

—the

and a

section

true sheldrakes,

and

'

Egyptian and Orinoco geese. Current usage
is followed in part in grouping among the
Plectropterinse such very different birds as
spur-wings,
comb-ducks, Hartlaub's
the
"teal," and "pygmy geese"; but the wood
and mandarin ducks have been excluded.
The tree-ducks or Dendrocygninse, on the
'

'

bird artists hors concours.
regretted that

some

It is

perhaps to be

of the plates in half-tone,

like that of the black duck, could

have been reproduced in

come

lovers for years to
ful

A

will

Doctor Phillips for

to

biography.

not also

full color.

Duck-

be deeply gratethis

exhaustive

—J.P.C.

Monograph

of the Birds of

Prey (Order

'

other hand, are a more natural assembly.

Volume Two is devoted to the single genus
Anas, here including typical pond-ducks which
Sharpe's Hand-List divided in ten distinct
genera. Doctor Phillips' opinion is founded
upon an intimate acquaintance with the live
birds, in captivity as well as in the wild state,

their

With the exception of two
by Frank W. Benson, showing
the pintail and mallard in their haunts, the
plates are by Louis Agassiz Fuertes and Allan
Brooks, with one also by Henrik Gronvold, all

frontispieces

complex resemblances, and their well-

Accipitres).

By H. Kirke Swann. London,

Weldon & Wesley, Ltd.
Parts
November 25, 1924, January 31,

May

Pp.

30, 1925.

numbered

i-xi,

plates per part,

I-III,

1925,

1-196, five un-

some

colored.

Mr. Swann has long been known as a
student of the birds of prey, and his recently
published synopsis
of the

orate

is

the

first

general review

The present elaband handsome monograph may con-

group

in forty years.

sequently be regarded as the final product of
his studies. The first three parts, which have
appeared with commendable promptness, give
a very fair idea of the caliber of the work.

known tendency to interbreed. The thorough-

Primarily a technical and systematic account,

ness of treatment of each species might be

it

illustrated in the case of

any of our American
examples, the black duck for instance, to
which are devoted a little more than ten
quarto pages, a distributional map, and
duotone plate. Besides a full description and
a list of scientific and vernacular names, there
are detailed statements of distribution and
migration and elaborate notes on the food.
The sportsman will even find an appraisal of

acters

the species as adapted to the human palate.
The geographic races are discussed more

forms are regrettably general. The systematic
classification of the Accipitres has long needed
very careful study and revision, which is still
awaiting the accumulation of adequate
skeletal material in the hands of a competent
anatomist.
The classification adopted in
the present work is a modification of the old
one, based largely on external characters.
The author is conservative in his treatment of

and the treatment by species or
binomial forms, rather than to give excessive

three families

briefly;

importance to trinomials, has much to commend it in a book of this wide scope. Tn most

has the usual

full

descriptions of char-

and an elaborate synonymy, but the
geographical distribution and ranges of many

the higher groups, dividing the order into

tary bird

of

eagles proper.

:

the vultures, the unique secreAfrica,

The

last

and the hawks and
family

is bj^ all

mean

BIRDS IN BOOKS
the largest, and

further subdivided into

is

eight subfamihes, the characters of

often slight
is

and tend

which are
Mr. Swann

to overlap.

gratifyingly conservative in his conception

of the genus, but

something of a "splitter"

is

in recognizing slight variations of size or color

many

in

as subspecies,

cases,

need

of further

however, this

and emphasizes the

serves a useful purpose

specimens to obtain a correct

idea of racial as distinguished from individual
variation.

Hawks have many

complicated

changes of plumage and color phases, and as
they are large birds and it takes a long time
to prepare specimens, collectors have never
cared to devote much time to accumulating
This has handicapped all students of
series.
the group, through no fault of their own.
While Mr. Swann does not in this work
claim to advance our knowledge of the
Accipitres to any material extent, he is to be
congratulated on having compiled such information as is now available, and he is presenting it in what gives every indication of
being one of the handsomest and most accurately printed monographs which have appeared in recent years. L. G.

—

We

ful.
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trust

that

remaining

the

three

volumes will appear shortly, for the book will
be a useful one. It should be in demand among
American bird lovers who propose to visit

The pubhshers
would, however, have more nearly supplied
the wants of the traveling bird student if,
instead of reducing the original quarto to an
octavo, they had made it a duodecimo and in
great Britain or the continent.

two volumes instead
been done. F.M.C.

of four.

It

—

could have

Zoological Results of the Swedish Expedition to
Central Africa, 1921, Birds. By N. G3ddenstolpe,

Kungl. Svenska Vetenskapakademi(3j I, No. 4, 1924, pp. 1-326.

ens Handlingar,

Prince Wilhelm of Sweden, on his expedition to the

and

Kivu

gorillas,

district in quest of big

game

was accompanied by Count Nils

The excellent
and mammals of Siam
previously prepared by Count Gyldenstolpe
gave proof of the care and thoroughness of his
work, and the present account of the birds he
collected in Africa is a most detailed and useful
commentary on the avifauna of the Kivu and
Gyldenstolpe

as

zoologist.

reports on the birds

adjacent regions.
British

Birds,

written

and

illustrated

by

Archibald Thorburn with 192 plates in
color.
In four volumes.
Vol. I.
New
edition.

Longmans, Green and Company.

London,

New

Spending nine months in eastern equatorial
the Swedish Expedition made a

Africa,

special

investigation

of

the

now-famous

work, for example, is essentially
that of the same author's four-volume royal
Indeed it is issued as a
quarto of 1915-16.

Birunga volcanoes and the eastern border of
the Congo forest near the Semliki River and
The varied zoological collections
Irumu.
brought back to the Royal Natural History
Museum of Stockholm included nearly 1700
birds of about 400 different species. The new
forms discovered by the Expedition and here
listed include eight subspecies and one distinct
species, the latter a small flycatcher, Cryptolopha wilhelmi, from the alpine region of the

new
The

Kivu volcanoes. It is allied to C. alpina of Mt.
Ruwenzori, and Count Gyldenstolpe secured

xii,

York, Toronto, 1925.

8vo.

176 pages, 48 plates figuring 108 species.

While the biographer would find it difficult
book on British birds containing
much that was new, they will doubtless always
to produ(3e a

afford fresh material for the artist.

The

text

of the present

edition of that

sumptuous publication.

however, are wholly new and this
fact in connection with the book's much
smaller size and lower cost makes it a quite
different work.
As an artist Mr. Thorburn, we believe, is
plates,

generally conceded

first

place

among

British

bird painters, but as a painter of birds' portraits his position as a leader

questioned.

He

may

perhaps be

posseses in an exceptional

degree the gift that

many

bird painters lack

of placing his bird in nature.

tone, choice of accessories,

In composition,

and general

treat-

charm. When,
however, it comes to details of anatomy, pose,
and physiognomy, he is not always so success-

ment

his pictures possess rare

many other species on the

higher slopes of the

volcanoes which illustrate the relations between the mountain-dwelling birds of the two
ranges.

On Mt.

Karisimbi, for example, he

discovered the male of Cryptospiza shelleyi,
a weaver-finch previously kno^Ti from a

specimen taken on Ruwenzori.
Such additional knowledge is often just as

single female

new geographic
known onhfrom single specimens bi-ought home by the
American Museum Congo Expedition, such as
Chsetura melanopygia (a large swift), BaHs
valuable as the finding of a

race.

Of several birds

previouslj^

ituriensis (a flycatcher),

and Malimbus flavipes

NATURAL HISTORY
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(a

Count

weaver)

obtained

Gyldenstolpe

additional material that confirms the original
descriptions. The difficulty of finding a new
species of bird in the

time

is

Congo

at the present

a rehable indication of

how

well the

that in the recent past "much of interest has
been lost to the general public by the failure

charge of scientific explorations

of those in

...

to recognize the claims of the general

more popular account

public to a

birds of the region are beginning to be kno-mi.

work than

when Emin Pasha and
Doctor Stuhlmann inaugurated the zoological
investigation of the Ruwenzori region, remarkable progress has been made both in the

reports customarily issued."

Since the j^ear 1890,

and

pohtical administration

in the scientific

exploration of the region.

Now

that the avifauna

regards the species,

it

is

is

so well

known

as

time to undertake

more detailed studies of the life histories, food,
and determining factors of distribution. Much
of this will be found in Count Gyldenstolpe's
Its introduction

report.

is

of special interest,
of the

and contains notes on the vegetation

Birunga volcanoes, with special reference to
the distribution of birds,

and

is

illustrated

Throughout
with landscape photographs.
the systematic part the author presents his
notes as to the haunts and behavior of the
birds, factors of great weight in their distribu-

In many ways his treatment is a model.
Colors of the soft parts, which disappear in
dried skins, are carefully described, and the
tion.

principal dimensions of every specimen are

The

given.

fullness

and accuracy

of

the

The

field

of

such

given in the series of technical

is

party was limited to six profesrepresenting the depart-

naturalists

sional

ments

and zoology of the
Iowa in May, 1922,

of geology, botany,

university.

They

left

and subsequently spent about one month at
the Fiji Islands and five weeks in New Zealand. The nineteen chapters of the book cover
not only the narrative of the journey by
Professor Nutting, but also special accounts

fauna of various restricted regions, as

of the

well

as

chapters

relating

the

to

history,

customs, and ethnic characters of the Fijians
and Maoris, by the same author. Dr. Dayton

Stoner contributes chapters on ornithological

and entomological experiences

New

Zealand,

in Fiji

while

respectively,

and

similar

accounts relating to the geological subjects are
given by Dr. A. 0. Thomas, and two chapters
on botany bj^ Dr. R. B. Wjdie.
Doctor Stoner's ornithological notes are in
the nature of general impressions rather than
detailed studies.

Much

of the text is re-

printed from articles which the author has

bibhographic references are gratifying, and
make this a reference book of the highest
utihty to fellow-workers on African birds.

already published elsewhere.

one to get at the main facts of
geographic variation in any given species

greatly over-emphasizes the scarcity of marine

It enables

with the least possible delay; and this
valuable help at the present time,

when

is

a

the

systematic worker loses more time over the
minutiae of trinomial forms than with

many

a more important question of classification or
The well-chosen
relationship among birds.
color plates

and

excellent

close to such a useful

map form

a fitting

and well-planned

report.

— J.P.C.
University of

Iowa

Expedition, 19^4.

Studies, Fiji-New Zealand

By

C. C. Nutting

and

Collaborators.

This profusely illustrated and rather unis the fourth narra-

usual volume of 369 pages
tive in

book form

relating to expeditions sent

out in the interests of natural science from the
State University of Iowa. The series originated in the author's mind after reading such
older classic works as Darwin's Voyage of the
'

le.

'

Professor Nutting explains further

species

introduced

into

His remarks on
such as the

Fiji,

minah, are interesting and pertinent.

He

Fiji region, however, and in
attempting to be accurate beyond his actual
data he mis-identifies the local tropic bird,
for Phaethon sethereus is a species which has
never been recorded in that part of the

birds in the

Pacific.

Professor Nutting's sections of the book
include an excellent naturalist's record of
field work on Makuluva, an island a few miles
from Suva, in which he not only describes the
south Pacific reef faima, but also makes
illuminating comparisons based upon his

former experiences with conditions in the
West Indies and elsewhere. In other parts of
the work he gives us good first-hand accounts
of such historic creatures as Periophthalmus, the
"tree-climbing fish," and of the primitive

Sphenodon or tuatara.

Four

New

of the latter

Zealand Government, were brought back alive to the University of Iowa. Professor Nutting, moreover,
has much of interest to say regarding the
reptiles, the gift of the

.

.
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excellent traits of physique and character
which belong to the Fijian aborigines, and he
describes with a sympathy, which his readers
must also feel, their inevitable losing struggle
for existence against the rapidly increasing

Hindus who were first introduced into the
farm laborers. In discussing the

islands as

inhabitants of the Fiji Islands, however, the
author falls into the common error of confus-

them with Polynesians.

513

the " South Sea Islanders are under discussion
'

'

In spite of the highly personal, not to say
trivial, nature of much of Professor Nutting's

most readers who are interested in
the present status of south Pacific geography
and civihzation will find the work entertainnarrative,

and valuable, while travelers will heartily
agree with the author's caustic thrusts at
ing

certain

aggravating phases of the United
and customs regulations and

In spite of the
undoubted racial mixture in the south Pacific,
the Fijians must certainly be termed Melanesians and should not be loosely associated with

compared

Tongans or Tahitians when

nationalities

ing

The

characteristics of

States passport

at the appalhng bureaucracy of

own

some

with
.

similar

officers

—R .C M

our

of

representatives in these services
of

when
other

.

Ornitholoi>gical Magazines

The appended

notes on the contents of the more recent numbers of the leading ornithomagazines are presented not as a critical review but as a means of conveying

logical

information regarding the character, function, and place of issue of these pubhcations; in
as an annotated directory of bird journals.
It will be observed that all the
magazines here noted are the organs of societies.
short,

The Ibis: A Quarterly Journal
Edited by Wilham Lutley

of Ornithology.

Sclater.

by the British Ornithologists' Union.
Wheldon and Wesley, Ltd., 2-4 Arthur
lished

Street,

Twelfth

London.

Series,

Vol. I;

Nos. 1-3, 1925.

The

founded

Ibis,

in 1859,

the meeting

ornithologists

corner of the world.
for 1925, for

is

from every
two issues
example, contain articles on the

place of British

The

first

Majorca, Sierra Leone,
British Sudan, the Cameroon, Himalaya,
Indo- China, Palestine, Macedonia,' Spain, and
British Guiana.
Most of these articles are
regional lists of the species observed, with
notes on their numbers, distribution, and
habits.
There are also papers on avian
birds

of

Arabia,

anatomy,
reviews,

classification,
letters,

and

and

distribution,

general

notes

of birds in the Berlin University

Pub-

and

news.
half-tones,

devoted to
than to those of other continents. The questions
discussed are exceedingly varied in scope, and
by no means mainly systematic. In the first
two numbers for 1925 we find descriptions of
new birds from Brazil, as well as accounts of

the use of birds in the medical practice of the

by the German Ornithological Society, and
by Dr. Erwin Stresemann, Berlin.

edited

The /. /. 0., as it is familiarly called, was
founded in 1853 by Dr. Jean Cabanis, and
edited for

of its

many

years

by Professor Anton

Doctor Stresemann is the third
editors, all of whom have been curators

Reichenow.

and

ancients, the interrelation of avifaima

vegetation in southern China, experiments on
the sense of taste in birds, the structure of
metallic feathers, a bibliography of ornithology
in

Saxony, and reviews of African glossy

starhngs and several birds of prey in Europe.

The

interesting proceedings of the

German

Ornithological Society are also included, but

reviews of ornithological Uterature are

now

printed in the Ornithologische Monatsberichte,

by Dr. Stresemann. The Monats-

berichte thus serves as a

supplement to /. /.

0.,

with shorter articles on technical subjects and

many
Journal fiir Ornithologie, pubhshed quarterly

all

more space is usually
the birds of Europe and Africa

parts of the world, but

also edited

The illustrations include maps,
and excellent colored plates.

Museum.

Contributions to this journal come from

notes on the occurrence of birds in

Europe.

The Auk: A Quarterly Journal of Ornithology.
Edited by Witmer Stone; Published by the
American Ornithologists' Union. Lancaster, Pa. Vol. XLII, Nos. 1-3, 1925.

While the members of the British OrniUnion are as widely distributed as

thologists'
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the British

Empire

the

itself,

members

of

Union are for
North America.

the American Ornithologists'

the greater part resident in

The
Auk, organ of the A. O. U., relate largely to
American birds. There is thus a greater

It follows, therefore, that the contents of

community

of interests

among

contributors to

The Auk, than among contributors to The
Ibis, with a corresponding increase in the
number of notes of more or less local importance covering a more restricted area and with
The Auk
a greater number of observers.
has largely passed the faunal-list stage of bird

study and

its

articles are

now

chiefly bio-

graphic or subjective in character.

an admirable department of Recent Literature," and others for "Correspondence" and "Notes and News." The
illustrations are half-tones from photographs.
There are no colored plates.
There

presidential address of Dr.

"The Naming

J.

A. Leach on

of Australian Birds."

The Condor: a Bi-monthly Magazine of
Edited by Joseph
Western Ornithology.
Grinnell. Published by the Cooper OrniVol.
thological Club, Pasadena, Cal.
XXVII, 1925; Nos. 1-3.
The Condor

Auk is to the

is

to the

Cooper Club what The

A. O. U., but, covering a smaller

area and reporting the proceedings of an
organization which meets monthly instead of
yearly,

it

has closer relations with its

clientele.

Living in one of the most interesting ornithological regions in the world, the members of

'

is

The Emu:

'

Quarterly Organ of the Royal

Australasian

Ornithologists'

Union,

376

Flinders Street, Melbourne, Australia.

the Cooper Club have taken advantage of

and the pages of The
Condor bear witness to their industry and the
keenness of their observations.
There are departments for bird banders,
notes from field and study, reviews, and
their opportunities,

comment.

editorial

The

illustrations

are

half-tones from photographs, which, like the

magazine, are exceptionally well printed.

The Emu always brings with it a feeling of
wide spaces and good fellowship. Bird study
in Australia is conducted in the field rather
than in the laboratory, and a volume of The
Em,u leads us over much little-known territory
where we meet strange birds in strange
places.

The next annual Congress

of the

American

Union will be held within the
American Museum, and after
adjournment there will be some one-day excursions to neighboring bird resorts. But an
annual Congress of the Royal Australasian
Ornithologists' Union is accompanied by a
"camp-out" which evidently rises above the
excursion stage and affords rare opportunities
Ornithologists'

walls of the

for cooperative observation.

(Vol.

two numbers of The Emu for 1925
XXIV, Nos. 3 and 4) contain an anno-

tated

list

The

first

of the birds

observed in connection

with the Union's Congress for 1924.
It
includes 182 species of which 42 were found
nesting.
This Congress was held in Roehampton, Queensland, whither most of the
members tra veledfrom Brisbane as guests of the
mayor and were later addressed by the governor
and variously entertained, all circumstances
quite as foreign to an A.O.U. Congress as a
" camp-out!"
Aside from a detailed report of the Congress
there are numbers of excellent papers in these
two issues, of which the most notable is the

—

The Wilson Bulletin. A Quarterly Magazine
Devoted to the Study of Birds in the Field.
Edited by T. C. Stephens. Pubhshed by the
Wilson Ornithological Club at Sioux City,
Iowa, Vol.

XXXVII,

The Wilson

Nos.

1

Ornithological

and

2.

Club

brings

together the bird students of the Mississippi
Valley,

and

in the publication of its official

organ has the cooperation of state bird clubs
in Nebraska, Iowa, Kentucky, and Tennessee.
As its subtitle indicates, it is a magazine for
the student of birds in nature, and its contents
deal therefore with the living bird.

banding

is

Bird

a phase of bird study in which

many of its members are

interested.

After serving as editor for thirty-six years,
Professor Lynds Jones was succeeded by the
present editor in
Bird-Lore.

March

Official

of this year.

Organ

of the

Audubon

Edited by Frank M. Chapman.
D. Appleton & Co.
Societies.

Four numbers of the twenty-seventh volume
bimonthly have appeared during the
year. The January-February issue is chiefly
of this

devoted to the results of the Christmas Bird
Census which this magazine has conducted
Twenty-seven
for a quarter of a century.
observers contributed to the census of 1900;

more than 400 took part

in that of 1924, a

BIRDS IN BOOKS
measure of the growth of our interest

in birds

during the last twenty-five years.
Under "The Seasons," edited by John T.
Nichols, each number of Bird-Lore contains
reports from a corps of observers throughout
the country on recent events in their part
of the bird world, making a symposium of
current
value.

interest

and permanent

There are scores

reference

of general articles

on
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birds in nature, minor notes, colored plates

Fuertes and Brooks, and

by

many

photographs.
As editor of the school department, Dr.
Arthur A. Allen contributes to each number a
fully illustrated article designed to be helpful

to teachers,

Dr.

T.

and

in the

Audubon department,

Pearson,

president of the
National Association of Audubon Societies,
presents the news relative to bird conservation
Gilbert

UPLAND PLOVER
when alighting; showing the beautiful pattern of their under surface.
Photographed by Dr. Frank N. Wilson, Belleville, Mich. From Bird-Lore for October

With wings

aloft

ALEXANDER WETMORE
Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, in charge of the United States National

Museum

The appointment of Dr. Alexander Wetmore as assistant secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution was a logical event in the history
of a career which has been marked b}^ ad-

has made, opportunity to do a large amount
A thorough workman,
of original research.
he has also the ability to produce without loss
of time, and he already has to his credit a

vance as rapid as it is deserved.
Entering the service of the Biological Survey
on part time in 1910, while still a student in
the University of Kansas, Doctor Wetmore, on
graduating in 1911, joined the Survey's staff.
During the succeeding thirteen years he was
its representative on a number of important
scientific missions of widely varying character.
These have carried him to Porto Eico, southern South America, parts of the United

surprising

Hawaii and other Pacific islands.
Between times Doctor Wetmore has found,
or probably it would be more exact to say,

studies in a field which he has occupied with so

States,

516

number

of authoritative publica-

tions.

Doctor Wetmore was elected a Fellow of the
American Ornithologists' Union in 1919 and a
vice-president in 1923. In November, 1924,
he was appointed director of the National
Zoological Park, succeeding the late N. Hollister, and was soon thereafter advanced to the
post he now holds. It is to be hoped that his

new

duties will leave

him time

for further

much credit to himself and profit to
of ornithology.

the science

,

Note

Introductory

In order to give some conception of current ornithological activities in the museums of this
country which have devoted especial attention to birds, we have asked some of our colleagues
to tell us of their

work

in field, study,

and exhibition

hall,

and

of their plans

and

pohcies.

This necessarily brief review far from completes the picture of what is being done to
advance our knowledge of birds. To do this would require a description of the manifold
functions of the Biological Survey, of the National Association of Audubon Societies
with those of its state and local allies, of the work of many of tha smaller museums, which
often reach their public more effectively than the larger ones (witness the Museum of Birdcraft Sanctuary), and of the opportunities offered students by educational institutions,
Cornell University, which have regular courses in ornithology.

like

UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM
Foremost among the

special projects in or

connected with the Division of Birds

is

the

work by Robert Ridgway, known as Bulletin
50, or "Birds of North and Middle America,"
of which eight volumes have been published
to date. When the work was first projected
as a definite task, in 1894, it was thought that
eight volumes would suffice, but this limit was
later

extended to ten, with a possible supple-

mentary volume. The eight volumes that
have been published contain 6623 pages and
222 plates. Mr. Ridgway is now assembhng
data for the final volumes.
"Life Histories of North American Birds,"

with the result that
another volume covering herons and aUied
birds is about ready for the press, and notes
have been assembled for succeeding parts.
Another project under way for many years
is one that deals with the generic names of
birds, showing their variations (emendations)
characteristic energy,

and

giving their types, family relationships,

author. Dr. C.

W.

Richmond, has thus far issued three supplements to Waterhouse's Index Generum Avium,
nearly ready for the press.
has also spent much time in preparing a

while a fourth

He

is

card catalogue of specific names of birds,
giving certain useful information about them
(author,
locality,

place

of

publication,

.

pleted

from the

named

Wood, he has com-

A.

paper on

a

a

He

author.

collection

birds

of

obtained by the last-

Fiji Islands,

has

now

in press a report

revised account of the birds of Porto Rico to

separate Bulletin of the National

The

Museum.
With Dr. Casey

Museum.

volumes do to systematic ornithology. Of
this work five parts have appeared, each as a

other information.

progress a series

work with

by Arthur Cleveland Bent, bears the same
Mr. Ridgway's

this

Museum, has in

on the anatomy of birds, and has
done considerable work on fossil birds, chiefly
of North America. He is engaged at present
with Miocene material belonging to the American Museum of Natural History, and Miocene
and Eocene specimens from the Carnegie Museum, in addition to fossils and cave material
that have come recently to the National

on the collections made by him in Argentina
and neighboring states, under the auspices of
the Biological Survey, and has in contemplation a report on the material obtained by him
under the same auspices on Laysan, Midway,
Wake, and other islands in the Pacific, and a

relation to biographic, that

Mr. Bent has prosecuted

the National
of studies

date,

type

and similar data) but it is not expected
,

these data will be pubhshed, useful though
they are to those who prosecute their studies
in the office of the Division of Birds.

Dr. Alexander Wetmore, assistant secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution, in charge of

appear in the

series

York Academy

sponsored by the

New

of Sciences.

Mr. J. H. Riley has been occupied with the
study of important collections received in
recent years from China, in part through cooperation with the National Geographic
Society and in part through the activities of
Mr. Riley has practhe Rev. D. C. Graham.
tically

tion

completed an account of a fine collecin Yunnan by J. F. Rock, traveling

made

for the National Geographic Society,

and

is

brought to the
Museum by F. R. Wulsin, secured in southern
China, under the same auspices.
Dr. H. C. Oberholser, of the Biological
Survey, has for years worked over the collections made by Doctor Abbott in the Malayan
region and islands, and has reported upon
He has given
several of the collections.
at

work

also

on the

series

prehminary descriptions of many new species
and forms from the same collections, and is
still engaged in these studies.
517
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Doctor C. W. Richmod and B. H. Swales,
honorary assistant curator of the Division of
Birds, have in preparation a bulletin listing the
type specimens of birds in the United States
National Museum, as well as one on the birds
of Haiti and Santo Domingo, but work on
these subjects has been delayed for various
causes.
It is hoped that a more decided
advance on these projects maj^ be made in
the near future.

Among other activities of the Division
Birds may be mentioned assistance given

of

to

the American Ornithologists' Union in the

preparation of

its

proposed new Check-List

by members of the Delaware Valley Ornithological Club have been presented and
added to it. As individual collecting of local
birds

is

now but seldom

that

is

in existence

be accessible to
use of

Society

W. DeW.

new

for the

Miller of the American

A. O. U. Check-List.

all

of bird

life,

also

where

who

it

are qualified to

make

the

Academy

its

will

make

their

Besides the extensive local collection of
birds on permanent exhibition in the

Mu-

seum, a seasonal collection of birds mounted
in small boxes is exhibited and changed from
time to time as the season advances, to show
just what birds may be found in the vicinity
of Philadelphia at

ACADEMY OF NATURAL

it

and the Wissahickon Bird Club,
more especially in the conservation

headquarters.

in revising the classification of birds

and place

The D. V. O. C. holds its meetings at the
Academy through the courtesy of the institution, and does much to stimulate ornithological interest, while the Pennsylvania Audubon

The foreign references of the forthcoming
"Index" to The Auk for the period from 1910
to 1920 are now being revised in the Division
of Birds, and Doctor Wetmore has cooperated

Museum

seems

it.

interested

with Mr.

it

preservation will be assured and where

American Birds, and of the latest
"Index" to The Auk, now in manuscript.

of North

carried on,

desirable to gather together all such material

any time.

SCIENCES,

PHILADELPHIA

MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY

In developing the bird collection the
attempt is being made to secure representatives of all the genera of the world and the
those

Thanks to Mr. John E. Thayer, the department of birds is now represented in the field
by W. W. Brown in southern and southwestern Vera Cruz, where, among other interesting species, he has secured the rare wren

genera.

Hylorchilus.

more

distinctive species in each, especially

which have served as the types of
The Academy's collection having
always been a very representative one, this
pohcy is simply carrying on that of the past.
At the same time efforts are being made to
strengthen the representation of the birds

of countries where the collection has been
weak, and collectors are procuring materia^
for us in parts of China, Siam, and in Bolivia. Wherever possible, too, juvenal plumages of foreign birds are being procured to
aid in the study of plumage development and
relationship.

While the collection
birds

of

North American

reasonably complete, efforts are being
to obtain better specimens and fuller

is

made

representations of the larger land
birds.

Through the liberality of

bers of the Academy,

and water

certain

mem-

has been possible to
secure during the past winter a fine series of
the ducks of the Atlantic Coast which have
been specially prepared to ensure their preservation in the future.

The

it

been made readily
accessible to students, with the result that

many

local collection has

private collections

made

in past years

Harvard University is participating in the
Mjoberg Expedition to the mountains of
Central Borneo.
Recent expeditions include those of Dr.
John C. Phillips to Uganda and the Eastern
Congo; J. L. Peters to Martinique, St. Vin-

and St. Lucia; W. S. Brooks to Cape
Colony, Natal, Transvaal, Rhodesia, and
the Southwest Protectorate, and Outram
Bangs to England, France, and Germany.
In addition to the specimens resulting from
these expeditions the department has received
cent,

a collection of about 1000 birds from northern

Andean
and finch,

Argentina, including both the high
flamingos, the rare snipe, Phegornis,

Idiospar, the Swann Collection of Accipitres,
and representative series taken by G. H. H.
Tate in northeastern Venezuela and by H.
Friedman in north and south Central Africa.
Mr. J. E. Thayer has presented the Museum with numerous birds from northern
Mexico, and Dr. Thomas Barbour, who is
in our exchanges, has
important gaps in the collection from

especially interested
filled

'

FROM OTHER MUSEUMS
time to time. In the laboratory, Peters' work
on a card catalogue of the birds in the Mu-

seum

is

progressing satisfactorily.

tains all the forms recognized

up

It con-

to 1925

indicates those represented in the

and

Museum.

Using Sharpe's Handlist as a basis, it appears
that of the 2647 genera of recent birds recognized by him, but 182 are lacking in the collection. Of the 18,938 species recognized by the
same authority the Museum has about 10,000.
The collection contains about 150,000 skins
and probably more than 1000 types.
The third volume of Doctor Phillips'
monograph of the ducks of the world (see
review, p. 509) has just appeared and proofreading is well advanced on the fourth. Doctor Phillips is now engaged on a new work
on extinct and disappearing birds.
Mr. T. E. Penard and Outram Bangs have
nearly completed their life of Lafresnaye and
account of his collection as well as of the
Lesson, Boissoneau, Guerin, and other types

contained therein.

A
ing

change in the arrangement
laboratories

amount
ment.
tion

is

will

greatly

of the teach-

increase

the

of space available for the bird depart-

Of special importance

in this connec-

a course in ornithology by Dr. G.

Allen, the first ever given at Harvard.
this course,

M.
For

which was most successful and

popular, full credit

is

allowed for the degrees

of A.B. or S.B.

CARNEGIE MUSEUM
With the

receipt of 4522 birds

Solimoes, Brazil, the Carnegie
birds in existence.

Museum

has

The new forms

in this addition to the Carnegie collection are

the collection
being worked up in connection

in process of being described;

as a whole

is

with the general collection.
During the year critical determinations of
the specimens representing six families have
been completed. A paper on the tropical

American species of the goldfinches
genus Spinus has been completed.

of the

The compilation of data for a proposed work
on the birds of Western Pennsylvania has
been prosecuted steadily by Miss Ruth
Trimble, whose services have been available
through the generosity of the local Audubon
the exhibitions

a group showing the blue goose at James
Bay, the gift of John B. Semple.

is

The South Atlantic Expedition of the
Cleveland Museum of Natural History was
undertaken in cooperation with the American
Museum of Natural History. Its purpose is
to study the oceanic islands of the Atlantic
as the Whitney South Sea Expedition is
studying those of the Pacific. The expedition

New London

from

sailed

in

November,

1923, in the three-masted schooner " Blossom,"

109 feet over all, under the leadership of
George Finlay Simmons.

The

first

work

Verde Islands

was an
Cape

of the expedition

extensive study of the bird
off

life

of the

the west coast of Africa.

Practically all of these islands were thoroughly

and although the common European
migrants were neglected in favor of local

studied,

species, the collection includes

more

different

forms of birds than were previously known

from the group.

From the Cape Verde Islands the "Blossom" sailed to the African mainland at
Dakar, Senegal.

In but few places

better opportunity of studying the

is

there a

life

of the

comparison with that of an adjacent oceanic island group than in Senegal.
Here the "Blossom" obtained collections
that make an excellent beginning of the
Cleveland Museum's African fauna, and afford
a fine foundation for later study of the
relationships of the life of the mainland to

mainland

in

Since the "Blossom" left Dakar, she has
been working south of the equator, and only
the collections and reports forwarded from
Rio Janeiro are available at this time. The
most interesting of these pertain to the "Blossom's " visit to the Martin Vas Rocks and the
volcanic island of Trinidad, seven hundred
miles east of Rio Janeiro. The Martin Vas
Rocks had probably never been landed upon
before, yet the Expedition collected two species
of spider, an interesting problem in geographic
distribution. Another puzzle in distribution
is the presence of earthworms on these islands.
Important bird collections were made on
Trinidad and specimens were secured there of
the descendants of the goats landed by Captain
Edmund Halley more than two hundred

years ago.
It

Society.

The most notable addition to

THE CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

that of the Cape Verde Islands.

from the Rio

the largest and most complete collection of

Amazonian

519

is

expected that the "Blossom" will

report soon at the Island of Ascension, which
is a cable station, and will reach a home port
in the

autumn

of 1925.
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FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL

HISTORY
Following the completion
part

of

the

of

the third

"Catalogue of Birds of the

(see review, p. 508) Dr. C. E.
Hellmayr, associate cxorator of birds, at once
began work on Part IV and in this connection has spent the summer studying in

Americas"

European museums.
Aside from HeUmayr's work, the most
important matters in the Division of Birds
are the splendid growth of our ornithological
library

and the progress of Mr. H. B. ConoUnder the patronage of Mr.

ver's collection.

E. E. Ayer, the

first

Museum

president of the

and still an active trustee, a very large number
and desirable ornithological books
have been pm-chased during the past two
years. J. T. Zimmer has made a very fine
bibhographic catalogue of the library which
will be pubhshed in the near future.
Mr. H. B. Conover's collection of the game
birds of the world, which is deposited in a
special room in the Museum, continues to
Mr. Conover employs collectors
grow.
throughout the world, and at the present
of scarce

rate of progress should within a few years

have the best collection of the families included
in this country.

The

oological collection has

been advanced

to the first rank through the receipt of the
collection of

Mr. R. M. Barnes,

of Lacon,

Plans for

field

work, in which special atten-

wiU be paid to

tion

to

River Marshes, Utah, and numerous others of

Brazil.

an expedihoped that George

birds, include

It

is

Cherrie's presence on the Roosevelt Expedi-

tion to Central Asia will result in a collection

representing the bird

life of

the region visited.

COLORADO MUSEUM OF NATURAL

For the most part,

rare or extinct species.

however, this series of groups consists of Far

North

varieties, the large birds of the Arctic

coast region of Alaska being especially well
represented.

The Colorado Museum has used from three
some of its

to thirty-eight species of birds in

habitat groups, and with the installation of

W. H. James Memorial
Wing, to be devoted exclusively to South
American subjects, the number will be greatly

like exhibits in the

increased.

A party from the

Colorado

Museum

is

now

work in Argentina, Paraguay, and southern
Brazil, collecting specimens and materials for
the construction of habitat groups, some of
which will be in excess of one hundred feet in
at

An example of this plan of installation
be the birds of the upper Paraguay River.
Accounts of naturahsts who have visited that
region, notably that of Colonel Theodore
Roosevelt (in Through the Brazilian Wilderness) describe an enormous number and
variety of species found in small areas. Any
attempt adequately to illustrate scenes of that
character necessitates a radical departure from
hitherto recognized standards of group conlength

.

will

and instead

struction,

Illinois.

tion

birds of southwestern Louisiana, the water
fowl wintering on the coast of the same region,
the Bahama Island birds, a large group illustrative of the breeding birds of the Bear

of

utilizing

several

exhibits representing localized conditions of

bird

life,

the entire length of the halls of the

James Memorial Wing will be employed, in
which a cross section of the greatest abundance of bird life can be shown. Obviously,
then, the future development of habitat
groups is limited only to the space available
in the halls of a

museum

building.

HISTORY
This Museum

is

becoming widely known

for its growing series of bird groups, planned

and prepared under the
J.

direction of Director

D. Figgins, who played so important a part

in the production of the bird groups in the

CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OJ SCIENCES
The Academy is especially interested in the
distribution of bird

the islands

off

life

in California

and on

the coast.

The Mexican government has not only

American Museum.

greatly assisted our expeditions to certain of

groups were made with the use
background,
but with the completion of the Joseph M.
Standley Wing to the Museum building, more
elaborate habitat groups of birds were undertaken, these being largely confined to North

the islands off Lower California, but has even
gone so far as to invite us to send represen-

The

earlier

of photographic transparencies as

American species not found
Chief

among

in

Colorado.

these groups are the

summer

tatives

upon some

investigation.

reciprocated

of

This

its

own voyages

courtesy

has

of

been

by the Academy, and Mexico

has invariably been in turn invited to send
representatives upon our own voyages to its
territory. In this way a most friendlyf esl'
\

,

FROM OTHER MUSEUMS
has been established, to the benefit of all
concerned.
The most recent expedition of this sort has
been one to the Revillagigedo and Tres Marias
groups, which the Academy was enabled to
undertake through the courtesy of Secretary
of the Navy Wilbur, who placed at its disposal
the mine sweeper "Ortalan" from mid-April
until mid- June.

The

bird department has been represented

upon all of these expeditions, when specimens
and data have been obtained which are to be
worked over and incorporated into a proper
Further work in this line is being
report.
planned for the near future and there is good
reason to expect gratifying results.

MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
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for the training of nature guides

receiving

Mr.

J.

marked support.
Eugene Law, curator

has devoted

much time

which

is

in osteology,

and development of the osteological collections of the
Museum. The series of bird species thus
represented have been built up largely with
regard to the needs of Dr. Loye Miller
to the care

in the study of the fossil bird remains in
the Rancho-la-Brea deposits and elsewhere

in California.

Miss Margaret W. Wythe, assistant curator
been occupied, in collaboration
with Doctor GrinneU, on an account of the
birds of the San Francisco Bay region.
Dr. Joseph GrinneU, director of the Museum, is also professor in the department of
of birds, has

zoology of the University, and in this capacity
devotes considerable time during two courses

The Museum of Vertebrate Zoology was
founded in 1908 by Miss Annie M. Alexander,
and continuously from that time it has received from her a large part of its support.
In its inception this museum was devoted
primarily to the study of the animal life of
western North America, especially that of
California, and its activities have remained

in vertebrate zoology (general

pretty closely within these limits.

history of a cross section of the CaUfornia

Dr.

Harold C.

thologist in the

Bryant,

Museum,

economic

orni-

editor of California

Fish and Game, and in charge of education,
and research for the California

publicity,

State Fish

and Game Commission,

is

mainlj'

concerned in the educational aspects of ornithology. He conducts nature classes in the
Extension courses offered by the University
of California throughout the academic year.

and economic)

to class instruction in ornithology.

Work

in

progress includes a cooperative study with

Miss Wythe on the birds of the San Francisco
Bay region, as already mentioned, and, during
the past year, with the late Richard Hunt on
the birds of Morro Bay, California.

A rather

extensive program for the study of the natural
Sierras in the

Mount Lassen

region

is

now

being carried out by Doctor GrinneU and Mr.
Dixon.

Miss Annie M. Alexander and Miss Louise
though latterly more especially

Kellogg,

interested in palseontological collecting, gather
in a

few birds as occasion permits.

Last year

their efforts resulted in a small coUection of

birds from Egypt, and in other years series
from the Hawaiian Islands and from various

Nature guide service, begun in a modest way
in Yosemite Valley several years ago in cooperation with the National Park Service,
has grown to such proportions as to engross his
entire time during the summer months, and
to require the employment of several assistants

Southwest.
of the Museum
America, and
especially to the western parts thereof, small
collections of exotic species have been ac-

In this
during the present (1925) season.
connection there has been developed a school

individuals.

localities in the deserts of the

While the bird collection
pertains mostly to North

quired, for the

most

part, as gifts

from various

NOTES
EXTINCT ANIMALS
Extinct Rhinoceroses

— Dr.

Torsten

of. North

Ringstrom

China.

contributes

to

published under the

Palseontologia

Sinica,

direction of V.

K. Ting and W. H. Wong, of

the Geological Survey of China, an invaluable

memoir entitled ''Nashorner der HipparionFauna Nord-Chinas," in which appears a

American branch was given off, terminating
American species, of which the most
characteristic was Teleoceras fossi(/er, which
swarmed in great numbers in the rivers and
in the

swamps

of our western Pliocene deposits.
This animal was protected by a sharp horn
at the very tip of the nasals, to which the name

The

Teleoceras refers.

Asiatic form Chilo-

—

D.istribution of the Hipparion fauna of Eurasia.
1. Samos; 2. Maragha, Persia;
3. Odessa; 4. Bugti Hills;
5. Siwaliks of the Punjab; 6. Fu-Ku-Hsien of China:
7.Pao-Te-Chou; 8.Hsin-An-Hsien; 9. Pikermi, Greece; 10. Veles, Macedonia. The
black dots indicate localities for this fauna including Chilotherium; the circles with
white centers, localities where Chilotherium has not been found

map which is reproduced herewith. In this widespread life zone,
indicated by shaded lines, a very similar
fauna was distributed throughout Pliocene
time, beginning with the lower Pliocene of
Pikermi and of Samos and closing with the
upper Pliocene, in which Hipparion entirely
disappears not only in Asia but in North
Extending from this broad and at
America.
the time fertile and hospitable life zone, were
species of the short-limbed, low-bodied genus
of rhinoceroses to which the author gives the
name Chilotherium. This genus represents the
Asiatic branch of the subfamily of the rhinoceroses known as Teleocerinse., which is repregeographic distribution

sented in the corresponding period in North
America by the genus Teleoceras of Hatcher.

The author shows (p. 68) that from an unknown source in upper Oligocene time an
522

therium, on the other hand, entirely lacks the

horn in both sexes.
the

inferior

The nasals

incisors

are

are horizontal;

correspondingly

enlarged for purposes of attack.

The

geo-

from upper Miocene
to lower Pliocene time in Eurasia. Of equally
graphic distribution

is

great interest in this valuable
recognition

by the author

memoir

is

the

of the ancestor of

the giant single-horned Pleistocene rhinoceros
described by Brandt a half century ago as
Elasm,otherium. The ancestry of this animal
has long been in doubt; the author now discovers its ancestry in the genus Sinotherium,
and places it in a separate family Elasmotheriidae (pp. 143-45).
Sinotherium is distin-

guished from Elasmotherium by the relative
simplicity of its grinding teeth and by the
presence of one more premolar tooth. The

upper jaw

is

greatly compressed.

For the

—
NOTES
same animal Killgus (p. 123) gives the name
Parelasmotherium, and the bones of this
animal were referred by Schlosser, 1903, to
the genus Hippopotarmis.

These two discoveries greatly enrich our
knowledge of the ancestry and descent of the
rhinoceroses in the Old World. Doctor Ringstrom accepts the phylogeny and classification

the

of

rhinoceroses

substantially

by Professor Osborn

described

in

as

a recent

of Natural History.
Another important contribution to this
series of memoirs on the Hipparion fauna of
China is by Doctor Zdansky and deals with the

number

Carnivora.
issue of

It will be reviewed in a later

Natural History.

—H.

F. O.

HISTORY OF THE EARTH
"The Endless Caverns."

—

The forty"The Endless Caverns
Shenandoah Valley," by Associate

eight-page booklet on
of

the

Curator Reeds of the department of geology,
should be of interest to every reader of
Natural History. The booklet, which was
published by the Evans-Brown Co., Inc., 150
Lafayette Street, New York, appeared in
July after Doctor Reeds had visited these
beautiful caverns in January and May of this
year. Not only is the wonderful work of water
above and below ground discussed, but special
consideration is given to how caverns are
excavated, what processes are at work, the
circulation of air in caves, how secondary

growths are formed in caverns, and what becomes of the water of caves and underground
streams. The age of these spectacular caverns
is considered

in relation to four cycles of erosion

which are well exhibited in the surface features

The booklet is fully illustrated
with photographs that have not been excelled
of the region.

in

any other publication.

FISHES
There
of

is

study in

no more fascinating department
the science of ichthyology than

that which relates to the various extraordinary
means adopted by fishes for the protection

and hatching of their eggs and for the care of
the young until they can fend for themselves.
Among some sharks and rays and also among
some few bony fishes, viviparity is practiced
Other bony
i.e., the young are born alive.
fishes like perch and bullheads make nests
in the sand wherein the eggs are laid and
guarded.

Other

fishes

make

birdlike nests of

523

sticks

and weeds,

or even of foam.

fishes take into their

Still

other

mouths the newly

laid

eggs and there incubate them, not only exercising parental care until the eggs are hatched
but until the young are developed sufficiently
to look out for themselves.
Still another class of ocean fishes lay their
eggs in a gelatinous raft which floats about at
the surface of the water until the eggs, under
the warmth of the sun, hatch, and the fishlets

break out of the band of jelly and begin a
life.
It has long been known that the
angler, "all-mouth," or goosefish of our
northern waters, lays such an egg raft. Less
well known to those who do not have at hand
a knowledge of the literature of reproduction
free

of fishes,

as

is

the fact that the Sargassum

fish,

among the seaweed of that name,
crawls among the weed extrudes a gela-

which
it

lives

tinous raft of eggs, and this, intertwined in the
weed, forms the so-called "nest" of this fish.

But now there comes the amazing news from
the researches of Mr. C. Tate Regan, the
distinguished ichthyologist of the British

Museum,

that

among

certain deep-sea angler

taken in the waters of the northern
Atlantic and in the Gulf of Panama, the
females are large and well developed, while
the males ai:e small, insignificant, and permanently attached to the females as parasites.
In one case a female measured 1030 mm. in
fishes

total

and the parasitic males 80 and 85 mm.;
was 1000 mm. in
length and the attached male 105 mm.

over

all.

length,

in another case the female

These dwarf males are born as independent,
free-swimming little fishes, but they later
become permanently attached to the female.
The jaws and lips of the male grasp a papilla
of the skin of the female and in some unknown
way become fused to the skin, forming a
continuous tissue. This tissue is fibrous and
highly vascular, and the blood vessels lead
from one fish into the other as Regan puts
it:
"It is impossible to say where one fish
begins and the other ends." That is to say,
there is in this case an absolute case of parasitism of the male fish on the female, in that all
his food is carried through the blood vessels
which are continuous from the female to him.
This parasitism effectively provides a male at

—

hand

to fertilize the eggs

when

these are ex-

truded by the female, and inevitably and
E. W. G.
effectively insures reproduction.

—
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MAMMAL NUMBER
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

The November-December issues of Natural History will be a "Mammal Number"
and will be edited by Mr. H. E. Anthony, in charge of the department of mammals. This
number will show the great diversity of interests which may attract the attention of one
studying mammals.
Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn will contribute the leading article, on a subject of
fascinating interest, "Mammals and Birds of the California Tar Pools." These pools of
viscous tar trapped literally thousands of saber-toothed tigers, enormous lions, wolves, condors,
and other creatures of a bygone era. Dr. J. Howard McGregor, research associate in human
will present some hitherto unpubhshed data on the greatest of the mammals, man
Doctor McGregor writes on the primitive man. Pithecanthropus of Java.
The editor has selected from the letters and diary of Martin Johnson a few of the more
exciting episodes which make up the day's work of the Martin Johnson African Expedition.
Accompanying these will be a pictorial section in duotone, showing photographs recently reMr. Barnum Brown, associate curator of fossil reptiles, will tell of
ceived from the field.
his experiences in an unfamiliar big-game country, Abyssinia, the one-time home of the

anatomy,
himself.

Queen

of Sheba.
Ernest Thompson Seton will contribute excerpts from his forthcoming second volume
This de luxe edition of animal biographies is the most complete and ambitious
of Lives.
account of North American mammals ever undertaken. Volume one, just recently published, will be reviewed by the editor.
Mr. H. C. Raven, assistant curator of comparative and human anatomy, will review some recent work by Austrahan mammalogists, who have made some very important
contributions to science. Mr. Ira A. Williams of Oregon will contribute an account of unusually
The editor, who has had confine beaver-dam construction, with excellent photographs.
siderable experience with bats, both in the field and in the laboratory, will bring together for
Finally, there will be
this number some interesting facts concerning these small mammals.
included the latest reports from expeditions in the field, plans for important research work,
and discussion of some of the problems connected with the study of mammals.
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Mammals and
By

6

Birds of the California Tar Pools

henry FAIRFIELD OSBORN

Honorary Curator

The story of the

Number

of

Museum

Vertebrate Palaontology, American

California tar pools of Los Angeles

and McKittrick is a romance

of Nature
economic resources. The
now famous formation of the Rancho-la-Brea, referred to by early historians of southern
California, was formerly the property of Major Henry Hancock, and for a period was worked
extensively for asphaltum and fuel. The bones thus uncovered were recognized "as prehistoric,
but attracted little notice until 1906, when Dr. John C. Merriam reahzed their great importance
and began excavation for the University of California. His scientific studies and those of his
colleagues and students on the fossil birds and mammals extended into a vast literature. In
1913 the whole tract of thirty-two acres, including all the fossil-bearing asphalt pits at Ranchola-Brea, was granted to Los Angeles County by George Allan Hancock as a memorial to his
parents, Major Henry Hancock and Mrs. Ida Hancock. The present article brings back to life
these birds and mammals as revealed by twenty years of excavation and research.

and

Civilization, of the prehistory of California,

NATURE

does nothing by halves

and

of its present

in the great State of Cahfornia,

unearthed by John C. Merriam and
his students.
As if to compensate us

and

for this long prehistoric silence in the

the

sculpturing

longest

greatest coast line, rearing the loftiest

Tertiary or Age of Manmaals, Cali-

mountain peak

fornia suddenly reveals with unpre-

in the Union, carving

the grandest glacial gorges, preserving

cedented fullness and completeness her

the tallest of the ancient conifers of

life

the world, nourishing the most varied

Man.

Sierras, of the

recorded with

humid coasts, of the arid
and harboring a still

Los Angeles and of McKittrick,
and the rarest of all fossil life is bird
life, owing to the fragile nature of the
In the same tar pools
bird skeleton.
the mammal life of early Quaternary or
Pleistocene time was suddenly revealed
as nowhere else in the world with such
redundant fullness and completeness.

—thus Nature builds the

golden state out of her superlatives
While quick to display her present
natural grandeur, California has been

slow to reveal her prehistoric glory.
The 'Ancient Territory of Nebraska'
(including

life is

unparalleled fullness in the tar pools

torrid deserts,

active volcano

Her bird

parks of the High

glacial jQora of the

and

during the Quaternary or Age of

the

present

states

of

of

The long-famous

Pliocene deposits

Nebraska and the Dakotas) and the
states of Wyoming and Montana, as
well as of New Mexico and Arizona,

of the Pikermi of Greece

Lower

Miocene

have hitherto surpassed in prehistory
our great Pacific Coast state. This is
because California was still in the
making of her mountains and her
coast lines during the Age of Rep-

Agate

Spring

tiles

and the Age

of

Mammals. Her.
Age of Mam-

sparse records of the

mals have only in recent years been

and

of the

Island of Samos, even the wonderful

fade

in

assemblage of the
quarry of Nebraska,

comparison with the

fossil

hosts of the tar pools, which include

numerous representatives of the entire
large bird and mammal fauna of the
southern California region at the time
the pools were capturing their preJ^

The

following

is

a partial and in-

iThe illustrations of the Rancho-la-Brea murals are from photographs copyrighted by the American

M useum.
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complete

summary

of the

numbers

of

we

quently,

are led to a death-cycle

Rancho-lamammal remains
the year
to
up
excavated
Brea pools

theory of the foot-entangling tar pools
somewhat as follows: all the quad-

1920:

rupeds,

in

the

through

or

instinct

intelli-

Fig. 2.— The old Rancho-la-Brea (Ranch of the Tar Pools), property of Major Henry Hancock,
surrounded by trees and clumps of cactus, the 'Brown pool' and pits (9, 10, 11, 12) in the foreground,
oil-pumping wells above the oil-bearing strata in the middle distance, and the Coast Range beyond.
In this large pool was secured, shortly after the discovery, the first Los Angeles High School collection,
also skeletons of the sloth (Mylodon) and a complete mastodon skeleton
This and succeeding photographs by courtesy of the Museum of History, Science and Art, Los
Angeles
,

Imperial

Mammoths

(Archidiskodon

im-

—parts of 17 or more individuals.
Smaller Shasta Sloths {Nothrotheriuvi
shastense) — 13 or more.
perator)

—

Ancient Bisons {Bison antiquus) 70 or more.
Giant Ground-Sloths {Mylodon harlani)

—

gence, avoided the dangerous tar pools,

except perhaps in seasons of drought,

when, driven by extreme thirst, they
and ventured on the
treacherous tar surfaces, which the
lost their caution

thin sheets of water barely covered.

60 or more.

A

Western Fossil Camels {Camelops hesternus)

—60 or more.

Arch-fronted Horses {Equus

occidentalis)

—

17 or more.

californicus)

—2000 or more.

Dire or "Grim" Wolves {jEnocyon
dims)

—3000 or more.

the reckless approach of

is

African

quadrupeds to water pools

in

California Sabre-tooth Tigers {Smilodon

today to this lack of

parallel

caution

periods

eating

ous

of

severe drought, or the

by hungry quadrupedb
which

plants

are

of poison-

instinctively

canis

avoided

in

times of food-plenty.

In a

manner, driven by hunger,
carnivorous wolves and sabre-tooths

similar

The
the

the

carnivores, such as the dogs

and
predominate over
herbivores, such as the sloths,
sabre-tooths,

lost their instinctive cautiousness

when

attracted

by the

camels, horses, bisons, mastodons, and

carcasses

of

mammoths:

today hyenas
and vultures gather in numbers around
the decaying carcass of an African

similarly, in the air the

carnivorous birds predominate over the
and shore birds.
Conse-

aquatic

quadrupeds.

the

Just

freshly
larger

as

entrapped
or

smaller

—
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zebra after the lion, the king of beasts,
has taken his fill, so it is not improb-

tions, depict all the principal

able that wolves and sabre-tooths

of the

in

numbers

came

Whereas the

of the fauna.

or packs, while the giant

of

Age

most

elements

entire Hall

Man epitomizes

of

529

125 years

and varied research.

difficult
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Key to the frontispiece and Fig. 8, showing the location of the Rancho-Ia-Brea (16), of the 'Brown
pool' (9-12), of the 'Green pool' with pits (1-8, 17), and of the elephant pit (14, 15).
The oblique arrow in lower
left-hand corner indicates the direction from which the great mural reproduced in the frontispiece and in the
corresponding Fig. 8 was drawn
Fig. 3.

lions (Felis atrox hebhi)

and the short-

the murals and exhibits of

its

south-

we

faced bears (Arctotherium californicum)

east walls display the knowledge

came

have gained in the relatively brief
period of 19 years since Dr. John C.

singly

and were rarely attracted

to the tar pools.
It is to all these different phases

and

episodes of the Ijower Pleistocene

life

of southern California that the present
article is devoted.

LANDSCAPE STUDIES IN THE
MAKING OF THE GREAT
MURALS
For all these reasons the place of
honor on the southeast walls of the
Hall of the Age of

mammalian

life

Man

is

given to the

of southern California

Merriam

duced in the accompanying

illustra-

machinery

supplying
navigation

thus

of smaller size, as repro-

by

and begin with the

present condition of the tar pools

the

the four mural panels, two of

two

of

palaeontologists

way

Age;

pools

order of thought usually employed

during the early periods of the Ice
larger,

1906 recognized that the

in

the now world-famous
Rancho-la-Brea were crowded with a
vast number of the bones of a long
extinct fauna.
In describing this
wonderful region let us reverse the
tar

oil

of

the

great

the

of

to

wells

the industries

and

—wend

our

world

slowly back into the past, and

convey

to

the

reader

some

stupendous
changes which have taken place and

faint

conception

of

the
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of the long

exploration,

and tedious processes of
research, and reasoning

groups

marvelous

of the

which have brought

this

ancient world right out of the grimy

modern

material surroundings of a

oil

field.

In the inspiring companionship of

Range

with

animals,

of

Coast Range is now famous,
from its center rises Mt. Wilson,
on the summit of which is the observatory designed by George Ellery Hale
and erected with the ample funds of
the Carnegie Institution.

Stephen Tyng Mather, leader in
our national park and forest conserva-

telescopes

movement, and

tion

of

John C. Mer-

riam, discoverer of the fauna of the

Coast

This part

since

Cahfornia's adopted son, John Muir,
of

the

in the background.

The

great

observatory

this

of

are

capable of locating and measuring by
the Michelson method such gigantic
stars as Betelgeuse.

has

During the early Ice Age, when the

visited every part of the great State

great animals frequented the drinking

and with Joseph D. Grant and other

pools spread over the treacherous tar

battling to save

of the great landscape during the arid

mountains with the
contours were
present. The snow, however, descended
much lower on their sides, and the

summer

artist

tar

the

pools,

present

CaHfornia ideahsts

is

author

the redwoods from destruction.

For

the purposes of the mural restoration
season, the author took three

journeys to

this

region,

guided

by

Doctor Merriam and the late Director
Frank S. Daggett, of the Los Angeles
Museum, and accompanied once bj^
the enthusiastic photographer, Russell

T.

Kirby,

to

whom

the

mountain

beneath,

same

these

very

simple

must therefore present the
Range with the higher summits covered with snow and snowcaps reaching much lower down the mountainthan they do now even during

sides

The

the winter season.

precise loca-

tion of the pits where the different

ring to our Figures 8

and 8a and to
the diagram, Mr. Kirby wrote February

of animals were found was
surveyed and plotted with very great
accuracy under the direction of Doctor

25, 1920:

Merriam and Director Daggett. Every

profiles of the

got up

murals are due.

Refer-

my

kinds

bone

of the

courage finally to go over to
the Huntington Hotel and see Professor
Osborn. His idea is to make a picture in the

was

direction of the big arrow on the other side,
showing a group of sloths struggling in a pit
with the sabre-tooth tiger prowling around.
Mountains in the background drawn so
accurately as to be recognizable. He thinks

mammoth and

I

the

pit

had rather gently sloping banks,
were numerous trees about

single

definitely

association

of

thousands taken out

located,

parts

so

that

the

with individual

skeletons, as in the case of the imperial

certain of the ground-

sloths, is definitely recorded.

ANIMAL STUDIES FOR THE MURAL

McNab's cypress
have been found packed down among the
bones), and that the animals came there to

COMPOSITION
The animal studies for the mural
composition were guided by the re-

drink the water retained on the oily surface

searches on the

that

there

(the remains of a certain

and took great

risks to obtain it because of

severe drought.

The
tion

is

controlling idea in the composito place the tar pools in the

foreground surrounded by one or more

mammals of John C.
Merriam, followed by those of William
D. Matthew and Chester Stock, by the
studies of Osborn on the proboscideans
and by the researches on the birds of
Loye

Miller, aided

by

L. E.

Wyman.

MAMMALS AND
The

summary

recent
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of the

mammal

fauna by Chester Stock in his great
memoir of 1925 includes twenty-nine
species

larger

of

mammals— carni-

vores, edentates, artiodactyls, perisso-

dactyls

and

proboscideans— not

in-

eluding

the

insectivores,

bats,

531

and

numerous and varied rodents,

The preponderance
and

species

of extinct genera

indicates

that the tar
pool traps were most effective during

one or more centuries of arid early

MAMMALS
Carnivora
Arctotherium californicum Merriam, extinct California short-faced bear;
American Andean region
Ursus sp., true bear; about size of the living grizzly (Ursus horribilis).

also of

South

Cants (y^nocyon) dims (Leidy), the great extinct dire wolf; also found fossil in Indiana.
Canis {^nocyon) milleri (Merriam), a variety of the extinct dire wolf.
Canis occidentalis furlongi Merriam, related to the western wolf, Canis occidentalis.
Canis ochropus orcutti Merriam, close to the living coyote of California, Canis ochrofus.
Canis andersoni Merriam, extinct short-headed coyote-like wolf.
Urocyon californicus Mearns, the living species of gray fox of southern California.
Taxidea, the badger; possibly a new species; also of western America.
Spilogale, a species of spotted skunk.
Mephitis occidentalis, the living western skunk; possibly a new species.
Mustela, a species of the living marten.
Smilodon californicus Bovard, extinct California sabre-tooth tiger.
Felis atrox bebbi Merriam, extinct giant lion or wild cat of La-Brea; also fossil in southern United States.
Felis daggetti Merriam, Daggett's puma or mountain lion, extinct
Lynx, near rufus californicus Mearns, Fisher's lynx or caracal.
Felis lynx, the lynx.

Edentata. Edentates, Ground-sloths. All extinct.
Mylodon harlani Owen, Harlan's giant ground-sloth; also of South America.
Mylodon harlani tenuiceps Stock, small-headed species of the above.
Megalonyx jeffersonii californicus Stock, large-clawed sloth of California; also

fossil in

eastern United States.

Nothr other ium shastense

Sinclair,

Shasta smaller ground-sloth;

also of Brazil

and the

Argentine.

Artiodactyla. Camels, antelope, deer, bison, peccaries.
Camelops hesternus (Leidy), fossil western camel; also of northern California.
Capromeryx minor Taylor, small fork-horned antelope; also of western Nebraska.
Odocoileus sp., species related to our Virginia deer; also of temperate North America.
Bison antiquus Leidy, Leidy's ancient bison, narrow-fronted; also of eastern United States.
Platygonus, extinct crest-toothed American peccary.
Perissodactyla.

.

Horses, tapirs.

j&gtiMsocadentoKs Leidy, extinctarch-frontedhorseof California; also of northern California.
Tapirus sp., a species of tapir; also of Central and South America.

Proboscidea. Elephants, mastodons.
Mastodon americanus, true American mastodon;
Archidiskodon imperator, imperial southern

also of central

mammoth;

Mexico.

RoDENTiA.

Hares, rabbits and

many

Insectivora.

Moles and shrews.

Chiroptera.

Bats.

smaller rodents.

United States and Eurasia.
United States and

also of central
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Two views of the Brown pool' adjoining the Rancho-la-Brea, showing the present appearance and
Fig. 4.
location of pits 9 and 10, in which the early excavations of the Los Angeles High School yielded skeletons of the
giant ground-sloth {Mylodon harlani) and American mastodon (Mastodon americanus)
'

Quaternary age; they then ceased to
capture prey during a very long middle
and upper Quaternary period of
In the mammal list
moister climate.
there are

many

long-extinct genera:

Ardotherium, Mnocyon, Smilodon, MyNothrotherium,
Megalonyx,
lodon,
Camelops,

Capromeryx,

Mastodon,

and Archidiskodon.

greater

number

mammals

listed,

twenty-one

are extinct, only eight being so closely
similar to living types as not to be

separable
species

These

specifically.

are

conspicuous mammals.
kinds of predominant

eight

small and in-

relatively

life

All the larger

mammals which

is

of great anti-

given in the survey of bird

of the Rancho-la-Brea.

however,

more

first

survey the

Let us,

mammal

life

closely.

THE CARNIVOROUS MAMMALS

The

of species is extinct,

an elephant belonging only

The same impression
quity

Platygonus,

namely, out of the total of twenty-nine
species of

imperator),

to early Pleistocene time.

The Canis (JEnocyon) dims was the
dominant type of wolf in this region
and in the central and eastern states;
the type of this genus and species is
from Evansville, Indiana. It includes
the largest

known

individuals of the

wolf group in America, the skull being
especially

large

in

proportion to the

relatively light limbs,

was a poor

which show that

The

num-

surrounded the tar pools are extinct.
Another reason for recording these

it

assemblages

Brea pools suggests that this animal
hunted in packs, attacking isolated
The hardly
quadrupeds and sloths.

age

is

as

of

early

Pleistocene

the presence of the imperial

southern

mammoth

(Archidiskodon

traveler.

great

ber of individuals in the Rancho-la-

imk'

19

—

Right: the mound (2) in front of the 'Green pool'; in the distance the elephant {Archidiskodon imFig. 5.
perator) -pit (arrow)
Left: fresh tar crater or cone (19) near the elevated point from which frontispiece was
.

painted
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near the eiephsmt {Archidiskodon imperator) pit below flow of. bubbling oil (14). Center:
pit near by.
Right: hardened surface of the

McNab's Cypress {Cupressus macnabiana) excavated from the
'Green pool'

(17)

numerous sabre-tooth (Smilodon
of which more than two
thousand individuals have been found,
is about the size of the sabre-tooth of

less

californicus)

,

(Smilodon floridanus)

Florida

decidedly

smaller

it

;

is

and shorter-faced

have been found.

First discovered in

Mississippi

atrox

is

a true feHne, with

proportions

the

African

merriami)

widely from the true lion and tiger in

ties

its

short

tail, its

Matthew, the
all

short, massive limbs,

abbreviated face.

As pointed out by

distinctive character of

the sabre-tooths

is

their ability to

the

of

Leidy),

the

lion,

the

size,

largest

including

its

;

either
lion

(Ursus

bear

affini-

with the American

than with the true Uons or
Among
the Old World.

of

tigers

the other fehnes are Daggett's
or

in

nearly

individuals

nearer zoological

rather

are

Asiatic

Kadiak

the

equalling

felines

the

or

this

majestic

long Umbs, but far exceeding

than the great extinct sabre-tooth
(Smilodon neogspus) of the Pampean
formation of Argentina and differs
its

(Felis

mountain

Hon

pmna

daggetti),

(Felis

Cahfornia

throw the jaw back upon the neck, as
seen in the Frontispiece and Figure 8,

a lynx near the

thus completely exposing the dagger-

dog family besides the dire wolf
(^nocyon dims) a western fossil wolf

like tusks.

The Cahfornia short-faced bear
totherium californicum)

was an

species,

and

existing

representatives

of

the

—

(Arc-

intelh-

gent animal rarely captured in the tar
pools; it is represented merely by a
giant inferior canine tusk and giant
foot-bones, which enable

compare

this

Merriam

to

animal with the short-

faced cave bear (Arctotherium simum)
of northern California; it equalled or
exceeded in size the gigantic Uving

Relatively numerous

bears of Alaska.
is

the

giant

of La-Brea
which fourteen

cat

atrox hehhi), of

(Felis

skulls

—

.Jack rabbit {Lepus californicus) trapped on
Fig. 7.
surface of the tar pool exactly as its ancestors were
trapped in Lower Pleistocene times

—

,

,

.
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Fig 8. The Tar Pool Death Cycle, First Phase. Location and restoration of the chief tar pools of the
Rancho-la-Brea, according to the knowledge afiforded by Figs. 2-7. Reproduced from the Rahcho-la-Brea mural
drawn by Charles R. Knight under the direction of Henry Fairfield Osborn.
This photograph and the Frontispiece do but scant justice in color to the original 9 X25 foot mural on the
southeast wall of the Hall of the Age of Man. The mural, completed in 1921, was three years in preparation.
After repeated visits to the scene, the writer finally selected the exact point from which the painting should

be composed.

,

,

,

The painting depicts the moment when one ground-sloth (Mylodon) has been entrapped and his two companions are standing guard to ward off the threatened attack of the sabre-tooth tiger {Smilodon)
The great condor {Teratornis) is drawn to scale from the description of Loye Miller; the sabre-tooth (left)
chiefly from the anatoruical studies of J. C. Merriam and W. D. Matthew; the great ground-sloth (right), chiefly
from the studies of J. C. Merriam and Chester Stock; the imperial mammoth (center in the distance), from the
studies of H. F. Osborn. The cypress trees were drawn from McNab's Cypress (Cupressus mamahiana) found in
one of the pits. The mountain profile was drawn from studies and photographs secured by Russell T. Kirby

San
Peai

Mt lowe

Galrrie?

in Griffith Pari

W£-^'\—^^

—

Key to the Coast Range and chief mountaia peaks shown in the above restoration. Mt. Wilson is
over the world as the site of the great Carnegie Observatory. Old Baldy' is represented as lightly
covered with snow in Pleistocene times
Fig. 8a.

famous

'

all

species related one to the living coyotes

formidable fighting claws on the forefeet and more or less impenetrable

and the other to the Hving gray

coarse hair and hide reinforced with

{Canis occidentalis furlongi), and two
fox.

dermal

THE EDENTATES AND SLOTHS,
HORSES AND TAPIRS
UnHke the Carnivora, which

tion

of

ossicles.

these

southern and

The wide
animals

all

distribu-

over the

middle United

States

all

region tends to prove that the powerful

of

North American or north Asiatic
the sloths are of South
American origin, nearer or more remote,

adults could defy the larger carnivores,

parentage,

except

including the three

are

principal types,

Harlan's giant ground -sloth (Mylodon
harlani), the ^iant large-clawed sloth

(Megalonyx

jeffersonii

californicus)

and the Shasta smaller ground-sloth
{Nothroiherium

moving

shastense)

quadrupeds,

—

all

slow-

defenseless

in

tooth structure but with large and

when weakened by old age or
when entrapped in the tar pools.
The mural (Frontispiece and Fig. 8)
represents two of these sloths standing
by a doomed comrade and defying
an approaching sabre-tooth. According to Chester Stock in his monograph

"The Pleistocene Megalonyand Mylodontidse of Ranchola-Brea," Harlan's Mylodon ranged
of 1925,

chinse

—
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fearlessly

through

forested country

and
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open or partly
South America

in

inhabited the great stretches of the
Pampas, always in the threatening

companionship of sabre-tooth tigers
and in the friendly company of various
species

of

wild

The

horses.

large-

clawed Megalonyx enjoyed as wide a
range in North America as Mylodon but

535

northern Cahfornia, differs from
the modern horse {E. cahallus) in its
shorter and wider nostril region, more

in

convex forehead or arch-fronted

more massive lower jaw, and

face,

in the

simpKcity of the enamel pattern of
grinding teeth;

it

its

was a Cahfornia or

Pacific Coast outHer of the great herds
of horses, small

and

large, swift

and

The Tab Pool Death Cycle, Final Phase. Reproduced from the American Museum Asphalt
in 191?! under the direction of J. C. Merriam and W. D. Matthew. This group represents the
phase in the death cycle, following that of the mural shown in the frontispiece and Fig. 8. The unfortunate
ground-sloth {Mylodon) has sunk deeply into the treacherous tar; the sabre-tooth (Smilodon) is also hopelessly
entangled, but his growl wards off the dire wolf {^nocyon canis). In such death cycles as these were captured
more than 60 ground sloths, 2000 sabre-tooths, and 3000 wolves
Fig. 9.

Group completed
final

has not been certainly identified in South
America.
sloth

The

smaller

Nothr other ium,

large-clawed

a

long-limbed

form, ranged from Brazil northward
into Texas

and

California,

owes

occurring

and
Mt. Shasta, to which

in cave deposits

in a cave near

its specific

first

name

discovered

shastense;

it

it is

of true South American parentage of
remote Miocene time.
Eleven excellent skulls of the western

horse (Equus occidentalis Leidy)
prove that this intelligent animal was
occasionally entrapped; this western

fossil

arch-fronted

species,

first

slow-footed, which ranged all over the
United States until the last period of
The tapir, a distinctive
glaciation.
forest-living animal, is of very rare
occurrence in the Rancho-la-Brea pools.

discovered

THE MASTODONS AND ELEPHANTS
These
cideans

highly
are

intelligent

rare

in

probos-

occurrence,

al-

though the true American mastodon
{Mastodon americaiiiis) was among the
earliest
first

discoveries in the large pool

explored.

mastodon

is

The

finding

of

the

especially interesting, be-

cause this animal, which as early as

SLOTH (front and SIDE VIEWS)

ANTELOPE

GIANT SLOTH (fBONT AND SIDE VIEWS

Fig. 10.
all

as mounted in the Museum
—Skeletons from the Rancho-la-Brea
natural

reproduced in same

536

scale.

CoO

size)

of History, Science,

and Art, Los Angeles,
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Miocene time entered North America
from Asia and more remotely from
northern Africa, throughout its entire

migration

range over the northern hemisphere is
strictly a forest-frequenting proboscid-

Pleistocene age is the presence in this
fauna of the imperial mammoth (Archi-

ean, as great a forest-lover as

diskodon

It

tapir.

is

Museum by

Angeles

is

the skeleton of a

small individual, certainly a female.

Fig.

eton

of

the

represented in the Los

Most notable
most

from

distinctive

as regards its

southern
as

Rancho-la-

in the

mounted

Museum

History,

of

Science,

and Art, Los Angeles.

(Ho

and
early

perfect skull, unmistakably of the
true sharply-crested shape distinctive

10a.— SkelAmerican

Brea, as

indicating

wide

imperator), one completely
assembled skeleton of which includes a

(right)
mastodo n
and imperial mammoth (below) from

the

Asia

natural

size)

5^te^

SLOTH (fBONT and SIDE VIBWs)

ANTELOPE
GIANT_ SLOTH (fHONT AND SIDE VIEVTS)

SABHE-TOOTH TIGER

AMERICAN MASTODON

IMPERIAL MAMMOTH

—

Fig. 11.
Outline restorations of the chief mammals of the Ranoho-la-Brea, corresponding with the
skeletons pictured on pp. 536, 537. C^s natural size). Drawn by L. M. Sterling
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Fig. 12.— Pack of Dire Wolves and Herd of Western Horses. Reproduced from the Rancho-la-Brea
murals drawn by Charles R. Knight under the direction of Henry Fairfield Osborn. The scene represents a pack of
seven dire wolves {^nocyon canis dims) in the foreground and middle distance, with the Coast Range and snowcapped 'Old Baldy' to the left seen through the branches of McNab's Cypress; to the right is part of a herd of
fossil western horses {Equus occidentalis)
in the foreground is the skull of a bison (Bison antiquus). The profile of
the horse is incorrectly drawn; it should be more rounded or convex as in the existing Nordic horse (Equus
caballus nordicus) .] These intermediate scenes form a continuation of the great Rancho-la-Brea murals, which
altogether fill a linear space of 50 X9 feet, on the southeast wall of the Hall of the Age of Man of the American
Museum. An adaptation of this series to the same scale is placed on the end wall of the Museum of History,
Science, and Art of Los Angeles
;

of all the

mammoths and totally differ-

a

number of bones

of the

mastodon (M.

ent from the round-crested skull of the

americanus) and a great quantity of

genus and species Parelephas jeffersonii,
a genus and species characteristic of the

bones of the ancient bison {B. antiquus), of the giant ground-sloth {Mylodon), of the western camel {Camelops

more recent period

of the Pleistocene.

No trace of this more recent
species

is

found

genus and

in the Rancho-la-Brea,

hesternus), of the western horse
occidentalis), as well as of

(Equus

Carnivora

another proof of the early Pleistocene

the giant lion, the sabre-tooth,

age of this deposit.

dire wolf,

The

late Director

Daggett observed

therium).

the

and the giant bear (ArctoThe elephants must have

all

been trapped singly or in small groups,

the elephant remains in the asphalt

was too small
huge bodies of seventeen
elephants all at one time.

the remarkable fact that practically

beds were taken from a single deposit,
(14,15)
pit '

;

known

as

'the

elephant

as the 'elephant pit'

to hold the

here in a cone-shaped area fifteen

by twenty-five

feet in diameter at the

THE CAMELS,

BISON, ANTELOPE,
DEER, AND PECCARIES

an extreme depth of
nearly thirty-five feet, were found limb
bones of no less than seventeen

Remains of the western camel
{Camelops hesternus) estimated at sixty

elephants (A. imperator), together with

to seventy, are about as

surface,

with

,

numerous as

.
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La-Brea Liux and Herd of the Camel-Llama. Reproduced from the Rancho-la-Brea murals
Fig. 13.
drawn by Charles R. Knight under the direction of Henry Fairfield Osborn. This scene depicts the giant cat

{Felis afrox bebhi) stalking a herd of camels (Camelops hesternus) unsuspiciously approaching a water pool. In
the distance is a herd of fossil western horses (Eguus occidentalis)
These camels are restored after the written studies of Dr. John C. Merriam, in whose opinion they are more
nearly related to the llamas (Auchenia) of South America than to the existing camels of the Old World. The
giant' cat as restored by Mr. Knight is purposely spotted so as not to imitate too closely the true lion{Felisleo)
of southern Asia and of Africa

are those of the ancient bison (Bison

the remains of these two

antiquus);

less intelKgent

as

animals are three times

nmnerous as those

telligent

species

only about

are

there

of

in-

which

seventeen in-

These three large quadru-

dividuals.

peds

more

of the

horse,

of

—the camel, bison, and horse— are

the South American Auchenia (llama,

Matthew, however, regards
Camelops hesternus as distinct from
the existing llama and the true camel
vicuna).

of

Asia.

also

This

known

kansanus),

is

towering in

species

a

tylopod,

of

Kansas

in

{Camelops

gigantic

quadruped,

over

Rancho-lacompanion,

size

companion.

its

This

equally distinctive of the plains, savan-

Brea

nahs, partly forested, and seasonally

the ancient bison {B. antiquus), was

dry regions, but they were not equally
apt to be deceived by the thin sheets of
water covering the tar pools, because

first

varying intelligence.
The Rancho-la-Brea yielded
skulls

and

materials

mounted skeletons
ternus,

an

of

animal

riam,

Bactrian

much

many
two

Camelops hesapproximating
{Camelus hac-

camel
trianus) but, according to

the

for

J.

C.

the Los Angeles

It is represented in

Museum by two

skele-

tons and a large series of skulls;

of their

fine

discovered in the Big Bone Lick

beds of Kentucky.

Mer-

nearer in relationship to

horn

cores, longer

and

relatively

the

more

slender, are set at right angles to the
face,

whereas in other species of bison

the horns are

more

or

less

obtuse.

Other and much rarer Herbivora are
representatives of the existing prong-

horn

family

of

American

antelope

.

:
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known

Capromeryx minor, a genus

as

by

represented

also

OF THE CALIFORNIA TAR POOLS

furcifer) of

Hay

a

species

(C.

Springs Lower Pleisto-

The

cene beds of western Nebraska.

true pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra)
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sentation of this part of the avifauna,

which has been analyzed by Merriam,
Miller, and Wyman as belonging to
thirty-two

species

and twenty-three

genera

BIRDS OF PREY
Caiharista

nearly related to

occidentalis,

living black vulture.

Haliseetus leucocephalus, bald eagle

Geranoaetus grinnelli, extinct buzzard-hke

Cathartes aura, turkey vulture.

eagle.

Cathartornis gracilis, extinct vulture of

World type.
Gymnogyps califamicus,
Sarcorhamphus

New

Geranoaetus fragilis,

Morphnus woodwardi,

California vulture.

clarki, extinct condor.

Morphnus

very large bill.
Neophrontops americanus, extinct vulture of
Old World type, resembling 'Pharaoh's

extinct

harpy-like

daggeiti, extinct eagle, recalling

secretary bird because of

its

long legs.

Falco peregrinus, peregrine falcon or duck

hawk.

chicken.'

Falco mexicanui, prairie falcon.

apparently

errans,

vulture of Old

World

an

Indeterminate species of Falco.
Falco sparverius, sparrow hawk.
Polyborus cheriway, Audubon's caracara
Small indeterminate species of Polyborus.

extinct

type.

Elanus leucurus, white-tailed kite.
Circus hudsonius, marsh hawk.
Indeterminate species of Circus.
Buteo borealis, red-tailed hawk.
Indeterminate species of Buteo.

is

buzzard-like

eagle.

Teratornis merriami, extinct condor with

Neogyps

extinct

eagle.

Archibuteo ferrugineus, ferruginous rough-

Tyto pratincola, barn owl.
Asia wilsonianus, long-eared owl.
Asioflammeus, short-eared owl.
Otus asio, screech owl.

legged hawk.
Aquila chrysaetos, golden eagle.

Speotyto cunicularia, burrowing owl.

not present.

Bubo

virginianus, great horned owl.

In the Rancho-la-Brea the extinct

Equally rare are traces

and Sarcorham-

of the existing true Virginia or white-

condors

tailed deer (Odocoileus), a forest-living

phus) dominate the other flesh-eating

animal. Rare, too,

peccary

is

(Platygonus

the crest-toothed
compressus)

,

a

species larger than the existing peccaries,

with sharply cross-crested grind-

ing teeth, and

hmbs and

feet

more

progressive in their adaptive running

habit

than in the existing peccary

(Dicotyles)

(Teratornis

There were

birds in size.

six smaller

which are
namely, the Cathartornis

species of vultures, three of

now
of

extinct,

New World

type,

and the Neo-

phrontops and Neogyps, believed to be
of

The

Old World type.

kites,

hawks,

golden and bald eagles, falcons, sparrow
hawks, and caracaras were chiefly of
recent species, but there were three

BIRDS OF THE RANCHO-LA-BREA AND
McKITTRICK TAR POOLS

The

helpless

mammals,

foot-

extinct

two

of

buzzard-like

(Morphnus

entangled in the tar pools, attracted

ficially

and thereby lured to the same fate
numerous species of birds of prey of
the early Pleistocene period, and thus

of

provide us with a fairly complete repre-

eagles,

type and a long-legged harpy eagle
daggetti), recalling superthe secretary bird of Africa.

There were
recent

among

six

type.

species

of

owls,

all

Most remarkable

the game birds (Gallinse) was a
form
(Parapavo californicus) interlarge

.
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mediate

between

character

in

the

peacock (Pavo) and the ocellated
The game birds
turkey (Agriocharis)
are also represented by the CaHfornia
.

quail

and an indeterminate pheasant.

The

total Hst of non-raptorial birds

such as ducks and geese, herons and
storks, cranes and rails, as determined

by Loye

Miller, is so

remarkable that

deserves entering in

it

the giant cat, the horse, the bison, the
sabre-tooth of Rancho-la-Brea

wanting.

tirely

scarcity

there

is

With

mammals

of

this

is

en-

relative

McKittrick

in

a notable scarcity of the large

scavenging birds.

The

Teratornis

and none

rare

is

giant condor
of

the

other great condors of the Rancho-la-

Brea

full:

and the camel; and the great

sloth,

is

present, although the golden

NON-RAPTORIAL BIRDS
Pygopodes: di\ters
Podilymhus podiceps, pied-billed grebe.

Macrorhamphus grj,seus, dowatcher.

Anseres: ducks and geese
Anas platyrhynchos, maUard.
Chaulelasmus streperus, gadwaU.
Mareca americana, American widgeon.

Pelidna alpina, red-backed sandpiper.

Totanus melanoleucus, greater yellowlegs.

Oxyechus

Lophortyx

Nettion carolinense, green-winged teal.

Querquedula cyanoptera, cinnamon

vociferus, kildeer.

Galling: game birds
califorriica, California quail.

Indeterminate pheasant.
Parapavo californicus, a large bird inter-

teal.

Spatula clypeata, shoveller.

mediate

Dafila acuta

ocellated turkey (Agriocharis)

?,

pintail.

Marila americana, redhead.
Chen hyperboreus, snow goose, a small form.
Anser albifrons ?, white-fronted goose.
Branta canadensis, Canada goose.
Branta dickeyi, a gigantic goose, as large as a

Zenaidura macroura, mourning dove.

Coccyges: cuckoos
Geococcyx californianusf road-runner.
,

Mycteria americana, wood

Neomorpha

ibis.

Pici:

Jabiru mycteria, jabiru.
Ardea herodias, great blue heron.
Indeterminate heron, smaller than a night

probably a ground-cuckoo

woodpeckers

Passeres: perching birds
Corvus brachyrhynchos, American crow.
Indeterminate species of Corvus.

heron.

Corvus corax, raven.

Paludicol^: cranes and rails
Grus canadensis, brown crane.
Rallus virginianus, Virginia

Sturnella neglecta, western meadowlark.
Pipilo, indeterminate species cf towhee.

rail.

Petrochelidon lunifrons,

Recurvirostra americana,

birds

from

region

swallow.

Several other indeterminate passerine birds.

American avocet.

the
in

cliff

Lanius ludovicianus, loggerhead shrike.

LiMicoL^: Shore Birds

—a

f,

Colaptes cafer, flicker.

Ciconia maltha, an extinct stork.

McKittrick

Kern County,

California, about 120 miles northwest

—

the- La-Brea
as summarized by
Loye Miller^ are regarded as of somewhat more recent geologic age. In
of

and

Meleagrisf, turkej'.

Herodiones: storks and herons

The

(Pavo)

COLUMB^: PIGEONS AND DOA^ES

swan.

asphalt

between peacock

eagle

Aquila chrysaetos

extremely

is

abundant. In short, the raptorial list
from McKittrick is a smaU one; the
great mass of the McKittrick collections

these pools were captm^ed relative^

composed of ducks, herons, cranes,
and shore birds, a fossil avifauna showing the greatest resemblance

few mammals, such as the dire wolf,

to

iLoye Miller: "Avifauna of the McKittrick PleistoUniv. of Cal. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol. Set'., Vol.
No. 9, pp. .307-.326.

cene."
15,

is

storks,

that

described

of
b}^

fresh-water

Fossil

Lake,

Shufeldt.

fauna

Oregon,

The

as

distinctive

suggests

to

the

—
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made up of
muddy-margined ponds

imagination a landscape
shallow, open,

interspersed with grasses or sedge

the ponds too shallow for

and other fish-eating birds, the
mud and grass attracting shore birds,
cranes, herons, ducks, and storks.

The

large peacock-turkey (Parapavo)
conspicuous at Rancho-la-Brea is

The census

entirely lacking.

for the

of groups

McKittrick tar pools

is

sub-

stantially as follows:

Herons, storks, cranes

33%
20%
14%

Total water birds

67%

Anserines: ducks and geese
Limicolines

sandpipers, plovers

:

This Rancho-la-Brea and McKittrick
fauna has been reviewed by James P.
Chapin with reference to the interesting problem of geographic origin and
fossil

case

the

rapidly

may

birds

migrating
Certain

of

well have accompanied the

mammals

in

their

great

journeys

toward the Rancho-la-Brea region
from southern and northern Asia and
from South America.
Certainly of south Asiatic origin

the

;

accompanied by

wood
the

short,

char-

South America are richly
represented in the avifauna of Ranchola-Brea.
Chapin remarks that the
American vultures, for example, must
be of tropical American origin, for
although in the early Pleistocene they
acteristic of

Golden eagles
28%
Other land birds, including additional
raptorial species
.5%

33%

Total land birds

were well represented in
Cahfornia yet they had not crossed to

evidently

Asia.

The

birds that can be proved

of

whole

now

so widely spread over the

that

globe

their

scarcely be guessed.
is
it

fairly

This

can
group

origin
fifth

cosmopohtan in nature;

in

are a species of stork {Ciconia), rail

(Rallus), avocet (Recurvirostra)
tailed

kite

(Elanus),

(Circus), peregrine

marsh

,

white-

hawk

and sparrow hawk

owl (Bubo), and cliff-swallow (Petro-

peacock-turkey

{Parapavo

genus closely allied to
Of
Carpococcyx of southern Asia.
of
and
north Asiatic or Holarctic
been
have
North American origin may
all the ducks and geese, herons and
a

cranes

—in

vultures

by

americana),

and the forebears of true
turkeys (Meleagris), by the Old World
vultures {Neophrontops and Neogyps),
and by the ground cuckoos (Neo-

storks,

the

(Falco), barn owl (Tyto), short-eared
owl (Asia), screech owl (Otus), horned

californicus)

morphus),

of

the forerunners of the

(Mycteria

ibis

fossil

is

mammoth (Archidiskodon
it may possibly have been

giant

imperator)

majority

birds

awaiting solution in the

birds.

the

vultures and

(Teratornis)

the

still

of

New World

cluding the

giant condors

and

mam-

mals but

less-known

woodpeckers, and perching birds.
Probably of tropical American origin

North American origin are few and
those of possible South Asiatic origin
still less numerous.
There are also
in the McKittrick and Rancho-laBrea representatives of some groups of

migration, a problem largely solved in

the case of the American
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or affinity are seventeen species, in-

peH-

gulls,

cans,

so

.

and

rails,

cuckoos.

chelidon)

To summarize

this story of the tar

Quaternary time, we
have every reason to believe that it is a
nearly complete chapter in the preIt reveals
history of the Southwest.
practically the entire large manmaal
and bird life of the period, and it is
this fullness of life which renders the
discovery unique in the history of
pools

of

early

palaeontology.

—

Fig.

1.

— Site

on the left bank of the Solo River, at
the Report of the Selenka Trinil Expedition

of discovery of Pithecanthropus

by a black

Trinil, Java, indicated

From

cross.

Recent Studies on the Skull and Brain

of

Pithecanthropus
By

J.

H.

McGregor

Research Associate in

THE "Ape-man

Java," Pithecanthropus erectus, has occupied
a preeminent position in the

literature of

of

human

palaeontology for

more than thirty
main facts regarding
of

and the
and the history

years;
it

discovery at Trinil,

its

1891-92 by Dr.

Java,

in

Eugene Dubois, as

Human Anatomy
palaeontologists.

The

among

these

opinion

differences

of

experts

to

as

whether the fossils were human or
simian, or an intermediate form, are
notorious. Some held that they were
the remains of an ape, more manlike
than any hitherto discovered, others
considered them human but extremely

informed persons. Doctor Duwho at the time of his famous dis-

regarded them as
pathological
merely
However, the weight of
anomalies.
opinion favored the view ably defended
by Doctor Dubois, that the bones were

covery was a surgeon in the Dutch

those of a creature intermediate be-

presented in dozens of books, technical

and

have
knowledge

popular,

common

become

almost

among

scienti-

fically

bois,

Colonial Military service, and

is

now

professor of geology in the University
of

Amsterdam, published an

illustrated

quarto memoir in 1894, describing the
calvarium, or top of the skull, the
left

femur, and two molar teeth.

September,

1895,

he

exhibited

In
the

remains at the International Zoological
Congress at Leyden, where they were

examined by nmnerous anatomists and

primitive,

human,

some

but

tween the anthropoid apes and

man

a real "missing link."

At the time

of the

the cranial cavity was

a very hard matrix.

Leyden meeting
still

filled

with

Later Doctor

Dubois removed the greater part of
this and made an endocranial cast,
which he exhibited and discussed at
the Fourth International Congress of
Zoology, at Cambridge, England, in

ON THE SKULL AND BRAIN OF PITHECANTHROPUS
Measurements

1898.

the

of

skull

545

form to the skull of a
which have been

of likenesses in

him to calculate
the encephalic volume at 855 cubic

fully

centimeters (an estimate which he has

Professor

since increased,

bridge paper in 1898, and also in his

cavity at that time led

a very

fair

as discussed below),

intermediate between the

brain volume of the gorilla and man.

In general,

may

it

be said that the

adduced from these early
studies seemed to confirm the "missing
link" idea, though, as Doctor Dubois
evidence

gibbon,

recent

hkenesses

indicated

great

detail

in 1924, he
extreme improbaof the giant gibbon theory.

the

Until quite recently no additional

data were available later than Doctor
Dubois' contribution in 1898.
In

emphasized, this conception does not

general, his early view of the

imply that Ape, Pithecanthropus and
Homo form a linear series; the ''link"
may just as well be merely the middle

status of Pithecanthropus

one of three divergent branches.
While I have no intention of reviewthe

here

ing

Hterature
of

descriptive

Pithecanthropus,

of

which

is

or

critical

—much

readily available,

it

may

be as well to mention a few items of
popular interest. When Doctor Dubois started from Holland for Java, he

avowed

his

missing

link."

intention

announced the
ise,
-

Naturally

j&rst.

The

"the

when he

fulfillment of the

surprise bordered

—at

find

to

prom-

upon incredulity

generic

name

Pithe-

(ape-man) had been proposed many years before by Ernst
Hseckel for a hypothetical annectent

canthropus

creature, midway from ape to man,
and was aptly applied by Doctor
Dubois to the fossil which seemed to

by

Cam-

but in his

work published

demonstrates
bility

in

Dubois,

midway

was widely
accepted. The giant gibbon theory had
a few defenders, the most notable being
Professor M. Boule, of Paris, and a

number

of the ablest authorities

disposed

to

definitely in the

were

Pithecanthropus

place

human

family.

Sir

Arthur Keith in 1911 expressed the
opinion that the form might aptly be
named Homo javanensis, though he
does

not mention this

in

his

later

and Professor Osborn (1915)
Duckto it as "Trinil man."

writings,
refers

worth suggested that the Heidelberg
clearly human, and the Trinil
calvarium might be complementary
parts of two essentially similar types.
jaw,

Professor G. Elliot Smith,

who

care-

fully examined the endocranial cast at
Cambridge in 1898, read a paper before

the Royal Society in 1914, in which he

realization;

the specific

maintained that, judged by its brain.
Pithecanthropus must be considered a

to

the upright

member of the human family, possessing

posture and bipedal gait, which were
to be inferred with certainty from the

the rudiments of language but probably

embody
name,

its

erectus, refers

manhke femur.

Doubts have often

been expressed regarding the association of the skullcap and the femur,
which were found some fifteen meters
apart, some critics maintaining that
the femur was truly human, the skull
that of an enormous ape, probably a
It is quite true that the
calvarium exhibits some striking points

giant gibbon.

not ancestral to any existing race.
In the summer of 1923 Professor
Dubois invited President Osborn, of
the American Museum of Natural

Holland

History,

to

original

fossils.

found

impossible

it

to

study

Professor
at

the

Osborn

the time to

accept the invitation, and kindly suggested that I go in his place (a suggestion for which I

am

deeply indebted to
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him) as

I

had devoted considerable

study- to the hterature

of

Pithecan-

This arrangement met with

thropus.

memoir, and also from

gracious assent from Professor Dubois,

new study

and I accordingly went to Holland,
where every facility was given to me for

of

the study of these world-famous

fossils,

skull,

which are housed in the attractive
Teyler Museum in Haarlem. A large
series of stereophotographs was made

jaws,

of all the remains, which, in addition

the well-known calvarium, femur,

to

and two upper molars, include a
lower

left

premolar,

first

found later at

and probably from the same
individual, and a fragment of a lower
jaw, found some twenty-four miles
from Trinil, very probably from a
second individual of the same species.
There is also a very perfect endocranial
cast, a most important document,
which tells even more about the
Trinil

and

be omitted here,

my

discussion to the

the

including the encephalon,

and the teeth.
Taking first the calvarium or skullcap the external size and form of this
fragment have long been familiar
:

through the commercial casts to be
seen in many museums, with the
depressed

greatly

crown,

the

exces-

low and narrow forehead, .the
prominent supraorbital torus and the
slope of the nuchal surface of the
occipital region, where the great neck

sively

muscles are inserted.
gest the anthropoid ape,

All these sug-

and

especially

The narrowness

the gibbon.

of the

forehead just posterior to the orbital

and the marked width

region,

postero-lateral
of these specimens yields

will

I shall limit

creature than does the outside of the

The study

notes

treatment

of the femur, the

bone

that

skull.

abundant new data, the more significant features of which I shall try to

my own

and photographs. As I believe Professor Dubois is about to publish a

known

region,

a

trigonocephaly,

as

of the

condition

may

be

due, in Professor Dubois' opinion, to

published a contribution of great value,

premature closure of the frontal suture.
ridge on the forehead
strongly suggests this condition, though
it should be made plain that there is no

"On

indicate briefly.

Since

my study of the

material in 1923, Professor Dubois has

The median

the Principal Characters of the

considerable deformity of the cranium,

Cranium and the Brain, the Mandible
and the Teeth of Pithecanthropus

nothing really pathological, and nothing to lend the slightest support to the

Erectus," together with a second paper

absurd suggestion, made many years
ago, that it might be the skull of an

containing eleven splendid plates
trating

all

these parts

in

illus-

heliotype.^

Dubois has studied these
fossils so thoroughly and critically,
and from so many aspects, that it is
practically impossible to touch any
Professor

question relating to

Pithecanthropus,

the pros and cons of which he has not

exhaustively considered.

In the

fol-

lowing pages I shall draw freely from

new work,

his

as well as his earlier

'Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te
Amsterdam, Proceedings, Vol. XXVII, Nos. 3, 4, 5

and

6.

idiot.

It

may

be remarked in passing

that a very similar condition of the
frontal bone

discovered
as

is

is apparent
Rhodesian

in the recently
skull.

the cast of the skullcap,

Useful

many

important features are discernible only
in the actual fossil, and study of casts
has led to some erroneous conclusions
by various authors. In several regions,
as

may

be seen in the original

skull,

the outer surface of the bone has been
eroded, in

some

places quite deeply,
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—The
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calvarium of Pithecanthropus, seen from above. The narrow
and wide posterior parietal region are clearly shown. The

postorbital region

bregma or meeting point of coronal and sagittal sutures also shows distinctly.
The roughness of much of the surface is due to erosion. This photograph is reproduced (reduced) from Professor Dubois, with his kind permission. The dotted
line has been added by Professor McGregor to indicate approximately the outline
of the anterior parts of the skull before erosion.

Two-thirds natural

size

acid, formed, as Professor

orbital torus, and, to a less extent, the

Dubois has explained, by decomposi-

region of the inion at the back of the

tion of pyrite in the volcanic tufa in

skull,

which the skull was embedded. In the
anterior parietal region on each side of
the sagittal suture, the apparent slight

diminishing the length of the cranium
to the extent of 3.5 millimeters or more,

by sulphuric

concavity

is

thus

partly

of loss of the outer

The

the

result

lamina of bone.

anterior border of the great supra-

have

also suffered similar loss,

indicating that the
of the

184

which

maximum

length

cranium before injury was about
millimeters,
it

instead

now measures.

of

180.5

The deep

pit
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Fig. 3.

—The calvarium of Pithecanthropus seen from below.

frontal sinuses are clearly shown.

The

The capacious

thinness of the margin of fracture in the

is due to erosion of the outer lamina of bone.
A small amount of
matrix was still in the posterior part of the brain cavity when this photograph was
made. Two-thirds natural size. From Dubois, by permission

occipital region

in the nuchal surface of the occipital,

which has always been a feature of
interest, is also in part due to external
erosion.
At the broken edge in the

in

the dotted line indicates
approximately the natural outline beThe maximum width of
fore erosion.
the skull is 131 millimeters, which,

occipital

allowing for surface erosion, gives a

occipital region only the inner table

of the

bone

is left,

like

border and

the

uninjured

slope

was

still

forming a thin bladeindicating
state,

the

more nearly

and more apelike than would be supposed from the cast. In the figures
showing the norma verticalis and norma

that,

vertical

lateralis,

cranial

index

of

71.5, thus

placing
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Pithecanthropus well within the dolichocephalic, or long-headed, category.

This

however,

long-headedness,

is
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regard the specimen as a female, but
in the absence of material for compari-

son the sex must remain in doubt.

largely due to the projection of the

is

supraorbital

that of an adult, as fully attested

greatly

shown

containing

torus,

inflated

frontal

the

It

however, that the skull

is

by

well

the condition of the sutures, and the

and hence

great expansion of the frontal sinuses.

sinus,

in the illustrations,

certain,

the cranial index in this case has

Considering

little

the

form

external

significance in comparisons with simian

the skull, Professor Dubois

and human

is

of

inclined

The index would

to regard

it,

be very different in a young Pithecanthropus, before the frontal sinus

man; nor

is it

had attained its development.
There has been much confusion

The agreement with the anthropoid

skulls.

''On the whole not hu-

a transition of any type
manlike apes to the human type.

of

in

cranial type, particularly that of the

the past regarding the position of the

small gibbon species of the genus Hylo-

bregma (the point of union of sagittal
and coronal sutures) in Pithecanthropus,

bates

but in the actual
observable

and

fossil

slightly elevated boss
skull,

shown

in

it

coincides

the

is

clearly

with

the

on the top of the
figures.

It

is

rather far posterior so that the frontal

bone presents a longer arc in the median
plane than the parietal (according to
Professor Dubois' identification of the

lambda) unlike the condition in Homo,
where the increased size of the brain
necessitates an expansion of the parietal
,

arc.

A

notable feature of the external

surface of the cranium

is

the slight

development (though perhaps partly
obscured by erosion) and the wide
separation

(about 85 millimeters)

of

may, on the other hand, be

called

perfect, taking into consideration the

inevitable deviation in the proportions
in consequence of the ratio of the volume

and the eye varying with
bulk and cephalization." The deviation from the human
condition is especially marked in the
posterior region, where the strongly
developed occipital torus, and the
more nearly vertical slope of the
nuchal plane indicate "that the head
was not equipoised on the spinal
column as in modern man, but was
carried by strong nuchal muscles and
of the brain

the

increasing

ligaments, as in the apes.
to be seen

by the structure

It is

that Pithecanthropus deserves the
of erectus assigned to

it

not

of the skull

name

on account of
Professor

the temporal lines on the sides of the

the features of the femur."

which mark the limit of attachment of the temporal muscles of the

Dubois makes it clear, however, that
he does not consider it the skull of an
anthropoid ape, and that the resem-

skull,

mandible.

This

indicates

that

the

jaws were relatively small, as compared
with those of the great apes, an inference fully corroborated by the condition of the mandibular fragment attrib-

uted

to

farther on.

Pithecanthropus,

described

The weak development

of

is not sufl&cient to
warrant its classification among the
Hylobatidae, the gibbon family.
Of greater importance than the

blance to the gibbon

outer surface of the craniimi, as yieldcriteria of relationships, is the

ing

Fortunately

th?se temporal lines, and the general

inner

absence of crests for muscular attach-

present case this

ment, has led some palaeontologists to

When

surface.

Doctor

is

in

the

practically perfect.

Dubois

exhibited

an
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endocranial cast at the International

Cambridge

Zoological Congress in

in

1898, a small portion of the matrix

was

in place so that the cast

still

Later

incomplete.

moved

he

skilfully

was
re-

this remnant of rock to the

dentaL

last particle, using a

drill

and

and

fissure,

anterior

just

to

a

this

small portion of the lateral part of the
frontal floor

is

preserved, showing that

the lower frontal region was decidedly

more

than

manlike

impressions

The

apelike.

convolutions

frontal

of

on the skull are exceptionally clear

for a

—

Fig. 4.
The endocranial cast of Pithecanthropus seen from the right side.
The convolutions of the frontal lobe, which present an essentially human

This photograph is taken from Professor Dubois'
pattern, are well shown.
recent contribution, and reproduced with his kind permission. The dotted outline of the missing portion has been added by Professor McGregor as an aid

Two-thirds natural

to the general reader.

devoting

many days

most pains-

of

taking care to the work.

amply

justifies

erosion which

result

is

and the surface

of fracture

is

details of the

fresh

if

it

skull.

sufficiently

low to preserve

features of the greatest impor-

tance.

On

the right side enough of the

skull wall remains in the region of the

pterion to

marked

stricted

by abnormally

union

early

indicated on the outside of the skull as

particularly fortunate that the line

many

this

part of the brain was somewhat con-

here entirely

is

had been made from a
is

—possibly indicating that

so pronounced on the

cast are virtually as perfect as

It

The

primate

of the frontal bones, a condition also

outer surface of the skull
absent,

The

the arduous labor.

size

show a

separation

crest indicating a

of

frontal

and
man,

temporal lobes of the brain, as in
at the anterior end of the Sylvian

described above.

portant

feature

An

especially

seen in the

the marked development
frontal

convolution,

man

motor control

of

im-

cast

is

of the lower

the

region

in

of the speech

organs, the so-called Broca's convolution.

Opinion

differs as to the

value

of such evidence as criterion of specific
function, but this region of the brain of

Pithecanthropus

resembles

so

closely

the corresponding part of the brain
of Homo that one can scarcely escape
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—

Fig. 5.
The endocranial cast of Pithecanthropus, seen from above. This
photograph shows the remarkably clear impressions of the frontal convolutions,
and the general human form of the brain as seen in the norma verticalis. Twothirds natural size.
From Dubois (1924) by permission

the conclusion that the creature must

have

possessed

speech.

some

But speech

rudiments
requires

of

more

than mere control of the motor
mechanism; there must also be appreciation
and discernment of vocal
symbols. Now, it happens that one
of the

most notable features

cast in question

is

of the

the great expansion

of that portion of the temporal lobe

(the

middle

temporal

convolution)

concerned in

man

with this function,

the so-called auditory speech center.

The development

of this area

is

clearly

seen in the photograph of the endocranial cast
fessor

viewed from above.

Pro-

G. Elliot Smith, the eminent

neuro-anatomist of London, in calling
attention to this very point in the
"This can
endocranial cast, says:

have only one meaning, the
in the earliest

fact that

known member

of the
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c
B
male gorilla (A), Pithecanthropus restored (B),
and Rhodesian man (C). The three casts were photographed together to show the relative
sizes. The volumes of the three are A, 580 c.c; B, 940 c.c; and C, 1300 c.c. The reader can
readily compare Pithecanthropus with the ape and man. The lower part of the Pithecanthropus

A

Fig. 6.

cast

is

—Endocranial

.

casts of a large

restored

Human

Family there was a sudden

expansion of the acoustic territory for
the appreciation of some sort of speech."

In the opinion of Professor Dubois
great breadth of the temporal

the

due rather to the constriction
of the frontal area above mentioned,
than to spontaneous expansion of the
However, the concomitant
former.
hominoid development of these two regions concerned with motor and audiregion

Seen from above, the form of the
human than apelike, but in side view the extremely low
crown differentiates it from even the
brain appears rather

lowest types of man.

regions in .which Pithecanthropus exhibits the

most

precisely

those regions which attain

their

tainly appears to be significant.

of a large

latest

in

the

male

gorilla (A), Pithecanthropus (restored) (B),

The volumes of the three
and C. 1280 c.c; thus the gorilla's brain has three-fifths the volume
Pithecanthropus, and the latter almost exactly three-fourths that of the Gibraltar

are A. 580 c.c, B. 940 c.c,

brain

elaboration

cerebral

ABC

—Endocranial casts

and the Gibraltar example
of that of

full

striking deficiency are

development of the human
child,
namely, the prefrontal and
The inferior temporal
parietal areas.

tory phases of articulate speech cer-

Fig. 7.

Professor Elliot

Smith emphasizes the fact that the

is

(restored) of the Neanderthal race (C).
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area

is

a third region

similarly be-

human

ontogeny, but as this is
lacking in the cast, the shght developlated in

ment

of this area in Pithecanthropus

chiefly

inferential,

though

there

some actual evidence, on the

is
is

right

553

Pithecanthropus, and Rhodesian man
are photographed together, illustrates

Comparing

feature clearly.

this

ure 7

it

be

will

seen

that

in

fig-

this

feature the Gibraltar brain (Neanderthal race) appears to be

more primi-

side of the cast, that such deficiency

tive

was present.

than the brain of R,hodesian man.

Professor Smith's studies

and more

Pithecanthropus

like

ABC

—Endocranial casts of a large male

gorilla (A), Pithecanthropus (B), and Rhodesian
photographed together to show relative size^nd form. The volumes are A. 580 c.c,
B. 940 c.c, and C. 1300 c.c. Pithecanthropus resembles the human far more than the ape in
the form of the frontal lobes of the brain

Fig. 8.

man

(C),

casts of EoanRhodesian man, and various
specimens of Neanderthal man, also
demonstrate the deficiency of these
of

the

endocranial

thropus,

regions, although in

much

less

degree

As might be

than in Pithecanthropus.

A

question

great

of

relationship of Pithecanthropus,

from

His calculations were

made by measuring

and frequently
developed

human brains,

shows a portion

surface and,
side,

and underwell marked

in primitive

in Pithecanthropus.
cast

the apes,

is

Fortunately, the
of the cerebellar

especially

on the right
We have

the transverse sinus.

thus a clear picture of the occipital
region of the encephalon, which ap-

proximates the anthropoid ape

in the

very slight overhang
Figure 6 in
lobe of the cerebrum.
which endocranial casts of gorilla,
of the occipital

the

his recent studies, has increased

meters to 900.

all

is

his former estimate of 855 cubic centi-

expected, the sulcus lunatus or "Affen-

present in

in

human

Professor Dubois,

of the brain.

size

spalte" which

is

interest,

connection with the possible

the capacity of

the calvarium to a certain line with
water, then calculating the volume of

remaining

the

morphological

portion

by

comparison

careful

with

cor-

responding parts of "skulls of apes

which

much

resemble
as

Pithecanthropus

possible."

as

Hylohates agilis

appears to be the form chiefly used
in the comparison, with
for

the

relatively

due allowance

greater

encroach-

upon the

ment

of the

lobes

and other morphological

orbits

frontal
differ-
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ences.

It

appears to

me

that there

is

a more rehable method of calculation,

complete the endocranial
cast by modeling the missing portions
by careful comparison with endocranial

that

is

casts of

to

apes and men.

I

have

at-

construct approximately the size and
form of the brain of Pithecanthropus
b}^

lining

a piece-mold of the skull

with clay of the estimated thickness of
the cranial wall, then making a cast of

the interior and modeling the missing

A'

Fig. 9.

—Endocranial

and A')

casts of Hylobates, a gibbon (A

and Pithecanthropus (B and

B'), top

and

side views.

To

facilitate

comparison the photographs of both are here reproduced about the
same size, though the brain of Pithecanthropus is many times larger
than the other. In the top views the frontal region of the gibbon is
seen to be relatively far smaller. It lacks also the localized expansion
of the temporal region,
the area concerned in man with appreciation
of speech symbols or words,
which is conspicuously developed in
Pithecanthropus. In side view Pithecanthropus is far more manlike,
though the occipital region shows strong resemblance to the apes

—

—

tempted

this, and the result is the
only portion of the present paper for

which originalitj^ can be claimed.
Endocranial casts of Hylobates, orang,
chimpanzee, gorilla, Rhodesian man,
and the Neanderthal specimens from
Gibraltar, Chapelle-aux-Saints and I^a
Quina, together with modern

human

parts.

In

Professor

was

London, in 1921,
Dubois'

available,

I

made a second

cast
at-

tempt, having at that time the invaluable

aid

and

Elliot Smith.

advice

The

of

result

Professor

was a

fair

approximation to the actual condition
later revealed in the cast.

types, were used in the comparison.

of Professor Smith's

Some

tentative restoration

years ago I attempted to re-

before

endocranial

The

benefit

counsel in that
is

now embodied
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the restored part of the present
I wish to make it clear that

in

model, but

as at the present writing he

seen the

new

responsible

sense

may

for

in

is

no

any defects

it

The present non-techninot the place for a dis-

possess.

cal article

has not

restoration he

is

cussion of the reasons for the morpho-

I

hope to publish elsewhere

near future.

It

the

in

may be stated, however,

that the parts preserved give ample

warrant, in the light of comparison,

every important feature

for

On

restored portions.

obvious

from

the

the

of

the whole, as

photographs,

is

the

hominoid features outweigh the pithecoid very decidedly.
The frontal
deficient as

region,

it

is

in the pre-

more manlike than
apelike both in general form and in
the pattern of the convolutions. The
deep incisure separating frontal and

frontal area,

make sure that all
portions of the restoration would be
mutually consistent throughout, thus
possible, partly to

insuring greater accuracy, and also to
serve as a basis for a restoration of the
entire

far

cranium which

is

now under way,

involving cranio-cerebral topographical
correlations.

Now

which

logical details of the restoration
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as to the endocranial capacity

of Pithecanthropus,
this laborious

as arrived at

method.

By

water

by
dis-

placement the volume t>f the cast as
is
found to be 940 cubic
centimeters.
Of course there is some

restored

It may be that the
cerebellum should be a shade smaller;

possible error.

perhaps the temporal lobe ought to be
a

trifle

more voluminous, but

seems

it

unlikely that the deviation can be

more

sidered in relation to these parts of

than 15 to 20 cubic centimeters in
either direction, and I believe 940
cubic centimeters to be a close approximation to the truth. This falls just
within the normal minimum of modern
man. Sir W. Turner found a female
Australian skull of 930 cubic centimeters capacity, and a number of
others under 1000 have been measured,

the brain, and also to the underlying

while the largest gorilla barely exceeds

is

temporal lobe

The

acter.

is

also a

probable

human

char-

the

of

size

petrous space between temporal lobe

and

cerebellum

bone.
its

The form

was

carefully

and
view, and

of the cerebellum

forward extent in lateral

the anterior position of the

downward

turn of the transverse sinus, are

man

con-

all

hu-

features, in contrast to the nearly

vertical apelike slope of the occipital

surface.

It

should be

made

clear that

600.

The very

large gorilla cast here

represented measures 580 c.c, almost
exactly

three-fifths

the

volume

The Gibraltar

Pithecanthropus.

of
cast

(a female Neanderthal) as restored
measures 1280. The Rhodesian man,
as restored by Mr. F. 0. Barlow of

the restored part, like the actual cast,

the British

does not represent the brain surface,
but the inside surface of the skull, or

meters.

Museum, 1300

cubic centi-

These are the two human

endocranial casts here figured.

with

nearly

Thus
three-

the outside of the entire encephalon,

Pithecanthropus,

including the meninges, blood-sinuses,

fourths the encephalic volume of these

etc.

The probable

position

if

impor-

— optic foramen, superior

tant foramina

rotundum,
and spinosmn, the carotoid
arteries and transverse sinuses, have
calculated as carefully as
all been
orbital fissure, the foramina

ovale,

and primitive humans, and
equalling some of the more lowly
modern types, seems, as regards brain
ancient

size, as well as

brain form, to belong

within the

human

brain

distinctly closer to the low-

it is

family.

In form of
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crowned Neanderthal and Rhodesian
than to any normal modern type. In
view of the fact that the external skull
form so strongly suggests the gibbon, I
have thought it might be of interest
to present photographs showing an
endocranial cast of Hylobates side by
side

with

that

Pithecanthropus,

of

both reproduced about the same
facilitate

and

above,

differences,

also

size to

As seen from

comparison.

from the

the

side,

even ignoring the restored

are more
would be supposed from
a similar comparison of the external
skull form, and the deviations of
Pithecanthropus from Hylobates are
all in the direction of man.
On the

part

Pithecanthropus,

of

striking than

whole,
of

it

may

be stated that the brain

Pithecanthropus,

form,

man

is

size

closer to

and

The

perhaps, rather

is,

than

like Hylobates

in

that of

than to that of any ape.

general brain form

more

in

distinctly

gorilla,

but

judging from the hominoid convolution
pattern,

as

indicated in the frontal

region, the cerebral surface

was

cer-

As

apelike.

Gerrit

recently

Miller,

S.

1923

as

the

of

Jr.,
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Mr.

U.

S.

National Museum, studying casts of
teeth without considering their possible

relation

them

to be the teeth of

to

the skull,

believed

"A now extinct

Javan great ape, resembhng the orang
of Sumatra and Borneo."
But Sir
Arthur Keith, Gregory, Hellman, and
others

find

human

molars.

important

similarity to

Doubt has been

ex-

pressed as to the association of the
teeth with the skull, but as the cal-

varium was found not more than a
meter distant from the third molar,
and in the same level, there can be
practically no question as to their
being parts of the same individual. I
feel quite certain, also, from study of
the original teeth, that the two molars
belong to the same creature.
After Doctor Dubois' retm-n from
Java, a third tooth was found in the
Trinil excavation, a left anterior lower

This

premolar.
able

evidence

a

is

important tooth, as

it

particularly

yields indubit-

regarding

The tooth

upper
and quite

the

tainly closer to gorilla than to gibbon,

canine.

is by
two apes.
Professor Dubois' original memoir in
1894 contained a description of two
upper molar teeth, a left second and

human, and had it been found alone
there would have been no question
as to its humanness.
The root is

since the gorilla in this respect

far the

right

worn.

more manlike

third,

of the

the former considerably

They

are

characterized

by

forked at the

third molar, or

wisdom

tooth, shows a

the ex-

sionally

seen

human

The

at

a primitive condition occa-

large crowns, especially wide in trans-

diameter.

rather there are

tremity,

tooth

(bucco-lingual)

tip, or

small,

two roots united except

widely divergent roots and extremely
verse

is

of

are

the

and

character

branches
lingual,

in

man,

of

the

is

corresponding

an

root,

opposite,

important

that

the

buccal

not

two
and

obliquely

reduction of the cusps and a peculiar

placed as in the corresponding tooth

contraction and wrinkling of the crown,
the wrinkles suggesting the teeth of

occlusion of this tooth with the upper

of the apes.

Facets of wear show the

the orang and resembling the condi-

canine and

tion observed in various Neanderthal

tact area on its mesial border indicates

and Australian teeth. Able palaeontologists have disagreed as to whether the
teeth were predominantly human, or

its close

first

premolar, and a con-

proximity to the lower canine.

This tooth clears up one highlj- important point hitherto doubtful.

It

—
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proves that the upper canine, which is
always slightly larger than the lower,

source.

This

piece

evidence

was small and hominoid.

In

lower jaw.

anthropoid apes the

lower pre-

molar

is

first

all

the

elongated and enlarged

adaptation

a

to

in

occlusion

shearing

of

It

most important

a

is

—a

fragment of a

was found by Doctor

Dubois in 1890, nearly a year earlier
than his discovery of the Trinil wis-

dom

The site of discovery of
Kedung Brubus, about

tooth.

the jaw was at

twenty-four

and

Trinil,

east-southeast

miles

in the

same

of

geological level

which yielded the Trinil fossils. The
mandibular fragment was briefly described by Doctor Dubois in 1891 as a

human
ably

fossil

lower

''of

another and prob-

type"

than the known

European Pleistocene races (Neanderthal et at.)
Later study and compariwith

son

Pithecanthropus,

especially

with the lower premolar, have convinced

—Photograph

manidbular
fragment from Kedung Brubus, with pen and
inkrestorationof thechin region and anterior
Fig. 11.

of the

The fully preserved root
The canine

teeth.

is

that of the

marked C.
The restoration extends only to the symphysiThe small size of the
al line which is dotted.
anterior teeth and the nearly vertical chin are

anterior premolar.

shown.
Natural size

clearly

is

Three-quarters front view.

Professor Dubois that the jaw frag-

ment

is really from another example
same genus. The part preserved,
which is from the right side of the chin

of the

region, contains the entire root of the
first

premolar tooth, part of the canine

alveolus

and the extremity

that tooth;

of

also

of the root

the alveolus of

the second premolar and the anterior

border of the mental foramen,

with the tusklike upper canine, consequently Pithecanthropus, with small

premolars

and

canines,

must have

been manlike in possessing a short dentOf course the question may
tal arch.
be raised whether the premolar belongs
to the

same
this

tion

same

species,

individual,

or even the

As

as the molars.

to

may

be stated that the condiof fossilization, the color and

it

and

texture of crown
are. apparent

in

roots, etc.,

the

original

eminence,

a

highly probable that the three teeth

is

same denture.

The view that Pithecanthropus

pos-

sessed a manlike dental arch receives
trong.

confirmation

from

another

somewhat

like

A unique feature
the great extent of the digastric

is

fossa,

of the

short,

region of Hylobates.

it

members

in

teeth,

mains
all

—

Neanderthal chin, and quite
different from that of any ape; though,
as Professor Dubois observes, it is
approximated somewhat by the chin
the

together with the absence of any re-

are

to

which

of other large primates, render

suffi-

convey a fairly authentic
picture of the form of the chin region.
It proves, for one thing, that
the chin was
practically vertical,
but lacking any pronounced mental
cient

which

is

bounded externally by

sharp inferior margin.
It
difficult to imagine the functional

rather

significance of this pecuHar condition.

The body

of the mandible is shallow
only 30 millimeters in height in front of
the first premolar. The root of the first

ON THE SKULL AND BRAIN OF PITHECANTHROPUS
premolar is quite

flat, measured mesioand the root canal can be
seen to divide into buccal and lingual

distally,

branches, corresponding exactly to the
bifurcation of the root in the first

from

premolar

The canine

Trinil.

alveolus containing the extremity of
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skull of Pithecanthro'pus, having only
the commercial cast of the exterior of
the calvarium and the writings of
Professor Dubois and others to guide

A

the work.

a flesh restora-

little later

was modeled on the reconstructed

tion

the root demonstrates the small size
of that tooth, thus completely con-

skull.
The new evidence regarding
the teeth and chin convinces me that
these restorations were somewhat too

Trinil premolar that the canines

drawn from the
must

prognathus, therefore, in the light of
new knowledge, a revised restoration

be small and manlike.

of

firming the inference

Before the

publication of the data, photographs,
casts,

etc.,

regarding the Trinil pre-

molar and the mandible fragment
from Kedung Brubus, it was naturally
supposed that the anterior portion of
the dental arch and the chin region

would show a development essentially
intermediate between the anthropoid
apes and man (with perhaps a closer
approximation to the human), in
correlation with the assumption that
the cranium represented a transitional
form, or at least an exceedingly apelike type of man.
Study of the endocranial cast, however, has necessitated

a

revision

of

features

diagnostic

of

latter

hope before long to publish elsewhere
a more technical treatment of the
skull and brain of this most important

member

still the most apelike type of man,
and more than any other known form

merits

the

appellation

link."

But

this does not necessarily

living.

It

may

er

represent a side twig of

than a grand fatherof man. Despite

and

on the whole leads as Professor Dubois
states "to the conclusion that Pithe-

is

a

conception,

though

canthro'pus should be considered as a

member, but a

our

sometimes

ignore

notions

harmonious

of

correlation.

essayed a restoration of the

distinct genus, of the

family of the Hoixiinidse."

In

conclusion,

fessor

I

a direct
fossil O'"

the hominoid branch, a great uncle rath-

compared with the molars may seem
some inorphological disharmony. However, since the Piltdown
discovery, we have come to realize that

In 1914

is

Homo,

cranium

to indicate

preconceived

"missing

of

imply that Pithecanthropus
ancestor of any true

acknowledge

may

of the

is

the small size of the anterior teeth as

nature

it now seems
human family,

which, even though

fossil

to be a

certain simian features the evidence,

humble member of the human family.
The hominoid characters of the jaws,
chin, and teeth, are quite compatible
this

will be more
commenced. I

the

brain indicate that Pitheccmthro'pus

with

which

skull,

since

view,

this

the

authoritative, has been

my

Dubois,

afforded

me

it

is

a pleasure to

indebtedness to Pro-

who

not only kindly

every facility for the study

of the material

and

for

making numerbut

ous

stereophotographs,

two

entire days to aiding

devoted

me

in the

and who finally has granted
permission to copy figures from his
valuable memoir published in 1924.
work,

DAUBENTONS' BAT: A EUROPEAN SPECIES
Thorburn, the great British artist-naturalist, has given some excellent illustrations of bats
work on British Mammals. Through the courtesy of Longmans, Green and Company,
Natural History is able to show an example of Mr Thorburn's skill in depicting the bat in

in his

flight.
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See text for description of the flight mechanism of bats

:

The

:

Bat'

A MUCH MALIGNED AND LITTLE UNDERSTOOD MAM]^L\L

By H.
Associate Curator of

TO

the

mind

the bat

is

E.
Mammals

of the average person

a creature of disagree-

ANTHONY
of

the Western Hemisphere

For example, witches used, among other
things.

able attributes, striving to en-

tangle

women's

itself in

unwelcome

insect

features of both

that one

life,

and possessing

mammal and

bird, so

bewildered what to

is

the creature.

There

Eye of newt, and toe of frog,
Wool of bat, and. tongue of dog,

hair, carrying

is

so

little

call

truth

oh the heath and
Macbeth. Possibly
the following negro incantation is an
indirect version of that in Macbeth

to

their cauldron

fill

work the ruin

of

:

in

what currently passes

as fact with
Pizen insides in de pot
Wid de sarpints steamin' hot.
Add de bin' laigs uv a toad

regard to bats, these animals are so
interesting

upon acquaintance,

and

they have so few bad quahties to discourage a closer acquaintance, that it

Hoppin' on a ha'nted road.

seems timely to set forth some of the

An' a piece uv 'possum

authentic data.

the

widespread

that

there
in

interest

is

bats,

been placed in the category of evil
creatures, along with the owl, the black
cat,

and

others.

Because of

its

noc-

turnal habit the bat naturally would be
associated in primitive and ignorant

minds with the dread

of

darkness.

Folklore and legend show us that this

has been the case.
that the bat-motif

is

It

has been said

well demonstrated

in the crude pottery of the

who

lived in the

Columbian times.

West

Arawaks,

Indies in pre-

It is doubtless to

be found in the figured designs of

many prehistoric and early peoples.
When witchcraft was in vogue the
bat enjoyed an unsought notoriety.
Not only was it reputed to be a creature
of the devil,

but certain parts of

its

anatomy served for charms and poisons.

fur.

An' a witch's middle toes.
Bubble, bubble, trouble brof.
Skeer de ebil speerits off.

a

and that people would like to know
more about them.
From time immemorial the bat has

an' bats an' lizuhds stir

Little bit of el'phunt's nose

Inquiries received at

Museum show

fairly

Wuhms

An

old Natural History of 1744 states

that the tongue and the heart of a bat

Many

are said to be poisonous.

state-

ments and behefs of this sort, which
seem amusing to us today, can be
traced in the early writings.

In the Bible the bat
associate

of

the

is

mole,

made

the

presumably

because both are dwellers in darkness

and

of devious

and

little

understood

habits

man

In that day a

shall cast his idols of

which they made
each one for himself to worship, to the moles
silver,

and

and

his idols of gold,

to the bats.

Isaiah

ii,

20.

In Leviticus and in Deuteronomy,
the bat is Hsted among the forbidden

animals

And the stork, and the heron
and the lapwing, and the bat.

Note that the bat

is

after her kind,

here associated

with the birds!

^Photographs by the author
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And so on down the a^es the bat has
been under a handicap, treated bj' man

Bats are among the most ancient of
mammals. To judge from the great
number of existing species and sub-

tells us the bat was
by the other animals, neither as
a bird nor a mammal, but a creature by
itself, avoiding observation by da}" and

about as ^Esop

treated

species,

many

belonging to

the bats as an order

famihes,

must have

origi-

We

nated at a very remote period.

coming forth only

know

in the darkness.

apparently as well

As a matter
the bat

fact,

is

of

perfectly

tj^pical

bearing

see

as we
them today,

were Hving in the
Paleocene,

young alive and
nursing them at

fossil

the

that

its

since

records have

been discovered in

the

breast,

bats,

developed

a

mammal,

that

horizon

in

same as a mouse.
The general re-

America.

semblance of small
bats to mice has
found expression

have been found in

word

in the

rope, fossils of bats

are certain, then,

for bat

that the

first

ancestors

guages, such as the

bats

French

lived

Chauie-

souris, the Spanish

the

dies

caU

of the

Chilonycteris

West

British

One

Fle-

In the

derynaus.

common

Bats habitually

parnellii.

at rest,

cene,

tures

upon

when

can do

seemingh^

and

little

a

vicious

captive

The

caught.

harm

httle

invariably

small species

to the hand, scarceh^

puncturing the skin, but the laj-ger
species vevy soon impart a respect for
their prowess.

the

bat

irritated

I

rather suspect that

disposition

than that

of

is
more easily
most mammals,

but since our observations

made under

long

of bats are

circmnstances which must

No

of

and highly

flight

in

forms
the Eo-

and the

crea-

we know as
must have

bats

terflies.

are

found

ably adapted for clinging

been capable

bites

and

-''rat-bat,"

Bats

the

have

long,

developed

the sharp claws on the hind feet are admir-

because they use the word bat for but-

creatures

must

cialized
bats of Jamaica,

hang head downward when

In-

the negroes
it

flying

of

before these spe-

and

German

We

the Eocene.

in the various lan-

Murcielago,

In Eu-

for

millions

millions of years.

other order of

mammals shows

such great diversity of structure or so
many highly specialized features. The

modern

classification,

based upon these

differences in structure, recognizes

no

than 263 species and subspecies
'taken from Miller's List of North
American Recent Mammals) in North
and Central America. This number is
probably onty a little more than oneless

tenth of the total

number

of varieties

be necessarily very disturbing to them,
the creatures can scarcely be expected to

found in the world. Doubtless the
complete Kst of bats exceeds 2,000

display a calm, unruffled temperament.

different forms.

THE BAT
Bats

differ

from

all

other

mammals in

maintain

to

ability

their

sustained

Other mammals, such as the
have the power to
glide, but bats alone are able to propel
themselves through the air. To accom-

flight.

flying

squirrel,

plish this the bodily structure of the

bat

has

undergone

The

fications.

profound

modi-

forelimb has lost

its

primitive, primary function of quad-

rupedal locomotion and has become a
framework and a support for a flying
membrane. The digits have lengthened

enormously, the

thumb

is

short,

but

the four fingers are so long that they

constitute in the combined length of

metacarpals and phalanges the longest
bony structure in the entire skeleton.

The

third

finger is

the longest and

about equals in length the total length
Only the thumb has
of head and body.
a claw (in our New World bats), the
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check their

have a very large gape to the mouth
and can scoop up their prey. Bats,
on the contrary, do not have such an
excessive gape, and the mouth opening
is

only slightly larger in proportion

body than it is in comparable
In order to
mammals.
capture a rapidly moving insect the
bat therefore must be certain of its
aim, for its jaws are no dragnet.
to the

terrestrial

The

flight of

brane of the wing.
The wing stretches back from the
shoulder, elbow, and forearm to the
hind

leg,

membrane

and

in

many

species

the

continues across from leg

aim

swallow.

The

flight

feathers,

mem-

the bat reflects this pre-

in its sharp angles and
abrupt zigzags, quite unlike the more
rounded, evenly flowing passage of a
cision of

slender bones are employed to spread

tough

change

plane,

swallows, and nighthawks, for instance,

composed

in position the

in

insects while in full flight, the swifts,

four fingers are clawless, and their long,

and hold

instantly,

flight

any

and have a
certainty of movement that shows perfect mastery.
Birds which catch
direction

mechanism

of a series

— and there

is

of the bird

of

vanes.

is

—the

always an oppor-

tunity for the escape of air between
This quantity of
adjacent feathers.

with different types of bird
is no bird wing which

air varies

wings, but there
is

air-tight

expanse.

throughout

The

flight

its

entire feather

mechanism

of the

The
to leg and includes the tail.
membrane which is supported by the
two legs, is called the interfemoral membrane and is of great importance in con-

an air-tight membrane thrown into changing curves
and shifting planes by the muscles,
and the pattern of the curves and the

acting

position of the planes are controlled

as a rudder and not being

by the elongated fingers and the hind
The primaries of the bird are
legs.

trolHng the direction of

more

or less

flight,

a part of the propelling mechanism.

bat

is

essentially

warm-blooded animal has so
completely mastered the mysteries of
flight as the bat. We have yet much to

held and directed at their forward ends
only; the shape of the feather is fixed,

learn of the distances bats can

bat

No

it

is

improbable that any bat can

fly;

fly

as far or as fast as a plover, a falcon, or

a swift, for example, but for aerial

and perfectly controlled
flight there is no bird to match the
insect-catching bats. These bats can
gymnastics

except as

it

bends to

membrane

is

air pressure.

secured,

The

not only

its forward margin but at either
and to the rear as wefl. This
explains, to some extent, the mechanics

along
side

of the extremely erratic flight of the

bat; the cause for the irregular course
this mammal traces against the twi-
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sky

light

is

explained by the fact that

the bat takes

prey where

its

and goes to that spot

finds

it

it

in a straight line.

The science of aeronautics has sought
deep into the mysteries of bird-flight
in the search for data to build aero-

A much

planes.

closer

analogy

may

be drawn between the bat and the
aeroplane, but unfortunately the very
intimate details of bat-flight are yet
to be discovered.

It is

known from

the structure of bats that there are

many

variations in the fundamental

For
which
takes up the thrust of the humerus and
elements. of the flight mechanism.

example,

the shoulder girdle,

consequently

is

the principal joint in

the wing, articulates with the upper

bone of the wing in several different
depending on the species.
These differences in articulation, these

fashions

variations in the joint,

be

in

reflected

must

certainly

varying freedom

of

wing movement. In other words, some

may

bats

be able to give a powerful

wing beat through a very wide

arc,

abundance of food in their own medium,
air.
Many others feed solely on
fruit and must visit trees.
The large
fruit bats or flying foxes of the Old
World belong in this category, which
the

many

also includes

of the smaller

New

members of a
distinct suborder, however. The Ameri-

World bats

as

well,

can fruit-eating bats devour a great
of the softer, pulpy fruits,

variety

from bananas to ripe coffee berries.
Often they feed on the fruit where
they find it; sometimes they pick it in
passing and carry it away to eat in
caves or other favored spots

Bats of more predatory types have
been evolved and may be considered
truly carnivorous. A genus of bats in
America is known to be fish-eating,
and there is a similar group with like
Indeed,
appetites in the Old World.

Megaderma lyra is known
and bats smaller

the Asiatic
to feed on

than

fish, frogs,

been observed on

It has

itself.

the wing, carrying another bat, sucking
its

blood as

it flew,

and

later

devouring

while others can thrust through only a

the body, crunching the bones in true

All of the bats of the
northern United States, the Vesper-

carnivorous f-^shion.

limited arc.

tilionidffi,

very

a

highly

developed

The most highly

specialized of all

the bats, from the point of view of
is the true vampire bat, of the
family Desmodontidse, found only in

group, fly with a motion perhaps best

food,

and possess
large, broad wing membranes and
ample, interfemoral membranes.
In

America.

The vampire

feeds on fluid

blood and

it is difficult

to understand

described

as

fluttering,

the tropical regions

we

find another

how

it

could survive on any other food.

highly specialized group of bats, the

Its teeth are

Molossidse,

fewest in

or

free-tailed

bats,

pos-

all

reduced in number, the

the bats, and are adapted

sessing very narrow wing membranes
and a narrower interfemoral membrane.

for puncturing the skin;
ill-suited

for

anything

The

intestines

are

short

air

through the
with a rapid wing beat, at a disfree-tailed bats ride

tance

much

resembling their feathered

cousins, the swifts.

Bats have developed to fill each
possible economic niche available to a
flying

mammal. The greater number

species are insect-eating

and

find

of

an

alimentary

tract

is

they would be
else.

The

and the

entire

modified

for

a

highly concentrated, fluid food such as
blood. Vampires have been long and
unfavorably known. The early Spanish explorers were bitten by them,

and so intense was the reaction among
New World that

the pioneers in the

THE BAT
they suspected most of the tropical
bats, whether they were blood-suckers

Any

or not.

bat with an ugly face,
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vampire bites both man and cattle,
most of the above is overdrawn and inexact, but it serves as a typical state-

and this is an all-embracing term, was
dubbed a vampire, and we find that
even today the name is loosely used to

ment

include bats of irreproachable habits.

various

While we know some of the outstanding

mammalogy

features

attraction

the

in

life-history

of

the

vampire, we are yet woefully ignorant
of the complete story. We know that

upon almost any blooded
creature available, from birds to man;

this bat preys

that

its bites

may

be fatal to

its prej^

when the animal is small and weakened
by too heavy draining of blood; and
that its manner of attack is so subtle

man does not realize he is bitten,

that a

as a rule,

until

he awakens

in

the

morning.

The

following

an extract from

is

Bats are very common all over the counbut Carthagena is infested with such
multitudes of them, that after sun-set, when
they begin to fly, they may, without any
hyperbole, be said to cover the streets hke
clouds.

They

both of

men and

are the

most dextrous bleeders

cattle;

by the

for the inhabitants

heats,

excessive

to

and windows of the
chambers where they sleep, the bats get in,
and if they happen to find the foot of any one

leave open the doors

bare, they insinuate their tooth into a vein,

with

all

the art of the most expert surgeon,

they are satiated, and
withdraw their tooth; after which the blood
flows out at the orifice. I have been assured,
by persons of the strictest veracity, that such

sucking the blood

till

an accident has happened to them and that,
had they not providentially awaked soon,
their sleep would have been their passage into
;

eternity; they having lost so large a quantity

be able to bind up the
the puncture is not
(besides the great precaution with which

of blood, as hardly to
orifice.

felt is
it is

are

no

The reason why

made) attributed

the

in

bats that no

less

other

the

to

than

in

arranged,

the

field

in

equal

There

observer.

fifty separate, distinct

among

the bats;

to say, there are that

ways

dis-

of

offers prospects of

dental-formulae
is

life-histories

many

that

different

which the teeth of bats are
varying from a total of

twenty teeth up to a total of thirtyeight teeth. There must be differences
in habit and behavior, more or less
marked, correlated with these differences in tooth arrangement,
of these

we

but of

are ignorant.

Bats hibernate or migrate when they
in regions where severe winters
cut off the food supply. In the northern United States, in winter, one may

live

try;

obliged,

covered

most

Ulloa's Voyage, 1772:

being

of the times.

So much yet remains to be

to the gentle

and

re-

by the bat's wings,
hindering the person from feehng this slight
puncture by throwing him into a deeper sleep.
freshing agitation of the air

Aside from the fact that the true

brown bat,
dormant in
some dark, sheltered nook. Or in the
occasionally find the big

Eptesicus fuscus, hiding

fall,

red bats, Nycteris borealis,

may

be seen flying southward in the daytime, and are frequently mistaken for
birds.

Most species of bats have but a
single young one at a birth, but a few
species,

such as the red bat, have from

two to

four.

The young

are carried

until they are

about by the mother
almost full grown; and it speaks well
for the bat's powers of flight that the
female can, in the case of the red bat,
carry much more than her own weight
in youngsters

and

still

hawk

success-

fully for insects.

Contrary to some of the common
beliefs, bats have good eyes, good in
the sense that they are perfectly
developed, although often proportionallv

rather

small.

The

expression
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"blind as a bat" has

although

in fact,

foundation

little

many

com-

of our

behave in a
brought into
bright daylight, and may thus give

moner

species

of

bats

fashion

bewildered

if

the impression of faulty sight. But it
is quite likely that bats depend very
litile

upon the

visual sense, either for

securing prey or for finding their

way

presence

the

us

A

apparatus.

the functions of

of these structures

all

waits upon future study, but

as well, record the faintest

differences

in

hang, night after night, on the same
small cornice or ledge with all the

is

assurance of birds going to roost in the
On dark nights the small
dayHght.

ears hint that they are

obstacles

the seat of these special sense organs

of

prey

sought.

is

and directed

dependent of eyesight.

flight

was

in-

and Hberated the creatures
crossed and recrossed with

The blinded bats

threads.

in

rooms

fine,

silk

flew freely

back and forth between the threads,
avoiding contact with the obstructions,

and absolutely certain of direction.
Later workers have reflected somewhat
upon the comprehensive claims of
Spallanzani, but confirm his statement
in principle.

way

about,

the

great

The bats can find their
when blinded, because of

development of a tactile
more than tactile, a

as those of

may

known
flying

in

other

creatures

also possess a sixth sense, that of

direction.

The

peculiar outgrowths

nose, face,

and ears

upon the

of bats indicate to

at a consider-

is tuned
sound frequencies, such
a tiny insect's wing, and

bat's ear

flying

mammals

for so long

a time that their forelimb has lost its
early function as a leg, and the hind

bends in a reversed direction. In
walk very poorly on the
ground, supporting themselves on the

leg

general, bats

wrists

and the hind

feet,

but there are

a few species which scamper about
almost as readily as mice in spite of

These are the freeand doubtless the restricted
flying membranes of these bats permit
more freedom of motion of the limbs.
handicap.

this

tailed bats,

able

These

insect

As has already been stated bats
have been

Strange as

anything

when

flight of insects

people cannot hear them.

pressure or vibration sense responsive

beyond

The

an important

bat voices are correspondingly highpitched, so high, in fact, that some

sense or perhaps

mammals.

The

must be audible to bats

Spallanzani

closed the eyes of bats with varnish

well-developed

information

source

to the higher

controlled

The

perception.

of

eighteenth century, the Italian natur-

bats and discovered that the power of

reaches

ing report, states that the inner ear

able distance.

and experimenter, Spallanzani,

it

Hahn, whose experiments with
bats are the basis of a most interest-

close of the

performed his classical experiments with

is

before

physical

alist

and air
aware of

pressure

air

vibration, so that the bat

them.

About the

not

membranes

Bats frequent caverns the deepest
recesses of which are never visited by
a single ray of the weakest light, and

of their prey.

it is

improbable that the nerve endings
here, and perhaps some in the volar

about.

eyes of the insectivorous bats can be
of little value in finding the smallest

sensory

special

of

clear understanding of

in

it

may

seem, bats are cap-

swimmers and make good progress

calm water.
These winged mammals,

like

many

mammals, maj^ be hosts for
The parasites
nmnerous parasites.
other

may
some

resemble forms which are troubleto humans, but the bat does not

FACES OF NEW-WORLD BATS
1-lA, Myotis. 2, Peropteryx. 3-3A, Anoura. 4, Glossophaga. 5, Hemiderma. 6, Desmodus,
11, Eumops
10, Tadarida.
the vampire. 7, Molossus. 8, Artibeus. 9, Lonchorhina
.

BATS HANGING FROM THE CEILING OF A CAVE IN PANAMA
This flash-light photograph was taken with the camera pointing directly upward at the cave
ceiling, where hundreds of bats were clustered.
A few bats were flying across the field of the
lens and caused the indistinct blurs, most conspicuous at the top of the picture.
An instant
after the flash-light was fired the air teemed with bats
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any

insect
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leave the bat in preference for man.
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parasites on the bat are

all,

for
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and the noise

of terrified wings sounds
a gusty wind or a tropical rain
storm approaching through the tree

like

the most part, peculiar species found

tops.

only on bats, and never troublesome

voice the alarm, and the bewildered

in

human

High-pitched, strident squeaks

bats dash everywhere.

habitations.

seldom

It is

Bats have but few dangerous enemies and so their numbers are limited

that the native,

only by the food supply.

out of curiosity, will stand his ground

Owls catch
them, and in Cuba, it is said, the boa
lies in wait at the mouth of caves and

them

catches
there

In Africa

occasionally.

a bat-eating hawk, but this

is

is

a rare species. Cats may catch a bat now

and then.

In the north bats are never

very abundant, probably living conditions are not very favorable; but in

America they are more numerous in species and in individuals than
any other mammal. Unless one has had

tropical

unusual opportunities for observation,
he can scarcely imagine the spectacle
of a well-tenanted bat cave in the

West

In Jamaica, for example, there are
limestone caves of vast extent, some
of

them

are the

half a mile long, others three,

homes

bats.

When

with a

light,

These caves

of great assemblages of

a

man

visits

the caves

entering cautiously, only

a few disturbed creatures will be seen
It may be possible to
flying about.
note dark masses of drowsy bats clinging to
crevices

the

ceilings

and

or

crannies.

packed

And

if

into
speci-

mens were taken from each mass
individuals

it

of

would be discovered that

each group contained only members of
a single species, and these would be
all

in the cave,

the

But
and all

of one sex.

short-lived

let

a shot be fired

is

changed before
Concease.

echoes

fusion follows hard on

and a tempest

pandemonium,

of wildly whirling forms

Bats by the
thousands pitch down from overhead

bursts into the cave.

served as a

guide to the cave and perhaps entered

when enveloped
thousands

of

in a cloud of tens of

which billows around
old, superstitious fear

wings

leathery

these

his head.

The

proves too great,

and he

will seek the exit in a panic
second only to that of the bats.
I have stood at dusk in one of the
old,

rambling

buildings

of

Spanish

West Indies and
watched the bats pour forth. The
building was not being used, and here,
there, and everywhere dilapidation
had opened up ample crevices for bat
habitation.
Back of the loosened

architecture in the

boards, behind the shutters, under the

Indies or on the tropical mainland.

four, or five miles long.

who has

eaves, there

was a

boiling

and seething

hidden life. The scuffling of tiny
feet over the wood, the fine, wiry
squeaking of impatient voices as those
of

behind crowded the foremost, and the
sense of bustling energy being set free

showed

that, for the bats, the

just beginning.

Out

of the

day was
various

nooks the bats were trickling in thin
streams which flowed through the
rooms to mingle in the center court
Here the converging lines
or patio.
began to circle about in a counterclockwise direction, mounting higher
and higher on each revolution. The
arrivals increased in

nmnber

rapidly

took on the appearance
of a great whirlpool of bats, a maelstrom of swiftly circling forms which
flowed upward and spilled over the
until the court

top of the building as the creatures set
off on their hunting.
It is not easy to estimate the number
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one of the large caves,

of individuals in

but

certain that the census runs

it is

beyond the thousands, quite surely
that it

is

well into the tens of thousands,

and perhaps

it

tion to place

thousands.
or

at

more

would be

It

little

exaggera-

into the hundreds of

it

may

require an hour

for the cave to

empty

itself

dusk in a continuous stream of

hurrjang forms.

In

some

these

of

impossible

in

our

present

state

of

Bats destroy
knowledge to say.
myriads of insects, many of which are
injurious to man's health and interests.
In San Antonio, Texas, municipal
bat-roosts have been erected to encourage bats to take up residence there
to aid in freeing the city of mosquitoes

and other
petent

insect

observers

But com-

pests.

have

stated

that

These two views, full-face and profile, show the physiognomy of the leaf-chinned bat,
This bat is one of the most complexly ornaMormoops blainvillii, a West Indian species.
mented forms known
caverns, where generations
erations of owls

upon gen-

have had their abode

and levied tribute upon the

bats, the

bones of the victims lie piled on the
floor, mingled with the remains of
These
birds, reptiles, and rodents.

bone deposits maj^ be measured in
tons, and bear mute testimony to the
long occupation of the cave, the great

number

of bats frequenting

persistent toll taken

by the

As another index

it,

and the

owls.

to the great bat

population in favored caves, mention
might be made of the great guano
deposits formed by bat droppings.
Vernon Bailey, in the National Geographic Magazine for September, 1925,
estimates

that

100,000

tons

of

bat

guano have been removed from the
Carlsbad Caverns of New Mexico
since man has worked the deposits.
Bats have considerable economic
importance, just

how

considerable

it is

such a bat population has
control

over

the

guano has a high value as a

The

little

mosquitoes.

real

Bat

fertilizer.

fruit-eating bats transport seeds

and serve as a factor in the distribution of plant life. In some parts of the
Old World the larger bats are an important article of diet on the native menu.
Finally, there is very little that
can be said against bats, especially
our North American species.
The
blood-sucking vampire never reaches
the United States, and none of our
species are injurious to crops.
Bats
do not wilfully entangle themselves in
the hair of women; they do not carry
insect life which lives on man; their
diabolical physiognomies are their own
concern and no proof of relationship
to the evil one; and while they choose
the dark hours for their activities, it is
not because they have anything that
they would hide from us.

Extracts from the Diary of Martin Johnson
The Johnsons have been estabUshed at Lake Paradise about eighteen months, carrying
on their work of making hfe histories of African wild life along the hnes described
in Natueal
History for May-June, 1924. The following extracts from Johnson's diary wiU
give some idea
of the thrills and heartaches that are sure to fall to their lot in this
fascinating undertaking.

We

shall get infinitely

now completed and
that

it is

more

will

of

from the story of "The African Elephant"— a fihn that is
York. Johnson is enthusaistic over it, which means
Better than Johnson's best means pretty close to the ideal.

it all

soon reach

the best he has done.

New

— Carl E. Akeley.

o

**''^"^,SA and

I are all keyed up
and excited over our wonder-

ful

elephant films.

It

may

Boculy, and Bukari with their guns
sighted on the elephants every second.

Then when they 'get' us they start
we make such a racket by

seem queer that we started right out

forward, but

after elephants instead of the picture

yelling that almost always they run

'Songa the Tale Bearer.' But you see
the elephants kept bothering me all

away. On our last trip, only a few
days ago, nine elephants came for us
three times, then turned back.
On
the last charge they kept coming and

They seemed to beg to be
As elephants interest

the time.

photographed.

us more than any other animal in the
world, we could not help going right
after them,

traveling

and

long

it

would have meant

distances

tribes necessary for

to

get

the

'Songa the Tale

Bearer.'

"As a matter

of fact,

'Songa' has

my

head all the
I continually photograph natime.
tives whenever I find them, but I have
not succeeded in getting the proper
sequence to make up the completed
While I now have an elefeature.
phant fihn that I would give anything

shown to the
would be off
here making other films. I would like
to see the audience, for I want to
watch their expressions when they see
elephants so big that they will seem
to walk right out of the screen, although I wonder if they will ever
public

first

—but

appreciate

night

it is

of course I

how almost

every scene

is

So far I have not
made a single scene from a blind, but
have been right in the open with the
elephants, Osa standing to one side
playing with death.

with

the

to knock down the leader four
times before she would stop. Then she
and the others ran away. I did not
get the actual knocking clown as mj-

and I was loading, but I
two charges as they came
within twenty yards of us each time
before they turned, and now that I
have developed it, I think it will
film ran out

got the

been in the back of

to see the

we had

still

camera,

Saunderson,

first

prove the greatest wild annual film
made by any one just 200 feet,

—

ever

most valuable 200 feet I
have ever made,
"And I wonder what the audience
will do when a big bull lashes his trunk
and comes for us seven times, backs off
and comes again, then loses his nerve
and runs away, each time coming so
close that the apertm-e will show onl}his head.
And I wonder what they
will do when they see a baby elephant,
a few days old, getting its dinner from
its mother; a baby elephant that falls
in a hole and scrambles out; another
baby that runs in and out between its
mother's legs as she walks along; and
a mammoth mother rhino that, with
her baby, comes within forty feet of
but

the
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EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY OF MARTIN JOHNSON
us and stands undecided whether to
charge or go and goes.

—

"We

have demonstrated how to

save the lives of elephants and rhino
when they are deciding to charge. We

and make all the noise possible
and with the one exception they have
lost their nerve and run.
" As soon as I have finished developing in a few days, I will start assembling
and getting the film ready for the
market. Boculy has wandered off into
the forest and I am expecting to have
him back any day. Then, as I know
he will do, he will come back excited,
telling of elephants in a good photographic place and doing something
Then off I must go, for
wonderful.
what can I do? Its the most wonderful and exciting thing in the world to
photograph elephants.
Of course,
when I have this elephant film finished,
I will go after Kons and rhino and
buffalo and the plains game, but I will
always be making elephant films. I
now have the satisfaction of knowing
that I have a film that will be wonderful
from the museum standpoint, for it
shows almost ever3^thing elephants do,
and I have them in every age, from a
few days old to so old that they can
yell

scarcely carry their tusks."
*

*

*

•'We sent the boys and the camels on
ahead while Osa, Saunderson, and I
cHmbed a hill to get a good look at the
country. As we came down the cook
came running up, all out of breath,
saying that he had gone off by himself
and had run into an elephant. So we
hurried

after

him.

I

the other side of the

not find

nearly forgot

He had

gone down
and we could
him, so Osa and I and the

about Saunderson.

hill

camera boys, who always stay with us
(never mind where the rest of the
safari goes), found the elephant in a
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donga, feeding.
We made a
detour to get the wind right and when
we came up to where he had been a
few minutes before, he had disappeared.
Httle

we found him again,
but he seemed to vanish before we
could get up to him. This happened
In fifteen minutes

three times and we had begun to think
he was a spook.
Osa named him
'Houdini' because he was so clever at

But we finally came
him and made some fine pictures
he was feeding.
Now we were

disappearing.

up
as

to

doing

fooHsh

a

thing.

Saunderson

was not with us and Boculy had wandered

off

ahead of the

safari.

only Bukari to guard us while

This

left

we made

pictures.

"'Houdini'

then

left

feeding

his

and came toward us, but turned about
when twenty feet away, went to a fairsized tree and tried to pull it down
with his trunk, but the tree bent and
would not break.
So he used his
brains and puUed it down as far as he
could with his trunk, then placed his
tusks over the tree and held

it

while he

up and got a better hold
higher up with his trunk.
He then
reached

pulled as far as he could, placed his

tusks on

it

again,

hold higher up.

and so got another
This time the tree

snapped and he pulled it down to the
ground with his trunk. He spent about
thirty minutes feeding from it, selecting the tender young buds at the ends
of the Hmbs.
When he had eaten all he wanted he
walked around the tree and came
directly toward us. I now had all the
movies I wanted and told Osa to take
her gun while I used the Graflex, and
with
side

my
me

gun bearer standing

right be-

I got several fine stills.

"'Houdini' came to witliin less
than fifteen yards and saw us. He was
moving slowly but when he saw us he
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stopped so short that he swayed. His
ears went out and he put his trunk out
Then he
to trj^ to get our wind.

back about ten yards and stood blowing
He swayed from
air out of his trunk.

and walked
He was not

and lashed the air with his trunk.
Then he came for the rock again but
could not get up. All the time I was
getting 'movies' and Osa was getting
Osa, seeing that he could not
'stills.'

backed,

slowly

turned

dehberately away.
angry and he was not afraid. Living
on the game reserve all his Hfe he had
probably never been shot at and was
not tiniid. Up to the time he saw us he
.

gave

.

impression of being half
although his eyes were wide
In feeding he felt with his

the

asleep,

open.
trunk, as though he

was not seeing
what he was doing. But when he saw
us, he quickly became wide awake.
"We were in an absolutely open
place without a tree. Had he taken a
notion to come he would have been
very dangerous. But we did not think
of this until afterwards.

"We
towards

camp.

then packed up and continued
Tembu Pass, where we were to
Just before

we

got there

.

to climl) a rock

.

I

to the ground.

I

set

elephant then turned and ran away
into the bush, with the other one fol-

But the big fellow stopped
I
and looked back.
have
not
have a hunch that he would
been so furious if we had been down

lowing.

times

several

on the level ground with him, for it
must have been that he could not make
us out on the rock.
"Great rejoicing at camp last night.
All night long elephants could be
heard trumpeting in the valleys nearby."
*

*

*

to give one whistle, repeated at inter-

my

Here

The

closer.

and

boys to follow
and we scrambled along the rocky
ridge at the top of the Pass until we
came to a sloping rock leading down
I told

down

hurried
bull

a small bull walking along slowly in
the open.

rock, ran

up the

the earth

"In the evening after dinner Osa,
with Bukari, climbed a ten-foot rock
she was
after agreeing on signals.

elephants

and saw a big

get

we

saw Suko, Mrs. Johnson's boy, come

He said
running to us.
were right near the pass.

He pawed up

side to side.

up

my

cameras and in a few minutes the
elephants were about twenty-five yards
below me, drinking at a mud pool
that was under a ledge, so I could not
photograph them. But soon they came
out and stood still in an open bit where
I ground off a
the Ught was fine.
couple of hundred feet, and while I
was reloading the}^ saw us. I can't
figure out, even now, what made the
big l^ull so angry, but he was furious.
Just as I got my "Akeley" loaded he
came for the rock full speed. He tried
He went
to climb it but could not.

.

vals,
us,

.

a rhino was coming in front of

if

two,

if

one came to the

left,

and four whistles

three

one
Saunderson and I
lay down in the sand about twelve
feet from the flash-light lamps, without anything around us for protection.
Mosquitoes were bad, but with Osa
watching over the country with glasses
at the right,

came up behind

if

us.

we did not need to be very quiet, so
we had a good time scratching.
About

ten

whistle;
glasses

I

Osa gave one
up and with my

o'clock
raised

saw a rhino coming

right

down

our path toward us. We lay as quietly
as possible but the rhino got our scent

few feet short of the place I
wanted him; he gave a start and
began to run, but I took a chance and
just a

closed the electrical contact that

made
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the flash.

forgot to close

I

as the flash

went

my

eyes

was blinded
for about three minutes.
Saunderson
knew I was blinded so he gave me
reports; he had remembered to close

He

his eyes.

off,

told

so I

me

the rhino had

run away, he had stopped, he was
coming back, he was going away again,

When

I could see

once more, I
reloaded the flash lamps, put in new
etc.

and we lay down again. The
by this time had started down
the trail again, but he was suspicious
this time, stopped when thirty feet too
far away, pawed up the ground and
Do you know it is not a
snorted.

but as they gradually came closer
together they stopped being so angry

and

finally

am

sure the

trail, for

and we

you while you

are lying in

aU three made a wide detour
them go on to water. They

and
two more came along.
The usual snorting and pawing started
all

snorting at

I

finished drinking, detoured again,

started

satisfied

.

noses.

first

let

plates,

.

seemed to rub

rhino told the other
two about the queer thing down the

rhino

pleasant sound to have a big rhino
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away

as

over once more, until they had
each other that all was right.

Then the two new ones left our trail
and Blame if they didn't go clear
around to water, like the first three
who by this time had gone away.
"This went on until about midnight;
Osa was kept busy whistling until she
!

the sand not over forty-five feet away?

stopped

As the ground had a slight rise at this
point, it seemed that the rhino was
towering directly above us. We had
our guns at hand and I had the flash

many rhino about us and others coming

push-button ready.

I resolved to get a

he charged, shooting after the
But he
flash if it was necessary.
turned and walked away a few yards
and stood snorting there, then went
away a little farther. He tried to go
around us to get to the water, but we
could not stand for that since he would
get our wind very strong and be sure
to come for us, so we stood up and
threw stones at him. He ran about a
hundred yards and stood there for
half an hour, until we saw two more
a mother
rhinos coming toward us
flash

if

.

.

They would
and half-grown 'toto.'
have come right down our trail, but
the first rhino challenged them and
they turned off the trail and went for
He stood his ground and the
him.
two stopped about fifteen feet from
him,
air,

all

three with their tails in the

snorting

They
thirty

circled

and pawing the sand.
about each other. For

minutes they kept

this

up;

in

despair;

there

were

so

and going that she could not keep
She had no need to,
for Saunderson and I were busy
watching that none came too close.
About one o'clock a mother and toto
had been to drink and came up behind
us.
We threw stones at them and
they ran back, but shortly came on
again, and we had to throw more
track of them.

stones.

"At one time we counted ten rhino
plain sight, with others that we
could hear at water and off among the

in

rocks.

"At two o'clock a giraffe came within
the cameras but its long
neck allowed it to see us too plainly
and it went away. A bunch of bush
pigs came along single file, but they,
fifty feet of

saw the cameras. Some zebra
close, then went around.
It was
so light, the moon was nearly' full,
that the cameras showed up too plainty.
too,

came

Right here

make

I

decided the best time to

would be during the
dark of the moon when the stars would
give us enough light, reflecting on the
flash lights
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sand, to see the game, but the animals

would not be

likely

so

to

see

our

apparatus."
*

*

''Broke

way

at

*

camp and we were on our
yesterday,

daylight

a most

beautiful safari along a dry river bed

between two mountains. Game tracks
and spoor everywhere but over a week
When we stopped at noon we
old.

came upon a Samburu tribe moving
new country. They had some

into

fifty

camels

and a hundred

goats.

was ready for him. I made about two
hundred feet of fine film; perfect
light and a beautiful setting.
Osa
made four good stills, then he saw us
and ran off into the bush. I packed up
and went back to where the safari
I
was waiting, very well pleased.
asked for Boculy but no one knew where
he was.
hearted,

head
after

phant.

in

the

because they had to hold the camels,
but they were so frightened that we
tried to ease their

women

minds by giving the

each a handful of sugar.

We

them to go their way and we went
ours.
The Samburu said they had
left

Poor
seen no elephants for days.
Boculy was very downcast. About four
o'clock we had to go through a narrow
pass, not over fifty feet wide, between
a large rocky hill and a larger mountain.

On

cameras cooled off, the carrying cases
were almost too hot to touch. I then
walked around the rock to see what I
could see, and saw it. I ran face to
face with a big bull elephant.

He was

walking slowly along, coming in my
I was less than twenty
yards away but as I was hugging the
direction.

did not see me.
between two rocks
and he stopped to feed from a small
I gently slipped out and went
tree.
around another rock, and hurried foi'
my cameras. I got them back and
set them up on a rock about five feet
high at a place where the elephant was
likely to come, and he did, just as I

rock the elephant
I slid into a crack

place

at

the

I

walked across the road
he
saw us and went on into the bush, with
bull elephant

in front of us, but so close that

his tail in the air.

I

managed

to get

a good picture of him as he came out
in

an open place and made

for the

hills."

*

the other side I told the safari to

stop in the shade of the rocks while the

his

him questions about the eleThen he pricked up his ears
and wanted to know what elephant.
He had gone to another hill to look
over the country and had not known
about my good luck. I told him about
it and in a few minutes he was all
grins.
About that time, another big

they were a wild looking lot and the
women cried when I took their picThey did not dare run away
tures.

people

and took

was full of pep
getting the picture and I started

to ask

fifty

were just starting out
up, very down-

of the safari.

bunch;

About

We

when he came

again

*

*

''Boculy was on top of a nasty rock
He
about two hundred feet high.
motioned for us to come up, which we
Once on top I saw the elephant
did.

about half a mile away and I was mad
it was dangerous to take all
my delicate cameras and apparatus
because

over the rocks, and unnecessary.

am

afraid I scolded

I

Boculy more than

he deserved, but he never said a word,
although I could see from his face
We climbed
that he was furious.
down and went after the elephant and
I set up in a fine, open space.
The
elephant was feeding from a big tree

and

had

making films. I forgot
Osa was exhausted and we

I started

to say that
left

her with a pair of binoculars

EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY OF MARTIN JOHNSON
on the top of the rock were Boculy
had us climb up.
"In a few minutes the elephant
started coming in our direction but
saw us when within thirty yards. He
returned to the tree and stood there a
few minutes and then came toward us

Drying drum and a few

again,
little

time very

this

goose steps.

When

of

my

curiously,

went

across

He

in

once more.

the pecuHar

when

in

within fifteen

We
small donga.
stopped in the bushes

a

and then came out toward us again.
He lashed his tail and his trunk and
then stamped the ground. He seemed
to make up his mind to charge and he
would come several feet, stop and come
on again. When fourteen yards from
us (we measured afterwards) he turned
and ran back, then whirled and came

He had

his

head up

way

elephants have
they are angry.
He did this

four times.
priceless

All this while I

The

film.

was getting

fourth time

we

and he ran away, but he
stopped several times and faced us
'

got his goat

film trunks built

yards he started circhng about us,
and then with his tail in the air he
followed.

for us

oil

'

on the

tireless

before he finally

was

cooker idea

lost in

I

did not get a single

[

am

still

the bushes.
picture but

sure I got the most exciting ele-

phant film ever made.
''When we got back we found that
Osa had been crying. Through the

had seen another elephant
water over itself from a
water hole. He then came in the direction where we were making pictures.
He saw us photographing the other
elephant and he seemed about ready
glasses she

throwing

In fact, he went into the
bushes near us and Osa was afraid he
to charge.

;
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would get us before we saw him. As a
matter of fact, we had been so busy with
the one that we had not seen the other."

"... But

the mules carrying water

were lost and I sent Saunderson back
on a mule to find them. I then climbed
a tree to look over the country. I saw
one elephant a mile away but it was
About six
too late to go after him.
o'clock a big rhino came running full
speed under my tree and continued on
into the forest. Twenty minutes after-

ward Saunderson came limping in afoot.
He had run into the rhino; his mule
threw him into a dead tree. The mule
made off back to the lake and the
rhino was the one

Saunderson

all

is

had seen running.
skinned up and his
I

clothing torn.

made another

picture of a female ele-

phant coming up the donga toward us.
She was very good in stopping at
Just before
little trees and feeding.

we reached camp another big bull
elephant came out of the forest and
stood about three hundred yards from

camp, throwing earth over himself.
Got another good picture. Here in
one day I made over a thousand feet of
fine film that more than makes up for

when we

the clays

^

got nothing."
^

It might be interesting to know just
what boys accompany me each day
for camera work.
2 camera bearers;

—

1

tripod bearer

1

boy who

(he carries 2 tripods)

carries the lens case

different lenses in

it

;

1

with

boy carrying the

Press Graflex with the tripod for

it;

boy carrying a case of loaded film
magazines 1 boy carrying two cases of
loaded plate holders; 1 boy carrying
4X5 Graflex with tripod; 1 boy carrying a case of odds and ends (ray filters,
1

"This morning we took cameras and
boys and started to a water hole an
hour away; nothing there but lots of
We went on for
elephants using it.
found
and
two elephants
hour
half an

Made some

asleep in a small donga.

;

tools,

oil,

spools, etc.

small medicine case, extra

—sort of an emergency

case)

Just then, as I

boy carrying lunch; my gun bearer,
Osa's gun bearer; Boculy and Bukari;
making 14 blacks in all.
Everyone knows their duty. They
all withdraw to a shady spot behind me
while I am making pictures, but each
one on the alert should I wish any case.
Each case is numbered, and I call for
them by number. You see I try to be

elephants, ten fine greater

alone so as not to frighten the game, as

them but we got too
and frightened them. They ran

fine pictures of

close

up the

side of the steep

We

donga and

I

got

them scrambling out.
and I caught them
them
followed

a fine film

of

moved down another
Then they ''got" us again

as they slowly

small donga.

and ran back

to

the bigger donga.

was photographing the
kudu came
the
other
side of the
walking along on

They were just in time, as
donga.
I was all set up and I got a fine picture. They saw us after fifteen minutes
and all crowded upon a small ant hill
and

I

got a fine group,

all

looking at

They were very tame and
kudu picture then
better
a

us.

hoped to

"We

I

made

I

ever

they might see movement if so many
boys were about me. Osa never comes

up wilh the

camera unless I call
always sets it up the
Saunderson
first thing and is ready.
and the gun bearers crawl along the
ground to get beside me in case of

camp and

I

still

her, although she

danger.

I try to

stand as

still

as I can,

who can't see well can sometimes make out movement.
as animals

get.

started back to

1

Scenes About Lake Paradise
REPRODUCTIONS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BY THE
MARTIN JOHNSON AFRICAN EXPEDITIONi
Photographs copyrighted by The American

Museum

of

Natural History

AN AFRICAN ELEPHANT ALL-UNSUSPICIOUS OF MAN
the elephant referred to in the "Extracts from the Diary of Martin Johnson,"
as "Houdini," because of its ability to disappear unexpectedly. The photograph was taken
just prior to that which appears as the cover illustration of this magazine. Above we have

This

is

"Houdini" with ears laid back, seemingly unaware of an audience. The cover illustration
shows the great difference in Houdini's appearance when he discovers the photographer.
The elephant then throws forward vast, sail-like ears

iMost of these photographs are being pubHshed
from a number forwarded from the field.

for the first time,

and have been selected by the Editor

LAKE PARADISE AS SEEN FROM THE LABORATORY OF MARTIN JOHNSON
This lake seems appropriately named, and not only is attractive to man but to host's of
wild animals as well. Life of some description is almost constantly in view along its shores

Ndoto mountain scenery has much about it reminiscent of our own western mountains.
The resemblance, however, is only superficial and related to the physical features of the
landscape; the flora and fauna are distinctly different

The Ngroon plains, flanked by the Ndoto mountains, lie in the Northern Game Reserve.
The long grass, with scrub and small trees or thickets here and there, furnishes food for many
grazing

mammals
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This elephant charged and charged again up to the rock upon which the Johnson party stood

Unlike the angry elephant above, when this one became suspicious he behaved true to
and ran away

expectation,

A young bull elephant moving toward the camera, apparently unsuspicious, since he soon
began to feed near the Johnson party

Although there are nine elephants in
picture was taken the elephants charged

this group, only a

few may be seen.

Just after the

^ o
O H
9 o

ON THE NORTHERN GAME RESERVE

—
exposures
—marks the highest development of the photographer's

The securing

animal in an undisturbed
extremely important
that series of photographs of the all too rapidly vanishing large mammals be secured while it is
yet possible. Martin Johnson has the hearty support of all conservationists, and nature lovers
are in full sympathy with his work.
His trophies can be admired by everyone; they will
endure for all time and they are obtained at no cost to the animal
habitat

of such pictures as this

fine, clear

of the

art. It is

BULL ELEPHANT COMING OUT OF THE BRUSH
The calm demeanor

of this elephant

shows that he

is

probably completely unaware of the

presence of the photographer. As the reader will gather from "The Diary of Martin Johnson,"
in this magazine, the camera is set up wherever chance dictates, and the facilities for

man or machine may be poor or even non-existant. By anticipating the movements of the animal it may be possible to "set up " in a position to take the best photographic
advantage of the light and the background; patience, the courage to remain motionless in the
face of closely approaching danger, and the presence of mind to make the most of each opportunity, will do the rest
concealing

A SUSPICIOUS RHINO ABOUT TO CHARGE
The

an uncertain beast at best. The photographer can trust this animal only
to a very limited degree under the most favorable circumstances, and when this big brute is
met with in undergrowth, he becomes more dangerous than ever. After this photograph had
been taken by Martin Johnson, the rhino came several steps closer, and had to be stopped.
Johnson's companion, Saunderson, shot the rhino at the base of the horn. The shock was too
much for the animal it whirled and ran away. A shot on the horn does not seriously wound
the rhino, but it is a powerful distractor of attention
rhinoceros

is

;

.

Game

"Lives of

Animals'"

A REVIEW OF VOLUME

By H.
Associate Curator of

publishing a

ANTHONY

E.

Mammals

ERNEST THOMPSON SETON

is

new work on North

American mammals.

Volume

has just appeared, Volume II

I

on the
press and will be followed in turn bytwo more volumes.
Lives, as the
publishers call the book on the cover,
is an edition de luxe in this its first
appearance, de luxe in size and makeup, and de luxe in the exhausive treat-

ment and
Lives

is

I

is

characterization of the text

the expression of a lifetime of

of

the Western Hemisphere

Under

foxes.

category are in-

this

cluded fifteen mammals, and as the

book contains 640
is

c^uarto pages there

excellent opportunity for an exhaus-

treatment.

tive

The

geographical

range covered by the work

is,

roughly,

the North American continent from the

Rio Grande northward.
The author has endeavored to meet
halfway the systematic naturalist and
the taxonomist, the latter a naturalist
entrusted with keeping the

mammalian

to a

Who^s Who, and hence one
who regards a name as something
sacred. Seton has gone over all of their
literature and has selected enough
to give the basis for a classification
conforming to the best accepted practice and yet not obscuring the funda-

vast audience of readers as the writer

mental, outstanding facts with involved

of interpretative natural history, such

refinement of detail.

Wild Animals I Have Known.
he has been remarkably successful.
But to a smaller audience he has been

uses sketches of skulls to point out

study and observation, or better

many

of

lifetimes

of

said,

observation,

because the author has drawn upon the
records of every one who has had a
contribution to make to the subject.
No book written by Seton could be
dull

or uninteresting.

Known

as

long

known

as the author of technical

mammals. His Life
Histories of Northern Mammals, which
appeared in two volumes in 1909, has
been one of the most complete and
life-histories

authoritative

of

mammal

works

of

its

kind ever published. But excellent as
are the Life Histories, they are surpassed by Seton's new pubhcation,

which must remain for many years
as the unquestioned leader of an almost
unique class, presenting technical data
in a most readable fashion.
Volume I of Lives is devoted to the
life-histories of the cats, wolves, and
lii'wes nf

Game Animals.-

Vol.

I.

By

register or

For instance, he

characters in classification. Lives would

not serve, however, as a handbook for
the layman to identify all of the subspecies and local geographic races.

This

is

many
the

no great disadvantage, since on
of the ultimate determinations

authorities

themselves

fall

out,

and eventually such a situation becomes a matter of tweedledum and
tweedledee.

Seton has had unrivaled opportunities

first-hand

for

mammals, but
him.

He

observations

of

this has not satisfied

has read everything pub-

by other men on the subject of
mammals and has kept a file of records
and references that is seemingly alllished

Ernest Thompson Seton

Doubleday, Page and Company, 1925.
579
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One

inclusive.

of the

most valuable

before the treatment of any

mammal

completed, the author sets forth

features of Lives is the bringing together

is

from hundreds of scattered somxes of
everything worth while on the point in
question. The authors quoted include
eveiy one of the recognized authorities.
In addition Seton reaches out to take in
travelers' accounts, hunters' tales, and

and near-facts; he vouches
personally for none of the latter but

trappers' yarns.

It

requires

a nice

judgment to sift from such sources
from orthodox authority to ridicu-

—

—

lous yarns

all of

the intunate details

of a manunal's life-history, because of

the great gaps in the pictm^e and sometimes the hunter's tale may not be
entirely fiction, or again a fact

may

tative channels until
least, far

it is,

to say the

from the original source, and

probably was subject to revision in

them

places

the

before

reader

only in the attempt to

make the

ture as vivid as possible

;

to

come back to the

pic-

the reader

to interpret the evidence for

himseK

is

or,

simile of the pic-

ture, he has at his disposal highlights

which he

may

place on the canvas

believes that the subject

if

he

can stand

them.
Personally.

;

have been passed down along authori-

all

of the facts

I

like

to

read

the

and I
beheve that, in the main, a good selection has been made. I feel that any
criticism of the ''stories" will lose most
"stories" about the marmnals,

of its force

names

when

it is

of all our best

noted that the

American natural-

process.

appear constantly throughout the
and when one reahzes the responsibility they have assumed for the
greater part of the life-histories. The

Seton undoubtedly wiU be criticized
because he has included in his descrip-

and to cause observers to be on the

the

first place.

Seton' s preface to his

second volume of Lives (see page 583,
of this magazine) indicates this sifting

tions of

mammal behavior many stories

and accounts only partly or not at all
verified by scientific observers. These
stories might be roughly grouped in
two categories, those that are probably
true and more or less supported by
observers of unimpeachable standing,
and those that are interesting if true,
but quite likely not true in their en-

The fii'st group of stories can
do no harm because they are fitted in
with the testimony of others and the

tirety.

reader will not be led astray.

The more

dangerous, second type of story,

is

so

handled that it wiU be misleading to
Seton introduces
very few readers.
these accounts by caUing attention to
their unusual nature and by cautioning
the reader that they maj' be unworthy
of full belief, or should be considered
only as verj^ remotely possible. But

ists

text

'stories"

are

offered

as

suggestions

lookout for confirmation.

Seton has developed his subject with
a wealth of detail that overlooks no
In the extracts
fact, however trivial.

from Volume II of the Lives, following
this review, it will be seen how the
author has planned his work and how
indefatigable he has been in executing
As an example of the fullness of
it.
description devoted to each mammal
the first few pages of the life of the
skunk are quoted. All of the cormnon

names are listed, the scientific name or
names are cited, and a long column of
Novarious Indian names follows.
where have the vernacular names of

mammals been
as in this
is

work

set forth as completely
of Seton's,

and

to popularize natural history

if

it

one

must

be admitted that this is a feature of
prime importance. The reader then

'

LIVES OF

GAME ANIMALS

comes to an exact and detailed descripmammal, and since this is
taken directly from specimens themselves, it may be relied upon explicitly.
Seton has avoided the more restricted
point of view of the taxonomist or
maker of species and subspecies, and

tion of the

treated his creatures as individuals of

more comprehensive identities. This is
the only possible method of approach
for a work intended for the general
public and, after

all,

the life-history

and behavior of the mammal is about
the same whether it be subspecies "a"
or

"b"

or

"y"

or '^z," but

and the

differ in detail

if it

should

fact has been

recorded, you will find that Seton has
mentioned it in his Lives.
In describing the life of the cougar, a
typical example from Volume I, Seton
employs no less than thirty-nine major
headings, with one hundred pages of

581

form a time-consuming reference book
on mammals. I mean by this that
when. one turns to the book to check
up some point of mammal behavior, he
encounters

such

interesting

reading

that he lingers far beyond the point

where his question has been answered.
Seton has had the benefit of a large
board of special advisors. He has sent
manuscripts for a critical reading to
many of the leading mammalogists,
and the list of names given on the page
of acknowledgments shows to what

work

extent his

is

sponsored by those

who have made mammal study
life

No

work.

mammals

their

other work on American

can show so strong a backing

for the author.

geographical range

The accounts of the various mammals
well illustrated by photographs
and by Seton's own sketches and drawThe photographs are excellent,
ings.
and while many have been taken by

of the cougar is given on a full-page
map, and the host of topics under which

the author himself, a complete hst of
the photographers whose work appears

text.

the

The known

data

includes

is

set

such

before

items

as

reader

the

Primitive

Haunts; The Voice of
Powers; Speed; Spring;
Cougar;
the
Goes A-Hunting;
King-Cat
When the
Cougar,
etc. etc.
the
The Chase of
twenty-four
footand
Two hundred
and
authors
reader
to
notes direct the

Numbers;

and indicate the extensive background upon which the text is
based. At the close of the account a
original sources,

given,

comprehensive bibliography
should the reader desire to pursue his
study of the cougar yet further.
The author has been very fair in
is

giving full credit to

any writer whose
Solely on its

work he has quoted.

merits as a source-book. Volume I
must be rated very high The lives
'

'

.

'

are written to instruct, they have a
serious purpose,

and yet

in spite of this

handicap they are so readable that they

are

many well-known

includes

nature

But the most useful,
and in some ways the best of the mammal portraits, are from the pencil and
brush of Seton, who has long had the
photographers.

reputation of being one of our foremost

mammal

artists.

Seton chooses his poses carefully and
all his

mammals have

the fidehty to Ufe that
artist is so fully in

is

essential to

The
sympathy with his

mammal

successful

character and

portrayal.

subject that he has been able to catch

with pen and pencil subtle expressions
and postures which it would be imposThere is a
sible ever to photograph.

humerous, whimsical touch in Seton's
pen-and-ink headpieces and tailpieces
which makes them^a truly deHghtful
feature of the book. They are cranmied
with the saKent facts of the manmial's
career and may epitomize the whole
.
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life-history, for all that

they are meant

may have

needed such hand-work and
would be
thereby, the retouching has been

no part

in fun.

There are

also

a

host

of

detail

lost

of the scientific value

sketches which answer questions very

poorly done.

asked and too seldom
answered by books on mammals. The
tracks of the mammal are figured, and
the shape of its paws, or any other particular structures that require special
Artists seeking to sketch
emphasis.

Because of its large size Lives will be
open to the criticism that will always
greet a de luxe edition; the volume is
too large to be handled comfortably if
one wishes to use it away from the
Hbrary table. It is greatly to be hoped
that such a useful work will be brought
out in an edition of smaller size.

frequently

mammals

will find Lives an invaluable
book because of the many
figures which show the position of the
hmbs, manner of holding the head,
carrying the tail, and so on.
Because Seton has always had such a
great interest in wild Hfe and championed every mammal that was threat-

reference

ened with popular disfavor, a strong
plea for conservation runs all through

He would have no mammal

Lives.

To sum up, Ernest Thompson Seton
has produced a book so predominantly
superior as to be beyond comparison
with any other work of hke scope. To
the non-scientific reader it offers authentic, authoritative data which goes

enough into the technical to
meet average needs and yet stops short
of overwhelming detail and subtle

just far

to the dyed-in-the-wool

exterminated, and for the most preda-

distinctions;

tory species, those whose destruction

mammalogist. Lives presents a veritable
encyclopedia and compendium of facts,
facts frequently asked for and facts
difficult to ascertain, only to be gathered by long and tireless search in

is

demanded because of economic pressure, he makes out a good case on
sentimental grounds. Where the odds
are so heavily against the predatory
species, it is

comforting to the cause of

—

Hterature.

As a source-book it provides

conservation to meet an author with

in well arranged form a quick contact

the convictions of Seton and to enjoy

with hundreds of references and workers.
For all readers of whatever station

his facihty of expression.

While

this review has thus far convey-

ed the impression that no
found with Lives, the publication

fault could
is

be
no

exception to the rule that the work of

man

cannot

be

absolutely

perfect.

It is true, nevertheless, that the faults
are, for

the most part, obscure, and the

good features are so predominantly
conspicuous that it seems captious to
utter destructive criticism.

Occasionally the photographs show
signs of retouching but, while the print

Volume

I of Lives

ing and

wiU prove

interest-

instructive, fascinating,

and

thought-provoking, a book to consult

and enjoy frequently, and a possession
to be prized and desired.

The

following pages will afford a

better idea of the general plan of Lives

can give in a review, but they,
too, are inadequate to bring out the
fuU scope of Mr. Seton's epic production, which must be seen to be fulh^

than

I

appreciated.

—
hllilili'i'4d'i>'i1ll(/'^Hiil!i».''l

"Lives of

Game Animals"

By ERNEST
Through

THOMPSON SETON

the courtesy of Doubleday, Page and

Company, Natural History has been

able to secure from Mr. Seton the following excerpts from the second volume of Lives of Game
Animals, now on the press. The manuscript and pictures were selected to illustrate some of the
many good features of this monumental work on North American mammals, and the aiTange-

ment

of text, et cetera, is as nearly as possible that of the pubhshed book. There is, however,
no continuity of thought in the order of presentation. These excerpts may be considered,
therefore, as sample pages of Volume II and serve to demonstrate the points brought out in
the review of Volume I, pages 579-82 of this magazine. The Editor.

PREFACE

the foundation of the whole

VOLUME
delayed through the abundance

name was Edward

of material,
the superabundance of ideas, new and sometimes

behind his

II is done.

incredible,

It

continued

that

has been

arrive

to

Some
and demand consideration.
have been included that are not in
the line of modern thought;
of the estabhshed order.

their significance, I offer

—a history and a

that

is,

As Hght on
two incidents,

was

rife.

A

dairy-

maid, aUured by the high wages, offered
to nurse those stricken with the disease.
When warned that she was risking her

"I cannot take that
have had cowpox." This

Hfe, she rephed:

disease;

I

wives' tale amused the doctors,
and they dismissed it with a laugh.
But one of the younger men said:
old

''Let

us

demning."

investigate

He

A

venerable old

man

with a pen

ink on his fingers, and

ear,

a bag on his back, went
street of

His

Jenner.

up the main

Humantown, calUng out

as he

went:
"Lies!
for Hes

Any

old Hes today? Biscuits

today!"

He had

a basket of sweet wafers, or

on one arm, and they were
shaped Mke a human ear. These he
was exchanging for the Hes, that were
very abundant in this town.
Most of the inhabitants freely gave
them to the man; some even pressed
them on him: but a few had to be
Very
repaid with at least a wafer.
soon, the old man's bag was fuU.
biscuits,

fable.

In England, about 1770, smallpox
of a deadly type

modern

school of prophylactic medicine.

before

con-

did so, and thus laid

It

was a new thing

to coUect Hes,

and many jokes were bandied about
at the expense of the old man and
his

odd occupation.
583
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The

strange merchant

and

street,

a

Kttle

left

child

the main

up!" chuckled the old man.
Another shake was followed by more
commotion and another shrinkage.
The collector's face beamed.
A few more shakes, and the bag
seemed actually empty; but the old
man opened it carefully, and there in
the far corner, was a pinch of pure

had the

The vener-

curiosity to follow him.

able one turned aside through a door
into a beautiful garden in the very

heart of the town, and yet quite un-

He

known.

closed the door, but the

peeped

child

through

the

keyhole,

and saw the old man take the bag of
lies and give it a good shake.
There
was a commotion and a seething inside
for a time, and the mass seemed to be

gold.

smaller.

He

The

child reported all these things,

and the next time they saw the old
man, the people demanded who he was.
answered:
"I am the historian."

"Ah, hear them eating each other

LIFE
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XXVI-THE SKUNK

Common Skunk, Big Skunk, Alaska Sable, Black Sable, Striped
Skunk, Smell-cat, Two-striped Skunk, Sachet Kitten, Mephitic Weasel,
American

Polecat, Big Polecat,

Wood

Pussy.

Mephitis mephitis (Schreber)
(L. mephitis, a pestilential exhalation.)

Viverra mephitis Schreber, 1776, Saugthiere,

pi.

Mephitis mephitis Allen, 1902, Science,n.s., Vol.

Type Locality

121.
16, p. 115,

—Eastern Canada,

French Canadian, V Enfant du
Cree, Ojib. and Saut., Shee-gawk'.

diable;

le

i.e.,

July

Quebec.

Chinche; la Mouffette;

In

this,

we

18.

la

Bete puante.

see the origin of the

word

"Chicago," meaning "Skunk-land."
Yankton, Sioux, Mah-cah.

Ogallala Sioux, Mah-kah'.
Chipewyan, Nool'-tsee-a.
Huron, Scangaresse (Sagard-Theodat)
Abenaki, Seganku (Rasles). The word "Skimk"

is

traced to the last two In-

dian words.

Mexican,

THE

Zorilla.

true Skunks belong to the

Weasel Family MusteKdse and
to

which

is

the

subfamily

Mephitinse

divided into three principal

groups
Big Skunks, genus Mephitis Geoffroy

and Cuvier.
Spotted Skunks, Spilogale Gray.
Hog-nosed Skunks, Conepatus Gray.

The

genus Mephitis (Geoffroy and

Cuvier, 1795), are about the size of a
common House-cat; have short ears,

long fur, very large and bushy tails,
are black in color, with a thin white

on the face and a broad one beginon the nape, forking on the

stripe

ning

shoulders to reach to the hindquarters,
or sometimes nearly to the tip of the
tail;

they are at least partly plantiand have the foreclaws verj'-

grade,

:
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and suited for digging; but above
they have greatly developed anal
glands which produce the liquid musk
that they eject with such notable

587

large

(he

was too long

all,

was

tired out before I got

effect in self-defense.

The

teeth are

prem. f^|; mol.

In addition to these generic charSize.

mm.);

Skunk

has:

Length, about 28 inches (711
lOK inches (267 mm.);

tail,

hindfoot, 3)^ inches (82 mm.).

A

Weight.

my

in

April

25,

Skunk
1925,

weighed 5)^ pounds, a yearling 3}^
pounds, 7 females {nigra) respectively
4, 4, 4, 4, 4)i 4)^, and 6 pounds.
The
last two were two-year-olds, the first
five were yearUngs. I have had several
breeding females that weighed only 3
pounds.

A

male which

large

I

weighed in

the Yellowstone Park, July 29, 1897,
was 8)2 pounds; another, a winter
specimen, taken in Iowa, weighed 7%
In my menagerie, I have had

pounds.

several males that tipped the scales at

These were of the large
10 pounds.
Northern race hudsonica, and came
from Winnipeg.
On October 2, 1883, while travehng
on the prairies near Rapid City,
Man., I shot an enormous Skunk
who commanded me to "stop and go
Alas, I had no means ofaround."
accurately weighing him, but I was a
strong young man at the time, and I

know

my

hand holding

his

LIFE

him

tail),

to the
I

weight at 30 pounds. An old
settler with me, a man accustomed to
set his

much

weigh

were

course,

but

I

"No, he don't

over 20 pounds."
sure

feel

These,
"hunters' guesses,"

now

that

this

old

warrior was well over 15 pounds in
weight;
especially as I note Allan

Brooks says of the British Columbia
Skunk (spissigrada) during the salmon
run: "They then get very fat, the
ordinary weight of an adult then being
10 to 16 pounds." (Recreation, June,
,

full-grown male

menagerie,

by the

wagon two hundred yards away.

of

acters, the

lift

"hefting Hogs," said:

f^; Can.i^;

Inc.

to

hind leg

1900, p. 434).

At

birth,

they weigh about haK an

ounce, and at eight weeks, 1% pounds.
General color black, with a
Color.

down the face between the
and the usual white patch on the
nape from which a broad white, or
creamy white, stripe goes back to the
shoulders, where it forks and conthin stripe

eyes,

tinues along the sides into the

tail,

which is of black hairs with white bases,
and ends usually in a white tuft or
There are endless individual
pencil.
variations, especially in the length of

the back stripes.

Their black and white

color,

with their

slow movements, and their

size, their

immense bushy
will distinguish

tail,

usually held aloft,

the true Skunks from

any other animals foimd

in

North

America.

Brown

or cream-colored freaks of

most lands

of

Skunks have been found.

XXV-THE RINGTAIL

sums up its food habits
"Like its relative, the

Wood-rats, Mice, and even Bats in
their rocky haunts, and birds in bushes

Raccoon, the Cacomistle, with
a taste for a varied fare, takes whatever edibles come its way. It stalks

and low trees. About the southern
end of the Mexican table-land, it is

NELSON
thus:

much

disliked

for

its

robberies

of
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when

these

At the sKghtest promising sound

Insects of

many

bird on roost or in nest, or of catchable

chicken roosts, especially
are located in trees.
kinds, larvae,

and centipedes are eaten,

as well as a great vai'iety of fruits,

including

that

pear-leaved

the

of

young Rabbits

in the undergrowth,

freezes.

as dead he holds, but

Still

tense with

Cats regularly locate among rocky
ledges, neighboring orchards, or other
cultivated areas where they may gather

All

—

of the bounty provided by man.
found them more plentiful among the
broken larva cHffs bordering datepalm orchards in Lower California than

The

finds

the dates

were ripening, they prowled about
under the palms after dark, with gray
Foxes and Spotted Skimks, to pick
up the faUen fruit." (W. A. N. A.,
587).

p.

The

captives in

my menagerie would

meat or

sweets. Dates
and figs were especially acceptable.
Sugar in any form, they would devour
eat

any

sort of

His
that

Way

should

it

of Life

Coon and a

Fox, with the fur of a Flying Squirrel ?

Dull and lethargic he

heavy hours

the

creatures

wise

when the

its

moved

b'eauty

and look

of bright in-

Even the ears, so httle
some creatures, are full of

in

expression in the Ringtail;

abundant

black,

long,

while the

do
and as

whiskers

their part as vibrant feelers,

show something

features that

mind

Httle

of the

within.

His nightly prowl must be sometimes
through the tree tops also, for he
gathers the "high simmons" where
they hang. But he is also much on the
ground, for there are found many of his
favorite foods and there next morning,
;

has a sunHght habit that

be for a creature

a cross between a

is

ex-

we find his endless chains of trail.
Though so nocturnal; the Ringtail

with avidity.

What

those big hquid

pression of the visage, are enthusiastic

over

When

expression in his face.

fit

eyes, the mobile snout, the alert

telhgence.

place.

is

and pent-up energy.

who have marked

I

any other

fife

beautiful animalism of his whole

body

some

in

he

every hne and fiber of his make-up

and dates, figs, and green corn."
(W. A. N. A., p. 587). In amphfication
''Ring-tailed
of the last, he says:
cactus,

of

may

be during

of sun heat, that all

give

to

sleep;

but

twilight has given place to

all

the wood-

wise indulge in from time to time as a
tonic,

—that

is

the periodic sun bath.

"Sometimes," says Audubon, "the
Ring-tailed Bassaris may be seen
squatted on the top of a branch, basking in the sun, and half roUed up,
appearing

almost

On

asleep.

the

and the gloaming to

sHghtest manifestation of danger, how-

black dark, this bright-eyed, playful,

ever, he darts into his hole (which is
always within a foot or two of his
basking place), and he is seen no more."
(Q. N. A., II, p. 317).
A final paragraph by Audubon gives

the

gloaming,

nimble child of the high-holes, peers
forth from his safe retreat, swings
slowly at j&rst Hke a Coon; then Umbering up, he begins to leap and scramble

hke a
is

Squirrel.

swinging

courses

His great ringed

squirrel-fashion,

up long, sloping Hmbs,

as

or

tail

he

makes

a flying leap across a five or six-foot
space;

and one wonders

if it

does not

answer as a parachute in case of a

fall.

an

entirely

tail's fife,

new chapter

emphasizing as

of the Ringit

does, the

Squirrel side of its nature, and showing

that

it

must be much

less

strictly

nocturnal than the previous observations

might lead one to suppose.
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XVI-THE GRIZZLY

NEVER ATTACKS MAN
Notwithstanding the sinister reputation that has won for him the names
horribilis, grisly, ferox, etc.,

according to

all

.

the Grizzly,

the best authorities,

never attacks man, except when pro-

voked.

That

peaceful giant,

is,

he

is

perfectly

a

harmless,

satisfied

to

you let him alone.
Even in the pahny days of the West,
when he was the unquestioned monarch
of the range, trapper and cowboy
let

you alone

if

3UcKbc%.v

PIkU
590
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right well that they need only

exercise

a

little

show

self-restraint,

some decent courtesy

to this big dig-

nified giant in the fur cloak,

"The

591

Bear is the most
and ferocious animal in
California;
and yet, with all this
Grizzly

formidable

and they
need not fear but that he would respond
In their first recorded meeting with

ferocity of dispositoin, rarely attacks a

the

tim.

desirous of encountering us."

Grizzly, Lewis and Clark say:
"Those we had seen did not appear

man unless surprised

The

or molested.

fellow never fies in wait for his vicIf

the hunter invades his retreat

(April

or disputes his path, he will fight, but
otherwise contents himself with the

In the course of their
journey, they had about a dozen en-

immunity which he finds in the wildness of his home and the savage gran-

counters with Grizzly Bears.

deur of his nature."

29,

1805).

In each

of these, with the possible exception of

two, the Bears were peacefully dis-

The two

posed until attacked.

cases

are discussed later.

Sir

In 1820 Major

Stephen H. Long

was the

we have
any precautions
against their attacks, and although
they have been several times prowhng
about us in the night, they have not
evinced any disposition to attack us
use

of

(Exped.

at this season."

Rocky

Mts.,

In the early 40's Rufus B. Sage, the

Rocky Mountain hunter, wrote of the
Grizzly that he knew so well: "He will

on

botanist

Second

the

made an

and

Expedition,

"Drummond, in his excursions over
Rocky Mountains, had frequent

the

opportunities of observing the manners
Grisly

the

of

happened that

Bears,

and

often

it

in turning the point of

a rock or sharp angle of a valley, he

came suddenly upon one
them.

.1823, II, p. 57).

his

important side trip to the headwaters
of the Athabaska:

able character of this Bear,

made

of

Thomas Drummond, who

Franklin

wrote: ''Notwithstanding the formid-

not

John Richardson says

assistant,

On

or

more

of

such occasions, they reared

on their hind

and made a loud

legs

noise like a person breathing quick,

but

much

harsher.

the sight or

^'He kept his ground without attempt-

scent of man, and seldom attacks any-

ing to molest them, and they on their

almost invariably

flee at

one unless wounded.
generally runs at

When

shot,

he

speed towards

full

the sound, and woe to the unfortunate

hunter who then comes in his way, unless
fully prepared for a deadly encounter."
{Rocky

ML

Life, 1857, p. 156).

About the same

period, there

was

in

CaHfornia an old-timer named Walter
Colton. He was a man of power, and
for three years
terey.

He

was Alcalde

of

left a journal of his

Mon-

term in

him

part, after attentively regarding

some
round and galloped
time,

for

their

known

wheeled
though, from

generaU}off,

disposition, there

is

Httle

doubt but he would have been torn in
pieces had he lost his presence of mind

and attempted to fly.
covered them from a
generally

frightened

When

he

dis-

distance,

he

them away

b}^

beating on a large tin box, in which he
carried his specimens of plants.

He

California.

never saw more than four together,
and two of these he supposes to have

1846,"

he more often met them
He was only once
attacked, and then by a female, for

Three Years in

under the title
His opportunities of seeing
game were unhmited, and under the
heading of "Friday, December 11,
office

is

the following:.

been cubs;

singly or in pairs.
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the purpose of allowing her cubs time
His gun on this occasion
to escape.

but he kept her at bay with
the stock of it, until some gentleman
of the Hudson's Bay Company, with
missed

fire,

whom

travelHng at the time,

he was
came up and drove her

I,

off."

(F. B. A.,

killed.

"This is the only instance," he says,
"that I have ever known personally
where a Grizzly attacked a man without
provocation, and in this case I lay

pp. 27-28).

W. H.

barked at them, thereby provoking a
The mother Bear charged and
fight.
fought till she and the family were

Grizzly

fame,

Wright,
"Twenty-five years of intercourse with these beasts has taught me
to regard them with the most profound
of

writes:

The Bear was an

to the Dog.

with

three

yearling

naturally offensive to her.

cubs and the

"I have never found him the ferocious, ill-natured brute that he has the

reasons

(Grizzly Bear,

p. 233).

On

another page he

tells of his

hunt-

ing partner. Jack D. O'Brien, finding
himself being watched by a Grizzly
His Dog
with three yearling cubs.

and

the

Dog were
And as the

presence and barking of the

respect

reputation of being."

cubs,

it

old one

for

Dog were
her

doubtless the

unprovoked

attack

and the
Dog proved his salvation. For the
Bear left him again and again and
returned to interpose herself between
the barking Dog and her cubs, which
had not crossed the creek." (Grizzly

upon the man,

Bear, p. 93).

so also the cubs

An

Unusually Fine Example of Beaver industry'
By IRA

A.

WILLIAMS

Consulting Geologist, Portland, Oregon

1HAVE

long harbored the desire to

The industry

see a beaver at work.
of

is

animal, though well

this httle

known and

commented

frequently

on,

so out of the ordinary that such an

may

ambition

lie

River, for the investigation of a stretch
of morainal country.

not seem widely out of

place even in one whose professional
interests

Our pack train left us on a late July
day just above the union of the Oak
Grove fork with the main Clackamas

in

a quite separate

field

It

was during the course

of science.

ridges

Evidence of the presence of beavers
in the Pacific Northwest, while no

boggy

longer widespread,

many

is

nevertheless

still

Along many
of the streams that flow westward
from the Cascade Range of mountains
in Oregon, beaver cuttings and their
plentiful in

trails

common

rather

are

features.

dams, and houses are

Their ponds,
less

places.

frequently seen.

ing longing to observe one, or a colony

animals

these

prevail,

their

at

if

should

luck

so

tasks.

That

my way

to that

daily

fortune should swing

they came, and though
yearning,

graphs

ultimate

the

will

I

by

lifeless

firs and alders, many of the former
from forty to fifty feet or more in
height. Scarcely a second glance was

nearness to which the

dead trees stood with

its

roots sub-

merged in water. Within this fringe,
water was seen to cover an open area
several acres in extent.

So obviously peculiar was this state
it could not but attract
the attention of even one bent on the
study of as practical a problem as the
essentials of a water-power site. Here,
of affairs that

to

all

appearances, a storage project

grazing ground, lengthwise of which a

of

testify

the limit of this border every one of the

photo-

failed

height

accompanying

perhaps

was approached.

space within the forest, surrounded

a wide fringe of thickly set but

my

out their haunts leisurely as would be
the method of the accomplished naturalist.
But it was mine to take things as
the

and interspersed meadows or
that we, Fred, Lloyd, and
I, first came upon this most interesting example of beaver activity.
It
appeared at first sight but an open
flats,

had been brought into being very recently. For it so happened that Fred
had, in summers past, many times
pastured his saddle- and pack-horses in
this very same forest opening, where
what was now water had hitherto been
a flower-besprinkled meadow of good

extent was scarcely to be contemplated,
neither was the time available to seek

reaKze

our

necessary to note, however, that to

While on a geologic reconnaissance
in the upper reaches of the Clackamas
River in the summer of 1924, some
thirty miles southwest of Mount Hood,
it was the almost ever present evidence
of beaver that once more aroused, and
to an unprecedented pitch, the smolderof

of

meanderings among indiscriminately
spaced knobs of basalt, across glacial

to

coveted

to

the
goal

small stream meandered

its way.
thought was naturally of
the beaver, and we came at once to a

Our

first

iphotographs by the author.
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AN UNUSUALLY FINE EXAMPLE
dam, thrown across a narrow break in
rim through which the
outlet had formerly flowed.
No one

OF BEAVER INDUSTRY

The

architectural

the basin's

beaver in design,

having followed the progress of the
dam's construction, it is of course
not possible to say how rapidly it

not but be admired.

was built. Its appearance
and the evidently recent

of

newness

fateful rise

among the firs, made one
beginning could not have
been longer at the most than a couple
of the water

that

feel

its

of seasons prior to our visit.

engineering

if

skill in

599

judgment of the
not his particular
construction, can-

Here were three
same small outlet
stream, the major structure against
whose upstream face pressed the impounded water of the open pond, and
below it two auxiliary dams both incomparably smaller in all dimensions.

dams

the

across

Aside from the question of size, however, I could not but ponder over the

That the members of this beaver
community must still be there went
without saying. Neither the manner of

fact that the curvature of both of the

our coming, however, nor the lateness
of the day, favored our catching a
glimpse of any of them, even if hey

concave instead of convex side was
faced in the upstream direction.

were at home.

the photograph, was about two and a

1

casual

So with but a hurried

we passed

inspection

away from

along,

this nucleus of beaver land,

with the resolve to come again soon,
our movements might be so

smaller ones was just the reverse of

that of the

The

first

middle

accessory structures are in each instance obviously measures of protection
against possible erosion

were in evidence, or other recognizable safeguard against times of flood.

The

three

dams were made

its

top

beautifully
five

curved upstream,

and one

half to six feet

above the shallow water at its lower
Its full length around the curve,
side.

abutment

to

abutment,

short of one hundred
of the

new-made

feet.

is

a

little

The waters

lake stood four and

one half feet deep against its upper

side.

entirely

of peeled sticks, mostly poles of
alder,

fir,

and poplar, the longest as much

or even ten feet in
These were freshly cut as
though felled recently at and near the
What, if any, might be the
site.
system or plan of arrangement of
as six or eight

is

and undermin-

by leakage through,

or the flow of
water over the dams, for no spillways

ing

length.

ture

in

bore a similar relation to the
dam of the three. These two

size,

upon the
So we
whose
crest
along
we had
main dam
The
before.
strucfew
days
walked a
first

dam, shown

The second, yet
down stream and of still smaller

genius of the forest world.
trained our films

their

of the larger one.

planned beforehand that the beaver,
wary animal though he is, would be
quite unwarned of our approach.

cameras prepared for whatsoever opportunity might arise, no sign of a
ripple broke the quiet of the beaver
pond. We were compelled this time,
as before, to be satisfied with what
could be seen of the works of this

is,

and backed the seepage
water as a small pond against the toe

farther

was the afternoon of July 2(j
that we managed to come this way
again. Cautious as we were, and with

auxiliary

That

half feet high,

when

It

main dam.

these materials of construction within

the body of the

dams

could, of course,

be told only by the partial demolition
of one of the structures. This thought
or desire, however, never came to

mind.
It

eould be seen from the exterior
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that these sticks and poles were mudded
together, and plastered on the upper

imagine,

side with a

mucky soil which had been
from the adjacent bottom of the
pond. It was not a perfectly watertight job, for trickles were coming
through the main dam here and there

us, as

lifted

and

at all levels, in total

amount appar-

ently ample, at this time of the year,

It

would be

of

its

upper

interest

to

face.

know

whether by constructive skill or vigilance
on the part of its builders, or by other
disclosed, a similar degree

means not
of control

ment

is

exercised over the

move-

of the waters in other seasons of

the year.

Nothing

that such

may be the case. Neverevery feature of his work the

theless, in

beaver

is

is

seen to indicate

acknowledged to be so ingeni-

ous an animal, that to leave subject to
even an element of chance the possible
destruction of this nucleal structure on
which the peace of his entire community depends, seems not in keeping

who

however,

log

which to found a structure more substantial than the old.
And the beaver house? We had
nearly given up before we found it.
In the main pond some two hundred
yards up from the dam it was, forty
feet in from the water's edge among a
sizable stand of drowned firs and hemlocks. Leading to it from the shore was
a large down-fir which may, one might

is

more

likely

This beaver house was made of miniature peeled logs, twigs, and sticks, held
place by a plastering of mud,
upon which among the final layers of
thatching some green sod had managed
It was conical in
to make a start.
outline and built symmetrically around
in

which rose as the centerits very apex.
The water on the shoreward side, in
August, stood eighteen inches deep

a standing

fir

pole of a tepee, out of

above its base, while the greatest
depth was four and one half feet
toward the open part of the lake.
No life was seen about this place of
residence, though in its environs were
abundant signs of its immediate

Much-used beaver trails
from the surrounding

trees

do as humans do, rebuild, or
more propitious site on

it

place the materials of construction.

Some day we shall learn, we hope,
what provision is made for such an

cast about for a

busy

did for

would be to them an obstacle

presence.

may

the
it

rather than a help in bringing into

led to the water

Perhaps in case of threat-

as

that even this seemingly convenient

with his reputation for sagacity and

ened or actual damage to his works,
this animal depends alone upon an
industry
to
thwart
indefatigable
disaster. And if destruction comes, he

for

it,

a pathway along which to come
Being semi-aquatic in their

foresight.

emergency.

built

go.

nature,

to maintain a status quo in the level of

the big pond against

have served

carpenters

slopes in

many

places.

Newly-felled

were plentiful along the shores,
many of them entirely too large to be
moved on land, yet well above the
Some were
highest high-water line.
only partly cut, then obviously abandoned; others were yet alive, at which
the beaver ax-men were still engaged.
But amidst all this evidence of
beaver activities, and while the camera

was deliberately trained upon

their

works, not a rustle of the shrubbery or
ripple in the water gave sign that our

was recognized, not to say a
Neither was there
welcome one.
token of resentment, though we
cautiously and respectfully stood upon
the roof of the house in which they
dwell, sounded quietly the depths of

visit

AN UNUSUALLY FINE EXAMPLE
the

pond

walked
their

in

which they play, and
from end to end

carefully

dam, the nucleal feature

of

it

all.

Our methods

certainly could not be

Hkened to those

of one

who

is

fully

familiar with the habits of the beaver
in his home, regardless of our innermost
desires

and expectations.

I

conceive

Falls of the
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that such a person might have shown
us, at this very time, the object of our
longing. As it was, however, we were
destined

to

depart

satisfied,

it

is

not

completely

admitted,

but

with

camera records well worth while, and
the

thrill

of a yet

unrealized desire

whose fulfilment must
future day.

Clackamas River

await

some

The grass lands at Metto, an oasis in the bleak lava fields of Danakil where herds of milk
camels, goats, and sheep feed on its borders. It is bounded on the north by monumental' 'ant"
houses ten and fifteen feet in height

Through the Land
By

Sheba

of

BARNUM brown

Associate Curator of Fossil Reptiles

ABYSSINIA,

although

but

a

fragment of ancient Ethiopia,
is

one-tenth the size of the entire

United States and is one of the few
remaining world empires. Centralized
on mountainous highland plateaus of
forbidding approach; surrounded by

and

desert

sea,

its

self-contained

people, approximately 8,000,000 strong,

and

the desert in Dankaliland

Haud

the

of Somaliland.

In early times there was an intimate

Egypt and an extensive

relation with

intercourse
with
commercial
the
Hebrews. According to tradition, the
Queen of Sheba, who visited Solomon,
ruled Ethiopia and from their son

Menelek

(second

self)

subsequent

bids fair to remain an empire

have claimed descent. But the
ruler in many cases has been recognized through force of arms rather than
through purity of lineage, since during
the last three hundred years the country
has been composed of several provinces,

with Egypt at its back and flanked to
the eastward by a fringing seacoast

each ruled by a feudal chieftain, some
of whom have at times overlorded all.

have for centuries remained cut

off

from

contact with the outside world, where

they have perpetuated a civilization
that found inspiration in Solomon's
court.

And

it

equally

divided

among

British,

rulers

was adopted about 330
and the country reached its great-

Christianity

French, and Italian possessions, each

A. D.

any encroachment
upon the hinterland of the other. Ly-

est

ing wholly within the tropics, chiefly

through

jealously protesting

between

5°

and

15° north latitude, its

expansion in the sixth century,

after

which

medans

it

gradually

aggression
until,

as

of

contracted

the

Gibbon

Moham-

says,

"en-

nearness to the equator is counterbalanced by the elevation of the highlands,
so that the climate ranges from cool

compassed by the enemies of their

temperate on the plateaus to torrid in

whom
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rehgion, the Ethiopians slept for nearly

1000 years, forgetful of the world by
they were forgotten."
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Subsequent to the general invasion
northern Africa, followers of the
Prophet encroached upon Ethiopian

of

territory

and mingled to a

large extent

with the Christians, especially in the
now dominant.
The outstanding figure of Ethiopian

lowlands where they are
history

is

exceptional

Menelek
ability

II,

and

a leader of
a

sympathy with the progress

man

in

of the

His name is recalled
throughout Abyssinia today even as we
speak of Washington.
At the death of King John (1889)
Menelek proclaimed himself Negus
outside world.

Negusti (Emperor, King of Kings) and
to his court most of the great powers
sent representatives. During his reign
Abyssinia developed slowly and became a crystallized, unified government,

though functioning quite differently
from any other modern government.
In 1909, while the Emperor was seriously ill, his grandson, Lij Yasu, a boy

603

was pubHcly proclaimed
Menelek's successor.

of thirteen,

The exact date of Menelek's death,
some time in 1913, is unpublished, as
are

many

other facts in this land of

and feudal chieftainship. Lij
Yasu was said to be a handsome, daring
youth beloved by his people, who
thought him an ideal successor of
intrigue

Menelek, but serious thought of his
position
and
responsibiUty
were
secondary to him at this time. His
advisors were not of the best, and during
one orgy he was photographed in Mohammedan costume. This evidence
was sufficient, with the aid of ''Dame

Rumor" and

intrigue, to establish

as a full-ffedged

him

Mohammedan whose

thoughts were of conquering the world
for Islam.

Such a thing was intolerable
country and Lij Yasu

in a Christian

was outlawed.

It is true that a large

number

Yasu's followers from

of Lij

the lowland countries were

Moham-

The Regent Ras Tafari, foremost mounted figure and Queen Zaoditou siu-rounded Inarmed retainers as they entered Adis Ababa, returning from a religious pilgnmage to Mount
Entoto
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Eucalyptus-bordered street in Adis Ababa, with the palace buildings in the distance

medans, but his best fighting chieftains
were Christians.
Among the opposing Christian chief-

Ras

tains

Tafari,

Prince of Harrar,

Although the
government

latter does not

equally expressive, for

many

thousands of

appear in

opinion

his

affairs,

it is

is

backed by

rifles.

The Abyssinians are of mixed Hamito-

He wisely rewas chosen leader.
frained from proclaiming himself emperor and rallied the people to fight for

handsome people with regular

Zaoditou, Menelek's daughter, to be

straight or kinky hair,

made

admixture of negroid blood, and in
color range from pale olive to sooty
black. Slavery by purchase or capture
is practised throughout the country,

and

Two

queen, Ras Tafari to be regent

inherit the throne after her death.

bloody battles were fought, one

by mutual agreement on a

plain out-

side the capital to avoid destruction of

where men fired one
threw away their guns and
fought with swords, and at the conclusion of which, four thousand lay dead
on the field.
In both battles Lij
Yasu's followers were defeated and he

buildings, a battle

round,

Semitic stock, in general a well-formed,

which accounts for considerable of the
mixed blood, but the highland people
resent any statement that they are not

Aryan race and, since defeating
the ItaUan army at Adowa in 1897,
appear rather haughty to the white
of the

residents.

Among

himself was driven into Dankaliland.

civilities

In 1924 he was captured and imprisoned
near Adis Ababa. And so we reach

ostentatiousness.

the

present day

actually ruled

Queen
Tafari,

when Abyssinia

by a

Zaoditou,

is

triumvirate, the

the

Regent

Ras

and the Ahuna, or Archbishop.

features,

according to

are

the better classes
verging upon
One comes away

courtly,

from Abyssinia feeling that he may
have visited descendants of one of the
lost tribes of Israel.

The

language, like the people,

mixed Hamitic-Semitic

origin.

is of

State

THROUGH THE LAND OF SHEBA
documents are written in Amharic,
while Geez is used by the priests, and
the spoken tongue consists of dialects
of the old Hamitic language.
The Abyssinians are an agricultural
people who, because of burdensome
taxes which impoverish the industriproduce only

ous,

sufficient

sustain the family.
in fee simple,

but

is

trol of the State or
I

Land

60.-

Their legal system
Justinian

is

based upon the

Code and the

the Mosaic

Law

principles of

are chiefly followed,

but with right of appeal to the Emperor.
murder the death penalty is

For

and in the market place of
Adis Ababa there are several favorite
exacted,

crops to

not held

is

subject to the con-

Church.

might say that fighting is a pastime,

man is a potential soldier
ready to take rifle and leave his field
at a moment's notice.
In general a
feudal system is followed, and each
for every

contributes his given quota of

officer

men

to the army.

Farms
sions,

Abyssinian.s arc decidedly ai-gumentative
of minor nature are settled at wayside courts to which all comers
are ehgible

and most questions

are usually of small dimen-

without fences, and cultivated
up on the mountain-

areas extend far

where the terraced

sides

precariously

to

the

plots cling

highest

peaks.

Indian maize and barley are cultivated
extensively where

soil

and conditions

Teff, a kind of millet,
indigenous and takes the place of

trees

wheat

in

many

The

sections.

grain

is

it

is

not unusual to see
each with a

corpses hanging,

placard below stating the crime and
the reason for execution.

are suitable.
is

where

three

For convict ion
is

fined.

of theft

If guilty a

fined heavily

an offender

second time he

and warned

is

of drastic

extremely small and when ground into
white flour is very palatable cooked

punishment. If thrice convicted he is
taken to the market place, where his

usually in thin cakes like American pan-

right

—

In the temperate lowlands, in

cakes.

places particularly suited to

it,

cotton

is

an important crop, for this country is
from the boll weevil. Coffee of superior grade is grown extensively in some

free

hand and
hand and right

In the highlands there

is

a consider-

able variety of fruits which, like the

domestic

animals,

could

be

greatly

improved by. cultivation, but Abyssinians do not care particularly for
fruit.

The people

villages

one

usually live in small

surrounded by stockades, and

rarely

sees

individual

scattered over the landscape.

houses

foot or his left

A
may

off.

witness of this terrible punishment

not aid the offender, or he too is equally
Strange to say, some recover
and regain their standing in society.
guilty.

The Abyssinian church

parts; in fact, the coffee plant probably

originated in thp province of Kaffa.

left

foot are cut

agrees

in

general with the Monophysite Copts in
ritual

and

practice.

are revered,

forbidden.

Saints and angels

but graven images are
Fasts are rigid.
The

Monophysites believe that Christ was
one person, with one nature made up
of an indissoluble union of a di\'ine and

human

natm-e, but that these two
remained distinct, unconfounded and separate though insepar

a

natures
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try when, granted a year's leave of
absence from the Museum, I joined

the "Dudley Expedition" to explore
Harrar Province, and, thanks to the
generosity

the

of

Directors

of

the

Anglo-American Oil Company, the
American Museum secured an extensive collection

of

invertebrate fossils

and ethnological
and herpetological
material from new
or little-known

Hordes
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of spectators lined the road-

sides, as curious to

to theirs.

The

our eyes as we were

gates opened upon other

throngs of white-draped figures, and
we were ushered into the royal

finally

presence. Queen Zaoditou was seated
amongst cushions and muffled to the
eyes. Prince Regent Tafari seated near
by.
Ministers,
officers and diplo-

mats standing

From

Red

the

room,
pictur-

esque,

Sea port, Djibouti,
in French Soma-

thrilling

scene never to be

This

forgotten.

to Adis

liland,

the

making a

filled

areas.

was

the

official

Ababa, the Abys-

presentation, with

sinian

many

a'

capital,

is

journey of 500

and

through

miles

laaming.

and lava
on the plains
and through picdesert

tain

journey that

as

lasts

a

chapter

flowing toga-Hke

ness was dis-

drapery of white cotton
are usually barefooted

The men

and wear white cotton-sheeting trousers.
The heavy black native wool poncho coat is
worn in the highlands, and during rain
storms the peak above the left shoulder is
drawn over the head

the

follow-

ed in which busi-

mistaken

custom of organizations that visit Ethiopia, the Dudley Expedition bore rich
a diamond necklace
gifts to the rulers
plant for
an
electric-hght
for the Queen,
watches,
gold
the palace, diamond
gifts
for
smaller
cinema,
and
watches, a
custom
mistaken
I
the chieftains
say

—

'

'

'

.

participat-

Among high types of Abyssinians the
women are completelj^ covered by a loose
sheeting.

at night.

Following

in

audiences

—a

two days, for the
trains do not run

usual

sa-

rode

from the Arabian
Nights.
Other

the highlands are

approached

had

I

ed

moun-

scenery

I

away feehng that

fields

turesc(ue

speeches

much

cussed, but

extremely
for

it

is

difficult

an Abyssinian

commit himself
definitely, and an
to

agreement which could have been con-

summated within an hour elsewhere
required two months in Adis Ababa,
where apparently the motto is "Never
do today what can be put off until
some time in the future."
But time did not hang heavily upon
our

hands,

besides

sightseeing

because frequently such gifts arouse the
suspicion of the rulers. At the presentation I am sure that Europeans smiled

there

as our party rode to the (Gibby) palace

secure,

—men

chase for the highland journeys, and

•

in

full

evening dress astride

donkeys under a

hot

midday sun!

for

was much to be done

preparation

— a small

drill,

and

army

train,

camels for the lowlands.

in caravan
of

men

to

mules to pur-
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The

capital

is

dominated by

tall

eucalyptus trees planted during the
time of Menelek. Stone alternate with

frame buildings, and mud-walled, grassthatched tukels are scattered along
irregular streets. The roads are never
more than trails along which travel
crowds of people walking to and from

mighty,"

etc.

Its effect

upon distant tribesmen was

magical, producing instant compliance

with our wishes even in the remotest
districts.

Mules and horses were purchased and
men hired in Adis Ababa, because the
highland type of each is preferable and
the range of choice greater.

men

Half of

and
in
Mohammedans,
so
that
were
half
the
white
men
an
argument
of
case

the

selected were Christians

should retain the balance of power.
Rarely has a caravan so well equipped

and with such conveniences trekked
through Africa.
A mule caravan in Abyssinia is like
an appetite, it grows continually and is

We

difficult to curb.

with

fifty

as soldiers,

finally started

servants trained and

armed

and

horses.

and

sixty mules

With a man leading each mule,

single

our caravan, a mile in length, was
an imposing spectacle and an event
file,

wherever we traveled,

furnishing

a

record date for the people long after-

A

highland chieftain with two armed
each wearing the manes of hons

retainers

they have

The

killed.

shields are

made

hippopotamus hide

now and then a
from some distant part on
horseback, accompanied by many retainers on foot.^ It was a daily panorchieftain

in Abyssinia,

just before our train pulled out for

Dire Daoua a minister came with our
belated caravan passport from the
Regent. This much-prized document
is

quaint in diction:

"From Ras
tive

Tafari, Heir

to the throne of Abyssinia,

Dijazmatch Imourou:
I

am

Presump-

well,

^Since

How

to

are you?

with the help of the Allast

year

the roads in Adis Ababa have been repaired and at
present there are about one hundred motor cars in the
capital, mostly Fords.

point

a

of Abyssinia.

in the seventh century,

it

now

contains

a population of about 40,000 people.

From

a distance

posing.

it is

The high

surrounds the city

by a

compact and im-

ancient wall which
is

encircled in turn

and cemeteries
upon it. Inside of

belt of refuse heaps

which press

closely*

the wall, buildings shoulder each other
in

precarious

rough,
Ras Tafari returned from Europe

this

and importance is the second city
Founded by the Arabs

size

end even

From

winds up the jagged limestone
face of the Harrar plateau, 4,000 feet
above the plain, then through fields of
durra and maize to Harrar, which in
trail

of intensely interesting scenes.

All things

and

Dire Daoua, on the railway, was
headquarters.

the markets, with

ama

ward.

of

fashion

cobbled

refuse

which

also

Dead cats, bones,
contribute to make Harrar

function as sewers.

and

along narrow,

streets
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the most evil-smelling and the dirtiest
town on the face of the earth.

Westward from Harrar our route
paralleled

the

Their

tains.

Tschertscher

southern

Moun-

foothills

are

black lava peaks representing several
distinct flows that abut upon the pla-

In these uplands, steep-walled
canons a thousand feet deep trench
teau.

the plateau every few miles, tributaries
of the Webbi Shebeli, their fertile
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A few days later, on reaching the
Governor's headquarters at Grau, we
were royally entertained at a banquet,
where the native Abyssinians were
given raw meat, which they prefer.
For the white men, cooked meat highly
seasoned with pepper and herbs was
served in a common pot without knives
or forks, but with plenty of thin teff

cakes which took the place of tableware.

Beakers

(fermented
both national

of

tej

valleys producing

abundant grain and

honey),

excellent coffee.

The people

drinks, were served copiously during

of this

"foot" men and their
power of endurance is great. Our
caravan averaged not more than from
district are all

ten to fifteen miles daily, and

it was not
unusual for a messenger to cover as
much in one day as we did in four.

In the Gara Mulata Mountains there
are

antelope,

but few

fell

nyales and

bushbuck,

victim to our guns, for

primarily this was not a sporting expe-

Jackals howled on the hillsides

dition.

and

arraki,

Afterward we presented the
Governor with champagne and rum.
which pleased him greatly, but he remarked, " It is rather a mild drink for a
the feast.

fighting Abyssinian."

Finishing the trek westward on th

high plateau, our return route again

passed Harrar on to the lower, more

open plains
divided our

old Hassan, a

Here we

Djidjiga.

of

company and

I,

with good

Mohammedan,

as head-

every night and hyaenas prowled about.
One of the chief entertainments after

man, seventeen picked riflemen, five
camels, and two saddle mules, started

dark was to give flash lights to the
who at a signal flashed them
into the darkness, and when gleaming

for

soldiers,

eyes reflected the light the white men
would fire. One morning there were

mangy

—a country of wonderful grazing pos-

level

but mostly unused through

sibilities,

At Dogou the Dijazmatch Vake,
Governor of Gara Mulata, passed us,
leading his army against a raiding

lack of water.

Mad Mullah's Somalis who

had burned several villages, killing the
men and carrying off the women and
Vake made a successful trip and
cattle
brought back a large number of prisoners, among them the Mad Mullah's
father-in-law who had been leading the
.

It fell to our lot to give medical
treatment to several of his soldiers.

raid.

a

result of this practise,

distance

be preserved.

party of the

Somaliland,

that the skins could not

from camp as a
so

British

ward the plain gradually becomes more
and toward the international
boundary fine is covered with taU grass

four hyaenas lying a short

all

Hargeisa,

journey of four days without water,
where the camels must carry sufficient
water for both men and mules. East-

Thousands

of gazelles

were seen daily in herds of a dozen up
to three hundred.
The Mohammedans would not eat
food that had been defiled by Christian
touch and vice versa, nor would either
eat anything that white men

handled.

When

shooting

had

visibly

game,

I

was a Chrisanimal, and
Mohammedan
tian or a
of that faith
men
two
dropped,
it
when

would announce that

this

would rush forward to cut the throat

The

wc'^tcTu part of

Harrar Province

of

is

a white limestone plateau trenched every few
All are erosional, and eons

by precipitous canons, tributary to the Webbi Shebeh.
time were required to sculpture them 600-1000 feet in depth

miles

f

ji^^mm^

There are sizeable forests of deciduous trees in the Tschertscher Mountains, but at elevations of 4000-5000 feet on the plateau, Ewphorhias take their place, some of giant size.

Near Harrar
610

thej^ are

planted as fences around the

fields,

and

thej^ border all the trails

*^*. Vik .^4

An army of 3000 men under command of the Governor of Djidjiga protects the eastern
frontier.
It comprises infantry, cavalry, a camel corps, and artillery, the latter composed
of one six-pounder mountain piece and one old Maxim gun which despite their feebleness
are put into action quickly.
Lack of rigid military formation does not impair the fighting
quality of an Abyssinian army

This telephone station is a mimosa tree on the Harrar Plateau far from habitation. Necescompelled us to use this amateurish line strung from tree to pole to tree, connecting a
remote district with the capital, and at the end of the second day we had established speaking
sity

contact

:
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it died.
If the animal had
stopped kicking before they reached it,

before

neither would eat the meat.
I

quote extracts from

my diary

Last night there was a fairly
heavy dew and this morning the grass was
quite wet, which explains why the gazelles
Dec.

3.

When brought
thorn enclosure)
at night they are forced to kneel down, and
with feet doubled under, each has his front
legs tied so that he cannot rise. AU are grouped
close together, with their tails to the wind,
mimosas to the thick
into

the zariba

grass.

(circular

the Arab drivers .sleeping in front of them.

Dec.
eland.

Saw many more thousands of
and one large antelope, probably an
At eight o'clock met a large camel
4.

gazelles

caravan of Somalis without guns, but with a
few spears.
A lion jumped into their
zariba last night and seized a sleeping man,

but was driven off after the man had been
mortally wounded. Lions are most numerous
in this section near the international bound-

While camp was being pitched in an old
and saw a lion, but when
the gunbearer arrived I had lost sight of it.
We killed two sheep within ten feet of the
zariba, and I instructed the guards to call me
if the lions came during the night.
There
was one false alarm, and in the morning
I
found tracks of the lions within ten
feet of my tent but they were not seen by
ary.

zariba, I strolled out

the guard.

Just beyond the international boundary the
quartzite hills of

A tame hartebeest at Djidjiga. Mothered by a goat when orphaned, he thrived in
the village, losing all fear and respect for
and other antelope can Uve

for

nearly

all

day in mimosa and acacia

Near

Traveled

and flora change within a few
Apparently these hills are a part of the
divide that separates the coastal fauna and
flora from that of the high plateau region. In
the aloes we saw dozens of beautiful little
dik-dik, the smallest of antelopes, about the

forests of

size of

months on

these grassy plains without water.

Doubbouro appear.

these hills aloes begin in abundance and the
entire fauna
miles.

a jack rabbit, and usually in pairs.

low trees, passed many deserted zaribas of
nomadic SomaUs who herd over these areas
during the rainy season.
Cemeteries containing from one to twelve graves and enclosed
by thick brush were passed at intervals all
along the

trail.

Each may represent the

season's dead of an itinerant village, or they

may

be family plots covering several years.
There are so many that they arrest one's
attention.

A

Somali camel caravan with two

two women arrived

after dark,

men and

camping

in the

zariba with us for protection.

Our pack camels are marvelous beasts.
They go without water four days and carry
400 pounds each.
tread

is

Their rhythmic, measured

exasperating to one in a hurry, but

they are sure as heartbeats.
are removed, they stray out
preferring the sparse leaves

When

the loads

among

the trees,

and thorns

of the

—

A young Abyssinian lion. The lion is
symbolic of Abyssinia. He is a fierce, fearless beast, less stocky than the southern
variety and with shorter mane
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In the water holes at Djidjiga, thirty feet deep, five men are stationed, one al)ove the
The man below throws a basket of water to the one above and receives an empty
one in return
other.

Hargeisa
shifting

thousand

is

a Somali village with a

population of two or three
people, a wireless station,

headquarters

for

the

camel

established here because of

permanent water holes
bed.

Immense

trees

in

the river

(neems)

clustered in the river bottoms,

are

some

of

composed

the large ones shading an area nearly

two or three compact groups of grass-

200 feet square. Hyaenas are numerous
around the village and they frequently
steal in and carry away babies and
Several deaths have
small children.
At this season
resulted in this way.
there were two native gardens from
which I obtained roasting ears, radishes
and papayas, which shows what can be
done with water. A cheap system of
irrigation would have a far-reaching

corps of native police.
of

British

and

mat huts

It is

effect

In British Somaliland east of the Abyssinian boundary, a short camel-day's journey, there is a low chain of quartzite hills,
part of the divide that separates the coastal

upon the

natives.

From Hargeisa I returned to headquarters at Dire Daoua and re-outfitted
with the same guards and headman but

flora

different camels for a journey to the

region.

northern plains at the foot of the Harrar

and fauna from that of the plateau
Near these hills aloes begin in
abimdance and the entire fauna and flora
change within ten miles

plateau.

^1=2

:
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Again

I

quote from

my diary

seen also near Djidjiga, and about thirty half

Followed up a vaUey and then on
to the lava cliffs and level plateau covered
with low, scrubby thorn trees the Gorgouro
Somali country, a very poor herdspeople,
much lower in development than other tribes
of Somalis. Their mat houses are never more
than four feet in height and are very mean in
appointments.
It is not a numerous tribe.
The lava trails are extremely hard on the feet
Dec. 29.

—

of the camels and mules, and we
comphshed more than a mile and a

rarely ac-

hour.

and

.

half

an

Saw three wild boars, many gerenuk

.

Killed one wild boar weighing

gazelle.

about three hundred pounds, taking head and
hams an exciting experience. The Mohammedans of course would not touch it, nor are
the Christians allowed to eat pork except
under certain conditions. Two of my men
who were croix-de-guerre soldiers during the
great war and who had learned to eat pork
in France, took advantage of the fact that the
taboo on food is lifted in case of illness, and
conveniently became sick.

—

Dec. 30. Came to a wonderful tall-grassed
district called Metto, where the grass completely covered the mules as we rode through.
Here were great herds of milk camels feeding
around the edges and out on the plain.
Camel's milk is the exclusive food and drink
of many nomadic Somalis, and I found it
more palatable than cow's milk. Not far

away

immense termite
high and ten feet

there are

fifteen feet

turrets,

some

in diameter.

Thick timber Ues to the west of this depression
where there are many Issa and Somali zaribas
and huts on the border of the forest.
Jan. 1. Left camp for Donkahland, accompanied by a heavy guard.
Our Gorgouro
guide would not go with me for fear of the
Donkahs. Traveled eleven hours to the distant hills in Donkahland on the edge of a
local lava flow that has come from the northward.
Deserted Donkali houses made of
lava are scattered around the edge of this
flow. This is disputed territory fought over
by Issas and Donkalis. A magnificent mountain, evidently an extinct crater resembhng
Mount Tacoma, rises majestically out of the
plain west of us. This peak, fifty miles distant, is many thousands of feet in height.
None of my people knew its name. Saw
ten ostrich, magnificent birds, a half mile
distant, but could not stalk them. Measured
the tracks of one, which showed an eight-foot
stride.

Saw one

lone oryx of a large species

its size, several

hyaenas and jackals.

On

our

camp we were mistaken for Donkahs
and a number of Tssa warriors came out to fight

return to

When

they discovered that I was a white
they wanted baksheesh. Passed villages
at Metto, and the Issa women were very
indignant when I photographed them.
us.

man

Finishing this short journey, I returned to

my camels were worn
out in the lava fields, and with a new caravan
again went into the lava field west of the railroad at Addagalla. The SomaU camel men
headquarters, because

were very

The second

inferior to the Arabs.

day after leaving the railroad we were joined by
a prominent chief known to Hassan, and supertall and stately,
ior to all the Issas I had seen
with an intelhgent face, keen eyes and a bushy

—

An

head.

On

impressive individual.

his

wore a large
signifying that he

right arm, above the elbow, he

elephant tusk bracelet,
had killed more than ten Donkalis. One of
our young camel drivers wore a brass bracelet,

he had killed two DonPassed through some shallow depressions in the lava field, where there were fragmentary bones and teeth of Elephas of Pleisto-

which

signified that

kahs.

cene age, but nothing worth collecting.
Jan.

Went down

8.

a deep, steep canon

tributary to the Hawash, to a deep water
hole described to us by the Issa chief. We

reached there at four a.m. Saw hippopotamus
tracks on nearing the water hole and followed
them to the pool. Presently I heard splashes
and grunts from the rushes and spied a hippo
just as he

became submerged, but could not

get a shot.

Although we stayed there

hours, he never

came up.

five

The natives say

that the animals sometimes remain submerged

aU day.
This was a beautiful pond of water two
hundred feet long by thirty wide, fringed with
I
cat-tail rushes and tall plumed grass.
spent the rest of the morning fishing and longCaught seven large cating for dynamite.
fish.
Fishhook and hne were a sight of great

number of natives who
bank and watched. They

interest to the large

collected along the

had never before seen

caught in this

fish

manner.
Jan.

day

9.

Trekked nine hours

—

of the season; a terrible heat

distorting

everything;

lakes

^the

longest

with mirage

and

rivers

of

water in all directions, but not a drop to drink.
This is the time of the "Ramadan," the Mo-

hammedan month

of fasting,

when none may

—
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eat nor drink while the sun is above the horizon.

Every Mohammedan carried his wooden water
bottle and a leather prayer rug. He washes
his hands and feet at the hour of prayer, but
not a drop of water passes his parched Ups.
This was a long day and all the men were
famished. Hassan had to beat them away

from the water cans and ration the water, for
they are thoughtless of tomorrow.
Ten
natives drank a camel can of water (eight
gallons) at one sitting.
Jan. 10. Climbed up to the top of a lava
flow and traveled until we came to the edge of
a cliff bordering an old lake, Debu, many
miles in extent, but

rainy season

now dry

—a wonderful

except in the

sight.

The

walls
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the highlands and flows northeastward, following the general trend
of the great Rift, a part of that pro-

rises in

found geologic movement that separated Africa from Arabia.
In the
lava-covered

Hawash

plains of Danakil the
rushes through a steep-waUed

canon and in

its lower reaches spreads
out into a series of lagoons; a small
part of it reaches Lake Aussa, but none
of its water empties into the sea.

Some

of the

men who had

visited

the marshland around these lagoons
described it as a region of big game, with

surrounding this lake are three hundred feet
high and in places are eroded into columnar

hippopotamus, rhinoceros, zebra, and

In cross section the mass appears to

the larger antelope in considerable mmi-

form.

be made up of lava flows of successive dates
and of different constituency. A few natives
were camped along the rim and as soon as
they saw us in the distance all the men and
young women ran away with their herds of
goats, fearing that we were Abyssinian tax
collectors.
At one end of the depression are
the hot springs of Takale. Here the natives
come from many miles' distance for water.
Jan. 14.
Rode toward Mount Marmar
briUiantly colored peaks or volcanic plugs,
but there is no flow of lava near by. These
beautiful peaks are most weird and picturesque, in brilliance of color rivalling Turner's

bers, a field that

would furnish much

valuable information upon the modification of species in a restricted habitat.
Since historic times the distribution
of big game in Abyssinia has been greatly

changed.

Elephants and rhinoceroses,

formerly numerous as far eastward as
Dire Daoua, are now found mostly in
the west, especially in the Sobat valley.

The

hippopotamus

is

wise the giraffe, while

sunrise scenes of Venice.

As the caravan was strung out today,

men

the

advance scared three wild boars in a
ravine, one as tall as a burro a magnificent
beast and larger than any I have ever seen or
read of. As soon as my gunbearer reached me
in

—

I spurred after

them

found,

also

chiefly in the western rivers,

the

and

like-

ass

and

zebra usually appear in the highlands
bordering the Sudan.

Wild boars are

numerous

in the lowland?^

stiU fairly

at the foot of the Harrar plateau, while

nearly

all

members

of

the

antelope

at top speed into the

family of northern habitat are found

wood, but never got a shot.

in the eastern lowlands of Abyssinia.

These incidents of travel are introduced to show the nature and conditions
on the plains of Danakil at the foot of
the great Harrar plateau where 4,000
feet of displacement were measured
and where within a distance of five

now most numerous
lands and the Haud

miles the faulted blocks of plateau

though they formerly had a much more

limestone

completely

en-

disappear,

gulfed in lava.

The

drained by

merous

Hawash, a

is

river

that in size equals the Delaware.

It

in the

mountainous highlands;

hyaenas and jackals are common through
nearly the entire country.

II,

emblem

Lions are

in the eastern lowof Somaliland, al-

extended range. The lion
al

eastern part of Abyssinia

the great

Leopards, spotted and black, are nu-

of Abyssinia,

is

the nation-

and Menelek

great king of this country, fittingly

signed himseff

has conquered."

"The Lion

of

Judah

—
Reviews

of the

Recent Work
Mammalogists
By H.

Assistant Curator,

C.

8vo., pp. 1-340.

mania, 1924.
is

in the vertebrates of

Tasmania. Nearly

one hundred pages are devoted to the

mammals,

which include monotremes,

The

placental.

and

marsupials,

Human Anatomy

has been

number

made

to picture the greater

of the land

mammals, but un-

fortunately the illustrations are very

As a sj^nopsis- of the vertebrates
Tasmania the work is a most welcome one, containing much valuable
poor.

a vohrnie of convenient
size which will prove to be a
great help to anyone interested

THIS

raven

Comparative and

The Vertebrate Animals of Tasmania.
By Lord and Scott. Oldham, Beddome and Meredith, Hobart, Tas-

of Australian

of

information for

students

all

of

the

region.

''The

Mammals

of

South Australia,"

by Frederick Wood Jones. Part 1
The Monotremes and Carnivorous

majority of the genera of mammals
listed from the Island State of the

Marsupials, 1923, pp. 1-131. Part
2 The Bandicoots and the Herb-

AustraHan Commonwealth

ivorous Marsupials, 1924, pp. 133-270.

are

ceta-

ceans and pinnipeds, though the greater

number

of

the

terrestrial

to the Marsupialia.

belong

mammals
At the

beginning of the treatment of each

—

Handbooks

sion.
is

Under each

Wood

the present volume
furnish

of the charac-

/^
i/iA

some

on its
range, habits, measnotes

guide to the

tive to the dis

covery or early
records

mal.

of

to

Mammals inhabiting
all

unnecessary

But with the best wish

|',!!,'/

world

in the

not possible to proceed any distance in the study
of even the most ordinary Mammal without coming across certain

his-

torical notes rela-

is

elementary

technical details will be excluded.

§/f/i

and frequently some
very interesting

an

South Australia,

urements, osteology,

the

Jones states:
Since the purpose of

species

ters of that species,

of

In the introduction Professor

subdivi-

given a brief state-

ment

and Fauna

Branch) and published by favor
of the Honorable the Premier."

is

characters of each

of the Flora

South Australia, issued by the British
Science Guild (South Australian

a brief outline
of the classification with definitions, or a list of the principal
subclass there

''A part of a series of

Adelaide.

it

is

things to which names must be assigned, and
are lacking.
for M^hich familiar names
If

we wish

to give the

any Mammal it
examine it syste-

to

ani-

is

J^

^w
yj^^

proper name
necessary to

maticallyand
to measure

An

it.

Only then can it
be classified, and its

attempt

Antechinomys spenceri, two-thirds natural size. One of the 190 admirable text figures from The Mammals
Among the Australian marsupials hopping forms have developed in thre^
of South Australia by Wood Jones.
distinct families: the kangaroos, the bandicoots, and the dasyures,
to which Antechinomys belongs

—
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identity

finally settled.
Certain features
require special examination, since all parts
of an animal are not of equal importance in

the determination of

its status.
Here we
be almost entirely concerned with external characters, but it must be remembered that these external characters are
not in themselves sufficient to diagnose,

will

beyond

all doubt, the proper position of an
animal in the scale of nature. Other, deeper,
and more complex details must be considered.

Nevertheless, external characters alone will
lead a long way, and it is, therefore, worth

while to pay some systematic attention to them

The remainder

of the introduction

is

devoted to a very clear exposition of
the characters of use to the student in

determining
of

the

the

various

measure them,

taxonomic

position

mammals,

how

to

etc.

Under the heading, "The Classification of the Mammals," the author
defines

the

three

subclasses,

Orni-

and Monodelphia, and illustrates each by means
of a very clear diagram of the female

thodelphia,

Didelphia,

All vertebrate zoologists realize the

importance of Professor Wood Jones's
statement and many of them have endeavored to bring about measures for
the protection of the Australian

people engaged in killing and exporting
the

and

skin

overrun

much

In this

the author discusses and briefly reviews some of the theories of the

and dispersal of the mammals
AustraHa. Regarding their migra-

origin

ment with those

views are in agree-

of the

famous zooge-

ographer, Alfred Russell Wallace.

In

the concluding paragraph of this section, Professor Wood Jones makes a
plea for the Austrahan

mammals

in

the figures are reproductions of pen

drawings from the actual specimens by
The figures are admirable

the author.

serving to compare the

illustrations,

various animals and, what

show

portant, to

is

most im-

their morphological

characteristics.

Marsupials."

of

A. Longman, F. L.

part

In

1,

pp. 1-15.

Mr. Longman

this article

region,

origin

its

and

He

past and present.

distribution,
first

considers

the views of such eminent writers on
the subject as Mr. H. 0. Forbes, Sir

Baldwin Spencer, the late Professor
Haswell, and Mr. Charles Hedley.
families of recent polyprotodont

living, to collect

and

preserve the dead, and to make provision for
the proper study of the fauna in all its aspects.

verj-

ably reviews the literature bearing on
the marsupial fauna of the Aust)-alian

Then

prepared to conserve the

S.,

Queensland
Museimi.
Queensland Mus. 1924, VIII,

Director,

fauna is worthy of
around the whole
and
sake,
own
its
for
study
assemblage of species is woven a meshwork of
the grandest and most important biological
In the Ornithodelphia and the
problems.
Didelphia, Austraha has a heritage for which
it must be
it must accept responsibility;
of the

and

feral

of the country.

the following words:
Every member

is,

the

The two parts of this work, which
have been received together, contain
270 pages and 190 text figures. All

Mem.

of AustraHa."

and

trades;

animals introduced into Australia by

mahan Fauna

'

of

fur

man, which have become

Another section is devoted to Special
Problems Connected with the Mam-

tion, the author's

mammals, that

the skins of these

By Heber

'

mam-

malian fauna, the principal enemies of
which are, at the present time, the

"The Zoogeography

reproductive system.

619

in

turn

are

considered

the

maiDasyuridse, PeramelidiP, and
supials
Notoryctidae, with notes on the distribution of, and evidence to be deduced
from, each group. Under the heading

—

"Diprotodontia"

summary

of the

group, with

the

is

given

distribution

names

of

brief

a
of

this

i-ecently
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described genera, most of which occur

on the islands of the Indo-Australian
Archipelago, to the north of Australia.

paragraphs

Special

undertake

a

re-

Tasmanian
Fauna, Syndactyhsm, Fossil Marsu-

sume

the

of

following:

Myrmecoboides, South AmeriUnder
can Fossils, and Wynyardia.
the heading ''Brief Notes on the NonMarsupial Fauna" the Monotremes,
Rodentia, Reptilia, Amphibia, Fishes,
pials,

and Flora are discussed with regard to
the part they take in relation to the
distribution of the marsupials.

The

following paragraphs from the

latter part of

give

Mr. Longman's paper

had been largely submerged in Tertiary timesPossibly fossils from the Austro-MalayanAsiatic regions will one day be forthcoming to
strengthen the view that our marsupials had a
northern origin probably before "Wallace's
Line" had significance as a partial barrier.
But even on existing evidence, it seems to the
writer that the alternative route of Antarctic
land bridges involves us in far greater difficulties and anomalies.

Mr. Longman's views

The assumption

of a continent in the

number

greater

students

of

of

the

zoogeography of marsupials. His paper,
containing an extensive bibliography,
is a valuable contribution to this very
interesting subject.

will

Besides the papers already reviewed

of this involved problem.

an idea

most

for the

part are in agreement with those of the

Ant-

there

are

many

others

of

interest.

arctic in early Tertiary times, in order to

Professor Launcelot Harrison of the

account for related elements in the faunas and
of South America, Australia, New
Zealand, various Pacific Islands, Madagascar,

University of Sydney has published,

and South Africa has proved a veritable Pandora's box to biologists. In order to explain

pp. 247-63, a paper on

floras

many

of the difficulties raised, it is suggested

that this circumpolar area had radiating land

Australian Zool.,

1924,

reached by Mr.

hand

to deposit certain types in Pacific archi-

subject.

elsewhere

stretching

to

Mada-

gascar to transfer iguanas; extending to New
Zealand to allow other forms to gain new land;

and independently reaching Tasmania to
enable the ancestors of our marsupials to
complete a trans-polar journey and find a
congenial refuge.

The presence

of

more extensive land areas

Mesozoic times is apparently demonstrated, but it seems improbable
that these areas were faunal land bridges for
vertebrates. On the other hand, the presence
in the Antarctic in

of

"ancient

continental"

northwest, as shown

islands

to

by Russel Wallace

the
in

Island Ldfe and the Geographical DistribuThat the evition of Animals, is undoubted.

dence of these "ancient continental" islands
is incomplete is doubtless due to partial or
entire submergence. In this connection it is
interesting to note that Weber and Beaufort
(1912) in their analysis of the fresh-water

7,

clusions about the opposite of those

sion,

pelagoes;

part

Route of the Australian Marsupial
Fauna," in which he comes to con-

and dimenapparently reaching out on the one

bridges, inconstant in direction

Ill,

"The Migration

Professor T.

Longman on

the same

Thomson Flynn

of the

University of Tasmania has contributed

number

on the embryology
Messrs. Scott and
Lord of Tasmania have written several
papers on the fauna, fossil and recent,
a

of papers

of the marsupials.

of the Island State;

usually to be found

their papers are

among

the Papers
and Proceedings of the Royal Society of
Tasmania. From the Australian Institute of Anatomical Research, Melbourne, come some papers on the
comparative anatomy of the monotremes and marsupials by Dr. William
Colin MacKenzie.
Mr. Harry Burrell, who is very

widely

known

as

one of Australia's

fishes of

foremost students of the life history of
the monotremes, has contributed arti-

the sea," the inference being that the island

cles to

Timor found that this fish fauna was
"almost totally composed of immigrants from

the Australian Zoologist and other

;
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publications for the past several years.

tions

The

Water"

titles to

Australian

some

of his articles in the

Zoologist

are

as

follows:

"The Deposition of the Eggs of Monotremes" (1917, I, part 4, p 87);
"Field Notes on the Life History of
Monotremes"
231-40, text

(1920,

figs.

I,

Note on the Breeding
chus in 1920" (1921,
20-23,

Pis.

part

8,

of Ornithorhyn-

part

II,

2,

aculeatus)"

7,

pp. 268-69);

III,

Beneath
pp. 4-7,

1,

PL

2 and 3);

figs.

glossus aculeatus) " (1925, IV, part
p. 8).

Mr.

quantity

1,

Burrell's articles contain a

of

interesting

original

in-

formation about the subjects he has
chosen for his studies.

pp.

(Tachy-

(1924,

Ornithorhynchus

(1925, IV, part

"Field Notes on
Natural Habits of Echidna, (Tachy-

II,

Among

"Note on Some

i-ii);

Natural Habits of Echidna
glossus

pp.

"Preliminary

1-6);

of

621

part

"Practical Observa-

is

other writings of Mr. Burrell

the following verse, which has been

published in the Australian

Museum

Magazine:

THE MUDrSUCKING PLATYPUS: A BRIEF HISTORY
BY Harry Burrell

O

!

Kin

thou prehistoric hnk,
to beaver, rooster, skink,

Duck, mole, adder, monkey,

fox,

Palaeozoic paradox!

Adult female spurless quite;
Teatless udder contents white;
Egg-producing, capsules soft;
One to three, but two more oft.

—

Beak of shoveller, spur of fowl;
Cheek of monkey (pocket jowl);

Epipubic bones support

Trowel

In that slight depression she
Incubates her progeny.

Dope

of beaver, gait of skink;

of adder, foxy stink.

Dimpled abdomen;

in short.

Mode of digging a la mole,
Fur much richer on the whole;

Warmth increased for eggs and 3'oung
By her tail, well under slung;

Feet palmated, ditto paws;
Latter webbed beyond the claws.

Snugly cuddled to her breast,

Swimming, diving, most expert.
Wary, nervous, cute, alert.
Food aquatic creatures (small).
Sediment, and mud with all.

—

Ear and eyelid all in one
Young have true teeth, adults none;
Snarls like cheeky pups at play;
Bites like gander

when

at bay.

Mother nature does the

Day-old youngsters in the nude,
Beakless, sightless, contour crude;

Sleep essential, rapid growth,

Spurs project in sexes both.

Mother's duties never done;
Father's (when not
Hail!

O

flirting)

paradox supreme.

Prehistoric

Monotreme!

Ornithorhynchus anaiinus, the Australian duckbill.
New York Zoological Society

Negative owned by the

rest.

— none;

NOTES
THIRD ASIATIC EXPEDITION
The Third Asiatic Expedition of

A
this

year was larger and its program more ambitious than in either of the preceding years. It
was, in fact, the largest land expedition of a
similar character that has ever gone into the
field.

late Palaeolithic culture,

somewhat

cor-

responding to the Azilian culture of Europe
but probably twice as old was discovered.
The party named these people the "Dune

Dwellers" because they inhabited the sand
dunes on the shores of ancient lakes. They
date back some 20,000 years. The remains

The American Museum was represented on

consist of old fireplaces containing ashes, bits

Roy Chapman Andrews,

of charred bone and wood, together with
thousands of flint chips, scrapers and drills.

the staff by Mr.

Leader; Walter Granger, Charles P. Berkey,
Frederick K. Morris, Clifford H. Pope, N. C.
Those on the
Nelson, and George Olson.
staff not of the Museum were: Ralph W.

Chaney, J. B. Shackelford, J. McKenzie
Young, Norman G. Lovell, Tzokto Badma40 men aU told, 12 Amerijopoff and others,
cans, 2 British, 14 Mongols, and 12 Chinese.
The sciences represented were palaeontology,

—

archaeology,

geology,

botany,

topography,

and photography.
The means of transportation were 125
camels, 5 motors, and two one-ton motortrucks.

The camels

Kalgan, China, on February
3500 gallons of gasoline and food
for the party of forty for five months. The
camels were to await the motor party 700
miles from Kalgan, in the center of the Gobi
Desert. The Scientific Staff left Pekin April
The Expedition traveled 5000 miles in
15.
the Gobi Desert, along the northern and
southern bases of the Altai Mountains, west
left

15, carrying

beyond the longitude of Uliassutai. Twentytwo thousand miles of this journey was exploration in a

The

new

country.

results secured this year are the

important

scientifically

the Expedition.

most

thus far obtained by

For the first time archaeology

added to the value of the investigations
made. In the Gobi Desert were discovered
two Palaeolithic (or Old Stone Age) human
cultures and one NeoUthic culture. Such
widely separated horizons indicate that the
whole chapter of Stone Age history may be
deciphered in Asia as well as in Europe. It
follows that light can be thrown on the
origin of primitive races of the world

migration

if

and their

worked scrapers, flint knives, and crude
hand-made pottery.
The belief that Central Asia was the point
of origin for much of the mammalian and

finely

reptilian life of the world has been greatly

strengthened by these recent discoveries, for
example, the evidence of the existence in

Mongolia of several great groups of mammals
which hitherto have been known only as from
Europe or America. Also forty more dinosaur eggs, some ten million years old, have
been found. In its search for dinosaur eggs,
the party took as its slogan "Bigger and
better eggs," and 12 eggs in one nest are finer
than any previously discovered.
Further,
several new types of dinosaur eggs were
found.
New and very perfect skulls and
skeletons of dinosaurs were collected and the
scientists were able to make out the complete
story of why and how the dinosaur eggs were
preserved in this locality.
Six skulls of Cretaceous mammals were
found in the dinosaur egg strata. Mammals
were extremely rare in the Cretaceous Age
(Age of Reptiles). With a single exception,

these are the oldest

They

world.

The

feet

mammal

mammal

skulls in the

represent transitional steps in

the evolution of

mammals from

and part

reptiles.

of the legs of the largest

that has ever lived (the giant Balu-

chitherium) were discovered.

Approximately

three million years ago the huge beast sank in

quicksand and was fossilized in an upright
position.

The

the investigations in Asia can

be further prosecuted.
While no bones of members of primitive
races were found this year, the scientists of
the party are convinced that in some localities
such bones must have been preserved and wiU
eventually be found. Crude stone scrapers of
Mousterian type were found, which in Europe
are contemporaneous with Neanderthal man.
622

A Neolithic, or New Stone Age culture was
evidenced by stone arrow and spear points,

skull

a

of

animal, entirely

strange

unknown

the party, was found.

double-horned

to the scientists of

New and

exceedingly

rich fossil fields were discovered where the
skulls, jaws,
lie

and bones

of countless

animals

interlaced.

The

party of the staff determined
the oldest continually dry
land in the world that it has been a continuscientific

that Mongolia

is

;

:
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ously dry continent since late Palaeozoic times,

pursue

probably for twenty million years; that in
Palaeozoic times a great sea way extended
through the Central Asia plateau from the
Caspian to the Pacific; that the Central
Asian plateau was never invaded by an ice

on.

sheet similar. to that of Europe and America;
that there was a " climatic cycle " in Mongolia.

up

In other words, there were successive wet and
dry periods with an ever-increasing aridity;
that during the last 50,000 years the drying
up has been rapid. These scientists have
further discovered that in Oligocene times,

about three million years ago, a vast redwood
Manchuria from Mukden
almost to Vladivostock.
The trees of this
forest were similar to the giant redwoods of
California, and the redwoods were accompanied by other trees, alder, maple, and oak.
A collection of several thousand living
forest extended in

all

the investigations which

The Third

concerned

itself

countries in which
tions,

with the politics of the
has carried on its explora-

and never will. To do so would, indeed,

be the height of folly.

The party

to science being

among them.

Desert for more than a thousand miles, has
been run. The most accurate maps ever
attempted have been made.
Twelve thousand feet of a motion picture
film have been made, showing among other
things, a herd of 50,000 antelope and 1000
Also many thousands of still
wild asses.
photographs have been taken.
When the party returned to Peking on
September 15 it found widespread news reports to the effect that the party had been
expelled from Mongolia, it being falsely
stated that the party was responsible for
propaganda, had made military
•political

maps, and had not adhered to its agreement
with the Mongolian Government.

When

the leader of the Expedition, Mr.

Roy Chapman Andrews,

left

Urga

early in

June, his relations with the Mongolian Government were on a cord'al basis of cooperation.

took with him two Mongol officials who
were to learn the methods of field work and
to see the localities where the Expedition had
discovered fossils One of these men remained

He

.

with the Expedition and assisted in passing
the customs at the frontier between Outer and
Inner Mongolia.
The Expedition had written permission

from the Mongolian Government to make the
itinerarv and locality maps, as well as to

made

The Vernay-Angola Expedition- has
been brought to a successful conclusion and Mr.
Vernay has returned to the United States.
Mr. Vernay was accompanied by Messrs.
Lang and Boulton, who made large and important collections. Mr. Vernay succeeded
in shooting splendid specimens of the prized
great sable antelope.
The material, which
has been already received at the Museum,
includes more than 1500 mammals, 1300 Inrds,
3000 reptiles and batrachians, 2000 fish,
many

besides

new

not

THE VERNAY-ANGOLA EXPEDITION

and Cretaceous invertebrate

accurate survey route from Kalgan,
straight through the center of the Gobi

is

of politicians, but of scientific explorers.

was made. Thousands of specimens of fish,
reptiles, and mammals were taken, many

An

carried

it

plants, well representing the flora of Mongolia,

species

it.

Asiatic Expedition has never

mollusks, crustacenas, insects^
fossils.

In the following note Mr. Vernay narrates
briefly the capture of the sable antelope
"Our purpose was to obtain a group consisting of two bulls, two cows, and a calf.
Unfortunately the time we had chosen to hunt
for the sable was not the most appropriate, as
one should hunt them between the 15th of
September and the 1st of January. In the
second half of September there are intermittent rains

and the

serious rains begin early in

October, which makes tracking quite simple;

whereas the only time we had at our disposal
was the first two weeks in August. Consequently the ground was ver>' hard and dry
and it was impossible to track at all. Apart
from this, the country had recently been liurned
over and in only a few places had the young
begun to grow, with the result that feeding spaces were few and far between.
grass

"Our first three days in the sable country
were wasted, owing to our being misinformed
by natives that sable had recently been seen
in the district.

After using up these three

days in scouring the country, no tracks of
sable were seen at all. We moved deeper into
the country and camped on the Teti River
near Chisongue, where the salt pans are
In the meanwhile we had picked
situated.
savage-looking native named
great reputation as a hunter
amongst the various tribes. As Tarti would
pass through a village, the headman would

up a

Tarti,

very

who had a

come up, clap his hands, and say, 'Ohosie,
Ohosie,' whereupon the hunter would reply.

;
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Specimen

'Ondombo, Ondombo'

of \'aiuin'b ^iible

antelope heoured

—meaning that he was

greeted with 'Lion, Lion,' and the reply was,

l).v

Mr. Artliur

8.

Veinay

young cow who had had one
day a calf was the bag.

calf.

The next

"I had with me young Alan Chapman who
was born in Angola. It was for his grandfather that the Chapman zebra was named.
Our plan of attack was that Alan should go
north and I south, he go west and I east, or
whatever arrangement might be best so that

"Two days after that Alan obtained a
young bull with 39-inch horns. And time
went on and our anxiety increased as we
now had only three days left; I decided to
send Alan to camp on the Tunda River,
which was about 15 kilometers away, as only
a few days before I had seen tracks of a large
bull which I thought he might possibly find.
In the meanwhile I covered another part of
the country. The understanding was that he
was not to return until 9 o'clock of the morning we had to break up camp. This would
allow him a few hours after daybreak to
make a final hunt before reporting.
"I had no news from Alan and finally had
only one day left. After having made a fairly

we should cover the whole country as much as
The first day out I was rewarded
by getting two cows, one old cow and one

thorough inspection of the country, I considered it almost useless to go out the last
day the natives' feet were in bad condition

'Great, Great.' They thereupon would smile
and clap their hands three times as greeting.
"I found it necessary to discard Tarti
after a time, as he would not crawl over open
spaces on account of the stubbly burnt grass
also he was continually taking snuff and
making so much noise with sneezing and
coughing that he was a bad man to have in a
country where the animals are as shy as the
sable antelope.

possible.

—

—

NOTES

—

and we were all tired but finally I decided
that we would make one last attempt and
make a big detour around a feeding ground
where I had seen a large bull at dawn a few
days previously.
"I started out at a quarter to five with
Sakafuta, an Ombundu native, and one other.
At a quarter past seven I saw to the left,
about 150 yards in the bush, a magnificent
bull sable walking majestically through the
bush returning from the feeding ground.
Sakafuta and the other native had not seen
him as they were looking in the other direction. However, at a signal, they immediately
went down on the ground and disappeared in
the grass, which was up to our waists. The
bull in the meanwhile disappeared behind a
large dead tree which had fallen. It was an
anxious moment, wondering whether he
would keep on or possibly turn away into the
bush, which would mean that I should have
to move and he probably would see me.
However, he fortunately came out from behind the tree and was shot. In this way a
magnificent specimen was obtained, which

X

completed the group of the sable antelope.
"Sakafuta literally danced for joy, clapping
his

hands to

on the head.

his chest
1

had

and smacking himself

sent the other native

back

camp for my camera, and Sakafuta sat
down and jabbered to me for half an hour,
such was his delight not only that we had
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and two others escaped, it is said, in the
harbor of Calcutta. Of those which reached
England alive, Mr. Alfred Ezra now writes
us that he has a drake and two ducks in fine
condition; and so with luck he expects to be
able to breed

The

them next

season.

arrival of these ducks in

England

event of great interest to aviculturists.

is an
Very

few have ever come to aviaries in England,
one pair in 1874, and a few more in 1897, but
none in recent years.
The exact spot where the birds were captured has of course not l:)een revealed by the
Indian bird-dealers, but it is probaVjly in
somewhat the same region of northern India
where the specimens were obtained for the

Faunthorpe-Vernay Expedition.
Our two specimens from Mr. Ezra are
mounted, and excellently preserved. Even
if the pink-headed duck is doomed to ultimate
extermination, the American Museum will
possess ample material to illustrate its unique
coloration

and other peculiar

characteristics.

CONSERVATION
Protection for the Big Game of the
Belgian Congo. Early in 1924 a society

—

known

as the Cercle Zoologique Congolais

was formed by the

zoologists of the Section

Natural Sciences in the Congo Museum at
Tervueren, Belgium, together with a number
of other men specially interested in the Congo.
The aims of the society include the study of

to

of

bull, but I think he had also a
contentment realizing that his tramping
was at an end.
"The sable area is limited, being between

the faima of the Congo, the gathering of
specimens for the Congo Museum and the
Antwerp Zoological Garden, the populariza-

obtained the

little

the Cuanza and Luando rivers, and is roughly
40 miles across and 80 miles long. Unfortunately the country is gradually being opened
up, the railway has at last reached the

Cuanza

River, well north of our ground, and in time,
I fear, this superb antelope will disappear,

made limiting the
number that a sportsman may shoot, and also
making it an offense to sell or buy horns.''
unless stringent laws are

BIRDS

Two

More

Pink-headed

Ducks

{Rhodonessa caryophyllacea) have been presented to the American Museum by Mr.
Alfred Ezra, the well-known aviculturist of
Foxwarren Park, England, since the last,

number of Natural History went to press.
They are a male and a female obtained alive
with several others for Mr. David Ezra of
Calcutta. These two ducks died in captivity,

tion of the results of this study, and the
protection of the fauna wherever necessary.

members of the society
and ^Messrs. Lang and
Chapin of the American Museum.
The Bulletin issued by the Cercle during
the past two years has been filled with notes
and articles of value both for the zoologist
and the colonial administrator. Under the
leadership of Doctors Schouteden and Der-

Among

the honorary

are President Osborn

scheid an intensive campaign has been opened
on behalf of the big game of the Congo,
particularly the elephant
of greater rarity,

rhinoceros,

and some mammals

such as the okapi, the white

and the

gorilla,

menaced by the

increasing activity of civilized hunters as well
as by the incessant persecution by natives.

To

the sanctuary for gorillas in the Ki\Ti
first advocated by Mr. Carl E.

volcanoes,

Akeley of the American

Museum and now
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happily

established

by King

enthusiastic

support.

It

its full

offered

without domestic animals from which to draw
Severe restrictions on the

the

Albert,

Cercle Zoologique Congolais gave

and

a supply of meat.

the

to

possession of firearms

familiar with the
its

Congo fauna,

the

of

the Congo, are writing for the
on conditions as they find them there.
Dr. R. Van Saceghem, for example, predicts

He even

creation of

game

refuges in the less

spot will suggest further

means

of perpetuat-

ing the fauna, despite the exigencies of civiliz-

The Cercle Zoologique
thoroughly aware of the need of
further collecting of specimens for museums

the total extinction of the elephant throughout the Congo within fifty years if the present

on unrestricted.

be

populous districts will prove of value, while
careful study by trained zoologists on the

Cercle,

Bulletin

killing goes

and the

are the fundamental measures to

tion

The
members

the

of

natives,

taken, but will required ceaseless vigilance.

in projects for

protection.

Some
now in

by

prohibition of wasteful methods of destruc-

Minister of Colonies the expert counsel of
Belgian zoologists, especially those most

ing

influences.

Congolais

ques-

is

tions the right of the native to slaughter

and

elephants not only for food but in the search

standing, and

which now brings unprecedented
gain.
Agriculture and animal husbandry in
the Congo, he argues, would undoubtedly be
benefited if the native could be induced to
divert his activity from wasteful elephant
hunting to the cultivation of his own lands.
There can be no doubt of the menace to the
future stock of elephants through the in-

knowledge o! the animal life of the
Congo basin. Only scientific investigation
of the fauna can assure its survival.
Protection of Fauna in Queensland.
Following are some excerpts from an article
contributed by Heber A. Longman
to
Save Australia: A Plea for the Right Use of
Our Flora and Fauna, edited by Sir James
Barrett, K. B. E., Melbourne, 1925:

The

of

"Owing to its immense area

has proved that the
African elephant can be domesticated and
taught to work, provided it is captured young.
district

miles)

Province of the Belgian Congo, in the hope of

"In

mammals

needing protection, the Cercle Congolais calls
attention to the success of the British colonies

n tropical Africa

in

regulating hunting so

as to attract sportsmen, increase the revenues

and yet keep intact the stock
Wise laws strictly and inienforced are the sole means to this

of the colony,
of wild

partially

game.

end.

Conditions in the highlands of the border

Congo are essentially similar
Sudan and East African colonies.
But it must be remembered that the forested
lowlands of the central Congo basin offer difficulties which are perhaps more serious. Game
is not found in herds, nor so plentifully that it
would attract the sportsmen for the pleasure
districts of the

to those in the

of hunting,

nor

is

the climate suited to healththe other hand, the native

ful exertion.

On

population

relatively dense

is

and

virtually

many forms

of

(670,500 square

environmental

special interest."

countries so far as legislation

of

the hardship of porterage.
to the other large

of

'In November, 1921, a new Act, known as
'The Animals and Birds Act of 1921,' containing important revisions and restrictions,
was passed, and this valuable measure put
Queensland into the front rank of civilized

fewer than forty elephants are now in
and a second station for the
same work is to be established in the Eastern

With regard

and the variety

containing

No

from most

,

zones, Queensland possesses a wealthy fauna

training at Api,

relieving the natives, eventually,

pledged to favor every effort

—

success of the experimental station at

Api in the Uelle

is

to spread

for ivory,

discriminate massacre of old and young
both sexes in pits and traps.

zoological gardens of recognized scientific

culture

April, 1922, the

is

concerned."

Department

and Stock issued

large

of Agri-

notices,

in

which the birds that are not protected, or
partially protected, were listed, whilst in large
type it was emphasized that all other wild
animals or birds were totally protected
during the whole year throughout Queensland.
Special publicity was given to this
."
notice by posting it on railway stations.
"In March, 1923, Queensland had no less
than 108 sanctuaries, including such large
areas as Hinchinbrook Island (97,280 acres),
Bellenden Ker Reserve
acres),
(79,000
.

Stradbroke Island (78,720 acres) and the
Lamington National Park near the border of
New South Wales (47,000 acres). ..."
"The Government of Queensland has been
most sympathetic to the requests of naturelovers, and the Hon. W. N. Gillies, Minister
for Agriculture and Stock, and his officers
have done valuable work. Many large and
.

'

NOTES
important reserves have been recently pro-
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Zebras, wart hogs, and bush pigs exist in great
numbers.
Antelopes, eland .nyala, kudu,

claimed, and additions are frequently being
made. Among important proposals for the
future is a reserve by the side of the main

roan, sable, blue wildebeeste, waterbuck, and
many of the smaller forms are fairly numer-

Southern railway, where travelers by mail

ous.

trains will be able to see large kangaroos,
."
wallabies, and emus in a state of nature.
.

"Among

the

school

children

.

birds only,

it is

.

of interest to

note that the world-famous Ceratodus or
Queensland Lung-fish, is totally protected by
legislation.
Special placards to this effect
are posted on the banks of streams in Southeastern Queensland where this

living fossil

'

found naturally or has been introduced."—H. C. R.
South African National Park. A Bill
for the permanent establishment of a great
National Park and Sanctuary for wild animals
will shortly come before the Union of South
Africa. The Transvaal, in which the proposed
park is located, has the credit of being the
first state in Africa to realize the importance
of protecting wild life.
In March, 1898, two
years before the Conference of African Powers
called by the late Lord Salisbury led to the
establishment of reserves and sanctuaries in
many parts of Africa, the Transvaal Government had set apart a district on the Sabi River
as a sanctuary, in which it was forbidden "to
hunt, shoot, seek, or in any way to intimidate,
to chase, or to drive, or in any way disturb any
game or birds in the game reserve. During the
South African War the regulation was not enforced, but immediately afterward it was again
In 1903 the sanctuary received
proclaimed.
important additions, and now occupies an area
of approximately 200 miles by 60. A warden
and rangers were appointed and an adequate
native staff provided. In the succeeding quiet
years the game, free from the attacks of man,
is

The

bird

life is

excellent

propaganda has been done by the Gould
League of Bird Lovers, now merged into the
."
Nature Lovers' League of Queensland.
"Although this short account deals with

mammals and

There are

either

—

'

'

steadily multiplied.

Elephants have been coming back from the
Portuguese Territory, and with encouragement would establish themselves psrmanently.
still a few black rhinoceroses and
the possibility has been suggested of transporting to the reserve the few remaining white

There are

Hippopotami are
have
Buffaloes are present and

Giraffes, since the war,

been numerous.

only require the protection of the sanctuary.

cheetahs,

and hytenas.

extraordinarily rich.

EXTINCT ANIMALS

—

History.
In addition, three expeditions
were sent to the Western United States
through the support of Mr. Childs Frick. The
first, in the Santa Fe basin of New Mexico,

was personally directed by Mr. Frick, and
number of skulls, jaws, and
parts of skeletons of Miocene mammals, princisecured a large

pally deer, camels, horses, rhinoceroses, masto-

dons, dogs, bears, cats,

and other characteristic
These

animals of the later Tertiary period.

represent a stage in the succession of western

faimas that has been imperfectly known and
poorly represented in our collections.

A

second expedition, in charge of AU^ert
in the Snake Creek

Thomson, continued work
fossil quarries,

obtaining considerable collec-

fragmentary
chiefly
of
from two horizons, one older, the
other later than the Santa Fe fauna just menAmong the interesting finds was a
tioned.
skull and part of the skeleton of a rare genus

tions,

although

material,

Especial

of three-toed horse, Archaeohippus.

search was

made for

additional remains of the

famous Hesperoplthecus, which was discovered
in these quarries.

The

results of this search

be announced later after the material has
been critically examined.
A third party, in charge of Doctor C. C.
will

Mook,

visited various small, scattered fossil

Montana and
in southwestern
secured a number of specimens of the littlelocalities

known Tertiary mammals of this region,
among them skulls of squirrels, horned rodents,
oreodonts, and others. An interesting fragment was an opossum jaw from the Middle

Miocene, the
supial

from

first

definite record of a

this horizon in

mar-

America.

MAMMALS

rhinos of South Africa.
plentiful.

leopards,

Explorations for Fossil Veretbrates.
The most important field work during the
season was the Third Asiatic Expeditions'
explorations in Mongolia. The results of this
brilhantly successful season will be summarized
by Mr. Andrews in a later number of Natural

'

stil

lions,

caracals, servals, hunting dogs,

Museum To Have Group of Osborx
Caribou.— Mr. James
director of the

L.

Clark,

American Museum

a.ssistant

of

Natural
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A herd of Osborn caribou {Bangifer Osborni) on the very top of a high mountain. The great expanse of
country in the background is all caribou barrens and all well above timber line. The average herd usually
contains several big bulls, which may be distinguished by their conspicuous white necks
History, in charge of preparation, has recently
returned from an expedition into the Cassiar

Mountains of Northern British Columbia,
where he went to obtain material and studies
for a habitat group of the Osborn caribou.
Since the type specimens of these fine animals were secured in 1902 by Andrew J.
Stone, and described and named in honor of
President
J.

Henry

Fairfield

Osborn, by Dr.

A. Allen, no others have come to this
This variety of caribou, which is

Museum.

the richest in color and largest in horn and

body of all the great caribou group, is to be
shown in the Hall of North American Mammals, and it is befitting that this group should
be one of the

finest in the whole Museum.
Facts regarding the extent of range, or even
the approximate number of these caribou, are

very meagre, and when in May, 1925, news
was broadcast of a great gold strike in this
locality, there

was much concern about

welfare and that of the other

game

their

of this

country.

Leaving New York August 9, Mr. Clark
went from Wrangell, Alaska, up the Stikine
River to Telegraph Creek, where he outfitted
and proceeded by pack train to the southeast
section of Dease Lake. Here he found the
caribou very abundant: it was not unusual
during a single day for him to observe many
herds, averaging from thirty to forty animals.

Many thousands were seen in the three
weeks that Mr. Clark was in their locahty,
and he estimates that he examined fully three
hundred big bulls while engaged in selecting
the largest and most typical male for the
group.

He found

the caribou ranging extremely

on the sky-lines of the highest
mountains, and always above timber line
which here is about 6,000 feet), on the great
high, at times

moss- and grass-covered plateaus of
No place seemed too high
or too cold for them. They were even up on
the peaks among the last year's snows, where
one would expect to find only the mountain
sheep. They migrate south to these undulating uplands for their summer feeding, and late
in the fall return to the more open and windswept barrens of the North, where the snows
are not so deep. It is evident, however, that a
few remain throughout the winter, as some
shed antlers were found.
Seven specimens in all were secured: two
rolling

these mountains.

two females, and two young
of the cows and the bull calf
the velvet, and this phase will

fine large males,
bulls.

were

The horns
still

in

be shown in the group.

—

Pronghorned Antelope Increasing.
Friends of the pronghorned antelope will be
glad to learn through Dr. E. W. Nelson's
report on the "Status of the Pronghorned

—

:

NOTES
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Antelope, 1922-1924," U.S.Dept. of Agriculiure Bull. No. 1346, August, 1925, that the

night, but spared the

numbers

marvel what may have been the cause
that compelled the hons to leave the other
animah untouched and attack the camels,
when they had never seen the beast before,
nor had any experience of it.
"That whole region is full of lions and wild
bulls, with gigantic horns which are brought
into Greece [Note by M. G: this is the urus
Bos primigenius].
The hons are confined
within the tract lying between the river
Nestus which flows through Abder^—on
the one side and the Achelous which waters
Acarnania, on the other.
"No one ever sees a hon in the forepart of
Europe east of the Nestus, nor through the
entire continent west of the Archelous, but in
the space between these bounds hons are

unique American species are

of this

on the increase in many places.
Doctor Nelson gives, in his full and compre-

actually

summary

hensive

esting facts

and

this authoritative

many

of conditions,

inter-

A few passages from

figures.

paper

will afford a

glimpse

of existing conditions:

"Where the pronghorn occurred with

the

buffalo, people best qualified to judge con-

sider that

exceeded that an'mal in numbers.

it

has been estimated that the buffalo herds
at one time numbered from thirty to sixty
million animals.
In view of the greater
territory occupied by the pronghorn and its
It

known abundance,

may

be considered a
its probable
original numbers at not less than thirty to
forty millions, and possibly more.
it

conservative estimate to place

"As

against the

many

millions of prong-

horns once inhabiting this continent a recent
census, taken through the Biological Survey
and detailed elsewhere, shows approximately
30,000 survivors.

"The hunting

of antelope

by aw almost throughout
United States,
animals
in

still

is

its

now

of the 16 States in

occur,

Wyoming

forbidden

range.

is

In the

which these

the only one

which their hunting might be legahzed."

game animals

each
species to be maintained in each area should
be determined by a careful study of the conditions in the area by trained experts having

"The number

practical

of

knowledge

of

of the requirements of the

be clearly understood that at the present time and for some
years, to come antelope need strict protection
practically throughout their range, the one
different species.

It should

probable exception being in a limited area in

Wyoming."

The Lion

in

Europe.— Mr. Madison Grant

interesting evidence from Herodotus as to the existence, 480 B.C., of Uons in
Macedon, a country lying north of ancient

presents

some

Sir
Greece; he also cites a paragraph from
Harry Johnston's The Story of My Ufe as to
in 1880.
the presence of hons in North Africa
is the Uon statement
"Herodotus, Book VII, verses 125, and
Xeres through
126, describing the march of

Here

Macedon:

march the camels that carried
army were set upon by
which left their lairs an'd came down by

"Upon

this

the provisions of the
lions,

while they

beasts,

prey.

men and

the sumpter

made the camels

their

I

—

found."

—

The Lion in North Africa. Sir Harry
Johnston in The Story of My Life, p. 66, says,
speaking of lions in 1880:
"
on a high and densely wooded plateau with the higher mountains of the
Aures mass rising to about seven thousand
It seemed a superb country, strangely
feet.
.

little

.

.

inhabited, the last refuge of the hon,

which in those days was seemingly quite

—

common

^Allegro had a tame, half-grown
cub at his house in Bone [near to TunisAlgerian border] one heard the lions roaring
at night time not far away, and I actually

lion

;

saw the male and female hon ah-eady referred
They were killed prosaically enough
to.
by poisoned bait. The French had accumuand their
lated a great herd of cattle
presence at the camp attracted the hons and
leopards. In the course of a few more years
the lion in these regions and elsewhere in
North Africa became completely extinct.
The leopard still lingers, here, in Western
Algeria, and Morocco. Those I have seen

—

.

dead or stuffed

me

—

.

.

in Morocco-Algeria, struck

as being exceptionally large,

compared

to

the two or three varieties seen in India,
Malaysia, and tropical Africa. Their rosettes
are larger,

more jaguar-hke, and some

of the

males attain the dimensions of a large jaguar."

A New Handbook. — The

department of

has just published, as No. 61 of the
Guide Leaflet series, a handliook on "The
Capture and Preservation of Small Manunals
This jiaper
for Study," by H. E. Anthony.

mammals

has been written for those

who wish

to learn

!!
:
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how

!

and make study skins of small
Frequently sportsmen have inthey could preserve and bring

"There is,

to collect

mammals.

how

quired

Museum

back for the

mammals they

small

the

interesting

find while hunting for

younger

big game, or

many

men

searching

for

museum

technique and collecting experience
have asked for some handbook on the subject.
"The Capture and Preservation of Small

Mammals

Study "devotes about fifty
pages to the more important details, and has
twenty-four illustrations showing how to skin
for

mammals, make a collecting chest,
etc. Copies of the handbook may be purchased
at the sales booth. Memorial Hall, or at the

OTHER MUSEUMS
History Museums of
Leningrad and Moscow. Curator Bashford

The Natural

—

returning from one of his annual
tours of Europe in the interests of the Metropohtan Museum of Art and the American

l^ean

is

Museum

of

From

Natural History.

Lenin-

grad he sends to Professor Osborn a letter,
dated July 18, 1925, describing the present
progress of the Russian museums of art and
natural history, which contains most gratifying news to lovers of art and of nature.
The following is a free transcription of hislef ter

"Professor Karpinskii
Zoological

the

still

Museum

presides over

where we enjoyed a ghmpse
treasures.

The

Leningrad,

of

of

boreal

last

veritable

mammoth

{Elephas -prvnigenius) is mounted just as it
was found hunched up in a little gully at the
mouth of the Lena River. True, it is somewhat doctored,' for the back had been eaten
off by dogs or wolves, the face badly damaged,
and the trunk was missing, but the fine long
'wool' shows its ruddy color, and the stumpy
'

tail is quite

unlike that of the second fine

which suggests that the first tail
was not 'right.' So fresh was the meat that
the zoologist in charge of the party ventured
skeleton,

to cook and eat a bit of it; it nearly killed
him three weeks abed of ptomaine poisoning
The skeleton is mounted near by and is the

—

only one absolutely complete (one foot is
plaster-boned, but the real foot is close at
hand in a jar of alcohol) Pity that we cannot
.

land such a monster in the American Museum
The ice rhinoceros heads are quite as good in
their way, the latest one so good that it is,
alas,

smelly!

It is a miracle to

beasts in the flesh.

see these

I

cow which

went over the materi-

al of Rhytina which is in their storeroom,
and there is unfortunately little to tempt
one. There are about thirty skulls, quite a
lot of vertebrae, a few complete ribs and parts

but sketchy at the best. 1 think of
Doctor Townsend's chances to get a quantity
of others,

of this material in the

North

Pacific in his

"Albatross" days! The extinct cormorant 1
did not see; it has been carried off to the safe
against possible troubles here.
"Palaeontologists

small

library.

too, a fine Steller's sea

lacks only its flippers.

would be delighted with

The

the Stegocephalians and Theromorphs.

Leningrad Museum has a lot of them; in a
cliffside a whole cemetery has been unearthed
where the whole beasts come out in consecutive lumps. That there are Permian mammals
the people here doubt not at all. I saw, too,
all the material of Karpinskii 's queer shark
teeth Helicopriori, which seems to straddle
the balance spring of a huge watch; how the
great creature would have appeared living is a

problem indeed

"We

are

much impressed by

the interest

which the present government is giving to
museums. There are forty museums, open
and active in Moscow, including one of the
best art museums I have ever seen, and thirtyseven in Leningrad.

The museum

galleries

are full of students of all ages, guided
instructors.
is

I

by

learn that everything possible

being done toward giving scientific educa-

tion to the young."

Bicentenary of the Russian Academy
OF Sciences. The American Museum was
one among many scientific institutions invited
to attend the bicentenary of the Russian
Acadeney of Sciences. As we were unable

—

to send a personal representative, Professor

Peter Sushkin carried for us the following
letter to the President of the

Academy:

"Dear President

Karpinskii:
The comparatively youthful American Museum of Natural History, founded in 1869,
sends its greetings to the Russian Academy of
Sciences at Leningrad on the celebration of
the two-hundredth anniversary of its foundation.

On this auspicious occasion themembers

of our scientific staff desire to reaffirm our

admiration for Russian achievement in every
branch of Natural History and our desire to
continue and to strengthen our scientific intercourse with Russia in every branch to which

Russian naturalists have devoted their

lives.

NOTES
"In zoology we especially acknowledge our
indebtedness to the explorations and writings
of Pallas, Middendorff, Eversmann and,
Przewalski.
In paleontology we honor the

names

of

Borrissiak,

Kovalevski, Amalitzski, Cherski,
and Pavlov. In embryology and
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takes this position October first. Dr.
Wilhelm
Marinelli, who has been carrying on
his researches in the American Museum during
the
past six months, is leaving here to take
the
position of assistant in the Institut.
Coordinated with morphology in the University

comparative anatomy we place on our honor

is

the names of Metchnikoff, Kovalevski,
Zalenski, Wolff, von Baer, Severtzov; in

made.

roll

invertebrate

zoology,

those

and Nassonov.

Bobretski,

of

Korotneff

We pay tribute in

geology to Inostrancev, Mushketov, Karpinski, Pavlov, Obrutcher; in ichthyology to
Grimm Kessler, von Baer, Eichwald, Berg,
Schmidt, Nordmann, Borodin; in the explanation

and description

of bird life to Severtzov,

the Physiologische Institut for the directorship of which no appointment has as yet been
Abel,

Both Doctor Versluys and Doctor

the Paleobiologische Institut of
Vienna, have had intimate relations for many
years with the American Mu.seum, and in
of

saying good-bye. Dr. Wilhelm Marinelli takes
Professor Versluys President Osborn's

to

congratulations and the assurance that the
American Museum will always be ready to

Menzbier, Zarudny, and Sushkin; in mammalogy, besides the early explorers mentioned
above, to Satunin and Nassonov; in anthro-

new branch

and many others.
"For the past half-century the explorers of
the American Museum of Natural History
have been welcomed to the study and ex-

Since the

cooperate, so far as

pology, to Anutchin

amination of the collections in Russian museums, have been conducted through the
paleontologic and geologic wonders of the
Russian country, and have been welcomed in

own

their

ontologic,

zones

Thus

of

explorations,

geologic,

palse-

and anthropologic, to the farthest
Russian culture and civlization.

have been maintained the
bonds of mutual good will and interchange of
thought and interest which have also been
maintained between the Russian and American peoples at large.
"With our felicitations and best wishes for
the

in science

new

century,.

Henry Fairfield Osborn,
President."

SCIENCE OF

MAN

In the hall of the Age of Man, American
Museum, is a fine exhibit of the fossil remains
of the

human

most primitive known member
family,

the

Pithecanthropus

of the
erectus

Dubois, the ape-man of Java. This exhibit
has been prepared and arranged by Prof.
H. McGregor of the department of
J.
zoology, Columbia University. Explanatory
cards and labels clearly set forth the signiand cast, so that "he

ficance of each fossil

who runs may

read."

APPOINTMENTS
The University op Vienna

has

called

Professor Jan Versluys of Hilversum, Holland,
as chief of the Morphologische Institut;

he

is

in its power, with this

of the great Austrian university.

NEW MEMBERS
last issue of

Natural History,

the following persons have been elected members of the American Museum, making the
total

membership 8324:

Fellow:

Mr. Frederick Sturges,

Jr.

Mrs. Paul Moore, Prof.
Ulric Dahlgren, Messrs. Walter H.
Aldridge, Leo S. Bing, Nicholas F. Br.\dy,
Hans v. Briesen, Irving T. Bush.
Life Members:

Sustaining Members:

Miss Charlotte R.
Stillman, Messrs. Frederick Lyon, William Hale Price.

Annual Members: Mesdaaies Meta Bally,
Helen Parrish Brown, Harold Frank,
Jacques R. Freedman, Fred. A. Geier,
Edward Gluck, Cecil Camille Martin
Harris, Elizabeth H. Parks, F. I. W.
Robinson, A. L. Sherwin, E. H. Spooner,
Milton S. Steiner, Samuel Richards
Weed; the Misses Flora M. Campbell,
Maud S. Clark, Sarah E. Dolbey, Jane
Kenney, Mabel R. Swarr; Prof. Harold
L. Alling, Prof. William Prager, Doctors
Francis X. Dercum, Anthony H. Harrigan,
Ferdinand G. Kneer, Robert L. Loughran,
Edward H. Raymond Jr.; Messrs. Otto
P. Amend, George Warrington Bass,
Dudley J. Bachrach, Harry R. B.\ltz,
John Bantz, Stephen Birch, Adolph Block,
Robert E. Boyd, William B. Cabot,
George Eustis Corcoran, Belmont Corn,
Walter B. Ellwood, Francis R. Hal.sey,
Royal F. Hinman, J. Frederick Jones,
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Thbw Wright; Judge James Wickersham;

Feed. R. Long, Morton J. Newburger,
Thomas de Quartel Richardson, Jr.,
Anton R. Rose, Joseph Sternfeld, Roy G.
Thomas, Columbia Grammar School.

Members: Prof. Carl Barus;
Mesdames Charles Bradley, Gilbert C.
Carpenter, John Armington Day, Gilman

Associate

Drake, D. Ghirardelli, E. L. Hutchinson,
Joseph E. Jenckes, Chilson Leonard,
Henry L. Wilkinson, Edward Clark
Wright; the Misses Gwendolyn Curtis,
Jane P. Hubbell, Dorothy B. Moulton,
EleanoreW. Parmelee; Doctors Alex. M.
Burgess, L. F. de Beaufort, Walter K.
Fisher, Gorjanovis-Kramberger, HerlWYN R. Green, Philip A. Loomis, John C.
Spencer, K. L. Stoll, Alanson Weeks,

.

Messrs. Spencer Borden, Arthur D.
Champlin, E. Donaldson Clapp, Chas. J.
Deering, Charles M. Diserens, Thomas
B. Doyle, David W. Eaton, H. John Falkner. Otto F. Felix, B. Frank Greaves,
Laurence H. Haselton, Francis Wingate
Hayes, C. F. Holdship, P. S. Hopkins, John
Martich, L. H. McLaughlin, Edward H.
Merritt, Francis H. Moore. Jr., Geo. L.
Payne, Geo. Whitefield Price, Brockholst M. Smith, F. M. Smith, Julian A.
Steyermark, Leon Max Stone, Jos. S.
Thompson, James E. Thurston, John

Tempest Walker, Talbot C. Walker,
Manfred L. Warren, Andrew' Welch,
Gerald Whitman, Mountford S. Wilson,
Russell C. Wilson, Robert S. Woods.

MAN

PRESENT RACES OF
JANUARY - FEBRUARY
The

first

number

of

Natural History

for 1926, edited

by Dr. Clark

Wissler, curator-in-

chief of the division of anthropology, is to be devoted to present-day man with special reference
to his physical characters. In this issue Prof. Raymond Pearl of Johns Hopkins stresses the

between the stationary upper limit or span of life and the mean or average length
which is now being rapidly increased. Dr. Rueben Ottenberg puts man into four classes
according to the presence or absence of two substances in the red corpuscles of the blood which
distinction
of life

may by

mixture cause it to coagulate.
Dr. Milo Hellman explains the relation existing between the shape of the human face and
the form of the jaws and teeth. Dr. Charles B. Davenport discusses the several methods which
have been employed in recording skin color and sets forth the advantages of the color-top with
glass disks of various colors

The Indians

which are blended by spinning.

of California are classified according to bodily

University of California.
into three subtypes.

He

finds three

main

form by E. W. Gifford

types, one of which, the largest,

is

of the

again divided

Professor Faj^ Cooper Cole of the University of Chicago writes on the races of Malaysia
which include a supposedly aboriginal population of pygmies and immigrants of other types,
one of which has extended its range throughout the Pacific Islands. In connection with their
racial characteristics he describes their customs.
Two little known tribes of Colombia, one on the mountains and one on the coast, are contrasted as to physical appearance, customs, and general bearing, by Dr. John Alden Mason,
assistant curator of Mexican archseology.
Prof. Frank G. Speck of the University of Pennsylvania describes a night under the stars
during midwinter in Labrador and suggests that at one time houses had only one side wall and

no

roof.

Dr. Gilbert L. Wilson,

Museum,

who

in times past

change his ways of

man

North Dakota for the
mature years must undergo to

visits to

of

life.

Osborn discusses in biological terms the varieties of living men, the evolutionary
of man's past life, and suggests what might result in the future if certain occupations

Prof.
results

made many

gives in a dialogue a view of the diffiaulties a

should be continued for

many

generations.
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